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PREFACE
The original motivation for the introduction of courses in electronics
into many electrical-engineering curriculums was to provide the student
with a background for the understanding of radio communication. However, particularly within the past 10 years, many other equally important
fields have been developed which require a knowledge of electronic circuits which are often quite different from those found in radio systems.
These newer fields include radar, television, analogue and digital com..
puters, control systems, data-processing systems, nucleonics, pulse communications, telemetering, and instrumentation (physical, biological,
medical, mechanical, psychological, etc.).
In radio engineering the waveforms encountered are essentially sinusoidal in nature. In the newer fields there occur a wider variety of
waveforms which include narrow (microsecond or millimicrosecond)
pulses, wide (millisecond or second) pulses, square waves, and time-base
current and voltage waveforms. In radio engineering the prime signal
source is a sinusoidal signal generator. In the newer electrical systems
the signal sources also include such Circuits as multivibrators, time-base
generators, and blocking oscillators. In radio engineering, circuits are
required to perform the operations of amplification, modulation, and
detection. In the newer fields, circuits are required to perform many
additional operations. Among these are circuits which change the shape
of a wave (clipping), change the d-c level of a waveform (clamping),
determine the occurrence of equality in voltage between two waveforms
(amplitude comparison), mark the time of occurrence of some distinctive
point on a waveform (time comparison), etc. All these latter circuits
depend for their operation on the use of nonlinear circuit elements.
Hence, the nonlinear characteristics of diodes, vacuum tubes, and transistors are a matter of more serious concern in the newer fields than in radio
engineering. The bandwidths required of the linear passive and active
(amplifier) transmission networks in a radio system rarely exceed several
hundred kilocycles. In the newer fields, linear pulse (or video) ampli~
fiers and wideband transmission networks of both the lumped- and distributed-parameter type are required with bandwidths extending from
zero to tens of megacycles. Finally, we may note that in the newer fields
vii
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an important technique has been developed which has no counterpart in
radio engineering. This so-called digital technique is based on the use of
tubes, transistors, and magnetic cores as switches which in operation are
either turned on or off and never left in an intermediate state.
I t is the purpose of this text to provide a description and an analysis of
the circuits and techniques which are common to many of the newer fields
of electrical engineering. It is to be emphasized that this text is not
intended as a book on a specific terminal subject such as digital computers,
television, radar, etc. Rather the circuits and techniques described here
are basic to an understanding of many diversified specialized fields. (I t
is hoped that the title selected for this text gives some suggestion of its
scope. Other authors have used such titles as "unconventional circuits,"
"waveforms," "advanced electronic circuits," "recurrent electrical
transients," "pulse techniques," "timing circuits," etc.)
It is the feeling of the authors that a modern curriculum in electrical
engineering should include at least three (and preferably four) courses in
electronics. This sequence should begin with physical electronics, continue with what might now be called classical (radio) circuits, and should
conclude with pulse and digital circuitry. This book is intended to serve
as a text in pulse and digital circuitry for such an undergraduate sequence.
The subject of pulse and digital techniques has already assumed such
importance that a two-term graduate sequence in this subject is certainly
justified. This text contains adequate material for such a graduate course.
The authors have used almost all the material in this book (in note
form and with constant revision) in their classes over the past eight years.
The organization of the material has received careful attention and is as
follows. First, an analysis is made of the response of linear networks,
both active and passive, to the types of waveforms commonly encountered in pulse circuits. Then the basic nonlinearities of tubes and
semiconductor devices are described and the effects of these nonlinearities
on waveform transmission are studied. Waveform generating circuits
and other fundamental building blocks are next analyzed in detail.
Finally, the basic circuits, with which the reader is now familiar, are
assembled into pulse and digital systems. The motivation behind the
organization of each chapter has been to assemble, correlate, and analyze
circuits and techniques required to perform a basic operation.
The philosophy of presentation which the authors have adopted has
been to analyze a circuit on a physical basis so as to provide a clear
understanding and intuitive feeling for its behavior. Mathematics
(through differential equations) is used wherever required but only after
the physical motivation behind the mathematics has been discussed.
Since this text is intended for a course in electronics and not one in differential equations, the authors feel justified in omitting some of the
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mathematical details of solution. In most cases the roots of the characteristic equation (the poles of the transfer function) are examined carefully, since these provide a great deal of insight into the nature of the
response. Then the analytical solution is written down, the response is
plotted, and its physical significance is studied. It is assumed that the
reader is familiar with the solution (either by the classical or the
Laplace transform method) of linear differential equations with constant
coefficients.
.
The principal emphasis in this text is upon a deep theoretical understanding of pulse and digital circuits and techniques. At the same time
the authors have included enough practical details so as to make its
usefulness felt immediately in the laboratory.
A number of illustrative examples are worked out in detail in the body
of the text. A large number of homework problems (over four hundred)
are included at the end of the text. Some of these are theoretical in
nature, a few give the student practice in the solution of the differential
equations set up in the text, and many others illustrate practical circuits
and systems. In every case the order of magnitudes of the parameters
have been chosen realistically so that the reader will learn what to expect
as a practicing engineer. The tube characteristics needed in the solution of some of the problems are included in the Appendix.
It is expected that transistors will play an increasingly important role
in pulse and digital circuits as the years go by. The purpose of Chap. 18
is to give a pedagogically sound presentation of the transistor as a basic
circuit element. Enough semiconductor physics has been included so as
to give the reader an appreciation of the properties of transistors and also
of their limitations. It is therefore not necessary for the student to consult other references before reading Chap. 18. The emphasis in the
chapter is on the use of the transistor as a switch in pulse and digital
applica tions.
It is a pleasure to acknowledge the assistance received from many
sources in the preparation of this book. The following companies supplied information in the form of component characteristics, instrument
instruction manuals, etc.: Bell Telephone Laboratories, Berkeley Division
of Beckman Instruments, Inc., A. B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc., General Electric Company, Hewlett-Packard Company, Potter Instrument
Company, Sylvania Electric Corporation, Tektronix, and Tel-Instrument
Company. We are grateful for the many technical discussions with our
friends and colleagues at Columbia University, The City College of New
York, the Electronics Research Laboratories of Columbia University, and
the Tel-Instrument Company. The Massachusetts Institute of Technology Radiation Laboratory Series of volumes on radar were also a
source of a great deal of useful information.
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We are pleased to acknowledge our indebtedness to the following persons for their assistance: Professors E. Brenner and G. J. Clemens and
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the manuscript and made many valuable suggestions. Dr. S. Amarel
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CHAPTER

1

REVIEW OF AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS

Voltage- and current-feedback circuits, which find extensive application
in many branches of electronics, are also used frequently in pulse systems.
Among such circuits, which will appear throughout this text, are the
cathode-follower, phase-inverter circuits, difference amplifiers, and operational amplifiers. Therefore we shall review briefly the principles of
negative feedback and derive equivalent circuits which will give an
intimate physical understanding of such circuits. Finally, these powerful methods of analysis will be applied to the circuits most commonly
used in pulse applications.
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(a)
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FIG. 1-1. The equivalent circuit of a triode operating linearly.

1-1. Equivalent Circuit of a Vacuum Tube. l Over the range of linear
operation, the vacuum tube of Fig. I-I a may be replaced by the equivalent circuit of Fig. I-lb. The symbol eak stands for the voltage drop from
grid to cathode, and rp is the plate resistance of the vacuum tube. A
circuit which involves vacuum tubes may be analyzed by replacing each
tube by its equivalent circuit and by disregarding all those circuit features, such as supply and bias voltages, which have an influence only on
the quiescent state. * This replacement of the vacuum tube by its equivalent leaves a network which may be dealt with by linear circuit analysis.
EXAMPLE.
The triode of Fig. 1-2a has a plate resistance rp and an amplification
factor Jl.. The externally applied voltage is ee, as shown, and the output voltage is eo.
Find an equivalent circuit with respect to the output terminals selected.

* The symbols for voltage and current used throughout this chapter (with the
exception of Sec. 1-7) represent variations from the quiescent value.
1

2
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Solution. The vacuum tube has been replaced by its equivalent circuit in Fig. 1-2b.
The current i must satisfy the equation
P.egk

+ RL + R k)

=

i(rp

=

iRk, we have

The voltage drop from G to K is

Eliminating egk, and solving for eo

where Rl = (RL

+ rp)/(p. + 1).
- - " \/ \/. "'"--p

t----l'---......()

+

N

N

(a)

(b)

FIG. 1-2. An example illustrating the use of the

equiv~lent

circuit of Fig. 1-lb.

It appears from inspection of this last equation that the output voltage may then
be computed from the equivalent circuit of Fig. 1-3a.

Thevenin's theorem states that any two-terminal linear network may
be replaced by a generator equal to the open-circuit voltage between the
terminals in series with the equivalent output impedance. The output impedance is that impedance which appears between the output terminals when
all energy sources are replaced by their internal impedances. For example, in Fig. 1-3a the output impedance R is given by the parallel combination of Rl and Rk and the Thevenin generator voltage is given by
p.ee

eT = p.

Rk

+ 1 Rk + Rl

This Thevenin equivalent circuit of Fig. 1-3a is shown in Fig. 1-3b. We
have also indicated in Fig. 1-3b that an external load may be added
across the output terminals and that it will then draw a load current iL
[which will equal eT/(R + R')]. Thus, the output impedance specifies
the manner in which the output voltage eo = iLR' is affected by an
external load. The output voltage is also given by eo = eT - iLR.
The Thevenin equivalent of an amplifier circuit is indicated in Fig.
1-4a. The input terminals are marked 1 and 2 and the input voltage is e.

3
The output terminals are marked 3 and 4. The external load is R' and
the output impedance is R. Since the open-circuit voltage (no external
load placed across the amplifier) is the 3Jmplifier gain A times the external
voltage, the Thevenin generator is Ae, as indicated.
In Fig. 1-4a we have assumed that the circuit contains only resistive
elements. If reactive elements are present, the circuit may be generalized
as indicated in Fig. 1-4b. Capital letters are now used to define sinor
nEVIEW OF AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS

~e

,u+ 1

e

(a)

+ e.

~ fR'
~

(external
load)

L-------""O

(b)
FIG. 1-3. Networks equivalent to the circuit of Fig. 1-2.
eT and the output impedance R are defined in the text.

The Th6venin generator

R

+
e

Z
E

2

(a)

2

(b)

FIG. 1-4. Th6venin equivalent circuits for an amplifier (a) with resistive elements and
(b) with reactive elements.

(phasor) quantities and resistances R are replaced by complex impedances
Z. The output voltage is given by
(1-1)

where Z is the output impedance, A is the (unloaded) amplifier gain, and
This equation may be used to define A and Z
for a particular circuit. For example, if we find that the output voltage
of an amplifier varies linearly with load current as indicated in Eq. (1-1),
then the factor multiplying the applied voltage E is the gain and the
factor multiplying the load current IL is the output impedance.
ZL is the load impedance.
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1-2. Voltage Feedback in Amplifiers. A feedback amplifier may be
defined tentatively as one in which the amplifier input signal is in part
derived from an external source and in part from the amplifier output.
Any amplifier, whether it involves feedback or not, may be analyzed by
the method outlined in Sec. 1-1. Where feedback is involved, however,
it is more fruitful to try to deal separately with the amplifier proper and
with the feedback network in order to be able to appreciate the influence
of the feedback on the amplifier characteristics. Since, with respect to
its output terminals, the amplifier is specified by the gain and output
impedance we shall inquire into the manner in which these two features
1

+

+

Ec

E,

"'-U

-2

E,

- 5'iJ1

3

Amplifier

E+0
4

Feedback
network

I

.I

Z L (external
load)

I

J

(a)
o

+
Ee

E, -0
=f!Eo

~

(b)

FIG. 1-5. (a) A block diagram of a voltage-feedback amplifier. The feedback factor {j
is defined by {j == EdEo, where E/ = Ei - Ee. (b) The equivalent circuit.

of the amplifier are modified by certain particular feedback arrangements.
Consider the feedback arrangement of Fig. I-5a. The signal at the
input terminals to the amplifier is the sum of the externally impressed
voltage Ee and a feedback voltage E, = {3E o. The feedback voltage is
related to the output voltage by a factor {3, which is determined by the
feedback network. The feedback network may be active or passive and
in general {3 may be a complex quantity. The convention with respect
to the polarity of all signals is indicated, and this convention will be
adhered to consistently in what follows.
Let A be the forward gain without feedback (the open-loop gain) between
the input and output terminals of the amplifier with the load ZL removed.
We may define A by the following operational procedure. Remove E e ,
and apply a voltage Ei directly to the terminals 1 and 2. The gain A is
given by A == Eo/Ei'
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The output impedance without feedbaclc Z of the amplifier is defined as
follows. Remove E e , and short-circuit terminals 1 and 2. Under these
conditions Z is the impedance seen looking back into the output terminals
3 and 4. Note that the definitions of A and Z take into account the
loading effect of the impedance of the feedback network.
The Thevenin equivalent circuit corresponding to Fig. 1-5a is indicated
in Fig. 1-5b. The distinguishing feature of voltage feedbaclc is that the feedbaclc voltage EI is related to the output voltage Eo by EI = {3E o, in which {3 is
fixed independently of the external load ZL. We may write
Eo = AEi -

ILZ

and

Ei = Ee

+ {3Eo

Eliminating Ei from these equations, we find
A
Eo = 1 _ A{3 Ee -

Z
1 _ A{3 I L

(1-2)

This equation is in the form of Eq. (1-1) and hence we conclude that the
gain and output impedance with feedback are given by AI (the closed-loop
gain) and Zh respectively, where

A
1 _ {3A

(1-3)

Z
Z, = 1 _ {3A

(1-4)

A,

and

=

The Thevenin equivalent circuit is indicated in Fig. 1-6.
of the feedback is, therefore, to

I·:

The effect

~z ~

modify both gain and impedance bY!+
+
If IA/I < IAI, the~,
:
~,I;J ZL
feedback is termed negative or de- : _
generative. If IA,I > IAI, the feed- FIG. 1-6. The Th6venin equivalent of an
back is termed positive or regenerative. amplifier taking voltage feedback into
account.
In the case of negative feedback,
which is of principal interest to us, the magnitude of both gain and
impedance is divided by the factor 11 - {3A\.
1-3. Current Feedback in Amplifiers. A current-feedbaclc amplifier is
shown in Fig. 1-7. The amplifier without feedback has a gain A and
output impedance Z. The distinguishing feature of the present circuit
is that the feedbaclc voltage is proportional to the current which flows through
the external load Z L and the factor of proportionality between Eland I L is
independent of the output voltage Eo. The feedback voltage is developed
across the impedance Zs, which is in series with the load.
We have

the same factor.

Eo

from which

= AEi - (Z
Eo

+ Zs)IL

= AEe -

[Z

and

+ Zs(l

Ei

= Ee

- A)]IL

+ Z8 I L
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Amplifier

FIG. 1-7. A block diagram of a current-feedback amplifier.

Comparing with Eq. (1-1), we see that the gain and impedance in the
presence of current feedback are therefore

= Z + Z s(1 - A)
(1-5)
If the amplifier were unaltered except
that the feedback voltage were not
returned to the input, the output
impedance would be Z
Zs. The
p
effect of the current feedback is
G
therefore to add to the output imo-f'---+---oK
pedance the additional impedance
- AZ s • If, for example, A is a real
negative number and Zs is resistive,
the output impedance with feedback will be greater than the impedance without feedback.
1-4. Illustrations of Current and
Voltage
Feedback. We shall now
Gc:>--_-r--I-o
+
consider some examples of special
one-tube amplifiers. The examples
are selected because they illustrate
the matters described above in connection with feedback and also
(b)
because the circuits themselves are
of much practical importance.
Suppose that in the circuit of Fig.
1-8a we define the output terminals
to be K and N so that eo = ekn and
(c)
the input terminals to be G and K
FIG. 1-8. (a) Amplifier with plate and
cathode resistors. (b) Circuit· redrawn so that ei = egk. The external sigas a voltage-feedback amplifier. (c)
nal generator is connected to G and
Equivalent circuit with respect to output
N
so that ee = egn. The circuit may
terminals between cathode and ground.
now be redrawn as in Fig. 1-8b,
which corresponds to Fig. 1-5b. Independently of whether the resistor Rk
is considered a part of the amplifier or an external load we have a case of
AI

= A

ZI

The gain has not been altered.

+
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voltage feedback in which {3 = -1 since el = -eo. Let us consider that
Rk is an external load and not a part of the amplifier. Then

and 1 - {3A = 1 + JL. The impedance without feedback seen looking
to the left between terminals J( and N is rp + R L • The gain and impedance with feedback are found from Eqs. (1-3) and (1-4) to be
AI

=

and

_JL_

JL+l

RI

=

+

RL
JL+l

rp

(1-6)

The equivalent circuit is as indicated in Fig. 1-8c. This is the same
circuit as in Fig. 1-3a, which was derived without the aid of feedback
formulas.
Amplifier

(a)
p

+

(b)

N

FIG. 1-9. (a) Amplifier with plate and cathode resistors drawn as a current-feedback
amplifier. (b) Equivalent circuit with respect to output terminals between plate and
ground.

Next, referring again to Fig. 1-8a, let us consider that again ei = eOk
and ee = eon but that now eo = e pn ' The circuit is redrawn in Fig. 1-9a
which corresponds exactly to the circumstances of current feedback in
Fig. 1-7. Observe that here we have no choice but to require that RL be
considered an external load. The gain, with or without feedback, is
A = AI = epn / eok = - JL. The output impedance neglecting feedback

8
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+R

k,

so that altogether we have
and

(1-7)

The equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 1-9b.
The above results are extremely important and should be emphasized.
If we look into the cathode of an amplifier, we see an equivalent circuit

(Fig. 1-8c) consisting of a generator of value p./(p. + 1) times the external!3ource voltage and an impedance (rp + R L ) /(p. + 1). The latter may be
small if p. is large. On the other hand, if we look into the plate of an amplifier, we see an equivalent circuit (Fig. 1-9b) consisting of a generator of value
-p.

times the external-source voltage and an impedance rp

+

(p.

+

1)R k •

The latter may be large if p. is large.
It should be clear at this point that any discussion of feedback must
necessarily take as its starting point a careful definition of what are to be
considered as the input and output terminals of the amplifier, where the
external signal is to be applied, what is to be considered a part of the
amplifier, and what is external to the amplifier. For example, if in
connection with Fig. 1-9, the resistor RL were to be considered part of the
amplifier, then the resultant circuit would correspond neither to voltage
nor to current feedback as we have defined them. It might still be
profitable in this latter case to consider the amplifier as some new type of
feedback amplifier. But the point to note is that a circuit must conform
in every detail to the circumstances specified in Figs. I-5a and 1-7 before
we can confidently apply to them the feedback formulas stated above.
1-5. Some Characteristics of Feedback Amplifiers. The three properties of feedback amplifiers which are most important for pulse circuit
applications are the influence of negative feedback on the stability of
amplifier gain, on the frequency distortion, and on nonlinear distortion.
We shall consider first a voltage-feedback amplifier.
Stability. The variation due to aging, temperature, and replacement,
etc., of the circuit components and tube characteristics of an amplifier
is reflected in a corresponding lack of stability of the amplifier gain.
The fractional change in gain with feedback is related to the fractional
change without feedback by

I

dA'1
A, =

I I

11 - 1 {jAI dA
A

This equation is obtained by differentiating Eq. (1-3). If the feedback is
negative, so that 11 - {jA I > 1, the feedback will have served to improve
the gain stability of the amplifier.
.
In particular, if I{jA I » 1, then

A_
A I -- 1 - A~A = - {3A
t'J

1

~
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and the gain may be made to depend entirely on the feedback network.
The worst offenders with respect to stability are usually the vacuum
tubes involved. If the feedback network should then contain only passive elements, the improvement in stability may indeed be pronounced.
Feedback is used to improve stability in the following way. Suppose
an amplifier of gain Al is required. We start by building an amplifier
of gain, A2 = kAI, in which k is a large number. Feedback is now introduced to divide the gain by the factor k. The stability will be improved
by the same factor, k, since both gain and stability are divided by the
factor k = 11 - ,8A 21. If now the instability of the amplifier of gain, A 2,
is not appreciably poorer than the instability of the amplifier of gain
without feedback equal to AI, this procedure will have been useful. It
often happens as a matter of practice that an amplifier gain may be
increased appreciably without a corresponding loss of stability. Consider, for example, the case of a one-tube pentode amplifier. The gain i~
gmRL, gm being the tube transconductance and RL the plate-circuit
resistor. The principal source of instability is in gm' Hence the fractional change in gain is the same for a given fractional change in gm
independently of the size of R L •
Frequency Distortion. It follows from the equation Af
-1/,8 that
if the feedback network does not contain reactive elements then the overall gain is not a function of frequency. Under these circumstances a
substantial reduction in frequency and phase distortion is obtained. It
is to be noted, however, that negative feedback improves frequency
response only at the expense of gain.
Nonlinear Distortion. Suppose that a large amplitude signal is applied
to a stage of an amplifier so that the operation of the tube extends
slightly beyond its range of linear operation and as a consequence the
output signal is slightly distorted. Negative feedback is now introduced
and the input signal is increased by the same amount by which the gain
is reduced so that the output signal amplitude remains the same. For
simplicity, let us consider that the input signal is sinusoidal and that the
distortion consists of simply a second-harmonic signal generated within
the tube. We shall also assume that the second-harmonic amplitude, in
the absence of feedback, is equal to B 2 • Because of the effects of feedback, a component B2f actually appears in the output. To find the
relationship that exists between B2f and B 2, it is noted that the output will
contain the term A,8B 2h which arises from the component ,8B2f that is
fed back to the input. Thus the output contains two terms: B 2 , generated
in the tube, and A,8B
which represents the effect of the feedback.
Hence,
t'./

2"

A,8B 2f

or

B2f

+ B2

=

= B2f
B2
1 - A,8

(1-8)
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Since A and (3 are generally functions of the frequency, they must be
evaluated at the second-harmonic frequency.
The input voltage Ee to the feedback amplifier may be the actual signal
externally available, or it may be the output of an amplifier preceding
the feedback stage or stages under consideration. In order to multiply
the input to the feedback amplifier by the factor \1 - A{3\, it is necessary either to increase the nominal gain of the preamplifying stages or
to add a new stage. If the full benefit of the feedback amplifier in
reducing nonlinear distortion is to be obtained, these preamplifying
stages must not introduce additional distortion because of the increased
output demanded of them. Since, however, appreciable harmonics are
introduced only when the output swing is large, most of the distortion
arises in the last stage. The preamplifying stages are of smaller importance in considerations of harmonic generation.
It has been assumed in the derivation of Eq. (1-8) that the harmonic
distortion generated within the tube depends only upon the grid swing
of the fundamental signal voltage. The small amount of additional
distortion that might arise from the second-harmonic component fed
back from the output to the input has been neglected. Ordinarily, this
will lead to little error. Further, it must be noted, the result given by
Eq. (1-8) applies only in the case of small distortion. The principle of
superposition has been used in the derivation and for this reason it is
required that the tube must be considered to operate with at least approximate linearity.
.
Consider now a current-feedback amplifier. The three properties given
above for the output voltage of a voltage-feedback amplifier are equally
valid for the output current of a current-feedback amplifier. This statement may be confirmed as follows: From Fig. 1-7 and Eq. (1-5) the load
current in a current-feedback amplifier is given by

I

AEe

rv

-Ee

(1-9)
+ Z8(1 - A) + ZL = ----z:
IZ + Zs + ZLI. Under these circumstances we note

L = Z

provided that IZsA\»
that the current depends only upon Zs and not upon the other amplifier
features. Hence, if the feedback impedance Zs is a stable element, the
load current is stable with respect to aging, temperature, and replacement
of circuit components and tube characteristics. If Zs is a resistor, then
I L is independent of frequency and the distortion in frequency and phase
is greatly reduced. Note that this conclusion is valid even if the load
impedance is a function of frequency. If Zs is a linear element, then
virtually no nonlinear distortion of load current results.
We may summarize the above discussion by stating that the load
current in a current-feedback amplifier is approximately independent of load
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In other words, the circuit behaves as a current device, the
magnitude of the load current being obtained by dividing the externally
applied voltage by the feedback impedance Za.
1-6. The Cathode Follower. An
example of a circuit which may profitably be viewed as a feedback amplifier
is the cathode follower of Fig. I-lOa.
This circuit is also referred to as a
grounded-plate amplifier. The equiv.........-----0+
alent circuit of Fig. I-lOb may be
drawn directly by setting RL = 0 in
Fig. 1-8c. The gain is always less
than unity and is given by
impedance.

(a)
If (f..L
f..LI(f..L

+ I)R k » r p, then the gain
+ 1) or approximately unity.

is
A
rp
,..a + 1
gain of 0.95 or larger is not difficult
to achieve. The polarity of the volt....i!:-.c
Co
Rk
,..a+l e
age at the cathode, the output signal,
is the same as at the grid. The cathode voltage therefore follows very
(b)
closely the grid voltage and this feaFIG. 1-10. The cathode follower and
ture accounts for the name given to its equivalent circuit. The equivathe circuit.
lent circuit is as shown in Fig. 1-8e
If numerator and denominator of except that RL = O.
Eq. (1-10) are divided by rp and if we
recognize that usually f..L + 1 "-' f..L, we may rewrite Eq. (1-10) in the form

+1

-1

A =

OmRk

1

+ OmRk

(1-11)

in which Om = f..Llrp is the transconductance of the tube.
The output impedance of the cathode follower is determined by the
parallel combination of Rk and rpl(f..L + 1). Since rpl(f..L + 1) "-' 110m,
the output impedance may be written, with small error, as

R =

Rk

1

+ OmRk

(1-12)

For OmRk » 1, R = 110m. Since Om, for a large variety of receiving-type
tubes lies in the range 1 to 10 millimhos, R includes the range 100 to
1,000 ohms. A low output impedance is often an asset in an amplifier
since it reduces the influence of the load on the amplifier output voltage.
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The output impedance of a cathode follower is frequently appreciably
smaller than the output impedance encountered in a conventional amplifier where the output signal is developed across an impedance in the
plate circuit.
The conventional amplifier, however, provides gain. To make a fair
comparison between the two amplifier types, let us compare, for the two
cases, a figure of merit F, which is defined as the ratio of gain to output
impedance. If, in the conventional amplifier, the resistor RL is small in
comparison with the tube plate resistance (as it would be even if the tube
were a triode, but the interest was in securing a low output impedance),
then A = gmRL and R = RL approximately. Therefore
F (conventional amplifier) = gmRL = Om
RL
For a cathode follower,

OmRk

F (cathode follower)

1

+ OmRk

1

+ OmRk
Rk

=

Om

It appears that if the gain of a conventional amplifier is made equal
to that of a cathode follower, then the output impedance of the two
circuits is the same.
Nevertheless where an amplifier of low output impedance is required,
the cathode follower might still be the circuit of choice since it offers
an advantage with respect to stability of gain not shared by the conventional amplifier. In the light of the discussion in Sec. 1-5 this feature
might well have been anticipated. Consider, for example, that the Om
of the tube changes by, say, 10 per cent. The gain of the conventional
amplifier also changes by 10 per ·cent. On the other hand, if a cathode
follower were adjusted for approximately unity gain (gmR k » 1), the
change in gain would be appreciably reduced. We have
1

dA

A

1

+ OmRk

dOm
Om

so that, if, say, gmRk = 10 and dOm/Om = 0.1, then dA/ A = 0.1/11
0.01.
Thus, a 10 per cent change in Om has now resulted in only a 1 per cent
change in gain. This is an improvement by a factor of 10 over the
conventional amplifier.
A second advantage of the cathode follower lies in the linearity with
which the output signal follows the input signal. The advantage is
most pronounced when a cathode follower of maximum possible gain,
nominally unity, is compared with a conventional amplifier of comparable gain and consequently comparable output impedance. Consider
first a cathode follower in which Rk is made very large.
r-.J
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If an output signal swing Aeo is required, the tube current must change
by Aeo/ Ric, which is small since Rk is large. Since the nonlinearity
introduced by a vacuum tube is largely determined by the range over
which its current must vary, we may anticipate that the operation will
be quite linear. The comparable conventional amplifier will require a
plate-circuit resistor RL nominally equal to 1/gm, which is only of the
order of several hundred ohms. The tube current must then change
by Aeo/ R L , which is very much larger than Aeo/ Ric, and the linearity
will suffer. With a cathode follower for which gmRk » 1 it is not difficult
to achieve a linear output voltage whose peak-to-peak value is comparable
to the total supply voltage. With a unity-gain amplifier the maximum
output swing is the grid base (defined as the voltage swing from zero
bias to cutoff). This swing is approximately 1/}L times the supply voltage. Hence the swing obtainable from a unity-gain conventional amplifier is much smaller than that from a cathode follower.
1-7. Graphical Analysis of the Cathode Follower. We consider now
how to use the characteristic curves of a vacuum tube to determine such
matters as range of output voltage swing, proper bias voltage, and
operating point for any arbitrary input voltage to a cathode follower.
In Fig. I-lOa, ee, eb, and ib are, respectively, the total instantaneous grid- .
to-cathode voltage, plate-to-cathode voltage, and plate current. We
have
(1-13)
Ebb ~ eb
ibRk
(1-14)
and
ee = ee + ibRk

+

Equation (1-13) is the equation of the load line corresponding to the plate
voltage Ebb and the load resistor R k • The procedure for constructing
the dynamic characteristic (plate current vs. external input voltage) of a
cathode follower is then the following:
1. On the plate characteristics draw the load line corresponding to the given value
Ebb and R k •
2. Note the current value corresponding to each point of intersection of the load
line with the characteristic curves. In each case relabel the individual plate characteristics with an input voltage Co equal to Ce
ibRk, in accordance with Eq. (1-14).
The procedure is illustrated in Fig. 1-11.
3. The required curve is now a plot of the current values vs. the input voltage..
For example, i b2 and C o 2 are corresponding values on the graph.
4. The output voltage corresponding to the current i b2 is Ck2 = ib2Rk, as is indicated
in Fig. 1-11.

of

+

When cutoff occurs, there is, of course, no drop across the cathode
resistor. Consequently, the externally applied voltage required to attain
cutoff is independent of the size of the cathode resistor. When the
input voltage swings positively, the cathode follows it and maintains itself
positive with respect to the grid. The maximum input voltage is usually
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limited by grid current which takes place approximately at the place
where the grid-cathode voltage is zero.
EXAMPLE.
Consider a 6SN7 vacuum tube with Ebb = 300 volts and Rk = 20 K.
Find the maximum positive and negative input voltages. (Refer to Fig. A-2. *)
Solution. From the plate characteristics and the load line it is found that the
current corresponding to ee = 0 is ib = 10 rna. Hence, the maximum output voltage
is ibRk = 200 volts, and since ee = 0, the maximum input voltage is also 200 volts.
The cutoff voltage for the 6SN7 corresponding to 300 volts is found to be -18 volts.
Hence, the cathode follower may swing from +200 volts to -18 volts without drawing
grid current or driving the tube beyond cutoff. The corresponding input range for
an amplifier using the same tube and the same supply voltage is only 0 to -18 volts.

~--~----~----~~--~--------~---eb

1 + - - - - - - e b2

ek2=ib2Rk~ Ebb

FIG. 1-11. Construction for obtaining the dynamic characteristics.
eel - ; eel means that eel is replaced by eel = eel + ilJlR k •

The symbolism

From Eq. (1-14) it is clear that the instantaneous output voltage ibRk
is larger than the instantaneous input voltage ee since ec is a negative
number. This result does not contradict the fact that the gain of a
cathode follower must be less than unity. It must be remembered that
it is only necessary that the change in output be less than the corresponding change in input voltage. For example, in the above illustration, the
maximum input peak-to-peak swing is 218 volts but the maximum output
swing is 200 volts.
It is .often desirable to find the current corresponding to a specified
input voltage without drawing the entire dynamic characteristic as outlined above. A very simple procedure is as follows:

* Figures

A-1 to A-12 are to be found in the Appendix.
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1. On the plate characteristics draw the load line corrcsponding to the given value
Ebb and Rk.
2. Corresponding to each value of Cc for which there is a plotted plate characteristic
cnlcubte the current for the specified value of input voltage E. In accordance with
Eq. (1-14) this current is given by

of

The corresponding values of ib and Cc are plotted on the plate characteristics as indicated by the dots in Fig. 1-12. These points are conllected by a curve.
3. The intersection of this curve and the load line gives the pbte current Ib corresponding to the given input voltage E.

o~--------------~~--------~~------

FIG. 1-12. Construction for obtaining the quiescent point of a cathode follower.

The procedure outlined above is very easy to carry out. It is not
really necessary to use all values of ee, but only two adjacent values
which give currents above and below the load line, as indicated by pointE.
A and B in Fig. 1-12. The intersection of the straight line connecting
A and B with the load line gives the desired current. In particular, it
should be noted that if E is large compared with the range of values of
eC, then ib will be almost constant and hence the curve connecting the
dots in Fig. 1-12 will be approximately a horizontal straight line.
The analysis of the operation of an amplifier which has both a cathode
resistor and a plate resistor, as in Fig. 1-8a, follows a procedure identical
to the one described for the cathode follower with the single exception
that the load line is drawn corresponding to a resistor equal to RL
Rk
rather than to R k •
1-8. Practical Cathode-follower Circuits. In the illustration given in
Sec. 1-7 the input could swing 200 volts in the positive direction before
drawing grid current but could only go 18 volts in the negative direction

+
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before driving the tube to cutoff. If a more symmetrical operation is
desired, the tube must be properly biased. Figure 1-13 shows four
biasing arrangements. In (a) the grid is maintained positive with respect
to ground by the use of a voltage divider across the plate supply.
In (b) the bottom of Rk is made negative with respect to ground, the
voltage being obtained from a separate negative supply. In (c) self-bias
is used, the self-biasing voltage appearing across R I • That is, with no

-Ecc

(a)

( b)

(c)

(d)

e

FIG. 1-13. Four biasing arrangements for a cathode follower.

input signal the grid-cathode voltage is the drop across R I • This resistor
is chosen so that the quiescent voltage across Rk is approximately half
the peak-to-peak output swing. In the example of Sec. 1-7, where the
total output swing was 200 volts, the quiescent value is chosen as 100 volts
across the 20-K resistor. This corresponds to a quiescent plate current
of 5 mao From the plate characteristics of the 6J5 and the 20-K load
line, the grid-cathode voltage corresponding to 5 ma is -7 volts. Hence,
RI must be chosen equal to Ys K = 1.4 K. Finally, in Cd) the bypass
capacitor across RI is removed, the output appears across the combination
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RI and R 2, and the bias voltage is again equal to the d-c voltage drop
across R 1• In the above example, RI = 1.4 K and
R2 = Rk - RI = 20 - 1.4 = 18.6 K
1-9. Characteristics and Applications of the Cathode Follower. The
principal characteristics of the cathode follower may be summarized as:
1. High input impedance (low input capacitance).
2. Low output impedance.
3. Stability of amplification with tube changing, voltage variation, etc.
4. Output is linearly related to the input.
5. No inversion of the signal.
6. Gain is less than one but can be made almost equal to unity.
7. The input swing may be very large, approaching the supply voltage
in magnitude.
8. The quiescent output voltage may be adjusted easily.
9. Any ripple in the supply voltages appears at the output greatly
attenuated (see Prob. 1-6d).
The first characteristic is discussed in Chap. 3, where the high-frequency behavior of the cathode follower is considered. The other
characteristics mentioned above have been studied in the preceding sections. The nonlinear properties of the cathode follower are discussed in
Chap. 4.
Only a few applications will be listed, although many are suggested
by the above properties. A cathode follower is usually employed when a
high input impedance or a low output impedance or both are required.
The input stage to almost all good-quality cathode-ray oscilloscopes is a
cathode follower. Whenever it is required to transmit a signal over a
relatively long distance, the capacitive loading of the long wires (or
shielded cable) is minimized by taking advantage of the low output
impedance of the cathode follower. One such application is the use of
the cathode follower to couple the early stages of the amplifier of an
oscilloscope, located near the front-panel input terminals, to the output
stages, which are located near the back of the chassis at the base of the
cathode-ray tube. Another such application is the use of the cathode
follower to feed video signals, by means of a coaxial cable, from a receiver
to a number of indicators many feet away.
If the output from one circuit acts as the input to another circuit, and
the second circuit reacts back onto the first, then a cathode follower may
be used as a buffer stage to eliminate this reaction.
Many electronic instruments take advantage of the great stability and
linearity of cathode followers.
1-10. Cathode-follower-type Circuits. 2 There are a number of circuits which partake of some of the properties of cathode followers prin-
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cipally because they involve the use of a resistor in the cathode circuit.
Some of these which are commonly employed in pulse applications are described
in this section.
The Phase Inverter. The phase inverter
t------<) +
appears in Fig. 1-14. A single input
signal provides two output signals: ekn,
which is of the same polarity as the input,
e
and
epn, which is of opposite polarity.
+
pn
+
Further, if the plate and cathode resistors
are identical, the magnitudes of the two
signals must be the same, since the curN
rents in the plate and cathode resistors are
equal. The gain IAI == lekn/ e 1= lepn/el
FIG. 1-14. The phase inverter.
may be written directly by comparison with
either of the equivalent circuits of Fig. 1-8e or 1-9b with the-result that

IAI =

rp

~

J-LR

+ (J-L + 2) R -

1

gmR

+ gmR

(1 15)
-

The exact result differs from that given for the cathode follower, Eq.
(1-10), only in the appearance of a factor J-L + 2 in place of the factor
J-L + 1. The gain may be made to approach 1 if gmR »1. The ratio
of the plate-to-cathode signal to the input signal may then approach 2.
The output impedances at the plate and at the cathode are different, the
plate impedance being higher than the cathode impedance.
One of the important uses for the phase inverter (and also the paraphase amplifier described below) is to convert a single-ended sweep voltage into a symmetrical deflection signal for an oscilloscope.
The Paraphase Amplifier. The paraphase amplifier of Fig. 1-15a serves
the same purpose as the phase inverter but additionally provides some
gain and equal output impedances. The two signals eo! and eoz are of
opposite polarity and are nominally of equal amplitude. The equivalent
circuit of Fig. 1-8e may again be used to advantage to analyze the operation of the paraphase amplifier. We replace each tube by its equivalent
circuit as seen from the cathode. The resulting circuit is shown in
Fig. 1-15b. The signal currents flowing, respectively, out of the cathode
of Tl and into the cathode of T2 are i l and i 2 • The output signals are
e 1 = -ilRL and eoz = izR L. By applying Kirchhoff's voltage law to the
outside loop of Fig. 1-15b we find for the plate-to-plate gain
6

A == eoz e

eol

J-LRL
rp
RI .

+

=

(i 1

+ iz) R L
e
(1-16)
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which is the same gain that would be provided by a single-tube conven~
tional amplifier with plate resistor R L •
The output signals will be of equal magnitude if i l = i 2• This requirement will be satisfied nominally if Rk » (rp + RL)/(p, + 1). Typically

(a)

(b)
FIG. 1-15. Paraphase amplifier and its equivalent circuit.

if, say, rp = RL = 10 K and

p,

+1=

+

RL
p,+1

rp

20 as for a 12AU7 tube,

= 1K

and Rk should be selected to be about 10 K if an unbalance of no more
than about 10 per cent is desired (see Prob. 1-14). If each tube carries
a quiescent current of, say, 5 rna, the quiescent drop across Rk is 100 volts.
We may require for convenience that the quiescent grid voltages be
ground potential. In the linear range of operation the grid-to-cathode
voltage of a tube is usually only of the order of several volts. The
voltage at the cathodes is therefore also required to be in the neighbor-
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hood of ground potential. These requirements with respect to quiescent
operating voltages may be satisfied by returning the cathode resistor, as
in Fig. 1-15a, to an appropriately large negative voltage (in this example,
Ecc = 100 volts).
The Difference Amplifier. Suppose that we have two signals el and e2,
each measured with respect to ground. It is desired to generate a third
signal, also to be referred to ground, which signal is to be proportional
to the voltage difference el - e2. One such application would occur if
it were required to convert the symmetrical signal, which appears at the
plates of a paraphase amplifier, back to an unsymmetrical signal. A
possible arrangement for this purpose would involve connecting a transformer primary from plate to plate in Fig. 1-15a. The required signal

+
~c

p+l

(a)

2

(b)

FIG. 1-16. A difference amplifier and its equivalent circuit.

is taken from the transformer secondary, one side of which is grounded.
The impedance of the transformer must be high enough not to load down
the circuit appreciably and its frequency response must be adequate for
the application at hand. A much more generally applicable method is
indicated in the difference amplifier of Fig. 1-16a. In this circuit one
of the signals, e2, is applied directly to the grid of the tube T2 and the
second signal, el, is applied to the cathode through the cathode follower
T 1• The output of T2 is proportional to its cathode-to-grid voltage and
hence approximately proportional to the difference el - e2.
The equivalent circuit is given in Fig. 1-16b, where again each tube has
been replaced by its equivalent seen looking back into the cathode. The
output voltage is i 2RL' If we assume that (Jl. + l)Rk »rp and consequently neglect entirely the presence of R k , then i 1 = i2 and the output
is exactly proportional to the difference el - e2, being given by
(1-17)
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Ideally, in a difference amplifier, if the input signals were identical,
An identical signal on
both grids is known as a common-mode signal. The gain for the commonmode signal would indeed be zero if Rk were infinite. However, if
(fJ. + I)Rk »rp and fJ. » 1, we find that
el = e2 = ee, the output signal would be zero.

(1-18)
The matter may be summarized in the following manner. Any two
arbitrary signals el and e2 may be expressed in terms of a difference
signal ed ::::::: el - e2 and a common-mode signal ee ::::::: (el + e2)/2, as
(1-19)
If the input signals are of equal amplitude and opposite polarity, ee = o.
The voltage ee is the mean value of the input signal. If the signals are
of equal amplitude and the same polarity, ed = O. The output may then
be written as
(1-20)

in which Ad is the gain for the difference signal and Ae is the gain for
the common-mode signal. These gains are given approximately, for
(fJ. + I)Rk » rp and fJ. » 1, by
and

(1-21)

A quantity called the common-mode rejection ratio which serves as a
figure of merit for a difference amplifier is A d/ Ae = -fJ.Rk/rp = -gmR k.
If, for example, the common-mode rejection ratio is 1,000, this means
that a 1 mv difference of voltage at the two grids gives the same output
as 1 volt applied with the same polarity to both grids. Since fJ. and rp
vary with signal voltage, this ratio is not a constant independent of
common-mode signal amplitude.
The discussion above neglects the possibility that the amplification
factors of the two tubes may be slightly different. Neglecting the
influence of a finite R k, the ratio A d/ Ae is given by
Ad _
Ae -

fJ.lfJ.2

+ (fJ.I + fJ.2) /2
fJ.l -

fJ.2

t'-J

=

fJ.2
AfJ.

(1-22)

in which t:.fJ. = fJ.I - fJ.2 and fJ. is the nominal amplification factor of either
tube. High fJ. tubes are therefore of advantage in difference amplifiers.
Current-feedback Amplifier as a Constant-current Source. The cathode
follower, paraphase amplifier, and difference amplifier all operate with
improved performance as the cathode resistor becomes larger. A large
cathode resistor, however, results in a large d-c voltage drop due to the
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quiescent tube current. In Sec. 1-3 we showed that current feedback
serves to increase the output impedance of an amplifier. If the output
impedance is much greater than the load impedance, a current-feedback
amplifier may be considered as a constant-current device and used to
advantage in the cathode circuit to
replace a large ordinary resistor.
An arrangement of this type is
shown in Fig. 1-17. Referring to
Fig. 1-9b, it appears that the impedance seen looking into the plate of
the tube Ts in the cathode circuit is
rp + (1 + P.)Rk
p.R k, if Rk is large.
Under typical circumstances -Eee
might be -300 volts, Rk = 500 K,
and the cathode tube a 12AX7 with
p. = 100 and rp = 100 K. The
effective cathode impedance of the
difference amplifier would then be
about 50 Meg. In the circuit of
FIG. 1-17. Tube T3 acts as a very high
Fig.
1-17, high p., low-current tubes
dynamic resistor of value rp + (I-' + 1)Rk7
and hence the current in this tube re- would be appropriate. Suppose,
mains essentially constant as el and e2 then, that the individual tubes
are varied.
carried only 0.1 rna of current.
The total cathode current is 0.2 rna and if an ordinary 50-Meg resistor
were used, a negative supply voltage of 10,000 volts would be required.
This voltage is, of course, impractically high, which demonstrates the
advantage of tube Ts over an ordinary 50-Meg resistor in this application.
This circuit is used as a voltage comparator in Sec. 15-13.
1-11. The Operational Amplifier. s The feedback amplifier of Fig. 1-18
in which the gain A is real and negative is known as an operational amplifier. It is a type of voltage-feedback amplifier which does not, however,
fall into a one-to-one correspondence with the voltage-feedback arrangement of Fig. 1-5. It is to be observed, for example, that in Fig. 1-18, if
the gain of the amplifier proper were reduced to zero, an output signal
would still appear, following the path from input to output through
the path of the impedances Zl and Z'. In Fig. 1-5 such an alternative
path is not present. This coupling between input and output around
the amplifier would vanish if the output impedance of the amplifier were
zero. For simplicity, let us neglect the output impedance in order that
we may apply to the operational amplifier the feedback formulas derived
above. The operational amplifier has the advantage over the feedback
circuit of Fig. 1-5 in that the former ensures that one terminal of the
external signal source is common with an amplifier output terminal.
r-.J

o
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We shall assume that negligible current flows into the input terminals
of the amplifier proper. Such would be the case if the ungrounded input
terminal of the amplifier were the grid of a vacuum tube whose grid-leak
resistance was very large. Under these circumstances the current
through Zl and Z' would be the same current I indicated in Fig. 1-18a.

z'
+

(a)

(b)

FIG. 1-18. Two representations of an operational amplifier.

From the principle of superposition we have

Ei = Z'

Z'

Zl

+ Zl Ee + Z' + Zl Eo

(1-23)

Thus, the input consists of a linear combination of Eo and Ee in a manner
which is independent of any external load, as is required for voltage feedback. On the basis of Eq. (1-23) the circuit of Fig. 1-18 may be replaced
by an equivalent circuit as shown in Fig. 1-19. Figure 1-19 is now

Amplifier
gain=A

FIG. 1-19. Equivalent circuit of an operational amplifier.
+ Zl).

a

= Z' /(Z'

+ Zl);

(3 = ZI/(Z'

identical to Fig. 1-5a except that we have taken into account that the
external signal Ee is attenuated by the ratio a == Z' feZ' + Zl) before
application to the amplifier. The feedback factor (3 == Zt!(Z' + Zl) so
t.hat the gain with feedback is

aA

A,

=

1 - {3A

(1-24)
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Most importantly, we may now apply to the operational amplifier all our
previous considerations with respect to stability of gain and linearity of
operation. As A becomes very large,

Z'

(1-25)

AI = - Zl

which is independent of the amplifier gain.
The effect, on amplifier response, of the finite output impedance of the
base amplifier is given in Probe 1-25.
1-12. The Principle of the Virtual Ground in Operational Amplifiers.
There is an alternative approach to the operational amplifier which
gives a useful insight to the circuit which may not be immediately apparent from the feedback formulas employed above.
Let us calculate the impedance which is presented by the amplifier
at its input terminals, Ei in Fig. 1-18. The voltage across Z' is

and the impedance seen looking into the input terminals is

Ei

Ei

Z'

T = Ei(l - A)/Z' = 1 - A

(1-26)

An equivalent circuit which gives the same input current I from the
source E e, the same amplifier input voltage Ei, and consequently the

FIG. 1-20. Another equivalent circuit of the operational amplifier.

same output voltage is shown in Fig. 1-20. Consider now that A is
infinite; then the impedance across the terminals Ei is zero and the generator Ee supplies a current I = Ee/Z 1• Referring now to Fig. 1-18, since
Ei is zero,the output is

Z'

Eo = -IZ' = - ZlEe

(1-27)

and the over-all gain is AI = -Z'/Zll which agrees with Eq. (1-25).
The operation of the circuit may now be described in the following
terms. At the input to the amplifier proper there exists a virtual short
circuit or virtual ground. The term virtual is used to imply that while
the feedback serves to keep the voltage Ei at zero, no current actually
flows through this short. The situation is depicted in Fig. 1-21, where
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the virtual ground is represented by the arrow. The current furnished
by the generator Eo continues past this virtual short through the impedance Z'.
1-13. Basic Uses of Operational Amplifiers. 4 The operational amplifier derives its name from the fact that it may be used to accomplish a
number of mathematical operations.
Sign and Scale Changes. If Zl = Z', then AJ = -1, and the sign
of the input signal has been changed. If the ratio Z' j Z 1 = le, a real

z'

N

FIG. 1-21. Virtual ground in the operational amplifier.

constant, then A, = - le and the scale has been changed by a factor
-le. Usually, in such a case of multiplication by a constant, -lor -le,
Z 1 and Z' are selected as resistors.
An interesting analogy may be drawn here between the amplifier and
a lever. The virtual ground is represented by the fulcrum of the lever.
If the ratio of the lengths of the lever arms is le, then a displacement of the
end of one arm causes a displacement of the end of the other arm in the

(a)

(b)

FIG. 1-22. Operational integrator and differentiator.

opposite direction which is le times as large. In Fig. 1-21, the voltages
Eo and Eo represent the lever displacements.
Phase Shifter. Assume Z 1 and Z' are equal in magnitude but differ
in angle. Then the operational amplifier shifts the phase of a sinusoidal
input voltage, while at the same time preserving its amplitude. Any
phase shift from 0 to 360° (or ± 180°) may be obtained.
Integrator. If Zl = R and a capacitor C is used for Z', then, as in
Fig. 1-22a, i = ej Rand

~fedt

-lfidt = C
RC

(1-28)
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The amplifier, therefore, provides an output signal which is proportional
to the integral of the input voltage.
Differentiator. If Zl is a cal acitor and Z' = R, as in Fig. 1-22b,
i = C(dejdt) and
e = - Ri = - RC de

(1-29)

dt

o

so that the output is proportional to the time derivative of the input.

FIG. 1-23. Operational adder.

Adder. The arrangement of Fig. 1-23 may be used to obtain an output which is a linear combination of a number of input signals. Here

and

R' en)
+ Rn

eo =

(1-30)

If Rl = R2 = . . . = R n , then

eo

=

-

R'

Rl (el

+ e2 + ... + en)

(1-31)

and the output is proportional to the sum of the inputs. In the more
general case of Eq. (1-30) the scale of each input signal may be adjusted
before adding.
There are, of course, many other methods which may be used to combine signals. The present method has the advantage that it may be
extended to a very large number of inputs requiring only one additional
resistor for each additional input. The result depends, in the limiting
case of large amplifier gain, only on the resistors involved, and because
of the virtual ground there is a minimum of interaction between input
sources.
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CHAPTER

2

LINEAR WAVE SHAPING: RC, RL, AND RLC CIRCUITS

If a sinusoidal signal is applied to a transmission network composed
of linear elements, then, in the steady state, the output signal will have
a waveshape which is a precise reproduction of the input waveshape.
The influence of the circuit on the signal may then be completely specified
by the ratio of output to input amplitUde and by the phase angle between
output and input. With respect to this feature of preserving waveshape
in all linear networks, the sinusoidal signal is unique. No other periodic
waveshape preserves its form precisely, and, in the general case, the input
and output signal may bear very little resemblance to one another. The
process whereby the form of a nonsinusoidal signal is altered by transmission through a linear network is called "linear wave shaping."
In pulse circuitry there are a number of nonsinusoidal waveforms
rvhich appear very regularly. The most important of these are the step,
pulse, square wave, ramp, and ex+rqt--c--.------Q+ ponential waveforms. The response
to these signals of certain simple RC,
RL, and RLC circuits will be dee
eo
scribed in this chapter.
2-1. The High-pass RC Circuit.
The circuit of Fig. 2-1 is a rudimentary high-pass filter. For a sinusoidal input E i , the output signal Eo
FIG. 2-1. The high-pass RC circuit. (If
the input is sinusoidal; the lowercase increases in amplitude with increasletters should be replaced by capitals to ing frequency.
represent sinor quantities. For exEven in a case of a transmission
ample, Ci is replaced by Ei.)
network where no amplification is
involved and in which the output is always smaller than the input, it is
not uncommon to refer to the ratio Eo/ Ei , for a sinusoidal signal, as the
"gain" A of the circuit. For the circuit of Fig. 2-1, the magnitude of the
gain \A\ and the angle 0 by which the output leads the input are given by
J

I

J'

·

IA I ~

it

1

[1

+ (~),T'

and
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0 = arctan

7

(2-1)
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where i1 = 1/27r RC. At this frequency, iI, the magnitude of the capacitive reactance is equal to the resistance and the gain is 0.707. This
drop in signal level corresponds to a signal reduction of 3 decibels (db)
and accordingly !I is referred to as the lower 3-db frequency. The maximum possible value of the gain (unity) is approached asymptotically at
high frequencies. Equations (2-1) describe the response of the network
to a sinusoidal signal. We shall now consider the response to the special
waveforms listed above.
Step-voltage Input. A step voltage is one which maintains the value
zero for all times t < 0 and maintains the value E for all times t > O.
The transition between the two voltage levels takes place at t = 0 and
is accomplished in an arbitrarily short time interval. Thus in Fig. 2-2,

Signal
voltage

FIG. 2-2. Step voltage response of the high-pass RC circuit.

ei = 0 immediately before t = 0 (to be referred to as time t = 0-),
and ei = E immediately after t = 0 (to be referred to as time t = 0+).
From elementary considerations, the response of the network is exponential with a time constant RC and is of the form Bl + B 2E- tlRC • The
constants Bl and B2 are determined from the initial and final values of
the output. Assume that the capacitor is initially uncharged. Since the
voltage across a capacitor cannot change instantaneously, then, if the
input changes abruptly by E, the output must change discontinuously
by the same amount. At t = 00, the output must be zero because a
capacitor cannot pass direct current. These facts lead to the results
Bl = 0 and B2 = E, and the output is given by

(2-2)
Input and output are shown in Fig. 2-2.
Pulse Input. An ideal pulse has the waveform shown in Fig. 2-3a.
The pulse amplitude is E and the pulse duration is tp • It appears from
Fig. 2-3a, b, and c that the pulse may be considered to be the sum of a
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step voltage + E whose discontinuity occurs at t = 0 and a step voltage
- E whose discontinuity occurs at t = tp •
If the pulse of Fig. 2-3a is applied to the circuit of Fig. 2-1, the response
for times less than tp is the same as that for the step-voltage input.
ei

El
0

t=tp

t=O

(a)
E

O--~------------------------------

(b)
o--+---------~--------------------

-E~------------------

(c)

O~~--------~~-L-----------------

(d)
FIG. 2-3. (a) A pulse; (b and c) the step voltages which make up the pulse; (d) the
pulse after transmission through the high-pass RC circuit.

Hence, the output at t = tp - is given by eo = E exp ( - tp / RC) == eT.
At the end of the pulse, the input falls abruptly by the amount E, and,
since the capacitor voltage cannot change instantaneously, the output
must also drop by E. Hence, at t = tp +, eo = eT - E. Since eT is less
than E, the voltage becomes negative and then decays exponentially to

LINEAR WAVE SHAPING

zero, as indicated in Fig. 2-3d.

For t

> tp ,

Co
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is given by
(2-3)

Note the distortion which has resulted from passing a pulse through
an RC coupling network. There is a tilt to the top of the pulse and an
undershoot at the end of the pulse. If these distortions are to be minimized, then the time constant RC must be very large compared with
the width t p • However, for all values of the ratio RC It p there must
always be an undershoot and the
eo
area below the axis will always equal
the area above. The equality of areas
E
results from the fact that the input
and output are separated by a capacitor. As a consequence, independently of the d-c level of the input
signal, the d-c or average level of the
output signal must be zero.
If the time constant is very large
-------,. ~Input
(RClt p » 1), there is only a slight
I
I
tilt to the output pulse and the unI
I
dershoot is very small. However, a 1
I
the negative portion decreases very
slowly (as indicated in Fig. 2-4a) ,
since its area must equal that of the
positive portion. If the time con-E
stant is very small (RClt p « 1), the
(b)
output consists of a positive spike or
pip of amplitude E at the beginning FIG. 2-4. (a) Pulse response if RC It p »
of the pulse and a negative spike of 1; (b) pulse response if RCltp « 1.
the same size at the end of the pulse, as indicated in Fig. 2-4b. This
process of converting pulses into pips by means of a circuit of short time
constant is called peaking.
Square-wave Input. A waveform' which maintains itself at one constant level for a time Tl and at another constant level for a time T2 and
which is repetitive with a period Tl
T 2 , as indicated in Fig. 2-5a, is
called a square wave. * We are interested in the steady-state output waveform which results if this square wave is impressed on the circuit of
Fig. 2-l.
With respect to the circuit of Fig. 2-1 we have already established the
following three points. First, the average level of the output signal
is always zero independently of the average level of the input. The
output must consequently extend in both the positive and negative direc-

+

* If Tl

~

T 2 , the waveform is sometimes referred to as a rectangular wave.
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tion with respect to the zero-voltage axis. And the area of the part
of the waveform above the zero axis must equal the area which is below
the zero axis. Second, when the input changes discontinuously by
amount E, the output changes discontinuously by an equal amount and
in the same direction. Third, during any finite time interval when the

d--l1-----~---I~;~
I(
I

(a)

9-- Tl

)

T2

)

("Zero voltage

FIG. 2-5. (a) Square-wave input; (b) output voltage if the time constant is very large.
The d-c component of the output is always zero.

input maintains a constant level, the output decays exponentially toward
zero voltage. In the limiting case where RC/T 1 and RC/T 2 are both
arbitrarily large in comparison with unity, the output waveform will be
identical to the input except that the d-c component will be lacking.
Hence, the square wave of Fig. 2-5a, whose d-c level is different from zero,
will appear after transmission with an average value zero as in Fig. 2-5b.
eo

E

Tl

~IE

T.J

FIG. 2-6. Peaking of a square wave due to a small time constant.

At the other extreme, if T 1/ RC and T 2/ RC are both very large in comparison with unity, the output will consist of alternate positive and negative peaks as in Fig .. 2-6. Observe in this case that the peak-to-peak
amplitude of the output is twice the peak-to-peak amplitude of the input.
More generally, the response to a square wave must have the appearance shown in Fig. 2-7. The equations from which to determine the
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four quantities E l ,

E~, E z,

Ei =
E~

and

E~,

indicated in Fig. 2-7, are

ElCTllRC

= E 2€-T2IRC

Ei -

Ez = E
El - E; = E

(2-4)

A symmetrical square wave is one for which Tl = Tz = T. Because
of the symmetry, El = -Ez, and the two equations in the first line of

FIG. 2-7. The square wave response of a high-pass RC circuit.

Eq. (2-4) suffice to determine the output. When T / RC
exp (- T / RC) ~ 1 - T / RC and in this case

E(

El ~ 2 1

T)
+ 2RC

«

T)

ElI~E(
= 2 1 - 2RC

1, we have

(2-5)

The exponential portions of the output are now approximately linear as
shown in Fig. 2-8. The effect of the coupling network has been to introduce a tilt on the waveform. The
percentage tilt P is defined by
P

== El - Ei X 100 ~ lOOT
E/2

-

RC

(2-6)

Since the low-frequency 3-db point is
given by fl = 1/271'RC, we have the
relationship

P

=

10071' fr
l

f

E

2"

f

E

Or--------+----~--~--+_-

(2-7)

in which f = 1/2T is the frequency FIG. 2-8. Linear tilt of a square wave
when RC IT » 1.
of the applied square wave.
Exponential Input. From the preceding discussion on peaking (see
Fig. 2-6) we are led to conclude that, if the time constant of the circuit
is decreased, the peaks obtained will be narrower, but the amplitude
of the peak will remain equal to the discontinuity E of the input square
wave. This is true provided that the input has vertical sides, an impossibility in a practical waveform. If RC is made extremely small, the
finite rise time of the input 'waveform must be taken into consideration.
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Consider a case in which the capacitor is initially uncharged and
the input waveform rises rapidly but not discontinuously from zero to a
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FIG. 2-9. Response of a high-pass RC circuit to an exponential input.

level E, as shown in Fig. 2-9.
equation

The circuit of Fig. 2-1 is governed by the
(2-8)

in which q is the capacitor charge.

Differentiating Eq. (2-8) gives
(2-9)

Since

eo =

0 at t = 0, we have the result that

de
( at

(deo)

i)
initial

= at

(2-10)
initial

And since the initial rate of change of input and output are identical and
both start from zero, we may anticipate that in the neighborhood of t = 0
the output will follow the input quite closely. Furthermore, unless the
time constant RC is very large in comparison to the time required for
ei to attain its final value, the capacitor will have acquired appreciable
charge in this time. Also it is apparent from Eq. (2-8) that eo will fall
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short of attaining the voltage E. Eventually, of course, the output must
decay exponentially to zero.
An input waveform of the type described above which will be of special
interest is the waveform given by
(2-11)
Equation (2-9) then becomes

E

-tiT _

-; e

-

eo

RC

+ dt
deo

(2-12)

Defining x and n by
t

x=T

and

RC
n=T

(2-13)

the solution of Eq. (2-12), subject to the condition that initially the
capacitor voltage is zero, is given by
(2-14)
if n

~

1 and
(2-15)

if n = 1. These equations are plotted in Fig. 2-9 and it is seen that they
have the shape predicted above. Note that if RC is much greater than
T (n » 1), the second term of Eq. (2-14) is negligible compared with the
first except for very small values of time. Then

eo

r-.J

En
- - 1 e- x1n

n-

r-.J

Ee- tIRC

(2-16)

This equation agrees with the way the circuit should behave for an ideal
step voltage. Near the origin of time the output follows the input. Also,
the smaller the circuit time constant, the smaller will be the output peak.
For example, if RC just equals the time constant of the input wave
(n = 1), the peak output will only be 37 per cent of the peak input, but a
very narrow pulse will result as shown in Fig. 2-9. The larger RC is
relative to T, the larger will be the peak output but also the wider will
be the pulse. A value of RC is chosen to give the best compromise
between these two conflicting characteristics for the particular application
at hand. The choice is seldom critical.
Ramp Input. A waveform which is zero for t < 0 and which increases
linearly with time for t > 0, e = at, is called a "ramp" or "sweep"
voltage. Such a waveform is indicated as the "input" in Fig. 2-10a.
If this waveform is applied to the circuit of Fig. 2-1, the output is gov-
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erned by Eq. (2-9) which becomes

_ eo
RC

a -

+ de

o

dt

This equation has the solution

eo = aRC(l -

E- tIRC )

(2-17)

For times t which are very small in comparison with RC, we may replace
the exponential in Eq. (2-17) by a series with the result

eo = at

(1 - 2~C + . . -)

The output signal falls away slightly from the input, as shown in Fig.
2-10a. As a measure of the departure from linearity, let us define the
transmission error Et as the difference
between input and output
Signal
------l--divided by the input. The error at
Deviation from
a time t = T is then
linearity

ei - eo '" T
ei
2RC

f T (2-18)

E t = - - - = - - =1rl

T

(a)

(b)
FIG. 2-10. (a) Response of a high-pass RC

circuit to a ramp voltage for RC/T» 1;
(b) response to a ramp voltage for
RC/T« 1.

where Jl = 1/27rRC is again the lowfrequency 3-db point. For example, if we desire to pass a 2-msec
sweep with less than 0.1 per cent
deviation from linearity, the above
equation yields

Jl < 0.16 cps

or

RC> 1sec

For large values of t in comparison
with RC, the output approaches
the constant value aRC, as indicated in Fig. 2-10b and Eq. (2-17).
2-2. The High-pass RC Circuit as a Differentiator. If, in Fig. 2-1,
the time constant is very small in comparison with the time required
for the input signal to make an appreciable change, the circuit is called
a "differentiator." This name arises from the fact that under these
circumstances the voltage drop across R will be very small in comparison
with the drop across C and we may consider that the current is determined entirely by the capacitance. Then the current is C dei/dt, and
the output signal across R is
dei
eo = RC dl
Hence the output is proportional to the derivative of the input.
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The derivative of a square wave is a waveform which is uniformly
zero except at the points of discontinuity. At these points, precise
differentiation would yield impulses of infinite amplitude, zero width,
and alternating polarity. Referring to Fig. 2-6, we see that the RC
differentiator provides, in the limit of a very small time constant, a waveform which is correct except for the fact that the amplitude of the peaks
never exceeds E. We may expect such an error since at the time of the
discontinuity the voltage across R is not negligible compared with that
across C.
For the ramp ei = at, the value of RC dei/dt is aRC. This result
is verified in Fig. 2-10b except near the origin. The output approaches
the proper derivative value only after a time has passed corresponding
to several time constants. The error near t = 0 is again due to the fact
that in this region the voltage across R is not negligible compared with
that across C.
If we assume that the leading edge of a pulse can be approximated by
a ramp, then we can measure the rate of rise of the pulse by using a differentiator. The peak output is measured on an oscilloscope, and from Fig.
2-10b we see that this voltage divided by the product RC gives the slope
a. If Rand C are not given to the desired accuracy, then the system
must be calibrated by using a pulse of known rate of rise.
It is interesting to obtain a criterion for good differentiation in terms
of steady-state sinusoidal analysis. If a sine wave is applied to the
circuit of Fig. 2-1, the output will be a sine wave shifted by a leading
angle () such that
Xc
1
(2-19)
tan () = R = wRC
and the output will be proportional to sin (wt + (). In order to have
true differentiation we must obtain cos wt. In other words, () must
equal 90°. This result can be obtained only if R = 0 or C = o. However, if wRC = 0.01, then l/wCR = 100 and () = 89.4°, which is sufficiently close to 90° for most purposes. If wRC = 0.1, then () = 84.3°,
and for some applications this may be close enough to 90°.
If we use the criterion wRC = 27rRC/T :::; 0.01, where T is the period
of the sine wave, then for

RC :::;

°2~1

T = 0.0016T

the differentiation will be satisfactory.
If the peak value of the input is Em, the output is

---;:=E=m=R== sin (wt
VR2 + 1/w 2C2

+ ()
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and if wRC « 1, then the output is approximately EmwRC cos wt. This
result agrees with the expected value, RC de/dt. If wRC = 0.01, then
the output is attenuated by O.Ol.
These considerations with respect to the conditions required for differentiation of sinusoidal waveforms suggest an alternative point of view
in connection with the differentiation of an arbitrary waveform. Suppose we resolve an arbitrary signal into its Fourier components. If
each of the components is shifted in phase by 90° and if the amplitude
of each component is multiplied by a factor proportional to the frequency,
then the Fourier series will have been effectively differentiated term by
term. From this point of view the requirement for good differentiation
is that the time constant RC shall be small in comparison with the period
of the highest frequency term of appreciable amplitude of the input
signal.
Since it has been demonstrated that the output will be a small fraction
of the input if the differentiation is satisfactory, then the output will
frequently have to be followed by a high-gain amplifier. Any drift in
amplifier gain will affect the level of the signal, and amplifier nonlinearity
may affect the accuracy of differentiation. These difficulties are avoided
by using the operational differentiator discussed in Sec. 1-13. This feedback amplifier does not suffer from the drifts just mentioned, the stability
depending principally upon the constancy of Rand C.
The operational amplifier equivalent circuit for a differentiator is a
capacitor C in series with a resistor R/(l - A), where A is the gain.
The phase shift angle () between output and input for a frequency w is
given by
1- A

tan () = - -

wRC

(2-20)

Comparing Eq. (2-20) with Eq. (2-19), we see that for the same values
of Rand C the frequency range of proper differentiation for the operational amplifier is (1 - A) times that of the simple RC circuit and the
output voltage has essentially the same magnitude for both circuits.
If the RC product for the operational amplifier is (1 - A) times that
of the simple circuit, then the output from the former will be A times
that of the latter, whereas the quality of the differentiation is the same
for both. The same result can be obtained by following the simple RC
circuit by an amplifier of gain A, but as already emphasized, this arrangement will not have the stability and linearity of the operational system.
These results are based on the assumption that the amplifier will be
able to handle the input signal without waveform distortion. Any
practical amplifier, particularly a high-gain amplifier of many stages,
will usually produce some distortion due to the inability of the amplifier
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to pass all frequency components of the input signal. In any particulal'
case it is necessary to look into the matter of the extent to which waveform distortion may undo some of the anticipated advantages of the
operational differentiator.
Again, in a practical operational amplifier it is possible, because of
the feedback, that the amplifier will oscillate. Then it is necessary to
find, if possible, some means of suppressing the oscillations without
interfering too seriously with the normal operation of the amplifier. Also,
a differentiator will accentuate any high-frequency noise present in the
circuit.
2-3. Double Differentiation. Figure 2-11 shows two RC coupling networks in cascade separated by an amplifier. It is assumed that the

+

1
-E cc

FIG. 2-11.

-

A rate-of-rise

amplifier.

amplifier operates linearly and that its output impedance is small relative to the impedance of R2 and C2 so that this combination does not
load the amplifier. If the time constants RIC I and R 2C 2 are small relative to the period of the input wave, then this circuit performs approximately a second-order differentiation.
If the input is a ramp (ei = at) of long duration, the output of the
amplifier (the plate voltage) is as pictured in Fig. 2-10b and is given
by [see Eq. (2-17)],
eb = - AaTl(1 - e- tIT1 )
(2-21)
where A is the magnitude of the amplifier gain and 71 == RlC l . This:
exponential input to the R 2C 2 network leads in turn to an output which
is, as given in Eq. (2-14),
eo = - (AaTl)

(_n_)
n - 1

(c x1n -

e-

x)

(2-22)
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if n ¢ 1, where n === TdTl' T2 === R 2C 2, and x === tlTl. Values of -eol AaTl
are plotted in Fig. 2-9 for values of n equal to 0.1, 1.0, 10, and 100. For
n = 1, the output is given by
(2-23)
This special case is plotted in Fig. 2-12. It should be noted that a ramp
voltage has been converted into a pulse. 'Phe initial slope of the output
wave is the initial slope of the input multiplied by the gain of the amplifier.
For this reason the stage in Fig. 2-11 is called a "rate-of-rise amplifier."
For a single RC circuit, we demonstrated in Sec. 2-1 that the initial
rate of change of output equals the initial rate of change of input independently of the time constant. Obviously, the same conclusion can be
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FIG. 2-12. Response of a rate-of-rise amplifier to a ramp input. A = 10, aT = 0.1.
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FIG. 2-13. The low-pass RC circuit.

drawn for multiple differentiation. A direct check can be made from
Eq. (2-22), where we find that at t = 0, deoldt = -Aa.
2-4. The Low-pass RC Circuit. The circuit of Fig. 2-13 passes low
frequencies readily, but attenuates high frequencies because the reactance
of the capacitor C decreases with increasing frequency. If the input
voltage ei is sinusoidal, the magnitude of the steady-state gain A and
the angle 0 by which the output leads the input are given by

1

IAI

=

[1 + (fJr

and

o=

-

arctan

L

f2

(2-24)

1Vhere f2 === 1/27rRC. The gain falls to 0.707 of its low-frequency value
at the frequency f2. Hence, f2 is called the upper 3-db frequency.
Step-voltage Input. The response of the circuit of Fig. 2-13 to a step
input is exponential with a time constant RC. Since the capacitor voltage
cannot change instantaneously, the output starts from zero and rises
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toward the steady-state value E, as shown in Fig. 2-14.
given by
eo = E(l - c tlRC )

The output is
(2-25)

The time required for eo to reach one-tenth its final value is readily
found to be O.IRC and the time to reach nine-tenths its final value is
e

..!f.
=1
E

E

1.0r----------~--L==~=--

0.9 f-----------=oo~

0.1
---O~------------------~---------~------tr------~

FIG. 2-14. Step voltage response of the low-pass RC circuit.

2.3RC.

The difference between these two values, called" the rise time"

tr of the circuit, is an indication of how fast the circuit can respond to a
discontinuity in voltage.

We have
(2-26)

Thus, the rise time is proportional to the time constant and inversely
proportional to the upper 3-db frequency.

FIG. 2-15. Pulse response of the low-pass RC circuit.

Pulse Input. The response to a pulse, for times less than the pulse
width tp , is the same as that for a step input and is given by Eq. (2-25).
At the end of the pulse the voltage is eT and the output must decrease
to zero from this value with a time constant RC, as indicated in Fig. 2-15.
Note the distortion which has resulted from passing a pulse through a
low-pass RC circuit. In particular, it should be observed that the out-
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put will always extend beyond the pulse width t p , because whatever
charge has accumulated on the capacitor C during the pulse cannot leak
off instantaneously.
If it is desired to minimize the distortion, then the rise time must
be small compared with the pulse width. If f2 is chosen equal to 1/tp ,
then tT = 0.35t p • The output is as pictured in Fig. 2-16, which for
many applications is a reasonable reproduction of the input. We often
use the rule of thumb that a pulse shape will be preserved if the 3-db
frequency is approximately equal to the reciprocal of the pulse width. Thus,

~--tp--~

FIG. 2-16. Pulse response for the case 12 = lltp •

to pass a 0.5-.usec pulse reasonably well requires a circuit with an upper
3-db frequency of the order of 2 Mc.
Square-wave Input. Consider a square wave with an average value
which is zero, as indicated in Fig. 2-17a. As we have already observed
above, a reasonable reproduction of the input is obtained if the time
constant is small compared with the pulse width. The steady-state
response, in this case, is indicated in Fig. 2-17b.
If the rise time of the RC circuit is comparable with the period of the
testing square wave, the output will have the appearance in Fig. 2-17c.
The equation of the rising portion is determined by the fact that it must
be an exponential of time constant RC and that the voltage would rise
to the steady-state value E' if the input remained at E'. If EI is the
initial value of the output voltage, then
(2-27)
Note that this equation agrees with the conditions that at t = 0, eol = E I ,
and at t = 00, eol = E'. By a similar argument we can derive the equation for the falling portion. Thus
(2-28)

+

If we set eol = Ez at t = TI and eo2 = EI at t = TI
T 2, the two resulting equations can be solved for the two unknowns EI and E 2• If a symmetrical square wave is used so that TI = T2 and E' = -E" = E/2,
these equations indicate that El = -E 2• We can easily understand
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this result if we remember that the area per cycle in Fig. 2-17c must be
zero, since we assumed an input with zero average value.
If the time constant is very large compared with the period of the
input square wave, the output consists of exponential sections which are
essentially linear, as indicated in Fig. 2-17 d. If the input square wave
This level is E' with
respect to ground

o
This level is E" with respect to ground
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FIG. 2-17. (a) Square-wave input; (b, c, and d) output of the low-pass RC circuit.
The time constant is smallest for (b) and largest for (d).

has an average value different from zero, then this d-c voltage must be added
to all the curves of Fig. 2-17.

A square-wave signal is frequently used in conjunction with a cathode~
ray oscilloscope to determine the rise-time response of an arbitrary circuit.
In an experimental arrangement to measure rise time we must take
into account the finite rise time of the input square wave and of the
amplifiers of the oscilloscope. 'The order of magnitude of the errors
which may otherwise be involved are indicated by the following. Con~
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sider, say, that the square-wave rise time is negligible and that the
rise time tT of the circuit under test is at least three times the rise time t: of
the amplifier. In this case the error will be less than 10 per cent. On the
other hand if t; = t then the error is 53 per cent. These results will
now be justified.
T,
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FIG. 2-18. Response of two cascaded low-pass RC networks.

Exponential Input.

For an input of the form given in Eq. (2-11),
ei = E(l - e- tIT )

the voltage across the resistor is given by Eq. (2-14) for n ~ 1. Hence,
the voltage output across the capacitor is the difference between Eq.
(2-11) and Eq. (2-14). Performing this subtraction, we obtain, if n ~ 1,

~ = 1
E
and if n

=

1

+ _1_ e-X _
n-1

E= 1 -

(1

_ n_ e-x1n
n-1

+ x) e-

X

(2-29)

(2-30)

The parameters x and n are defined by Eq. (2-13), namely, x = t/T and
n = RC/T. The outputs for n = 0, 7-5, 7i, >2, and 1 are plotted in
Fig. 2-18. The larger the relative time constant n, the greater is the
"delay" in output. The delay is defined as the time required for the
waveform to reach 50 per cent of its final value.
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Suppose that T is the time constant of a circuit under test and that RC
is the time constant of the oscilloscope amplifier. Then Fig. 2-18 shows
the response of the two circuits in
cascade. (It is assumed here that
1.6
the oscilloscope can be represented ;
1\
by an equivalent single RC net- ; 1.4
\
,vork.) The ratio of the rise time ~
I\-.
for the cascaded arrangement to the ! 1.2
~
'"rise time of a single stage (n = 0 or .S
lin = co) is plotted in Fig. 2-19.
1.00
2
3
4
5
c::
l/n
The graph shows that if the oscilloscope time constant is less than one- FIG. 2-19. Rise time of cascaded low-pass
RC networks.
third that of the circuit, the rise
time is increased by less than 10 per cent.
Ramp Input. For an input of the form ei = at, the voltage eR across
the resistor is given by Eq. (2-17). The voltage across the capacitor is

f

-

Q)

i

eo = aCt - RC)

+ aRCC

t RO
/

-

(2-31)

If it is desired to transmit the ramp with little distortion, then a small
time constant must be used relative to the total ramp time T. The output is given in Fig. 2-20a where it is seen that the output follows the

O~=-----------~T----

(a)

(b)

FIG. 2-20. Response of a low-pass RC circuit to a ramp voltage.
(b) RCIT» 1.

(a) RC IT

«

1;

input but is delayed by one time constant RC from the input (except
near the origin where there is distortion). The transmission error Et is
defined as the difference between input and output divided by the input.
For RCfT« 1, we find
r--.J RC _
1
(2-32)
Et = T
- 27r12T
where 12 is the upper 3-db frequency. For example, if we desire to pass
a 2-msec sweep with less than 0.1 per cent error, the above equation yields

12 >

80 kc

and

RC

< 2 JJsec
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If the time constant is large compared with the sweep duration,
RC/T» 1, the output is very distorted, as it appears in Fig. 2-20b. By
expanding the exponential in Eq. (2-31) in a power series in t/ RC, we
find

eo

at 2

r--.I

2RC

(2-33)

A quadratic response is obtained for a linear input and hence the circuit
acts as an integrator.
2-5. The Low-pass RC Circuit as an Integrator. If, in Fig. 2-13, the
time constant is very large in comparison with the time required for the
input signal to make an appreciable change, the circuit is called an
"integrator." This name arises from the fact that under these circumstances the voltage drop across C will be very small in comparison to the
drop across R and we may consider that the current is determined
entirely by the resistor. Then the current is ei/ R and the output signal
across Cis

e. = RIC

f

e, dt

Hence the output is proportional to the integral of the input.
If ei = at, the result is at 2/2RC, as given by Eq. (2-33). As time
increases, the drop across C will not remain negligible compared with
that across R and the output will not remain the integral of the input.
As a matter of fact, Fig. 2-20a shows that the output will change from a
quadratic to a linear function of time.
The integral of a constant is a linear function, and this agrees with
the curves of Fig. 2-17d which correspond to RC/T »"1. As the value
of RC /T decreases, the departure from true integration increases as
indicated in Fig. 2-17c and b.
These examples show that the integrator must be used cautiously.
We can obtain a criterion for good integration in terms of steady-state
analysis by proceeding as in Sec. 2-2. If we define satisfactory integration as meaning that an input sinusoid has been shifted at least 89.40
(instead of the true value of 90 0 ) , then
RC> 15T

where T is the period of the sine wave.
Since the output is a small fraction of the input (because of the factor
1/ RC), amplification may be necessary. For the reasons given in Sec.
2-2, an operational amplifier may possibly be used to advantage. If the
input to the operational amplifier is a square wave, the output is very
linear, as shown in Fig. 2-17d. This output is called a "gated sweep"
and is discussed in detail in Sec. 7-3.
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Integrators are almost invariably preferred over differentiators in analogue-computer applications for the following reasons. Since the gain
of an integrator decreases with frequency whereas the gain of a differentiat or increases nominally linearly with frequency, it is easier to stabilize the former than the latter with respect to spurious oscillations. As a
result of its limited bandwidth an integrator is less sensitive to noise
voltages than a differentiator. Further, if the input waveform changes
very rapidly, the amplifier of a differentiator may overload. Finally>
as a matter of practice, it is more convenient to introduce initial conditions in an integrator.
2-6. RL Circuits. Suppose the capacitor C and resistor R of the pre,
ceding sections in this chapter are replaced by a resistor R' and an

+-----~+

.---'V\/V'------1~__Q

+

+

(a)

(b)

FIG. 2-21. (a) Peaking circuit using an inductor; (b) linear equivalent circuit.

inductor L, respectively. Then if the time constant Lj R' equals the
time constant RC, all the preceding results remain unchanged.
The inductor is seldom used if a large time constant is called for because
a large value of inductance can be obtained only with an iron core
inductor which is physically large, heavy, and expensive relative to the
cost of a capacitor for a similar application. Such an inductor will be
shunted with a large amount of stray distributed capacitance. Furthermore, the nonlinear properties of the iron causes distortion which may be
undesirable. If it is desirable to pass a very low frequency through ["
circuit in which L is a shunt element, then the inductor may become
prohibitively large. For example, with a lower 3-db frequency of 10 cp"
and for R' = 100 K the inductance required is 1,600 henrys! Of course,
in circuits where a small value of R' is tolerable, then a more reasonable
value of inductance may be used.
The small, inexpensive air-core inductor is used in low time-constant
applications. Figure 2-21a shows how a square wave may be converted
into pulses by means of the peaking coil L. It is assumed that the bias
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voltage and the size of the input are such that the tube operates linearly.
The equivalent circuit is as indicated in Fig. 2-21b. The peak of the
output pulse (measured with respect to the quiescent plate voltage Ebb)
is the amplification factor of the tube times the jump in voltage of the
input square wave, as indicated in Fig. 2-22. The physical reason for
this fact is tha't since the current through an inductor cannot change
\nstantaneously it acts as an open circuit at the time of the discontinuity.

]

f
Ei

!

t
(a)

eo

T
t

(b)
FIG. 2-22. Input ei and output eo for the circuit of Fig. 2-21, with R = rp.

Under this condition the plate-voltage change is J..t times the grid-voltage
change.
The rate-of-rise amplifier of Fig. 2-11 often uses a peaking inductor
in the plate circuit instead of the R 2C 2 differentiating combination shown.
The situation where the square wave is large enough to cut the tube off,
so that the circuit acts in a nonlinear manner, is considered in Sec. 4-7,
where it will be found that the negative peaks are of smaller magnitude
than the positi ve ones.
2-7. RLC Circuits. In Fig. 2-21 there should be indicated a capacitor
C across the output to include the effect of coil-winding capacitance,
plate-cathode capacitance, and wiring capacitance from plate to ground.
This capacitance will modify the results of Sec. 2-6, as we shall now show.
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Figure 2-23 shows a signal ei applied through a resistor R to a parallel
LC circuit. From the differential equations for this network, and assuming a solution in the form ~Pt, we find for the roots p of the characteristic
equation l (or for the poles of the transfer function)

1 ± [(2RC
1)2 -

P = - 2RC

1 ] ~2
LC

(2-34)

Let us introduce the damping constant lc and the resonant or undamped
period To defined by
(2-35)

and
in which case Eq. (2-34) can be put in the form
27rlc
p=-

+ J. 27r
- (1

To -

To

-Ie7 2 )'£
7~

(2-36)

If lc = 0, we see that the roots are purely imaginary, ±j27r/To, and
hence that the response is an unR
damped sinusoid of period To. If
+
lc = 1, the two roots are equal, corresponding to the critically damped case.
If lc > 1, there are no oscillations in ei
c
the output, and the response is said
to be overdamped. If lc < 1, the output will be a sinusoid whose amplitude decays with time, and the re- FIG. 2-23. A signal ei is. applied
sponse is said to be underdamped.
through a resistor R to a parallel LC
circuit.
The damping factor is inversely
proportional to the Q of the circuit consisting of a parallel combination
of R, L, and C. Thus
Q

==

w RC = 27rRC
o

To

= RC

vrc

= R

If = 2lc
!

'\j L

If the input to Fig. 2-23 is a step voltage E and if the initial current
through the inductor is zero and the initial voltage across the capacitor is
zero, the response is given by the following equations in which x == UTo:
Critical Damping, k = 1. For the case of critical damping, we have

(2-37)
If use is made of Eqs. (2-35), with k = 1, Eq. (2-37) can be put in the
equivalent form
eo _ 4Rt -2RtlL
(2-38)
E-L~
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Overdamped, k > 1.
rewrite Eq. (2-36) as

In the overdamped case, it is convenient to

If we apply the binomial expansion to the radical and assume that k is
large enough so that 4k2 » 1, we find for p the approximate values -7rITol\,
and -47rkITo. Subject to this restriction on the size of k, the response is

(2-39)
The first term is less than 1 everywhere except at x = O. The second
term is equal to the first term raised to the power 4k 2 • Hence, the
second te rm is negligible compared with the first except near the origin.
Thus, Eq. (2-39) can be approximated by
(2-40)
in which we have made use of Eqs. (2-35). This result shows that the
response approaches that for the zero capacitance case (Fig. 2-21) as
k becomes much greater than unity. Physically, this is just what we
should expect, because Eq. (2-35) shows that a large value of k means
a small value of C for a given value of Rand L.
Since the voltage on the capacitor cannot change instantaneously,
then Eq. (2-40) is in error at t = 0 and the more correct equation (2-39)
must be used near the origin. The outputs for k = 3 and k = 1 are compared with that for k = 00 (C = 0) in Fig. 2-24.
If Land C are held fixed and k is varied by adjusting R, the response
is as given in Fig. 2-25. For k = 00, R = 0, and the output equals the
input as indicated. We note from Fig. 2-23 that the smaller the value of
R, the larger must be the source current.
Underdamped, k < 1. In the underdamped case, we have

-eo =

E

2k

VI -

E-

k2

2
7r

sIn 27r V_ /1- -- ' -I\'2 X

k'
x

(2-41)

where, as above, x = tlTo. The damped period is seen to be To/(1 - k 2 p2
and hence is larger than the free period To. The response for several
values of k is given in Fig. 2-26.
An amplifier with a coil in the plate circuit, and in which the parameters L, C, and rp are adjusted to make the damping factor k slightly less
than unity, makes an excellent peaking circuit. This conclusion is confirmed in Fig. 2-26.
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FIG. 2-24. Response of Fig. 2-23 for the critically damped and overdamped cases for a
fixed value of Rand L.
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FIG. 2-25. Response of Fig. 2-23 for the critically damped and overdamped cases
for a fixed value of Land C.
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If Land C are fixed and it is desired to increase the damping, the
resistance R must be decreased. If this resistor represents the plate
resistance of a. tube, then to change its value we must either change the
operating point or change the tube. A more satisfactory method for
increasing the damping is to shunt the LC combination with an additional
resistor, as indicated in Fig. 2-27a. If the circuit to the left of points
P and N in this figure is replaced by its Thevenin equivalent, the
~0.8

E

k=l

0.7

(\

/

\

~(critical

damping)

0.6

lfo.~

0.5

1//,;;I~\

0.4
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0.2

0.1

o
-0.1

I

!

l\

\\\

1(0'1\\\ ~

fl \\:1'\

'\ ~~ ~~
.V
1.5~ ~2.0
O'I~I'
\ r--;4.0
0.4

.~--

-

2.5

3.0

• I;'

\: t1

-0.2
FIG. 2-26. Response of Fig. 2-23 for the critically damped and underdamped cases.

result is as in Fig. 2-27b. The resistor R represents R 1 and R2 in parallel,
ancl a is the attenuation factor. Specifically,
and

(2-42)

Comparing Fig. 2-27b with Fig. 2-23, we see that the results obtained
for the latter circuit are also valid for the former, provided that we
multiply the output by the factor a.
2-8. Ringing Circuit. In Sec. 2-7 the emphasis was on obtaining a
pulse from a step voltage (peaking). We showed that the circuit should
operate in the neighborhood of the critically damped condition. In this
section we are interested in having as nearly undamped oscillations as
possible. Such a circuit is called a ringing circuit. If k is small~ the
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circuit will ring for many cycles. It is often of interest to know the
required value of the Q of a circuit which will ring for a given number N
of cycles before the amplitude decreases to II € of its initial value.
From Eq. (2-41) we see that this
decrement results when 27rkx = 1.
+
Since x = tlTo = NTolTo = Nand
k = 1/2Q, we have
Q

= 7rN

(2-43)

ei

c

To keep the damping small, the
resistors Rl and R2 of Fig. 2-27 a
must be made large. If the parN
allel LC combination is in either the
(a)
plate or cathode circuit of a tube
and if the tube is cut off by a step
R
voltage, then Rl is effectively infi+
nite. The equivalent circuit is
given in Fig. 2-28. For maximum
ringing, no shunting resistor is
added and R represents an effective
c
resistor to account for the losses in
the coil. The current I is the
quiescent tube current before the
step is applied. The direction of (b)
I in Fig. 2-28 is for the case where FIG. 2-27. (a) The circuit of Fig. 2-23
the resonant elements are in the modified by the inclusion of a damping
plate circuit so that P l represents resistor R 2 ; (b) the equivalent circuit.
the plate terminal and P 2 the Ebb supply terminal. If the LC combination is in the cathode circuit, then P l represents the cathode terminal,
p 2 is ground, and the direction of I must be reversed.
Outwardly, the circuits of Fig.
2-23 and Fig. 2-28 appear quite
different. When, however, the input to Fig. 2-23 is taken to be a
L
step
of amplitude E, the output of
c
the two circuits can be shown to be
identical, provided only that the
initial inductor current I of Fig. 2-28
FIG. 2-28. Ringing circuit with capacitor is taken to be E I R. The two cirinitially uncharged.
cuits have the same characteristic
roots given in Eq. (2-34). And, under the circumstance that E = I R,
the conditions that apply in both cases to the output voltage are that
at t = 0, eo = 0 and deoldt = I/C and that at t = 00, eo = o. Hencer
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provided we make the replacement of E by IR, all the equations from
(2-37) to (2-41) apply equally well to the circuit of Fig. 2-28.
If we neglect the damping and assume k = 0 because R approaches
infinity, Eq. (2-41) becomes

/£ .

.10

27rt

= I '\j C SIn To

(2-44)

To obtain this result, we must remember that kE is independent of R
because
1 /£
I /1

Ele = IR 2R '\jc =

2 '\jc

We can easily verify that the amplitude of oscillation given in Eq. (2-44)
is correct by remembering that the initial magnetic energy stored in
the inductor is converted into electric energy in the capacitor at the end
of one-quarter cycle. Thus

1 L12 _ 1 CE2
2
- 2"

or

f max

(2-45)

A ringing circuit may be used to generate a sequence of pulses regularly
spaced in time. These pulses are obtained from the train of sine waves.
The sequence starts when the tube
+
delivering the current I is cut off.
These pulses find application in
L
R
eo
many timing operations, as will be
c
described later.
Consider now the ringing circuit of
FIG. 2-29. Ringing circuit with initial Fig. 2-29 in which there is an initial
current I in inductor and initial voltage voltage Eo across the capacitor C as
Eo across capacitor.
well as an initial inductor current I.
It is now convenient to introduce a parameter A, defined as the ratio
of coil current to resistor current at t = 0:
(2-46)
The output eo/Eo can be expressed as a function of time (x = tjTo) with
A and k as parameters. The definitions of Ie and To, Eqs. (2-35), are
repeated here for convenience:

1 /£
k = 2R '\jC

and

Critical Damping, k = 1
(2-47)
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overdamped , with 4lc 2 »
eo = _
Eo
Underdamped, lc

<

1

(~
+ A) C'lrxlk + (1 + A)e- 41rkx
4lc

1

+ 2A) (v 1 lc-

[ -(1

(2-48)

2

lc 2

) sin 27r V1 - lc 2 x

+ cos 2.. Vl -

Ie' x ] .-""

(2-49)

These responses are plotted in Figs. 2-30 to 2-32. We note that even
for the critically damped case there may be an undershoot; i.e., the output which starts at a positive value drops to a negative value before

I
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FIG. 2-30. Plot of Eq. (2-47).

returning asymptotically to zero. If Eo and I have the relative polarities
indicated in Fig. 2-29, then A is positive. If the relative polarity differs
from that indicated, then A is negative. For a negative A, the output
may rise first (see the curve for A = - 2.0) before falling to zero. The
physical reason for this initial increase in output is that the inductor
current (with the polarity opposite to that in Fig. 2-29) may charge the
capacitor to a more positive voltage before C discharges through the
resistor. We see that the waveform depends upon the inductor and
resistor currents (the sign and magnitude of A) and upon the amount of
damping (the value of lc).
The areas under each curve of Figs. 2-30 to 2-32 is -lcA/7r. This
can be verified by direct integration or much more easily by proceeding
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as follows.

0.2.

Since

eo
then

=

di

= L-

dt

or

eo
L di
Eo = EoTo dx

LI
LA
- EoTo = - RTo
-kA/7r

(2-50)
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When a pulse is passed through a transformer, the response at the end
of the pulse is given by one of the equations (2-47), (2-48), or (2-49), but
A is always positive. The pulse transformer is discussed in Chap. 9.
Other combinations of the basic three linear elements R, L, and C
are important in pulse circuits and are discussed in the sections where the
appropriate physical background which leads to the circuit configuration
is introduced.
REFERENCE
1. Salvadori, M. G., and R. J. Schwarz: "Differential Equations in Engineering

Problems," Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York, 1954.

CHAPTER

3

LINEAR PULSE AMPLIFIERS

Frequently the need arises in pulse systems for amplifying a signal
with a minimum of distortion. Under these circumstances the vacuum
tubes involved must operate linearly. In the analysis of such circuits
the first step is the replacement of the actual circuit by its linear equivalent. Thereafter it becomes a matter of circuit analysis to determine
the distortion produced by the transmission characteristics of the linear
network. In this sense the present discussion is an extension of the
material of Chap. 2 with the following important differences. Previously
we were satisfied with simply observing the distortion introduced, by
Screen
supply

FIG. 3-1. A stage of amplification.

various simple transmission networks, for several representative waveforms. N ow we shall be concerned with the problem of how the distortion may be minimized and how the signal may be amplified.
The frequency range of the amplifiers discussed in this chapter extends
from a few cycles (or possibly from direct current) up to about 10 Mc.
The original impetus for the study of such wideband amplifiers was
supplied because they were needed to amplify the pulses occurring in a
television signal. Therefore, such amplifiers are often referred to as
video amplifiers.
3-1. The RC Coupled Amplifier Stage. l The circuit of Fig. 3-1 is
representative of a complete stage of amplification in that it includes the
elements of a single amplifier (T 1) and the elements required to couple
58
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this stage to the next (T z). The plate-circuit resistor is R L , Cc is a
blocking capacitor used to keep the d-c component of voltage which
appears at the plate of Tl from reaching the grid of T z, and Ro is a gridleak resistor. The capacitances Co and Ci represcnt, respectively, capacitances which are referred to as the output and input capacitances of the
tube. These capacitors have been indicated by dotted lines because
they have not been included deliberately but are rather unavoidable
attributes of the vacuum tubes employed. In any practical mechanical
arrangement of the amplifier components there are also capacitances
associated with the tube sockets and the proximity to the chassis of
components and signal leads. It is necessary to include these additional
stray capacitances in any computation of practical interest. In referring
to the gain of the amplifier, we shall mean the gain from the grid of one
tube to the grid of the succeeding tube. We shall assume throughout
this chapter that the signal amplitude is small enough so that the tube
operates linearly, unless specifically stated otherwise.
3-2. Steady-state Analysis of an Amplifier. A criterion which may be
used to compare one amplifier with another with respect to fidelity of
reproduction of the input signal is suggested by the following considerations. Any arbitrary waveform of engineering importance may be
resolved into a Fourier spectrum. If the waveform is periodic, the
Fourier spectrum will consist of a series of sines and cosines whose
frequencies are all integral multiples of a fundamental frequency. The
fundamental frequency is the reciprocal of the time which must elapse
before the waveform repeats itself. If the waveform is not periodic, the
fundamental period extends in a sense from a time - 00 to a time
00 •
The fundamental frequency is then infinitesimally small, the frequencies
of successive terms in the Fourier series differ by an infinitesimal amount
rather than by a finite amount, and the Fourier series becomes instead
a Fourier integral. In either case the spectrum includes terms whose
frequencies extend, in the general case, from zero frequency to infinity.
If the gain and time delay of an amplifier are independent of the frequency, then the amplifier must necessarily reproduce precisely the form
of the input waveshape. For, under these circumstances, the relative
amplitudes of the Fourier components are identical for input and output
as are also the relative position on a time scale of input and output
components.
We shall now show that the time delay D of a sinusoidal signal is equal
to the phase shift produced by a transmission network divided by the
angular frequency w. Consider that a sinusoidal signal is represented by
Aei(wt+(i», in which A is the amplitude and cP is an arbitrary phase angle.
Suppose that this signal suffers a phase lag of amount (J so that the signal
becomes Aei(wt+q,-(l) = Aeiw[t+(q,/w)-«(I/w)]. The new signal is identical to the

+
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original signal with the exception that it has been translated along the
time axis in the positive direction by an amount D = (j / w, which is the
magnitude of the delay in seconds. If the time delay is to be independent
of frequency, it is required that the transmission network introduce a
phase shift (j which is proportional to frequency.
This discussion suggests that the extent to which an amplifier's amplitude response is not uniform and the extent to which its time delay
is not constant with frequency may serve as a measure of the lack of
fidelity to be anticipated in an amplifier. In principle, it is really not
necessary to specify both amplitude and delay response since, for most
practical circuits, the two are related and, one having been specified,
the other is uniquely determined. However, in particular cases, it may
well be that either the time-delay response or amplitude response is the
more sensitive indicator of distortion.

+1

~ ~~_.
__

__+-R_L__

~c_o~ R_g~ ~_C_i-o_~

FIG. 3-2. Equivalent circuit of

_____

9·

__

stage of amplification.

3-3. Amplitude and Time-delay Response of an RC Coupled Amplifier
Stage. If an amplifier stage of the type shown in Fig. 3-1 were intended
for use with pulse-type waveforms, typical values for the components
would be RL
1 K, Co
Ci
10 J.1.J.1.f, Ce 0.2 J.1.f, and Rg
1 Meg.
It is reasonably apparent, then, that the frequency characteristics
of the amplifier may be divided into three ranges. First, there is the
range where the frequency is so low that the shunt capacitances have no
appreciable effect but the influence of Ce is marked. Second, there is a
range where the frequency is high enough to permit us to neglect Ce,
but in which the influence of the shunt capacitances must be taken into
account. Finally, there is a range, which falls between the low- and
high-frequency regions, in which, to a good approximation, we may neglect
all the capacitances.
In the circuit of Fig. 3-2 the pentode of Fig. 3-1 has been replaced by a
current source gmei in parallel with rp. The circuits of Fig. 3-3a, b, and c
are, respectively, the equivalent circuits which apply in the midband
and in the high- and low-frequency bands. In drawing these equivalent
circuits, we have replaced the current generator and shunt resistors RL
and rp by a Thevenin equivalent and have further taken into account
r-.J

r-.J

r-.J

r-.J

r-.J
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that Ro » RL and Tp »R L. The capacitance C of Fig. 3-3b is the sum
of Co and Ci and all the stray shunt capacitances of the circuit.
From Fig. 3-3a we see that the
midband gain Ao is given by

The low-frequency equivalent circuit is identical to the high-pass
RC circuit of Fig. 2-1, while the
high-frequency equivalent circuit is
identical to the low-pass RC circuit
of Fig. 2-13. We have, then, that
the ratio of the gain at low frequency
Al to the midband gain Ao is [see
Eq. (2-1)]

All
1
I Ao = VI + (ft!f)2

(a)
+

c

(b)

(3-1)

where 11 = 1/27rR oCc is the lower
3-db frequency. The ratio of the
gain at high frequency
to the
midband gain is [see Eq. (2-24)]

+

A2

A21_

IAo

-

1

V1 +

(f/h)2

. (3 2)
-

(c)
FIG. 3-3. Equivalent circuits of an
amplifier. (a) Midband equivalent;
(b) high-frequency equivalent; (c) lowfrequency equivalent.

where h = 1/27rRLC is the upper
3-db frequency. The normalized
time delays, Dl and D 2, for the lowand high-frequency ranges, respectively, are given by

(3-3)
and

(3-4)

In the above expressions 81 and 82 represent the angle by which the
output lags the input, neglecting the initial 180 0 phase shift through
the amplifier. The frequency dependence of the gains in the high- and
low-frequency range is to be seen in Fig. 3-4.
The frequency range from!1 to!2 is called the bandwidth of the amplifier
stage. We may anticipate in a general way that a signal, all of whose
Fourier components of appreciable amplitude lie well within the range
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II

to 12, will pass through the stage without excessive distortion. This
criterion must be applied, however, with extreme caution, as will be
indicated in the following discussion.
Suppose we apply to an amplifier a symmetrical square wave whose
repetition frequency is f = 30f1. Let us assume that the upper-frequency-3-db point is arbitrarily high. Under these circumstances we
might be inclined to feel that the frequency components, all of which
are of frequency f or higher, lie sufficiently well within the passband
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FIG. 3-4. Gain characteristics of an RC coupled amplifier.

so that the signal distortion will be small. However, from Eq. (2-7),
we see. that the square wave would have a percentage tilt

p = 10~7rf1 = 1~~7r = 10.5%
and so large a tilt is hardly to be considered as a small distortion. We
shall now demonstrate that the reason for this apparently anomalous
situation is to be found in the extreme sensitivity of the shape of the output to a shift in phase of the fundamental frequency component.
A symmetrical square wave of unity amplitude and of fundamental
frequency f has a Fourier series,
e

=;.4(.sm a + 3'1.sm 3a

+1.
5' sm 5a

+ . . .)

(3-5)

in which a = 27rft. Consider first only the influence on the square wave
of the phase shift of the fundamental. The phase shift is
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(}1

= arctanJ r-..JJ

for small angles. The output is obtained by replacing
a + (}1. The waveform is then modified by

a

in Eq. (3-5) by

Since, for small angles, cos (fdf) r-..J 1 and sin (hlf) r-..J hli, this equation
reduces to
L\e

~ i b cos
-7r i

where 0 == 4id7rJ. The waveform,
modified by the addition of L\e, is
shown in Fig. 3-5. The percentage
tilt is

8i1
P = 20 X 100 = - - X 100

7rJ

a =

0 cos

a

(3-6)

e

:-.....___
1.
,
&

t "- T
1
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For idi = 7~O, P = 8.5 per cent.
To take into account the effect of
the phase shift of the remaining
harmonics (which will, incidentally,
change the cosine tilt into a linear FIG. 3-5. Modification of a square wave
due to the phase shift of the fundamental.
tilt), we need but to note that the
nth harmonic is of relative amplitude lin and is shifted in phase 11nth as
much as the fundamental. Hence the above result may be corrected
by writing

P = 8.5 (1

+ ;, + :2 + ;, + .. -)

= 8.5 X 1.20 = 10.2%

This result agrees very well with the value P = 10.5 per cent given above.
From Eq. (3-1) we find that the relative gain at the fundamental
frequency, i Ih = 30, is approximately 0.9995. This is close enough to
1 to justify our having neglected the amplitude characteristics in the
above calculation of the distortion of the square wave.
3-4. Unit Step Response of an Amplifier. An alternative criterion of
amplifier fidelity is the response of the amplifier to a particular input
waveform. Of all possible available waveforms, the most generally useful is the step voltage. In terms of a circuit's response to a unit step,
the response to an arbitrary waveform may be written very easily in the
form of the familiar superposition integral. Another feature which
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recommends the unit step is the fact that the waveform is one which permits small distortions to stand out clearly. Additionally, from an experimental point of view, the unit step (or, better, the repeated unit step
which forms a square wave) is not a particularly difficult waveform to
generate.
We have already noted the correlation between amplifier frequency
response and the response to a unit step. The finite rise time tr and percentage tilt P introduced by the amplifier are related to the high and low
3-db frequencies, respectively, by Eqs. (2-26) and (2-7).

J2tr = 0.35
and

P = 1007rJ

(3-7)
(3-8)

where J is the freCJ.uency of the testing square waves.
Quite generally, even for more complicated amplifier circuits than the
one indicated in Fig. 3-1, there continues to be an intimate relationship
between the distortion of the leading edge of a unit step and the highfrequency response. Similarly, there is a close relationship between the
low-frequency response and the distortion of the flat portion of the unit
step. We should, of course, expect such a relationship since the highfrequency response measures essentially the ability of the amplifier to
respond faithfully to rapid variations in signal, while the low-frequency
response measures the fidelity of the amplifier for slowly varying signals.
An important feature of a unit step is that it is a combination of the most
abrupt voltage change possible and of the slowest possible voltage
variation.
In spite of the fact that the frequency response and unit step response
both provide the same information, we shall generally find that the unit
step response is much more useful. The principal reason for this circumstance is that we shall often find that the waveforms which are of interest
to us consist essentially of a superposition of unit steps. For voltages
of this type (pulses or square waves), the unit step response will yield
immediately useful information which may be secured from the frequency
response only through laborious calculation.
An important experimental procedure (called square-wave testing) for
the adjustment of an amplifier for optimum performance involves the
examination of an oscillograph of the response of an amplifier to an
applied square wave. It is possible to improve the fidelity of an amplifier
stage by using a coupling network between tubes which is more complicated than the network indicated in. Fig. 3-1. It is a great convenience
to be able to adjust circuit parameters and to be able to observe simultaneously, by the method of square-wave testing, the effect of the adjustment on the amplifier response. The alternative is to take data, after
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each successive adjustment, from which to plot the amplitude and phase
responses. Aside from the extra time consumed in this latter procedure
we have the problem that it is usually not obvious which of the attainable
amplitude and phase responses corresponds to optimum fidelity.
It is possible, by judicious selection of the square-wave testing fre~
quency, to examine individually the high-frequency and low-frequency
distortion. For example, consider an amplifier which has a high-frequency time constant of 1 p'sec and a low-frequency time constant of
0.1 sec. A square wave of half period equal to several microseconds,
on an appropriately fast oscilloscope sweep, will display the rounding
of the leading edge of the waveform and will not display the tilt. At the
other extreme, a square wave of half period approximately 0.01 sec on an
appropriately slow sweep will display the tilt and not the distortion of the
leading edge.
It should not be inferred from the above comparison between steadystate and transient response that the phase and amplitude responses are
of no importance at all in the study of amplifiers. The frequency characteristics are useful for the following reasons. In the first place, much
more is known generally about the analysis and synthesis of circuits
in the frequency domain than in the time domain, and for this reason
the design of coupling networks is often done on a frequency-response
basis. Second, it is often possible to arrive at least at a qualitative understanding of the properties of a circuit from a study of the
steady-state response in circumstances where transient calculations are
extremely cumbersome. Finally, it happens occasionally that an amplifier is required whose characteristics are specified on a frequency basis, the
principal emphasis being to amplify a sine wave.
3-5. Transient Response of an RC Coupled Amplifier Stage. As we
have already noted, the high- and low-frequency equivalent circuits of
the RC amplifier are identical, respectively, with the RC integrating and
differentiating circuits of Figs. 2-13 and 2-1. The unit step response of
these circuits is described in Chap. 2. It remains only to make some
general observations about the amplifier.
The rise time of the amplifier may be improved by reducing the product
RLC. Every attempt should be made to reduce C by careful mechanical
arrangement to reduce the shunt capacitance. The rise time may also
be decreased by reducing R L , but this reduces simultaneously the nominal
amplifier gain. A figure of merit which is very useful in comparing tube
types is obtained by computing the ratio of the nominal gain to the rise
time in the limiting case where stray capacitance is considered to have
been reduced to zero. We have

IAol
tr

=

gmRL

1

2.2R L (C o

+C

i)

6{)
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+

in which Co
Ci is the sum of the input and output capacitances of the
tube. The ratio gm/(Co Ci ) is listed in Table 3-1 for several receivingtype tubes of high figure of merit.
TABLE

+

3-1.

CAPACITANCES AND FIGURE OF MERIT OF SEVERAL
RECEIVING-TYPE TUBES

Tube
type

6AC7
6AG7
6AH6
6AK5
6CL6
6AG5
6AU6

Input cap., Output cap., Total cap.,
gm X 10 6 [gm/(C i
Co, J1.J1.f
Ci • J1.J1.f
C.
Co, J1.J1.f

+

11.0
13.0
10.0
4.0
11.0
6.5
5.5

5.0
7.5
2.0
2.8
5.5
1.8
5.0

16.0
20.5
12.0
6.8
16.5
8.3
10.5

9,000
11,000
9,000
5,100
11,000
5,000
5,200

+ Co))

X 10- 6

560
540
750
750
670
600
500

We can obtain a rough estimate of the upper-frequency limit of a conventional amplifier by considering that, to increase the bandwidth, we
have reduced the gain of a stage to, say, 2. If the gain were much
smaller, the amplifier would hardly be worthwhile. Using a 6AK5
vacuum tube, the rise time is
tr

= 2.2(Co + Ci)\Ao\ = 2.2 X 6.8 X 10-12 X 2 ~ 6 X 10- 9
5,100 X 10-6

gm

-

sec

and the upper 3-db frequency is
f2

= 0~~5 = 0.;5 X 10 9 "-' 60 Mc

In a practical circuit, the inevitable extra stray capacitance might easily
reduce the bandwidth by a factor of 2. Hence we may probably take a
bandwidth of 30 Mc as a reasonable estimate of a practical upper limit
for an uncompensated amplifier using lumped parameters. If the desired
gain is 10 instead of 2, the maximum 3-db frequency is about 6 Mc. If
more bandwidth is needed, then distributed amplifiers are used (see Sec.
10-7).
The extension of the bandwidth in the downward direction depends
on the time constant CeRg. Except in very special cases, the upper limit
for Rg is about 1 Meg. Larger grid-leak resistors usually result in
instability because of positive ion current due to residual tube gas. A
limit to the value of Cc is set by the increased shunt capacitance associated
with the physical bulk of the coupling capacitor. Coupling capacitors
rarely exceed 1 J.Lf in value. The response may be extended to zero
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frequency by dispensing entirely with the coupling capacitor in favor of a
coupling arrangement which provides a d-c path.
3-6. Shunt Compensation to Improve Rise-time Response. 2- 4 One
of the simplest methods which is
available for improving the riseTo screen
supply
time response (or high-frequency
response) of an amplifier without
loss of gain is shown in Fig. 3-6a.
The method involves simply includ'--_--'----0 +
ing an inductor L in series with +
the plate-circuit resistor. This arrangement puts the inductor in
parallel with the capacitor C and
hence the circuit is called a "shunt(a)
compensated" or "shunt-peaked"
amplifier. The
high-frequency
r------r----~----~+
equivalent circuit is given in Fig.
3-6b.
c
Let us consider the response of
L
the network to an applied unit step
of negative polarity as a conse(b)
quence: of which the current generator provides a current step of FIG. 3-6. (a) A shunt-compensated stage;
magnitude i o• Writing down the (b) equivalent circuit if rp» RL.
differential equation for the network, and assuming a solution of the
form ePt, we find for the roots of the characteristic equation
p = _

RL
+ ~(RL)2 _ ~
2L 2L
LC

It is convenient here to introduce the parameters J( and

1

J2 == 27rR LC

in which case
p =

-7rhJ(2

± j7rJ2J(2 ~ I~2

- 1

(3-9)

J2 defined by
(3-10)

(3-11)

The parameter J2 is, of course, the upper 3-db frequency of the uncompensated amplifier (L = 0), while J( = II Qo. Here Qo is the Q at the resonant
frequency (w o = l/yLC) of the series combination of R L , L, and C so
that Qo = woLI R L •
The required solutions for the output eo must satisfy the conditions
that eo = 0 and deoldt = iolC at t = 0 and eo = Rdo at t = 00. Depending on whether I( is equal to or smaller than or larger than 2, the response
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will be critically damped, underdamped (oscillatory), or overdamped.
Letting x == t/(27rR LC) = f2t, the results for the various cases are:
Critical Damping, K = 2

_ 1 _ e- 411"x

eo

RdoUnderdamped, K

eo

RLio =

1

+

<

e-1I"K2x (

K

-

27rxe- bx

(3-12)

2

2 - K2

.y4 -

K2

sin 7rK.y4 - K 2x

- cos".K

V4 -

K'X)

(3-13)

Overdamped, K» 2. In this case of large K, the roots p are given
approximately by p = -27rhK2 and p = -27rf2. The term in the solu180
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FIG. 3-7. Response of a shunt-compensated stage to a unit step.

(Adapted from
A. V. Bedford and G. L. Fredendall, Transient Response of Multistage Video-frequency
Amplifiers, Proc. IRE, vol. 27, pp. 277-284, 1939.)

tion associated with the first of these roots will decay very rapidly and
we may therefore neglect it and write
(3-14)
as is to have been expected.
From Eq. (3-10) the inductance L is given by

L
where m

==

1/K2.

= mRL2C

(3-15)
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The unit step response for several values of [( is shown in Fig. 3-7.
As the peaking inductor is increased in value, there is a progressive
improvement in rise time without
p
1
accompanying overshoot up to the
2.2
12
/J 10
point of critical damping. Beyond
2.0
this point the amplifier response
1.8
8
exhibits a progressively larger overshoot. The factor by which the
1.6
rise time is improved (divided) by
1.4
4 ~
compensation is p ::::::: tr/t:, in which
It
/V
tr and t~ are, respectively, the rise
1.2
2
time of the amplifier before and
/
../
after compensation. The param1'.0 . /
o
eter p and the percentage overI
I
I
shoot, 'Y, are plotted in Fig. 3-8. m _ 0 0.1 0.2 I 0.3 I 0.4 I 0.5 0.6
I
I
For the case of critical damping, K - 00 3.12
2.0 1.71 1.54 1.41
the rise time is improved by the FIG. 3-8. Overshoot and rise-time imfactor 1.43.
provement of a shunt-compensated stage.

I

1/

V /

v

/

V

It is of interest to consider the steady-state response of the compensated amplifier. It is easy to compute that the normalized gain as a
function of the frequency is given by

(3-16)

and the normalized time delay is given by
(}2
J2 arctan 1];
fJ [ 1 J2D = J2;= 271"J

1+ (1 J;J)2])

[(2

[(2

(3-17)

The steady-state amplitude and time-delay characteristics of the amplifier
are given, respectively, in Figs. 3-9 and 3-10.
The curve having the most uniform amplitude response (maximum
flatness) corresponds to ]( '" 1.54. The curve having the most constant
TABLE

3-2.

OVERSHOOT AND RISE-TIME IMPROVEMENT

K

m == 1/K2

2
1.71
1.54
1.41

0.25
0.34
0.41
0.50

'YI

%

0
1.0
3.8
6.5

p

Characteristic

1.43
1. 70
1.90
2.00

Critical damping
Most constant delay
Maximum flatness
IAdAol = 1 atj/h = 1
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time delay is given by K
1.71. The curve for which \Ad Ao\ = 1 at
= 1 is given by K = 1.41. The overshoot 'Y and rise-time improvement p for these special cases are summarized in Table 3-2.
The amount of overshoot which is tolerable is very largely a function
of the application of the amplifier. For example, for an amplifier to be
!'oJ
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used in oscillography, any visible overshoot would be objectionable.
On the other hand, in television amplifiers, overshoots as large as 5 per cent
not only may be acceptable but may actually improve the quality of the
resultant picture. If the number of stages used is large, then the overshoot should be kept below about 2 per cent (see Sec. 3-9).
In the case of no compensation it will be recalled [see Eq. (2-26)] that
the product tr!2 = 0.35. It is of interest to note that the same rule
also applies quite well in the present case of shunt compensation. For
example, we may calculate that for critical damping the amplitude
response falls by 3 db at f/h = Y2. Since we estimated above that in
this case the rise time was divided by the factor 1.43, we have that
t:f~ = (0.35 X Y2)/1.43 rv 0.35, where t~ and f~ are the rise time and
bandwidth for critical damping.
An initial estimate of the peaking inductance required may be made
by estimating the total shunt capacitance. The required inductance
is usually in the range 1 to 100 J,Lh. Adjustable coils are available for
this application and the final adjustment is made experimentally by the
method of square-wave testing. The inductance is changed by varying
the depth of insertion into the coil form of a powdered iron slug. The
square-wave frequency is set so that the half period of the square wave is
several times the rise time and the inductance is adjusted to give the
type of response most suitable for the application for which the amplifier
stage is intended.
Even when a square-wave generator and oscillograph are already
immediately available, having been used to adjust the peaking coil, it iEl
not uncommon to follow this adjustment by a measurement of f2, using a
sinusoidal oscillator. This 3-db frequency is then either used directly
as a measure of the fidelity of the amplifier or else the rise time is estimated from the 3-db frequency. Of course, in either case the percentage
overshoot must also be stated. The reason for following this procedure
rather than stating the rise time directly is that to make a precise risetime measurement it is necessary to have a precisely calibrated timing
signal. Additionally the finite rise time of the square wave and oscilloscope must often be taken into account. Moreover, it is not always
convenient to operate with so fast a sweep voltage that the 10 per cent
and 90 per cent points may be determined accurately.
Before leaving the subject of shunt peaking we may note that some
small improvement in performance is possible by shunting the peaking
coil with a capacitor C 1 , as in Fig. 3-11. The most generally useful case
results when L = 0.35RL2C and C 1 = 0.22C . Under these circumstances
the rise-time improvement over the completely uncompensated case is
1. 77 and the overshoot is only 1 per cent. This result is to be· compared
with the straight shunt compensation case mentioned above where
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C1=0.22C

L=0.35Ric

FIG. 3-11. Modified shunt-compensated stage.

m

0.34 gives an overshoot of 1 per cent and rise-time improvement of
The difference is slight, but sometimes it is possible to arrange the
mechanical layout of components so that C 1 consists of stray capacitance
across the coil and no additional
7.77 RL
capacitance need be added. The
circuit of Fig. 3-11 gives a particu0.544 Rt C
larly uniform delay response.
3-7. Additional Methods of Risetime Compensation./),6 Some improvement over the shunt-compensated amplifier may be achieved by
the use of a four-terminal coupling
(a)
network which separates the output
0.513 Rt c
capacitance of a tube from the input capacitance of the succeeding
tube. The detailed analysis of
these circuits is quite complicated
because of the large number of reac(b)
tive elements involved. Since the
improvement which results through
O.466Ri c
their use is not very great, we shall
content ourselves with simply indiCt
eating representative component
values for some of these circuits to
0.133 Rt C
0.146 C
get an idea of the order of magnitude of the improvement possible.
(c)
Three of these circuits are shown
FIG. 3-12. Four-terminal compensating
networks. The capacitance C = Co + Ci in Fig. 3-12. These are the circuits
and the circuit parameters are given for referred to as series peaking, shuntthe case Co/Ci = H. (a) Series peak- series peaking, and shunt m-derived
ing; (b) shunt-series peaking; (c) Dietzold
peaking. This latter arrangement
network.
is also known as the Dietzold network. These circuits and the shunt peaking circuit and the tuned shunt
peaking circuits are compared in Table 3-3. Optimum performance of
=

1.70.
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TABLE

3-3.

COMPARISON OF HIGH-FREQUENCY COMPENSATING CIRCUITS

Circuit

Shunt peaking
(Fig. 3-6) with
L = 0.42RL 2C

Rise-time
improvement p

Ratio of
Overshoot overshoot
duration
"I, %
to

t;

Bandwidth Rise timeimprove- bandwidth
product
ment
f~t;
f~/h

1.85

3.0

2.7

1. 72

0.33

1.89

3.0

1.8

1.83

0.34

Series peaking
(Fig. 3-12a) .. .......

1. 90

3.0*

0.59

2.07

0.38

Shunt-series peaking
(Fig. 3-12b) . ........

2.21

3.0

2.2

2.28

0.36

Dietzold (Fig. 3-12c) . ..

2.47

0.3t

1.3

2.48

0.35

Tuned shunt peaking
(Fig. 3-11) with
L = 0.43R L2C
C1

=

0.21C

* Ringing.
t Smear.
the four-terminal networks results when the output capacitance of the
amplifier tube Co is related to the input capacitance Ci of the succeeding
tube by a factor of 2. Each of the circuits, therefore, is adjusted so that
Co/Ci = Yz. In the cases of series and shunt-series peaking a worthwhile improvement in rise time results if a small amount of overshoot is
permitted. For ease of comparison all the circuits except the Dietzold
network are given for the case of 3.0 per cent overshoot. In the case
of the series-peaking circuit the resistor across the series coil is not essential to the circuit but is useful for the purpose of damping the oscillations
in the response.
The rise-time improvement in Table 3-3 is given as the ratio p = tT/t~.
The response of the series peaking circuit has not only an overshoot but
also a ringing. It is possible to eliminate the ringing in favor of a single
overshoot but only at the expense of increasing the rise time. The
Dietzold network response displays a feature which is referred to as smear.
This term refers to the fact that, after the response has approached very
close to the steady-state value, an abnormally long time is required for
the response to cover the small remaining separation from the steady
state voltage. The overshoot duration stated is normalized with respect
to the rise time for the compensated circuit and serves as a measure of the
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duration of the overshoot, or, where ringing takes place, measures the
duration of the first overshoot.
In each of the cases listed the steady-state amplitude response shows
an increase in the upper 3-db frequency with an essentially monotonic
reduction in gain at high frequencies. That is, there is no increase in
gain before the gain finally starts to fall, as is the case in Fig. 3-9 for, say,
K = 1.41. The improvement in bandwidth, as well as the product f;t~,
is given in Table 3-3. Again we see that the approximate rule

f2tr

r-.J

f;t~

r-.J

0.35

holds quite well.
The method of square-wave testing must be used for a final adjustment
of the parameters in the four-terminal networks. The process of adjusting for optimum response is usually quite complicated because the
various parameters interact with one another. Because of the difficulties
of adjustment, the larger number of adjustable circuit components
required and the fact that it is not easy to achieve a response entirely free
of overshoot, ringing, or smear and still be left with a rise-time improvement, four-terminal networks are not as popular as simple shunt peaking.
On the other hand, the use of a four-terminal network may sometimes
make possible the elimination of a stage of amplification in a multistage
amplifier and thus effect a worth~~hile economy of parts.
3-8. Rise-time Response of Cascaded RC Coupled Amplifiers. 7 The
unit step response of n identical cascaded (uncompensated) RC coupled
amplifiers is given by

eO

(_gm RL)n=l-

[

2

3

x
x
l+x+ 21 + 31 +'"

n

1

x ]
X
+(n-l)l e-

(3-18)

in which x = tj RC. The response for the cases n = 1 to n = 10 is
shown in Fig. 3-13. We observe that as n increases not only does the
rise time increase but there is also introduced in the response a progressively longer delay.
Suppose that we have an amplifier which consists of n stages in cascade,
each amplifier being free of overshoot. Let the rise times of the individual amplifiers be tTl, tr2 , ... , trn , and let us apply to this amplifier
a step signal which is similarly free of overshoot and has a rise time tro •
In such a case in the limit of a very large number of stages it is possible
to prove that the output signal will have no overshoot and will have a rise
time
(3-19)
Unfortunately this rule does not work very well when only a few stages
are involved. It is still useful as a rough estimate. On this basis, if
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we have an amplifier of n identical stages of rise time tr , we may expect
the over-all rise time tr(n) to be
(3-20)
Values of t/ n)Itr computed directly from Eq. (3-18) have been tabulated
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FIG. 3-13. Response of cascaded identical uncompensated stages.
(Adapted from
G. E. Valley, Jr., and H. Wallman, "Vacuum Tube Amplifiers," JI.{assachusetts Institute of Technology Radiation Laboratory Series, vol. 18, chap. 1, fig. 1·25, McGraw-Hill
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in Table 3-4 and for comparison the corresponding values of Vn are
listed also. We observe that while the agreement is far from perfect the
correspondence is close enough so that Eq. (3-20) will serve as a useful
approximate rule.
TABLE

3-4.

COMPARISON OF RISE-TIME RATIOS WITH RATIOS GIVEN BY
SQUARE-ROO'!' RULE AND BANDWIDTH RULE

n

1

2

tr(n)

t; [Eq.

vn

(3-18)] ............. 1.0 1.5

4

3

-- -

-

5

6

7

8

9

10

- - - - - - - - - - --

1.9 2.2 2.5 2.8

3.0

3.3 3.45 3.6
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From Table 3-4 we see that if we wish to have an over-all bandpass
of 1 Mc with a two-stage amplifier then the upper 3-db frequency of each
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must be 1.5 Mc. If 1 Mc is desired with a three-stage amplifier, then
each (identical) stage must be 1.9 Mc wide, etc.
We noted earlier that even for a circuit which is more complicated
than a single RC combination the rise-time bandwidth product remained
approximately constant at 0.35. This result suggests that we try to
calculate the rise time from the bandwidth. The upper 3-db frequency
for n cascaded amplifiers isj2(n) and may be computed from
(3-21)

so that
f2
f2(n) =

1

V2 11n

-

1

(3-22)

Therefore, if we assume that t/n)h(n) = trf2, we have

t/ n )

T

=

1
y2 1/ n

-

1

(3-23)

Values of (2 1/ n - 1)-72 are also listed in Table 3-4. It is to be noted that
the agreement with the correct values of rise-time ratios is very much
better in the present instance than for those given by Eq. (3-20). In the
limit of large n both methods will give the same result.
The delay associated with the curves of Fig. 3-13 may be specified by
the time required for the response to go from zero to 0.5. We see that
each stage beyond the first introduces the same amount of delay. For
n amplifiers, the delay is given approximately by (n - 0.3)RC. This
delay is not ordinarily considered as a distortion.
3-9. Rise-time Response of Cascaded Amplifiers with Overshoot. 2
When identical stages, which individually have overshoot, are cascaded,
it is still possible to make some general rules concerning the over-all
response. These rules apply only very roughly but are nevertheless of
some value.
When the individual stages have very small overshoot, of the order
of 1 or 2 per cent, the overshoot increases very slowly with the number
of stages or may even fail entirely to increase. In this case the response
approaches a fixed waveform except for a progressive stretching in the
direction of the time axis. These features are displayed by the response
of a multistage shunt-compensated amplifier for K = 1.61 in Fig. 3-14.
The overshoot for a single stage is about 1 per cent, at 16 stages has
grown to only about 4 per cent and is still about the same at 64 stages.
The rules t/ n) = Vn tr and f2(n)t r(n) = j 2tr also hold reasonably well in
this case.
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Circumstances are different when the overshoot is in the range 5 to 10
per cent. In this case the rise time increases appreciably more slowly
than as Vn, while the overshoot instead grows approximately as
These features may again be verified from Fig. 3-14. If, then, an amplifier
is to have a fairly large number of stages, it is clear that the individual
stages must be adjusted for very slight or no overshoot.
3-10. Attenuators. Intimately associated with the problem of amplifier design is the problem of providing for signal attenuation. In an
oscilloscope, for example, we would like to be able to adjust the amplifier
gain so that the display on the screen is of convenient size.
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FIG. 3-14. Response of cascaded overcompensated amplifiers.

The simple resistor combination of Fig. 3-15 would attenuate the input
signal by the ratio a = Rd(Rl + Rz) independently of the frequency,
were it not for the inevitable stray capacitance C z which shunts R z• The
capacitance Cz may be, for example, the input capacitance of a stage
of amplification. Using Thevenin's theorem, the circuit in Fig. 3-15a
may be replaced by its equivalent in Fig. 3-15b, in which R is equal to the
parallel combination of RI and R z. We ordinarily want both RI and Rz
to be large so that the nominal input impedance of the attenuator may be
large enough to prevent loading down the input signal. If, say,
and
then the rise time in Fig. 3-15b is 2.20(0.5)15 J.Lsec = 16.5 J.Lsec. So large
a rise time is ordinarily entirely unacceptable.
The attenuator may be compensated, so that its attenuation is once
again independent of the frequency, by shunting Rl by a capacitance C I ,
as indicated in Fig. 3-15c. The circuit has been redrawn in Fig. 3-15d to
suggest that the two resistors and capacitors may be viewed as the four
arms of a bridge. If RIC I = RzC z, the bridge will be balanced, and no
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current will flow in the branch connecting the point X to the point Y.
For the purpose of computing the output, the branch X-Y may be omitted
and the output is again equal to aei independently of the frequency.
In practice, C I will ordinarily have to be made adjustable, and the final
adjustment for compensation is made experimentally by the method of
square-wave testing. This procedure is necessary because the compensation is critically dependent on the condition RIC I = R 2C 2 being satisfied
precisely.
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(d)
FIG. 3-15. An attenuator. (a) Actual circuit; (b) equivalent circuit; (c) compensated
attenuator; (d) compensated attenuator redrawn as a bridge.

It is of interest to consider what the appearance of the output signal
will be for a step-voltage input if the compensation is slightly incorred,
Assume, say, that the capacitance across Rl is slightly larger than is
required and is equal to C I
AC. Let the input step have an amplitude
E. Initially the voltage division will be determined by the capacitors
so that the output is [CC I + AC)/CC I + AC + C 2)]E. Eventually the
output must become aE = [CdCC I + C 2)]E. If C == CI + C 2 and if
AC IC « 1, then the difference between these two levels is

+

A

~eo

AC E
C2

= C2
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The resultant waveform is shown in Fig. 3-16a. It is also not difficult
to see that the decay from the initial to the final level takes place with a
time constant T = RC, where R is the equivalent of the parallel combination of Rl and R 2• If C 1 is smaller by AC than the value of capacitance
required for exact compensation, the output appears as in Fig. 3-16b.
The compensated attenuator will reproduce faithfully the signal which
appears at its input terminals. However, if the output impedance of the
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(b)
FIG. 3-16. Response of misadjusted attenuator.
compensated.

t
(a) Overcompensated; (b) under-

generator driving the attenuator is not zero, the signal may be distorted
right at the input to the attenuator. This situation is illustrated in Fig.
3-17a in which a generator of a step voltage E and of output impedance Ro
is connected to the attenuator. Since, as was noted earlier, the lead
which joins point X to point Y may be open-circuited, the circuit in Fig.
3-17a may be redrawn as in Fig. 3-17b. If R o « Rl + R 2 , as is usually
the case, the input to the attenuator will be an exponential of time constant RoC' in which C' is the capacitance of the series combination of C 1
and C2 • It is this exponential waveform rather than the d-c step which
the attenuator will transmit faithfully.
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If the generator terminals were connected to the terminals to which
the attenuator output is connected, the generator would see a capacitance
C2• In this case the waveform at these terminals would be an exponential
with time constant R oC 2• When the attenuator is used, the time constant is RoC'. Since C' < C2 , an improvement in waveform results.
For example, if the attenuation a is equal to 71o, then C 1 = Cd9 and
C' = 0.1C 2 so that the rise time of the waveform will have been improved

~--------~~---------o+

(a)

E(R)+R 2 )
R)+R 2 +Ro

(b)
FIG. 3-17. (a) Compensated attenuator including impedance of source; (b) equivalent
circuit.

by a factor of 10. If we are able to afford a loss of signal level, this
reduction of input capacitance may be used to advantage.
As an example of such an application, consider the problem associated
with connecting the input terminals of an oscilloscope to a signal point
in a circuit. If the point at which the signal is available is some distance
from the oscilloscope terminals, and particularly if the signal appears at
a high impedance level, we shall want to use shielded cable to connect
the signal to the oscilloscope. The shielding is necessary in this case to
shield the input lead from stray fields such as the ever-present 60-cycle
field. The capacitance seen looking into several feet of cable may be as
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high as 100 to 150 p,p,f. This combination of high input capacitance
together with the high output impedance (say resistive) of the signal
source will make it impossible to observe faithfully fast waveforms. A
"probe" assembly which permits the use of shielded cable and still keeps
the capacitance low is indicated in Fig. 3-18. Typically, the attenuation
introduced through use of the probe assembly is 10 or 20 and the input
capacitance to the probe assembly is about 15 or 8 p,p,f, respectively.
There are also units commercially available at present which consist of a
probe assembly with an attenuation of 100 followed by an amplifier of
gain 100. The over-all gain is 1, but the probe input capacitance may
be as little as 2 or 3 p,p,f.
The problem of providing continuously adjustable attenuation is not
so easily solved. In this case the resistors Rl and R2 must be replaced
(

Access hole to
adjustable capacitor

I

Oscilloscope
panel

~----I

~

Metal shield
( coaxial)
FIG. 3-18. A cathode-ray oscilloscope probe.

by a potentiometer, and since the required compensating capacitor
depends on the setting of the attenuator, the only practicable thing to
do is to leave the attenuator uncompensated. The bandpass is then a
minimum when the potentiometer is set at its mid-point and is given by
(f2)min =

2

7r RC

(3-24)

in which R is the total potentiometer resistance and C the total shunt
capacitance between the potentiometer arm and ground. If, say, C = 20
p,p,f and (f2)rnin is to be 10 Mc, R = 3 K. The conflict of the necessary
high potentiometer resistance to avoid loading down the signal source
and at the same time the necessity for low potentiometer resistance to
maintain the bandpass suggests using a cathode follower with the potentiometer in the cathode circuit.
3-11. Rise-time Compensation in the Cathode Circuit. 7 In Fig. 3-19
is shown a pentode stage of amplification in which a resistor Rk and
capacitor Ck have been included in the cathode circuit. The capacitance
C represents as usual the total capacitance shunting the output signal
lead to ground. The rise time of the amplifier would be tr = 2.2R L C if
Rk and Ck were not present. It will be shown below that if we adjust
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RkCk = RLC, the bandwidth will be multiplied by the factor 1 + UmR k.
However, at the same time the nominal gain will be divided by the
same factor so that unlike the compensation methods described above
(shunt peaking, etc.) the gain-bandwidth product will remain unaltered.
If the circuit served no other purpose than to extend the bandwidth at the
expense of gain, it would be of little interest, since the same end may be
achieved by the much simpler expedient of reducing the plate-circuit
resistor RL. However, comparing the present circuit with that of Fig.
1-9 we see that we have here a case of current feedback. We may then
expect to find that this circuit has better stability of gain and more
linearity of operation.
~------~--------~+

+o--t--o\-

c

FIG. 3-19. Schematic circuit of a cathode-compensated stage.

To calculate the effect of the cathode impedance on gain and bandwidth, we replace the circuit by its equivalent, as shown in Fig. 3-20a.
Here we have used the result stated in Sec. 1-4 that the impedance
seen looking toward the tube between plate and ground is equal to
rp + (1 + JL)Zk, in which rp is the plate resistance and Zk the impedance
in the cathode circuit. If we adjust RkCk = RLC, the four elements
between points A and B constitute a compensated attenuator. The
circuit is the same as that shown in Fig. 3-17 a and may therefore be
redrawn as in Fig. 3-20b, in which
,
JLCi[(JL + l)Rk + R L]
e· = --~~--~~---=~
,
rp + (JL + l)Rk + RL

(3-25)

rp[(JL + l)Rk + R L]
rp + (J..l + 1) Rk + RL

(3-26)

R' =

and the total capacitance is

C' =

C~
JL

+

1

C+~
JL+l

(3-27)
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The time constant of the circuit is
(3-28)

+

if Rk
RL «rp. Thus the time constant has been divided by and the
bandwidth has been multiplied by the factor 1
gmR k •

+

Rk (,u+l)

....-t--~--o+

c
(a)

( b)
FIG. 3-20. (a) Equivalent circuit of a cathode-compensated stage.
circuit simplified if RkCk = RLC.

(b) Equivalent

The nominal gain of the amplifier (i.e., at a frequency where the
capacitors may be neglected) is easily computed to be

If the input ei consists of a negative step of amplitude E, the corresponding output is

If the cathode were connected directly to ground, the output would be
eo = gmRLE(l - e- tlro )

in which To = RLC. In either case the ratio of gain to rise time is the
same and equals gm/2.2C.
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In order to see some of the useful features of cathode compensation,
let us compare two amplifiers, one with and one without cathode compensation. The first amplifier, without compensation, has a plate resistor R L • The second amplifier has a plate resistor aR L and a cathode
resistor selected to make
1

+ gmRk =

a

The quiescent tube current and voltage are to remain as before, which
means that the plate resistor aR L must be returned to a higher supply
voltage. It may happen that the cathode resistor selected will furnish
the bias required for optimum linearity of tube operation. More generally, however, some additional external bias will be required. The
capacitance C shunting the plate to ground is to be the same in both cases.
These two amplifiers now have the same gain and the same bandwidth.
One advantage of the compensated amplifier that is readily apparent is its greater stability of nominal gain with respect to variation
of tube parameters. In the case where the nominal gain is given by
-gmaRL/(1 + gmR k) the gain will be a less sensitive function of gm
than in the case where the gain is given by - gmR L. In the limiting case
in which gmRk » 1 the gain for the compensated case is simply - aRL/ R k,
independently of gm'
A second advantage of the compensated amplifier is an improvement in
linearity of operation. The nonlinearity of a pentode amplifier results
from the variation of transconductance gm with tube current. The effective transconductance of the compensated stage is gm/(1 + gmRk). For
large values of gmRk the effective transconductance becomes quite insensitive to variations in the gm of the tube. Additionally, since the load
resistor is a times as large in the compensated as in the uncompensated
stage, the current swing in the compensated ampJifier will be 1/ a times
the current swing in the uncompensated amplifier for the same output
signal. Hence for the same input signal to the two amplifiers the output
of the compensated amplifier will be more linear. For comparable
linearity in the two cases the compensated stage can handle a somewhat
larger input signal and provide a larger output signal.
If the capacitor Ck were not present, then because of cathode-follower
action the amplifier would handle a peak-to-peak input signal larger
than the grid base of the tube. However, it must be emphasized that
because of the presence of Ck the input signal must be restricted in amplitude to the grid base. Otherwise the operation of the circuit will be
highly nonlinear, as explained in Sec. 4-9.
We have considered only the special case RkCk = RLC. An improvement in rise time is possible if some overshoot is tolerable. The general
solution for arbitrary values of p == RkCd RLC and a == 1 + gmRk is
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1.15 the overgiven in Prob. 3-19. We find that if ex = 2, then for p
shoot is 2 per cent but the rise time improves by only 10 per cent and is
hardly worthwhile. Thus, there is usually little advantage in using a
value of p other than unity. The optimum value is determined, as with
compensation in the plate circuit, by the method of square-wave testing.
3-12. The Cathode Follower at High Frequencies. Our previous discussion of cathode followers (Sec. 1-6) neglected the influence of the tube
capacitances. These capacitances will now be taken into account.

(a)

.4-

K

( -+12

Cgk

+

II

+t

Eo

Cgp

-=-

(b)

FIG. 3-21. (a) Cathode follower including all capacitances; (b) equivalent circuit for
computing input impedance. Note that P is at ground potential for a-c signals.

An important advantage of the cathode follower over a conventional
triode amplifier is that the capacitive impedance seen looking into the
grid of the cathode follower is appreciably larger than the capacitive
impedance looking into the amplifier. In Fig. 3-21a is shown a cathode
follower in which all capacitances are included. A circuit which is
equivalent for the purpose of computing the current I which must be
delivered by the generator Ei is given in Fig. 3-21b. The current
II = Ei(jWC op ) and 12 = Ei(l - A)(jwCok ), where A == Eo/Ei is the
amplifier gain. Hence, the input admittance

Y ~. -= !.Ei

= II

+ 12

Ei

is given by
(3-29)
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In general, Y i contains a resistive as well as a capacitive component.
If the frequency is low enough so that A may be considered a real number, then the input impedance consists of a capacitance Ci, and hence
Y i = jwCi • From Eq. (3-29) the input capacitance is given by
Ci (cathode follower) = COP

+ Cok (1

- A)

(3-30)

In a similar manner the input capacitance of a conventional amplifier
is found to be
Ci (amplifier) = Cok

+ Cop (1

- A)

(3-31)

A numerical comparison is interesting. Consider a half section of a
12AU7, first as a cathode follower of nominal gain, say, equal to 0.8,
and then as an amplifier of nominal gain, say, equal to -10. The
capacitances are COP = 1.5/J/Jf, Cok = 1.6/J/Jf. At a frequency at which
the capacitances do not yet have a marked effect on the gain, we have
Ci (cathode follower)

and

Ci (amplifier)

=

+ 0.2 X 1.6 = 1.8 /J/Jf
+ 11 X 1.5 = 18 /J/Jf

= 1.5
1.6

This exaggeration of the effect of the grid-plate capacitance in an amplifier is called the Miller effect. The large input capacitance to a triode
amplifier shunts the load resistor of the preceding stage and is the most
important reason for not using triodes ordinarily as pulse amplifiers.
A fairer comparison may be made by comparing the cathode follower
to a conventional amplifier of equivalent gain. In this case

Ci (amplifier) = 1.6

+

1.8 X 1.5 = 4.3 /J/Jf

which is still more than twice that for the cathode follower.
The output impedance or, more conveniently, the output admittance
Yo of a cathode follower, taking interelectrode capacitances into account,
is easily computed by a direct method. A signal Ea is applied to the
output terminals and the current fa which flows through Ea with the grid
grounded is computed. The output admittance is Yo = la/Ea. The
cathode follower showing capacitances is indicated in Fig. 3-21a. For
Ei = 0, the equivalent circuit (neglecting R k ) is shown in Fig. 3-22a,
where we note that G and P are at ground potential (for a-c signals).
The capacitance from cathode to ground is Ckn and includes the capacitance from cathode to heater if, as usual, the heater is grounded. In
Fig. 3-22b we have set Eok = -'E a and defined CT 5i C pk + Cok + Ckn •
We have
I a = Ea Y T + Ea + /JEa
or

Yo

=

i:

rp

= YT

+ YP + Om

(3-32)
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where Y T = jwC T and Yp = 1/rp. Since Om = ,uYp and assuming,u» 1,
we may neglect Yp compared with Om and consider that the output admittance is unaffected by the capacitance until Y T becomes large enough
to be comparable to gm.
K

cgk

Cpk

ckll

P,GORN

(a)
~

10

(b)
FIG. 3-22. Equivalent circuits of cathode follower for computing output admittance.

The gain of the cathode follower may be calculated, with the result
(Om

A

Assuming ,u

+ 1 ~ ,u and gmR »
k

+ jwC

gk)

Rk

(3-33)

1,

+

A ~ gm
jwC gk
- Om +jwCT

(3-34)

The term jwC gk in the numerator represents the effect of the coupling
from input to output through C gk • If the cathode follower is driving a
capacitive load CL , the expression for A need but be modified by adding
CL to CT. The 3-db frequency is approximately the frequency at which
w(CT
CL) = Om. Typically, if the total capacitance is say 50 ,u,uf
and gm = 3 millimhos as for a half section of a 12AU7, thenf2 ~ 9.5 Mc.
The high input impedance of a cathode follower makes it ideal for
applications where the loading on a signal source must be kept at a minimum. The low output impedance permits it to support a heavy capacitive load. These features, together with its stability and linearity,
account for the many applications which are found for cathode followers.
For example, the cathode follower is almost universally used as the input
tube in oscilloscope amplifiers. It is also used where a signal must be
transmitted through a short section of coaxial cable or shielded wire
with its attendant high shunt capacity.

+
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A special problem arises when a signal must be transmitted over a very
long coaxial cable. Such a circumstance may arise in a television studio
or a radar station where signals may have to be transmitted over distances which range from several feet to several thousand feet. The
capacitance per foot of cable such as RG-59/U is 21.0 pp,£ and the net
capacitance is too large to be handled by either a cathode follower or a
conventional amplifier. The procedure here is to terminate the cable
in its characteristic impedance so that the impedance seen looking into
the sending end of the cable is equal to the nominally resistive characteristic impedance of the cable. The characteristic impedance of RG-59/U
cable is about 75 ohms. In terminating the cable, we have eliminated
the problem of capacitive loading, but since the characteristic impedance
is low, a high-current tube will be required to develop a substantial
voltage.
The situation here is one which requires a driver for a low impedance
load. We might have imagined that a cathode follower would be most
suitable, but actually the advantage may lie in placing the load in the
plate circuit. Consider that a 6AV5 tube (Ym = 5 millimhos) is to be
used to drive the load. If the load is in the plate circuit, the gain is
YmRL

=5X

10- 3 X 75 = 0.375

In the cathode circuit the gain is

Placing the load in the plate circuit, therefore, gives a worthwhile increase
in gain. The usual advantage of the cathode follower with regard to
linearity and gain stability do not apply very well in the present case
since it is no longer true that YmRk » 1.
Often it is desirable to terminate the cable at the sending end as well
to absorb reflections which would result if there should happen to be a
slight mismatch at the receiving end or if there should happen to be any
small discontinuities in the cable itself. One such arrangement in which
the cable appears in the plate circuit is shown in Fig. 3-23. The blocking
capacitor is used to isolate the cable and the 75-ohm resistors from the
high plate voltage. The 2-K plate resistor serves to increase the time
constant of the coupling circuit. If a 125-JLf coupling capacitance is used,
then this time constant is 2037.5 X 125 X 10- 6
0.25 sec. Note that
the impedance at the sending end remains essentially constant even
if the tube is driven from cutoff to clamp. Such operation would be
perfectly acceptable if the signal to be transmitted consisted of a flattopped pulse and would actually be required to make the tube yield
f'.)
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maximum output. Since the effective plate load is only 37.5 ohms, a
current of 119 rna is required for a 4-volt signal, which is the standard
signal level at which many of the television signals are transmitted in a
television studio.
If the cable load is to be placed in the cathode, we may take advantage
of the fact that the output impedance of the tube itself is only 200 ohms.
Hence the termination on the input end of the cable may be increased
to 120 ohms, since the parallel combination of 200 ohms and 120 ohms
gives the required 75 ohms. The load on the cathode follower is now
(120 X 75)/195 = 46 ohms. The gains in the two cases now turn out
to be nearly the same at about 0.19. The fact that the output impedance
of the cathode follower is low enough to be comparable to the characteristic impedance helps the gain somewhat but is actually an inconvenience·

+ 250 volts
(Cable shield

~~~--iF-~~~--4+
750.

1

FIG. 3-23. Output amplifier to feed a terminated cable.

The output impedance of the cathode follower is l/g m and gm is unfortunately not constant. If, for example, the tube should be driven to cutoff,
the termination on the input end becomes 120 ohms instead of the
required 75 ohms. On the other hand, the d-c level at the cathode may
easily be adjusted to be zero, in which case the coupling capacitor may be
removed.
3-13. Low-frequency Compensation. 8 Low-frequency compensation
may be attained by using a high resistance in series with the plate load RL
and bypassing this resistor to ground with a large capacitance, as shown
in Fig. 3-24a. The-'proper values of Rd and Cd are obtained from the
following analysis. We shall make the simplifying assumptions that:
1. The pentode is a perfect current source.
2. The resistor Rd is infinite. In this case the circuit of Fig. 3-24a
may be replaced by the circuit of Fig. 3-24b. We consider that a negative step voltage is applied to the grid of the pentode and lois the constant current delivered by the tube.
The reason for starting the analysis with the above simplifying assumptions is that Fig. 3-24b represents a bridge circuit and that we can con-
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elude that if the bridge is balanced the output will exactly reproduce the
input. This fact is made clear by redrawing Fig. 3-24b as indicated in

(b)
FIG. 3-24. (a) Circuit of low-frequency compensation; (b) equivalent circuit neglecting

Rei.

O.~-+_k l~:_L ~J~:____~l~
___

__

(a)
o

(b)
FIG. 3-25. Circuits which are equivalent to that of Fig. 3-24b if RLG d = RgG,;.

Fig. 3-25a.

If the bridge is balanced, that is, if

RLCd = RoCc

then points A and B of Fig. 3-25a are at the same potential and may be
connected together as shown in Fig. 3-25b. Then
- I
RoRL
eo - 0 RL + Ro

=I

R

rv

0

L

since Ro »R L. This equation shows that the output exactly reproduces
the input and hence that perfect compensation has been attained.
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If the bridge is not exactly balanced, what is the form of the output
for a step input? This query is answered by solving the network of
Fig. 3-24b. Thus,
(3-35)

(3-36)
in which qd and qe are, respectively, the charges on Cd and Ce.
entiating Eq. (3-36), we have
R diL
L

dt

+

iL = R dio

Cd

° dt

+

io

Cc

Differ-

(3-37)

Solving Eq. (3-37) for i o, using Eq. (3-35), and using the initial condition
io = RLlo/(RL
Ro) at t = 0, we have

+

y

1

= - [(p - 1) ep

X

+ 1]

(3-38)
(3-39)

and

where

In deriving Eq. (3-38), it is assumed that Ro» pR L • Usually RL and
the maximum size of Ce are determined from high-frequency consid- ~
I
era"ClOns and Ro is determined by 2.0
p=Y~
the grid-current characteristics of 1.5
the tube in the succeeding stage.
p=l
............ ~
Let us, then, inquire about the out- 1.0
p=2
-~
f==:::::: I--put waveform as a function of Cd. 0.5 """'"
The results are shown in Fig. 3-26.
00 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6
For p» 1,
x
y ,,-, e(3 40)
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- If1 -
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-

FIG. 3-26. Response of a compensated

This case corresponds tono compen- stage for various degrees of compen. very 1
) F1 or sation. p = CdRL/CcRo.
· a t a11 (C d IS
sat Ion
arge.
times small compared with the time constant RaCe so that x « 1, we have
a pproximately
(3-41)

y""l-x

For p = 1,
and

y

= 1

(3-42)

This case corresponds to perfect compensation.
For p = 2,
(3-43)
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This case corresponds to using a value of Cd which is twice that required
for perfect compensation.
For p = 2 and x« 1,
1 -x
Y "-'
-2

(3-44)

In this case the percentage tilt is one-half the tilt of the uncompensated
case as may be seen by comparing Eq. (3-44) 'and Eq. (3-41).
For p = Yz,
y = 2 - eX
(3-45)
For p = Yz and x « 1,
(3-46)
In this case the positive tilt is equal to the negative tilt of the uncompensated amplifier. Note that if "overcompensation" (an upward tilt) is
observed in square-wave testing of an amplifier, it is to be corrected by
increasing the size of Cd.
The curves of Fig. 3-26 are unrealistic because of the assumption that
lois constant and Rd is assumed infinite. For large values of t, the
capacitors Ce and Cd act as open circuits and hence eventually all the
, current must flow through Rd and not Ro. Thus, all curves of Fig. 3-26
. must eventually drop to zero. For example, the curve marked p = 7:2
would then have a rounded top. It is to be noted that, if a square wave
were to be applied to the amplifier for testing purposes, we would normally
select the half period of the square wave to be T "-' 0.1R oCe • In this
case the initially flat tops of the input square wave would, after transmission through the amplifier, have the appearance of one of the curves
of Fig. 3-26 for the range x = 0 to x = 0.1.
The effect of the finite value of Rd is now to be investigated. If it is
desired that the slope diojdt be zero at t = 0, then it is found from an
exact analysis that CeRa = CdRL. This is the condition for perfect
compensation with Rd ~ 00 and it is now seen that this is still a good
criterion if Rd is finite. The output voltage is found to be
Y

1
n - 1

= - - (ne x1n - ex)

if n

~

1

where n == Rdj RL and where it has been assumed that. Rg » RL
If Rd = RL or n = 1, the result is
Y = (1

For x

«

+ x)e-

x

(3-47)

+ Rd.
(3-48)

1, Eq. (3-48) reduces to
(3-49)
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It is now seen that the tilt is parabolic and not linear. The amount
of tilt to be expected is given by the following example. If the uncompensated tilt is, say, 10 per cent so that x = 0.1, then Eq. (3-49) gives a
compensated tilt of only (0.1)2/2 X 100 per cent = 0.5 per cent; and
this is for Rd only equal to R L.
If n ~ 1 for small x, Eq. (3-47) reduces to
x2

y = 1-2n

(3-50)

From this result it is seen that the per cent tilt is multiplied by

Thus, if Rd = 10RL , the tilt is 710 of the above value, or 0.05 per cent.
Note that if x2/2n is not much less than 1, the tilt must be calculated
from Eq. (3-47) instead of Eq. (3-50).
The above theory indicates that the proper procedure for low-frequency
compensation is to choose Rd as large as possible and then to choose
RLCd = RaCe. The upper limit on Rd is determined by the fact that the
quiescent tube current passes through Rd and that the power supply
must be able to furnish this voltage drop.
It may not be convenient to satisfy RLCd = RaCe because the required
value of Cd may be too large. For example, if Cc = 0.1 J.tf and Ra = 1
Meg and RL = 1 K, then Cd = 100 J.tf. Even if the size of Cd turns
out not to be a problem, the variation of capacitance with age may
cause difficulty. Occasionally one will find a compensated stage in which
Ra is made adjustable to allow for a drift in Cd. More usually no such
correction is made since the low-frequency compensation reduces tilt
considerably even if the condition RLCd = RaCL is not exactly satisfied.
Also, as noted earlier, where good low-frequency response is of prime
importance, it is usually most practicable to use direct coupling instead
of capacitive coupling.
We have not considered the effect of the finite plate resistance of the
tube, since ordinarily the finite size of Rd has a larger effect on the tilt
than does rp.
3-14. Effect of a Cathode Bypass Capacitor on Low-frequency Response. If a cathode resistor Rk is used for self-bias in an amplifier and
if it is desired to avoid _the degeneration and hence the loss of gain due to
R k , then we might attempt to bypass this resistor with a very large capacitor Ck • The circuit is indicated in Fig .. 3-27. It will be shown that if the
input is a square wave, the output is a square wave with a tilt similiar
-to that due to the coupling capacitor between stages.
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Consider that the applied voltage is a d-c step of amplitude E.
t

At

= 0, the capacitor acts as a short circuit and there is no degeneration.
Hence, the plate current is i = OmE
and this current also passes through
the capacitor Ck • If we assume that
to a first approximation the current
remains constant, then the voltage
across C k (which is the cathode voltage
ek) increases linearly with time. Thus
ek = it/Ck = OmEt/Ck. The grid-tocathode voltage is egk = E - OmEt/C k
and the next approximation to the
plate current is i = Omegk, or the out+ put eo = -iR L is

+
E

FIG. 3-27. Amplifier with bypassed
cathode resistor.

This is an interesting result, showing that the tilt depends only upon
Om and Ck and is independent of Rk and R L, provided that the tilt is small
so that the above approximations are valid.
If we wish to reproduce a 50-cps square wave with a tilt of less than
10 per cent, then

°C~ < 0.1

or

and if Om = 5 millimhos and T = 0.01 sec is the time for a half cycle, then

Ck

>

10(5 X 10- 3 )10- 2 farad = 500/lf

For a 1 per cent droop, Ck would have to be at least 5,000 '/If. Such large
values of capacitance are impractical and it must be concluded that if
accurate reproduction of the flat top of a square wave of low frequency is
desired the cathode bias resistor must be unbypassed. The flatness will
then be obtained at the sacrifice of gain because the output magnitude
will be constant at the value OmRL/(l
OmRk). If the loss in gain
cannot be tolerated, external bias must be used. On the other hand, if
a cathode bias resistor is used, the stage may be cathode-compensated with
a small capacitor (see Sec. 3-11) so that we make up in rise time what is
lost in gain.
The above discussion gives only the low-frequency response. The
output of course has a finite rise time which depends upon the total
capacitance C shunting the load R L •

+
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3-16. Effect of Screen Bypass on Low-frequency Response. The
screen grid circuit consists of a voltage-dropping resistor Rs and a capacitor Os from screen to ground, as in Fig. 3-28a. If a positive step voltage
is applied to the grid, the plate current increases and hence so does the
screen current. At t = 0, the screen voltage Es is at its quiescent voltage.
As time passes, the capacitor must discharge to a steady-state voltage
equal to the plate-supply voltage minus the new value of screen current

+o---.-..-\-

;--~-----o+

(a)

(b)
FIG. 3-28. (a) Usc of screen-dropping resistor and bypass capacitor to supply screen
voltage. (b) Use of cathode follower to supply screen voltage.

times Rs. Hence, there is a droop in screen voltage with time and a
corresponding tilt in output plate voltage. The wave shape is similar
to that encountered with an inadequately bypassed cathode resistor.
The method of calculating the size of the screen capacitor to keep the
tilt below a certain value is best illustrated by a numerical case. Consider a 6AG7 with a quiescent current of 20 ma and Es = 150 volts.
Because of a step input to the grid, the plate current increases to 30 mao
What is the minimum value of Os if the tilt is to be less than 10 percent
for a 50-cps square wave?
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The screen current for a 6AG7 is approximately one-fourth the plate
current. Hence, the screen quiescent current is 5 rna and the screen
current under signal conditions is 7.5 rna. The difference, or 2.5 rna,
must come from the screen capacitor, and this current will discharge
the capacitor. If we assume that the plate current is approximately
proportional to the screen voltage, then we can allow only 10 per cent
drop in E s , or 15 volts. Thus
AEs = (AIs) T

(3-52)

C

where T is the time for half a cycle = 0.01 sec.

Thus

3

C = (AIs) T = 2.5 X 10- X 10- 2 = 1 7 f
15

AEs

.

J..L

This is a reasonable value and hence screen grids are usually bypassed.
When it is desired to decrease even the small tilt which might be
introduced by the screen circuit and when an appropriate low impedance
screen power supply is not available, the arrangement of Fig. 3-28b is
often used. Here the cathode follower T2 acts as a simple voltage regulator and supplies screen voltage at an impedance level of the order of
a few hundred ohms. If the screen current changes by 2.5 rna as in the
above illustration and if the cathode follower impedance is, say, 400 ohms,
then the change in screen voltage is 2.5 X 10- 3 X 400 = 1 volt only.
The screen voltage is approximately equal to the voltage of the junction
point of the resistor RI and R 2•
3-16. Flat-top Response of Cascaded Stages. 9 If, upon application
of a d-c step, a single resistance-capacitance coupling circuit produces a
tilt of PI per cent and if a second circuit produces a tilt of P 2 per cent, the
effect of cascading these circuits is to produce a tilt of PI
P 2 per cent.
This result applies only if the individual tilts and combined tilt are small
enough so that in each case the voltage falls approximately linearly with
time.
For a d-c step input of amplitude E, the output of the first circuit
is ECt/Tl "-' E(l - tiT 1) , in which T1 is the time constant. If this signal
is applied to the second circuit of time constant T2 = R 2C2, then, neglecting the possible gain of the tube, the result may be computed from the
equation

+

R2i

+ .!L
=
C2

E

(1 - i)
T1

Differentiating this equation with respect to t, remembering that eo = R 2i,
yields
E
de o
~ =
dt

+

T2
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The solution for the output voltage eo subject to eo

=

E at t = 0 is

(3-53)
Since t/T1 is the tilt due to the first network and t/72 is the tilt due to the
second network, Eq. (3-53) verifies the rule stated above: the resultant
tilt caused by two RC circuits in cascade is the sum of the tilts due to each
network. Since the output again has a linear tilt, we may extend the
result to an arbitrary number of stages, provided only that the net tilt
remains small enough to be repreBP-nted by a linear fall.
lt was noted earlier that, within a single amplifier stage, tilt may be
introduced by the coupling circuit, the screen circuit, and the cathode
circuit. Since each of these produces its tilt by a mechanism which is
independent of the others, the net tilt produced by an individual stage
may be computed again by simply adding the individual tilts. And the
over-all tilt of an amplifier consisting of a number of stages is the sum
of the tilts of each stage.
For an amplifier consisting of n identical stages in which the lowfrequency response is limited only by the finite time constant of the d-c
blocking capacitor Cc and grid-leak resistor R o, the normalized response
is given by

1
d n - 1 xn-1 -x)
(
(n - I)! dxn-1
e

(3-54)

in which E is the input step amplitude, A is the nominal over-all amplifier
gain, and x = t/ RoC c •
For small values of x, we may write eX = 1 - x in Eq. (3-54), which
then reduces to
Co
nt
-=l-nx=l---

EA

RoCc

(3-55)

This equation again verifies the fact that the tilt of n identical stages is
n times the tilt of a single stage.
A pulse of width tp may be considered to be the result of the superposition of a positive step which occurs at t = 0 and a negative step at
t = t p • Suppose that a pulse of width tp is applied to a cascade of a
number of amplifiers with identical coupling-circuit time constants. The
response at the end of the pulse (for t :> tp ) may be obtained from Eq.
(3-54) by forming the difference ed == eo(t) - eo(t - tp ). For very small
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values of t p (more specifically if t p

_ t dc o

RoCc), we may write approximately

tp dc o

_

PIt -

Cd -

«

_

dc o

RoCc dx - xp dx

where Xp == t p/ RoCc.
Using Eq. (3-54), we have
_

y

=

Cd

_

Xp

E A - (n -

d n ( n-l -x)
I)! dxn x E.

(3-56)

The response at the end of the pulse is shown in Fig. 3-29 where the
quantity y/x p has been plotted as a function of x for the cases n = 1, 3,
1

I

IZ:::::S

/;::j~

o

-1

-2

-3

'/~ ~

~

--

3

4

5

x

l;?J 7

I

11
V

n=5

-4

-5
FIG. 3-29. Response of identical cascaded RC coupled stages to an input pulse for
t

2

tp •

and 5. Theoretically there should be n - 1 crossings of the zero axis,
but because the attenuation is so great not all of these are clearly visible
in Fig. 3-29. The pulse itself is not indicated in Fig. 3-29, since it would
be very tall and narrow if drawn to scale. For example, if the tilt of a
single stage is 10 per cent, then Xp = t p/ RoCc = 0.1. The quantity y,
during the time of the pulse, is nominally 1; hence y/x p = 10. Thus
on the scale of Fig. 3-29 the pulse has an amplitude of 10 units and a
width from x = - 0.1 to x = 0, independently of the value of n. The
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practical importance of these results is that the response to the pulse
persists for a very long time relative to the pulse duration itself.
3-17. The Totem-pole Amplifier. 10 A description of amplifier stages
suitable for driving terminated lengths of coaxial cables is given in Sec.
3-12. We noted there that the effective load into which the vacuum
tube must work is quite low. As a consequence, it will normally be
necessary to operate the tube over a large current swing in order to
develop a reasonable voltage across the cable. Under these circumstances the linearity of operation of the amplifier stage must necessarily
suffer. One method of reducing distortion is to replace the single tube
in the amplifier by two tubes operating in push-pull. It will be recalled

Coaxial cable

Ro=75n.

-Ecc -=FIG. 3-30. A totem-pole driver for a terminated coaxial cable.

that in push-pull operation the even-harmonic distortion currents produced by the two tubes are in opposite directions. An exact cancellation
of these even-harmonic components requires that the two tubes have
identical characteristics and be driven with signals which are identical
except for opposite polarity.
In push-pull operation, the output signal will be available as a symmetrical signal which appears between two terminals, neither one of which
is grounded. These terminals might be the two plates of the amplifier
tubes. The coaxial cable clearly requires a single-ended signal, "that is, a
signal which appears between terminals, one of which is ground. I t is
possible to change a symmetrical signal to a single-ended signal through
the use of a transformer but the ability of a transformer to transmit a
signal without frequency distortion is quite limited.
An amplifier that approximates push-pull operation and provides a
single-ended signal without a transformer is shown in Fig. 3-30. The
amplifier is indicated driving a 75-ohm coaxial cable terminated at both
ends. The circuit enjoys a wide popularity in color television systems
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where linearity of operation is extremely important. It has acquired the
name totem-pole amplifier. Qualitatively, the operation of the circuit is as
follows. In the absence of an input signal ei, the current I through both
tubes is the same and the load current is zero. Suppose now that the
input signal makes a positive excursion. Then the current in the tube Tl
will increase by an amount AI. A voltage drop - r AI will develop
between the grid and cathode of tube T2 and hence the current in the
upper tube will decrease by an amount (AI)'. The difference current
AI
(AI)' will flow through the load. If r is selected correctly, we may
make (AI)' = AI, and under these circumstances the maximum advantage, with respect to freedom from distortion, will be obtained. It
should be noted, however, that the signals applied to the tubes are not
truly push-pull, because the voltage across r contains the harmonics
generated in tube T 1.
A straightforward analysis of the totem-pole amplifier may be made by
replacing the tubes in Fig. 3-30 by their linear equivalent representations
of Sec. 1-1. The result is a two-mesh circuit which may be solved for the
signal currents in the two tubes by applying Kirchhoff's laws to each
mesh. The cathode resistor r across which the bias for tube T2 is developed appears as a parameter in this solution. It is then found that the
signal currents through the two tubes can be made equal to one another if
the resistor r is selected according to the relationship

+

(3-57)
In a typical amplifier the tube selected might be the 6BX7 double triode.
This tube may be operated at a quiescent current of the order of 50 rna
and has gm = 7.6 millimhos, JL = 10, and rp = 1,300 ohms. For
RL = 37.5 ohms, we compute r = 132 + 7.5 ~ 140 ohms.
If we proceed as indicated above, we find that, if r is selected as in Eq.
(3-57), the gain of the stage with the load connected is then given by
(3.58)
If RL

«

rp

and JL

»

1, then
(3-59)

For the 6BX7 tube we have IA I = 0.54.
It is, of course, possible that the value of r required by Eq. (3-57) is
not appropriate to provide the correct bias for the tube section T 2. In
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this case provision must be made for a separate adjustment of bias as, for
example, in the circuit of Fig. 3-31. Another form of the totem-pole
amplifier is given in Prob. 3-32.
3-18. Cathode Interface Resistance.ll In
many vacuum tubes there develops with use a
cathode interface layer between the base metal of
the cathode and the active emitting surface of
the cathode, as shown in Fig. 3-32. The interface compound is a semiconductor compound
To load
formed as a result of the chemical interaction
between the oxide-emitting material and the
base metal or with some reducing constituent of
the base metal. The resistance of the interface
layer may lie in the range from several ohms to
several hundred ohms and may therefore have
an appreciable influence on tube operation.
Additionally the emitting surface and the
-Ecc
cathode base metal serve as the electrodes of a FIG. 3-31. A form of the
capacitor, the cathode interface layer acting as totem-pole amplifier which
a leaky dielectric between these electrodes. permits adjustment of the
bias of T2 independently
The over-all effect of the interface layer is to of the value of r.
introduce into the cathode a parallel resistancecapacitance combination whose time constant, it is found experimentally,
normally lies in the approximate range 0.2 to 2.0 JLsec.
In video amplifiers the effect of cathode interface resistance may well
be serious. For a signal whose period is very large in comparison

~Interface

layer

~8ase

metal

FIG.,a-32. Cross section of cathode, showing interface layer.

to the interface time constant, the principal effect is a loss in gain since
the effective transconductance of the tube will be reduced from Om Jo
gm/ (1 + gmRi) , Ri being the interface resistance. An abrupt discontinuity applied to the tube grid will appear at the output similarly reduced
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in amplitude but accompanied by an overshoot at the leading edge of the
pulse.
Interface resistance is present to some extent in all tubes with oxidecoated cathodes but is usually particularly pronounced in tubes whose
cathode base material contains a large amount of silicon. Interface
resistance is inversely proportional to cathode area and is therefore more
serious in tubes with small cathode areas. Since, also, the effect of
interface resistance is to reduce the effective transconductance by the
factor 1 + gmRi, high gm tubes are particularly sensitive to interface
effects. Interface resistance increases with the total number of hours
that the cathode has been heated and the end of the useful life of a tube
may be the result of interface resistance rather than loss in cathode
emission.
We shall have occasion to return to this matter of interface resistance
in connection with the binary circuit (Sec. 5-12). At that point we shall
see the motivation which has suggested the term sleeping sickness to
characterize the effects of interface resistance.
A second disease which is often characteristic of video amplifier tubes
has the popular designation slump. The term is applied to a tube which
behaves as though there were present in the cathode a parallel resistancecapacitance combination with a time constant in the range of several
seconds. The response of such a tube to an input negative step is an
output positive step which gradually slumps to a lower voltage level.
The origin of slump is not well understood. The effect is often
a source of difficulty in the design of d-c amplifiers for cathode-ray
oscilloscopes.
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CHAPTER

4

NONLINEAR WAVE SHAPING

In Chaps. 2 and 3 we considered the response, to nonsinusoidal input
waveforms, of circuits containing linear elements. Many interesting
and useful wave-shaping operations can be
perf ormed if nonlinear elements are added to
the circuits. In the present chapter we shall
first discuss briefly the nonlinear charactere
istics of thermionic diodes, crystal diodes, and
triodes (with some emphasis on the positive
grid region). Some of the most important
(a)
wave-shaping circuits using these elements
will then be considered.
4-1. Diode Characteristics. 1 An ideal diode
is defined as a two-terminal circuit element
having the volt-ampere characteristic shown
in Fig. 4-1a. When the diode conducts, the
e
ratio of the applied voltage to the current eli,
called the forward resistance R" is zero. For
negative voltages, the ratio eli, called the back
(b)
resistance R b , is infinite. The ideal diode has
characteristics which are independent of the
temperature. Additionally, in an ideal diode,
the capacitance shunting the diode is assumed
negligible. Thermionic-diode and crystale
,
diode volt-ampere characteristics are sketched,
,I
respectively, in Fig. 4-1b and c. These real
I
(e)
diodes
differ from the ideal diode in the followFIG. 4-1. Diode volt-ampere
ing respects:
characteristics. (a) Ideal,
(b) thermionic, and (c) crys1. The forwar-d resistance is not zero. For
tal.
thermionic diodes, R J lies in the approximate
range 100 to 1,000 ohms. For crystal diodes, R J lies in the range 1 to
500 ohms.
For a thermionic diode, e is the plate voltage eb and i is the plate
CUr:rient i b. The forward resistance R J = %Iib is called the static plate
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rcsistancc. Sometimes it is more convenient to use the dynamic plate
resistance rp , which is defined by deb/dib.
2. The forward resistance is not constant but depends upon the voltage
across the diode.
3. The back resistance is not infinite. For tubes, Rb may attain hundreds or even thousands of megohms. For germanium crystals, values
of Rb of the order 100 K to 1 Meg are more usual, provided the operating
temperature remains below about 75°C. For higher temperatures, the
value of Rb drops rapidly and crystals can not be used (see Sec. 18-4). It
should also be noted that for some types of crystal diodes the peak inverse
voltage is much smaller than that of most vacuum tubes.
4. The break in the characteristic (the division between the low and
high resistance regions) is not sharp and may not occur at zero voltage.
For a thermionic diode, the current is not zero at zero applied voltage
because of the finite velocity of emission of electrons from the cathode.
When the distribution of velocities is taken into account, the result, for
small currents, is that the plate current is related to the plate voltage
by2

°

(4-1)

in which I is the current at Cb =
and ET = T /11,600, T being the
absolute temperature of the cathode. The dynamic plate resistance is
given by

(4-2)

or

Since there is no longer an abrupt change in diode resistance, let us
arbitrarily define the uncertainty in the break as that region of voltage
ACb over which rp changes by some large factor, say 1,000.
Thus,
eD.eblET = 10 3 •
A reasonable value of T for an oxide-coated cathode is
T = 1,000oK and corresponding to this value we have, since In 10 = 2.30,
1,000
Aeb = 11 ,600 X 2.30 X 3 = 0.6 volt
Thus, the uncertainty in voltage over which the break in a thermionic
diode occurs is of the order of ± 0.3 volt. The location of the break is
uncertain but lies between -0.25 and -0.75 volt for most diodes.
The uncertainty of the break of a crystal diode is also found to be
of the order of magnitude of ± 0.1 to ± 0.3 volt.
5. The volt-ampere characteristic is a function of temperature. For
a thermionic diode there is a perceptible shift in the characteristic with
filament temperature. Experiment reveals the shift to be about 0.1 volt
for a 10 per cent change in heater voltage. The higher the filament voltage,
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the more the curve shifts to the left, because the increase in the initial
velocities of the electrons with increase in temperature results in higher
currents at a given voltage. The shift with tube replacement or tube
aging is found in practice to be of the order of ± 0.25 volt.
The volt-ampere characteristic of a crystal diode is a function of the
operating temperature.
6. The shunt capacitance across a thermionic diode is of the order
of magnitude of 5 JLJLf, while the capacitance of a point-contact crystal
rectifier is about 1 JLJLf. To these values must be added the wiring
capacitances introduced when the diodes are inserted in a circuit.
7. If a square wave is impressed upon either a point contact or a
p-n junction germanium diode, it is found that the resistance does not
change instantaneously from its forward value to its back value, or
vice versa. 3 A delay, called the recovery time, is required for this change
to take place. This recovery time varies with the diode and with the
circuit in which it is used. The delay ranges from millimicroseconds
to tens of microseconds. The forward recovery time is usually not of
great importance, because the forward resistance reaches a low value
almost instantly even though the time to reach the final forward resistance
might be relatively long. The back recovery time is usually more
important because the back resistance builds up gradually, approaching
its final value exponentially with time.
4-2. Triode Characteristics. 4 Typical triodes used in pulse applications, as well as in other types of circuits, are the 12AU7 or its equivalent
the 5963 or the 5814, the 12AT7, the 12AX7, and the 5965. These are
miniature tubes and each contains two triode sections in one envelope.
The 6SN7 is a nonminiaturized type similar to the 12AU7 and was the
most commonly used tube in the pulse type equipment used in World
War II. The 5963 and 5965 were designed for use in high-speed digital
computers. The volt-ampere characteristics of the above tubes are given
in the Appendix or in this section. The curves for the 5965 are given in
Figs. 4-2 and 4-3. In these latter characteristics, curves for positive
grid voltages have been included because, as we shall see, the grid of a
tube is often driven positive in pulse circuits. If the region near small
plate voltages is ignored, then the positive grid curves are very similar
in shape and spacing to those for negative grid values. Hence if the
grid signal is supplied from a source of low impedance, so that the loading
effect on the source due to the flow of grid current may be ignored, the
tube will continue to operate linearly even if the grid signal makes an
excursion into the positive grid region. This linearity will continue so
long as the grid current is a small fraction of the total cathode current.
In pulse applications, large voltage swings are often encountered and
the small signal equivalent circuit of Sec. 1-1 is meaningless because the
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tube parameters J.I., r p , and Om are not constant. The variation of these
parameters with plate current is given in Fig. 4-4.
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The grid volt-ampere characteristics of the 5965 tube are given in
Fig. 4-5. At a given plate voltage the grid circuit behaves as a diode. In
analogy with the definition of the dynamic plate resistance, the dynamic
grid resistance ro is given by dec/die,
20
I I I I
I
I
where ee and ie are the instantaI ~lL. /
- Ef =6.3 volt1s :
:
neous values of grid voltage and cur:'¥!/
t.t>1
E b =15 volts ~~lI, ~~ r--t-rent, respectively. The static grid
15
VI/:/.
resistance re is defined as the ratio nJ
VI/'/,
II
ee/ie • From Fig. 4-5 it appears E
v V
/V-Y'
that the difference in values be- ~:J 10
r/..y
'Iv,.
tween the static and dynamic resist- "0
!/,.0
ances is not great, except possibly ;§
/'0
~
5
for small grid voltages. Further~
~
more, the value of the grid resist~
AlP
ance re is not a sensitive function of
I¢
o
plate voltage. From Fig. 4-5 we
2
3
4
o
5
Grid voltage, volts
find that for the 5965 tube, 250
4-5. Average volt-ampere grid charohms is a reasonable value for re. FIG.
acteristics of 5965 tube.
For other tubes, the grid resistance
may be much more variable than indicated above. For example, for a
12AU7 the static rc has values ranging from about 500 to 1,500 ohms,
depending upon the values of grid and plate voltages (see the grid current
curves of Fig. A-8).
U
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The grid current at zero grid-to-cathode voltage, and even for slightly
negative grid voltages, is often large enough to have an appreciable
effect on the operation ora circuit. We estimate from Fig. 4-3 that the
grid current is 400 }.La at e~ = O2 10 }.La for ee = -0.5 volt, and 0.25}.La at
ee = -1 volt. Consider then that a grid-leak resistor is connected
from grid to cathode of the 5965. If this grid-leak resistor is, say,
Rg = 1/0.25 Meg = 4 Meg, then a negative bias of 1 volt will be developed.
At a plate voltage of 100 volts, the plate current corresponding to the
I-volt bias is seen from Fig. 4-2 to be 7 rna. If we were to neglect the
effect of the grid current and assume that ee = 0, we would expect a
current of 15 rna, or more than twice the value actually obtained. Even
if the grid leak were reduced to 50 K, the bias due to grid current would
be -0.5 volt, since (5 X 10 4)(10 X 10- 6) = 0.5, and the plate current
would be about 11 rna, which is still apprcciably
less than the zero grid-bias value of 15 rna.
If, as indicated in Fig. 4-6, the grid leak is tied
to the Ebb supply voltage instead of to the cathode,
then the grid-to-cathode voltage will approach
nominal zero for values of Ro which are large
compared with re. For example, if Ro = 1 Meg
and Ebb = 300 volts, then the grid current will be
approximately 300 }.La. From Fig. 4-3, we find
that the grid voltage corresponding to this grid
current is about -0.1 volt. (If we assume that
the value of re = 250 ohms is valid at low grid
voltages, then the calculated value of ee is
0.3 X 0.25 = +0.075 volt.) In many pulse circuits it is common to use this connection of the
grid
leak to a high positive voltage. Under such
FIG. 4-6. A triode with
circumstances
where the grid is held at the cathode
the grid leak Rg connected to the Ebb sup- voltage because of the flow of grid current, we
ply.
shall refer to the grid as being clamped to the
cathode. Alternatively, the tube is said to be in clamp.
If the grid voltage is made a few volts negative, it is found that the
direction of the grid current reverses. 6 This negative current is due
to the positive ions which are attracted to the grid. Since the positiveion current comes from the residual gas in the" vacuum" tube, it is very
variable from tube to tube, and is usually a small fraction of a microampere. Negative grid current can also result from thermionic or photoelectric emission from the grid.
The characteristics given in Figs. 4-2 to 4-5 are average values as
supplied by the manufacturer, and the curves for a specific tube may
differ appreciably from these published values. The Joint Army-Navy
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Specification, JAN-lA, for Electron Tubes gives the limits of variability
which may be expected in a given tube type.
The volt-ampere characteristics vary with filament temperature and
with aging of the tube. As for a diode, so for a multielement tube, the
temperature effect is found experimentally to be equivalent to a O.l-volt
shift in cathode voltage (relative to the other electrodes) for each 10 per
ceI).t change in filament voltage.
4-3. Clipping or Limiting Circuits. Clipping circuits are used when it
is desired to select for transmission that part of an arbitrary waveform
which lies above or below some particular reference voltage level. Clipping circuits are also referred to as voltage selectors or amplitude selectors.
Some of the more commonly employed clipping circuits are now to be
described.

FIG. 4-7. Diode clippers (ER may be either positive or negative).

Diode Clippers. Circuits employing diodes are shown in Fig. 4-7a to d.
Assume initially that the diodes are perfect, with zero forward resistance.
In Fig. 4-7a and d the output follows the input when ei < E R , and eo = ER
when ei > Ea. These circuits are called peak clippers. In Fig. 4-7b
and c, eo = ei when ei > E R, and eo = E R when ei < E R. These circuits
are called base clippers. The circuits in Fig. 4-7 are, of course, essentially
the same and differ only in the polarity with which the diode is inserted
and in whether the voltage is taken across the diode or the resistor.
Because of the characteristics of real diodes described in Sec. 4-1, the
discontinuities in slope in the waveforms of Fig. 4-7 are found, on close
examination, not to be sharp, and this lack of sharpness is particularly
apparent if the amplitude of the input waveform is comparable with the
range over which the plate characteristic has a marked curvature (about
0.6 volt). For any particular tube, the output voltage can be found
from the intersection with the plate characteristic 6 of the load line corresponding to the input ei and the resistor R.
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If the input voltage is large enough so that the lack of sharpness
of the break in the characteristic can be ignored, but if the forward resistance R, is not negligible compared with the resistance R, then there will
again be a departure from the ideal waveforms of Fig. 4-7. Assuming
that R, is a constant, the output can be calculated from Kirchhoff's
voltage law.
We have assumed that the diodes do not conduct in the reverse direction. This is true for thermionic diodes; but if crystals are used, the
finite value of back resistance must be taken into consideration. For
good limiting, the resistance R must be chosen very large compared with
R, and very small compared with Rb • These two requirements may
sometimes be incompatible. Hence, a figure of merit F of a crystal for
such applications is F == Rbi R I . The larger the value of F, the better
will be the crystal in a clipper circuit.
In the clipper circuits in which the diode appears as a shunt element,
the input and output are separated by a large impedance during the time
when the signal is transmitted. In the series circuits the connection is
direct. For this reason the series circuits are sometimes preferred to
the shunt circuits. The series circuits, on the other hand, have the disadvantage that at high frequencies or for abrupt waveforms the capacitance across the diode may provide a coupling path when the diode is
cut off. Another inconvenience of the series circuit arises when the
heater power for the diode is furnished by a grounded filament transformer. In this case the heater-cathode insulation must withstand the
full signal voltage, which may attain values of several hundred volts.
On the other hand, in the series circuits the impedance of the reference
voltage ER need not be kept low, since R is usually large, and ER may
in this case be derived from a tap on a bleeder.
When a diode clipper is used with fast waveforms, the capacitances
associated with the circuit may not be neglected.
EXAMPLE.
The clipper of Fig. 4-8a is to be used with the input waveform indicated.
This input may represent a pulse or half a cycle of a square wave. The capacitance C l
is the total effective capacitance shunting the diode (for which 5 ,..,.,..,.f is a reasonable
value), while C2 is the total capacitance shunting the output load resistor R (» Rt).
The value C2 = 20 p.p.f is nominally the input capacitance of an oscilloscope probe
which we might be using. Find the output waveform.
Solution. If the diode were perfect and the capacitances were neglected, the output
waveform would be as shown in Fig. 4-8b.
Assume that a steady-state condition has been reached in which the input is
-5 volts and the output is zero volts. Now let the input rise abruptly by 10 volts.
If the source impedance is negligible, an impulsive current results and the initial
output voltage rise is determined entirely by the capacitors. Since C2 = 4C 1, only
one-fifth of the input rise will appear across C 2 ; hence the output will jump abruptly
by 2 volts. The voltage across the diode is now 3 volts and in the direction to make
the diode conduct. The output eo will rise to its final value of 5 volts with a time
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constant Tl = (C 1 + C2 )R" where R, is the forward resistance of the diode. Similarly, when the input voltage drops by 10 volts, the output voltage will drop abruptly
by 2 volts. The cathode of the diode is now at +3 volts and the plate is at -5 volts.
The diode will not conduct, and the decay of the output signal to zero will take place
with a time constant T2 = (C l + C 2 )R. The resultant waveform is shown in Fig.
4-8c. Typically R, ~ 200 ohms, so that Tl = 0.005 J1.sec, which may well be small
enough to be negligible. On the other hand, T2 = 25 J1.sec, and if, say, tp ~ 50 J1.sec,
the slow decay on the trailing edge of the signal will be very apparent.

C2
1 meg 20ppf

1Co

(a)

oV ___

~tP=iI...-__
(b)

(e)
FIG. 4-8. Example.

Triode Clippers. A triode will limit a signal when the grid is driven
beyond cutoff. The nominally infinite input impedance of a triode circuit as in Fig. 4-9a and the fact that the tube will also provide gain are
often advantages of this circuit over that of the diode limiter. A typical
dynamic transfer characteristic for a triode, the input voltage, and the
load resistor current are shown in Fig. 4-9b. The sharpness of the break
of the transfer characteristic in a triode is a function of the plate voltage.
(High p, triodes give a sharper break than low p. triodes.) The break is
less sharp as the plate voltage increases, and, except for very low plate
voltages, is less sharp than in a diode. The break in a diode is appreciably more stable with respect to tube replacements than is the case with
triodes.
If a resistor R is placed in series with the grid in Fig. 4-9a and if R
is large compared with the grid resistance r c, then limiting will occur
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whenever the applied voltage is such as to cause the flow of grid current.
As discussed in Sec. 4-2, the break occurs within a few tenths of a volt
of zero. Under these conditions we have said that the grid is clamped
to the cathode and the corresponding plate current (1 in Fig. 4-9) is the
clamped current. Again it must be emphasized that the break is not
due to any discontinuity in the transfer characteristic of the tube. It is

t-----o+

(a)
Response in
absence of
grid resistor

Response in presence
of grid resistor

(b)
FIG. 4-0. A triode limiter.

due rather to the fact that, when the grid starts to draw current, the voltage at the grid is no longer the signal ei. The sharpness of the break is
comparable to that in a diode.
The circuit may be considered as being a combination of diode clipper
together with a triode amplifier. If the series grid resistor is large
enough (""' 1 Meg), the sharpness of clipping at the occurrence of grid
current may well be better than the sharpness obtained at cutoff. Further advantages of grid-current limiting over cutoff limiting are the
following. Assume that the cathode temperature of the triode has
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increased. If the grid-to-cathode voltage remained the same, the plate
current would increase. However, if the grid is drawing current, this
current will simultaneously increase and, because of the resistance R,
the grid-to-cathode voltage decreases. As a consequence the plate current remains more nearly constant. The resultant stability of the break
associated with grid current permits this break to be used in precision
circuits. Furthermore, when the tube is conducting, the output impedance is the parallel combination of rp and R L , while in the case of cutoff
clipping the output impedance is R L • The effect of capacitive loading
on fast waveforms is therefore less for grid-current limiting than for
cutoff limiting. On the other hand, the input capacitance is greater
when the tube conducts and amplifies than when it is cut off and the gain
is zero. Hence, the capacitive input impedance of a grid-current limiter
will produce more distortion in a fast signal than will a cutoff limiter.
There is a third type of limiting possible with a triode. Consider the
circuit of Fig. 4-9a, but without the series grid resistor which is necessary
for grid-current limiting. The largest possible plate current is E bb / R L •
If we apply to the grid, from a low impedance source, a signal large
enough to make the plate current nearly equal to E bb / R L , limiting will
take place. For example, if the tube is a type 5965 with Ebb = 300 and
RL = 30 K, the current will be about 10 ma and the break will be at +2
volts at the grid instead of zero (see Fig. 4-3). Such clipping is sometimes referred to as plate-current saturation, but it is not to be confused
with any effect associated with maximum cathode emission. This type
of limiting is also referred to as bottoming, since it results when the plate
voltage has gone as low as it can and yet leave some tube voltage to
supply the tube current. This type of limiting is not particularly stable,
but it is still useful where precision is not required.
A cathode follower may also be used as limiter. The circuit has a low
output impedance for the selected waveform. The input impedance is
very high and essentially capacitive as long as grid current is not drawn.
If the input swing is large enough to drive the grid-to-cathode voltage
to zero or to a positive value, then the input impedance is essentially
resistive and equal to re/(l - A), where A is the gain of the cathode
follower. For example, for re = 1 K and A = 0.95, the input resistance
is 20 K.
Pentode Clippers. Pentodes may be used as grid-current, cutoff, or
saturation limiters. If a high value of plate load resistance is used so
that the load line intersects the plate characteristics at the knee of the
curves, then the bottoming takes place while the grid voltage is still
negative. For example, for a 6AU6 tube with Ebb = 300, RL = 100 K.,
and a screen voltage of 150 volts, the plate characteristics in Fig. A-l
show that the limiting takes place at -2 volts on the grid.
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As a cutoff limiter, a pentode with a fixed screen voltage may provide
a sharper break than a triode. In a triode when the grid voltage changes
from a value just below cutoff to a value just above cutoff, the plate
voltage drops because of the plate resistor. The change in plate current
is therefore smaller than in the case of a pentode with fixed screen voltage.
Clipping at Two Levels. The range of grid voltage for a triode or
pentode between cutoff and zero grid voltage is referred to as the grid
base. If the grid base is adjusted (by suitable choice of Ebb or screen

~I

2

E >E,

rL

FIG. 4-10. A circuit for clipping at two levels.
~eo=l
/

~e·

'

E2_ __ ~/~/
_ __

FIG. 4-11. Transfer characteristic of a double-ended limiter.

voltage) to be smaller than the peak-to-peak value of the input signal,
then it is possible to clip both the positive and the negative extremes
of the waveform. At the positive extremity, the clipping may be due
either to grid clamping or plate bottoming. An 's,mplifier operating under
these conditions is said to be overdriven.
The diode clippers of Fig. 4-7 may be combined in pairs to perform the
operation of double-ended limiting. A parallel, a series, or a seriesparallel arrangement may be used. The parallel circuit is indicated in
Fig. 4-10. Its transfer characteristic is given in Fig. 4-11, and is described
by the following equations:
If ei < E 1 ,
If ei > E 2,
If El < ei

< E 2,

eo = El
eo = E2
eo = ei

(4-3)
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This circuit has been referred to as a slicer, because the output contains
a slice of the input between the two reference levels, as is indicated in
Fig. 4-11.
This circuit has been used as a means of converting a sine wave into
a square wave. In this application EI is negative and is made numerically equal to E 2 • The transfer characteristic passes through the origin
under this condition and the wave is clipped symmetrically top and
bottom. If the peak of the sine wave is large compared with_.the reference
levels then the output will be squared. More precise squaring circuits
are described in Sec. 15-12.
A cathode-coupled clipper is indicated in Fig. 4-12. A sufficiently
large positive excursion of ei will cut off T 2, while a sufficiently large

t--------o+

FIG. 4-12. A cathode-coupled double-ended clipper.

negative excursion of ei will cut off T 1• Between the two clipping levels
the circuit is a linear amplifier without inversion. The circuit has the
advantage of high input impedance. Eccl and Ecc2 may be either positive
or negative. If Rk is large, the input swing can be large without drawing
grid current. By properly choosing Eccl and Ecc2 the input may be
clipped symmetrically with respect to ground. Because of these features
the circuit of Fig. 4-12 is an excellent double-ended clipper.
4-4. Compensation for Cathode-temperature Changes in Selectors. 7
It is possible to compensate for the shift of the volt-ampere characteristics of a diode caused by changes in heater voltage. As mentioned in
Sec. 4-1, this effect is equivalent to a O.l-volt lateral displacement in the
characteristic for a 10 per cent change in heater voltage. Thus, the result
can be simulated by adding a battery EH in series with the cathode,
the magnitude of EH increasi.ng with temperature, as in Fig. 4-13. It is
seen that the selected voltage (the level at which limiting occurs) depends
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upon heater potential. Thus, assuming that R j
diode forward resistance, we have

«

R, where R j is the

and
Compensation may be obtained by adding a second diode as indicated
in Fig. 4-14. In order that the two fictitious batteries have the same
magnitude Ell, it is important that
both
diodes be in the same enveo
+
lope or that they have a common
heater supply. The circuit of E'
and R' is chosen so that T 2 is
always conducting. If ei < E R , Tl
o
does not conduct and eo = E R. If
FIG. 4-13. The temperature drift in a
Ci > E R , Tl conducts and eo = ei.
diode is represented by a fictitious batNote that these results are indetery E II in series with the cathode.
pendent of the heater temperature.
In practice, it is found that the compensation is not perfect but can
reduce the temperature dependence by a factor of 5 or 10.
The necessity for a separate ungrounded power supply E' can be
avoided by using the circuit of Fig. 4-15a. If T2 is in the conducting

+ra
1

~ElI

- +

+

+ Ell
-

J

- ~+~--~~~----~
R

E'

FIG. 4-14. T2 compensates for the temperature drift in T 1 •

state, then Co = ER + Ell. The diode Tl will be in the nonconducting
state if ei
EH < eo. Hence,

+

if
Similarly, when Tl conducts, Co = ei
ducting if eo > ER
E H • Hence,

+

eo

=

ei

+ EH

Ci

< ER

+ Ell and
if ei

(4-5)

T2 will become noncon-

> ER

(4-6)

The two tubes switch simultaneously from conducting to nonconducting
states when the input voltage reaches the reference voltage independently
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of the heater temperature. An alternative arrangement in which the
diode T2 conducts continuously is shown in Fig. 4-15b.
It should be noted that the output voltage does depend upon the
temperature (because eo contains Ell). Often, however, the principal
emphasis is on the constancy of the level at which selection takes place

T

En

~rE_II---~----~+
(a)

+Q------i~

+

R'

(b)
FIG. 4-15. T2 compensates for the temperature drift in T I •

(see Chap. 15 on Voltage Comparators) and this level was demonstrated
a bove to be independent of ElI.
4-5. Clamping Circuits. Whenever a circuit point becomes connected
through a low (""' zero) impedance to a reference voltage E R , we say that
the point has been clamped to E R, since the voltage at the point will not
be able to depart appreciably from E R. The diode limiting circuit of
Fig. 4-7 a is an example of such a clamping circuit since the output voltage
is clamped to ER whenever the input voltage exceeds E R • Since, in this
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case, the clamping prevents only an increase of the output voltage and
not a decrease, the circuit is referred to as a one-way clamp.
Clamping is also used where it is required that a recurrent positive or
negative extremity of a waveform be established at some fixed d-c level.
A circuit which achieves this desired function without materially altering
the waveform is sometimes referred to more specifically as a d-c restorer.
Such d-c restoration or clamping is often required after a signal has
passed through a capacitive coupling and has consequently lost its d-c
component.

R
Zero level

O~---''-----

(a)

(b)

+

(c)
FIG. 4-16. The square wave in (a) is impressed on the restorer circuit in (b) or (c).

Consider that the waveform in Fig. 4-16a is applied to the input of
the circuit of Fig. 4-16b. If the diode were not present, the d-c level
of the output would be zero independently of the d-c level of the input.
The output eo would make excursions .to voltages both positive and negative with respect to ground. In the presence of the diode, however,
every time the voltage eo would otherwise become positive, the output
terminal is clamped to ground.
Current will flow in the diode, leaving the capacitor C with a charge
as indicated by the polarity marking. If the resistor R were absent, the
capacitor would charge, after a few cycles, to whatever voltage is required
so that the maximum positive excursion of the signal leaves the diode
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just short of conducting. The output waveform would then appear
as in Fig. 4-17, i.e., the maximum positive excursion has been fixed at
zero volts. If now, however, the amplitude of the input signal should
decrease in amplitude, and the maximum positive excursion is still to
remain nominally zero, then the
resistor R must be included to permit the capacitor to discharge. (For 0 1-r-r-_-,--_-r_--.-_--L-_z_e_ro_l_evel
a crystal diode, the finite back resistance Rb of the crystal may serve as
the resistor R.) In this case, however, the positive excursion must ex- FIG. 4-17. For an ideal diode in Fig.
tend slightly into the positive region 4-16, the output has its positive extremity clamped to ground.
so that the diode may conduct and
supply the charge which will leak off the capacitor during the interval T 2 •
The precision of operation of a d-c restorer depends, among other
things, on the abruptness of the discontinuity of the volt-ampere characteristic of the diode. If the resistor R is very large, the quiescent
current may be very small and the rate of change of slope of the voltampere characteristic of the diode (see Fig. 4-1b) may be smaller than
would result if the quiescent current were larger. The quiescent current
may be increased by returning the resistor R to some positive voltage

+
R

0-------+----0 +

(a)
FIG. 4-18. The equivalent circuits of Fig. 4-16b.
and conducting in (b).

(b)
The diode is nonconducting in (a)

Ebb as in Fig. 4-16c. The level to which the peaks of the signal are
restored will then be closer to zero voltage.
The equivalent circuit when the diode is nonconducting is given in
Fig. 4-18a; that when the diode conducts, in Fig. 4-18b. We have assumed
Rb » Rand R »Rf . If these inequalities are not valid, then we must
replace the resistor in Fig. 4-18a by Rand Rb in parallel and the resistor
in Fig. 4-18b by Rand R f in parallel.
For the square-wave input of Fig. 4-16a, the resultant output waveform
will appear as in Fig. 4-19. The equations from which to determine
the four quantities E l , E~, E2,~and E~ indicated in this figure are
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E~

= EIE-Tl/R~C

E~

= E2CT2/RC

E~ - E2 = E
El - E~ = E

(4-7)

Note that these are identical with Eqs. (2-4) except that the first equation
above contains R" whereas the first equation in Eq. (2-4) has R. This is
an important physical difference because the charging time constant
RIC is very much shorter than the
discharge time constant RC.
We shall now demonstrate that
the area AI under the output voltage curve in the forward direction
(when the diode conducts) is related to the area Ab in the back
direction (when the diode does not
conduct) by the relationship
AI

E2

RI

Ab = R

FIG. 4-19. The output from the circuit
of Fig. 4-16 for a diode of finite forward
resistance.

(4-8)

If eJCt) is the output waveform in
the forward direction, then the
capacitor charging current i, = etfR, (see Fig. 4-18b). Therefore the
voltage acquired by the capacitor in the forward direction is

1 fT!.
1 fT!
C } 0 1,1 dt = C R, } 0

AI
eI dt

= C R,

Similarly if eb(t) is the output voltage in the back direction, then the
current which discharges the capacitor is ib = eb/ R and the voltage lost
by the capacitor when the diode is nonconducting is

Under steady-state conditions the net voltage change per cycle across
the capacitor is zero. Hence,

and Eq. (4-8) is justified. This proof did not assume that the input was
a square wave. We can summarize the above most important conclusion
as follows: For any input waveform the ratio of the area under the outputvoltage curve in the forward direction to that in the reverse direction must
equal the ratio R, / R.

Let us return to the square-wave input of Fig. 4-16a. IfR,C» T 1, and
RC» T 2, then the tilts indicated in Fig. 4-19 are negligible and the
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output will be a square wave. The zero level of the output square wave
is determined by the above theorem.
EXAMPLE. a. The parameters in Fig. 4-16 are as follows: E = 10 volts, Tl = 1
msec, T2 = 1 p'sec, RI = 500 ohms, and R = 500 K. Assume that C is large enough
so that the output is a square wave.
Find the zero level of the output.
Zero
level
b. If the waveform is inverted so that
Tl = 1 p'sec and T2 = 1 msec, find the
zero level of the output.
c. If the diode is inverted, but the input is as in part b, find the zero level of
the output.
(a)
Solution. a. In Fig. 4-20a, AI = l,OOOE l
and Ab = 10 - El volts X p.sec. From
Eq. (4-8), we have

AI
Ab

l,OOOE l
- El

= 10

RI

= Ii = 500

500
_ 10- 3
X 10 3 -

and we find that El = 10- 6 volt. This
example illustrates that clamping to the
baseline of a narrow negative pulse is excellent since only one-millionth of the
amplitude of the input pulse is above the
zero level.
b. In Fig. 4-20b, AI = El and

Zero
level

Ab = (1,000)(10 - E 1) volt X p.Sec
From Eq. (4-8), we have
El
_ 10- 3
1,000(10 - E 1 ) -

\Ed I

:At

I

l,us4 r-lOOO,us~
(c)

or El = 5 volts. The zero level is halfFIG. 4-20. Example.
way up on the pulse amplitude, and the
circuit has acted as a very poor clamp. This example illustrates that it is extremely
difficult to clamp to the top of a narrow positive pulse.
c. Positive voltages are now in the back direction and negative voltages arc now in
the forward direction, because the diode has been inserted in the circuit with the
polarity oppositive to that indicated in Fig. 4-16b. Comparing Figs. 4-20c and a, we
see that one is the negative of the other and hence El = 10- 5 volt as in part a.
We note that the d-c level of the input did not enter into these calculations and
hence has no effect on the output level.

We can summarize the results. of this example by saying that it is
very difficult to achieve d-c restoration to the peak (either positive or
negative) of a narrow pulse, but we can very effectively clamp to the
broad baseline. Application of such d-c restorers to radar and television
pulses are common.
In the above example, a prohibitively large capacitor is needed to make
the forward time constant RIC large compared with 1,000 J.Lsec. Because
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R, is very small and R is very large, it most frequently turns out that
eo
R,C« Tl and RC» T 2• Thus,
typically a pulse-type waveform
Zero level
after restoration appears as in Fig.
4-21. During the interval T2 there
is a small tilt, while at the beginning
of the interval Tl a sharp spike appears. The capacitor recharges
through the diode in a very short
time, and during the remainder of
FIG. 4-21. The output from the circuit the time T 1 no appreciable diode
of Fig. 4-16b if RIC « Tl and RC » T 2 • current flows.
The discussion above has neglected the output impedance Ro of the
driving source. The restorer equivalent circuits including Ro are shown

r~ r
C

Ro

ej

R

eb

+

(a)

ej

C

Ro
+

~
(b)

FIG. 4-22. The equivalent circuits of Fig. 4-16b taking the output impedance Ro of
the source into account. The diode is nonconducting in (a) and conducting in (b).

in Fig. 4-22a and b. Typically the output impedance of vacuum-tube
circuits varies from several hundred ohms to several thousand ohms.
The shunt resistor R is usually of the
order of megohms. Thus when the diode
does not conduct, Ro is negligible in its
influence on the output. However, when the
diode conducts, as in Fig. 4-22b, there is an
(a)
attenuation by a factor RJI(R, + R o), eo
which may be appreciable. The finite
output impedance thus has the effect of
causing distortion, because the forward portion of the waveform is attenuated while
the back portion is not. This is illustrated
(6)
in Fig. 4-23 for a ramp voltage. The slope FIG. 4-23. (a) A sweep input to a
of the output above the zero output level restorer and (b) the output takinto account the finite
is R,/(R, + Ro) times the slope below the ing
source output impedance.
axis. I t is assumed that R ,C » T 1 and
RC » T2 so that the only distortion is that due to the attenuation
described above. The relationship AJ! Ab = RJ! R is valid independently

.~
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of the value of Ro, as can be verified by retracing the steps in the derivation of Eq. (4-8).
If the diode in Fig. 4-1Gb is reversed, it is shown in the above example
that the negative rather than the positive extremity of the signal will
be established at zero. If the circuit is modified to include a fixed
voltage En, as in Fig. 4-24, the
positive extremity (or negative extremity, if the diode is reversed)
will be established at En. This
should be clear from Fig. 4-24c
which"gives the equivalent circuit in
the forward direction. If R, = 0,
then the output is clearly E R. In
(a)
the reverse direction (Fig. 4-24b) ,
the output is negative with respect
to En. If the time constant RC is
large enough, no appreciable distortion is introduced but the d-c level
has been shifted so that the top of
the wave is at En. If R, ~ 0, then
the clamping is not perfect. For
example, if a square-wave input is
applied to the circuit of Fig. 4-24,
the output will be given by Fig. 4-19
with the difference that the line
marked "zero level" is now at E R
volts with respect to ground.
Clamping may be accomplished
in the grid circuit of a multielement
(c)
tube (triode or pentode) as in Fig. FIG. 4-24. (a) A circuit which clamps to a
4-25a. The operation is identical voltage En. (b) The equivalent circuit
to that described above, the grid if the diode is nonconducting and
Rb » R. (c) The equivalent circuit if
and cathode of the tube serving as the
diode conducts and R »Rj.
the elements of the diode. The
circuit has an interesting application. Suppose that it is intended to
use the circuit as a conventional amplifier but that circumstances exist
which make it inconvenient to use bias of any sort. The clamping action
in the circuit will adjust the d-c level of the signal between grid and
cathode to be negative except for a very small part of the cycle when the
grid draws current. That is, the circuit has provided its own bias.
During the small part of the cycle when grid current flows the signal may
be somewhat distorted if the signal source impedance is high, but this
distortion may be kept very small by making Ru very large.

r

L
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The circuit of Fig. 4-25b results if the resistor Ry at the grid is returned
to the other side of the capacitor instead of to ground. This circuit
is the self-biasing arrangement commonly used in oscillator circuits. If
the resistor Ry is returned to the Ebb supply voltage as indicated in Fig.
4-25c, we have the clamping arrangement mentioned in Sec. 4-2 in
connection with the discussion of gridcurrent characteristics. This circuit is
very commonly used in pulse applications.
The three circuits of Fig. 4-25 are essentially alike in behavior. In the forward
direction the grid is clamped to ground
(a) (if R f = 0). Hence, under steady-state
conditions, the capacitor acquires a voltage equal to the positive maximum value
of the input signal with respect to ground.
This capacitor voltage acts as a self-bias.
In the reverse direction the capacitor discharges only very slightly through R y ,
provided that the time constant RyC is
+
large compared with the period of the in( b) put signal.
4-6. Synchronized Clamping. The d-c
restorers discussed above are examples of
clamping circuits in which the time during
which the clamping is effective is controlled
by the signal itself. Useful features result
when the time of clamping is not determined directly by the signal but is deter(c) mined rather by an auxiliary voltage called
a control signal which occurs synchronously
with the signal. For example, suppose
the waveform of Fig. 4-26a is to be used
FIG. 4-25. Three methods of ob- to displace the beam of a cathode-ray tube
taining self-bias by clamping the linearly with time, first in one direction
grid to ground.
and then in the other direction from
some fixed initial point. If the signal is transmitted through an
a-c coupling network whose low-frequency time constant is not very
long in comparison with the interval T 1, the signal will distort into the
form shown in Fig. 4-26b. The principal defect in the waveform is that
the two displacements will start from different places (A and B). In
addition the d-c level ER has been lost. If, however, the signal is passed
through the circuit of Fig. 4-27 and if switch S is closed during time T 2
and is open during time T 1, the waveform will appear as in Fig. 4-26c.

+~
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The pips which appear when the voltage returns to the level ER will be
reduced to infinitesimally narrow spikes as the resistance of the switch
CRf) approaches zero.
It is, of course, required that the switch S be open for all the time
interval rp I , but it is not necessary that the switch be closed for the entire
interval T 2 • It is only required
e
that the switch be closed for a
period long enough to allow the
capacitor C to acquire or lose
enough charge to bring the output
terminal to the reference level E R.
It is not possible to use synchroo~----------------------nized clamping with a signal of
(a)
arbitrary waveform. For example,
if
the waveform were sinusoidal, it
e
would necessarily be distorted every
time the switch S closed. SynOr---~--~~------+-~--chronous clamping may be used
whenever the signal has intervals,
which occur periodically, during
which the input waveform is quies(b)
cent. Where synchronized clampe

+ft-=--C

-----'-R- - - - - . - - - - - - Q

O~------------------------

(0)
FIG. 4-26. Illustrating the necessity for
synchronized clamping for a signal which
may vary in both directions from some
reference level.

j

fER

+

L

FIG. 4-27. Switch S closes in synchronism
with the signal during those intervals
when it is desired that the output be
clam ped to E R.

ing is feasible, it may be used to provide d-c restoration even when"the
positive and negative excursions of the signal fluctuate from cycle to
cycle.
The switch S in Fig. 4-27 can be simulated with the double triode
arrangementS given in Fig. 4-28. The grids are tied through a large
resistance R' to the Ebb supply voltage. Assume that no control signal
is applied to these grids. Tube T2 prevents the output from going
positive with respect to E R , while tube TI prevents the output from going
negative with respect to E R • The output is restrained from departing
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in either direction from the reference voltage E R • Hence thiR circuit is
referred to as a two-way clamp.
If now a negative gate is applied to the grids so as to release the clamping action, eo = ei and the input is transmitted to the output. The control signal in Fig. 4-28 must be exactly synchronous with the signal in

+r
ei

Ebb

c

+
R'
C' Control
signal

f-o

R

J1

~

eo

j

FIG. 4-28. A synchronized clamp using triodes.

Fig. 4-26. In practice, this synchronization offers no difficulty because
the sweep voltage of Fig. 4-26 is generated from the control square wave
itself (see Chaps. 7 and 8).
There are two chief difficulties encountered with the circuit of Fig.
4-28. The first is that during the interval T2 the control signal will
cause grid current to flow through tube Tl and into the output. The

FIG. 4-29. A d:ode bridge used as a synchronous clamp.

second difficulty is that the control voltage is coupled to the output
through the interelectrode capacitances of the tubes. Hence, the output
will contain pips or spikes at the beginning and end of the control interval.
The above difficulties are avoided in the circuit of Fig. 4-29 which
uses diodes in a balanced bridge arrangement. Two control signals el
and e2 which have the symmetrical form indicated in Fig. 4-30 are required
for proper operation of the circuit. These waveforms can be obtained
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from any of the phase-inverter circuits in Chap. 1. The d-c level of the
signals el and e2 may be arbitrary. During the interval Tn the diodes
are nonconducting and the output is free to follow the input so that
eo = ei. During the interval Tc the diodes conduct, and because of the
symmetry of the circuit, point A is at the same potential as point B.
The output is clamped to ER through an effective resistance equal to the
sum of a diode resistance and the controlel
source signal impedance Ro (assuming that
R'» Ro).
More details on the above circuit are
given in Sec. 14-13. Other gating circuits
which can be used as synchronous clamps
~----~~--~+-----t
are given in Chap. 14.
4-7. Tubes Used as Switches. Ampli- e2
fier tubes (triodes and pentodes) are often
used in applications where they act essentially as switches. In these applications
the tube is periodically driven either to
cutoff (switch open) or to clamp (switch
closed). Such tube circuits are often FIG. 4-30. The control signal
called "overdriven amplifiers." Diodes waveforms required for the
clamp in Fig. 4-29.
are also often used as switches to change
the impedance between two points from a low to high value, and vice
versa. These switching circuits not only are of interest in themselves
but also serve as further examples of wave shaping with nonlinear
elements. The principles established above in connection with clipping
and clamping circuits are useful in analyzing these circuits.
Tube Switch with Resistive Load. In Fig. 4-31a is shown a triode with
a resistive plate load. To the grid of this tube is applied the square
wave of arbitrary d-c level, as shown in Fig. 4-31b. The square wave is
to be used to turn the tube on and off periodically. With respect to the
waveform at the grid the situation here is identical to that discussed in
connection with Fig. 4-21. The grid waveform is shown in Fig. 4-31c.
Note that the overshoot in the grid waveform is reflected in the undershoot of the plate waveform shown in Fig. 4-31d.
In any particular case the numerical values of the levels attained by the
waveforms are easily calculated. Suppose that the square-wave amplitude is E. At the beginning of the interval T2 the voltage eok will be
at - E but will start to rise exponentially toward Ebb with a time constant
T = (Ro + Ro)C.
Since the output impedance Ro of the source is usually
small compared with the grid leak R o, then T r v RoC. At the end of the
interval T2 the voltage attains the level -E'. If it were not for grid
clamping, the overshoot would be E - E'. However, because of the
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t-------o+

o

(b)

egk
O~-4~~----~---r~-----------

(c)

-E

(d)

OL-----------------------------FIG. 4-31. (a) Overdriven amplifier circuit; (b) input waveform; (c) grid waveform; (d)
plate or output waveform.

drop through Ro due to the grid current, the overshoot 0 will be smaller
and is equal to
o = (E - E') rc
(4-9)
rc + Ro
in which rc is the grid-to-cathode resistance. The undershoot in the plate
waveform is determined by the intersection of the load line for RL with
the volt-ampere characteristic curve for the tube corresponding to the
grid voltage 0 at the overshoot. This load line will of course have to
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be drawn on a set of tube characteristics in which curves are given for
positive grid voltages.
If the overshoot should be obj ectionable in a particular application, it
could be made smaller if rc could be reduced. Since rc is usually not

R

+

(a)

~+
(b)

R

~iR

Ebb

rp

-

+
eo

(c)

FIG. 4-32. (a) A peaking circuit. (b) The equivalent circuit whcn thc tube is cut off.
(c) The equivalent circuit when the tube is in clamp.

adjustable, the overshoot may be reduced by making the time constant
RoG » T 2, since under these conditions E' "-' E.
Tube Switch with Inductive Load (Peaking). The circuit of Fig. 4-32
shows a peaking coil L shunted by a damping resistor R in the plate
circuit of a tube, the grid of which is initially clamped to the cathode.
In the quiescent state the plate current 10 corresponding to ec "-' 0 and
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= Ebb flows through the inductor. During the time interval Tl a
negative step of magnitude E cuts the tube off. The equivalent circuit
in this interval is indicated in Fig. 4-32b, and the instantaneous current i
must decrease exponentially with the time constant L/ R. Since the
initial current is 1 0, the output voltage is
eb

(4-10)

This voltage is indicated as the positive spike in Fig. 4-33. The peak
Df the pulse attains a value Ebb
loR which may become very large if
R is large. In practice, the peak may be limited by stray capacitance,
but even so peak values several times larger than the supply voltage
may be attained.
During the interval T2 the grid is clamped to the cathode and the tube
behaves like a resistor rp , the plate resistance corresponding to ec = O.
The equivalent circuit is indicated in Fig. 4-32c. Since rp is not truly
e8
constant, the current iR in the
damping resistor at the instant
; = T 1+ is best found by a graphical construction rather than from
the equivalent circuit. Since the
current through the inductor cannot change instantaneously, it acts
as an open circuit at t = T 1+.
o
t
Hence a load line is drawn on the
FIG. 4-33. The plate voltage of Fig. 4-32. plate characteristics corresponding
The interval Tl starts at t = O.
to R and Ebb and the intersection of
this line and the plate curve for ec = 0 gives the current I~ at t = T 1+.
This current then decreases exponentially to zero with a time constant
given by L/ R',- where R' is the parallel combination of Rand rp. If t' is
measured from the instant t = T 1, then the output is given by

+

(4-11)

This voltage is indicated as the negative spike in Fig. 4-33. Since 10
corresponds to a zero-resistance load line whereas I~ corresponds to a
resistance R, then the negative peak is always less than the positive peale
The voltage at the peak of the negative spike is the voltage corresponding
to the intersection of the load line for the resistor R and the tube characteristic for ec = O. This voltage will always be positive with respect
to ground. The negative pulses decay slower than do the positive pulses
because R' is always less than R. This output should be compared with
the voltage obtained from this peaking circuit (see Fig. 2-22) when it is
operating linearly (i.e., with an input square wave of small amplitude).
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(a)
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p

(b)

.1-

FIG. 4-34. (a) The damper diode allows the output only to go positive with respect to
(b) The diode allows the output only to go negative with respect to Ebb.

Ebb.

The above discussion has neglected the capacitance shunting the output terminals. If this capacitance is taken into account, we can have
responses similar to those discussed in Sec. 2-7. For example, if the
circuit is underdamped, each pulse
in Fig. 4-33 will be converted into
a train of oscillations. Because the
damping is greater when the tube
conducts than when it is nonconc
ducting, it is possible to have oscillations near t = 0 instead of the
~
positive peak and at the same time Tl
T2
(a)
a single negative pip near t = T 1•
In the above discussion we assumed that the clamping action at
the grid was perfect. If the finite
value of rc is taken into account and
the grid time constant is not large
enough, there will be a slight overshoot in grid voltage above the
value ec = 0 at t = T 1 and I~ will
correspond to this positive grid
+
voltage.
Damper Diodes. If, in the peaking circuit just discussed, it is de(c)
sired to have only positive output FIG. 4-35. (a) An amplifier. (b) The
pulses, we can connect a diode equivalent circuit when the tube is cut
across the coil as indica ted in Fig. off. (c) The equivalent circuit when the
tube is in clamp.
4-34a. If the output voltage tries
to fall below Ebb, the diode conducts and the small forward resistance of
the diode quickly damps out this portion of the waveform. If, in Fig.
4-33, there were oscillations in the vicinity of t = 0, the diode of Fig.

::1JL

+
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4-34a would allow only the first positive peak to appear in the output
because of the heavy damping which it imposes on the ringing circuit.
This action accounts for the name damper diode.
If the damper diode is inserted across the peaking coil with the polarity
indicated in Fig. 4-34b, then the output will contain a single negative
peak in the vicinity of t = T I • In this case the diode conducts whenever
the output voltage tries to rise above Ebb.
Tube Switch with Resistor-Capacitor Load. Consider the amplifier
circuit of Fig. 4-35. The total capacitance from plate to ground is
designated by C. The tube is in clamp, and the quiescent plate current
lois found from the intersection of the load line (corresponding to Ebb
and RL) and the plate characteristic for ec = O. At t = 0+ the tube is
cut off by the negative input step of magnitude E which is larger than the
grid base of the tube. The equivalent circuit is indicated in Fig. 4-35b,
and the output will rise exponentially with a time constant RLC to the
plate-supply voltage Ebb. During the interval T2 the tube is in clamp
and the equivalent circuit is given in Fig. 4-35c, where rp represents the
plate resistance for zero grid voltage. The time constant of the circuit
is now R'C, where R' is the parallel combination of RL and rp. Since R'
must be smaller than R L , the output falls faster than it rises, as indicated
by the solid curve in Fig. 4-36. For a pentode this difference in time
constants may be negligible because rp is usually very much greater than
R L , but for a triode there will be an appreciable difference in rise and fall
times.
If the finite value of rc is taken into account and the grid time constant
is not large enough, there will be an overshoot in grid voltage at t = T 1+
and the output voltage may fall
below Ebb - IoRL and then increase
toward this value, as indicated by
the dashed curve in Fig. 4-36.
In drawing the waveform of Fig.
4-36, we have implicitly assumed
that the plate time constants were
oL---+----+---t------ small compared with the period of
e
the square wave. If instead of this
FIG. 4-36. The output waveform for the condition we assume that RLC is
circuit of Fig. 4-35. The dashed curve much greater than T I , then the
takes imperfect clamping into account.
exponential rise can be approximated by a linear increase. The circuit behaves as an integrator and the
output is a ramp voltage. This sweep circuit is discussed in detail in
Chap. 7.
Plate-catching Diode. The effective rise time of the output of Fig. 4-35
can be shortened by clipping off the top of the wave. The diode which
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is used for this purpose (Tl in Fig. 4-37) is called a plate-catching diode
because it catches the plate at the voltage E2 which is lower than the
voltage Ebb to which the plate would return if the diode were not present.
For example, if the output swing is reduced 20 per cent by the clipping
action, the rise time is approximately one-half its original value.

O~----~--~-------------t

FIG. 4-37. Plate-catching diodes added to
the circuit of Fig. 4-35. El and E2 are
d-c bias voltages, with E2 > E 1 •

FIG. 4-38. The output from the circuit
of Fig. 4-37 is indicated as a solid line.
H plate-catching diodes had not been
used, the dashed curve would represent
the output.

A second diode T 2 is added at the plate in Fig. 4-37 with its polarity
reversed from that of Tl and with its plate at the voltage E 1• This
second plate-catching diode will not allow the output voltage to drop
below the clipping level E 1. The output voltage is now sensibly square

~I-+-~

t=O

I

...:l

~E

T

+

ei

FIG. 4-39. An overdriven two-stage RC coupled amplifier.

as indicated in Fig. 4-38. This arrangement is similar to the 'doubleended clipper of Fig. 4-10.
4-8. An Overdriven Two-stage RC Coupled Amplifier. The circuit of
this cascaded amplifier is shown in Fig. 4-39. \Ve shall assume that all
shunt capacitances are negligible, since we have already considered their
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effect in connection with Fig. 4-35. Furthermore, we shall assume that
the clamping at Gl is perfect, since we have already taken into account
the finite value of Tcl in Fig. 4-36. We shall also assume that at t = 0the voltage at Gl is ecl = -E, where E is larger than the grid base IEcoII
of T I • Hence at t = 0- the voltage at PI is ebl = Ebb; at G2 the voltage
is ec 2 = 0; at P 2 the voltage is
eb2 = Ebb I 02 R L2 , where 102 is the
clamped plate current in tube T 2.
These voltages are indicated in Fig.
4-40.
At t = 0+, ecl returns to zero
and tube Tl is in clamp. The plate
P I drops in potential. This causes
G2 to fall and cut off T 2 • The
equivalent circuit for computing ec 2
at this instant is indicated in Fig.
4-41. If the current in R g2 is
neglected in comparison with that
Zero
Eco2 in R LI , then the current in RLI will
be the clamped current 1 01 • The
voltage at P I drops by IOIR Ll , and

FIG. 4-40. The waveforms for the circuit
of Fig. 4-39.

FIG. 4-41. Equivalent circuit of Fig. 4-39
when Tl is in clamp and T2 is cut off.

since the voltage across C2 cannot change instantaneously, the voltage at
Since T2 is
now cut off, eb2 = Ebb.
From Fig. 4-41 we see that for R g2 » RLI the time constant T2 with
which the voltage at G 2 changes is approximately given by T2 = R g2 C 2·
At t = 0+, ec 2 = - IOIRLI and if permitted to do so ec 2 would approach Ebb
asymptotically. Hence, the grid voltage is given by

G2 must drop by this same amount, as indicated in Fig. 4-40.

(4-12)

At t = T l - , ec 2 = E~2' We shall assume that TI « T 2 so that E~2 is below
the cutoff voltage Eco2 of tube T 2•
At t = T l +, ecl drops to -E and cuts off tube T I • The voltage at
PI tries to rise and in so doing causes G2 to be driven positively. The
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equivalent circuit for the calculation of ee2 under these conditions is indicated in Fig. 4-42. The grid current is made up of two components:
ie2 which flows through the load resistor RLI and is of the order of magnitude of milliamperes and i' which flows through the grid resistor Ro2 and
is of the order of magnitude of microamperes. We shall neglect i' compared with ie2 and then the calculation of ie2 is very simple. From
t-----H--=--4 Gz
i'
Kirchhoff's_ voltage law, we have

Ra2l

- Ebb

+ ie2RLI +

EA
+ ie2 re2 = 0

(4-13)
FIG. 4-42. Equivalent circuit of Fig.

where EA is the capacitor voltage. 4-39 when Tl is cut off.
The voltage EA at t = T I - is Ebb
IOIRLI - E;2'
Since the voltage across a capacitor cannot change
instantaneously, then, at t = T I +,
EA = Ebb -

IOIRLI -

E~2

(4-14)

Substituting this value of EA into Eq. (4-13), we obtain at t = T I +,
(4-15)
The voltage at PI at t = Tl + is ebl = Ebb - I e2 R Ll . The voltage at G2
at t = TI is I e2r e2 and is of the order of a few volts positive. If the
plate current of tube T2 corresponding to this grid voltage is I~2' then
eb2 = Ebb - I~2RL2 at t = TI+'
For t > T I , eel rises exponentially toward Ebb with a time constant
CIR ol • If CIR ol » T 2 , then at t = TI + T 2 , eel r v -E, which we have
assumed to be below the cutoff voltage of tube T I • From Fig. 4-42 we
see that the time constant TI for the grid current of T2 is given approximately by
TI = (RLI
r e2)C 2

+

+

Hence, ebI, ee2, and eb2 all vary exponentially with the time constant Tl
toward the steady-state values indicated in Fig. 4-40. The waveforms
are drawn on the assumption that T2 » T I .
Incidentally, since the voltage across C2 cannot change instantaneously,
then the jump in voltage at G 2 must equal the jump in voltage at PI at
t = T I , or
(4-16)
This equation is equivalent to Eq. (4-15).
Since at t = (Tl + T 2) - the voltages in Fig. 4-40 are the same as the
corresponding values at t = 0-, then this figure depicts one steady-state
cycle of waveforms. Hence, the above analysis completes the solution.
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4-9. Cathode Follower with Capacitive Load. A cathode follower with
a capacitive load is shown in Fig. 4-43a. We may easily verify from the
12AT7 tube characteristics in Fig. A-5 that, neglecting the effect of the
capacitor, the allowable input grid swing from cutoff to the point of gridcurrent flow is approximately from -107 to +92 volts. When the
input signal is a fast waveform, the
+200v
effect of the capacitance is to reduce the allowable input swing to
the grid base, as will now be shown.
Suppose that the tube is biased
initially at zero grid-to-cathode
voltage (ei = 92 volts) and that a
negative step is applied which is
larger in amplitude than the grid
-lOOv
base. Because of the presence of
the capacitor C the cathode can not
(a)
instantaneously follow this abrupt
drop in grid voltage, and as a result
the tube will be driven to cutoff.
The capacitor C must now start an
exponential discharge toward -100
+92 -------...,
~r,.
volts with a time constant RkC. If,
typically, Rk = 20 K and C = 100
Or---r---~r----r------J.LJ.Lf, the time constant of the fall
will be Tf = 20 X 10 3 X 100 X 10- 6
-100 -J.Lsec = 2 J.Lsec. If the negati:ve step
(b)
is larger than 107 + 92 = 199 volts,
FIG. 4-43. (a) Cathode follower with the tube will remain cut off as the
capacitive load; (b) output waveform.
cathode falls. If the applied negative step is smaller than 199 volts, the tube will enter its grid base before
the cathode voltage attains its asymptotic limit of -100 volts, and the
last part of the decay will occur with a time constant RoC, Ro being the
output impedance of the cathode follower.
Similarly, suppose that the tube is initially biased at cutoff (ei = -107
volts) and that a positive step is applied at the grid which is larger
than the grid base. Then, again, the cathode will not be able to
respond instantaneously to the grid signal, and the grid will be driven
positive with respect to the cathode. The capacitor C will now charge
from an impedance that is the parallel combination of Ro and r e, where
rc is the grid-to-cathode resistance. If the input-signal amplitude is less
than 199 volts, the last part of the rise of cathode voltage will occur
with a time constant RoC. The rise of cathode voltage will be more
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rapid than the fall, but the usefulness of the cathode follower for a fast
positive-going signal is limited because of the flow of grid current.
The waveform of Fig. 4-43b shows the response of the cathode follower
to a square-wave signal ei which makes positive excursions above 92
volts and negative excursions below -107 volts and whose period is
comparable to the time constant RkC.
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CHAPTER

5

THE BISTABLE MULTIVIBRATOR

A bistable multivibrator or binary* is a two-tube regenerative circuit
which can exist indefinitely in either of two stable states and can be
caused to make an abrupt transition from one state to the other. The
binary finds extensive application in pulse circuitry. It is used not only
for the generation of square waves
from pulses but also for the performance of certain digital operations, such as counting.
5-1. The Stable States of a Binary. 1 The circuit diagram of a
binary is shown in Fig. 5-1. Note
that each tube is an amplifier, the
plate of which is d-c coupled to the
grid of the other tube. The plate
load resistor RL is usually of the order
of magnitude of the plate-circuit re-Eee
sistor to be found in a conventional
FIG. 5-1. A binary circuit.
amplifier, i.e., several times the plate
resistance of the tube. Since the fraction of the plate signal which is
coupled across to the grid depends only on the ratio of the resistors Rl
and R 2 , these resistors are usually made large enough to avoid loading
the amplifier output excessively. In a typical case, for a type 5965
vacuum tube, RL will lie in the range 10 to 50 K, while RI and R2 are
of the same order of magnitude and lie in the range 100 to 500 K.
Because of the symmetry of the circuit we might expect that the
quiescent current in each of the tubes will be the same. Such would
indeed be the case if both tubes were cut off or both were in clamp.

* The bistable multivibrator is also known as the Eccles-Jordan circuit (after the
inventors) and as the "flip-flop" circuit. The authors suggest that, if colloquial
expressions are to be used, the designation "flip-flip" is more appropriate for the
bistable multivibrator and that the term "flip-flop" be reserved for the monostable
multivibrator (Chap. G). In this text we shall, however, refer to the circuit as a
"binary" since this latter term is short and suggests the essential character of the
circuit. The word "binary" will be used as a noun and will be understood to mean
"two-vacuum-tube bistable circuit."
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These cases are, however, of no interest to us. The important case is
the one in which both tubes would be operating normally (with the grid
voltage within the grid base) if the currents were identical. In such a
circumstance, it is possible to find tube currents II = 12 which are consistent with the tube characteristics and with Kirchhoff's laws and hence
such a state of the binary is an equilibrium state. This state, however, is one of unstable equilibrium, as may be seen from the following
considera tions.
Suppose that there should be the most minute fluctuation in the current II. If II increases, the voltage at the plate PI will decrease, the
voltage change at PI will be amplified and inverted in polarity by tube
T 2, and the grid of Tl will become more positive. As a consequence the
current II increases still further and the cycle of events repeats itself.
The current II continues to increase, while the current 12 continues to
decrease, the circuit moving progressively further away from its initial
condition. This action takes place because of the regenerative feedback
incorporated in the circuit, and will occur only if the loop gain of the
circuit is larger than unity. The speed with which the regenerative
action takes place is limited by the shunt capacitances. These capacitances are neglected for the present since we are interested now only in
the stable states.
From the above discussion it is clear that a stable state of a binary is
one in which the currents and voltages satisfy Kirchhoff's laws and are
consistent with the tube characteristics and in which, in addition, the
condition is satisfied that the loop gain is less than unity. The condition
with respect to the loop gain will certainly be satisfied if either of the two
tubes is below cutoff or if either of the two tubes is tightly clamped as
would be the case if the grid draws current which must flow through a
resistance which is large in comparison with the grid-cathode resistance
re. In principle, in order that the binary be in a stable state, it would be
sufficient either that one of the tubes be below cutoff or that one of the
tubes be in clamp. Actually, for certain practical reasons to be discussed
shortly, the arrangement almost invariably employed is one in which one
of the tubes is in clamp and the other is below cutoff.
The procedure for calculating the circuit currents and voltages in a
stable state is particularly simple if we take advantage of the fact that
Rl and R2 are large in comparison with RL and large also in comparison
with the grid-to-cathode resistance re. In such a case the tube which is
in clamp will be tightly clamped and we shall not make a serious error if
we consider that the grid-to-cathode voltage is zero. Furthermore, in
such a case the tube currents may be considered to be identical to the
currents through the load resistors R L • A typical calculation is given
in the following illustrative example.
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EXAMPLE. Compute the stable-state currents and voltages for the binary circuit
of Fig. 5-2. The triodes are the two sections of a type 5965 vacuum tube (Fig. A-ll).
Solution. Assume that tube Tl is cut off and tube T2 is in clamp with a grid-tocathode voltage equal to zero. The plate voltage of Tl is calculated from the equivalent circuit of Fig. 5-3a. We find that Ebl = 250 X 220/(220 + 47) = 206 volts.

-Ece =-150v
FIG. 5-2. A typical binary circuit.

220K
Ebl

Eel

220K
Tl

OFF

(a)

G2

-'150 V

At ground
potential

(b)

+250v

Ec2
Tl

OFF

270K

(0)

-150v
FIG. 5-3. Equivalent circuits for computing the stable states of the binary circuit with
the parameters given in Fig. 5-2.

To find the plate voltage at T21 we neglect the loading of Rl and R2 and draw a load
line corresponding to 47 K on the plate characteristics of the tube. The plate current
and voltage for Ec2 = 0 are found to be Eb2 = 33 volts and 12 = 4.6 rna.
We must now check to see whether or not Tl is indeed cut off and T2 is in clamp.
The grid voltage of Tl is calculated from the equivalent circuit of Fig. 5-3b. The
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voltage Eel is calculated by superposition to be
Ecl

=

33 220

270

220

+ 270 + (-150) 220 + 270

=

-49 volts

Since, at a plate-to-cathode voltage of 206 volts, cutoff occurs at -8 volts, TI is
well below cutoff. If the grid of T2 were not drawing grid current, then, from the
equivalent circuit drawn in Fig. 5-3c, the voltage Ec2 would be

Ec2

=

250 220

270
220 + 47
+ 270 + 47 + (-150) 220 + 270 + 47

=

50 volts

This 50 volts is applied to the grid of 1'2 from a source whose Th6vellin equivalent
impedance is essentially equal to the parallel combination of RI and R 2 • This
equivalent impedance is 122 K. If we calculate the grid voltage by considering that
the grid-to-cathode resistance is rc = 250 ohms (see Sec. 4-2), we have
0.250

Ec2

= 50 122 = 0.10 volt

This same result can be obtained by multiplying the short-circuit current by the
impedance from G2 to ground. Thus
Ec2

= (25%67 - 15%70)(0.250)

=

0.10 volt

Hence T2 is indeed in clamp and we have made only a very small error in assuming
that the grid-to-cathode voltage is zero. Similarly if the loading of RI and R2 is
taken into account the value of Eb2 is found to be 32 volts instead of 33 volts. These
errors may well be smaller than the error involved in applying the average tube characteristics to a particular tube. To summarize, in the stable state we have approximately
Ebl = 206 volts
Eel = -49 volts
Eb2 = 33 volts
Ec2 = 0 volt
Tube TI in being at cutoff keeps tube T2 in clamp, while T2 in being in clamp keeps T!
at cutoff.

The binary has two stable states. In one state Tl is cut off and T2 is
in clamp. In the second state T 2 is cut off and T 1 is in clamp. The
principal importance of the binary results from the fact that it is possible,
by a variety of means, to transfer the binary from one stable state to the
other. Suppose, for example, that initially Tl is conducting (on), while
T2 is not conducting (oif). If tube Tl were removed from its tube socket,
T2 would go on and the voltage at the tube socket grid pin of Tl would go
negative. If the tube Tl is now replaced in its socket, it would remain
cut off. A permanent transition between states will have been accomplished. Or suppose that the grid of the off tube were momentarily
shorted to ground. This off tube would go on and in so doing would turn
off the tube that was initially on. This condition would again persist
permanently even after the short circuit is removed. These means of
transferring conduction are, however, only of academic interest. More
practir,ally useful methods will be considered later.
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The useful plate signal, called the output or plate swing, from the binary
is usually the voltage change at one or the other plate corresponding
to a transition from one stable state to the other. This signal is customarily large and for large RL may be comparable to the plate-supply
voltage. The plate swing Es in the illustrative example above is nominally 206 - 33 = 173 volts.
It was pointed out above that a stable state is possible even if one
of the tubes is permitted to operate as a normal amplifier, with its grid
neither clamped nor below cutoff. An initial disadvantage of such an
arrangement is that the plate swing is reduced. A more important
difficulty has to do with the reliability of operation of the binary. Suppose that in Fig. 5-2 the negative supply voltage is set at -260 volts.
Then one tube will be cut off, while the on tube, say T 2, will have a grid
voltage
270
220 + 47
Ec2 = 250 270 + 220 + 47 + (-260) 270 + 220 + 47
= 125.7 - 129.3 = -3.6 volts
This resultant grid voltage is the small difference between two large
numbers. The grid voltage and consequently the tube current will
change by a large percentage if either of the coupling resistors changes
even slightly. For example, if the resistors R2 should change by only
about 1 per cent from 270 to 267 K, the grid voltage will become - 5.0
volts instead of -3.6 volts. The corresponding plate swing would then
change by 36 volts. A larger change in the coupling resistors might then
easily cause the supposedly on tube to be below cutoff. In such a case
there would be only one stable state for the binary and the circuit would
be useless.
In practice, we should like to be able to assemble these binary circuits
using components which are held to a tolerance no better than, say,
10 per cent. And we should like to feel confident that the binary will
continue to operate as the tubes age or are changed and despite reasonable variations in supply voltages. For these reasons the binary is
usually adjusted so that in a stable state one tube is well in clamp while
the other is well below cutoff.1
5-2. The Self-biased Binary. The need for a negative supply as in
Fig. 5-2 may be eliminated by using a common cathode resistor Rk to
provide self-bias as in Fig. 5-4. The procedure for calculating the stable
states is in principle the same as is employed for the fixed-bias binary.
EXAMPLE.
Find the currents and voltages corresponding to the stable states for
the self-biased binary of Fig. 5-4.
Solution. Assume Tl is cut off and T2 is clamped with a grid-to-cathode voltage
equal to zero. The clamped current of T2 is determined by drawing on the plate
characteristics a load line which passes through the supply voltage Ebb = 175 volts
and has a slope corresponding to a load resistor of 47
15 = 62 K. The intersection
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of this load line with the curve for zero grid voltage gives a tube current of 2.5 rna.
The cathode-to-ground voltage is, therefore, E kn = 15 X 2.5 = 37.5 VOltR. The
plate-to-ground voltage of T2 is Eon2 = 175 - 47 X 2.5 = 57 volts. The grid-toground voltage of '1\ is Eml = 57 X (15%80) = 17.8 volts. The grid-to-cathode
voltage of '1\ is Eckl = 17.8 - 37.5 = -19.7 volts. The cutoff voltage is about

FIG. 5-4. A self-biased binary circuit.

-7 volts so that Tl is well below cutoff, as was assumed at the start.
of grid current, the voltage at the grid of T2 would be
Ecn2 = 175 X 47

150

+ 330 + 150 =

In the absence

49.7 volts

Since T2 clamps when Ecn2 = 37.5 volts, the assumption that T2 is clamped is seen to
be justified. The plate-to-ground voltage of Tl is
Ebnl

= 37.5 X 330

47

330

+ 47 + 175 X 330 + 47

= 158 volts

Hence the plate swing is 158 - 57 = 101 volts.
In the calculation above a number of approximations have been made. We have
again neglected the loading effect of the coupling resistors and have assumed that at
clamping the grid-to-cathode voltage is zero. Furthermore, in computing the drop
across the cathode resistor, we have neglected the fact that the cathode resistor
carries not only the plate current but also the grid current. But again, since we must
work from average tube characteristics and since voltage levels in a binary never
need to be known with precision, a more detailed calculation is hardly warranted.

The drop across the cathode resistor is nominally the same for the two
stable states. However, during the course of a transition, the current
through Rk will vary and may even drop to zero. To keep the cathode
voltage constant during the transition, Rk is bypassed with a capacitor.
Typically a transition is completed in a time of the order of a microsecond. Since Rk is of the order of 10 K, a capacitor Ck = 0.01 p.f will
provide a cathode time constant of 100 p'sec, which is large enough in
comparison with the transition time to maintain an essentially constant
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cathode voltage. The stable states are, of course, not affected by the
presence of the cathode capacitor, but the ease of inducing a transition
between states and the rapidity with which the binary settles into its new
state may be adversely affected if the capacitor is omitted.
5-3. Commutating Capacitors. A binary will remain in one of its
stable states until caused to make a transition by a "triggering" signal
such as a pulse applied from some external source. Often these triggering
signals are of short duration, and in order that the binary shall be able to
respond to each of these triggering signals it is necessary that the binary
make its transition abruptly. Otherwise it is possible that the triggering
pulse will have passed before the binary is able to complete its response.
Suppose, for example, that a transition is to be induced in a binary
by applying in series with the grid of the conducting tube a short-duration
negative pulse of sufficient amplitude to drive the tube beyond cutoff.
Refer to Fig. 5-2. If the tube TI is driven to cutoff, the plate PI will rise
toward Ebb at a rate determined by the plate load resistor and the shunt
capacitance between plate and ground. This rising plate voltage must
now be transmitted through the attenuator consisting of RI and R 2 • The
rising voltage at G2 will be further delayed since the capacitance effectively shunting G 2 to ground must charge through a resistance which is
essentially equal to the parallel combination of RI and R 2• Because of
the over-all delay in the rise of voltage at G2 it may well be that the
applied pulse at GI will have passed before T 2 can be brought out of
cutoff. As a result the binary will not respond to the applied pulse.
To ensure a transition, it is not enough that the grid G2 shall just
pass the cutoff point. It is necessary also that the plate P 2 shall fall
sufficiently to keep TI cut off even after the input pulse passes. Hence
the grid G 2 must rise somewhat into the region where T2 acts as an
amplifier. In this region the input capacitance of the triode, because of
the Miller effect, may easily attain values of the order of 50 p,p,f. In a
typical case, as in Fig. 5-2, the impedance through which this capacitance
must charge may be of the order of 100 K, in. which case the charging time
constant is about 5 p,sec. The charging time constant at the plate of '1\
is smaller th:1n this amount and hence the principal delay will occur in the
grid coupling circuit. It is therefore required that the coupling attenuator be compensated (Sec. 3-10) by shunting the resistors RI by small
capacitances C I, as in Fig. 5-5, such that RIC I = R 2C 2 , where C 2 is the
effective capacitance across R 2• If capacitances C l are large enough to
provide compensation when the Miller effect is operative, the attenuator
will be very much overcompensated when the tube is beyond cutoff.
Such a situation is quite acceptable in the present case since we are not so
much concerned with preserving a waveshape as we are with obtaining,
at a grid, an abrupt response to a voltage change at a plate. The larger
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G1 , the faster will be the response at G2 due to a change in Pl. However,
we shall find in Sec. 5-5 that a large C 1 has other adverse effects upon the
operation of the binary. The exact value of C1 is not critical, but it
should be chosen so that the attenuator R1 and R2 is approximately
compensated. For a triode, C1 is ordinarily of the order of 50 J.l.J.l.f.
Since these capacitors, G 1, are used to assist the binary to make an abrupt
transition between states they are known variously as commutating,
transpose, or speed-up capacitors.

FIG. 5-5. A binary circuit including commutating capacitors.

5-4. Regeneration in a Binary.2 The situation in which both tubes of
the binary are operating as amplifiers and in which both tubes are carrying
the.same current is one of unstable equilibrium. If the circuit is displaced
from this initial state, it will continue to move in the direction in which it
was displaced until further excursion is limited by tube nonlinearities.
We may get some rough idea of the rapidity of this regenerative action
from the following considerations.
• Let us assume, for simplicity, that the commutating capacitors in
Fig. 5-5 have been selected to compensate exactly the coupling attenuator.
In this case the impedance seen looking into the attenuator consistfl
exactly of a parallel combination of a resistor and a capacitor. The
resistance has a value equal to R 1 + R2 and the capacitance has a value
equal to the series combination of C1 and the grid input capacitance. An
equivalent circuit for the binary which applies so long as the binary
continues to operate linearly is given in Fig. 5-6. The gain A is the
nominal gain of the amplifier, neglecting all capacitive loading, including,
however, the attenuation and loading of the coupling network, R1 and
R 2 • The resistance R is what the output impedance of a stage would be
if the signal were taken from t.he plate including also the loading effect
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of the coupling network. Finally, C is the parallel combination of the
capacitance seen looking into the coupling attenuator and any other
plate-to-ground capacitance.
R
G1

+

+ O--+---J1\I\f\r---<l~-+-O G z

A

R
0--0-- "" I

ACI

i;)

e2

+c

N

FIG. 5-6. Approximate equivalent circuit for a binary when both tubes are operating

as amplifiers.

If el and e2 are, respectively, the voltages on the two capacitors with
the polarities as in Fig. 5-6, Kirchhoff's voltage law yields
(5-1)

Substituting solutions of the form el = Ble Pt and
T = RC, that the two values of pare
A-I
PI = - - -

P2 =

T

A-It

= De

T

e2 =

De

T

-

Fe

1)

==

D, while in the second

(5-2)

T

+ Fe

A-It

= B 2 ePt , we find, using

+

-(A

In the first case (p = PI) we find that BI = B2
case (p = P2), BI = -B2 == F. Hence,
el

e2

_A+I t
T

_A+I t
T

(5-3)
(5-4)

In Eqs. (5-3) and (5-4) el and e2 are the departures of the grid voltages
from those potentials which correspond to the state of unstable equiIi brium. For if el = e2 = 0 at t = 0, then el = e2 = 0 permanently since
in this case F = D = o. And the only state in whi~h the circuit will
remain" permanently" is this state of unstable equilibrium.
The gain A in Eqs. (5-3) and (5-4) is a negative real number. The
exponent in the first term of each of these equations is therefore always
negative. However, if the magnitude oj the gain is larger than unity the
exponent of the second term is positive. Here then is the reason for the
regenerative departure of the binary from its unstable equilibrium state.
Suppose, for example, that both grids should be displaced in the same
direction from the equilibrium state by means of external voltage sources
which are then abruptly removed. In this case F = 0 and the binary
simply decays exponentially back to its equilibrium state. If, however,
the grids are displaced by equal amounts E in opposite directions and
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then released, the regenerative action will take place.
D = 0, F = E, and
el = Ee

IAI-I t
T

e2

= - Ee

IAI-I t
T
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In this case
(5-5)

If E is positive, el increases and e2 decreases rapidly with time, and we
have verified the statement previously made that if the circuit is displaced
from its initial state it will continue to move in the direction in which it
was displaced until further excursion is limited by nonlinearities which
reduce the loop gain below unity.
The rapidity of the regenerative action is measured by the quantity
(IAI - l)/T IAI/T = IAI/RC. We may easily verify that IAI/R = agm
in which a == R2/(Rl + R 2), is the attenuation of the coupling resistors
and gm is the tube transconductance. Hence IAI/RC = agm/C. Since
the capacitance C l of the attenuator is usually about 50 J.LJ.Lf and a reasonable value for a is a = 72, the capacitance at the plate due to the attenuator is about 25 J.LJ.Lf. Let us, then, take the total plate capacitance
C = 35 J.LJ.Lf. For a tube such as the type 5965 for which the average
gm is about 4 millimhos, agm/C
6 X 10 7 sec-l.
We may now make an estimate of the speed with which regenerative
action will carry a binary through the region where both tubes are operating as amplifiers. Suppose that we consider a situation in which the
grids of the binary are released from a point which is 0.1 volt different
from the grid voltages corresponding to unstable equilibrium. Suppose
that one or the other grid can swing an additional 10 volts before the
regenerative action must stop because a tube goes into either cutoff or
clamp. From Eq. (5-5) the time of regenerative action T may be computed from 10 = 0.1 exp (6 X 107T). We find that
t'J

r-.J

T

t'J

8 X 10- 8 sec = 0.08 J.Lsec

The value of the resistance RL does not enter explicitly into the calculation of the regeneration time. Actually, when the tubes are triodes,
the load RL may have some bearing on the regeneration time. The
reason for this circumstance is that the grid input capacitance increases
with increasing gain and hence increases with increasing R L • If the
tubes employed were pent odes, however, the regeneration time would be
quite independent of R L •
We shall look shortly into the matter of how long a time is required
to complete a transition from one stable state to the other. We shall
find that in very many cases the time required is so much longer than the
regeneration time that the regeneration time may be entirely neglected.
More than this, we shall find, frequently, that a binary will make a
transition without at any time being in a region where regeneration is
possible.
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5-5. Resolving Time in a Binary. An exact and general analysis of the
transition between states in a binary triggered in an arbitrary fashion
would be extremely complicated. It will be worthwhile, however, to
examine in some detail a particular example to get some idea of the time
required for the transition to be completed. The shortest interval
between triggering pulses for which the binary will operate reliably is
called the resolving time. This time is made up of several components,
each of which will now be considered separately.
Let us consider the binary circuit of Fig. 5-7. The generator E is to
be used to trigger the transition. The tubes are the two sections of a
type 5963 (see the curves in Fig. A-7). The electrode voltages in one of
the stable states are indicated in the figure. For simplicity, the voltages
+250v

FIG. 5-7. Relating to the transition between states in a binary.

are given only approximately. In order to allow for stray capacitances,
we have assumed that a capacitance of 5 J.LJ.Lf is shunted from plate to
ground of each tube. Again allowing for stray capacitance, we may consider that, so long as a tube is cut off, the input capacitance at the
grid, Ci, is approximately 10 J.LJ.Lf. When the tube is within its grid base,
we shall consider that the Miller effect increases Ci to about 50 J.LJ.Lf so
that the coupling attenuator is approximately compensated. The gain,
grid to plate, is about 17, so that assuming the Miller capacitance to be
40 J.LJ.Lf allows for a total grid·-to-plate capacitance, both internal and
external to the tube, of about 2.2 J.LJ.Lf.
N ow let us consider that the generator E provides an abrupt positive
step large enough to cut off tube T I . The plate of TI and the grid of
T2 will rise and the plate of T2 will fall so that eventually, when the positive step passes, the tube TI will remain cut off and a transition is accom-
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plished. Note particularly that at no time are both tubes operating as
amplifiers and hence there will be no regeneration.
For simplicity, let us assume that, when T2 is cut off, the commutating
capacitor C 1 is large enough in comparison with Ci so that any voltage
change at the plate Tl appears unattenuated at the grid of T 2 • To the
same order of approximation we shall assume that the total capacitance
shunting the plate of Tl is 5
Ci = 15 J..I.J..I.f. The cutoff voltage of T2 is
about 15 volts; hence the plate of Tl will rise the first 40 volts with a time
constantTl = 47 X 10 3 X 15 X 10- 12
0.75 J..I.sec. During this time the
voltage across the capacitor C l will not have changed appreciably. As
the voltage at the grid of T2 increases from -15 volts to zero, the attenuator is compensated. The capacitance of the attenuator is now 25 J..I.J. I.f
and the capacitance at the plate Tl is 30 J..I.J..I.f. Hence, the voltage at this
plate rises the next 30 volts with a time constant

+

t'-'

T2

= 47 X 10 3 X 30 X 10- 12 = 1.5 J..I.sec

The voltage across C1 will also have changed by 15 volts to make the
capacitor voltage equal to 110 volts. Finally, as T2 goes into clamp, the
plate of Tl rises from 110 volts to 200 volts. During this time the total
capacitance at the plate is 55 J..I.J. I.f which will charge with a time constant
approximately equal to T3 = 47 X 10 3 X 55 X 10- 12 = 2.5 J..I.sec.
Next consider the coupling from the plate of T2 to the grid of T 1•
For simplicity, let us neglect the finite rise time of the grid of T 2 • The
plate of T2 will eventually drop to 40 volts. Since T2 is conducting, the
impedance through which the plate capacitance charges is the parallel
combination of RL and the plate resistance rp. The plate resistance is
roughly 7 K so that the capacitors discharge essentially through this 7 K
resistance. The plate P2 drops from 200 volts to 40 volts with a time
constant T4
7 X 10 3 X 15 X 10- 12
0.11 J..I.sec. Again, considering
that C~ is large enough so that the signal at P 2 is transmitted unattenuated to G1, the grid G1 drops from zero to -160 volts. The voltage across
C~ must discharge from 200 volts to 95 volts.
Also C~ and C i must charge
through a resistance which is essentially equal to the parallel combination
of the two 220-K coupling resistors. The time constant for this discharge
is T5 = 110 X 10 3 X 60 X 10- 12
6.6 J..I.sec.
We may note also that the principal delays involved in establishing
the binary in its new stable state are the delays due to the need for the
capacitors C 1 and C~ to charge to a new voltage level. Capacitor C 1
charges on grid-current flow through the load resistor RL , while C~
charges through the parallel combination of the coupling resistors.
Since so large a time relatively is involved in recharging the commutating capacitors, we might stop to reconsider in somewhat more detail
the function of these capacitors to see whether or not they do more good
t'-'

t'-'

t'-'
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than harm. For this purpose let us divide the total cycle of events
involved in a complete change from one state into the other state into two
parts. The first of these we shall call the transition time, while the second
is to be called the settling or recovery time. The transition time is to be the
time which must elapse before the grid G I just drops below cutoff so that
even if the input step E should then return to zero (the input signal
constituting, then, a pulse) the binary would continue the rest of the way
unaided by any external signal. The settling time is the additional time
which must pass before the binary has completely established itself in its
new state. This recovery time is essentially the time required for the
commutating capacitors to recharge. Removing the commutating capacitors would certainly reduce the recovery time but would at the same time
lengthen the transition time because of the long delays associated with
the uncompensated attenuators. As a result the pulse applied to effect
the transition would have to be appreciably longer in duration, while the
sum of the transition time and recovery time would not have been materially reduced. In many cases the signal available for inducing the transition is not a flat-topped pulse but rather a spike-type voltage such as
results from the differentiation of an abrupt voltage step. In such a case
a small transition time is more important than a short recovery time.
We will find an even more important reason for retaining the commutating capacitors in the following discussion. Let us consider that the
commutating capacitors have been removed and that the input pulse E is
not large enough to drive TI to cutoff but only large enough so that the
plate of Tl rises to 100 volts. (We assume that G1 remains fixed, temporarily at least, at zero volts with respect to ground because of the shunt
capacitance at this grid.) There will be an abrupt change of 60 volts at
PI, the signal transmitted to G2 will be less than 30 volts in amplitude,
and T2 will not come out of cutoff. When the triggering pulse passes, the
binary will find itself in its original state. If, however, capacitor C1 were
present and were large in comparison with Ci, the signal transmitted
through the attenuator would be large enough initially to drive T2 into
the conducting region.
In the case where the signal E is not large enough to cut off T I , a part
of the cycle involved in the transition will be regenerative. However,
no appreciable extra time is required for the circuit to complete by
regenerative action that part of the cycle which would already be completed if E were large enough to cut off tube T 1.
5-6. Methods of Improving Resolution. A first step in the direction
of decreasing the resolution time of a binary is clearly to reduce all stray
capacitances to a minimum. Beyond this, it is necessary to reduce the
sizes of all the resistors R L, RI and R 2 • The reduction of RL will improve
the rise time of the waveforms at the tube plates and will reduce also the
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recharging time of the commutating capacitor connected between the
plate of the off tube and the clamped grid. The reduction of Rl and R2
will reduce the recharging time of the other commutating capacitor.
The price that must be paid for these improvements in resolution time
is, in the first place, increased dissipation of power in the circuit sin.ce,
because of the smaller resistors, the current drain from the supply voltages
will increase. Second, unless it is possible to increase the tube current
in proportion, as the load resistor is reduced, the plate swing will become
smaller. Hence, not only will the useful output signal be reduced but
the total grid swing will be reduced and it may be difficult to maintain
d-c stability in the binary. When the grid swing is reduced, it may
become necessary to use 5 per cent or perhaps even 1 per cent components.
Let us compare the binary circuits of Fig. 5-8a and b. The binary
in Fig. 5-8a is used in the Berkeley model 705A counter. It has a resolution time of approximately 5 p.sec and is used in an application where it
must respond to evenly spaced pulses which occur at a rate of 100,000 per
second. The binary in Fig. 5-8b is used in the Hewlett-Packard model
524A counter in an application where it must respond to regularly spaced
pulses which occur at a rate of 1 Mc. In both circuits approximate
values of quiescent voltages are given.
Note that in going from Fig. 5-Sa to b there is a substantial reduction in
RL and in the value of the parallel combination Rl and R 2 • The smaller
load resistor also reduces the Miller capacitance at the grid and hence
permits a reduction in the size of the commutating capacitors from 50 to
25 p.p.f. A further factor that speeds up the transition is that in Fig. 5-Sa
the change in the voltage across the commutating capacitor is 90 volts
while in Fig. 5-Sb the change is only 24 volts. On the other hand, the
output swing in the binary of Fig. 5-Sa is 110 volts against 40 volts in
that of Fig. 5-Sb. The total dissipation in the binary of Fig. 5-Sa (exclusive of heater power) is about O.S watt against 1.9 watts in that of Fig.
5-Sb.

At the expense of appreciably increased complexity the resolution time
may be improved further. Figure 5-9 shows the circuit used in the
Hewlett-Packard 524A counter which responds to a 10-Mc signal. The
grid excursion is from grid clamp to - 2 volts, being limited in the negative direction by the 1N34 crystal diode in the grid circuit. Here is an
example of a binary operating with one tube in clamp and the other part
on instead of below cutoff. The grid need never recover from a large
negative voltage, and the d-c stability that would normally be provided
by having one tube below cutoff is provided instead by the crystal diode
clamp. The plate loads are large but the plate swing is again limited
by plate-catching diodes (see Fig. 4-37) to a total excursion of 20 volts.
The advantage of the plate clamping arrangement as against the use of
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small plate resistors is made clear by Fig. 5-10. Suppose that, corresponding to the grid swing allowed, the plate-current change is t:.I. For a small
resistor, the exponential rise of plate voltage due to the shunting capacitance is shown by the solid curve in Fig. 5-10a. The resistor would be
selected to be somewhat larger than necessary to provide the minimum

50p~f

(a)

62K

25ppf

RJ

(b)
FIG. 5-8. (a) A 100-kc binary (10 per cent components); (b) a i-Mc binary (5 per cent
components). The voltage valves indicated are nominal.

plate swing required as an output signal and to ensure that there is
adequate voltage to swing the grids over the required range. Suppose
now that as the tube ages its cathode emission falls. Then, as shown by
the dotted curve in Fig. 5-10a, the plate swing may fall below the minimum acceptable value. In Fig. 5-10b the situation depicted is one in
which the plate resistor is much larger than in a. N ow, if t:.I should
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+70v

+21Ov

+70v

15
ppf L..--+-_-+

15
+-_4----,ppf

41K

-195v
FIG. 5-9. A lO-Mc binary (1 per cent components).
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FIG. 5-10. Rise in plate voltage for a tube (a) with a small plate load resistor, (b) with

a large plate load resistor.
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decrease as indicated by the dotted curve in Fig. 5-10b, the plate
swing will remain unaltered. Also, the time t~ need not be appreciably
longer than i r • To make the rise and fall times at the plate equal,
the clamped region is placed approximately midway between the limits
of the unclamped excursion.
An important point to note is that in the present circuit the commutating capacitors need not charge at the end of a transition through
the plate resistor or coupling resistors. Instead, one of the capacitors will
discharge through the grid-to-cathode resistance and through the crystal
diode connected to the +90-volt source. The other capacitor will charge
through the grid crystal diode and the diode connected to the +70-volt
source. The recovery time will therefore be very small, since the diode
resistances are only of the order of 200 ohms.
Finally, we may note the use of high gm pentodes. The high gm
reduces the regeneration time and also results in a large (unclamped)
plate swing for a small grid-voltage swing. The use of pentodes virtually
eliminates the Miller effect and allows the use of smaller commutating
capacitors. Also, since the plate swing gets progressively smaller as we
go from the circuit of Fig. 5-8a to b to Fig. 5-9, we are not surprised to
find that the first of these circuits uses 10 per cent components, the
second 5 per cent components, and the last 1 per cent components.
5-7. Triggering of the Binary. The triggering signal which is usually
employed to induce a transition from one state to the other is either a
pulse of short duration or the step voltage. This pulse or step may be
introduced in such a manner that will produce either symmetrical or
unsymmetrical triggering. In unsymmetrical triggering the triggering
signal is effective in inducing a transition in only one direction. A second
triggering signal from a separate source must be introduced in a different
manner to achieve the reverse transition. In symmetrical triggering
each successive triggering signal induces a transition independently of
the state in which the binary happens to be. Unsymmetrical triggering,
using two triggering sources, is found frequently where the binary is to
be used as a generator of a gate whose width equals the interval between
triggers. Symmetrical triggering is used in binary counting circuits
(Sec. 11-1). Decade counting circuits (Sec. 11-3) employ a combination
of symmetrical and unsymmetrical triggering. We shall consider in this
present section only the method of triggering unsymmetrically.
A positive step voltage, of sufficient amplitude, applied through a
capacitor to the grid of the off tube of a binary will cause a transition.
Similarly a negative step applied to the grid of the on tube will induce
a transition. It is important to understand that ordinarily the sensitivity
of the binary to the negative step will appreciably exceed the sensitivity
to a positive step. For the sake of being specific, let us consider a binary
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in which the grid base of a tube extends from 0 to -10 volts and in
which, in the stable state, one grid is in clamp while the other grid is
at - 25 volts. Assume also that the nominal gain of a stage from grid to
grid is 10. A negative step of amplitude 1.5 volts applied to the on grid
will bring the off grid to the point of cutoff. A negative step of amplitude
2.5 volts will bring the initially off grid to zero voltage. A step of somewhat smaller amplitude than 2.5 volts will be sufficient to leave the binary
in a situation in which the current in the initially off tube is larger than the
current in the initially on tube, and we may expect the binary to complete
the transition through regenerative action. If the coupling attenuator is
overcompensated, the response at the initially off grid will be larger and
the negative step required to induce a transition will be correspondingly
smaller. N ow consider a positive step applied to the off grid. Since the
tube is 15 volts below cutoff, no response is to be anticipated until the step
voltage exceeds 15 volts in amplitude. The binary will therefore respond
to a smaller negative step voltage than to a positive step.
Suppose that a positive pulse is applied to the grid of the off tube. The
pulse is a combination of a positive step and a delayed negative step.
The result to be anticipated is therefore a combination of the response of
the binary to a positive step applied to the off grid followed by a negative
step applied to the on grid. Because of the greater sensitivity to the
negative step, a positive pulse applied to the grid of the off tube will flip
the binary at the leading edge of the input pulse and flip it right back
again at the trailing edge of the input pulse.
Next consider a negative pulse applied to the on grid. Since the
binary responds to a smaller negative step than positive step, we may
adjust the pulse amplitude to prevent the binary from making a reverse
transition on the trailing edge of the pulse. For the binary described
above, the negative pulse amplitude may lie in the range roughly from
somewhat less than 2.5 volts to somewhat less than 15 volts. The binary
is more sensitive to a negative step applied to the on grid than to a positive
step applied to the off grid. Therefore, to achieve a transition without a
reversal, the negative step must precede the positive step.
It is possible to arrange a permanent binary transition through the
use of a positive pulse, provided that the positive pulse is applied to
the grid of the on tube. The leading edge of the positive pulse, applied
to the on grid through a capacitor, will raise the voltage of the grid and
additional grid current will flow, charging the input capacitor. This
capacitor will charge rapidly through the low grid-to-cathode resistance
and the voltage at the grid side of the input capacitor will decay rapidly
back to zero. So far, then, all that has happened is that the conducting
tube has been driven temporarily to conduct more current than in the
quiescent state. N ow, however, at the occurrence of the negative-going
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trailing edge of the input pulse the grid will be driven negative by an
amount equal to the amplitude of the pulse. And since the binary is
very sensitive to a negative step applied to the on grid, a transition may
result. As a matter of fact if we consider as above that the grid-to-grid
gain is 10 and that the grid of the nonconducting tube is 15 volts below
cutoff, a positive pulse of somewhat more than 1.5 volt amplitude wili
suffice. It is to be noted particularly, however, that the transition, when
it does occur, occurs at the trailing edge of the triggering pulse.
Up to the present we have neglected, for simplicity, the finite impedance to be seen looking into the grid to which the triggering signal is applied,
and we have assumed that the triggering pulses had arbitrarily steep
leading and trailing edges. Let us consider qualitatively how these two
factors affect the conclusions arrived at above with respect to triggering.
In the first place, the capacitive input impedance may well be comparable
to the capacitance of the trigger input capacitor whose value typically
may be of the order of 50 J.LJ.Lf. In this case the two capacitors will form
a voltage divider, and if a signal of particular amplitude is required at the
grid to cause triggering, the input signal may have to be appreciably
larger. Next consider the case in which a positive pulse is applied to
the grid of the on tube. We saw that if the pulse has a sharp leading and
trailing edge a transition will result. But suppose that instead the pulse
has the form shown in Fig. 5-11.
The
sharp leading edge will charge
Trigger
input
the input capacitor by drawing grid
voltage
current. If the pulse now falls
slowly and the voltage drop across
the input capacitor can decrease at
FIG. 5-11. A binary triggering waveform.
about the same rate as the pulse
falls, the grid-to-cathode voltage will never become negative and no transition will take place. Similarly, if a pulse form as in Fig. 5-11 is applied
to turn on the initially off tube in a binary, it may be that the slow falling
portion of the pulse will not reverse the transition. Quite generally, as a
matter of fact, since the input capacitor transmits preferentially fast waveforms, a slow portion of a waveform may not affect the binary.
The application of a triggering signal directly to a grid through a
capacitor has two important disadvantages. First, the presence at the
grid of the additional trigger input capacitor will slow down the transition between states. Second, the circuit may respond at the termination
of a positive pulse applied to the on grid. Both these disadvantages may
be eliminated if the input trigger is applied not directly through a capacitor but instead through a series combination of a capacitor and a large
resistor. Or, equivalently, the trigger source may be a source of high
resistive output impedance. Typically, the series resistor may be of the
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order of several hundred kilohms while the capacitor may again be of the
order of 50 fJ.fJ.f. Of course, under these circumstances, because of the
finite impedance seen looking into the grid, the trigger-source voltage will
have to be appreciably larger than is required when the signal is applied
directly through the capacitor. This larger signal is required not only
because of the attenuation of the signal but also because the capacitance
at the grid will cause the trigger signal at the grid to rise more slowly.
The series resistor will have no material effect on the response of the
binary to a positive pulse applied to the off grid or a negative pulse
applied to the on grid. But suppose a positive pulse is applied to the on
grid. The input capacitor will now charge with a time constant equal,
say, to 50 fJ.fJ.f X 200 K = 10 fJ.sec. If the input pulse has a duration of
only several microseconds, the input capacitor may not have charged
appreciably and it is probable that no transition will take place at the
trailing edge of the pulse.
The triggering signal may be applied at the plate of one of the tubes
of the binary rather than at the grid, again preferably through a resistor
and capacitor. Any signal so applied will immediately appear at the grid
of the other tube, being transmitted directly through the commutating
capacitor. The presence of the series resistor will serve to accentuate
even further the sensitivity of the binary to a negative pulse. This extra
sensitivity results because the positive step would have to be introduced
at a point where the signal looks directly or through a coupling capacitor
at the plate of a tube which is conducting. For example, in Fig. 5-7
a positive step must be applied at PI in an attempt to bring G 2 out of
cutoff. At the plate PI, however, the impedance presented to the triggering signal is low. A negative signal would be introduced, on the other
hand, at the plate of a cutoff tube (P 2 in Fig. 5-7).
The discussion in this section may be summarized as follows: The most
reliable method for triggering a binary unsymmetrically is to apply a negative
pulse from a high-impedance source to the plate of the nonconducting tube.
In the next section the advantages of introducing the triggering pulse
through an auxiliary diode (or triode) are discussed.
5-8. Unsymmetrical Triggering Through a Triggering Tube. A very
effective and reliable triggering method is shown in Fig. 5-12. The trig.,
gering tube T3 has a sufficient negative bias so that the tube will be in the
region beyond cutoff even when TI is not conducting so that the plate
voltage of T3 is high. Independently of which state the binary is in, a
negative pulse or step applied to the grid of T3 will have no effect. If,
however, the binary is in the state in which Tl is not conducting, a positive input pulse will drop the plate voltage at PI and a transition will
occur. The situation is essentially the same as obtains when a negative
pulse is applied at PI except that the resistor RL will serve also as a plate
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resistor for Ts. Hence Ts will provide gain, and the input trigger may be
correspondingly reduced in amplitude. It will usually not be necessary
to couple together the plates of Ts and T 1 • Depending on how large a
current flows through T s, it may be possible to connect the plate of Ts
to a point on RL closer to the supply voltage, as indicated by the dotted
alternative connection. The extent to which the triggering tube interferes with the fast action of the binary, because of the additional capacitance at the plate, will become progressively smaller as the tap point
moves closer to the supply voltage.
If the binary is in the state in which Tl is conducting, a positive input
trigger will only drop further the plate P 1 and drive the grid G2 further
into cutoff.

In~t-c-t-----1t
trigger

-t
-Ecc

-Ecc

FIG. 5-12. The use of a triode to trigger a binary.

Recalling the discussion of Sec. 5-7, we note that, when a triggering
pulse is impressed directly, the possibility exists that the binary will
respond to either negative or positive pulses and that, when positive pulses
are applied, the binary may respond independently of the state in which
the binary is initially situated. In the present case we find that the
binary will respond only to a positive pulse and only when the binary
is in a particular state. This last feature is a result of the unilateral
action of the triggering tube and, where the gain of the triggering tube is
not required, may be achieved through the use of a diode (thermionic or
crystal). Diode triggering is shown in Fig. 5-13a. When Tl is conducting, the plate of the diode is negative with respect to the cathode and
the diode will not transmit a triggering signal. When T 1 is oi!, the diode
drop is zero. The diode will still fail to transmit a positive-going trigger
but will transmit a negative step or pulse to the grid of T 2 • Observe
that here, as in the case also of the triggering triode, the signal to which
the binary responds is the signal which effectively applies a negative
signal to the on grid, to which signal the binary is most sensitive. The
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time constant RC of the input circuit is not critical, but should be small
enough so that any charge which accumulates on C during the time Ta
conducts shall have time to decay during the interval between pulses.
An alternative diode triggering arrangement is shown in Fig. 5-13b.
Here the negative signal is applied through T3 directly to the grid of
the on tube T l • The resistor R is returned to ground (corresponding to
the grid voltage at clamp) rather than to the supply voltage.

~

Trigger
input

~I---""-....y
Trigger
input

(b)
FIG. 5-13. (a) Trigger injected at plate through a diode.

(b) Trigger injected at grid

through diode.

6-9. Symmetrical Triggering. 3 Symmetrical triggering may be accomplished with any of the circuits of Fig. 5-14. For example, in Fig. 5-14a
neither diode will conduct unless the input signal is negative. A negative input signal will be transmitted only to the clamped grid. The
diodes serve exactly the same function as described in Sec. 5-8 in connection with Fig. 5-13a. The only difference is that, since there are two
diodes, the binary will transfer at each successive negative input pulse.
The circuit will also respond to either a negative pulse or step but will not
respond to a positive pulse or step. We shall see in Chap. 11 the very
important application which is made of the fact that it is possible to
trigger a binary with a signal applied symmetrically and to have the
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binary respond for only one polarity of triggering signal. It turns out
to be possible to accomplish this same end without the aid of auxiliary
unila teral devices, and we shall examine now the mechanism by which
this result is accomplished.
Consider the binary circuit of Fig. 5-15. This circuit differs from
the binary circuits previously encountered only in that an additional
resistor has been included directly in series with the supply voltage. Of

o---1t-C_~

o-.-it-C-t-~

Negative
trigger

Negative
trigger

1

l
(a)

(b)

o-JI-C_-+
Positive
trigger

J(c)
FIG. 5-14. (a) Symmetrical triggering at binary plates through diodes (analogous to
the unsymmetrical triggering method of Fig. 5-13a). (b) Symmetrical triggering at
binary grids through diodes (analogous to Fig. 5-13b). (c) Symmetrical triggering
using triode triggering tubes (analogous to Fig. 5-12).

course, to allow for the drop in this resistor a higher supply voltage is
required. Note, however, that the effective supply voltage (the drop
between point A and ground) is nominally the same for the two states
of the binary so that the presence of this extra resistor does not materially
complicate the calculation of the stable states.
The voltage levels of the plates and grids and the voltage across the
commutating capacitor corresponding to a stable state are given in the
figure. For simplicity, we have taken Rl = R2 = R. We have also
assumed that the coupling resistors are large enough so that their loading
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effect at the tube plates is negligible. The response of the circuit depends
importantly on the presence of the commutating capacitors. To see
this effect without extensive complication, let us neglect all other capacitances which may be present.
N ow let us apply a negative input step of amplitude 90 volts and
assume that the input step has
+250v
dropped so rapidly that the commutating capacitors have not been
R' 20K
able to discharge appreciably. If
C'
we now further assume that, as a
~~-------A~150v
~.
-1
consequence of the applied step, N egatlve
step
both binary tubes are cut off, the
input
5963
voltages at the various electrodes
Tube
ma~
are easily computed. Since neither
tube is conducting, the plate voltages are equal and are equal also to
the voltage at point A. This voltage is 60 volts, being 150 volts
minus the 90-volt input step. The
voltage at G2 is equal to the voltage
at PI minus the drop across the
commutating capacitor connected
between PI and G 2 • Hence G2 is
at -15 volts. Similarly, the voltage at GI is -90 volts. Since these
grid voltages are well below the FIG. 5-15. A symmetrical triggering arcutoff voltage of -12 volts, we have rangement which does not employ auxiliary triggering diodes or triodes.
verified the assumption that both
tubes have been cut off by the input step.
The negative step applied at A will now start to decay and the voltage
'.' at A will start to rise exponentially toward the supply voltage. So
long as the tubes remain cut off, the plates, both of which start at 60 volts,
will rise together. If we assume also that the commutating capacitors
continue to hold their charge, then both grids will also rise at the same
rate. Since G2 starts at -15 volts while G1 starts at - 90 volts, it is
clear that G2 will reach the cutoff level first. Hence when point A
returns to its quiescent level, we shall find that T2 is conducting while
TI is cut off; i.e., a transition has taken place. After the transition has
been completed, the commutating capacitors will interchange voltages in
the manner described in Sec. 5-5 in connection with the recovery time of
the binary.
Suppose that the commutating capacitors were absent. The predominant capacitance present would then be the effective capacitance

-%-5
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present at the tube grids. When the plates drop to 60 volts in response
to the applied step, the grids will decay toward their quiescent value,
which in this case is -20 volts for both grids. The grid G2 therefore
starts to rise from - 25 to - 20 volts, while GI starts to change exponentially from 0 to -20 volts. Since the cutoff voltage is -12 volts,
tube T2 remains off. Tube TI may go off for a short interval of time
(if its grid falls below -12 volts), but as the input step decays and both
the plates and grids start to rise, tube TI will again conduct. The result
is that no transition can take place if the commutating capacitors are removed
from the circuit.
An important point to note in connection with the circuit of Fig. 5-15
is that it is appreciably more sensitive to a negative step than to a positive
step. To see in a general way how this sensitivity arises, consider that
the input negative step is only 1 volt in amplitude. The plate P 2 will
drop to 149 volts and the grid GI will drop to -1 volt. The principal
change at PI will be due to the grid-voltage change and the plate PI will
jump (as determined from the tube characteristics) to about 62 volts.
The grid G 2 will then jump to -13 volts, which is just about the cutoff
voltage of T 2. If, therefore, the step input were slightly larger, tube T2
would start to conduct, dropping P 2 and GI even further and in turn
raising PI and G 2 • Of course, since we have neglected the other capacitances associated with the circuit, we may not conclude that a I-volt
signal is adequate to ensure a transition. This discussion is useful only
for the purpose of comparing the effect of the step polarity. For next
consider that the step is positive. The positive step transmitted to P 2
and from P 2 to GI will only serve to drive GI further into the positive
grid region. The positive step which is transmitted to PI, and from PI
to G 2 , is first of all attenuated owing to the fact that TI is conducting.
The plate resistance of the tube is about 7 K so that the step at point A
appears at PI and G 2 attenuated by the factor 7/27
0.26. One may
now estimate that, even if it is assumed that GI does not go appreciably
positive a 50-volt step, roughly, will be required to bring T2 up to the
cutoff voltage.
Two additional triggering schemes similar in principle of operation are
shown in Fig. 5-16a and b. It may be found that to ensure reliable
triggering the commutating capacitors may have to be made larger than
is consistent with a short recovery time. Hence the methods of Figs.
5-15 and 5-16 are normally not employed where resolution times are
required which are shorter than about 10 JLsec. Where shorter resolution
times are important, the schemes of Fig. 5-14, using auxiliary unilateral
devices, are more common.
5-10. The Cathode-coupled Binary. 4 A cathode-coupled binary circuit (also known as the Schmitt circuit after its inventor) is shown in
I'.J

~
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Fig. 5-17. This binary differs from the binary considered previously in
that one plate-to-grid coupling attenuator has been replaced by a coupling
connection through an unbypassed common cathode resistor R k • We will
be able to appreciate the usefulness of this circuit by considering its
response as the voltage e is varied.
Consider that in Fig. 5-17, e = O. Then we shall be able shortly to
verify that TI will be cut off and, neglecting the loading effect of the
coupling attenuator, PI will be at
250 volts. Let the attenuator ratio
a [== R2/(RI
R 2)] be selected so
that the grid-to-cathode voltage of
T2 is -1 volt. It may then be verified from the tube characteristics

+

(a)

(b)
FIG. 5-16. Alternative symmetrical triggering arrangements which do not require the
use of auxiliary diodes or triodes.

FIG. 5-17. The cathode-coupled binary.

that i2 = 6.2 rna so that the cathode voltage = 6.2 X 15 = 93 volts
and TI is indeed cut off. The voltage at G 2 is 93 - 1 = 92 volts and
a = 9%50 = 0.37. Now as the voltage e is increased, the circuit will
not respond until TI comes out of cutoff. Note that the plate-tocathode drop of TI is 250 - 93 = 157 volts, for which voltage cutoff
occurs at a bias of - 6 volts. Hence, when e = - 6 + 93 = 87 volts,
TI starts to conduct. At this moment PI will drop and G2 will drop.
The signal at G 2 is transferred to TI through the cathode circuit and
reappears at PI with the same polarity as at G 2 • The signal at PI is now
transferred again to G2 and if the loop gain exceeds unity a regenerative
action will take place driving T2 to cutoff.
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Assuming then that T2 is cut off and e = 87 volts, we find i 1 = 5.9 rna
70.7
(see Sec. 1-7). The voltage at G2 is (250 - 5.9 X 10) X 0.37
volts, while the cathode voltage is 5.9 X 15 = 88.5. The grid-to-cathode
voltage of T2 is 70.7 - 88.5 = -17.8 volts, which verifies that T2 is
cut off.
So long as Rk is large enough so that the voltage drop across Rk is
large in comparison with the grid base of the tube, the results above may
be stated approximately in the following manner. Initially G2 is at Ebba
and the cathode is approximately at the same voltage. A transition will
take place when e rises approximately to Ebba (provided that T2 is not in
clamp). When Tl conducts, its current i 1 will be nominally the same as
i2 and the cathode voltage will change only slightly.
The output signal is customarily taken from P2 and consists of a
negative step of amplitude i2RL (= 62 volts in Fig. 5-17). Observe that
the resistor RL in the plate circuit of T2 is not actually required for the
operation of the circuit. This resistor may then be adjusted over a wide
range to adjust the output signal amplitude. Furthermore, capacitive
loading at P 2 will not slow the regenerative action, although such capacitance will slow the waveform at P 2 •
If an output pulse instead of a step is desired, the plate load resistor
of the right-hand tube may be replaced by an inductor or by a transformer (see Sec. 2-6).
The grid G1 is free to receive the triggering signal and the impedance
of the triggering signal source will have no influence on the operation
of the circuit. After the circuit has been triggered, further increase of e
has no influence on the voltage at P 2 •
It will now be shown that this circuit exhibits hysteresis or baclclash.
In other words, the value of voltage at which triggering occurs depends
upon whether e is increasing or decreasing. Let us call the value for
increasing e (Tl going from off to on) E+ and the decreasing value (Tl
going from on to off) E-. The value of e (= 87 volts) calculated in the
above illustration is E+. If e has increased above E+ and then decreased
again to slightly below E+, the circuit will not flip back. The reason for
this hysteresis is that, whereas the cathode voltage is approximately its
previous value, the grid-to-ground voltage of T2 is much lower than its
previous value, and T2 stays cut off. In order to bring T2 into conduction, e must be decreased further. This decreases i 1 and the cathode
voltage ek and increases the grid-to-ground voltage at G2 • Finally, the
grid-to-cathode voltage of T2 exceeds the cutoff voltage Eco2 corresponding to plate voltage Ebb - ek. To find E-, we first find the current II
in Tl just at cutin of T2 from the equation (Ebb - I1RL)a - IIRk = E co2 ,
from which we find
r-..J

(5-6)
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In Eq. (5-6) Eco2 is not known because it is the cutoff voltage corresponding to a plate voltage Ebb - I1Rk and II is unknown. However,
as a first approximation Eco2 may be set equal to some value between
zero and the cutoff voltage corresponding to Ebb. Using this assumed
value of E co2 , Eq. (5-6) gives the first approximation to II, say To.
Then Eco2 corresponding to Ebb - IoRk is found from the plate characteristics. This value of Eco2 is then used to find the new value of II' This
process converges very rapidly. Knowing II (corresponding to E-), it
is a simple matter to find E-. A load line corresponding to Ebb and a
resistance R L
Rk is drawn and II is located on this load line. The
corresponding grid-to-cathode voltage Eci is read, and then

+

(5-7)

If e falls below E-, T 2 starts to conduct and the circuit flips back
to its original state with T2 on. If e continues to decrease, Tl remains
cut off and the output remains constant.
If the above calculations are carried out for the numerical values
given in Fig. 5-17, the results are II = 5.27 rna, Eci = -1.6 volts, and
E- = 77 volts. The hysteresis voltage Ell is defined as the difference
between E+ and E-:
(5-8)
For the circuit under consideration, Eh = 87 - 77 = 10 volts.
In the illustrative circuit described above, the quiescent conditions
were adjusted so that, when Tl is cut off, T2 is within its normal grid base
rather than in clamp. If instead T2 had been in clamp, the regeneration
would start not when G1 passes cutoff but rather when G2 comes out of
clamp sufficiently so that the loop gain equals unity. Because of the
presence of the commutating capacitor Gl , the regeneration point will
then be a function of the speed of the input waveform since the response
at G2 to a fast waveform will be greater than for a slow waveform. When
it is required that the triggering level E+ be more independent of input
waveshape, it is therefore necessary to adjust circuit parameters so that
G 2 is initially within its grid base. Now, however, since the d-c stability
of clamping is no longer available, it may be required that Rl and R2
be stable wire-wound resistors.
A large cathode resistor introduces into the circuit a number of worthwhile features of stability. To achieve this high effective cathode
resistance without a correspondingly large cathode voltage, it is common
to use in the cathode a constant-current device such as a pentode or the
plate impedance of a triode with a moderately large resistor in the cathode
of the triode (see Sec. 1-10). As we shall see (Sec. 15-13), the constantcurrent source minimizes the effect of heater-voltage variation on the
effective cutoff voltages of the tubes. Second, it keeps constant the
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drop I IRL independently of variations of tube T I . Both these features
serve to stabilize the triggering voltages E+ and E-.
From the above description of the action of the circuit, it is clear
that one application is as a squaring circuit. This means that the output
will be a square wave independently of the shape of the input voltage
waveform. The duration of the positive portion of the square wave
corresponds to the interval between the time when the input voltage
exceeds E+ and the time when e decreases to E-. This application is
illustrated in Fig. 5-18. Note that the output amplitude is independent
of input amplitude and that the output, waveform may have much
faster leading and trailing edges than the input waveform. The circuit
is also used as a regenerative amplitude comparison circuit (see Sec. 15-10).
Input e

0
Output
at P2
eo

t

I
I
Ebb

I

ti2RL

O~----------------------------------t~

FIG. 5-18. Response of the cathode-coupled binary to an arbitrary input signal.

Thus the circuit responds only to signals whose amplitude exceeds a
definite value E+. In another application the circuit is triggered between
its two stable states by alternate positive and negative pulses. Thus,
if the grid of T 1 is biased to a voltage E' between E- and E+ and a positive pulse (whose amplitude is larger than E+ - E') is RC coupled to
GI , then T 1 will conduct and T 2 will be driven to cutoff. If now a negative pulse is applied (whose amplitude is in excess of E' - E-), the
circuit will flip back to the state where Tl is off and T2 is conducting.
This behavior is the same as that of a plate-coupled multi with alternate
positive and negative pulses applied to one grid. However, for the
cathode-coupled multi the possible triggering difficulties discussed earlier
are not encountered because the pulses are applied to the first grid
which is not connected to any other point in the circuit.
6-11. Hysteresis in the Cathode-coupled Binary. In order to study
the hysteresis effect in more detail, let us examine the circuit from the
point of view of a feedback amplifier. Figure 5-19 shows a Schmitt
circuit in which the quantity a [= R2/(R I + R 2)] is adjustable. The
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resistor R2 is returned to an adjustable voltage source so that the initial
voltage at G 2 may be kept constant as the ratio a is varied.
Let us consider that the attenuation a has been adjusted so that the
loop gain is less than unity. In this case a plot of output voltage eo as a
function of input voltage e would have the appearance of curve 1 in Fig.
5-20a. The voltage e = El corresponds to cutoff in Tl of Fig. 5-19.
For e < E 1, eo = Ebb - IoRL, where lois the current furnished by' the
constant-current source in the cathode. For e > E l , the output increases

.....------0+

e

(to adjustable
voltage)

-E cc

FIG. 5-19. A cathode-coupled binary with adjustable attenuator and a constant-current cathode load.

with E until tube T2 cuts off at e = E 2• At this point eo = Ebb. In the
region between El and E2 both tubes operate as amplifiers and the output
follows the input approximately linearly, the nonlinearity being most
pronounced in the neighborhood of El and E 2, where either Tl or T2 is
near cutoff. The slope of the curve between El and E2 is fleo/ fle = A,
the forward gain of the amplifier. If we assume a constant-current
source in the cathode and if we continue to neglect the loading effect
of the coupling attenuator, we find (from an analysis similar to that
given in Sec. 1-10) that
A = fle o =
fle

2(RL

p,RL

+ r p)

- ap,R L

(5 9)
-

If now the quantity a is increased, the gain of the amplifier will increase
and correspondingly the slope in Fig. 5-20a will increase and the voltage
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E2 will move closer to the voltage E 1 • Finally, the denominator in
Eq. (5-6) will become zero, the gain will become infinite, and the response
of the amplifier will have the appearance of curve 2 in Fig. 5-20a. The
gain becomes infinite when a = (2/JL)((R L + rp)/Rd. This result is consistent with the fact that, as may
be verified, the loop gain of the
- - - - - - ,-------:,....1- amplifier is
1
1

(1)

Loo~ gain<l
I

1

I
I

I
I
I

(a)

e

(b)

FIG. 5-20. Response of Schmitt circuit (a)
for loop gain ~ 1, (b) for loop gain > 1.

A (loop)

JL

RLa

- 2" RL

+ rp

(5-10)

Hence the forward gain A = !leo/!le
is infinite when the loop gain of the
amplifier A (loop) = 1.
If a is increased to the point
where the loop gain exceeds unity,
then Eq. (5-9) indicates a negative
gain and slope. This fact, together
with our previous discussion in connection with hysteresis, indicates
that, if a plot should now be made
showing for each value of e the
corresponding value of eo which is
consistent with the tube characteristics and Kirchhoff's law, the resuIt would be as shown in Fig.
5-20b. The voltages E+ and E-

are indicated. For a value e = E', where E- < E' < E+, there are
three possible consistent (hence equilibrium) values of eo. Of these,
two, x and z, are points of stable equilibrium, while one, y, is a point of
unstable equilibrium. Hence, point y cannot be attained experimentally
and the circuit will be in one or the other stable state, depending on the
direction of approach. For example, if e is increased uniformly from
zero, the output will remain at the lower value until e = E+. For
e > E+, the only consistent output is eo = Ebb; hence at e = E+ a transition must take place. The path which the circuit takes in making the
transition is determined largely by the capacitances present in the circuit
and is not related to that part of the curve joining the two states in
Fig.5-20b.
The response indicated in Fig. 5-20a, curve 2, is often particularly
advantageous. It indicates an abrupt transition between states whenever
e passes a fixed reference voltage independently of the direction of
approach. It is achieved by adjusting the loop gain of the amplifier to
unity.
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For the circuit of Fig. 5-17 there are several methods of eliminating
hysteresis. For example, a resistor Rk2 may be inserted into the cathode
of T 2, as shown in Fig. 5-21. The value of II required to bring T2 just
out of cutoff is unaffected by Rk2 since there will be zero voltage drop
across this resistor if T2 is nonconducting. Hence, E- = 77 volts, the
value calculated for Rk2 = o. For zero hysteresis, E+ must equal this
same value. Hence, Rk2 may be found by analyzing the circuit of Fig.
5-21 subject to the condition that
e = E+ = 77 volts with Tl at cutoff.
However, such a calculation is only
approximate because we have made
the assumption that regeneration
takes place when either one or the
other tube just comes out of cutoff.
Actually the circuit is triggered when
the off tube is brought into conduction sufficiently so that the loop gain
equals unity. Since Rk2 introduces
degeneration into the circuit, then
the larger the value of R k2 , the
greater must be the current in the
tube being brought out of cutoff
before the loop gain reaches unity. FIG. 5-21. Hysteresis may be reduced to
As the current in one tube increases, zero by adjusting Rk2 so that the loop
the current in the second decreases gain is unity.
and hence the gm of the first tube is increasing while that of the other is
decreasing. When Rk2 is large enough to reduce the hysteresis to zero,
both tubes are conducting heavily and the gain is unity at the same input
voltage whether this voltage is increasing or decreasing.
From the above discussion we can conclude that the grid voltage of
T2 must be increased over the cutoff value before hysteresis is eliminated.
This condition requires an increase in the plate voltage of Tl and a corresponding decrease in the grid voltage of T 1 • Hence, the input voltage E
for zero hysteresis will be somewhat smaller than E- = 77 volts. Experimentally a value of E = 75.5 volts was found. The calculation of Rk2
suggested above leads to a value which is about 20 per cent smaller than
the value found experimentally.
A second method of eliminating hysteresis is to add a resistor Rkl in
series with the cathode of T 1• By reasoning in a manner similar to
that given above we can conclude that as a first approximation E+ is
unchanged and hence remains at the value of 87 volts found in Sec. 5-10.
An approximate value for Rkl can be found by analyzing the circuit
subject to the requirement that E- also equal 87 volts. As already
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emphasized, the correct value of Rkl will occur when both tubes are
conducting current and the loop gain is unity. The corresponding input
voltage will be somewhat larger than 87 volts; experimentally a value of
88.5 volts was found.
If Rkl or Rk2 is made larger than the value required to give zero hysteresis, then the loop gain will be less than unity and the circuit will not
flip from one state to the other. Usually, Rkl or Rk2 is chosen so that a
small amount of backlash remains in order to ensure that the loop gain
will remain greater than unity even if the circuit drifts somewhat (due
to supply voltage changes, tube aging, etc.). Also, Rkl or Rk2 is usually
bypassed with a small capacitor. During the transition interval this
capacitor reduces the degeneration caused by these resistors and hence a
faster output pulse or step is delivered. The size of this capacitor will
affect somewhat the value of Rkl (or R k2 ) at which zero hysteresis is
obtained.
If a value of Rkl (or R k2 ) is used which is larger than required for zero
hysteresis but the resistor is bypassed so that the a-c loop gain exceeds
unity, then it is possible to trigger the circuit from one state to the next.
Under these circumstances E- > E+ and hence negative hysteresis
(Eh < 0) exists. This condition is unstable and the circuit.will perform
relaxation oscillations if the input voltage moves slowly between E+ and
E-. Hence, here is another reason why the resistor Rkl (or R k2 ) is
so chosen as to make Eh slightly positive.
5-12. Cathode Interface Resistance in the Binary. Cathode interface
resistance (see Sec. 3-18) which develops to some extent in tubes when
used as amplifiers may be very much more serious in a tube used in a
binary. The reason for this situation is that the flow of cathode current
inhibits the formation of interface resistance; but in a binary one tube is
normally at cutoff. Under cutoff conditions the inhibiting effect of tube
current is not present and the interface resistance may become very large.
When a tube has been operated with a heated cathode, but at cutoff, for
many hundreds of hours, the interface resistance may become large
enough, when the tube is finally turned on, to reduce the quiescent current
by as much as a factor of 2. Hence when a binary has remained in one
state for a long interval of time, it may well be impossible to induce a
permanent transition. The problem of interface resistance is particularly serious in large-scale digital computers in which a binary may well
find itself in one state for a long period.
There have been developed in recent years a series of dual triode
vacuum tubes, the cathodes of which have been carefully treated to
remove all impurities, such as silicon, which give rise to interface resistance. These tubes have been designed specifically for computer service.
Notable among these are the types 5963, 5965, and 5844. The 5963 in
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other respects is not unlike the 12AU7. The types 5965 and 5844
incorporate other improvements such as better balance of cutoff in the
two sections and a high zero-bias plate current to permit the use of small
plate load resistors.
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CHAPTER

6

MONOSTABLE AND ASTABLE MULTIVIBRATORS

The binary circuit, it will be recalled, has two stable states in either
one of which it may remain permanently. The monostable multivibrator (multi) has instead only one permanently stable state and one
quasi-stable state. In the monostable multi, a triggering signal is
required to induce a transition from the stable state to the quasi-stable
state. The multi may remain in its quasi-stable state for a time which
is very long in comparison with the time of transition between states.
Eventually, however, the multi will return from the quasi-stable state
to its stable state, no external signal being required to induce this reverse
transition. *
The astable multi has two states, both of which are quasi-stable.
Without the aid of an external triggering signal the astable multi will
make successive transitions from one quasi-stable state to the other.
Both these multis find extensive application in pulse circuitry. The
basic application of the monostable multi results from the fact that
it may be used to establish a fixed time interval, the beginning and end
of which are marked by an abrupt discontinuity in a voltage waveform.
The astable multi is an oscillator and is used as a generator of "square
waves" and, since it requires no triggering signal, is itself often a basic
source of fast waveforms.
6-1. The Plate-coupled Monostable Multi-The Stable State. The
circuit of a plate-coupled monostable multi is shown in Fig. 6-1. As in
the binary circuit, so also here, the plate P 2 is coupled to the grid G1
through a resistance attenuator in which C1 is a small commutating
capacitor. The d-c coupling of the binary from PI to G2 is here replaced
by a-c coupling. The capacitor C is the coupling capacitor, while R is
the grid-leak resistor. While the grid resistor R is shown to be returned

* Since after an input trigger "flips" the circuit over, it "flops" back by itself
after a time T, it is known as a one-shot, a single-cycle, a single-step multi or a univibrator. Since it generates a rectangular waveform and hence can be used to gate
other circuits, it is also called a gating multi. Furthermore, since the output can
be differentiated to give a pulse at a predetermined time T after the input trigger,
it is also called a delay multi. These names are very suggestive of the uses to which
the circuit can be put.
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to the plate-supply voltage, this feature of the circuit is not essential.
The resistor R may be returned to any voltage in the range from zero
(ground) to Ebb. We shall, however, at another point, discuss the advantage of returning R to the plate-supply voltage.
If the negative supply voltage -Ecc and the coupling resistors Rl and
R2 are adjusted so that Tl is below cutoff, the multi will find itself in its
(permanently) stable state with Tl cut off and T2 in clamp.

+1-- J>l--eb1

-1____ L
eel

-E cc =(-210 v)
FIG. 6-1. The plate-coupled monostable multivibrator.

The values of the components
given in parentheses refer to the illustrative problem of Sec. 6-3.

We shall defer for discussion at a later point (Sec. 6-11) the situation
which results when Tl is not cut off. In the stable state the current in
Tl is zero and that in T2 is 1 2, corresponding to a clamped grid. The
plate PI is at Ebb and the plate P 2 (neglecting the loading effect of the
attenuator) is at Ebb - 12RL = E b2 . The grid G2 is at zero (approximately) while the grid-to-ground voltage of Tl is
(6-1)

in which a = Rd (RI + R2)'
6-2. The Quasi-stable State. The multi may be induced to make a
transition out of its stable state by an application of a positive trigger at
Gl or P 2 or by the application of a negative trigger at G2 or PI- As with
the binary, diode or triode triggering may be used to advantage. It is to
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be emphasized that the triggering is unsymmetrical, being applied to one
tube only and not to both tubes simultaneously.
Consider that a single negative trigger is applied to G 2 and that a
cegenerative action takes place driving T2 completely below cutoff. The
voltage at P 2 is now Ebb and eel is given by
(6-2)
If EN, as computed from Eq. (6-2), is greater than zero, then Tl is in
clamp and EN is nominally zero. It is not necessary, however, that Tl

_________I
(a)

~
l~~~~~~~ __ ~~eRL

RO (~ 1=;+___
:'

G,

Ebb

+

-

(b)

FIG. 6-2. (a) Simplified circuit for computing the voltage at G 2 during the quasi-stable
state; (b) equivalent circuit. The capacitor voltage and the voltage ec 2 are given for

the instant immediately after the transition.

be in clamp. The tube may be either in clamp or within its grid base.
In any event a current II now flows in Tl and the voltage at PI drops
abruptly by an amount I1R L • The voltage at G 2 drops abruptly by this
same amount because the voltage across C cannot change instantaneously.
The multi is now in its quasi-stable state. The tube voltages are as follows: eb2 = Ebb, ebl = Ebb - IlR L , eel = EN is zero, or as given by Eq.
(6-2), and ec 2 = -IlR L •
The multi will remain in this quasi-stable state for only a finite time,
since the only d-c connection to G2 is through R to Ebb. Eventually,
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therefore, G2 will rise in voltage, and when G2 passes the cutoff voltage of
T 2, a regenerative action will take place turning Tl off and eventually
returning the multi to its initial stable state. We look now into the
matter of determining the time duration of the quasi-stable state.
During the quasi-stable state T2 is off and the voltage changes at G2
may then be computed from the circuit of Fig. 6-2a in which again ecl
is zero or as given by Eq. (6-2). A circuit equivalent to that in Fig. 6-2a
is given in Fig. 6-2b in which the tube Tl has been replaced by a Thevenin equivalent. The voltage Ebl is the quiescent plate voltage

Ebl

=

Ebb - IlRL

and Ro is the output impedance, being given by the parallel combination
of RL and the dynamic plate resistance of the tube rp. The voltage
variation at G2 during the quasiEbb
stable state is shown in Fig. 6-3.
- ---- - - - - - -/--,,~:;:::.
The transition from stable to quasi- ee2
stable state occurs at t = 0. For
/ '"
/
t < 0, ec 2 = 0, while at t = 0+,
/
/
I
ec 2 = - I lR L • The voltage will
I
I
rise exponentially toward Ebb with
1=0
T,'
I I
a time constant T = (R + Ro)O.
0
I I
II
This exponential rise will actually
- " - - - - - - -800 .
continue, however, only until ec 2
rises to the cutoff voltage E co , at
which time a reverse transition will
occur. Since ordinarily R» R o,
we shall make little error if we consider that T = RO.
FIG. 6-3. Voltage variation of G2 during
It will be recalled (Sec. 2-4) that the quasi-stable state.
when the voltage e at a point in a
circuit changes as the result of the charging of a capacitor through a
resistor, then the voltage may be expressed as a function of the time by
(6-3)
Here Ei is the value of e at t = 0, while E, is the final voltage value, that
is, the value being asymptotically approached bye. Applying Eq. (6-3)
in the present case gives
(6-4)

The quasi-stable state will terminate when ec2 = Eco or after a time T
given by
(6-5)
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The time T may be varied either through the time constant RC or by
varying 11. The current 11 is controlled by eel, which may be varied by
means of E cc.
The duration T of a monostable multi is ordinarily not particularly
stable, depending as it does on the tube characteristics through 11 and
Eco. The stability is somewhat better if R is returned to a high voltage
such as Ebb rather than to ground. The reason for this feature is to be
seen in Fig. 6-4. Curve 1 corresponds to returning R to Ebb, while curve 2
corresponds to R returned to ground. The RC time constants have been
1f To Ebb

I

I

11"""1',------1'0 --.....;)~I

/

I

/

/

/

O~--------~-----------~~L------~-1

/
,,---/./

t

v".

1

I
I
II
II
1

iI
TI-H
1'1

1<
1

~T2~1

6-4. Illustrating the advantage with respect to timing stability of returning the
grid resistor to Ebb.
li'IG.

adjusted in the two cases to give the same initial time duration To.
Suppose that Eco now changes by b..E co due to, say, a change in heater
voltage. Then the change in timing, To - T 1, is smaller than To - T 2 •
This matter is discussed in more detail in Sec. 12-5.
6-3. Waveforms of Plate-coupled Multi. We shall now investigate
the appearance of the waveforms at both plates and both grids from the
time before a trigger is applied to the time the multi has restored itself
to its initial stable state. The waveforms are shown in Fig. 6-5. The
triggering signal occurs at t = 0 and the reverse transition occurs at

t = T.
At t = 0, T2 goes off and T1 goes on. The voltages eb1 and ec 2 drop
abruptly by the same amount, I 1 R L • The voltage eb2 rises abruptly
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by 12RL and Cel rises abruptly by the amount aI 2R L. The voltage at G2
now starts to rise exponentially with time constant RC toward Ebb.
Until Ce2 reaches the cutoff voltage Eeo, all voltages at the other electrodes
remain unaltered.
Refer now to Fig. 6-5a and b. At time t = 0, tube TI was driven on,
as a consequence of which Cbl and Ce 2 dropped by I IR L • At t = T, tube
tl~

____ .LIe re=[2.6 v]

01-----.---;

-Era
L-(-15v)

T"-

IIRL

r=70V)

ec2

i)'
[-70 v]

-I1RL - -

(a)

[200 v]

I 1R L (=70v)

ebl
Ebb-I1RL

1__

[130V]~

- L---------Iere -Era = [2.6+ 15=17.6 V]

0

Ebb
eb2

-r-I2RL

(=140v)

(b)

--1---I~RL[=165vJ

E bb -I2 R L

0

(c)
0

eel

EN
Era
EF

[-75 v]

FIG. 6-5. Waveforms of the plate-coupled multi. The exponential portions of the
waveforms beginning at t = 'P all have a time constant (RL
rc)C. The numerical
values in parentheses refer to the illustrative example on page 181.

+

TI will be driven back to cutoff and, if were not constrained from so
doing, the plate PI (Fig. 6-1) would rise abruptly by IIRL and thus carry
the grid G2 upward by the same amount. At t = T, however, the grid G2
is much closer to zero voltage than at t = 0+. If, therefore, the grid G2
were driven positive by amount IIRL from an initial level Eco, the grid.
G2 would go positive by the amount IIRL
E co and appreciable grid

+
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current would flow. Since TI is cut off and R is much larger than RL (in
the plate of T 1), this grid current must flow predominantly through the
plate load of T 1• The voltage ebl is therefore constrained from jumping
upward abruptly by I lR L , and as a matter of fact ebl will not attain Ebb
until grid current has ceased. Consequently, while the abrupt upward
jump at G2 is smaller than I1R L , the grid G2 does not return gracefully to
Ebb

ON

(a)

-----1
i =_
.

Ie

t---..I-II--i-+,----I1-

OFF

+

E blJ

J;;.-----.. ~.-.J
(b)

-=-

FIG. 6-6. Circuit for calculating the overshoot in the plate-coupled multi. (a) Situation immediately before reverse transition. (b) Situation immediately after reverse
transition.

zero voltage, but instead initially overshoots its mark and then finally
decays to zero. It will be recognized that the overshoot here described
is identical in origin to the overshoot shown in Fig. 4-40. We shall now
make a quantitative estimate of the magnitude of this overshoot.
The situation immediately before the reverse transition is shown in
Fig. 6-6a. The voltage drop across the capacitor is
(6-6)

Immediately after the reverse transition the situation is as shown in
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Fig. 6-6b. Since the transition is abrupt, we may consider that EA is the
same in Fig. 6-6a and b. We assume that the flow of grid current may be
accounted for adequately by including the resistor re, which is the static
grid-to-cathode resistance of T 2 • And since R » R L , we may neglect the
grid current through R in comparison with the current through R L • The
path of the grid current Ie is as shown in Fig. 6-6b. Equating to zero
the sum of the voltage drops encountered yields
(6-7)
Combining Eqs. (6-6) and (6-7) gives for the size of the grid overshoot

I _ (IIRL + Eco)rc
rc e RL + re

(6-8)

The total amplitude of the abrupt jump at the grid G 2 is rcIc - Eco.
The abrupt jump at the plate PI is equal to the grid jump, since G2 and
PI are coupled by a capacitor. The overshoot decays to zero with a
time constant (R L + rc)C, and as the grid overshoot decays exponentially,
the plate PI rises exponentially to Ebb. Corresponding to the overshoot
at G2 there is an undershoot at P 2 • The current I~ in T2 at the time
of the overshoot may be determined by drawing a load line for RL on
the positive grid characteristics of the tube and noting the current corresponding to a grid voltage rcIc. The undershoot at P 2 similarly is
reflected in an undershoot at G1• Of course, all the sharp corners indicated in Fig. 6-5 are actually slightly rounded by tube and stray shunting capacitances. Ordinarily, however, this rounding is of a different
order of magnitude from the rounding apparent on the trailing edge of
the waveform at Pl.
The following illustrative example will indicate more specifically how
one may determine the waveforms to be anticipated in a plate-coupled
multi.
EXAMPLE. Compute the voltage levels for the waveforms of Fig. 6-5 for a platecoupled multi whose components and supply voltages are as given in Fig. 6-1. The
tubes employed are the two halves of a type 12A U7.
Solution. Drawing a load line for RL = 20 K and Ebb = 200 volts on the negativegrid plate characteristics for the type 12AU7 (Fig. A-7), we find 12RL = 140 volts
and Ebb - 12RL = 60 volts. From Eq. (6-1), we find EF = -75 volts. From Eq.
(6-2), we have EN = -5 volts, corresponding to which
IIRL

=

70 volts

and

Ebb - IIRL

=

130 volts

Beginning immediately after t = 0, the grid waveform rises from -70 volts exponentially toward 200 volts with a time constant which is essentially T = Re. The
quasi-stable state persists until ee2 reaches the cutoff voltage Eeo = -15 volts,
during which time all other voltage levels remain constant.
We must now compute the amplitude of the grid overshoot, for which we may use
Eq. (6-8), provided that we are able to decide Oll a reasonable value of re. Examine
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now the positive-grid tube characteristics for the 12A U7 given in Fig. A-S. Observe
that oyer quite a range of plate voltage, the grid current is 10 rna for a grid voltage of
10 volts. We therefore tentatively accept for re the value rc = 1,000 ohms. The grid
overshoot is therefore
reIc =

(70 - 15) X 1,000
20,000 + 1,000

=

]
21 55

The abrupt portion of the rise of the plate voltage
rele - Eco

=

2.6

+ 15

=

CbI

=

2.6 volts

(6-9)

has a magnitude

17.6 volts

The remainder of the approach to the supply voltage occurs with a time constant
(RL + rc)C, which is also the time constant with which the overshoot decays.
To find I~RL, we draw the load line for 20 K and Ebb = 200 volts on the positive
grid characteristics, finding approximately that corresponding to Ce 2 = +2.6 volts
I~RL = 165 volts. At the overshoot, then, the voltage Cb2 drops to 35 volts. The
amplitude of the undershoot in Cel is (I~RL - 12RL)a = (165 - 140) X H = 12.5
volts.

The least certain feature of the above calculation has to do with the
overshoot amplitude. This difficulty results from the fact that the
static grid resistance re is not constant but is rather a function of the
plate voltage, decreasing with decreasing plate voltage. We may, however, note that re does remain fairly constant, provided the plate voltage
remains large in comparison with the grid voltage. This result is borne
out by the curves of Fig. A-8, where it appears that for high plate
voltage in comparison to grid voltage re = 1,000 ohms. In our present
case we require to know the value of re under the circumstance that
ee2 = 2.6 volts and eb2 = 35 volts; hence we may reasonably cOI'.Elider
re = 1,000 ohms.
The matter is usually further complicated by the fact that normally
tube characteristics do not furnish very precise data in the neighborhood
of small positive grid voltages. The curves of Fig. A-8 are typical.
If more detailed plate and grid-current curves should happen to be available, the calculation of the overshoot may be improved by the following
procedure. We select first some reasonable value for re and compute,
as above, the grid and plate voltage corresponding to the overshoot.
Corresponding to this first approximation for grid and plate voltages
we note from the tube characteristics a better value for re. We may
now recalculate the overshoots, leading to a still better value of r e , etc.
Normally, however, the first approximation gives sufficiently good results
and successive calculations are not warranted.
In the general discussion above of the monostable multi waveforms as
well as in the illustrative example, we have, in the interest of simplicity,
made two approximations which may not always be well justified in
practice. The first of these approximations has to do with the fact
that we have neglected the loading effect of the attenuator consisting of
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Rl and R2 on the voltage which appears at the plate of T 2. The effect of
this loading is clearly to reduce somewhat the voltage at P 2 and is moro
pronounced when T2 is oi!, during the quasi-stable state, than during the
stable state when T2 is on.
The second approximation may be seen by referring again to Fig. 6-2,
which indicates the charging path for the capacitor C during the quasistable state. The current which charges the capacitor flows also through
the output impedance Ro toward the voltage source E bl • As a result
of this current the voltage at PI is slightly larger than Ebb - IIRL by the
amount of the voltage drop across Ro. Furthermore, during the time
of the quasi-stable state, the capacitor-charging current decreases and
as a result the voltage at PI decreases. Altogether, then, the waveform
of ebl in Fig. 6-5b is slightly incorrectly drawn. At time t = 0+, the
waveform voltage should be slightly higher than Ebb - IIRL and the
nominally flat portion of the waveform between t = 0 and t = T should
as a matter of fact exhibit a slight downward tilt.
6-4. The Influence of Tube Current lIon Waveforms. The tube current II determines the initial drop IIRL at PI and G2 • This initial
drop is conveniently adjustable through the negative supply voltage Ecc.
The current II has an effect not only on the duration of the quasi-stable
state T, as is apparent from Eq. (6-5), but also on the general appearance of the waveforms.
First, let us note that there is a minimum allowable value of II,
II = Il(min), which is required in order that there shall be a quasi-stable
state. This current Il(min) is clearly determined by the condition that
the drop Il(min)RL shall be sufficient to drive G2 below cutoff. Hence
Il(min)RL = IEcol or Il(min) = IEcol/ R L. This result is consistent with
Eq. (6-5) since this condition makes T = o. Corresponding to Il(min)
there is a maximum value Ecc(max) of the bias supply. Similarly, there
is a minimum value Ecc(min) dictated by the consideration that in the
stable state tube Tl must be at cutoff. If Ecc is adjusted so that Tl may
not be at cutoff, then the multi has no permanently stable state. In this
case, as will be described in Sec. 6-11, the multi becomes astable and
will switch back and forth between two quasi-stable states.
In Fig. 6-7 are to be seen the waveforms at G2 and PI for two cases.
In one case II = IL which is only slightly larger than Il(min). In the
second case, II = I~', which is very much larger than Il(min). The time
Til corresponding to Ii' is of course larger than T' corresponding to Ii.
This difference in timing is, however, not the essential feature to be
noted here, since, by adjusting appropriately the time constant RC in the
two cases, the times may be made the same. Rather, it is to be noted
that in the case II = Ii the waveforms are much more nearly rectangular
than for II = I~'. The overshoot is smaller, as is to be expected, since
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from Eq. (6-8) the overshoot depends on the quantity 11RL
E co , which
is the amount by which the voltage ec 2 drops below the cutoff level.
Similarly, the exponential rise in ec 2 is much less pronounced for I~ than
for I~'. Again in the waveforms for ebl the abrupt portion of the rise is a
much larger fraction of the total jump for I~ than for I~'. The waveforms
at G1 and P2 will also be more rectangular for I~ since the overshoot will
be smaller than for 1~'.
t=O

t=T'

I

I

ee2

0

t=T"

I{RL
Eco

1_

I{'RL

l __

-Eco +rc I:

Ebb~~r_r_--~----~--_r--------~-----

I{RL

1_

T~_ . . _______- -. _ :
FIG. 6-7. Comparison of waveforms for II small and II large.

It will be clear from an examination of the grid waveforms of Fig. 6-7
that an adjustment of II for a nearly rectangular waveform carries with
it the disadvantage of poor stability of multi time duration. The duration is determined by the interval during which the grid of T2 remains
below cutoff. Initially, at t = 0, the grid is below cutoff by the amount
11RL + Eco. If IIRL
Eco is small in comparison with E co , a small percentage change in II will make a large percentage change in IIRL
E co ,
with a correspondingly large percentage change in timing.
6-5. Recovery Time in a Monostable Multi. After the formation of
the gate of duration T, the multi will not have completely returned to its
stable state until all overshoots have decayed to zero. The decay time
of these overshoots is called the recovery time. The recovery time depends
on the time constant (RL
rc)C, while T depends on RC. Where a short
recovery time is of importance, a fixed required time oonstant RC is

+

+

+
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at.tained by making R as large as possible and C correspondingly small.
A practical upper limit for R is of the order of 10 Meg and is set by the
same considerations which limit grid-leak-resistor sizes generally (see
Sec. 3-5). Additionally, if R is large and C small, the effective impedance between G2 and ground will be large during the interval when G2 is
not in clamp and the circuit may become excessively sensitive to stray
Triggers

3

2

11

I

I

4
I

5
I

I

~T~l--T~
I

I I

I

:

:

I

.Eb'b- f--..,.--------~--------

___- - -

o~-----------------------------------------

FIG. 6-8. Waveforms of multi when interval between triggers does not allow complete
recovery.

fields. The advantage of a short recovery time may be seen from the
following discussion.
Consider what might happen if regularly spaced triggers are to generate gates which are as wide as possible (T to be nearly equal to the
interval between pulses). At the end of the time T the capacitance C
must recharge through RL before the next trigger comes along. Suppose
that C is not completely recharged and hence that PI has not reached Ebb
before the next trigger is injected. This next impulse will trip the circuit and PI will drop to its clamped-on value. The change in voltage 8~
at PI is less than the full swing 8 1 = IIRL because the plate did not reach
Ebb. This new smaller increment 8~ appears at G2, as shown in Fig. 6-8.
Furthermore, the voltage at G2 will not have decayed to zero when the
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second trigger arrives. The result is that, after this second trigger, G2
starts at a more positive voltage than after the first trigger. Therefore
the length of the quasi-stable state T' after the second trigger is less.than
T after the first trigger. Hence, there is a longer time available for C to
charge before the third trigger appears. Thus the drop in G2 at this third

-Ecc
(a)
------~---Without diode
----------With diode
I

I

(b)
FIG. 6-9. (a) Monostable multi using plate-catching diode to shorten recovery time.
(b) Comparison of plate waveforms with and without diode.

impulse may again be the original 8 1• If so, then at the fourth trigger it
will be S~. This will lead to the peculiar situation pictured in Fig. 6-8
in which not all cycles are alike, but rather alternate cycles have the
same character.
There are a number of steps which may be taken if it should become
important to reduce the recovery time. The most straightforward
method is to reduce the size of the plate load resistance of tube T 1• It may
then become necessary, however, to replace the tube Tl by a larger tube
since the tube dissipation will increase. Thus, for a given swing at PI,
the current II must increase as RL is decreased.
A second method is illustrated in Fig. 6-9, which displays the use
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of a plate-catching diode to eliminate the slow portion of the rise at the
plate of T 1. N ote that in this case the plate resistor of T 1 must be
returned to a higher supply voltage than the plate resistor of T 2 •
After these first two methods have been employed, some further
improvement may result if an additional diode is shunted from grid to
cathode of T2 in order to reduce re. Finally, we may use a cathode
follower to couple the plate PI to the grid G2 • Since the plate PI is
E bb (=250 v)

R

E

K

FIG. 6-10. A cathode-coupled monostable multi. Components and supply voltage
specified refer to the illustrative example of Sec. 6-7.

coupled directly to the grid of the cathode follower, it is required that
the cathode-follower supply voltage be higher than the multi supply
voltage. The timing capacitor is connected between the cathode of the
cathode follower and the grid G2 • The timing capacitor will now be able
to recharge through the low output impedance of the cathode follower.
The use of a cathode follower or of a small plate load resistance for
tube Tl will reduce the recovery time as already noted, but the amplitude
of the overshoots will be greater than before [see Eq. (6-8)].
6-6. The Cathode-coupled Monostable Multi Waveforms. An alternative form of the monos table multi, the cathode-coupled multi, is shown
in Fig. 6-10. This circuit bears the same relation to the plate-coupled
monostable multi as the Schmitt circuit bears to the plate-coupled
binary. Observe that the coupling from P2 to G1 is lacking and that in its
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place has been substituted a common cathode resistor R k • No negative
supply is required. The signal at P2 is not directly~involved in the regenerative loop. Hence, the plate P 2 makes an ideal point from which to
obtain an output voltage. The grid G1 is an ideal point at which to

(a)
t

6_

fCRL
_

I

'f~(=44V)
(b)

O~~~~+---~--=-------~----------t

IIRk+Eco2=
[24-15=9.0 v]

(c)
(12 +L:::.I2+Ic ) Rk (=51

vh.

---------"'I R (=24v)

(d)

1 k
Or-----------------------------------

FIG. 6-11. Waveforms of the cathode-coupled monostable multi.
in parentheses correspond to the illustrative example of Sec. 6-7.

Numerical values

inject the triggering signal, since this grid is coupled to no other point in
the circuit. Hence, the trigger source cannot load the circuit. It also
turns out that the width of the multi gate is an accurately linear function
of the d-c bias voltage E on GI , and hence this circuit makes an excellent
gate generator whose width is easily and linearly controllable ..
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The waveforms of the cathode-coupled multi are shown in Fig. 6-11.
The waveform at GI is now of no interest since it consists only of the
triggering pulse. In its place, however, we have a waveform at the
cathode. Initially, tube T2 in Fig. 6-10 carries a current 12 corresponding to a clamped grid. The grid of T2 and the common cathode are at a
voltage I 2 R k • It is, of course required here as in the case of the platecoupled multi, that TI be cut off when T2 is conducting. Hence, the bias
voltage E on the grid of TI must be less than I2Rk by at least the cutoff
voltage Ecol of the tube T I • We may therefore note that the maximum
allowable value for E is
(6-10)

When a triggering signal causes a transition from the stable to the
quasi-stable state, the current in T2 becomes zero and a current II flows
in T I • This current may be determined by the value at which E has been
set. Hence in Fig. 6-11, immediately after t = 0, P 2 rises abruptly by
I 2R L, while PI and G2 drop abruptly by IIR L. The cathode voltage
changes from I2Rk to I IRk.
In order that there shall be a quasi-stable state, the current II must
be large enough to drive T2 below cutoff. This minimum required
current 10 is easily calculated as follows. At t = 0+, the grid G2, which
was at a voltage I2Rk with respect to ground, drops by IIRL volts. Hence,
at t = 0+, the grid-to-ground voltage of tube T2 is

At this time also the cathode-to-ground voltage is
ek

=

IIRk

It is required that ecn 2 be less than ek by at least the cutoff voltage
of tube T 2 • Hence 10 is given by the condition that at t = 0+

Eco2

or
so that:::

(6-11)

* In Eq. (6-11) as in (6-10), the cutoff voltages Eco2 and Ecol correspond to the
actual plate-to-cathode voltages E pk of the tubes, which voltages are smaller than
Ebb because of the drop across the cathode resistor.
In Eq. (6-10), E pk = Ebb - 12Rk'
and 12 is known. Hence Ecol may be determined directly from the tube characteristics. In Eq. (6-11), Eco2 corresponds to E pk = Ebb - IoRk, in which 10 is not
known. We may, however, find Eco2 by successive approximations. We assume
initially that Eco2 corresponds to Ebb and use this value in Eq. (6-11) to find a first
approximation to 1 0 • Using this value for 1o, we may determine Eco2 more precisely.
Ordinarily, however, the error involved is small and the more detailed calculation is
not warranted.
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The voltage E on GI must not be less than a value E min corresponding
to the current 10. And the waveforms of Fig. 6-11 apply only, of course,
for the case Emax > E > E min •
After the initial abrupt jump in all the waveforms, the voltage at G 2
starts to rise exponentially toward Ebb. All other voltages remain constant until Ccn2 rises to the cutoff voltage of T 2, which occurs, as indicated
in Fig. 6-11, when Ccn 2 = IIRk + E co2 . At this point the quasi-stable
state is terminated, and as in the plate-coupled multi, there is an overshoot
in the waveform at G2 before the waveform finally settles to the quiescent
level 1 2 R k • Associated with this overshoot there are overshoots in the
waveforms at P 2 and at the cathode and a delay in the attainment of the
final level Ebb by the waveform at Pl.
'
The computation of the overshoot in the cathode-coupled multi is
somewhat more involved than the calculation of the overshoot in the case
of the plate-coupled multi. This complication results in the former case
from the presence of the cathode resistor. In Sec. 6-7 we inquire into
the overshoot, and we shall then be able to complete the discussion of
the waveforms of Fig. 6-11.
6-7. Overshoots in Cathode-coupled Multi. The amplitude of the
overshoot may be calculated from the circuit shownin Fig. 6-12a, since at
the instant of the overshoot T 1 is off and T 2 is on. Neglecting the small
current through R, we may replace a by b. In b, Ed is the difference
between the supply voltage Ebb and the voltage EA across the capacitor.
The voltage EA is the capacitor voltage immediately before the overshoot
and may be determined from c, which depicts the situation just at the time
when T2 reaches cutoff. We have

EA = (Ebb - IIR L) - (IIRk + E co2 )
Ed = Ebb - EA = II(R L + R k) + Eco2

and

(6-12)

If, in Fig. 6-12b, Ed were equal to 1 2 R k , then there would be no overshoot.
For the purpose then of computing the amount by which the grid voltage
exceeds the quiescent level 1 2 R k , we may use the circuit shown in Fig.
6-12d, in which
E~

= Ed - 12Rk = II(R L + R k)
= (II - Io)(RL + R k)

+ Eco2 -

12Rk
(6-13)

where use has been made of Eq. (6-11). Since here we are interested
in a case in which the grid goes positive with respect to the cathode, the
resistor Tc has been included to account for the flow of grid current.
Since the overshoot is ordinarily small, we may use the linear equivalent circuit of the vacuum tube as in Fig. 6-12c, to find the departure of
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+o----J'\AAI\r--f-

(a)

(b)

~--~~~----~-------G2

K2

(d)

(c)
p~-----------~

G

( e)
FIG. 6-12. Development of an equivalent circuit from which to calculate the overshoot
in a cathode-coupled monostable multi.

voltages and currents from the quiescent condition. The quiescent condition is the one in which Ck = Ccn 2 = 12Rk and the grid current is zero.
The change in plate current is AI2, and the change in grid current is
Ale = Ie - 0 = Ie. The mesh equations of Fig. 6-12e are

R k (AI 2 + Ie)
(RL
T(:)I(:

+

+ (R L + Tp)AI2
+ Rk(Ic + AI'/.)

= /lEak = p.Tclr;
=

Ed
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It may now easily be verified that, in terms of the symbol 'Y defined by
'Y

that

Ie =

RL

E~

= Rk P.T+ RLRk+
e -

~~~~~--

+ + (1 + 'Y)R
Te

(6-14)

Tp

and

(6-15)

k

Equation (6-15) also indicates that the coupling capacitor C charges
from an effective voltage E~ through a resistance RL + Te + (1 + 'Y)R k.
The time constant of the decay of the overshoot will accordingly be
[(RL + Te + (1 + 'Y)Rk]C.
In terms of the grid current Ie and the increment in plate current
1:112 the waveforms of the cathode-coupled multi may now be completed
with the results indicated in Fig. 6-11. An illustrative example follows.
EXAMPLE. Compute the voltages Emax and E min for the cathode-coupled multi
whose components and supply voltage are as given in Fig. 6-10. For a value of E
approximately midway between Emax and E min , calculate the voltage levels of the
waveforms of Fig. 6-11. The tubes employed are the two half sections of a type
12AU7 tube.
Solution. Drawing a load line corresponding to RL + Rk = 10 K and Ebb = 250
volts on the negative grid-plate characteristics for the type 12AU7 (Fig. A-7), we
find 12 = 13.7 rna. Hence I2RL = 7 X 13.7 = 96 volts and I2Rk = 3 X 13.7 = 41
volts. The voltage Emax is given by Eq. (6-10) in which Ecol is the cutoff voltage
corresponding to a plate-to-cathode voltage of 250 - 41 = 209. We find Ecol = -15
volts so that Emu = 41 - 15 = 26 volts.
To find E min , we must first find 10 from Eq. (6-11). Assuming tentatively that
Eco2 is also equal approximately to -15 volts, we find
10 =

41

+ 15

~ =

5.6 rna

It appears, then, that Eco2 is actually the cutoff voltage corresponding to a plate-tocathode voltage of 250 - 3 X 5.6 = 233, so that Eco2 is more nearly equal to
-17 volts. However, the precision with which tube characteristics apply to an
individual tube hardly warrant applying this correction. We find now from the
tube characteristics that a current 10 = 5.6 rna flows when the grid-to-cathode voltage
is - 8 volts. Hence
Emin

= Eel

+ 10Rk

= -8

+ 5.6

X 3 = 8.8 volts

Now let us compute the voltage levels in Fig. 6-11 for E = 18 volts. Using the
method of Sec. 1-7, we find that corresponding to E = 18 volts 11 = 8.0 rna, giving
I1RL = 56 volts and 1IRk = 24 volts. Also, as noted above, I2RL = 96 volts
and I2Rk = 41 volts. These voltage levels are indicated in parentheses in Fig. 6-11.
At the current corresponding to grid clamping (12 = 13.7 rna) and at a plate
voltage of 250 - 96 - 41 = 113 volts, we have (see Fig. A-9) J.L = _18, Tp = 6 K. If
we assume as before that Tc = 1,000 ohms, we find, from Eq. (6-14), that
18 - 3

'Y

= 3 +7 +6 =

0.94
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Combining Eqs. (6-13) and (6-15), we have

Ie

= _ (It
ilL

- Io)(RL + Rk)
+ Te + (1 + 'Y)R k

=

+

(8.0 - 5.6)(7
3) = 1.7 rna
7
1
1.94 X 3

+ +

and
Hence at the overshoot the cathode voltage rises to
(12

+ t:J.I 2 + Ie)Rk

= (13.7

+ 1.6 + 1.7)3 = 51 volts
= 51 + 1.7 = 53 volts. It

and the voltage at G2 rises to 51 + IeTe
is now easily
verified that the remaining voltages indicated in Fig. 6-11 are given correctly.

6-8. Linearity of Delay of Cathode-coupled Multi. A useful feature
of the cathode-coupled monostable multi is the fact that the delay is
quite accurately linearly related to the voltage E (Fig. 6-10) on grid G1 •
If, therefore, a delay or a gate duration is required which is proportional
to an electrical control signal, this signal need only be applied to G1•
Similarly, if manual control of the delay is intended, then the voltage E
may be derived from a linear potentiometer.
The linearity results from the facts that the tube current II is linearly
related to the voltage E and that the duration of the delay is linearly
proportional, in turn, to II. The linearity of II with E is to be expected
from the discussion of Sec. 1-6, where it is pointed out that the presence
of the cathode resistor introduces negative feedback which serves to
make the current II vary more linearly with E. To see that the delay T
is fairly linear with II, we proceed as follows.
Let us apply Eq. (6-3) to the exponentially rising portion of G2 (see
Fig. 6-11c). Then Er = Ebb, Ei = I2Rk - I 1R L, and when t = T,
e = I1Rk
E co2 . Substituting these values into Eq. (6-3) and solving
for TIT = TIRC, we find

+

~ = In Ebb + I1RL - I2Rk
(6-16)
RC
Ebb - Eco2 - I IRk
It is convenient to introduce the variable 1 10 ::=: II - 1o, 1 1o being the
departure of the tube current from the current corresponding to Emin.
Also let
(6-17)
E' ::=: Ebb + IoRL - I2Rk
Using Eq. (6-11) for 10, we also find

(6-18)
E' = Ebb - Eco2 - IoRk
In arriving at Eq. (6-18), we have neglected the fact that Eco2 in Eq. (6-16)
actually depends somewhat on II, while Eco2 in Eq. (6-11) corresponds
to a value II = 1 0 • Using Eq. (6-17) in the numerator of Eq. (6-16)
and Eq. (6-18) in the denominator, we have

~ = In E' + I10RL = In 1 + IloRLIE'
RC
E' - IloRk
1 - I1oRkIE'

(6-19)
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From the expansion In (1 + x) = x - x 2 /2 + x 3 /3 - . . " we find
approximately, for IloRL and IloRk both small in comparison with E', that

~ ~ I1o(R L + R k)
RG-

E'

(1 _I1o(R

L -

2E'

Rk))

(6-20)

We may therefore expect linearity so long as I1o(R L - R k) « 2E'. For
the circuit of Fig. 6-10, it is easily computed that E' = 248 volts and that
the maximum value of I10(R L - R k) = 18 volts. Hence the correction
term in the parentheses in the above equation is never larger than
18
2 X 248 = 0.03
If we select RL = R k , then Eq. (6-20) gives a zero correction and we
should then carry out the expansion to a higher order (see Prob. 6-15).
L

RC,

-----------='"'

.
/'

.

y

./{~

7"1I
I

:
I
I

Emax

E

FIG. 6-13. Pertaining to the definition of linearity of delay.

The linearity of delay T with input voltage E depends on the linearity
with which 11 follows E (see Prob. 6-16). Experimentally it has been
determined that it is possible to adjust the cathode-coupled multi to
provide a linearity error of 1 per cent. The definition of linearity error e
employed here is given in connection with Fig. 6-13 as
A
e = (T / RG)max

(6-21)

in which A is the maximum discrepancy between an experimental plot
of T / (RG) vs. E and a straight line joining the beginning and end points
of the plot (see Prob. 6-14). From Prob. 6-14, we have
e =

I1o(R L - R k)
8E'

The delay T is a sensitive function of supply-voltage variations. For
example," if the Ebb supply changes by 10 per cent, we may expect
about a 5 per cent change in delay. Another type of delay circuit which
is much less dependent upon supply-voltage variatiQUf3 than this multi is
described in Sec. 7-7.
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6··9. The Influence of E on Waveforms. The gate width T of the
cathode-coupled multi is determined by E and the product RC, assuming
that all other parameters are held constant. As E is varied from E min to
E max , the logarithmic term in Eq. (6-16) varies from zero to a maximum,
M. The maximum delay T max is given by T max = RCN£. A given delay
can be obtained by using either a small E and a large RC or a large Eand
a small RC. If E is near E min (so that II is near 10 ), then the overshoots
in waveform will be small, whereas if E is near Emax. (large II), the overshoots will be emphasized. This situation corresponds to the analogous
state of affairs for the plate-coupled multi discussed in Sec. 6-4.
If RC is held fixed and E is slowly increased from zero, then the
following events will take place. For voltages below Emin, the circuit
cannot be triggered. For E > E min , the waveforms will change from a
narrow gate with little overshoot (analogous to those indicated to the left
in Fig. 6-7) to wider and wider gates with progressively higher and higher
overshoots (analogous to those indicated to the right in Fig. 6-7). When
E reaches E max , the circuit becomes an astable instead of a monostable
multi and it continues to operate even when the triggers are removed
(as discussed in Sec. 6-11).
The above assumes that the triggers are widely spaced compared with
the maximum multi width. If this is not true, then the above sequence
of events takes place until the multi width approaches the time between
triggers. Then the situation pictured in Fig. 6-8 takes place, where
. alternate cycles have different waveforms. As a matter of fact this
anomalous situation may be obtained even at narrow widths if the
recovery time constant is comparable to the time between pulses. This
emphasizes the importance of keeping C as small as possible, just as
with the plate-coupled monostable multi.
6-10. Triggering of the Monostable Multi. The monostable multi
may be triggered by applying a positive pulse to the normally off grid Gl .
The pulse must be at least large enough to bring Gl out of cutoff. For
example, in the cathode-coupled multi, the trigger amplitude when added
to Eel = E - I2Rk must exceed the value E cal • Hence for any value
of E the trigger E 7, required must have an amplitude of at least

Using Eq. (6-10), we find
(6-22)

The largest trigger amplitude ET = ET (max) = Emu - E min will be
required when
E = E min
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If triggers of amplitude less than ET (max) are employed, then the
multi will trigger when E is set for large delays but not when E is set
for short delays. Thus, if E is initially near Emax and then progressively
decreased, the multi will operate properly with progressively shorter
delays until finally a critical value of E will be attained where the multi
will fail to respond. At this point if the trigger size is increased the
multi will once again function properly.
In the plate-coupled multi, if the trigger is introduced at GI through
a capacitor, the capacitance must be small, since a signal appears at GI
due to the regeneration in the multi. The remarks made earlier (Sec.
5-7) in connection with the triggering of a binary with a positive pulse
through a small capacitor apply equally well in the present case. If
the input time constant is small in comparison to the triggering pulse
duration and if the pulse is rectangular in form, the multi may well make
a reverse transition at the trailing edge of the trigger. Furthermore, if
the trigger source impedance is low, the input capacitor may charge due
to grid current and again a reverse transition may occur at the trailing
edge of the trigger. This grid current may result if the pulse amplitude
is large enough temporarily to drive the grid positive or if the quasistable state is one in which the grid GI is normally in clamp. In the
cathode-coupled multi the input capacitor may be quite large and it is
easier to avoid the reverse transition.
However, even in the case of the cathode-coupled multi there is a
difficulty that arises when the triggered grid is permitted to draw grid
current. As a result of the grid current the input capacitor charges
and decreases the average value of the grid voltage, and the time of the
quasi-stable state is correspondingly reduced. This shortening of the
delay becomes more pronounced as the width of the triggering pulse
increases.
A negative pulse applied to the on grid G 2 (or equivalently at the plate
PI) has, as in the binary, the advantage that the multi responds more
sensitively. Also, as in the binary, there is less likelihood of a reverse
transition occurring at the trailing edge of the trigger since, after the
initial transition, G 2 is well below cutoff.
The triggering arrangement shown in Fig. 6-14 has a twofold advantage. First, it takes advantage of the improved sensitivity of the multi
to a negative signal applied to G 2 • Second, at the instant of the transition the plate of TI drops, the diode no longer conducts, and the multi
is unresponsive to the triggering signal until the quasi-stable state is completed. This second feature is particularly important in a case where the
input signal is not a short trigger but is rather a continuous waveform, say
a sine wave. An application of this triggering scheme will be seen in Sec.
7-3 in connection with the synchronization of a vacuum-tube sweep circuit.
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6-11. The Monostable Circuit Adjusted for Free-running Operation.
The monostable multi circuit has a permanently stable state only if
the tube Tl is able to remain permanently cut off. We inquire now
into the matter of what happens when the bias on Tl is adjusted so
that Tl is not able to remain cut off. For this purpose consider the
circuit of Fig. G-15. The form of the circuit is the same as for the
cathode-coupled monostable multi. However, since the return for both
grids is the same ground point, it is clear that it is not possible for the
tube current 12 to keep tube Tl permanently cut off. This circuit has no
stable state but instead has two quasi-stable states between which the
multi makes transitions periodically without the aid of external triggers.

~

Negative
signal

+
FIG. 6-14. Triggering of a monostable multi with a negative-going signal through a
diode.

We shall look now qualitatively into the waveform which will appear
at the grid G2 • In a particular case the waveform voltage levels may be
determined quantitatively by the methods given above, as may also the
waveforms and voltage levels at other points in the circuit. The discussion below will be directed at the circuit of Fig. 6-15, but the results will
apply in a general way to any monos table circuit similarly adjusted.
For example, the cathode-coupled multi with E > Emu will behave in an
astable manner similar to that discussed below.
Referring to Fig. 6-15a and b, we consider the grid G 2 waveform beginning at a time t = O. Assume that at this time, because of the past
history of the circuit, the tube Tl is carrying a current II while T2 is
below cutoff. The voltage at G 2 is rising exponentially toward ground
voltage. This exponential rise continues until ecn 2, the grid-to-ground
voltage of G2, passes the cutin point of T 2, which occurs at

ecn 2

=

I IRk

+ Eco2

At this point a regenerative transition occurs since now both tubes may
operate as amplifiers. The voltage at G2 jumps to a high value because
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the change in voltage at PI, as TIgoes off, is transferred through C to G2 •
So long as ecn 2 remains appreciably higher than ground voltage, the
increased current through T2 will be large enough to keep TI cut off because
of the common cathode resistor. The capacitor C charges initially
through the flow of grid current, and then at t = tl the grid current falls

N

(a)
C charging through
grid current
C charging through R
Or-----;---~--r_------------~~-----

(b)
FIG. 6-15. (a) A monostable type circuit which has no stable state.
at the grid G2 •

(b) The waveform

to zero and C continues to charge through R. The initial decay of ecn 2 is
therefore rapid, the remainder relatively slow. Sometime before ecn 2 drops
to zero the current 12 is no longer adequate to keep TI cut off. This is
the premise with which we started. When this condition is attained,
the reverse transition occurs, driving T2 to cutoff. We have now returned
to our starting point. Ordinarily the partial period T' is appreciably
smaller than Til. Usually a more symmetrical waveform is of advantage,
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and when a free-running multi is required the symmetrical circuit form
discussed in Sec. 6-12 is more commonly employed.
If RL or Rk or both are selected to be quite small, it may happen that
neither tube is able even temporarily to keep the other tube cut off.
In such a case the circuit will behave approximately as a sinusoidal
oscillator. The frequency of oscillation will be determined by the stray
capacitances associated with the circuit. These circumstances would
correspond to the case in which the loop gain of the circuit is not much
in excess of unity.
6-12. The Astable Plate-coupled Multi.Z The circuit diagram of an
astable plate-coupled multi is shown in Fig. 6-16. Since the coupling, in
this case, is entirely capacitive, it is clear that neither tube can remain
permanently cut off. This multi has, therefore, no stable state but has
instead two quasi-stable states between which the circuit will make
periodic transitions.
We discuss now the waveforms at
the plates and grids of the astable
multi of Fig. 6-16. These waveforms are shown in Fig. 6-17a to d.
We consider that at the time immediately before t = 0, tube Tz is at
grid clamp and carrying correspondingly a current I, while tube Tl is
below cutoff. The capacitor C1
charges through resistor R 1, and at
t = 0 the grid G1 reaches the tube
cutoff voltage E
Tube Tl goes on,
driving Tz to cutoff and causing the
plate of Tz to start to rise to Ebb. FIG. G-lG. The plate-coupled astable
multi.
The voltage rise at plate P z is transferred to G 1, causing the customary grid overshoot at G 1• The amplitude
of this overshoot is calculated in precisely the same manner as the grid
overshoot which occurs in the plate-coupled monostable multi of Fig. 6-1.
The amplitude of the overshoot is given by Eq. (6-8) as
cD •

in which we have replaced II by I since the clamped current for both tubes
of Fig. 6-16 is the same.
If the tube current at the moment of the overshoot is I', then the
corresponding undershoot at the plate PI will carry the plate from
Ebb (at t = 0-) to Ebb I'RL (at t = 0+), while Gz will change from zero
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(clamp) to -J'RL' The abrupt portion of the rise at P 2 is the same in
amplitude as at the grid G1 and therefore is of magnitude rc1c - Eco.
The overshoot at G1 and the undershoots at G2 and PI decay with a time
constant (RL + r c )C 2, which is the time constant also with which eb2
eventually attains the level Ebb. After the overshoot has decayed, the
t=O
I
I

o

Time

I

(a)

FIG. 6-17. Waveforms of the plate-coupled multi of Fig. 6-16.

grid G2 is left at the voltage - I RL from which point it rises toward Ebb
with the time constant R 2C 2. When G2 reaches the cutoff level, the
reverse transition occurs. The second part of the cycle produces the
same waveshapes as does the first part described above except for the
fact that if the grid time constants are different the duration of the
individual portions of a complete cycle are different.
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The time durations of the overshoots are ordinarily very small in
comparison with the times required for GI to charge through RI and G2 to
charge through R 2 • Using Eq. (6-5), we find that the time required for a
complete cycle is, neglecting the overshoot times,
(6-23)
\Ve may neglect Eco in comparison with Ebb. Then for values of plate
swing I RL which vary all the way from 7:1 to ~:1 of Ebb, the logarithm
in Eq. (6-23) varies only between 0.25 and 0.55. Hence as a rough but
useful general approximation

+

T ~ RIG I
R 2G2 ~ RG
2
-

(6-24)

in the symmetrical case when RIG I = R 2G2 = RG.
Since the plate characteristic for Ec = 0 can be approximated by a
straight line through the origin, I RL is roughly proportional to Ebb. To
a first a pproxima tion, - E co = E bb/J-I.. Under these circumstances the
factor Ebb can be canceled in the numerator and the denominator of
Eq. (6-23). Thus, the frequency of the multi will vary only of the order
of several per cent for a supply-voltage variation of the order of 100 volts.
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CHAPTER

7

VOLTAGE TIME-BASE GENERATORS

A linear time-base circuit is one that provides an output waveform,
a portion of which exhibits a linear variation of voltage with time. An
application of first importance of such a waveform is in connection with
a cathode-ray oscilloscope. The display on the screen of a scope* of the
variation with respect to time of an arbitrary waveform requires that
there be applied to one set of deflecting plates a voltage which varies
linearly with time. Since this waveform is used to sweep the electron
beam horizontally across the screen, it is called a sweep voltage. There
are in addition many other important applications for time-base circuits
such as in radar and television indicators, in precise time measurements,
and in time modulation.
e

~~-+-~~
t
FIG. 7-1. A general sweep voltage. The
sweep time is T&I and the return time

FIG. 7-2. A saw-tooth voltage.

is T r •

7 -1. General Features of a Time-base Signa1. The typical form of a
time-base voltage is as shown in Fig. 7-1. Here it appears that the voltage, starting from some initial value, increases linearly with time to a
maximum value, after which it returns again to its initial value. The
time required for the return to the initial value is called the restoration
time, the return time, or the flyback time. Very"frequently the shape
of the waveform during the restoration time and the restoration time
itself are matters of no special consequence. In some cases, however, a
restoration time is desired which is very short in comparison with the
time occupied by the linear portion of the waveform. If it should happen

* It is

customary to refer to a cathode-ray oscilloscope simply as a scope.
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that the restoration time is extremely short and that a new linear voltage
is initiated at the instant the previous one is terminated, then the waveform will appear as in Fig. 7-2. This figure suggests the designation
saw-tooth generator or ramp generator. It is customary to refer to waveforms of the type indicated in Figs. 7-1 and 7-2 as sweep waveforms even
in applications not involving the deflection of an electron beam.
We shall see that generators of time-base signals do not ordinarily
provide sweep voltages which are precisely linear. Additionally a
nominally linear sweep may be distorted in the course of transmission
through a coupling network (see Secs. 2-1 and 2-4). The three most
useful ways of expressing the deviation from linearity, and the correlation
between them, are given in the following.
The Slope or Sweep Speed Error Es. In the case of a general-purpose
cathode-ray oscillograph an important requirement of the sweep is that
the sweep speed (i.e., the rate of change of sweep voltage with time) be
constant. A reasonable definition of the deviation from linearity is
_ difference in slope at beginning and end of sweep
initial value of slope

Es =

The Displacement Error Ed. In connection with other timing applications a more important criterion of linearity is the maximum difference
e

Ts

t

7-4. Relating to the definition
of transmission error.

FIG. 7-3. Relating to the definition

FIG.

of displacement error.

between the actual sweep voltage and linear sweep which passes through
the beginning and end points of the actual sweep as in Fig. 7-3. Here
we may define

The Transmission Error Et. If a ramp voltage is transmitted through
a high-pass RC network, the output falls away from the input, as indicated in Fig. 2-10a and in Fig. 7-4. The transmission error is defined
as the difference between the input and output divided by the input.
Thus, with reference to Fig. 7-4, we have (at time t = Ts)
E~
Et

=

- Es

E~
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If the deviation from linearity is small so that the sweep voltage may
be approximated by the sum of a linear and a quadratic term in t, then
it can be shown from the above definitions that
(7-1)

7 -2. The Thyratron Sweep Circuits. We consider first the sweep
circuit using a thyratron tube, the schematic of which is shown in Fig.
7-5. The circuit lacks much of the versatility of sweep circuits employing vacuum tubes and is limited in its ability to provide sweeps of high
speed. However, because of its simplicity it is employed commonly in
many general-purpose laboratory oscilloscopes.
In order that the arc of a thyratron 1 be ignited, the plate-to-cathode
voltage must first attain the breakdown voltage Ed. The breakdown

+
Ebb

FIG. 7-5. A thyratron sweep circuit.

voltage is a function of the grid bias and for the type 884 thyratron the
variation of Ed with grid bias voltage ec is given approximately by the
relationship Ed = -Sec.
Once the arc has formed in a thyratron, the grid loses its ability to
control the tube current. Variations in grid voltage accomplish nothing
but a variation of the thickness of the positive ion sheath surrounding the
grid. The arc will persist just as long as the current through the tube is
large enough to maintain an adequate supply of positive ions to replace
those ions which are lost through the process of recombination. If the
current is large enough to maintain the ion supply and is less than the
saturation current of the tube, the tube drop will remain essentially constant at the maintaining voltage Em independently of the current. Over
this range of currents, the tube current is determined by the circuit
external to the tube. The arc may be extinguished only by reducing the
tube current below the minimum required to maintain ionization. When
the arc has been extinguished, the grid once again regains control
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and determines the plate voltage which must be applied to the tube to
cause breakdown.
The output waveform of the circuit of Fig. 7-5 is the voltage which
appears across the capacitor C. This waveform is plotted in Fig. 7-6.
A negative bias Ecc is maintained on the grid, and the tube consequently
docs not conduct until the plate voltage rises to the breakdown voltage
Ed which corresponds to Ecc. The capacitor C charges through R,
approaching asymptotically the supply voltage Ebb as shown. When the
capacitor attains the voltage Ed, the thyratron ignites. At this point the
thyratron may be considered to be replaced by a battery whose terminal
voltage is equal to the maintaining voltage of the tube. The capacitor
C will discharge through the tube and series resistor r until the capacitor
voltage drops to the maintaining voltage. The arc will extinguish itself

t=Q
FIG. 7-6. Waveform obtained from a thyratron sweep.

at the instant the tube current is less than the minimum required to
maintain the arc and the charging of the capacitor through R from the
supply voltage will begin again. The resistor r is made small enough
to permit a rapid discharge of the capacitor but not so small that it
permits a larger discharge current through the tube tha.n the tube can
safely handle. The maintaining voltage of the 884 thyratron is about
16 volts, the minimum current required to maintain the arc is of the
order of magnitude of 1.0 rna, while the maximum peak current which
should be permitted to flow at the discharge of the capacitor is about
0.5 amp. To limit the positive ion grid current to a safe value, a resistor
Rg ('"" 10 K) is inserted in the grid circuit.
The sweep voltage Cs = Cc - Em is given by
Cs

= E(l -

C- tIRC )

(7-2)

in which E = Ebb - Em. If the definition of sweep-speed error is applied to the above waveform, we find that Es is given exactly by

(7-3)
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where Es = Ed - Em is the sweep amplitude. From Eq. (7-1), the displacement error is given approximately by Ed = "7f!,Es/E.
If t/ RC « 1, it is convenient to expand the exponential in Eq. (7-2),
so that

e. = E

~C (1 - 2~C + 6~:C2 -

. . .)

(7-4)

Since es = Ea when t = T a , we have to a first approximation that

E8
E

=

T8
RC

(7-5)

Hence, if the sweep is to be reasonably linear, the time constant RC
must be large compared with the sweep time T s •
In the sweep circuit presently being considered the waveform is repetitive; one sweep is initiated immediately at the termination of the
previous sweep and the circuit does not wait for some external signal to
initiate the sweep. The sweep is termed recurrent and it is customary
to calibrate the control dials of the scope in frequency rather than sweep
time. The frequency is a function of Ebb, Ecc (since Ed is a function of
Ecc) , R, and C. In practice, Ebb and Ecc are kept constant and the frequency is varied through Rand C. In this way the amplitude and
linearity of the sweep are kept constant. Continuous variation of frequency is accomplished through varying R, while the ranges are changed
by switching the value of C. The resistance R must always be large
enough to prevent the supply voltage from furnishing to the tube a
current large enough to maintain the arc, since in such a case the circuit
will stop oscillating.
If a periodic signal of frequency Iv is applied to the vertical axis of a
scope while a sweep of frequency Is is applied to the horizontal axis, a
stationary pattern of n cycles will appear if Iv = nis. A small portion
of the last cycle occurs during the return time and is ordinarily not visible
because of the speed with which the beam moves during the return. It
is customary to apply to the grid of the cathode-ray tube a voltage derived
by differentiating the sweep. This differentiated voltage consists essentially of sharp negative pulses which serve to turn off the cathode-ray
tube-beam during the retrace. This process of turning off the beam
is referred to as blanking.
To maintain the condition Iv = nis exactly for long periods of time, it is
necessary to synchronize the sweep generator to the signal. If Iv is only
very slightly different from nIs, the waveform will drift slowly across
the screen. Synchronization is accomplished by applying to the grid of
the thyratron the vertical deflecting signal, increased or reduced in amplitude as may be required. The process of synchronization is explained
in detail in Chap. 12.
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It sometimes happens that a waveform is not periodic but occurs
rather at irregular intervals. In such a case it is desirable that the sweep
circuit, instead of running continuously, should remain quiescent and wait
to be initiated by the waveform itself. Even if it should happen that the
waveform does recur regularly, it may happen that the interesting part of
the waveform is short in time duration in comparison with the period of
the waveform. For example, the waveform might consist of 1-msec
pulses with a time interval of 100 msec between pulses. In this case
the fastest recurrent sweep which will provide a synchronized pattern will
have a period of 100 msec. If, typically, the time base is spread out
over 4 in. (on a 5-in. CRT*), the pulse will occupy 0.04 in. and none
of the detail of form of the pulse will be apparent. If, on the other hand,

Sync
signal

FIG. 7-7. A thyratron driven sweep.

a sweep of period 1 msec or somewhat larger could be used, the pulse
would be spread across the entire screen. Therefore, what is required
here is a sweep set for, say, a 1.5-msec interval which remains quiescent
until it is initiated by the pulse. Such a sweep is known as a driven
sweep or a triggered sweep.
The circuit for a thyratron driven sweep is shown in Fig. 7-7. The
bias Ek on the cathode of the diode T2 is adjusted by resistors Rl and
R 2 • The grid bias on the thyratron is adjusted so that the firing voltage
is slightly higher than the diode cathode voltage. Accordingly, as the
capacitor voltage increases, a point is reached. before the thyratron firing
voltage is attained, where the diode begins to conduct and prevents the
further rise of the capacitor voltage. Tube T2 acts as a plate-catching
diode clamp (see Sec. 4-5). Now let a signal be applied to the grid which
even instantaneously raises the grid voltage to the point where the firing
voltage is equal to or less than the voltage E k • Then the capacitor will
discharge abruptly and will charge again to the diode cathode voltage.

* It is customary to abbreviate cathode-ray tube by CRT.
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Here the circuit will remain until another sweep is initiated by a sync*signal applied to the thyratron grid.
Figure 7-8 shows the operation of a triggered sweep for a case in which
the waveform to be observed on the scope consists of a train of pulses.
This signal ev is applied to the vertical-deflection amplifier of the scope
and is used also to trigger the sweep circuit. Observe that at the occurrence of the leading edge of a pulse the circuit capacitor first discharges,
after which a linear sweep occurs. Note also that the sweep speed has
been adjusted so that the pulse will
be spread out over a large portion
of the sweep trace.
A typical thyratron sweep circuit
I
(a):
ec I
I
for a general-purpose scope (Du
I
I
Mont type 304) is shown in Fig.
7-9. Tl is used for adjustment of
the polarity and amplitude of the
sync signal. T 2 is a sync signal am- - - - - Em
plifier. T3 is the thyratron sweep
L-----(-b-)- - - - - - t - tube. T4 is the diode clamp used
FIG. 7-8. (a) A pulse waveform. (b) The
when the circuit is set for driven
driven sweep triggered by the waveform sweep. T6 is a buffer stage which
in (a).
is used as a cathode follower not
only to provide a low output impedance but also because it can
handle the relatively large amplitude of the sweep signal. Observe
that T5 has no grid-leak resistor. The 22-J.LJ.Lf capacitor and 15-K
resistor in the cathode circuit of T5 generate the blanking pulse. T6 is
an amplifier for the blanking pulse. The pulse is applied to the
CRT cathode so that the CRT grid may be available at a front-panel
terminal for external intensity modulation (called Z axis modulation).
The 5-Meg potentiometer is used for fine frequency control, and, to
change frequency ranges, the capacitor C is changed by switching (not
shown). The bias for the 6Q5G thyratron is applied to the cathode and
is derived from a bleeder. For recurrent operation, switch S is closed
and the diode T 4 never conducts. For driven sweep operation, S is open
and R is adjusted so that the cathode voltage of T4 is just slightly less
than the peak sweep voltage. The circuit will operate reliably up to
sweep repetition rates of about 30 kc. Operation at high frequencies is
inconvenient because of the time required between sweeps for the thyratron to deionize.
7-3. Vacuum-tube Sweep Circuit. The basic circuit of a vacuum-tube
sweep generator is shown in Fig. 7-10a. The grid is clamped to the
cathode and the capacitor voltage is held at a low value, say, Em. If the

~_n,-

* It is customary to refer to a synchronizing signal as the sync signal.
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FIG. 7-9. The thyratron sweep circuit for the type 304 general-purpose scope.

(Courtesy of A. B. Du l.font Laboratories, Inc.)
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"gating" waveform ei of Fig. 7-10b is applied to the grid so as to cut the
tube off for a time T s , then C charges through R. The initial charging
current is (Ebb - Em)/ R == E/ R. Hence, the sweep amplitude is given
approximately by
(7-6)
E s = ETs
RC
For the thyratron sweep, the amplitude is equal to the difference between
the breakdown and maintaining voltage of the thyratron. For the
vacuum sweep, the amplitude is
almost independent of the tube
(there is a slight dependence because Em is determined by the tube,
but Em can be made much smaller
than Ebb). The displace men t
error is determined, as before, by
Ed
7S E s/E 7S T s/ RC.
At the end of the sweep time T s ,
c
e~
the tube is in clamp again and the
capacitor discharges through the
0------.----.......----0- tube to its quiescent value Em, as
indicated in Fig. 7-10c. If the time
(a)
. constant RoC0 is not very large compared with T s , there will be an overshoot at the grid at the end of the
gate which will drive the grid positive
(see Sec. 4-7) and aid in discharging
C all the more rapidly.
A practical vacuum-tube sweep circuit such as is used in the Tektronix
type 511 and 514 scopes is shown in
Fig. 7-12. Switching arrangements
and certain other details have been
omitted to avoid excessive complexity. The circuit is more com(c)
FIG. 7-10. (a) A vacuum-tube sweep cir- plicated, but is also more versatile
cuit. (b) The input gating waveform. than a gas-tube sweep and is capa(c) The output sweep voltage.
ble of the much higher sweep speeds
which are required in a high-frequency oscilloscope. The sweep circuit is
intended to be used as a triggered or driven sweep at all times. High gm
pentodes are used in almost every case for good high-frequency response.
The type 514 scope vertical amplifier response extends from 0 to 10 Me
(rise time equals 0.04 j.tsec)· and the sweep speed is continuously adjustable from 0.01 sec/em to 0.1 j.tsec/cm.
I"V

I"V
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The sync or triggering signal is applied to the grid of tube T I (Fig.
7-12). Switch S is used to select proper polarity whenever the sync
signal is very unsymmetrical, as in case of a pulse. Tube T2 amplifies
the sync voltage and applies it to the triggering diode Ta. Tubes T4 and
T5 constitute a plate-to-grid coupled monostable multivibrator which is
used as a gate generator. Ts is the "time-base former"; capacitor C2
charges through R2 to provide the sweep voltage when T6 is cut off. In
the quiescent condition the plate of T4 is at Ebb and the grid of T6 is
clamped at zero. The swing at the plate of T4 when the multi is triggered
is large enough to drive T6 well into cutoff. The sweep speed is determined by R 2C2, while the gate width is determined by RIC I • If the sweep
amplitude is to remain nominally constant, the gate width controls Rl
and C 1 must be adjusted whenever the sweep speed controls R2 and C 2are
varied. Capacitors C1 and C2 are switched simultaneously to change the
range of sweep speed, and resistor R 2 , which is used for continuous variation of sweep speed, is ganged to R 1 • No attempt is made to maintain
constant amplitude with any precision. The sweep amplitude is deliberately made so large that the end of the sweep occurs at a point well off
the CRT screen, so that variations of amplitude are not observed.
The magnitude of the sync signal which is applied to the grid of T5
through diode Ta and capacitor C 1 is controlled by the bias on T 2 • The
negative bias on T2 is adjusted by the potentiometer labeled" trigger
amplitude." A sync signal large enough to bring T2 out of cutoff cause8
the plate of T2 to fall. This drop in voltage is transmitted through the
diode. As soon as the multi is triggered, the plate of T 4 falls abruptly,
and unless the sync signal is extremely large in amplitude, the multi is
disconnected from the sync voltage during the formation of the gate.
The distortion of the sync signal produced by the limiting amplifier T2 is
of no consequence since the sync voltage serves only to initiate the gate.
Varying the amplitude of the sync signal by adjusting cutoff makes a
compensated sync signal attenuator unnecessary. The "sweep-stability" control permits an adjustment of the bias of T 4 so that the tube is
only slightly below cutoff and consequently only a small sync signal is
required to trigger the multi. Since the ratio of sweep time to time
between sweep is variable, a d-c restorer (T 7 ) and a d-c amplifier are
used to ensure that each sweep starts at the same place on the CRT
screen.
In a case in which the sweep time is short in comparison to the time
between sweeps the CRT beam will remain in one place most of the time.
If the intensity is reduced to prevent screen burns, the fast trace will be
very faint. To intensify the trace during the sweep, a positive gate, at
the cathode of T a, which is derived from the plate of T5 is applied to the
CRT grid. As a matter of fact in the presence of this "unblanking
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signal" the beam intensity may be adjusted so that the spot is initially
invisible and the trace will become visible as soon as the sweep starts.
In operation the" trigger-amplitude" control is initially set at maximum negative bias so that no sync signal reaches the multi. The arm
on the "sweep-stability" control is initially set at ground so that the
multi is astable and a trace appears on the CRT screen. The bias on T 4
is now increased just beyond the point where the trace disappears. The
multi is now monostable; that is, T4 is cut off. At this point the bias on
T2 is reduced to just beyond the point where the sweep reappears and the
sweep speed controls are adjusted until a stationary pattern is observed.
It is possible to use the circuit under circumstances where the gate
generator operates as a synchronized
free-running multi but under these
R
conditions the operation is not so
E ~1

cleanh-cut as in thl e tri~geredl·cadse.
T e sweep vo tage IS app Ie to a
paraphase-inverter amplifier of the
type described in Sec. 1-10. The
push-pull output sweep voltages
from this amplifier are d-c coupled
~----------~--------~
to the CRT horizontal deflection
(a)
plates. In order to improve the
linearity, some degeneration is introduced into each amplifier cathode
and then a small cathode bypass
capacitor is used in order to improve
the rise time so as to be able to pass
the fastest sweep without appreciac
ble distortion.
7 -4. Circuits to Improve Sweep
Linearity. In general-purpose scope
~--+;---i.-f---------"" Y
Z
sweeps E 8/E is usually of the order
e
(b)
of ~lo, giving a slope error of 10 per
FIG. 7-11. In (a) the current varies exponentially with time, whereas in (b) it cent and a displacement error of
remains constant, provided that e is about 1.25 per cent. In many timequal to the instantaneous voltage ing applications a much higher preacross C.
cision sweep is required.
The basic sweep circuit is shown in Fig. 7-11a in which S opens to
form the sweep. If, as in Fig. 7-11b, an auxiliary variable generator e is
introduced and if e is always kept equal to the voltage drop across C,
the charging current will be kept constant at i = E/ R and perfect linearity will have been achieved. Methods of simulating the fictitious
generator e with an amplifier will now be given.
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FIG. 7-12. The vacuum-tube sweep circuit similar to those of the types 511 or 514 scopes.

(Courtesy of Tektronix, Inc.)
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It is common practice to build electronic circuits on a metallic chassis
and to have one point in the circuit electrically connected to the chassis.
The chassis is then referred to as ground, and customarily the voltage
at any point in the circuit is given with respect to ground. Differences
in the point selected to be grounded yield different descriptions of the
mechanism whereby the linearity is improved. Suppose that the point Z
of Fig. 7-11b is grounded as in Fig. 7-13a. A linear sweep will appear
between Y and ground and will increase in the negative direction. Let
R

ec

X

c~_

r

+

EI

Je

t
I

Z

(a)
C

R

y

X

+
Amplifier
A~-oo

1+

L

~------------~z~~--------+-+-----~

-

~---------------~

(b)

FIG. 7-13. (a) Figure 7-11b with point Z grounded.
with an operational (Miller) integrator with A ~ -

(b) The same circuit simulated
O'J.

us now replace the fictitious generator by an amplifier with output
terminals YZ and input terminals XZ as in Fig. 7-13b. Since we have
assumed that the magnitude of the generator voltage e equals the voltage
Cc across the capacitor at every instant of time, then the input Ci to the
amplifier is zero. In other words, point X behaves as a virtual ground,
and in order to obtain a finite output, the amplifier gain A should ideally
be infinite. Figure 7-13b should be recognized as the operational integrating amplifier of Sec. 1-13 and is customarily referred to as a Miller
integrator.
Suppose that point Y of Fig. 7-11b is grounded as in Fig. 7-14a. A
linear sweep will appear between Z and ground and will increase in the
positive direction. Let us now replace the fictitious generator by a.n
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amplifier with output terminals ZY and input terminals XY as in Fig.
7-14b. Since we have assumed that e = ec (co = Ci), then the amplifier

MIW'-l
R

E

J:

X

zo--~+

cr'

.J-=-- _ _ _
e

(a)
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E ..:
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/\1\/\/\

+

.VVVy

--i

+C
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r::

Amplifier

eo

A~+l

-

y

~

~

(b)
FIG. 7-14. (a) Figure 7-11b with point Y grounded. (b) The same circuit simulated
with a noninverting unity-gain amplifier (a bootstrap integrator).

gain A must equal unity. The circuit of Fig. 7-14b is referred to as
a bootstrap sweep, since the voltage E is lifted, as it were, by its own
bootstraps.
Since the mechanism of linearity improvement is,
in both cases, the same, it may seem strange that
two such radically different amplifiers are required,
y
one with a gain - 00 and the other with a gain 1.
It may be shown that actually these amplifiers are
identical, i.e., that given one and the same amplifier,
the gain may be changed from unity to - 00 by sim- FIG. 7-15. An ampliply redefining the input and output terminals. The fier has three independent terminals
amplifiers of Figs. 7-13b and 7-14b have three inde- X, Y, and Z.
pendent terminals X, Y, and Z, as in Fig. 7-15.
Suppose that Z is taken as the terminal common to input and output,
then take exz to be the input, eyZ to be the output, and let the gain
be A = eyz/e xz , as in Fig. 7-13b. Next, as in Fig. 7-14b, take Y to be

+
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the common terminal, and let exy be the input, ezy be the output, and let
the gain A I = ezyl exy. Then

A' = eZY =
exy

-e yZ
exz + ezy

-eyzlexz
-A
1 - eyz/ exz = 1 - A

-eyZ
exz - eyz

+

If A = - 00, A' =
1, as anticipated.
The effect of a finite value of A on the linearity of a Miller sweep is
now to be investigated. In accordance with the principle of the virtual
R

--t---Q+
A

FIG. 7-16. The equivalent circuit of the Miller integrator for finite gain A.

ground explained in Sec. 1-12 the equivalent circuit is as drawn in Fig.
7-16. The output or sweep voltage is given by
ell = AE(l - E-tIRC(I-A»

~ E 1 ~ A ~C [ 1 -

2RC({ - A)

+ ... ]

~ - :~ (1 - 2R~IAI + .. -)

(7-7)

since A is large and negative. Comparison of Eq. (7-7) with Eq. (7-4)
shows that, for a fixed sweep amplitude Es relative to the supply voltage
E [see Eq. (7-5)], the deviation from linearity of the Miller sweep is
I/IAI times that of the uncompensated time base.
The effect of a deviation of A from I for the bootstrap sweep is now
to be investigated. Referring to Fig. 7-14b, we have

E = iR
because eo = Aei.

+ ei -

eo = iR

+ ei(l

- A)

(7-8)

Dividing by I - A, gives

E

.

R

1- A = ~1- A

+ ei

(7-9)

Remembering that ei is the voltage across capacitor C, Eq. (7-9) leads
to the equivalent circuit of Fig. 7-17. The output or sweep voltage is
given by
AE
_t(l-A)
e8 = I _ A (1 - E RC)

~

-

AE _t
RC

[1 _

t(1 - A)
2RC

+ ... ]

(7-10)
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Since A is close to unity, we see, by comparing Eq. (7-10) with Eq. (7-4),
that the deviation from linearity of the bootstrap circuit is (1 - A)
times that of the uncompensated time base. It follows from this disR
I-A
~---Q+

c

FIG. 7-17. The equivalent circuit of the bootstrap sweep.

cussion that a Miller amplifier (of gain AM) will give the same amplitude, sweep speed, and deviation from linearity as a bootstrap amplifier
(of gain A B), provided that IAMI = 1/(1 - AB). For example, a bootstrap circuit with a gain of 0.95 is
equivalent to a Miller circuit with
a gain of 20. The decision between
these two circuits is often difficult
R
to make. Some practical considerx t----H-....:.........--4-.!.---<>(
ations are given in the following
sections. Other fine points are
brought out in Chap. 16 in conneceo
tion with the use of these sweep cir- ~tf!~S
cuits for precision time modulation.
zt-----<>
7 -5. The Miller Sweep.2 A sim(a)
ple Miller sweep is shown in Fig.
7-18a. The negative bias should
not be so large that the tube is cut
off. Observe that Ebb is used both
to charge C and to supply tube
current. When S opens, a negative-going sweep will appear at the
o
plate. However, as indicated in
(b)
Fig. 7-18b, the sweep will be preceded by a positive jump. The FIG. 7-18. A Miller sweep with the gate
jump results from the finite output applied to the grid. (a) Circuit; (b) output waveform.
impedance of the amplifier which
has heretofore been neglected (see Prob. 7-13). This jump can be eliminated by the addition of a resistor r = 1/gm in series with the capacitor
C (see Prob. 7-14).
A Miller sweep with symmetrical outputs is indicated in Fig. 7-19. The
triode T 1 with its grid clamped to ground acts as the closed switch S

1
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of Fig. 7-18. A negative gate applied to the grid cuts Tl off and allows (J
to charge from Ebb through R and the Miller tube T 2 • The output eol
from the plate of T2 is a negative-going sweep. This voltage is applied
to the grid of T3 through the resistor R2 and an equal resistor R2 is used
for feedback from plate to grid of T 3 • Hence, T3 acts as an operational
phase inverter (see Sec. 1-13) and the output eo 2 is a positive-going sweep.
The symmetrical voltages eol and eo 2 drive the CRT horizontal plates.
It should be noted that the negative bias of Fig. 7-18 has been replaced
by the voltage across the cathode resistor R k • This resistor does not
introduce degeneration because the current through it remains constant.
Thus, as the current in T2 increases, the symmetrical current in T3

C1

~

:LeT

r

~----~----------~

FIG. 7-19. A symmetrical Miller sweep. The switch tube is
is T21 and the operational inverter is Ta.

TlI

the Miller integrator

decreases by the same amount, leaving the current in Rk unchanged.
The grid leak for T3 is Ra and the blocking capacitor C 2 keeps the high
plate voltage of T2 from reaching the grid of T 3 • The time constant
R aC2 must be large enough to introduce negligible transmission error
(see Sec. 7-1).
A total sweep voltage equal to the supply voltage can be obtained
by choosing eol = - Ebd2 and hence eo 2 = E bb /2. From the theory
developed in Sec. 7-4 the displacement error under this condition is
1 Es 100
100
€d
8" Ebb TAT = 161AI per cent. It is not difficult to obtain a gain IAI

+

1'..1

of 15 with a triode (say, a 12AU7 tube), and then €d
0.4 per cent for a
total swing of Ebb volts. The~ sweep speed is Ebb/ RC volts/sec.
At the end of the sweep time the capacitor C must discharge and
return to its quiescent voltage. The discharge path is through the amplifier output impedance and through a switching tube such as TJ in Fig.
1'..1
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7-19. If fast retrace time is important, then 0 should be kept as small
as possible and R chosen sufficiently large to give the desired sweep
speed. For practical reasons it is advisable not to permit R to exceed
several megohms. A high-current switching tube and, additionally, the
use of a cathode follower interposed between the capacitor 0 and the
amplifier output will reduce the recovery time still further. The recovery may also be hastened by selecting the time constant RIO I (Fig. 7-19)
to be comparable to the width of the gating signal, since under these
circumstances there will be a pronounced overshoot at the grid at the
termination of the gate. A Miller sweep using a cathode follower to
speed recovery and using a pentode amplifier for higher gain is shown
in Fig. 7-20. Note that the low output impedance of the cathode follower
makes the resistor r in series with 0 (Fig. 7-19) unnecessary.

R~

FIG. 7-20. A Miller sweep using a cath,ode follower in order to reduce the retrace time. Note that a negativegoing sweep is obtained at the low
impedance output of the cathode
follower.

FIG. 7-21. A suppressor-gated Miller
time-base generator.

7 -6. Pentode Miller Sweep with Suppressor Gating. If a pentode is
used as the amplifier tube of a Miller sweep, then the gating voltage may
be applied to the suppressor grid instead of to the control grid. A
suppressor-gated Miller integrator is indicated in Fig. 7-21. A tube with
a sharp cutoff suppressor characteristic is used, such as the types 6AS6,
7AK7, 5915 (RCA), 6CS6 (Raytheon), and 6BH6 (Tungsol). The 6SA7
converter tube 3 has also been used in this application. Initially the
suppressor grid is biased to plate current cutoff, while the control grid
is clamped to the cathode. All the cathode current flows to the screen
and hence the screen voltage is low. The waveforms at all the electrodes
are given in Fig. 7-22. A positive gate applied to the suppressor drives
this electrode either slightly positive or to clamp. Clamping may occur
either because the impedance of the driving source is large in comparison
with the suppressor-cathode resistance or because a diode is added to the
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circuit from suppressor to ground. This increased suppressor voltage
permits plate current to flow and the plate voltage drops. Since the
voltage across the Miller capacitor C cannot change instantaneously, the
grid voltage must drop by the same amount El that the plate falls.
The grid voltage is now - E l , the tube finds itself operating above cutoff,
and a negative-going sweep forms at the plate. The load resistor RL
is large so that bottoming will take place (see Sec. 4-3). The load line
is drawn on the plate characteristics in Fig. 7-23. Since -El is very
close to the cutoff bias, we have considered that the tube characteristic
corresponding to the grid voltage - E 1 is coincident with the abscissa.
Suppressor

I

OL---J;-4======~I~·------~
E2

Plat: I

_E_b_b~~~~~~ -t===~

L..

Grid

_____

I

_________

~r

O~----~~~----~~~----~~--------

scree: ______
1

-+---~

-+--1--1-

t=O
Ts
Tg
FIG. 7-22. The waveforms for a suppressor-gated Miller sweep generator.

For a type 6AS6 tube, the order of magnitude of El is 5 volts and bottoming begins when the grid has increased by only one or two volts. For
example, if Ebb = 300 and the amplifier gain is 150, then the grid will
increase by 309150 = 2 volts for complete "run-down."
When the grid voltage drops from zero to -El, the cathode" current
falls, the screen current drops, and hence the screen voltage rises as
indicated in Fig. 7-22. During the formation of the sweep the grid rises
slightly, as noted above, and the increased screen current results in a slight
decrease in screen voltage. When the plate voltage bottoms, the grid
voltage increases to zero with a time constant Re, the space current and
hence screen current increases, and the screen voltage drops, as indicated
in Fig. 7-22. The screen voltage does not quite fall to its value for t < 0
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because some of the cathode current is now being collected by the plate,
whereas for t
0 all the space current goes to the screen.
At the end of the gate the suppressor again cuts off the plate current.
The capacitor C whose voltage has fallen almost to zero recharges
toward Ebb through RL and the grid-cathode resistance rc with a time
constant T = (RL + rc)C
RLC. The grid voltage will be driven positive by approximately rcEbb/ RL
ib
__---------------------0
volts. This positive grid voltage
will increase the cathode current
2
above its value for t < 0, and hence
__--------------------- -E1+2
there will be a dip in screen voltage
below its value for t < O. The
~~====~====~===;~~El+1
eb
overshoot in grid voltage and undershoot in screen voltage are indi- FIG. 7-23. Illustrating bottoming in a
cated in Fig. 7-22.
pentode and the fact that the grid voltAt t = 0+, the voltage across R age changes by only a few volts during
the entire sweep voltage.
is Ebb
E 1, and since the current
through R passes through C, the initial sweep speed is (Ebb
E 1 ) / RC
volts/sec. As long as the amplifier gain remains high, the sweep speed
remains essentially constant. Hence, a linear ramp results for almost
the entire plate voltage rundown except near the very bottom.
If the gate width Tg is less than the time Ts for the capacitor to discharge completely, then there will be no bottoming and the flat portions
of Fig. 7-22 between Ts and Tg are missing. The screen voltage is itself
a gating voltage, and, if the sweep is being used in connection with
a scope display, can be used as an intensifier to brighten the CRT trace
during the sweep time and to cut off the CRT beam during the retrace
time. The recovery time may be made quite small by driving the
capacitor C from a cathode follower as in Fig. 7-20. Under these circumstances the recovery time constant is T = (C) (Ro + r c), where Ro is the
output impedance of the cathode follower and rc is the grid-cathode
resistance.
The step in the plate voltage at t = 0+ cannot be eliminated by adding
a resistor r in series with C in Fig. 7-21, as was done for the grid-gated
Miller integrator. The use of the resistor r is effective because the
amplifier of the grid-gated circuit is initially biased within its grid base.
The suppressor-gated circuit, however, is held beyond cutoff in the
quiescent condition. When the gate is applied, the tube must draw
some plate current, and hence the plate voltage must drop somewhat.
7-7. Phantastron Circuits. 4 The screen waveform of Fig. 7-22 is a
positive step for the interval of the linear rundown. Hence, it is possible
to start the sweep by means of a narrow pulse or trigger and to couple the
output from the screen to the suppressor so that the positive gate needed

-<

r-.J

+

+
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at the latter grid is supplied internally. A circuit in which a Miller time
base is initiated with a trigger and the circuit then supplies its own gate
is called a phantastron. *
The screen-coupled phantastron is drawn in Fig. 7-24. This circuit
differs from the suppressor-gated Miller sweep (Fig. 7-21) only in that the
screen and suppressor voltages are obtained from a bleeder arrangement
R 1-R 2-R 3• These resistors are so chosen that in the quiescent state the
suppressor grid is sufficiently negative (say, - E 2) so that no plate current
flows, all the space current going to the screen. Assume now that a
positive trigger is applied at t = 0 to the suppressor so as to allow the
plate to draw current. The plate voltage drops, the grid voltage drops
the same amount (say, E 1), the cathode current falls, and the screen
Ebb

R

-E4

FIG. 7-24. The screen-gated phantastron.

voltage rises. This causes the suppressor voltage to rise because it is
obtained from the same bleeder as the screen potential. The capacitor C 2
is a speed-up capacitor (see Sec. 5-3). The action described above is
regenerative and the tube is rapidly driven from cutoff to its normally on
condition and the Miller sweep is initiated.
The waveforms at all the electrodes are given in Fig. 7-25 and are
identical with those in Fig. 7-22 except that the flat portions at the end
of the run-down are missing. As soon as the tube bottoms and the plate
can fall no further, the plate side of C in Fig. 7-24 remains at a fixed
potential. Hence, the grid side of C must rise with respect to ground
(with a time constant RC) because current continues to flow from Ebb
through R through C into the tube plate. As the grid rises, the cathode
current increases, the screen current increases, and the screen voltage
drops. Because of the action of the bleeder arrangement the suppressor
voltage also falls and the plate current decreases. A reduction of plate
current means an increase in plate voltage which in turn causes the grid

* The British considered the operation of this circuit as fantastic and dignified it
with the name phantastron.
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to rise still further. This action is regenerative and the suppressor
voltage is rapidly driven negative. The waveshapes for t > Ts in Fig.
7-25 are explained in exactly the same manner as the waveshapes for
t > To in Fig. 7-22. There is one difference between these two figures
in the region under consideration. Since the suppressor voltage comes
from the same bleeder as the screen voltage, there will be an undershoot
at the suppressor, as indicated in Fig. 7-25.
Triggering may also be done with negative pulses applied to the plate
and hence fed to the grid through the capacitor C. A negative trigger so
applied reduces the cathode current and consequently raises the screen
Suppresor

I

o~--E~f~----~b=~~-_--~

Plate

I

o~----------------~~~---------

Grid

I
El

t
oL------L--~--------~----------....,)
,......",

-r-[

Screen

r

1

I
oL---------+---------~-----------

t=O

Ts

FIG. 7-25. Waveforms in the screen-coupled phantastron.

voltage. The rise of screen voltage is transmitted to the suppressor to
bring the suppressor above the point of plate current cutoff. The trigger
size should be large enough to start the regenerative action but not so
large as to cut off the tube current. If the tube should be driven below
cutoff, the grid voltage will rise initially with a time constant RC into
the conducting region and there will be a delay between the application
of the trigger and the start of the sweep.
The phantastron circuit has a recovery time constant T = RLC. If a
shorter retrace time is desired, then a cathode follower can be interposed
between the plate of the amplifier and the capacitor C, as was done for the
externally control-grid-gated Miller sweep of Fig. 7-20. Since the sweep
voltage at the plate of the pentode starts near Ebb and since this voltage
is applied directly to the grid of the cathode follower, a separate supply
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must be used for the cathode follower with E~b > Ebb. The magnitude of the overshoots and undershoots is greatly increased (perhaps
by a factor of 10) if a cathode follower is used. The reason for this
feature is that the plate of the amplifier is no longer loaded down by the
low grid-cathode resistance Tc which allowed the grid to overshoot to
only TcEbb/ RL volts. With a cathode follower in the circuit, when the
plate rises at the end of the sweep it carries the grid of the cathode
follower way up with it and hence the grid of the pentode can be driven
several volts positive.
The sweep speed is, as with the simple Miller integrator, (Ebb + E 1) / RC
volts/sec and can be adjusted by changing Ebb, R, or C. If the rundown
proceeds to within E3 volts of ground (see Fig. 7-25), then the amplitude
of the sweep is Ebb - El - E 3. The sweep time T, is the amplitude
divided by the speed, so that
E~b

T,
RC =

Ebb - El - E3
Ebb
El

+

(7-11)

If Ebb» El + E 3, then Ts
RC, a result which is independent of
variations in Ebb. The next approximation is obtained by dividing the
numerator in Eq. (7-11) by the denominator with the result
"-J

x

== T,
RC

=

1 _ 2E 1 + E3 ~ 1 _ 2E 1 + Ea
Ebb + El Ebb

(7-12)

Taking the derivative, we find
dx

"-J

-X=

2El + E3 dEbb
Ebb
Ebb

(7-13)

For example, if El = E3 = 5 volts and Ebb = 150 volts, then a 10 per
cent change in supply voJtage (dEbb/ Ebb = 0.1) gives
dx

x=

15
150 X 0.1 = 0.01

or a 1.0 per cent change in sweep time.
A diode (T2 in Fig. 7-26) may be used to clamp the suppressor to
.ground during the~ time when the time base is being formed. Hence the
negative supply -E4 plays no part in determining conditions during the
interval Ta. The voltage -E4 is needed only to ensure plate-current
cutoff before the circuit is triggered. Variations in the negative supply
have negligible effect on the sweep time Ta.
Variations in filament voltage should affect El and Ea to some extent.
Experimentally it is found that a 10 per cent change in filament voltage
results in only a few tenths of a per cent change in Ta and in a direction
opposite to the change due to a plate supply variation. If tubes are
I
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changed, then Til may change by a few per cent because 2El
from tube to tube.
Comparing Eq. (7-7) with Eq. (7-4), it follows that
_ 1 Til 1
8 RCrAl

fd -

r-.J

+ E3 varies

1 1

=81AI

(7-14)

If the amplifier gain is 100, then fd
0.13 per cent. (Incidentally, if
linearities under 1 per cent are to be realized, then the capacitance C
must be independent of voltage to this precision. A mica capacitor is
usually satisfactory, whereas a paper capacitor may not be.) Here,
then, is a circuit possessing many fine characteristics: excellent linearity
of sweep and a time-base duration whose value is not very sensitive
to positive, negative, or filament supply voltages and whose sweep speed
r-.J

FIG. 7-26. The screen-coupled phantastron as a delay unit.

is readily adjusted. With a trigger input a square-wave output is
obtained at the screen, in addition to the linear output at the plate, and
hence the circuit is analogous to the plate-coupled monos table multi discussed in Chap. 6. One of the principal applications of the phantastron
is as a delay unit. If the output at the screen is differentiated (peaked),
then a negative output pulse is obtained, delayed Ts sec from the triggering pip. The delay is adjusted by controlling the voltage E from which
the run-down begins. A plate-catching diode T3 is ideal for this purpose
and the complete circuit is shown in Fig. 7-26. The waveforms are given
in Fig. 7-25 except that the plate voltage starts at E rather than Ebb.
The overshoot at the grid is approximately Ebbrc/ R L , where rc is the static
grid-cathode resistance and is independent of E and therefore Ts. This
characteristic is different from the corresponding one for the plate-coupled
multivibrator where the overshoot increases with delay. The delay Ts
is a linear function of E except for small delays where curvature due to
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bottoming becomes important. Incidentally, T 3 also serves the useful
purpose of reducing the recovery time because it catches the plate which
is rising toward Ebb when it reaches E (see Fig. 7-28).
Analogous to the cathode-coupled monostable multi a cathode-coupled
monostable phantastron can be constructed as indicated in Fig. 7-27.
In the quiescent state the suppressor potential (the voltage E2 across R 1)
is much lower than the cathode voltage so that the plate current in Tl is
zero. The grid is clamped to the cathode and the plate is clamped to the
control voltage E. A positive trigger of large enough magnitude is
applied to the suppressor so that plate current commences to flow. This
current causes the plate to fall, and because of the capacitive coupling
the grid falls an equal amount. This drop in grid voltage decreases the

Positive
trigger
input

FIG. 7-27. The cathode-coupled phantastron as a delay circuit.

cathode current and the cathode potential falls. Hence, the suppressor
voltage increases relative to the cathode and more plate current is drawn,
etc. This explanation shows that the circuit is regenerative, and at
t = 0+ normal plate current flows and the Miller run-down commences.
The waveforms are indicated in Fig. 7-28. Because of cathode-follower
action the grid and cathode waveforms are almost identical. Since the
grid follows the cathode drop at t = 0+, the plate, which is tied to the
grid through C, must drop the same amount. Hence, the initial fall in
plate potential El may be larger by a factor of about 10 than the corresponding drop in the screen-coupled phantastron. The overshoots at
the grid and cathode and the undershoot at the screen can be minimized
by using a grid-catching diode connected with its plate at the grid of Tl
and its cathode at a tap on R2 such that the voltage at this point is 1
or 2 volts less than the quiescent cathode potential. The exponential
voltage at the plate during the retrace time ends abruptly at E because
of the plate-catching diode. This abrupt termination of the plate waveform is reflected in the other waveforms in Fig. 7-28, as indicated. The
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vertical sides in Fig. 7-28 are actually of the order of 1 J..Lsec in duration.
These waveforms should be compared with the analogous ones in Fig.
6-11 forthe cathode-coupled monostable multi.
The cathode-coupled phantastron has the following advantages over
the screen-coupled circuit. No negative supply is needed. The screen
is a free (unloaded) electrode from which a positive gate is obtained. A
negative gate is available at the cathode. The principal disadvantages
Suppressor

Cathode

1t--E

1- - - - - - - -

..;;;2--L.

Qi--_-J
r

Grid~_ _

Screen

b}

t==O
Ts
FIG. 7-28. 'Waveforms in the cathode-coupled phantastron.

are that there is a larger initial step in plate voltage and the gain of the
amplifier is smaller because of the cathode degeneration introduced by
R k • This decreased gain means that the linearity is somewhat poorer.
The phantastron has the advantage over the cathode-coupled multi
in that the former is much less sensitive to tube characteristics and to
supply-voltage variations than the latter. For example, if the Ebb supply
changes by 10 per cent in a multi circuit, we may expect the delay to
change by perhaps 5 per cent, which is five or ten times what can be
expected in the phantastron circuit. Also, the phantastron delay can
be made more linear than that of the multi if sufficient gain is used.
An astable phantastron circuit is suggested in Probe 7-16.
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The phantastron circuit is limited to the generation of linear sweeps
of duration of the order of 10 J.Lsec or longer because of the effect of the
stray capacitance to ground at the various tube electrodes. Williams
R
E

(a)
R
E

E

Ebb

C

E

(c)
Ebb

S

+
es

(d)
FIG. 7-29. Illustrating that a Miller integrator and a bootstrap sweep are different
forms of the same circuit.

and Moody 3 describe circuits of the Miller type, called sanatron or sanaphant, which are capable of giving precise delays as short as 1 J.Lsec.
These circuits are essentially phantastrons in which a separate tube is
used to generate the necessary gate from the input trigger.
7-8. The Bootstrap Sweep. In Fig. 7-29a the Miller sweep of Fig. 7-18
has been redrawn. The switch S has been omitted, no ground connection
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is indicated, and the tube supply voltage has been separated from the
capacitor-charging voltage. Figure 7-2Db is equivalent to Fig. 7-29a.
In Fig. 7-2Dc one terminal of C has been moved from one side of Ebb to
the other. This change will have no effect on signal voltages. In
Fig. 7-29d one point has been grounded, output terminals have been
selected, and RL has been relabeled R k • The switch S which clamps the
circuit at some initial level until opened is located in different positions
in this last circuit and in Fig. 7-18. Because of this new switch location
Ebb

p

s

C

+
es

(a)

+

E

CD

C

-=-

A~l

+
es

(b)

FIG. 7-30. (a) A practical form of the bootstrap sweep; (b) the equivalent circuit.

there will be no jump in the output voltage when S is opened. The circuit of Fig. 7-29d has the form given in Fig. 7-14b for the bootstrap sweep.
The above discussion illustrates once more that the Miller integrator and
the bootstrap sweep are two forms of the same circuit. The sweep
voltage may be calculated from Eq. (7-10).
The practical disadvantage in Fig. 7-29 is that neither side of the
supply E is grounded. This disadvantage may be remedied essentially by
replacing E by a charged capacitor CD, as shown in Fig. 7-30. It is
necessary that CD be large enough so that the voltage across CD does not
change appreciably during the sweep time. If the voltage across CD
were truly constant and if the cathode follower had exactly unity gain,
then point P 2 in Fig. 7-30 would exactly follow point Pl. Hence, the
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voltage difference between P 2 and PI would remain constant and
the current through R would remain constant. Under these conditions the current through capacitor C (which equals that through R) is
constant and the sweep is truly linear.
In the equivalent circuit of Fig. 7-30b, if we neglect the small initial drop
across the cathode resistor, E = REbb/(R + RD). If the output impedance of the amplifier (cathode follower) is small in comparison to R D , the
branch consisting of RD and Ebb may be neglected in Fig. 7-30b and the
resultant circuit is identical to that of Fig. 7-14b. The nominal sweep
speed is E/ RC = EbbR/(R + RD)RC = Ebb/(R + RD)C so that the
sweep speed is the same as if C charged through R + RD directly from Ebb.
The amplifier gain in the presence of the load is A' == ARD/(Ro + R D),
in which Ro is the amplifier output impedance. From the discussion in
Sec. 7-4 it follows that the displacement error is
Ed

=

! Es
8 E

(1 _A') = !8 EbbEs R +R RD (1 _RoARD)
+ RD

(7-15)

where Es is the sweep amplitude.
This equation shows that for best linearity RD should be chosen small
compared with R and very large compared with Ro. For example, if
RD = O.lR, the error is multiplied by 1.1. However, if RD = 10Ro and
A = 0.95, then 1 - A = 0.05 and
ARD
1 - Ro + RD

=

10
1 - 0.95 X 11

=

0.135

so that the error is multiplied by 0.135/0.05 = 2.7! This numerical
example illustrates the fact that
Ebb
RD/ Ro must indeed be very large
....-------i--------,
if the displacement error is to be
kept small.
At the termination of the sweep,
CD must recharge through a resistance which is equal to the parallel
combination of R and RD. In a
repetitive sweep, if the restoration
s
time is not long enough to permit
c
the capacitor CD to recharge fully,
the sweep speed will be a function
of the restoration time and hence of
FIG. 7-31. A diode is used to replace RD the repetition rate. Much of the
of Fig. 7-30 in order to decrease the re- difficulty associated with RD is
trace time.
eliminated in the circuit of Fig.
7-31, in which the resistor is replaced with a diode.
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Initially the voltage at the cathode of the diode is only slightly negative with respect to the plate since the diode need supply only the small
current Ebbl R. At the instant S opens the cathode voltage rises and the
diode is cut off. The current to recharge CD flows through the lowresistance diode and the low output impedance of the cathode follower.
Since the cathode voltage of the diode must rise a few tenths of a volt
before its resistance becomes very large compared with the output imped~
ance Ro of the cathode follower, then the beginning ('"" 0.2 volt) of the
sweep will be nonlinear.
We now estimate how large CD must be in order that it have negligible
influence on linearity. From Fig. 7-31 we find (see Prob. 7-21) that

e, = Ebb
1
1
in which C' = CD

~ (1 -

.-URO')

A

1+ -C-·

~

~ ~~ (1 - 2~C; + " ".)
t

t

(

'rhe term 2RC' = 2RC 1 - A

and "the factor by which thc linearity is multiplied is (1 - A

(7-16)

C)

+ CD

+ fD)

rather than 1 - A. Therefore it is required that CD» CI(l - A).
Too large a value of CD will mean a very long restoration time and the
circuit will be sensitive to changes in the repetition rate. Hence C should
be chosen small (so that CD will not be too large) and the sweep speed is
adjusted to the desired value by the proper choice of R. The maximum
value of R is limited to a few megohms by practical considerations. For
sweep lengths of, say, 0.01 sec and longer, C will be of the order of magnitude of 0.2 }If and CD should be much larger than this value. Even if
RD is a diode, the restoration time may be several thousand microseconds.
A method 5 of avoiding the use of large capacitors and of making the
sweep speed independent of the repetition rate is to replace CD in Fig.
7-30a by a 7~5-watt neon lamp. This lamp has a voltage drop EL of
about 65 volts which remains constant over the current range from 30 to
300 }la. The sweep speed is now almost independent of the supply voltage, since it is given by (EL + Ek)1 RC, where Ek is the quiescent cathode
voltage. Very slow sweeps (of the order of 40 sec) have been obtained
with retrace times as short as 10 }lsec! The restoration time is now
determined by how fast C can be discharged through the resistance of the
switch.
Instead of a cathode follower we could use a noninverting amplifier
and adjust the gain to be exactly unity. The linearity would then be
perfect. However, as the gain varied in the neighborhood of unity due
to tube aging, temperature effects, line-supply variations, etc., the output
would vary as shown in Fig. 7-32. To minimize the drift in gain, we might
use a two-stage negative-feedback amplifier. This circuit would have to
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be'stabilized SO that it would not oscillate. Also the amplifier bandwidth
would have to be large enough so as to
A>l
pass the sweep undistorted. As we
A=l
have mentioned before, this latter reA<l
quirement is not an easy one to fulfill.
Several modifications of the simple
bootstrap circuit are discussed in the
problems.
7 -9. Additional Methods of Linearity
Improvement. In addition to the
FIG. 7-32. If the amplifier gain in a
bootstrap circuit is different from feedback methods discussed above,
unity, the sweep voltage curves there are a number of other circuits
away from the ideal linear sweep.
which improve the linearity over that
which is obtained by the simple exponential charging of a capacitor.
A Compensating Network. If a distorted sweep voltage of the form
e8 = Alt - A2t2 + A3t3 - . . . is put into an integrating network, the
output is of the form eo = B2t2 - B3t3 + .. '. If the integrator output is added to the original voltage and if the network parameters are
chosen so that A2 = B 2, then the result is

e

8

+ eo

=

Alt

+ (A3

- B 3)t 3 +

...

This voltage is much more linear than the original sweep because the
quadratic term is missing. This type of
compensation is easily applied to improve
the bootstrap linearity.6
Use of an Inductor. If an inductor L
is added in series with the resistor RL in
the plate circuit of a Miller-type sweep E
,---+----0+
amplifier, then an improvement in linearity results because the gain of the amplifier is thereby increased.
An inductor L may also be used to improve the linearity of a simple RC sweep,
FIG. 7-33. A large inductance L
as indicated in Fig. 7-33. The inductor will improve the sweep linearity
also allows a sweep to be obtained whose because an inductor tries to
amplitude is larger than the supply volt- keep constant current flowing
through it.
age because of the oscillatory nature of
the circuit. Assuming that the switch S opens at t = 0, the solution
for e. is

~
E
where

=

1

+ e-

Rtl2L (A

and

sin wt - cos wt)

(7-17)
(7-18)
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The voltage may be expanded in a power series in t with the result

es

=

E

[

t)2

1(

RC t 1 - (3 yLC

t )2 2L/t R
+ 121 ( yLC

- ...

]

(7-19)

If enough inductance hue been added to make the circuit oscillatory, then
l/yLC is larger than R/2L and t/yLC is larger than t/(2L/ R). If,
therefore, t/yLC« 1, then the third term in Eq. (7-19) is less than

712 (t/yLC) 3.

We may then write as a good approximation
~~

E (
t2 ')
= RC
t 1 - (fLC

(7-20)

The improvement in linearitv results from the fact that there is no quadratic term in Ea. (7-2uJ.
The valu9 of L for critic2,1 damping is Lc = R2C/ 4. For L = nLc,
C.

=

:c t [ ;n Uc)']
1-

Equation (7-2 i) appiies if n 2: 1. If n

=

0, e, =

(7-21)

:c (1 - 2~C)'
t

From Prob. 6-15, the dispbcement error under the conditions that Eq.
(7-21) is valid is given by

.. = 0.385

[3~ (Xc)']

(7-22)

Even if n is only equal to 1, a considerable improvement in linearity
results. For example, if Te! RC = 0.1, then Ed for the circuit without
the inductor is T s /8RC = 1.25 per cent, and for n = 1,
Ed

= 0.385 X 0.667

= 0.26

per cent

If n is larger than 1, €j varies inversely with n.
It is possible to trade linearity for amplitude. For example, let us
keep the displacement error at the uncompensated value, discussed
above, of 1.25 per cent. If we use n = 100, then, from Eq. (7-22),
Ts/ RC = [0.0125 X 300/(0.385 X 2)P2 = 2.2, so that the sweep amplitude is 2.2 times the supply voltage. A value of n = 100 may mean an
inductance equal to several hundred henrys, but it is feasible to obtain
such inductors today because the inductor current is small and because
of the presently available high-permeability magnetic cores. In other
types of sweep circuits It is possible to trade linearity for sweep amplitude
only so long as the amplitude remains reasonably small in comparison
with the supply voltage. In the feedback sweep circuits, when the sweep
amplitude becomes comparable to the supply voltage, the vacuum tubes
in the circuit begin to operate nonlinearly.
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The inductor current is smaller at the end of the sweep period than
at the beginning. The initial inductor current depends on the restoration period allowed between sweeps and therefore the sweep speed will
be a function of the repetit~on rate of the sweep. The time constant
associated with the restoration period is L/ R, but, on the other hand,
t.he percentage difference in the inductor current between beginning and
Ebb

~-------------r----~----~+

C

es

(a)

(b)
FIG. 7-34. (a) A sweep circuit using the constant-current characteristics of a pentode
for linearization. (b) The output waveform. Em and Ed are, respectively, the main-

taining and breakdown voltages of the thyratron.

end of the sweep is small. Therefore the restoration period need not be
large in comparison with L / R to make the initial inductor current approximately independent of repetition rate.
The Use of a Pentode. The plate current in a pentode, for fixed screento-cathode voltage, is largely independent of plate voltage except for
quite low voltages. Therefore a capacitor charging from a supply
voltage through a pentode will charge at approximately constant current.
For example, in a 6AU6, if the supply voltage is 300 volts, the grid bias
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-2 volts, and the screen voltage 150 volts, the initial charging current
is 5.8 rna (Fig. A-I). When the capacitor voltage is 200 volts, the tube
voltage is 100 volts, and the charging current is 5.7 rna. The percentage
slope error is therefore 100(5.8 - 5.7)/5.8
2 per cent. Without the
pentode the slope error would be 100 X 20~300 = 67 per cent.
A thyratron sweep circuit using a pentode for linearization is shown
in Fig. 7-34a. A thyratron is used for the switch tube. The capacitor
C charges rapidly through the thyratron until the difference between the
supply voltage and the capacitor voltage drops to less than the thyratron
maintaining voltage Em. The sweep voltage is formed as the capacitor
discharges through the pentode. The cathode resistor stabilizes the
quiescent tube current, and the rheostat adjusts the nominal tube current
and hence the sweep rate. Coarse frequency changes are accomplished
by changing ,the capacitor C. The sweep at the output terminals is
negative-going as indicated in Fig. 7-34b. The amplitude of the sweep
may be adjusted as in a conventional thyratron sweep circuit by adjusting the thyratron bias.
f'..J
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For some applications it is necessary to provide for deflection of the
beam of a cathode-ray tube by the use of a magnetic coil rather thaI!
through the use of electrostatic plates. A set of coils is arranged with
an axis perpendicular to the desired direction of deflection. The beam
deflection angle is proportional to the coil currenV and for a linear sweep.
it is, of course, required that the coil current increase linearly with time.
8-1. The Generator Waveform. Consider that a current generator is
used to drive the deflection coil. In Fig. 8-1, L is the deflection coil
inductance, RL is the coil resistance, and C is the effective distributed capacitance of the coil. The
resistor R is a damping resistor
R
which has been included for a purc
pose that will appear shortly.
We shall now find the waveform
FIG. 8-1. A current generator i feeds a
of the current i which the generator
magnetic deflection coil.
must supply in order that the inductor current iL shall increase linearly
with time. We assume that the inductor current is iL = let, in which k
is a constant. The drop across Land RL in series equals the voltage
across Rand C in parallel. This voltage is

e

=

d1t + RLiL =

L

leL

+ kRLt

(8-1)

Hence, the current taken by the damping resistor is

.

~R =

e
R

kL
=

+RkRLt

The sweep is to begin at t = O. The capacitor is uncharged at t = 0and, as indicated by Eq. (8-1), the capacitor voltage must jump to kL
at t = 0+. Hence, a current ic must be furnished by the generator which
will charge the capacitor to the voltage kL in zero time. This current
must be infinite in magnitude but must last for only an infinitesimal time
duration and must have the property that (l/C)fi e dt = kL or

fie dt = kLC
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Also, an additional capacitor current must flow which is equal to TeRLC
so that the voltage across the capacitor will continue to rise at the same
rate at which the voltage c is rising.
It is convenient to introduce the unit ilnpulsc or delta fUllction bet)
defined by bet) = 00 when t = 0, bet) = when t ~ 0, and

f-+

°

<1J<1J

bet) dt = 1

We may now write that

i = iL + iR

or

+ ic = Tet + (TeL + TeRLt) ~ + TeRLC + TeLC oCt)

i = kLC 5(t)

+ '~ (1 + R~LC) + kt (1 + ~L)

(8-2)

Altogether the current generator must furnish a current which consists
of an impulse, a step, and a linear rise as indicated in Fig. 8-2.
To 00

R)

~ Linear

(
rise, kt 1++

'--Step,

kL
R

(1 + RRLC)
L

t=O
FIG. 8-2. In order to obtain a linear sweep, a current generator must supply three
components of current: an impulse, a step, and a linear rise.

At the termination of the sweep the energy stored in the inductor
must be dissipated. It is usually desired that the decay of inductor
current shall not be accompanied by an oscillation in the circuit. The
resistor R serves to provide damping for the circuit and is usually adjusted
so that the circuit is either critically damped or overdamped. If we
neglect the effect on the damping of the small resistance RL (see Prob. 8-1),
the value of R for critical damping is R = Y2 vLjC == Re. The parameters for some typical deflection coils are given in Table 8-1.
TABLE

Core

8-1.

L,mh,
at 1,000 cps

ohms

280
70
97

340
73
408

RL,

DEFLECTION-COIL PARAMETERs 2

C,
J.LJ.Lf

Re=~~'

VLC,

J.Lsec

ohms

ReRLC X 10 3
L

---

Iron ....
Iron ....
Air .....

200
250
25

19,000
8,000
31,000

7
4
1.5

5
2

3
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8-2. Effect of the Omission of the Impulsive Component of Current.
It is physically impossible to generate exactly the impulse term in Eq.
(8-2). Let us investigate the effect of omitting it completely. If i is
given by Eq. (8-2) except that the term leLC oCt) is missing, the differential equation for iL for the circuit of Fig. 8-1 is found to be
Ri = RLC
= lcL

d~:~ + (RRLC + L) d~t + (R + RL)iL

+ RRLCle + (R + RL)kt

(8-3)

The solution of the inhomogeneous equation is iL = kt, as is to be anticipated. The transient part of the solution is to be found by setting
the right-hand member of Eq. (8-3) equal to zero. Consider first that R

//

kRC

t

______ -1: _____ _

(a)

(b)

FIG. 8-3. The coil current resulting from the omission of the impulsive current term
in Eq. (8-2). In (a) R equals the critically damped value R e, and in (b) R «Re•

has been selected for critical damping, R = Re.
also RL « R (see Table 8-1) so that
2

+ L diL
+ R·~L
dt

Then RRLC «L and

=0

(8-4)

The single root of Eq. (8-4) for critical damping is p
form of the complete solution is

= -l/yLC and the

RLC d iL

dt2

iL

= (A

+ Bt)e- t / vw + kt

(8-5)

At t = 0, the coil current iL is zero and the capacitor voltage e is zero.
Since e = L diL/dt + RLiL = O, ..then the initial conditions are iL = 0 and
diL/dt = 0. Subject to these conditions we find that
iL

= kt(l -

e- t / VW )

(8-6)

which is plotted as a solid line in Fig. 8-3a. The maximum deviation
between the actual sweep and the ideal sweep is O.37k yLC and occurs
at a time t = YLC. The sweep is temporarily delayed for an interval
which is_several times v'LC. Values of yLC are tabulated in Table 8-1.
Consider the extreme case of very heavy damping. Since now R is
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even smaller than R e , then certainly RRLC «L, but it may not be that
RL «R. Replacing the term RiL in Eq. (8-4) by (R + RL)h, we find
f or the roots
=

P

+ __~
2RC - 2RC

_ _1_

11 _ 4(R

\j

+

RL)RC
L

(8-7)

If R is smaller than one-tenth R e , then, for the typical coil parameters
in Table 8-1, the second term unuer the square root sign is less than
0.01. Neglecting this term compared with unity, we have for the two
roots
1
and
P2 = 0
PI = - RC
The form of the complete solution is
iL = A

+ Bf:-

tIRC

+ kt

Subject to the initial condition iL = dh/dt = 0 at t = 0, we find for the
complete solution
(8-8)
iL = kt + RCk(c tIRC - 1)
The current h is plotted (solid line) in Fig. 8-3b, where it is seen that
the sweep is permanently delayed by a time RC. The time delay will be
smaller than the delay in the case of critical damping. For example, say,
R is reduced to R e/10 = 1,900 ohms for the first entry in Table 8-1.
Then the delay is of the order of 0.38 J..I.sec rather than several times 7 J..I.sec.
This result is to be expected since C
R
may now charge from a lower impedance source.
The effective capacitance across
L
a deflection coil should, of course,
+
always be kept as low as possible by
c
using a type of winding which gives
the minimum distributed capacitance and by keeping stray circuit
capacitances at a minimum. One
very effective procedure is to reduce FIG. 8-4. A voltage generator used to
drive a deflection coil.
the number of turns on the coil,
but in this case the deflection produced per unit coil current is correspondingly low. In applications where fast sweeps are required, it is
not uncommon to use small transmitting tubes to provide the necessary
current.
Alternatively, we may use the circuit of Fig. 8-4 in which the current
generator of Fig. 8-1 is replaced by a voltage generator ei. The series
combination of the voltage generator ei and the series resistor R is com-
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pletely equivalent to the combination of a current generator i shunted
by a resistor R, provided that ei and i are related by ei = iR. Therefore
it is required that ei = iR, where i
is given by Eq. (8-2). Thus,

+ k(L + RRLC)
+ (R + RL)kt (8-9)

ei = kRLC oCt)

~========~--~+

8-3. Current Drivers. The deflection coil is usually placed in
s
series with a tube which is used to
supply the current and is called the
current driver. The coil may be
placed either in the plate or cathode
(a)
circuit. A signal voltage which has
the form shown for the current in
Fig. 8-2 (but without the impulse)
is applied to the grid of the current
driver. The circuits of either Fig.
8-1 or Fig. 8-4 may then be used to
~--------~----------~+
analyze the result, depending on
whether the tube approximates
r
more nearly a current source or a
voltage source.
The trapezoidal voltage wave(b)
form required is generated by a
FIG. 8-5. (a) A circuit for generating a
voltage sweep circuit, modified, as
trapezoidal waveform. (b) A more gen- in Fig. 8-5a, by the inclusion of a
eral circuit.
resistor R1 in series with the sweep
capacitor C1• If the switch S opens at t = 0, the output eo is given by
e = E _
o

R2E 'e- t /(Rl+R2)Cl
R1 + R2

(8-10)

This equation is consistent with the facts that at t = 00, eo = E, and at
+ R 2). Expanding the exponential, we find
R1E
eo ~ R1 + R2

t = 0, eo = ERd(Rl

+ R1R+2ER2 (R +t R 2)C [1
1
1

-

2(R1

+t R 2)C1 +

...

]

(8 11)
-

Since usually R2 » R 1 , then
rv

eo =

R1E
R2

Et (

+ R 2C

1

t

1 - 2R 2C1

+ ..

-)

As long as t/R 2C1 « 1, then eo is trapezoidal as required.

(8-12)
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A

•
more general form of a trapezoidal waveform generator is shown

in Fig. 8-5b. Here a switch resistance r has been included and the switch
and capacitor C 1 have been returned to arbitrary voltages E' and E",
respectively. Equations (8-10) to (8-12) continue to apply, however,
provided that E is taken to be the quiescent voltage across R2 and Co is
interpreted as the departure of the output voltage from its quiescent
value.
EXAl\IPLE.
In Fig. 8-6 a cathode follower is used as a current driver for the deflection coil. Assume that the coil is the one described in the first entry in Table 8-1.
Let the gating tube 1\ be a 6J5, while T2 is a 6F6, triode connected. Take Ebb = 300
volts. Let it be required that the sweep duration be 10- 3 sec during which time the

6F6

o

-E cc
FIG. 8-6. An illustrative problem.
Fig. A-2).

The 6J5 is equivalent to one section of a 6SN7 (see

coil current is to change by 50 rna so that k = 50 amp/sec. Choose reasonable
values for R 2 , Eee, R I , and C I • Also find the waveform at G2 and the waveform of the
coil current.
Solution. Initially the grid of TI is clamped to the cathode and the sweep starts
when TI is driven beyond cutoff by the application to the grid of a negative gate, as
shown. We arbitrarily select R2 to be 1 Meg so that with T I in clamp the plate voltage
of TI is close to the cathode voltage. From the 6F6 triode tube characteristics of
Fig. 8-7a we find that T2 will be cut off when the grid voltage is about -50 volts.
We bias T2 at -25 volts with respect to ground. We then find that, in the presence
of the 340-ohm cathode resistance, the tube current is about 20 rna. In this way
the tube nonlinearity at low current is avoided. The drop through R2 must then be
325 volts so that the current in TI is about 0.3 rna. At zero grid-to-cathode voltage
TI will conduct 0.3 rna when the plate-to-cathode voltage is about 5 volts. Accordingly\ve set -Eee = -30 volts. The quiescent voltage across CI is 5 volts.
The equivalent circuit for the cathode follower T2 is given in Fig. 8-7b in which eo is
the voltage applied to the grid of T 2• The plate resistance of the 6F6 is Tp = 2,600
ohms and I-' = 6.8. R = Tp/(I-'
1) = 330 ohms, while 1-'/(1-'
1) = 0.87. Hence

+

+
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from Eq.

•
(8-9), with the impulse voltage missing,
(8-13)

Substituting k = 50 amp/sec, L = 0.28 henry, R = 330 ohms, ilL = 340 ohms,
= 200 J.LJ.Lf, and J.L/(J.L + 1) = 0.87, we find

C

eo = 16.1 + 38.5 X 10 3t
This equation must be compared with Eq. (8-12).

Rl
R2 E

=

Hence,

and

16.1

Since the quiescent voltage across R2 is 325 volts, then E = 325 volts.
of E and R2 = 1 Meg, we find R1 = 50 K and C1 = 0.0084 J..t.f.

200

(8-14)

For this value
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FIG. 8-7. (a) The 6F6 triode plate characteristics. (b) Equivalent circuit (for
changes from the quiescent value) of the 6F6 cathode follower in Fig. 8-6.
Because we have omitted the impulsive component of current there is a delay in
the start of the sweep. In Sec. 8-2 we showed that, for a heavily damped coil, this
time is RC = 330(200 X 10- 12 ) sec = 0.06 J.Lsec. This delay is so small that it is
evident that this circuit would also be suitable for use at very much faster sweep
speeds.
The grid-to-ground voltage of tube T 2 , ecn 2 equals -25 + eo, because the quiescent
voltage is -25 volts and eo represents the increase from the quiescent value. Assuming that the trapezoidal voltage given in Eq. (8-14) is a sufficiently good approximation to the true exponential of Eq. (8-10), then ecn 2 rises linearly from
-25 + 16.1 = -8.9 volts at t = 0+ to -25 + 16.1 + 38.5 = 29.6 volts at t = 1
msec. This voltage is plotted in Fig. 8-8a. The coil current is 20 ma in the quiescent
condition and increases linearly at the rate of 50 amp/sec to 70 ma at t = 1 msec, as
indicated in Fig. 8-8b.
We shall now investigate the grid voltage of T2 at the end of the sweep. At
t = 1 msec, the capacitor will be charged to 38.5 + 5 = 43.5 volts. The equivaJent
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circuit of TI at this instant is indicated in Fig. 8-9, where we assume that the current
in the I-Meg load remains approximately 0.3 ma. From Kirchhoff's law we find
-43.5

+ 50(ib

- 0.3)

+ Cb

=

0

or

Cb

+ 50ib =

58.5

(8-15)

If this load line is plotted on the plate characteristics of the 6J5, the intersection with
the Cc = 0 characteristic is found to be at Cb = 12 volts. Hence, from Fig. 8-U,
Ccn 2 = -30 + Cb = -30 + 12 = -18 volts at t = 1 + msec.
This value is plotted
in Fig. 8-8a. The grid decreases to the quiescent value of -25 volts with a time
constant (RI + rp)C I ~ 0.5 msec. Actually there will probably be an overshoot to
the grid waveform of 1\ so that the abrupt drop in Fig. 8-8a will be even larger.
e,.2 volts
+29.6

--------

300v

t. msec

(a)
i~.ma

20

FIG. 8-8. (a) The grid-to-ground voltage
of T 2 , and (b) the coil current in the illustrative problem of Fig. 8-6.

-30v
FIG. 8-9. Equivalent circuit for calcmlating the voltage at G 2 at the end of the
sweep.

We shall assume, for simplicity, that the grid of T2 drops to its quiescent (-25 volt)
level immediately at the termination of the gate, as indicated by the broken line
portion of the waveform of Fig. 8-8a. The equivalent circuit to describe the decay
of current in the inductor is now as shown in Fig. 8-7 except with the generator shorted.
If t' is the time measured from the end of the sweep, then the instantaneous coil
current is given by

iL = 50e

_(R+RL)tl
L

The current decays with a time constant
indicated in Fig. 8-8b.

+ 20 rna
L/(R + RL) = 0.28/670

(8-16)

= 0.42 msec, as

If the circuit had been critically damped, Rc = 19 K, then the recovery
time constant would have been 0.28/19 X 10 3 = 15 j.J.sec. In this case
the start of the sweep would have been delayed by several times VLC = 7
j.J.sec. Altogether then we conclude that critical damping gives a relatively large delay and small recovery time, whereas heavy damping
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gives a short delay and large recovery time. The waveform across the
deflection coil (the voltage at the cathode of T 2) will have a backswing
at the end of the sweep as the voltage across the coil changes sign. This
waveform is given in Prob. 8-8.
The deflection coil may be placed in the plate circuit of Fig. 8-6
instead of in the cathode circuit. A pentode or beam power tube is used
for T2 and an external damping resistor R is added across the coil. The
calculation of voltage and current waveforms and of the required compone,nt values may be carried out in a straightforward manner, as in the
illustrative problem above.
8-4. Methods of Linearity Improvement. 3 The simple sweep circuits
discussed in Sec. 8-3 will not provide precisely linear sweeps for the following four essential reasons.
1. The impulse term required by Eq. 8-2 is lacking.
2. The driver tubes which provide the inductor currents do not operate with sufficiently linearity, especially over the large current ranges
required.
3. The nominally linear portion of the trapezoidal waveform provided
by the circuit of Fig. 8-5 is actually exponential in form.
4. The inductance of an iron-core coil
varies with current. This nonlinearity of
the iron is avoided by using an air-core
coil. The first three nonlinearities mentioned
above will now be discussed.
R
c
Circuits for Generating an Impulse. In
Fig. 8-10 is shown a pentode driver for the
deflection coil which is in the plate circuit.
A resistor Rk bypassed with a small ca;--~Ess
pacitor Ck is placed in the cathode circuit.
The input voltage is a trapezoidal voltage
ei, as shown. The degenerative effect of
the cathode resistor Rk will not make
itself felt until Ck has charged. The output current i of the pentode will appear as
in
Fig. 8-11. During the relatively slow
FIG. 8-10. A cathode RkCk combination is used to approxi- rise of the linear part of the trapezoidal
mate an impulsive component of voltage the presence of C k will have little
current.
influence on the output current and the
effect of Ck may be neglected. The time constant RkCk is taken of the
order of magnitude of the sweep delay resulting from the omission of the
impulse. Since the spike in Fig. 8-11 is only a crude approximation to an
impulse, the final value of Ck is obtained experimentally for optimum
linearity.
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Alternatively, instead of adjusting the current driver so that it provides a current spike, we may instead produce a spike in the voltage
applied to the driver tube. For example, we may invert the gating square
wave in Fig. 8-6, differentiate it with a
small RC circuit (see Sec. 2-2), and apply
the resultant positive pip at the beginning of the sweep across R I • The voltage at G2 will then have the waveshape
depicted in Fig. 8-11. Another circuit
which produces the same result is given
FIG. 8-11. The plate current in Fig.
in Prob. 8-14.
8-10 contains a spike because of the
Improvement of Linearity of Current small RkCk time constant.
Driver for Deflection Coil. The obvious
remedy for the nonlinearity of the current driver for the deflection coil is the use of negative feedback. A method of incorporating
inverse feedback is illustrated in Fig. 8-12a. The coil (L, R L , C) together
with its damping resistance R is arranged to be the load on the amplifier
with current feedback. The amplifier has a gain A, output impedance
Ro

+
ee

C

(a)
(l-A)R s

Ro

A=

/WW'

~

~ZL

(b)

FIG. 8-12. (a) An amplifier with current feedback; (b) the equivalent circuit.

R o, and the feedback impedance is the resistor Rs. The effect of current
feedback is to leave unchanged the gain of the amplifier but to increase
the output impedance of the amplifier by the term (1 - A)Rs (see Sec.
1-3). Hence, we may replace Fig. 8-12a by the equivalent circuit in
Fig.8-12b. Now, if (1 - A)Rs » IRa
ZLI and if IAI » 1 then

+

• I"'J

'l,

-

Ae e

I"'J

ee

= (1 - A)Rs = RB

(8-17)
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and the resultant current is independent of the amplifier characteristics.
The negative current feedback has transformed the amplifier into a
device which acts as a current generator whose output current is proportional to the applied input signal ee. The coil current will vary
linearly with time, provided that the input voltage is given by ee = iRs,
where i is given in Eq. (8-2).
The amplifier of Fig. 8-12 will usually consist of several stages of
preamplification together with an output current driver. The deflection
coil may then be placed either in the cathode circuit of the current driver
or in the plate circuit. In the latter case the current driver is invariably
a pentode. It is usually advantageous to use the plate circuit connection
since in this case the driver tube contributes to the overall amplification.

--+--+------0+

E

FIG. 8-13. An operational amplifier used to generate a trapezoidal waveform.

Alternatively, of course, voltage feedback may be used. In this case,
it will be recalled (see Sec. 1-2) that the equivalent generator seen looking
back into the output terminals is Aeel(l - .sA)
(eel,B) if I.sAI » 1 so
that again the equivalent voltage generator is independent of the amplifier
characteristics. The output impedance is Rol(l - .sA).
Linearization of Trapezoidal Voltage. Referring to Fig. 8-5, it is
clear that a perfect trapezoid will be developed if the current through
R2 is kept constant. The current will be constant at EI R2 if the top
of the resistor R2 is bootstrapped to the output voltage eo. This bootstrapping is conveniently done in the case of an amplifier with current
feedback. From Eq. (8-17), the voltage developed across the feedback
resistor is Rsi = ee, and since the output voltage in Fig. 8-5 is eo = ee,
it is only necessary to bootstrap the top of R2 to the voltage drop across
the feedback resistor.
A second method for improving the linearity of the trapezoid is through
the use of an operational amplifier, as shown in Fig. 8-13 (see Sec. 1-11).
When the switch S opens at t = 0, the output is
f'..I

e =
o

-

Rl E - ~t
R2
R 2C1

-

(8-18)

just as required, provided only that the gain A of the amplifier is very
large.
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8-5. Illustrative Current-sweep Circuits. Because of the feedback the
circuit of Fig. 8-13 not only provides an output of the correct form
but, in the case of large A, has an output which is independent of tube
characteristics, etc. The deflection coil may therefore be placed directly
across the output terminals. Since the output impedance is nominally
zero, the required output voltage [see Eq. (8-1)] is
(8-19)
Comparing Eqs. (8-18) and (8-19) and neglecting the arbitrary minus
signs in Eq. (8-18), we may compute the required values of R1 and 0 1 as
(8-20)

where E is the quiescent voltage across R 2 •
A practical circuit which is patterned after the ideal circuit of Fig. 8-13
is shown in Fig. 8-14. Of course, since the amplifier here is only a single
E b"

FIG. 8-14. A single-stage sweep circuit using operational amplifier feedback to linearize
the trapezoidal voltage. Current feedback through Rk makes the waveform more
independent of the driver tube characteristics.

pent ode, the results in Eq. (8-20) hold only approximately. The grid
of the pentode is clamped except during the sweep time so that no feedback exists after the termination of the sweep. The output impedance
is accordingly high after the sweep and a shunt damping resistor is
required. The cathode resistor Rk serves to stabilize the quiescent tube
current. If the voltage across T1 when it is in clamp is neglected, then
E = El
Ecc. The circuit of Fig. 8-14 finds wide application prin..

+
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cipally because of its relative simplicity. It has also a convenience, not
shared by the circuit of Fig. 8-6, that the damping resistor R may be
selected for critical damping to permit a rapid decay of the inductor
current. The location of the deflection coil in the plate circuit, however,
has the difficulty that the effect of power supply ripple is much more
pronounced than when the coil is located in the cathode circuit.
A more elaborate circuitS using current feedback is shown in Fig. 8-15.
A trapezoidal voltage is developed at the grid of T2 at the opening of
switch S. This signal is amplified by the two-stage amplifier T2 and Ts
and applied to the grid of the driver tube T 4. A voltage proportional
to the output current is developed across the cathode resistor R
The
8•

+300v

c
6L6

s

Rl

I

-Ecc

Boot-;trapPing
Current feedback - - - FIG. 8-15. A three-stage sweep circuit using current feedback and bootstrapping to
improve the linearity.

feedback voltage is injected into the amplifier input through the cathode
of T2 since the grid of T2 is already being used. At the same time the
feedback voltage is used to bootstrap the trapezoidal voltage-forming
circuit. Since the trapezoidal signal is a-c coupled to the driver tube, .
then a d-c restorer T5 is used to ensure that the d-c level of the grid of T4
is independent of repetition rate. In the quiescent state T4 is cut off and
it is brought into the conducting region by the step at the beginning of
the sweep.
8-6. Television Sweep Circuit. 4 The frequency of a television horizontal sweep circuit is 15,750 cps (see Sec. 17-4) corresponding to a total
time of 63.5 J..tsec for the combined sweep and retrace times. Since the
flyback should be a small fraction of the complete cycle, one of the special
problems associated with this television sweep is that of obtaining a fast
retrace time (of the order of a few microseconds). Another important
problem is that of conserving power. The peak energy stored in the
inductance L of a deflecting coil is Y2L1m2, where 1m is the peak current.
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Since this energy is dissipated in each cycle, the power lost in the yoke is
P = 7~L1m2fh, where fh is the horizontal scanning frequency. Typical
values areL = 30 mh, 1m = 300 rna, andfh = 15,750 cps, so thatP = 21
watts. This value is about 10 per cent of the total power taken by the
entire television set. By the simple technique of replacing the damping
resistor across the deflecting coil by a damper diode the power loss is
cut to about one-quarter its previous value (for the same deflection) and
also the retrace time is made appreciably smaller. This method will
now be explained in detail and several other interesting and valuable
features of this circuit will be brought out in the discussion.

I'

(a)

JI t*1/2f

T.

_

+1

~
Time

iL~COSinevariation

!~

(b)

(c)

-Ecc
FIG. 8-16. A diode T2 is shunted across
coil L.

FIG. 8-17. The coil current (b) and coil
voltage (c) corresponding to the sweep
input voltage (a).

In Fig. 8-16 the damping resistor across the coil L is replaced by the
diode T 2 • Assume that the input to the grid of the amplifier Tl is a
single-stroke trapezoidal sweep lasting for a time T as indicated in Fig.
8-17a. The current iL in the coil is approximately linear (see Sec. 8-1).
If the coil resistance is neglected, the voltage eL across the coil is positive
and of constant value for the interval Ts. The diode T2 conducts a
constant current during this interval. At the end of the sweep, the tube
Tl is cut off. The plate current immediately falls to zero and the coil
current now flows through the capacitor C. The circuit rings (see Sec.
2-8) for one-half a cycle during which time eL = L di/dt is negative and
the diode T2 is cut off. The coil current changes in a cosinusoidal manner
from a positive peak I to a negative value - I in a time 1/2f, where f is the
resonant frequency corresponding to Land C. At the end of this half
cycle the voltage eL reverses sign (see Fig. 8-17c) and T2 conducts again.
The current iL and the voltage eL now decrease to zero with a time
constant L/ R" where R, is the forward resistance of the diode.
The retrace time is 1/2f. Since the resonant frequency of a coil used
in a commercial television set is at least 70 kc, the flyback time is less
8,
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than 1/(2 X 7 X 10 4)
7 j.tsec. This calculation demonstrates that the
circuit does indeed have the desired fast recovery time.
For the sake of simplicity, we assumed a single-stroke sweep in the
above discussion. For a recurrent sweep, the situation is as pictured in
Fig. 8-18. The sweep time Ts is chosen so that the period T of the input
voltage is only slightly longer than Ts + 1/2f. Under these circumstances
tube Tl begins to conduct again before tube T2 stops conducting. Hence,
now the total coil current (shown dashed in Fig. 8-18) is made up of two
components: the positive one is that part of the coil current which flows
I'.J

(a)

(b)

I

r-l/2 {
E'
-l-J

I

I

I

,..--

t

(c)
u

FIG. 8-18. A recurrent sweep.

v

v

The coil current is seen in (b) to be made up of the

superposition of two currents.

in Tl and the negative one is that portion of the coil current which flows
in T 2 •
We see also from Fig. 8-18b that the total sweep corresponds to a
current of 21 and yet the peak energy stored in the inductor is Y2L12 and
not }/~L(21)2. This observation verifies our previous claim that the
power loss due to the magnetic-coil energy which is dissipated each cycle
can be cut to one-quarter its value by using a damper diode.
The horizontal sweep circuit of a television receiver is indicated in
Fig. 8-19. Because the kinescope is a flat-faced tube, the rate of change
of yoke current must be greatest at the center of the scan and must
decrease when the beam reaches the edges of the tube. The current
waveform is shaped by means of the network consisting of two capacitors C 1 and C2 (see Fig. 8-19) and the adjustable inductor LL resonating
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near the scanning frequency. Hence this combination controls the horizontal linearity of the television picture. We have also indicated in
Fig. 8-19 an adjustable resistor Rw in series with the deflection coil.
This resistor controls the peak coil current and hence the width of the
television picture.
During the sweep time, when the diode T2 conducts, the positive
voltage E' (Fig. 8-18c) is impressed across C 2 • Neglecting the d-c drop
in LL, this voltage appears also across C1 • Hence, at the junction of the
capacitors C 1 and C2 (marked "boosted d-c output" in Fig. 8-19) there
Boosted
d-c output
Horizontal
linearity
control

Deflection
coil

High

--..L..6---_...J\/ vvv--...--o voltage

output
Trapezoidal
input

FIG. 8-19. The horizontal sweep circuit of a TV receiver, including the flyback highvoltage supply.

appears a voltage which is greater than that provided by the low voltage
supply Ebb. This boosted voltage is the effective plate-supply voltage
for the sweep driver and also for other tubes in the television set. The
increase in voltage E' over Ebb is of the order of 50 to 350 volts.
The voltage induced across the deflection coil during the flyback time
(see Fig. 8-18c) can be very high-of the order of thousands of volts.
Advantage is taken of this phenomenon in order to supply the high
voltages (say, 12 kv at 100 /-La) required for acceleration of the electron
beam. Thus, in Fig. 8-19 an autotransformer has been added with its
primary in series with the deflection coil and its secondary in series with a
rectifier tube Ta. The sum of the voltages induced in L, in the trans-
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former primary, and in its secondary is rectified by T 3• This arrangement is called a flyback (or kickback) power supply.
The deflection coil may be transformer-coupled into the plate circuit
of the driver tube instead of being placed directly in series with this tube
as in Fig. 8-19. An autotransformer is often used for this purpose.
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CHAPTER

9

PULSE TRANSFORMERS AND BLOCKING OSCILLATORS

Iron-cored transformers are used in the transmission and shaping of
pulses which range in width from a fraction of a microsecond to about
25 JLsec. Among the extensive applications of pulse transformers are the
following:
1. To change the amplitude and impedance level of a pUlse.
2. To invert the polarity of a pulse. Also to provide, with the aid
of a center-tapped winding, equal positive and negative pulses simultaneously.
3. To produce a pulse in a circuit having negligible d-c resistance.
4. To effect "d-c isolation" between a source and a load. In other
words, to produce a pulse in a winding whose d-c voltage level may be
arbitrarily selected.
5. To couple between stages of pulse amplifiers.
6. To differentiate a pUlse.
7. To act as a coupling element in certain pulse-generating circuits
such as the blocking oscillator (considered in this chapter) and the multiar
(discussed in Chap. 15).
In many instances the functions listed above may be accomplished as
well or better by vacuum-tube circuitry. But the transformer, being a
completely passive circuit element, has none of the instability normally
associated with tubes and in addition avoids the inconvenience of
supplying the voltages required for
tu be operation.
9-1. Equivalent Circuit. The
schematic diagram for a transformer is indicated in Fig. 9-1. FIG. 9-1. Schematic diagram of a
transformer.
The primary inductance is L p , the
secondary inductance is L and the mutual inductance is M henrys. The
load resistance is RL ohms. In this section, we shall ignore the primary,
secondary, and source resistances and also all capacitances. We shall
also neglect core loss and the nonlinearity of the magnetic circuit. These
parameters, however, will be added later to the equivalent circuit. The
8,
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coefficient of coupling I( between primary and secondary is defined by
K == M / yLpL8' Under the circumstances specified above, an ideal
transformer is one for which Lp is infinite and K = 1. In this case the
output eo is an exact replica of the input ei and the transformation ratio
n is independent of the load. For the ideal transformer,

=~=~=

/L8 = N8
(9-1)
Np
where i p is the primary current, is is the secondary current, N p is the
primary number of turns, and N8 is the secondary number of turns.
An iron-cored transformer, such as a pulse transformer, behaves as a
reasonable approximation to a perfect transformer, when used in connection with the fast waveforms it is intended to handle. In such a case
it is advantageous to replace the actual transformer by an ideal transformer together with additional circuit components which represent the
n

(a)

ei

1,8

\jL p

Ideal

(b)

FIG. 9-2. (a) A circuit which is equivalent to that of Fig. 9-1, in which an ideal transformer T2 having a voltage step-up ratio l/a is introduced. Hence, the primary current in T2 is l/a times the secondary current. (b) The load impedance RL is reflected
into the primary of T2 as a 2RJ..

departure of the real transformer from perfection. This representation is
particularly worthwhile if we are able to compute from the geometry
of the transformer the magnitude of the circuit elements which represent
the imperfections.
In Fig. 9-2 is drawn a circuit consisting of an ideal transformer T2
in cascade with a transformer T 1 • The transformation ratio of T2 is
l/a = secondary volts/primary volts, where a is a number which will be
specified later. For the ideal transformer T 2 , the secondary impedance
RL may be reflected into the primary as a 2R L, as indicated in Fig. 9-2b.
The network of Fig. 9-2 is to be equivalent to that of Fig. 9-1 in the sense
that both are to draw the same current i p from a given source ei and are
to deliver the same current to a given load R L • The parameters L~, L:,
and M' are now to be found. For the circuit of Fig. 9-1, we may write
dip
M di8
ei= L P(jj+
dt

O = M dip
(jj

+L

dis
8 at

+ .RL
1,s

(9-2)
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The corresponding equations for the circuit of Fig. 9-2b are
. =

e,

+ "Nf'
dis
a dt

L' dip
p dt

o = M' dip
dt

(9-3)

+ L~ dis + '!.!. (RLa2)
a dt

a

The above two sets of equations are equivalent if

M' =aM

(9-4)

Finally, we replace the transformer Tl of Fig. 9-2 by its equivalent
T network and the circuit of Fig. 9-3 results. It is easily verified that the
mesh equations of Fig. 9-3 agree with those of Fig. 9-2. Different
equivalent circuits are obtained depending upon the value selected for
0'/2 =Lp (1-K)

a'/2

81

FIG. 9-3. The transformer Tl of Fig. 9-2 is
replaced by its equivalent T network.

Ideal
FIG. 9-4. An equivalent circuit in which
the series inductance is divided into two
equal parts.

1/ a. Consider, for example, the equivalent circuits which result when
l/a is selected so that 0"1 = 0"2 = 0"/2 or 0"1 = 0 or 0"2 = o.
Case 1. 0"1 = 0"2 == 0"/2
Lp - all! = a 2Ls - all!
0"

2 = Lp -

Then

all!

or

a

/£

= Lp - \j L: K

=

~t

(9-5)

_/ -

V

LP£8

remembering that [( = J.1/ yLP£8'
Hence

and

(9-6)

The equivalent circuit is given in Fig. 9-4.
Case 2. 0"1 = 0

Lp - a"Nf = 0
0"2

= a 2Ls - aM = Lp

or

a =

(I~2 - 1)

The equivalent circuit is given in Fig. 9-5.

~

=

and

~ ~~:
aM = Lp

(9-7)
(9-8)
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(9-9)

therefore
(9-10)

and

The equivalent circuit is given in Fig. 9-6.
For a well-constructed pulse transformer the coefficient of coupling
differs from unity by less than 1 per cent. For such a transformer
(K
1), the equivalent circuits of Figs. 9-4 to 9-6 each give very nearly
'""-J

8]

GJ

Ideal

Ideal

FIG. 9-5. An equivalent circuit in which

FIG. 9-6. An equivalent circuit in which

the series inductance is placed to the right
of the shunt inductance.

the series inductance is placed to the left
of the shunt inductance.

the same value for the shunt inductance and for the total series inductance. The total series inductance, called the leakage inductance, is
Case 1:
Case 2:
_

0"2 -

( 1

) _

Lp K2 - 1 - Lp

(1 - K)(1

K2

+ K) = 2Lp(1
'""-J

- K)

Case 3:
0"1

= Lp(1 - K2) = Lp(1 - K) (1

+ K)

'""-J

2Lp(1 - K)

Similarly, the shunt inductance, called the magnetizing inductance, is
approximately Lp for all three cases if ](
1. To summarize, the equivalent circuit of a pulse transformer consists of a series leakage inductance
0" = 2Lp(1 - K) and a shunt magnetizing inductance Lp.
These elements are in cascade with an ideal output transformer of stepup voltage
ratio n = 11a
VLslLp
Nsl N p (because the inductance is proportional to the square of the turns). The leakage inductance (]' may be
placed entirely to the right of L p , entirely to its left, or split into two
inductors, one to the right and the other to the left of Lp. The equivalent
cIrcuit discussed above must be modified to take the transformer losses
and capacitances into account. These modifications are made in Sec. 9-5.
9-2. Transformer Inductance Parameters. The equivalent circuits
derived above indicate how the leakage and magnetizing inductances may
'""-J

'""-J

'""-J
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be obtained experimentally. From Fig. 9-6 we see that, if the secondary
is short-circuited, then the input impedance is the leakage inductance u.
This inductance may be measured on a Q meter. A second method of
determining u is to short the secondary, shunt the primary with a capacitance Gl, and measure the resonant frequency Jl. In order to eliminate
the effect of the transformer and other unknown external capacitors which
are in shunt with Gl , the above measurement is repeated with a second
capacitor G2. If the resonant frequency is now found to be J2, then we
can show that
u=

112 -

h2

(9-11)

(27rJd2)2(G 2 - Gl )

A simple procedure for measuring the resonant frequencies fr and h is the
following: The transformer is placed in the plate circuit of a tube whose

/------,

I

I

1I
I

I

I

'------_/

(a)

(b)

FIG. 9-7. A transformer core made by winding a continuous strip of high-permeability

iron into a rectangular shape.

The secondary winding is not indicated.

grid is clamped to its cathode. A negative pulse (or a square wave) is
applied to the grid to cut the tube off. The transformer will now ring
and the resonant period may be measured from the waveform, as observed
on a scope. This method also allows the simultaneous measurement of
the effective losses in the transformer. Thus, as explained in Sec. 2-8, if
the amplitude of the waveform falls to lie of its initial value in N cycles,
the Q of the circuit is N7r.
From Fig. 9-5 we see that the input impedance consists of the magnetizing inductance L p , if the secondary is open-circuited. Hence, if the
above experiment is repeated with the secondary unloaded, then Lp may
be determined.
It is also possible to estimate the inductances from the geometry
of the transformer. Figure 9-7 shows a rectangular core made from
high-permeability alloys such as Hipersil (Westinghouse), /-lmax ~ 12,000,
or Permalloy (Western Electric), /-lmax
80,000. In order to reduce
eddy-current losses, the iron should, of course, be laminated. It has been
found that Hipersil and Permalloy can be rolled into strips as thin as
2 mils and cores are often formed by winding a continuous strip as indicated in Fig. 9-7b. The permeability actually achieved in pulse transformers is much less than the maximum values indicated above. The
I".J
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principal reason for this reduction in J.L is that at the instant the pulse is
applied the flux in the core is confined largely to the surface (the" skin
effect") because of the eddy currents that flow. The effective cross
section of the core is thus reduced. As time passes, the flux penetrates
deeper into the core and eventually becomes uniform. Accordingly the
effective permeability of the core increases with increasing pulse duration.! The effective permeability of Hipersil is of the order of 400 for
microsecond pulses.
The primary inductance Lp is easily calculated 2 for the simple magnetic circuit of Fig. 9-7. If l is the mean length of the magnetic path,
A the cross section of the core, and N p the number of primary turns,

L

=
p

J.LAN p 2

(9-12)

l

where all quantities are expressed in mks units.
In order to see in a typical case how the leakage inductance u depends
on the geometry, consider the simple geometrical arrangement of Fig.
Primary

!

-,r--. x
..I

'"
L

•• xx
:~
.x
oX

('.Seco ndary

t

oX
oX

."
oX
oX
oX
oX

(a)

(b)

FIG. 9-8 (a) A one-layer secondary wound directly over a one-layer primary.

A cross
indicates current into the page, and a dot indicates current out of the 1,lage. (b) A
top view of the windings considered as current sheets and the magnetic flux density
between windings.

9-8a where a single-layer secondary is wound over a one-layer primary.

We have already emphasized that the secondary must be short-circuited
in order to find u. For this connection the output voltage is, of course,
zero. Hence the net flux in the iron is zero and the primary and secondary ampere-turns must be equal and oppositely directed, NpIp = NsIs.
Almost all the flux appears in the space between the coils. For simplicity, we replace the coils by current sheets carrying the currents N pI p and
NJ8 (= NpIp), respectively. A top view of the concentric solenoidal
windings is shown in Fig. 9-8b and the magnetic field intensity H between
windings is also indicated. The current sheets are of the same length A.
(in the direction perpendicular to the current flow) as the coils are long
We locate the current sheets at the point midway through the thicknes,'1
o
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of the wires of the coils. The value of H in the region between sheets is
H = N pI piA. This result for H is computed by applying Ampere's circuitallaw to the path indicated in Fig. 9-8b. The energy density stored
in the magnetic field is given by 7'2J.LH2 joules/m 3 • Hence the total energy
lV stored is lV = 7'2J.L oH2V, where V is the volume between coils and
where we have replaced J.L by J.Lo, the permeability of free space because the
medium between the coils is air. The energy may also be calculated from
lV = 7'2aIp2 since this magnetic energy (with the secondary shorted) may
be considered to reside in the leakage inductance u. Equating the above
two expressions for W, we obtain

J.LoH2V

J.L oN p2V

u=~=-A-2-

(9-13)

p

where all quantities are expressed in mks units. This calculation indicates clearly that u is due to the leakage flux, that is, the flux which links
one but not both windings. Hence, u is essentially independent of the
magnetic circuit of the transformer, since the leakage flux is almost
entirely in air. Note that the ratio of magnetizing to leakage inductance
Lpju = J.LA A21J.Lo Vl is independent of the number of turns and is proportional to the permeability of the iron. One of the main reasons for using
high-permeability cores in pulse transformers is in order to have a large
ratio of magnetizing to leakage inductance.
More accurate calculations of u taking into account the current distribution throughout the windings and also taking into consideration multilayer windings are given in the literature 3 and in Probs. 9-3 and 9-4.
9-3. Transformer Capacitances. We shall now consider the capacitances present in a transformer. A simple calculation (see Prob. 9-6)
shows that the interturn capacitance is negligibly small in comparison
with the capacitance between windings and hence may be neglected. If
the separation d between windings is small compared with the core thickness, then the two layers may be considered the plates of a parallel-plate
capacitor and the capacitance Co between layers is given by
(9-14)
where S is the mean circumference, € is the dielectric constant of the
insulation, and all quantities are expressed in mks units. It is not evident how to include Co into the equivalent circuit. Let us assume,
therefore, that the proper capacitance to use is not Co but rather a different value Cf which is to be connected as a shunt element in the equivalent circuit. This value Cf will be chosen such that the electric energy
stored in Cf equals the energy stored in the electric field between layers
of the windings. This assumption seems reasonable and is justified
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because it leads to a transformer behavior which is verified experimentally. In Fig. 9-9 is shown the trace in the plane of the paper of the two
windings of Fig. 9-8. We assume that the voltage distribution along a
winding is linear with distance x so that the voltage difference between
windings Vz at a height x measured from the bottom, is given by
(9-15)
where Vcd and Vab are the potential differences between windings at the
bottom and top, respectively. The electric field E at the height x is
E = Vz/d. The energy stored per cubic meter is Y2eE2 = Y2(eV z2/d 2).
If S is the mean circumference, then the element of volume is Sd dx
and the total energy W is
W =

{>'! eV z2 Sd dx
)0 2 d 2

(9-16)

If Vz from Eq. (9-15) is substituted into Eq. (9-16) and the integral is
evaluated, the result is
W

=

~o (Vab 2 + Vab Vcd + Vcd 2)

(9-17)

where Co is given in Eq. (9-14). If the adjacent ends of the windings are
connected together as in Fig. 9-9b, the transformer is noninverting. If
the step-up ratio is n and the input voltage is ei, then Vcd = 0,
Vab = (1 - n)ei

and, from Eq. (9-17),
(9-18)
If we now introduce the capacitance C' across the magnetizing inductance
in Fig. 9-6, then the energy stored in C' is approximately 72C'ei2. Actually the voltage across C' will be less than ei by the drop across the leakage inductance. But the voltage across u will normally be small in comparison with ei.
If the quantity Y2C'ei 2 is equated to Win Eq. (9-18), we have for the
capacitance C', which is to be included as a shunt element in the equivalent circuit,

C'

=

(n - 1)2 Co
3

(9-19)

If opposite ends of the windings are connected together as in Fig. 9-9c,
the transformer is inverting. The capacitance C' is now larger and is
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found, by proceeding as above, to be

C' = (n2 - n

+ 1) ~o

(9-20)

The symbol n in the above equations is a positive number.
For the special case of a 1: 1 noninverting transformer, n = 1 and Eq.
(9-19) gives C' = O. A more accurate equivalent circuit 4 based upon the
transmission-line approximation to the transformer has been given for
this special case.
The capacitance of a transformer may be measured on a Q meter.
It also may be determined as a by-product of the ringing-method measurement of the inductance Lp. The result of the measurement is not only
the transformer capacitance C' but it also includes all external shunting
capacitance Ceo Unfortunately, Ce may often be much larger than C'
and furthermore Ce may be difficult to estimate.

l}~! e:J[~' e~JIt~,
CD

CD

(aJ

(b)

CD-

(c)

FIG. 9-9. (a) AC and BD represent the traces of the windings of Fig. 9-8 in the plane
of the paper. (b) The noninverting transformer connections. (c) The inverting
transformer connection.

We have taken the transformer capacitance into account by including
a shunt capacitor C', which is connected on the load side of the leakage
inductance. Actually the transformer capacitance is a distributed element, and no matter what location is selected for a single lumped capacitance, the result is an approximate equivalent circuit. A somewhat
better approximation would result if the capacitance C' were split so that
a part of it appeared on the generator side and a part appeared on the load
side of the leakage inductance. Such a division, however, leads to an
equivalent circuit whose extra complexity is not warranted, since a single
capacitor in the equivalent circuit usually gives reasonably good agree~
ment with experimental results.
Having decided to use a single lumped capacitor representation of the
distributed capacitance, we have located this capacitance at the load end
of the leakage inductance for the following reasons. First, if C' were
located on the generator side, then if the generator had a nominally zero
output impedance the effect of this capacitor would disappear-a result
which is not in accord with experiment. Second, the external shuntloading capacitance encountered with a pulse transformer is very fre-
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quently heavier on the output side of the leakage inductance, and this
external shunt capacitance may simply be added to C'.
9-4. Ferrite Cup-core Transformers. Cores molded from a magnetic
ceramic such as sintered manganese-zinc ferrite are now available which
are excellent for pulse transformers. The maximum permeability of this
material is not very great, but its resistivity is at least 10 million times
that of Hipersil or Permalloy. This high resistivity means that the skin
effect due to eddy currents is very small and an effective permeability of
the order of 1,000 is attained. This value is larger than the effective
permeability of strip alloys. Also, because of this high resistivity the
core loss is very small and a Q of the order of 5-15 is obtained at a frequency of 1 Mc. Three views of one-half of a ferrite core are shown in
Fig.9-10a. Because of its shape this element is called a "pot" or "cup"
core. The windings are placed on a circular nylon or paper bobbin which
is then inserted in the core. An end view of the complete core, assembled
by butting two halves together, is indicated in Fig. 9-10b. The two sections are held together, with a machine screw through a small hole in the
center of the core and the entire assembly is dipped into a hard-setting
resin. The magnetic circuit thus completely encloses the windings.
The primary inductance of a pot core may be calculated 2 from

L P -

N

2
p

alI

.

+ ffiz + ffia + ffi4

(9-21) .

·where Cfh, ffi2, ffi a, and ffi4 are the reluctances of paths 1, 2, 3, and 4 of
Fig. 9-10b, respectively. Since the flux is radial along paths 2 and 4,
the cross-sectional area through which it passes is not constant. This
fact must be taken into account when evaluating ffi2 (= ffi 4). The result
of the calculation for a core whose dimensions are given in Fig. 9-10a is
Lp = l.lN p2 JLh, to within about 10 per cent.
For a 100-turn primary,
Lp = 11 mho
The windings in a pot core may be arranged in solenoidal layers as
they are for a rectangular core or instead may be put side by side in
slots in the bobbin. In the latter case, the turns pile up radially in the
shape of a flat disk. The leakage inductance is given approximately by
Eq. (9-13), where V is the volume of the air between windings and A is the
radial extent of the disks. The capacitances are given approximately by
Eqs. (9-14), (9-19), and (9-20), where S is the mean circumference of the
windings and d is the separation between windings. Since d is much
greater for the slot-type winding than for the solenoidal-type arrangement, (J'is greater, whereas C' is smaller for the slot-type winding.
The order of magnitude of the parameters of transformers designed
for pulses in the range 0.1 to 20 JLsec are the following:L p = 0.1 to 100 mh,
-K = 0.990 to 0.999, and C' = 1 to 100 JLJLf.
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9-5. Rise-time Response of a Transformer. If capacitances and
resistances are taken into account, the equivalent circuit of a transformer
is given in Fig. 9-11. The resistance Rl is the sum of the generator
impedance (assumed resistive) and the primary winding resistance. If
RL is the load resistance and R~ is the secondary winding resistance,
R2 = (RL
R~)/n2. If the transformer core losses are appreciable, these

+

Primary --r----"~_r_+-_..

Flux lines

Flux lines
Prima ry --t:::::::~q:::.=--.J

(a)

(b)

FIG. 9-10. (a) Three views of a small ferrite pot core. Dimensions are in inches.
(Courtesy of Ferroxcube Corporation of America.) (b) The assembled transformer.

may be represented by a resistor Rc in parallel with R 2 • If CL is the
capacitance shunting the secondary terminals, then C = n 2CL + C',
where C' is the effective interwinding capacitance as given by Eq. (9-19)
or Eq. (9-20). Th~ primary inductance is indicated by L. The circuit
of Fig. 9-11 is represented by a third-order differential equation whose
solution would be quite involved. Furthermore, this complete solution
would not clearly indicate the physical behavior of the circuit. Hence,

L,c±~~'(I

l:n
FIG. 9-11. The equivalent circuit of a

transformer including capacitances and
resistances.

FIG. 9-12. The approximate equivalent

circuit used to calculate the rise-time
response.

if the input is a pulse, it is advantageous to divide the solution into three
parts; the first gives the response near the front edge of the pulse, the
second gives the response during the flat top, and the third gives the
response after the termination of the pulse. In this section we consider
the rise-time response and in the following two sections the remainder of
the waveform is discussed.
The response near the front edge of the pulse is given by the highfrequency equivalent circuit of Fig. 9-12, which is obtained from Fig. 9-11
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by neglecting the effect of L. The magnitude of the input step is E.
Writing down the differential equations for this network and assuming a
solution in the form ePt , we find for the roots p of the characteristie
equation 5

P

= _ (Rl
2<T

+ _ 1) + [(Rl + _ 1)2 _ Rl + RzJ~
2R zC -

2R zC

2<T

<TC Rz

(9-22)

Let us introduce the attenuation a, the damping constant k, and the
period T defined by
k === (Rl

<T

+ _1_)
I.RzC 47r

(9-23)

in which case Eq. (9-22) can be put in the form

p = _

2; k ± 2; (1 _kZp1z
j

(9-24)

If k = 0, we see that the roots are purely imaginary, ±j27r/T, and hence
the response is an undamped sinusoid of period T. In order for k to
approach zero, we must have Rl ~ 0 and Rz ~ 00, in which case

T

=

27r

V;C

is the free period of oscillations of the <TC circuit. If k = 1, the two roots
are equal, corresponding to the critically damped case. If k > 1, there
are no oscillations in the output, and the response is said to be overdamped.
If k < 1, the response will be a sinusoid whose amplitude decays with
time and the response is said to be underdamped.
If we introduce the parameter x === t/ T, the response is given by the
following:
Critical Damping, k = 1
(9-25)
Overdamped, k

> 1

eo _ 1
4k2
-1rx/k
naE - 4k2 - 1 E

+

1
c
4k z - 1

47rkx

(9-26)

If 4k z » 1, the response may be approximated by
(9-27)
Underdamped, k

<

1

(9-28)
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These responses are plotted in Fig. 9-13 for several values of le. If the
rise time tT is defined as the time interval required for the critically damped
output to rise from 0.1 to 0.9 its final value, we find, from Eq. (9-25) or
Fig. 9-13, that
(9-29)
tT = 0.53T = 3.35(uCa)Y.l
We note that in order for the output to rise rapidly, the leakage inductance and the shunt capacitance must be kept small. The rise time may
also be reduced by reducing a, but a small value of a will result in a highly
attenuated output voltage.
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FIG. 9-13. The rise-time response of a pulse transformer.

If the derivative of Eq. (9-28) is set equal to zero, the positions Xm
and magnitUdes eom of the maxima and minima are obtained. The result
IS

m

and

(9-30)

where m is an integer. The maxima occur for odd values of m and the
minima are obtained for even values of m. By using Eq. (9-30) the
waveshape of the underdamped output may be sketched very rapidly.
9-6. The Flat Top of the Pulse. The response during the top of the
pulse is obtained from the low-frequency equivalent circuit of Fig. 9-14a,
which is obtained from Fig. 9-11 by neglecting the effect of the leakage
inductance and shunt capacitance. Applying Thevenin's theorem, we
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The output is given by
~ = e- RtlL

(9-31)

naE
where R = R1Rd(R l
approximated by

+

R2).

For small values of Rt/L, the output is
(9-32)

Hence, the top of the output pulse will be tilted downward and the per
cent tilt P is given by
P = Rtp X 100%

(9-33)

L
where tp is the pulse width. Near the beginning of the pulse there will be
superposed upon the linear fall the response pictured in Fig. 9-13.

01

+
~

-

(b)
(a)
FIG. 9-14. (a) The equivalent circuit used to calculate the flat-top response of a transformer. (b) The Thevenin equivalent. a =: Rd(R l + R 2 )i R = RIRd(Rl + R 2).

We have assumed that the inductance L is a constant. This assumption is valid as long as the iron does not begin to saturate. For a ferrite
core, the permeability is fairly constant for flux densities B up to a maximum Bm of about 1,500 gauss (0.15 weber/m 2). Saturation occurs if
B exceeds the above value Bm. Now
nNpAdB
eo =

dt

where n is the step-up ratio, N p is the number of primary turns, and A is
the cross-sectional area of the core. Assuming that the top of the pulse
is constant and equals naE, the flux density at the end of the pulse is
B

=

rep _e_o _

)0

nNpA

dt

=

aEt]!

NpA

(9-34)

In any particular application we must be sure not to saturate the core.
For example, consider that a pulse generator having an adjustable pulse
width is applied to a transformer. The output pulse will be a reasonable
reproduction of the input for small widths. When the input duration
exceeds the value of tp given by Eq. (9-34) with B = Bm = 0.15 weber/m2,
the output will drop rapidly. This behavior follows from the fact that,
when the iron saturates, the inductance drops to a very low value.
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Also, because of the skin effect mentioned earlier, it is found 4 that for
certain sheet steels the effective inductance is proportional to the square
root of the pulse width.
9-7. Decay-time Response of a Transformer. During the time of the
pulse a current builds up in the magnetizing inductor and the nature of
the output pulse decay results largely from the
discharge of this current. The effect of (j is
only important in the immediate neighborhood
of the end of the pulse. We shall consider this
region later and hence shall now neglect u so
that the equivalent circuit is given in Fig. 9-15. FIG. 9-15. The equivalent
This parallel RLC combination is discussed in circuit used to calculate the
decay-time response.
detail in Sec. 2-8 in connection with ringing
circuits. The response is given by Eqs. (2-47) to (2-49) and is plotted in
Figs. 2-30 to 2-32. In using these equations, we must remember that

RrnL~
~
x

Eo = naE

t - tp

=

To

(9-35)

The parameter Ll is defined as the ratio of the current in the inductor to
the current in R at t = tpo It is found that usually the response is heavily
overdamped, 4k2 » 1, at the end of the pulse and the response is given by
Eq. (2-48), which is repeated here for easy reference:

~=

naE

-

(~
+ Ll)
4k2

E-

n1k

+

(1

+ Ll)C 4rk

l:

(9-36)

For all values of x, except those close to x = 0, the second term in Eq.
(9-36) is negligible compared with the first. From Eqs. (9-35),

and hence the response for t

~ '"

naE

7I"X _

R(t - t p )

7C-

L

>

tp can be approximated by

_ (_1_
+ Ll)
4k2

E-(RI L) (t-t p )

(9-37)

We thus see that for this heavily damped case the output at the end of the
pulse drops to a negative value and then decays exponentially toward
zero with the same time constant with which the top of the wave tilts.
In order to find Ll, we note, from Fig. 9-14b, that the inductor current iL
and voltage eL during the flat-top response are given, respectively, by

and

(9-38)
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The current in L at t = tp+ is the same as at t = tp-, because the current in an inductor cannot change instantaneously. Similarly, because
the voltage across a capacitor cannot change instantaneously (remember
that C is in shunt with L), the value of eL at t = tp + is the same as that
at t = tp - . At the end of the pulse the input drops to zero and eL
appears across R. Hence, the ratio of inductor to resistor current is

d=~1
eL/R t=tp

or

d=

e+RtplL -

1-

e-RtplL

e-RtplL

11"'oJ

~p

(9-39)
(9-40)

if Rtp/L is small compared with unity. From Eq. (9-33) we see that the
fractional tilt during the pulse is given by Rlp/L, which, by Eq. (9-40),
equals d. If we desire to reproduce the pulse well, then d will be small,
say, less than 0.2 (corresponding to 20 per cent droop).
Let us now consider the response in the neighborhood of t = tp • A
pulse may be considered to be the sum of a step of voltage + E whose discontinuity occurs at t = 0 and a step of voltage -E whose discontinuity
occurs at t = tp (see Fig. 2-3). Hence, if the transformer response to a
step E at t = 0 is eo(t) , then the output for t > tp is eo(t) - eo(t - t p).
The waveform eo(t) is the composite of the rise-time response and the
flat-top response found above. For the underdamped case, the trailing
edge of the output waveform will contain the same high-frequency
oscillations as are present on the leading edge. For t greater than approximately 2tp , the effect of u is negligible, the equivalent circuit of Fig. 9-15
is valid, and the response is given by Eq. (9-37), assuming heavy damping
at the end of the pulse.
It should be stated that the output impedance of the pulse generator may be different at the termination of the pulse than during the time
of the pulse. If this condition exists, then a different value of Ri must
be used when calculating the response for t > tp than for t < tp • For
example, if Ri(t > tp ) is much greater than Ri(t < t p ), then the highfrequency oscillations at the trailing edge will·be greatly damped. However, even when the pulse is terminated by opening a generator switch,
in which case u could be omitted, at least in Fig. 9-12. oscillations often
persist. The reason for this behavior is that actually the capacitance is
not properly included in the circuit as a lumped element, but should
really be included as an element continuously distributed between the
leakage inductance and ground.
In every case the area under the pulse which is above the zero axis
is equal to the area below the axis. This conclusion follows from the fact
that a transformer cannot pass a d-c voltage. This feature may also be
verified thus: The output voltage may be written as eo = n d(LiL)/dt,
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where iL is the current in the magnetizing inductor.
the output voltage waveform is

r'"

} 0

r '"

)
I'"
= n } 0 d(L'
d;L dt = nLiL 0

dt

Co

The tota1 area' lnder

:t=

(9-41)

0

since h = 0 at t = 0 and at t = CIJ. This proof does not assume that
L is a constant. Even if saturation takes place so that L is not constant,
the area above the zero axis equals that below the zero axis and hence
there is no shift in d-c level.
The response of a transformer of typical parameters is computed in the
following illustrative example.
ExAMPLE.
A pot-core transformer has the following parameters: L = 5 mh,
(T = 40 ,uh, C = 50 fJPJ, Rl = 200 ohms, R2 = 2 Ie, n = 1. Find the response to a
2-,usec lO-volt pulse.
Solution. For the rise-time response we have, from Eq. (9-23),

R2

2,000

+ R2

= 200 + 2,000 = 0.909
T = 271"((TCa)~2 = 271"(40 X 10- 6 X 50 X 10- 12 X
a = Rl

Rl

1) T
k = ( -;; + R 2C 471"
= 0.318
Since k

<

~

naE

(

200
40 X 10- 6

=

+

= 0.267 ,usee
1
)"2.67 X 10- 7
2 X 10 3 X 50 X 10-12
471"
0.909)~2

1, the response is underdamped and is given by Eq. (9-28), namely,
=

1 - [

(1 -

k

k2)~2

sin 271"(1 - k 2) H !:....
T

+ cos 271"(1

-

k2)~2!:....]
T

f;-27rkt/T

Substituting numerical values into this equation, we obtain
eo

=

9.09[1 - (0.325 sin 22.3t

+ cos 22.3t)E- 7 . 48t ]

where t is expressed in microseconds.
From Eqs. (9-30) we find that the maxima and minima occur at

tm

=

mT
2(1 _ k2) ~2

= 0.141m

where m = 1, 2, 3 . . . ,and that the magnitudes at tm are

The flat-top response is given by Eq. (9-31), namely,
eo = naEe- Ilt / L = 9.09E-0.0364t

~

9.09(1 - 0.0364t)

where t is expressed in microseconds. The percentage tilt of the top of the pulse is
3.64tp = 7.28 per cent.
At the end of the pulse the damping factor k is given by Eq. (9-35), namely,
7
1 ~ /L
2,000 + 200 (5 X 10- 3 ) ~2
~ = 2R '\j C = 2 X 2,000 X 200 50 X 10-12

;=

27.5
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This value of k should not be confused with the damping factor of 0.318 which is
valid during the rise-time response. Since 4k2 » 1, then Eq. (9-37) gives the response,
namely,

~

naE

Since

~

=

_

(_1_
+ ~)
4k2

equals the fractional tilt at t = tp , then

E-R(t-tp)/L

~ =

0.0728 and

eo = -9.09 X 0.073e-o.0364(t-tp)

The complete response (up to t = 6 psec) is sketched in Fig. 9-16. The composite
curve was constructed by first drawing the exponential (almost linear) portions at
the top of the pulse and after the pulse terminates. Then the positive and negative
peak overshoots, given by eom /9.09 - 1, were superposed upon these exponentials.
eo

9.09

I

volts

1.4
1.2
1.0

------1

0.8

I
0.6

I

0.4

I
I

0.2

I
I

1

3

2

4

5

6

FIG. 9-16. The response of the transformer whose parameters are given in the illustrative example.
The long undershoot for t > t p should be noted. This section of the curve will slowly
approach the zero axis so that, as noted above, the positive area will equal the negative
area.

The high-frequency oscillations noted in Fig. 9-16 may be reduced to
zero by increasing the loading on the transformer. Critical damping (at
the beginning of the pulse) for the transformer of the above illustrative
example is obtained when R2 = 400 ohms. This result is obtained by calculating the value of R2 for k = 1. The attenuation is now

a = Rl

R2

+ R2 =

400
600 = 0.667

whereas the attenuation for R2 = 2 K was 0.909. Thus, the oscillations
have been removed at the expense of increased attenuation. Also, the
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output will rise somewhat more slowly toward its peak value, the rise
time tr calculated from Eq. (9-29) is 0.056 J.Lsec. On the other hand,
the tilt will now be smaller than it was for R2 = 2 K because R = RIa
is reduced. With R2 = 400 ohms, the droop is calculated to be 5.35 per
cent, which is to be compared with the value of 7.28 per cent found
above for R2 = 2 IL
9-8. Pulse-transformer Design Considerations. The number of factors involved in the design of pulse transformers are too numerous to
permit one to set down a schedule of design procedure. The few remarks
that follow are intended to serve as a general guide and the gaps must be
filled in by trial and error and on the basis of past experience. Initially
one must specify the pulse duration, the pulse voltage, the step-up ratio,
the generator impedance, the load impedance, the allowable rise time
and overshoot on the leading edge of the pulse, the allowable tilt of the
pulse top, and the allowable backswing at the pulse termination.
One must first select a core material. The principal feature required
of the core material is high permeability at high frequencies. As outlined in Sec. 9-4, pot cores of ferrite have excellent characteristics for
pulse transformers. These cores are also very convenient to use in constructing a transformer. The smallest core on which there is room available to place the required windings should be selected.
The primary inductance required is determined by the allowable percentage tilt P. From Eq. (9-33), L = 100Rtp /P. The number of primary turns are now calculated from the magnetic circuit [say, using Eq.
(9-21)] so as to obtain the desired inductance. The secondary turns are,
of course, calculable from the step-up ratio given. At this point it is well
to check, with the aid of Eq. (9-34), that the iron is not saturated.
In a small pulse transformer, the preservation of the pulse shape is
more important than efficiency of operation. The winding resistances
may therefore be permitted to be quite large, often as large as 10 per cent
of the load or generator resistances. Small wire sizes may therefore be
used with a consequent reduction in capacities. If the interwinding and
interlayer distances are kept small, the leakage inductance will be small
but the effective capacity ,vill increase. The reverse will be true if the
interlayer distances are large. When the load and generator impedances
are high, a large series leakage inductance may be much more readily tolerated than a large shunt capacity. In this case the windings may be
spaced far apart. If the load and generator resistances are very small, a
close spacing may be preferred.
Large step-up ratios are seldom used in pulse transformers, because
the gain n can be obtained only at the price of increasing the rise time by
the factor n. This conclusion is easily verified. If the step-up ratio is n,
then load and interwinding capacitances are multiplied by approximately
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n [see Eqs. (9-19) and (9-20)]. Since the rise time tT varies as C!fJ [see
Eq. (9-29)], tT is proportional to n. If, in order to accommodate addi-

tional secondary turns, the geometry is modified so that (J also increases,
then the rise time deteriorates even further.
When a tentative design has been made, the transformer response may
be calculated by the methods given above and then the design may be
altered as seems required by the results obtained.
9-9. The Blocking o scillator. 6 The blocking oscillator is a circuit
used for the generation of short pulses of duration from about 0.05 to 25
JLsec. The circuit is indicated in Fig. 9-17 and consists of a triode (or a
pentode) and a pulse transformer. The transformer has a turns ratio
of the order of unity and is wired
into the circuit to provide polarity
inversion, as indicated in Fig. 9-17.
Typical waveforms of plate voltage,
grid voltage, and cathode current
appear as in Fig. 9-18a to c. Qualitatively the operation of the circuit
is as follows. Consider that initially
there is a negative charge on Co
adequate to bias the tube beyond
cutoff. The capacitor Co discharges
FIG. 9-17. A blocking-oscillat~r circuit. through R o, and when the grid voltage reaches cutoff at t = t l , the tube
starts to draw plate current and the plate voltage drops. The drop in
plate voltage causes an increase in grid voltage, which in turn results in a
further decrease in plate voltage. If the a-c loop gain of the circuit is
larger than unity, regeneration takes place. The plate is driven abruptly
downward and the grid is driven abruptly positive. The regenerative
action continues until limited by the nonlinearity of the tube so that the
loop gain drops to unity and, finally, at the peak of the pulse, t = t2, the
loop gain has fallen below unity. The peak plate and grid currents are
very large in comparison with the currents which are normally encountered in receiving-type tubes.
The plate and grid voltages cannot remain constant at the values
reached at t2 for two reasons. First, even assuming that the plate voltage
were to remain constant, the grid voltage would have to drop in potential
because of the finite magnetizing inductance of the transformer. This
conclusion follows from the discussion of Sec. 9-6, where it is proved that
a constant voltage impressed on the primary of a transformer gives an
output at the secondary which decreases exponentially with time if L is
finite. The second reason that the blocking oscillator output does not
remain constant is th[l,t the grid current charges Co (see Fig. 9-18d) and
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makes the grid voltage less positive, which in turn causes the plate current
to decrease and the plate voltage to increase. Since the loop gain is less
than unity, the changes in plate and grid voltages occur relatively slowly
until the circuit drifts back to a point where the loop gain once again
equals unity and a regenerative action occurs in the direction to turn
the tube off.
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FIG. 9-18. Waveforms in the blocking oscillator.
(c) cathode current; (d) voltage across C g •

(a) Plate voltage; (b) grid voltage;

For a 1: 1 inverting transformer, the voltage across the grid winding
is the negative of that across the plate winding. In this case, the waveform b of Fig. 9-18 is equal to the waveform d minus a plus the d-c voltage Ebb. We can conclude, therefore, that the top of the grid waveform
will be tilted more than the top of the plate waveform, particularly if
Co is small.
At the termination of the pulse there is a finite current flowing in the
magnetizing inductance of the transformer. Since the current through
an inductor cannot change instantaneously, the current must continue to
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flow even when, at t = t a, the tube current has dropped to zero. The
path for the magnetizing current is through the effective capacitance
of the transformer. Since the capacitance is small, the magnetizing
current decays rapidly, and hence a large induced voltage appears at the
plate. The rapid decay of the magnetizing current accounts for the
overshoot at the plate and grid. Note in Fig. 9-18 that the overshoot
or backswing at the end of the pulse occurs after the tube current has
dropped to zero.
The grid current which flowed during the course of the pulse will
leave the capacitor Cg with a negative voltage larger than that which
existed at the beginning of the pulse (see Fig. 9-18d). The circuit now
remains inoperative until Cg again discharges through Rg and the grid
voltage reaches cutoff. At this point the cycle repeats itself, the interval
between pulses being of the order of magnitude of the time constant

RgCg.
If the circuit parameters are such that the circuit is underdamped, then
high-frequency oscillations such as those indicated in Fig. 9-16 will be
present near the beginning and imme~iately after the termination of the
flat top of the plate and grid waveforms.
It is important to note that adequate damping of the backswing is absolutely essential to the operation of the blocking oscillator. In Fig. 9-19
the solid curve represents a typical waveform when the damping is
adequate to cause the backswing to be
completely damped in one half cycle.
The voltage E' is the additional voltage
acquired by Cg during the course of the
pulse. If the damping is inadequate, the
backswing may oscillate, as indicated by
the dotted curve. In such a case, regeneration would start again at the point
marked X and the blocking oscillator
would behave more like a generator of a
distorted sinusoidal waveform than a
generator of separated pulses. As a
FIG. 9-19. Illustrating the necesmatter of fact, the circuit of Fig. 9-17
sity for adequate damping of the differs from the circuit of a conventional
backswing in a blocking oscillator.
tuned-plate oscillator principally in the
tightness of coupling between the plate and grid windings. If the core
losses of the transformer are low, as they are for a ferrite core, then an
external resistor must be shunted across the transformer in order to provide
the proper damping mentioned above.
The important features in connection with the waveshapes of Fig. 9-18
are the rise time, the amplitude, the duration of the pulse, fl,nd the time
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interval between pulses. The amplitude and decay time of the backswing are also of some interest. An exact analysis of the blocking oscillator is very difficult, principally because of the extremely nonlinear
fashion in which the tube operates, but some useful approximate calculations will be made in the following sections.
9-10. The Blocking-oscillator Rise Time. The equivalent circuit for
the purpose of calculating changes of voltage from some quiescent condition during the rise of the pulse is shown in Fig. 9-20a and b. We assume
that the change in voltage across Co is negligible during the short rise
time, and hence Co is replaced by a short circuit. The dynamic grid
resistance ro is included in the circuit to account for the grid current which
flows, since during the course of the pulse the grid is driven very far into
the positive grid region. If the transformer IS loaded by an external
p

c

K

-

(a)
(b)
FIG. 9-20. The equivalent circuits from which the rise time is calculated.

resistor or by appreciable internal core losses, these equivalent resistors
must be placed in shunt with rg. In Fig. 9-20b the transformer has been
replaced by the equivalent circuit of Fig. 9-12 which includes the leakage
inductance and the total effective capacitance C. AI: 1 transformer has
been assumed and rg has been reflected from the grid into the plate side
of the transformer. The winding resistance is usually small compared
with the dynamic plate resistance rp of the tube, and hence the symbol rp
is used for the total resistance in the plate circuit. Writing down the
differential equation of this network and assuming a solution in the form
ePt , we find for the roots P of the characteristic equation

r

+ 2r~c) ± [(;; + 2;,c)2 + :C (1 - !) (9-42)
== p.rg/(r o + rp) is the (low-frequency) loop gain of the circuit.

p = - (;;

where A
If the loop gain exceeds 1, A > 1, then one root PI is a real positive
number. Hence, the grid-voltage variation eg (measured with respect
to the cutoff voltage) is of the form
(9-43)
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Since PI is positive, the first term increases rapidly with time, whereas,
since P2 is negative, the second term decreases quickly to zero. Hence,
we shall neglect the second term with respect to the first and approximate
eo by
(9-44)
This exponentially increasing grid voltage clearly indicates the regenerative action of the circuit when the loop gain exceeds unity. If the peak
grid swing is Eom and if the times when the voltage reaches O.lEom and
0.9Eom, respectively, are designated by to•1 and t o•9 , then
O.lEom =

the rise time tT is defined by tT
in (9-45), we obtain

0.9Eom =

and

BIEPltool

== t o.9
tT

=

-

to. I.

BIEPltooa

(9-45)

Dividing the two equations

2.20

(9-46)

PI

Consider a transformer having the parameters n = 1, L = 5 mh, (J' = 40
JLh, and C = 50 JLJLf and a 6SN7 for which JL = 20, rp = 8 K and ro = 1 K
(for small positive grid voltages). Then A = JLro/(ro
rp) = 2.2. The
capacitance C = 50 JLJLf is an estimate of the sum of the transformer
capacitance, the effective input capacitance at the grid, the output
capacitance at the plate, and stray wiring capacitance. Substituting
the above values in Eq. (9-42), we find PI = 2.20 X 10 7 and, from Eq.
(9-46); tT = 0.10 JLsec.
The above calculation is only approximate, particularly since the
tube parameters are not constant. For example, as the grid is driven
positive, the gain decreases. Hence, PI decreases, and the rate at which
the voltage is changing decreases. We may expect, therefore, that
the rise time of 0.1 JLsec calculated above is too small. Experimentally
a rise time of 0.25 JLsec was obtained.
9-11. The Blocking-oscillator Pulse Amplitude. If both Co and the
magnetizing inductance were infinite, the pulse would rise to its full
amplitude and remain there permanently. Under these circumstances
the leakage inductance and stray capacitance may be neglected because
the currents and voltages have stopped changing. Furthermore, at an
instant immediately after the pulse has risen, the magnetizing inductance
may be neglected also since the rise time is too short to have permitted any
appreciable current to have built up in it. At this instant, then, the
transformer may be considered to be a perfect transformer. Also
because of the short rise time the voltage across Co cannot have changed,
and it will remain at E co , the cutoff voltage. If Eb and Ec are the plate
voltage and grid voltage, respectively, when the pulse has reached its
full amplitude, then Ebb - Eb is the change in plate voltage and Ec - Eco
is the change in grid voltage. If there are n times as many turns in the
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grid winding as in the plate winding, then

Ee - Eco = n(Ebb - E b)
(9-47)
For each value of Ee given on the plate characteristics of the tube, the
value of Eb is calculated from Eq. (9-47) and the locus of corresponding
values of Ee and Eb can be plotted on the plate characteristics.
Since the flux in a transformer cannot change instantaneously, then,
neglecting the finite rise time of the pulse, the ampere-turns in the primary
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FIG. 9-21. Positive grid characteristics for a 6SN7 tube. Illustrating the construction
for obtaining the currents and voltages at the peak of the pulse.
50

must equal the secondary ampere-turns at the peak of the pulse.
if Ib and Ie are the peak plate and grid currents, respectively,

Ib = nIe

Hence,
(9-48)

For each value of Ee given on the plate characteristic, the value of Eb may
be found (by trial and error) such that Eq. (9-48) is satisfied. The locus of
the corresponding values of Ib and Eb may be plotted. Then the intersection of the two curves which have been constructed in accord with
Eqs. (9-47) and (9- i8) gives the values of E b , E e , and h corresponding to
the peak of the pulse. The peak grid current is Ie = Ibln.
The above-outlined construction has been carried out in Fig. 9-21 for
a 6J5 (one-half a 6SN7) tube with Ebb = 140 volts and a 1: 1 transformer.
L
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Since n = 1, Eq. (9-48) is satisfied at that value of Eb where the platecurrent curve for a given value of Ee intersects the grid-current curve
for the same Ee. The result is

Eb = 57 volts

Ee = 75 volts

Ib = Ie = 0.25 amp

and hence the cathode current is 0.5 amp. Oxide-coated cathodes such
as are found in receiving-type tubes are capable of furnishing pulsed
currents even up to an ampere. Of course, however, the average tube
current must be kept within the rating of the tube, which, for a 6SN7 is
about 5 or 10 mao Experimentally, the following values were measured:
Eb = 50 volts, Ee = 75 volts, and Ib = Ie = 0.25 amp.
9-12. The Blocking-oscillator Pulse Width. From Fig. 9-21 we find
that at the top of the pulse ro = (~Ee/ ~Ie)Eb=57
200 ohms and
t'./

(~EI1b)

330-ohms
Ec=75
The value of J.L is difficult to read from the curves of Fig. 9-21, particularly
since J.L varies rapidly with grid voltage in the region near the peak of the
pulse. If the curves for Ee = 100 volts and Ee = 75 volts are used,
J.L = (~Eb/ ~Ee)rb=O.25 = 0.4. If the curves for Ee = 75 volts and Ee = 50
volts are used, J.L = 2.0. Let us take J.L as the average of these two values
or J.L = (0.4 + 2)/2 = 1.2. The loop gain is A = J.Lrg/(ro + rp) = 0.45.
Thus the loop gain at the peak of
the pulse is less than unity, as we
already anticipated in Sec. 9-9.
Hence, no regeneration takes place,
and the circuit voltages may now
be expected to change relatively
K
slowly with time. Let us assume
FIG. 9-22. The equivalent circuit from
that Co is so large that the voltage
which the pulse duration is calculated.
across it does not change during the
pulse. The equivalent circuit for
calculating the changes in plate and grid voltages is shown in Fig. 9-22.
Assuming a solution in the form ePt , we find for the root p of the characteristic equation
rp =

L.l

t'./

b

(9-49)
where Ro == rpro/(rp + ro) = 330 X 200/530 = 125 ohms is the output
impedance at the top of the pulse. The grid voltage measured with
respect to the cutoff voltage is
(9-50)
where E om = E c - E co = 75 + 8 = 83 volts. Since the change in grid
voltage equals the variation in plate voltage (for a 1: 1 transformer), then
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the operating point will move along the curve marked "Eq. (9-47)" in
Fig. 9-21 in the direction of increasing loop gain. vVhen a voltage is
reached for which A = 1, regeneration takes place and the pulse is
quickly terminated. It is very difficult to find, from the curves of Fig
9-21, the exact point at which A = 1, but we may estimate that this
takes place at Ee = 60 volts or eo = 60 + 8 = 68. Then, from Eg.
(9-50), we find, for the pulse duration,
t

=
p

_

0.20
p

(9-51)

In order to obtain a rough approximate magnitude for tp , let us use the
value of Ro and A at the beginning of the pulse and assume that p is constant over the top of the pulse. This assumption will lead to too large a
value of t PI because the rate at which the voltage changes increases with
time, since A is increasing from 0.45 to 1. We find p = -4.5 X 10 4 and
t p = 4.4 J..I.sec.
We shall now consider an alternative method of calculating t p which
will throw additional light upon the operation of the circuit. From Fig.
9-22, we see that the magnetizing current im equals the difference between
the plate and grid currents. From Fig. 9-21, we find that at the end of
the pulse Ee = 60 volts, Eb = 72 volts, h = 0.23 amp, and Ie = 0.15
amp. Note that the plate current has changed very little over the pulse
width, whereas the grid current has dropped from 0.25 to 0.15 amp.
The magnetizing current at the end of the pulse is

1m

=

0.23 - 0.15

=

0.08 amp

The voltage across the magnetizing inductance is Ebb - Eb = L di m/ dt.
If we assume Eb is approximately constant over the pulse duration, we
can integrate the above equation and obtain
(9-52)

+

Using for Eb the average value over the pulse, namely, (57
72)/2 = 65
volts and L = 5 mh, Ebb = 140 volts and 1m = 0.08 amp, we obtain
tp = 5.3 J..I.sec. Considering the crude approximations we have made,
this value may be considered in good agreement with the duration of
4.4 J..I.sec found above.
The above analysis, which has assumed that the core is not saturated,
leads to the conclusion that tp is proportional to L. However, as the
number of turns are increased (for a given core), saturation will set in.
Under these circumstances tp will vary as LH rather than as the first
power of L. This statement may be justified as follows. Integrating the
equation Ebb - Eb = N d¢/dt leads to the result tp = N ¢m/(Ebb - E b),

2S0
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where q,m is the magnetic flux in the core at the end of the pulse. If saturation has been reached, then cf:m is a constant, and we see that tp is proportional to N. However, from Eq. (9-21), N varies as L~2, where L is
the initial (low flux density) inductance. Experimentally we find that
for a small pot core wound with 6S turns, which gives an inductance of
5 mh, the observed value of tp = 3 JLsec. By measurements made directly
on the transformer (not in the blocking-oscillator circuit) it is found that
saturation has begun to set in at O.OS amp (SO rna). When transformers
with more turns are used in the oscillator, it is verified experimentally
that tp does indeed vary as L~2.
The calculations made above have neglected the influence of the finite
size of Co. If Co is small enough so that during the pulse time tp the
change in voltage across Co is comparable to the change in ee, then the
pulse will be shorter in duration. Hence, the value of tp given above is
the maximum value possible for a given transformer and smaller pulse durations may be secured by reducing the size of Co. Under these circumstances the top of the plate-voltage pulse waveform is fairly flat while the
grid-voltage waveform displays a decided tilt.
The use of a delay line to control the pulse width of a blocking oscillator is discussed in Sec. 10-4.
9-13. The Blocking-oscillator Backswing. At the termination of the
pulse the grid is driven abruptly negative so that neither grid current nor
plate current flows. The equivalent
output circuit is indicated in Fig. 9-23.
c
R
L
The resistor R is the load resistance
placed across the transformer and also
includes
the transformer core losses
p
FIG. 9-23. The equivalent circuit
if these are significant. Since R is
from which the plate voltage over- usually large compared with the output
shoot is calculated.
impedance, it has very little effect
on the analysis given above of the pulse size and shape. The primary
inductance is L, the magnetizing current is 1m , and the net effective
capacitance across the transformer is C. The analysis of the ringing circuit in Fig. 9-23 is given in Sec. 2-S. The response is given in
terms of the damping parameter k =

2~ ~5 and A = I m/ I R,

where 1m

is the inductor current and lR is the resistor current. From Eq. (9-52),
1m = (Ebb - Eb)tplL and from Fig. 9-23, I R = (Ebb - E b) / R. Hence,
A = Im/ I R = RtpiL. In Fig. 9-19 we demonstrated the necessity for
adequate damping of the grid backswing. Hence, let us now assume that
R has been chosen for critical damping; k = 1 or R = 7~ vLIC and
A = Y2tp/VLC. For tp = 3 JLsec, L = 5 mh, and C = 50 JLJLf, A = 3.0.
The response can be visualized from the curves of Fig. 2-30 and is given
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analytically by Eq. (2-47). From this equation we find that the peak
grid backswing is 2.2 times the pulse amplitude. For a plate-voltage
pulse amplitude of 140 - 50 = 90 volts, this means an overshoot at the
plate of 2.2 X 90 = 200 volts. For the ferrite core under consideration
the inductance decreases with increasing magnetizing current, as indicated in Sec. 9-12. Hence, at the beginning of the backswing L is smaller
than 5 mh, ~ is larger than 3, and we may expect a larger overshoot than
the 200 volts calculated above. Experimentally an overshoot of 290 volts
was observed.
If, in any given blocking oscillator, the pulse duration is decreased by
decreasing Co, then the amplitude of the backswing will also be reduced.
This result is apparent from the discussion above and also from the fact
that the area under the backswing must equal the area under the pulse
(see Sec. 9-7).

t=O

~

ToE,
--,.....

H----------+~::::--.....::::..~-

Ground

~----T----~~

(a)
(b)
FIG. 9-24. (a) A modification of the circuit of Fig. 9-17.

(b) The waveform across Co.

9-14. The Blocking-oscillator Period. The circuit of Fig. 9-17 may be
modified by connecting the grounded end of Ro to an auxiliary voltage
E" as indicated in Fig. 9-24a. The voltage eCg across Co is shown in
Fig. 9-24b and is given (in the interval outside of the pulse duration) by
the expression
eCg = E, - (E, - Ei)e-tlRgCg
(9-53)
The initial voltage Ei on Co at the end of the pulse is Ei = Eco - E',
where E' = ictp/co and ic is the average grid current over the pulse
time tp • The next pulse commences when eCg has risen to the cutoff voltage E co , and hence the period T is given by
(9-54)
Usually tp is negligible compared with T. If Ro is connected to ground,
then the period is given by Eq. (9-54) with E, = O. The period may be
varied by adjusting Ro and E, without affecting the pulse shape or duration. If Co is varied, then both T and t p are changed.
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The period T is not particularly stable, so that the interval between
pulses may vary from cycle to cycle and with aging of the tube, etc. The
factors affecting the stability are given in Chap. 12. Methods for synchronizing the oscillator with pulses or sine waves on a 1: 1 basis or on an
n: 1 basis (counting) are also considered in Chap. 12.
9-15. The Blocking-oscillator Output Impedance. An important characteristic of the blocking oscillator is that the impedance level of the output pulse is low. In Sec. 9-12 we found that the output impedance
Ro = rorp/(rp
ro) was 125 ohms. Another method of estimating the
. output impedance at the plate may be made by noting the extent to
which the pulse amplitude decreases when a current is delivered to an
external load. Consider that a load resistor is connected across the plate
winding of the transformer. The plate current is now the sum of the
load current and the transformer primary current. The voltage condition given in Eq. (9-47) and the corresponding plot in Fig. 9-21 still
apply. Let us assume that a value of load resistor has been selected
such that the peak of the pulse corresponds to the intersection of the
curve with the tube characteristic for a grid voltage of 50 volts. Then
the plate voltage is 82 volts, the plate current is 220 ma, and the grid current is about 100 ma, as read from the characteristics of Fig. 9-21. For
a 1: 1 transformer, the current in the plate winding equals the grid current. The load current is, therefore, 220 - 100 = 120 mao Originally,
in the absence of a load, the pulse amplitude was 140 - 57 = 83 volts,
while now it is 140 - 82 = 58 volts. The output impedance is, accordingly, (83 - 58)/0.12 = 210 ohms. The discrepancy between this value
and the value of 125 ohms obtained in
Sec. 9-12 is due to the uncertainty with
E
which positive grid characteristics such as
.-----0 those plotted in Fig. 9-21 are known. For
one particular 6SN7 an experimental value
of 132 ohms was obtained for the output
impedance.
9-16. The Blocking-oscillator Output
A
Terminals. Many different types of output waveforms may be obtained from a
o--~........--tl----+----o C
D
blocking oscillator, depending upon the
choice of output terminals. The basic
circuit has been modified in Fig. 9-25
"7"
FIG. 9-25. Output terminals in a by the addition of a cathode resistor Rk
blocking oscillator.
and a plate resistor R L • These resistors
are ordinarily of the order of 10 to 200
ohms. In any particular application either one or the other resistor
or perhaps neither one is used. Outputs at the following terminals (with
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respect to ground) are now available. At A there is the plate waveform
of Fig. 9-18a, consisting of a negative pulse with a positive overswing.
At B there is the grid waveform of Fig. 9-18b, consisting of a positive
pulse with a negative overswing and a long recovery time. At C there
is the cathode waveform of Fig. 9-18c, consisting of a positive pulse with
no negative overshoot and at a very low output impedance. At D there
is the capacitor waveform (assuming Rk = 0) of Fig. 9-18d, consisting
essentially of a sweep-type voltage. If this point is loaded too heavily,
the pulse shape and the period may be affected. At E a negative pulse
with no overshoot is available. If the transformer has a tertiary winding such as FF' in Fig. 9-25, then an ungrounded output is obtained having the same waveshape as that at the plate (output A). Either polarity
of pulse may be selected. Also, by choosing the turns ratio appropriately,

Positive
trigger
input

-Ecc
FIG. 9-26. Triggering a monostable
blocking oscillator by means of a cathode follower.

-Ecc'
-Ecc
FIG. 9-27. Triggering a monostable
blocking oscillator by means of an
amplifier.

the impedance and voltage level of the output may be adjusted. If the
overshoot is undesirable, it may be clipped with a diode.
9-17. The Monostable Blocking Oscillator. The circuit considered
above is a free-running or astable form of blocking oscillator since pulses
are generated periodically independent of any external excitation. If, on
the other hand, E, is made a negative voltage, -Ecc, so that the tube is
maintained beyond cutoff, the circuit will remain quiescent until the
application of an external trigger brings the grid out of cutoff. A blocking oscillator connected in this manner is referred to as a monostable or
triggered circuit. Positive triggers may be injected at B, D, or F of Fig.
9-25, or negative triggers may be applied at A, C, E, or F'. It is not
difficult to see that in each case the applied pulse must be provided by a
low impedance source and must be reasonably large in amplitude. In
addition, in each case, the blocking oscillator will react back on the pulse
source. A cathode follower may be used as an impedance-matching
device if necessary, as in Fig. 9-26. Even in this last circuit there may
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be some reaction back on the pulse source. For when the grid current
of the blocking oscillator flows through the output impedance of the
cathode follower, the cathode of the cathode follower may go sufficiently
negative to cause the tube to draw grid current. A triggering circuit
which has much to recommend it is illustrated in Fig. 9-27. Since the
plate resistance of the triggering tube is large in comparison with the
output impedance of the blocking oscillator, the interference with the
operation of the blocking oscillator will be a minimum. In addition, in
this circuit there is no possibility of a reaction back on the pulse source
and also the trigger tube provides some amplification for the applied
pulse. The applied trigger must have a sufficiently steep leading edge
so that the induced transformer voltage brings the blocking-oscillator
grid out of cutoff.
9-18. Applications of Blocking Oscillators. Among the most important applications of the blocking oscillator are the following:
1. The astable circuit is used as a master oscillator to supply triggers
for synchronizing a system of pulse-type waveforms-square waves,
sweep voltages, etc.
2. The monostable circuit is used to obtain abrupt pulses from a slowly
varying input triggering voltage.
3. Either form of blocking oscillator is capable of generating a pulse
of large peak power. For example, it is possible to obtain 0.5 amp at
100 volts or 50 watts from a receiving-type tube. Of course, the average power is small since the duty cycle (the ratio tp/T) is low.
4. Using a tertiary winding output, pulses with neither end grounded
may be obtained.
5. The use of the blocking oscillator as a frequency divider or counter
is discussed in Chap. 12.
6. The blocking oscillator as a low impedance switch used to discharge a capacitor quickly is considered in Sec. II-II.
7. The blocking-oscillator output may be used as a gating waveform
with a very small on-to-off time. For example, in some television
receivers the voltage across Cg is used as the gating waveform for the
vertical sweep-voltage generator.
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CHAPTER

10

ELECTROMAGNETIC DELAY LINES

Delay lines are passive four-terminal networks which have the property that a signal impressed at the input terminals appears at the output
terminals at the end of a time interval td , called the delay time. Delays
in the range from a few millimicroseconds to hundreds of microseconds
are obtainable with electromagnetic lines. Millisecond delays may be
achieved with acoustical delay lines.
If a pulse is applied to a real (nonidealized) line, the signal will not
only be delayed but will also suffer attenuation and distortion. In such
a line, td is defined as the time interval between the 50 per cent amplitude
points on the rising edge of the incident and delayed pulses. The important characteristics of delay lines are the following: the time delay, the
rise time, the attenuation, the distortion, the characteristic impedance,
the volume occupied by the line, the maximum voltage that may be
applied to the line, the stability of delay with temperature and time, the
ease and accuracy of adjusting the delay, and, finally, the cost.
The applications of delay lines are numerous. For example, a CRO
used for observing fast waveforms has a built-in delay line so that the
signal which triggers the sweep is delayed slightly before being applied
to the vertical-deflection circuit. If the sweep were not allowed to start
before the signal was applied, then the first portion of the waveform might
not be visible on the scope face. Other applications of delay lines are
made in distributed amplifiers, in pulse coders and decoders, in precise
time measurement, in radar, in television, and in digital-computer
systems.
The first several sections in this chapter discuss the characteristics of
both distributed-and lumped-parameter electromagnetic delay lines.
The remaining sections consider a number of applications for delay lines.
Other uses are found discussed throughout the text, particularly in
Chap. 13.
10-1. Distributed-parameter Lines. 1 A uniform lossless transmission
line, terminated in its characteristic impedance Zo, may be used as a
delay line. If a sinusoidal voltage Es = Aeiwt is impressed at the sending end of the line of Fig. 10-1, a traveling wave moves to the right along
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the line. The voltage as a function of the distance x down the line is
given by Ex = A Ei (wt-/3x) and the voltage at the receiving end of the line
is given by Er = A Ei(wt-.Bl) • These facts follow from elementary transmission-line theory 2, where it is shown that {3 = w YLC, w is the angular
frequency, L is the inductance per meter, and C is the capacitance per
meter. Since the velocity with which the wave progresses is v = (LC)-~2,
then (3 = w/v. Hence

Er =

A Ei(wt-.B l )

=

AEiw (t-lIv)

=

AEiw(t-td)

(10-1)

where td == l/v. From this equation we see that the voltage which
appears at the receiving end is the
same as that which was impressed
on the sending end at a time td
earlier. Since any waveform may
be resolved into a Fourier spectrum
and since the velocity v is independent of frequency, it follows FIG. 10-1. A transmission line terminated
in its characteristic impedance.
from Eq. (10-1) that an arbitrary
waveform impressed on the input terminals will appear at the output
terminals after a delay time td.
Both Land C are functions of the geometry of the cross section of the
line, but it turns out that for lines with a uniform cross section the product LC is independent of the geometry 2 and equals J.LE, where J.L and E are
the magnetic permeability and the dielectric constant, respectively, of the
medium between the conductors of the line. For a line whose conductors
are in free space, v = (LC)-~2 = (J.LoEo)-~2, where J.Lo = 471' X 10-7 henry /m
and Eo = (3671' X 10 9)-1 farad/m so that v = 3 X 10 8 m/sec. This
speed is the same as that with which a wave of electromagnetic radiation travels in free space, i.e., the velocity of light. The delay per meter
T is given by T = Y J.LE = l/v and, for air, T = (3 X 10 8)-1 = 0.0033
J.Lsec/m. For a medium of relative dielectric constant Er , the delay is
O.0033Er~2 J.Lsec/m. For the low-loss dielectric media which are available
(polystyrene, polyethylene, or Teflon), Er "-' 2.3 and T "-' 0.005 J.Lsec/m.
Such lines are useful in the millimicrosecond delay range, but the length
of cable required is prohibitively long in the microsecond region. For
example, a delay of 1 J.Lsec requires a line 200 m long!
Before discussing the constructional modifications necessary in a conventional line in order to increase T, let us consider the characteristic
impedance Zoo For a lossless line, Zo = yL/C ohms and is a pure resistance independent of frequency. For the coaxial cable, the values of L
and C can be calculated, and we find Zo = 138Er-~2 log (a/b) ohms, where
a and b are indicated in Fig. 10-2. When the attenuation in the line
results principally from ohmic losses in the conductors, the loss (for a
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fixed a) is a minimum for a/b = 3.6. For this ratio and for Er = 2.3,
Zo = 51 ohms. Most conventional lines have impedances of this order
of magnitude, i.e., from 50 to 125 ohms. These lines have reasonable
physical dimensions. On the other hand, a line with Zo ~ 1,000 ohms
would require log (a/b) = 11, or a/b = 1011, which certainly is an impractical ratio. The low values of characteristic impedance obtainable in

::~~:-=:}:=B=-o
i - --

~~..-r-r-r"'r""7'~....-r~""""""-r" J - - ~~~~~======j~~~
-

-

(a)
FIG. 10-2. Coaxial cable.

(b)
(a) Longitudinal section; (b) transverse section.

lines of uniform cross section are often as much an inconvenience as is
the short delay per meter. For example, consider that we are required
to transmit a 10-volt pulse along a line. If Zo = 50 ohms, the generator
must supply 200-ma peak current, while if Zo = 1,000 ohms only 10 ma
are required. Accordingly in such applications, the higher impedance
line has a distinct advantage over the lower impedance cable.

Inner core
(possibly
magnetic)

( a)

FIG. 10-3. Helical high-impedance delay cable.
verse section.

(b)
(a) Longitudinal section; (b) trans-

Since T = yLC and Zo = yL/C, then both T and Zo can be increased
if a constructional change is made which increases L. The method of
accomplishing this increase in inductance is illustrated in Fig. 10-3, where
the straight center conductor in Fig. 10-2 is replaced with a continuous
coil of wire in the form of a helix. In such a cable, in which the cross
section is not uniform, the product LC is no longer equal to J.l.E. Since the
center conductor is wound in a tight helix, the magnetic flux in the
region between inner and outer conductors may be neglected. The
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inductance then equals that of a solenoid of diameter d m, with n turns
per meter, or
henrys/m

(10-2)

where J.l.r is the relative permeability of the core on which the solenoid is
wound. The capacitance is that of coaxial cylinders with a material of
relative dielectric constant €r between the diameter a and b, or

c=

271"€

In (a/b)

2.40 X 10- 11 €r
log (a/b)

farads/m

(10-3)

For a type RG-65/U cable (Federal Telephone and Radio Company)
whose parameters are a = 0.285 in., c = 0.11 in., the helix is AWG
No. 32 wire of diameter 0.008 in., with n = 112 turns per inch and a
polyethylene dielectric (€r = 2.3), values of Zo = yL/C = 1,100 ohms
and T = yLC = 0.18 J.l.sec/m are calculated. These agree reasonably
well with the measured values of Zo = 950 ohms and T = 0.14 J.l.sec/m.
Note that the helical center conductor has increased the delay of the conventional polyethylene coaxial cable from 0.005 to 0.13 J.l.sec/m, or by a
factor 26, and the impedance from 50 to 950 ohms, or by a factor of
about 20.
The inductance may be further increased by winding the helical inner
conductor upon a ferromagnetic core. 3 The type HH-1500 (Columbia
Technical Corporation) is identical with the RG-65/U cable except that
a flexible, stable, low-loss magnetic core (J.l.r ~ 2) is used. For this line,
Zo = 1,600 ohms and T = 0.23 J.l.sec/m, which is an improvement by a
factor of v;;.
1.4.
It follows from Eqs. (10-2) and (10-3) that if the dimension b in Fig.
10-3 is increased while maintaining a constant, then both Land C, and
hence T, are increased. The General Electric Company manufactures
a line (type DL1100) in which b is as large as possible, the inner and outer
conductors being separated by a thin layer of insulating tape which is
effectively 0.003 in. thick. 4 The helical conductor consists of No. 40
insulated wire with 277 turns per inch wound on a ~16-in.-diameter
flexible plastic tubing. The outer conductor is made of a braid of insulated wires which are electrically connected only at the ends of the cable.
If the braid were not insulated, the eddy currents would be excessive.
For this line, Zo = 1,100 ohms and T = 1.8 J.l.sec/m.
A higher impedance may be obtained without sacrificing delay by
increasing L and decreasing C. The type HH-2500 line 3 (Columbia Technical Corporation) is similar to the DL1100 line just discussed, except
that L is increased by using a magnetic core (J.l.r ::: 4) and C is decreased by
using a thicker polyethylene spacer (0.035 cm) between inner and outer
conductors. For this line, Zo = 2,800 ohms and T = 2.0 J.l.sec/m. The
r'-J
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HH-4000 and HH-1600 are similar lines having characteristic impedances of 4,000 and 1,700 ohms, respectively, and each has a delay of
3.35 ILsec/m. For lines of this type, in which the outer conductor is composed of insulated strands, there is unfortunately some leakage of the
fields outside the line. Two lines placed in close proximity side by side
will exhibit some cross coupling of signals.
Experimental lines have been reported 5 with impedances up to 10,000
ohms and delays up to 30 ILsec/m. These lines are wound on a YI6-in.diameter polystyrene core 12 in. long. The core is covered with silver
conducting paint which acts ,as a ground strip. The silver is slotted
axially into 36 thin strips in order to reduce eddy-current losses. The

FIG. 10-4. Response of 1 J.tsec of HH-1600 delay cable (linearized) to a 250-kc square
wave. (Courtesy of Columbia Technical Corporation.)

ground conductor is covered with a thin layer of insulating tape and a
multilayer bank winding is placed over this insulation. From 2 to 5
layers of wire (sizes from No. 32 to No. 47) have been used. These lines
have longer delays per axial inch and less attenuation for the same delay
time, but have poorer rise times and more distortion due to internal
reflections than the helical lines previously discussed.
The assumption that Zo and T are independent of frequency is quite
well satisfied for frequencies below a megacycle. At higher frequencies
there is a substantial progressive phase shift in the current in successive
turns of the helix and the inductance decreases. As a consequence both
the delay and characteristic impedance decrease with frequency. In
addition the attenuation of the line increases with frequency and is due
principally to the dielectric loss in the insulation of the wire of the center
helix. All these factors introduce distortion, the effect of the attenuation (about 6 db/fJsec at 10 Mc) being particularly marked when long
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lengths of line must be used to provide long delays. The rise time tT
increases with the square root of the delay time td and the ratio tTl Vlct for
many helical lines lies in the range 0.02 to 0.08 (with td and tr in microseconds). Figure 10-4 is an oscillogram of the response of one microsecond of HH-1600 delay cable to a 250-kc square wave.
Short calibrated lengths of delay lines (with the leads brought out
through plastic endcaps) are available from the manufacturers of the
bulk lines.
10-2. Lumped-parameter Delay Lines. 2 A given delay can often be
obtained with less attenuation and in a smaller volume (but with more
distortion) with a lumped-parameter line than with a distributed-parameter line. A lumped line is made up of a cascaded series of symmetrical
networks such as the T section of Fig. 10-5a. The image or characteristic

(b)

(a)
FIG. 10-5. (a) A prototype filter section.

(b) A low-pass constant-k prototype section.

impedance Zo of this section is defined as follows. If the network is terminated in Zo, then the impedance seen looking into the input terminals
is also Zoo Applying this definition, we find

(10-4)
The propagation constant 'Y is defined by Eo/ Ei === e-'Y under the condition that the impedance Zo is connected across the output terminals.
The propagation constant is given by
cosh 'Y = 1

Zl
+2Z

(10-5)

2

where cosh 'Y === ~~(e'Y + e-'Y) is the hyperbolic cosine of 'Y. If (as
indicated in Fig. 10-5b) the series element is an inductor L/2 so that
Zl = jwL and the shunt element is a capacitor C so that Z2 = -jlwC,
then Z lZ2 = LIC = k, a constant, independent of frequency. Such a
network is called a low-pass, constant-k prototype section. The attenuation factor a and the phase factor {3 are defined by 'Y === a + j{3, where a
and {3 are real functions of frequency. Equation (10-5) becomes. for the
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constant-k section,
cosh (a

+ j[j)

=

w 2LC

1 - -2-

(10-6)

The passband of the filter is defined by the frequency band over which
the attenuation factor is zero. Hence,
w2LC

coshj{3 = cos {3 = 1 - - 2

(10-7)

Since {3 must be real, then cos {3 must have a magnitude between + 1 and
-1. Hence, 0 < w 2LC /2 < 2. The upper frequency fe given by the
above inequality is called the cutoff frequency and is given by
1

fe =

7r

yLC

(10-8)

For all frequencies between zero and fe, the attenuation is zero and within
this passband the phase factor is given by
cos fl = 1 - 2

(J;)'

(10-9)

+

Since cos {3 = 1 - {32/2 {34/4! - . . . ,we have the result that for f «fe,
{3 « 1 and (3
2(f/fe). For a sinusoidal input to the filter, Ei = Aeiwt
and
Eo = Eie-'Y = Aeiwt-ij3 = Ae iw (t-j3lw) = Aeiw(t-lhr!c)
(10-10)
1"..1

Thus, if the Fourier spectrum of the input signal to the network consists
of frequencies all of which are much less than fe, the output signal will be
a faithful reproduction of the input signal except delayed by a time

The quantity ts is called the time delay per section of filter.
stant-k network, Eq. (10-4) reduces to

Zo

=

~~ [1 -

(f)' j

For the con-

(10-12)

For f «fe, the characteristic impedance is independent of frequency and
equals VL/C.
A delay line is specified 6 by giving the nominal impedance Zo, the total
delay td , and the rise time tr of the output voltage when an ideal step is
applied at the input. The quantity tr is related to the delay per section
t s , but steady-state filter theory can give this relationship only after a
very difficult Fourier spectrum analysis. On the other hand, the response
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of a single section can be obtained directly by solving the differential
equations of the two-mesh circuit of Fig. 10-5b. The result of such an
analysis is given (Prob. 10-4) in graphical form in Fig. 10-6. The output is taken across a pure resistance Ro equal to the nominal characteristic
impedance yL/C of the filter. The solid curve a corresponds to a generator impedance equal to the output impedance Ro. The dashed curve
is for a generator impedance equal to zero. We note that the peak overshoot is reduced from 22 to 8 per cent as the generator resistance is
increased from zero to the Ro. Such an improvement is reasonable
on the grounds that any reflection at the output termination will be
absorbed at the input end.
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FIG. 10-6. The step voltage response of a single section constant-k filter terminated in
Ro = VL/e. Curve a: the input impedance is also ROJ and y = 2e o/e.. Curve b:
the input impedance is zero J and y = eo/ei.

In the discussion to follow we shall assume a termination Ro at each
end of the filter. From Fig. 10-6 we find the delay per section to be
ts = 1.07 VJ.;C. This value is to be compared with ts = yLC of Eq.
(10~11)J which is the result that would be obtained if the terminating
impedance was the Zo given in Eq. (10-12) and if all the frequency components in the input step could be considered to be small compared
with fe. The rise time per section tTl is found from Fig. 10-6 to be
tTl = 1.13 VJ.;C. Experimentally we find that the delay td of n sections
is n times the delay ver section, just as would be expected from filter
theory.
(10-13)
Also, experimentally7 it is found that the rise time tT of n sections is n~3
times that of a single section. It is possible to provide some theoretical
justification for the factor n~\ but the matter is involved and we shall
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not pursue the point.

We consider then that, approximately,
(10-14)

From Eqs. (10-13) and (10-14) it follows that
(10-15)
Using the value of trl/ts = 1.13 VLC /1.07 VLC = 1.06, found from Fig.
10-6, we have
n = 1.1

td) 1.6
( t;.

(10-16)

This equation gives the number of sections required in order to attain
the desired specified value of td/t r • If Eq. (10-16) does not yield an integer, then the next larger integer is used for n. From the relationships
ts = 1.07 VLC, td = nts, and Ro = VL/C, we find
C =

td

1.07nRo

and

L = tdRo

1.07n

(10-17)

For given values of tr, td, and R o, Eqs. (10-16) and (10-17) are used to
find the number of sections n required and the capacitance C and the
inductance L of each section. The exact value of characteristic impedance is often not of importance. Hence, the standard manufactured
value of C nearest the value obtained from the first of Eqs. (10-17) is
used and then this equation is solved again for Ro. Using this value of
R o , the second of Eqs. (10-17) is solved for L. This inductance is then
wound on a polystyrene cylinder or on a ferrite core.
Often the characteristic impedance required is dictated by the circuitry
in which the line is to be incorporated. If there is some freedom of choice
it is advantageous to design the line for the lowest acceptable impedance.
Most of the attenuation on a line results from the resistance of the inductors, and if Ro is small, L can be made small while the time delay may be
kept constant by increasing the size of C.
If experiment shows that the output pulse shape is unsatisfactory (too
much ringing) for a particular application, then a more conservative
(smaller) value of ts is chosen. Of course, a smaller t8 requires a greater
number of sections. Hence, a line will result which will be more expensive, will occupy more space, and will have more attenuation than a line
based upon a larger value of ts.
We have already emphasized [see Eq. (10-10)] that if {3/w is independ~
ent of frequency the output will be an exact replica of the input but
delayed by an amount ts = {3/w. In Fig. 10-7 the value of ts is seen to
be far from constant over the passband of a constant-k filter. The.
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constancy of ts with frequency can be improved considerably by permitting
coupling to exist between the two inductors of the constant-Ie section.
This modification leads to the m-derived filter section, which will now be
discussed.
4.4 t - - - - - - r - - - - - , - - - - , . - - - - - - , . -

3.6

I-----t--~~~

2.81-----t----t------1r----t---r,H

2.0 1--4==:::t=:~=~-~~-~

1.2 1-----+----+------1'----+---~

o

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

f

r;
FIG. 10-7. The variation of delay t. vs. frequency over the passband of an m-derived
filter. The special case m = 1 corresponds to the constant-k filter.

Consider the network of Fig. 10-8 in which m is a real number. From
Eqs. (10-4) and (10-5) we find that the cutoff frequency fe and the characteristic impedance Zo are given by the same expressions as for the prototype filter, namely, Eqs. (10-8) and (10-12), respectively. From Eq.
(10-5) we find that, within the passband, (j is given by
2m 2(fIfe) 2
cos (j = 1 - 1 _ (1 _ m 2)(flfe)2
(10-18)
The time delay per section (at a given frequency w) is ts = (jlw. Values
of wets calculated from Eq. (10-18) are
mL
mL
plotted vs. fife in Fig. 10-7 with m as a
T
2
+
parameter. It turns out that the value of +
m which gives optimum constancy of wets
vs. f is m = 1.27. For this value of m, the
delay is constant up to about 0.6fc, whereas
for the constant-Ie filter (corresponding to FIG. 10-8. An m-derived filter
m = 1) the delay already departs appreci- section.
ably from constancy at 0.2fe. We must not,
however, naIvely conclude that an m-derived filter (with m = 1.27) will be
"three times as good" as a constant-Ie filter. A comparison can only be
made after the transient response is studied, as we shall do later.
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For small values of i lie, Eq. (10-1S) reduces to
1 - 2m'

cos (3 =

or {3 =

2milie and

~'

the delay per section is

t

s

and since ie =

(1)' ~ 1 -

=£!.w =L
27ri =!!!..
'!ric

1/7r v'LC,
ts

(10-19)

m yLC

=

The m-derived section of Fig. 10-S is not realizable for m > 1 since the
shunt inductance is negative. It is, however, realizable in the form of
Fig. 10-9 in which there is a mutual inductance between the series inductors. The circuit of Fig. 10-10 is identical to the circuit of Fig. 10-9, as

FIG. 10-10. A network equivalent to
that of Fig. 10-9.

FIG. 10-9. A network equivalent to the
m-derived section.

may readily be established from the mesh equations for these two circuits.
Comparing Figs. 10-10 and 10-S, we have
M =

m2 - 1
4m L

L1

m~!

+M

from which

L1 =

Also

C 1 = mC = 1.27C

L

= m 2"

1 L = 0.515L

(10-20)
(10-21)

and the coefficient of coupling between the inductors Ll is
M
K = L1

=

m 2 -1
1 = 0.237

m2

+

(10-22)

The step-voltage response of a single section terminated at both ends
in a pure resistance Ro = yLIC is given in Fig. 10-11. The value of t8
is found to be 1.20 yLC, which is to be compared with ts = 1.27 yLC
obtained from Eq. (10-19) for m = 1.27. There are two advantages of
the m-derived filter (with m = 1.27) over the constant-k. The first is
that the peak overshoot of the former is 4 per cent as against S per cent
for the latter. The second is that trl/t8 = 1.06 for the constant-k,
whereas for m = 1.27 this ratio is found from Fig. 10-11 to be 0.96, or
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Eq. (10-15) to be
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The number of sections needed is now found from
n = 0.94 (

i

t )

1.6

(10-23)

Comparing this equation with Eq. (10-16), we see that for the same ratio
of delay to rise time a line with m-derived filters requires about 16 per
cent fewer sections than one constructed from prototype sections. Note,
however, that an m-derived section has an undershoot or preshoot of magnitude 12 per cent.
2eo

7i
1.2

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

4

-0.2
-0.4
-0.6
FIG. 10-11. The step-voltage response of a single-section m-derived filter terminated
at each end in Ro = VLIC.

From the relationships ta = 1.20 VLG, td = nts, and Ro =
find
L = tdRo
G=
td
and
1.20nRo
1.20n

v'L7C, we
(10-24)

For specified values of td , t and R o, Eqs. (10-23) and (10-24) give n, G,
and L. Then Eqs. (10-20) to (10-22) give L 1 , GI , and k. The inductances are often wound on a polystyrene cylinder and the core diameter
and length of winding are chosen so as to give the required value (0.237)
of the coefficient of coupling. 8 If a delay line is to be used to reproduce
u. signal with a minimum of distortion, it may be necessary to use
variable shunt capacitors and to adjust these individually so as to obtain
the best possible step-voltage response. Since the characteristic impedance is not constant, the line should ideally be terminated, as is the practice with filters, in a half m-derived IT section for which m = 0.6. Such
a termination should be used on both the input and output ends of
T,
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the line. In practice, it is often found that simpler terminations are
adequate.
If the inductor is wound on a ferrite core, the coefficient of coupling is
very close to unity. If the capacitor C is connected not to the center of
the inductor but rather close to the right-hand end of the coil, then a line
comparable to the m-derived line
results. Still another type of structure which is used in the construction of delay lines is the so-called
(a)
Time
"bridged-tee" section. In this section, in addition to the coupling
between coils, one includes an impedance element which is bridged
(b)
directly across the network from
input to output. Design formulas
for these two types of lines are
given in the literature. 9 ,lo
Figure 10-12~shows the response
of a commercially available decade
delay line. A selector switch allows
delays up to 11.0 J.Lsec (in steps of
0.1 J.Lsec) to be obtained. Several
manufacturers supply (physically)
(d)
small lumped-parameter lines havFIG. 10-12. Oscillogram traces taken with ing fixed delays in standard values
the DD-1 line. (a) A 2-llsec input pulse;
up to about 20 J.Lsec, with imped(b) output with td = 0.3 Ilsec; (c) output
with td = 3.0 Ilsec; (d) output with ances in the range from 50 ohms
td = 11.0llsec. (Courtesy Electronic Comto 10 K, and with the ratio of delay
puter Division, Underwood Corporation.)
to rise time of the order of 10.
Quite typically, lumped-circuit delay lines, even of the most conservative design, exhibit some ringing. In many applications this type of distortion is acceptable. For example, in computer circuits (Chap. 13) the
occurrence or absence of a pulse is of more importance than the exact
form of the pulse. And where pulses have become badly deteriorated in
form, they may be reshaped. In other applications, notably in a CRO,
ringing is completely intolerable. It will be recalled that in a CRO a
delay line is used to delay the signal until the sweep has started. The
remedy in this latter case is to construct a delay line whose cutoff frequency is well beyond the bandpass of the system in which it is included.
This arrangement is effective because the ringing frequency is of the
order of magnitude of the cutoff frequency of the line. If, as an example,
a line of cutoff frequency 60 Me is included in cascade with a 10-Mc
amplifier in a ORO, the ringing will not appear in the ORO pattern.
)0

----....1
_J

\~_
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10-3. Reflections on Transmission Lines. It will be recalled 11 that
the general solution for the voltage e and current i on an ideal (lossless)
transmission line is given by

(t - ~) + I, (t + ~)
= ~" [I> (t - ~) - I, (t + ~)]

e =
and

i

1,

(10-25)
(10-26)

The positive assumed directions of e and i are indicated,in Fig. 10-13.
The characteristic impedance of the line is Ro and v is the propagation
velocity. The function 11 is an
arbitrary function of the argument
+
~i
Sending_ e
-Receiving
t - x/v and represents a wave
end
end
i~
traveling to the right (in the positive x direction) with velocity v.
~x
FIG. 10-13. Sign conventions for current
Similarly, 12 represents a wave and voltage on a transmission line.
traveling to the left. For a wave
traveling to the right, eli = R o, while for a wave moving to the left,
eli = - Ro. This difference in sign results simply from the fact that
in both cases the assumed positive current direction is as shown in
Fig. 10-13. The general solution for wave propagation on a transmission line consists in combining a wave traveling to the right with
a wave traveling to the left in such a way that the boundary conditions at the sending and receiving ends are satisfied (at each end of the
line the ratio eli must equal the terminating resistance). We shall now
illustrate this principle by applying it to a number of important special cases.
Infinite Line. Assume that a unit step U(t) is
applied
to the sending end of a line which is arbi--..
x
trarily long so that the conditions at the receiv(a)
ing end need never be considered. Then the
boundary conditions are obviously satisfied by
taking
t 2 =X2/U

I

FIG.

~~-H ;~e VOlt;

distribution along an infinite line at two particular instances of time tl
and t 2, with t2 > t i •

e

= U

(t - ;)

i=~U(t-~)
Ro
v

(10-27)

It is understood, from the definition of the unit
step, that U(t - x/v) is zero whenever the argument is negative. The voltage distributions
along the line at two successive times are shown in Fig. 10-14. The
abrupt discontinuity in voltage travels down the line with velocity v.
Finite Line Terminated in Its Characteristic Impedance. An additional
boundary condition now must be satisfied at the termination where eli
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must equal Ro. But the solution given by Eq. (10-27) already satisfies
this additional condition so that the voltage and current on the line
remain as before (for an applied unit step). In general, a line terminated
in its characteristic impedance behaves as an infinitely long line.
Finite Line Terminated in R ~ Ro. The boundary condition at the
termination is no longer satisfied by Eq. (10-27). It is now required
that at the termination the ratio eli equal R rather than Ro. Hence, we
must now find a combination of waves traveling to the right and to the
I

U<t-x/v)-

----------:1--;1_ pU[<t -2l/v) + x/v]

!j:-T-:----------

I L ________ _
x=l
FIG. 10-15. Incident and reflected waves at a termination with R
--~--x------'

> R o•
left which will satisfy the boundary condition. The circumstances which
exist at the termination of the line (x = l) for the case of a resistive termination R > Ro are shown at a time t > l/v in Fig. 10-15. The incident wave of voltage U(t - x/v) has progressed to the point where the
discontinuity has passed beyond the end of the line. The second or
reflected wave is represented by pU(t - 2l/v + x/v) and is one which
travels from right to left and whose discontinuity passes x = l at t = live
(Of course, it is understood that the dashed portions of the waves to the
right of x = l do not actually exist because the line ends at x = l.) The
constant p is called the reflection factor. For times t ~ l/v, the net voltage at the termination is 1 + p. The
current associated with the original
P
wave is 1/ Ro flowing to the right.
The current associated with the reo
flected wave is p/ Ro flowing to the
x=l
left. The net current is (1 - p)/ Ro
(a)
flowing to the right. If the termination is R, then it is required that
(1 + p)/[(l - p)/ Ro] = R or

{

!{

=l1+

YO-PI/Ro

o~-----------~--~
x=l

(b)
FIG. 10-16. The voltage (a) and current (b) distributions along a line
with a termination R > Ro.

p =

R/Ro - 1
R/Ro + 1

(10-28)

This result for p, which measures the
ratio of the amplitudes of the two
waves, is consistent with our expectation that p = 0 if R = Ro. We also
note that p is positive if R > R o, whereas the reflected wave is inverted
(p is negative) if the terminating resistance is less than the characteristic resistance (R < Ro). The voltage and current distributions along
the line for a particular instant of time, t > l/v, are shown in Fig. 10-16.
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The net voltage and current at any point on the line result from the
simultaneous existence of the incident and reflected waves. The time
l/v == td which it takes the wave to travel down the entire length of the
line is called the one-way delay time.
Note, in particular, that for an open-circuited line p = + 1, whereas
for a short-circuited line p = -l.
Multiple Reflections. At a time t = 2t d, the discontinuity of the
reflected wave will reach the termination at the sending end of the line.
We find that for t ~ 2td the boundary condition at the sending end is not
satisfied unless the generator impedance equals Ro. We must therefore
postulate, for any other termination, the existence of a third wave which
travels to the right and has a discontinuity which passes x = 0 at t = 2td.
This wave is represented by pp' U (t - 2td - x/v), where p' is the reflection factor for the sending-end termination and is given by Eq. (10-28),
with R replaced by the sending-end resistance. This third wave is the
RR

r-

LDelay line

-i

QtfJl
I

I

I

U(t)

(a)

I

~R
(b)

FIG. 10-17. (a) A generator with an output impedance Rg at the sending end of a line.
(b) The same circuit drawn using the standard symbol for a delay line.

reflection of the second wave and will in turn produce a reflection at the
receiving end, and so on indefinitely.
In the case where the generator at the sending end provides a voltage
U(t) and has an impedance R o, the amplitude of the first wave is easily
calculated. In Fig. 10-17, the ratio of voltage to current on the line is
Ro until the discontinuity of the first wave reaches the termination R.
Hence, at time t = 0, the impedance seen looking to the right is Ro and
the amplitude of the first wave is Ro/(Ro + Ro).
There is an alternative method of describing what takes place on the
line which is quite convenient if the input waveform is a unit step (or a
pulse). Instead of focusing our attention on .the entire waveform we
concentrate on the discontinuity. This edge moves down the line with
a velocity v leaving the line behind it charged to unit voltage (if Ro = 0)
and leaving behind it a current of 1/ Ro amp. When the discontinuity
reaches the end of the line, it causes a second discontinuity of magni~
tude p to go back along the line. This second discontinuity charges the
line to an additional voltage p volts as it progresses and it also leaves
behind it an additional current - p/ Ro amp. This process is repeated at
each reflection from either end of the line. The resultant voltage (or
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current) is the algebraic sum of the individual components. If one end
of the line is terminated in R o , then when the discontinuity reaches this
termination it is completely" absorbed" and no additional discontinuity
arises.
A Shorted Line. Consider a generator of a step voltage E and impedance Ro = Ro connected to a line which is short-circuited at the receiving
end as indicated in Fig. 10-18a. What is the appearance of the voltage
waveform at the sending end? At t = 0, a step E Ro/ (Ro + Ro) = E /2
appears at x = o. This discontinuity travels to the shorted end where a
second discontinuity - E /2 (since p = -1) will start toward the left.
When this second edge reaches the input end, it will add a voltage - E/2
to the voltage +E/2 established previously. The resultant waveform
will be a pulse of amplitude E/2 and duration 2td, as indicated in Fig.
10-18b. The advantage of producing a pulse in this manner is that the

tL~~

o

2tcl

t O t

(b)

(c)

FIG. 10-18. (a) A step voltage applied to a short-circuited line from a generator whose
impedance matches that of the line. (b)' The resulting voltage e and (c) the resulting
current i at the input of the line.

duration depends only on passive elements (the Land C of the line) and
thus may have a stability not shared by pulse generators (blocking oscillators, etc.) which depend upon active elements. The initial current is
E /2R o. This current discontinuity is reflected as - pE /2R o = +E /2Ro
so that at time t ~ 2td the input current is E /2R o + E /2Ro = E / R o, as
it should be, since the steady-state voltage at the input to the line is zero.
The current waveform is indicated in Fig. 10-18c for E = 1.
Attenuation. In the above discussions we have neglected the attenuation of the line which we shall now take into account. Consider the circuit of Fig. 10-18 again. The initial discontinuity at the input end will
arrive at the shorted end as YzEe- a, where a = al, a is the attenuation
factor, and l the length of line. At t = 2td , a negative step of amplitude
7~Ec2a will appear at the input end and the resultant wave will be as in
Fig. 10-19. We see that a small step voltage e' remains after the pulse.
The above result will yield an expression for a in terms of the d-c input
resistance Rdc of the shorted distortionless line. Since for t > 2td there are
no further discontinuities, then e' may be calculated from

e' =

E Rdc ~ E Rdc
.Rdc + Ro Ro
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in which we have taken into account the fact that on any practically usefulline Rdc «R o• From Fig. 10-19 we see that

Assuming small attenuation so that c

2a

rv

1 - 2a, we find

a = al = Rdc

Ro

(10-29)

Reflection of Pulses. It will be recalled (see Fig. 2-3) that a pulse of
amplitude E and duration tp may be constructed by superimposing a
voltage EU(t) and a voltage - EU(t - tp ). Using this fact, we may conclude that the results stated above
e
for step voltages apply equally well
for pulses. To summarize, a voltage
pulse of amplitude E is reflected as a
2"€
pulse of amplitude pE at a termina- E
tion with a reflection factor p. A
current pulse of amplitude I is reo
2td .
flected at the termination as a pulse
of amplitude - pl. The pulse ampli- FIG. 10-19. The voltage at the input of
tude is attenuated by a factor e-ax the line in Fig. 10-18 when attcnuation is takcn into consideration.
when the pulse travels the distance x.
In Fig. 10-20a is shown a pulse generator whose impedance Ro is less
than the characteristic impedance Ro of a line which is terminated in an
impedance R which is greater than Ro. Applying the above rules, we
may readily verify that the waveforms at the input and output of the
line are as pictured in Fig. 10-20b and c. Note, in particular, the polarities of the pulses.
Discharge of an Initially Charged Line. In Fig. 10-21a is indicated a
line charged to a voltage E before the switch S is closed at t = O. The
Thevenin equivalent of the line with S open is a generator of voltage E
in series with a resistance Ro. Hence, when S is closed, the voltage
e across R is ERI(R + Ro). For t > 0, the change in voltage

-r-za
l.'-----+--_-.---

T

ER _ E = _
ERo
R+Ro
R+Ro
travels down the line and is reflected without inversion (p = + 1) at
the end of the line. If R = Ro, the initial voltage is EI2 and the discontinuity -E12 travels down the line, discharging it to half voltage as
it progresses. We shall assume negligible attenuation in the line. At
the end of the line the discontinuity - E 12 is reflected and it discharges
the line to zero as it moves toward the beginning of the line. At t = 2t,),
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Rg<.Ro
Pulse
input

€IT]

~ R>Ro

(a)

,
(b)

(e)
FIG. 10-20. (a) A pulse applied to a line.
and output of the line, respectively.

(b, c) The voltage waveforms at the input

e
E

'2
R
o~--~-----------

2td

(a)

(b)

FIG. 10-21. (a) A charged line discharged through R when switch S is closed.
output across R is a pulse if R = Ro.

(b) The

the line is completed discharged. The resultant output across R is a
pulse of amplitude E /2 and duration 2td , as indicated in Fig. 10-21b. If
a mercury relay or a thyratron is used for the switch S, a discharge-linetype pulse generator 12 results which delivers pulses having rise times of
the order of 1 to 10 mJ,Lsec. The polarity and amplitude of the pulse
depend upon the charging voltage, and the pulse width is determined by
the line length.
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If the resistance R does not equal R o, then there will be multiple reflections from each end of the line. The voltage across R for the two special
cases R = 3Ro(p = +Y2) and R = 7'SRo(p = -7~) are indicated in
Fig. 10-22.
A charged line may be used as a pulse stretcher.13 Consider, for
example, a constant-Ie line shorted at the input end and open-circuited

3

4"
e

E

o

t

2td

FIG. 10-22. The voltage across R in Fig. 10-21 if (a) R = 3R o1 (b) R = 7'aRo.

at the output end. Each capacitor is charged simultaneously from an
input pulse through a cathode follower and buffer diodes. At the trailing edge of the input pulse the line starts to discharge, but the output
will remain constant for a time td. Hence, the input width tp has been
stretched to td.
10-4. Delay-line Control of a Blocking Oscillator.14 An example of a
shorted line used to control the pulse
width of a blocking oscillator is given
in Fig. 10-23. When the blocking
oscillator is triggered, a positive step is
.111 III
generated at the input to the line.
This discontinuity upon reaching the
shorted end is reversed in polarity.
When this reflected wave reaches the Rg
input to the line, the positive step at
the plate of the tube starts the regenerative action which terminates the block- -Ecc
ing oscillator pulse. The width of the FIG. 10-23. A delay line in the plate
circuit used to determine the pulse
pulse will be 2td , provided that the width of a blocking oscillator.
"natural" width, as determined by the
transformer magnetizing inductance, the capacitance Co, and the tube
characteristics, is greater than 2td.
An alternative method of controlling the pulse width is to use an opencircuited line in the grid circuit in place of C g, as indicated in Fig. 10-24a.

··OJ
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I;

When the blocking oscillator is triggered, the grid current component
which passes through Rg gives a negative voltage step - I~Rg which
travels down the line. At the open end of the line this discontinuity is
reflected without change of sign, and when it reaches the input of the
line again (at t = 2td) the line voltage will become - 2I~Rg (if attenuation is neglected). This additional negative voltage at the grid of the
tube may be sufficient to initiate the regenerative action which terminates the pulse. The line will then discharge in a staircase manner to
zero, as in Fig. 10-22a. The line waveshape is shown in Fig. 10-24b.
Delay lines may also be used to control the repetition rate in a block·
ing oscillator. For example, consider that the delay line in Fig. 10-23 is

-I'8 R 8 ~ I
-2IgRg-+I-I

I

I I

~_eo____________
(b)

(a)
FIG. 10-24. (a) A delay line in the grid circuit used to control the pulse width of a
blocking oscillator. (b) The line voltage and the output pulse.

open-circuited instead of short-circuited and that 2td is now longer than
the "natural" width of the blocking-oscillator pulse. If the circuit is
triggered once, it will thereafter continue to deliver pulses separated by
an interval 2td • This behavior is a result of the fact that the negative
plate pulse travels down the line, is reflected without inversion from the
open end, and retriggers the oscillator when it again reaches the plate end
of the line.
A similar action to that just described is obtained from the circuit of
Fig. 10-24 if the line in the grid circuit is shorted. Again we must use
a line for which 2td is longer than the" natural" pulse width. If the circuit is triggered once, then the negative pulse at the input to the line (see
Fig. 10-24b) travels down the line, is inverted at the shorted end, and
hence reaches the grid as a positive pulse. This positive pulse retriggers
the oscillator.
An alternative arrangement for delay-line control of repetition rate is
indicated in Fig. 10-25. The tube Tl is normally biased beyond cutoff
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by the RI - R2 divider. The capacitor C is a large blocking capacitor.
The line is terminated in its characteristic impedance. Once the circuit
is triggered, the positive pulse generated at the cathode travels down the
line and is applied at a time td to the blocking oscillator grid through the
cathode follower T 2 • This pulse retriggers the oscillator and a train of
pulses separated by an interval td is obtained.
It is possible to use two delay lines with a blocking oscillator so as to
combine the two actions described above and hence to control simultaneously both the pulse width and
the pulse spacing.
A finite train of pulses may be
obtained from a blocking oscillator
for each triggering pulse as follows. 15
The oscillator tube of one of the
circuits discussed above (for example, Tl of Fig. 10-25) is now a
pentode with its suppressor grid
biased beyond cutoff. The input
trigger generates a gate (say, by
FIG. 10-25. Delay-line control of repetimeans of a monostable multi) which tion rate.
effectively removes the suppressor
bias and thereby allows the blocking oscillator to deliver a train of pulses.
At the end of the gate the suppressor voltage returns to its negative
value and the oscillator is again quiescent. The result of this action is
that each input trigger causes some number n (perhaps three or four) of
equally spaced pulses to be obtained.
Timing markers for a scope may be obtained from the circuit just
described. The signal which starts the sweep also triggers the blocking
oscillator and hence delivers a train of accurately spaced pulses synchronous with the sweep. These pulses are used to intensify the trace and
serve as timing markers.
Delay lines may also be used to control the gate width of a monostable
multi in a manner similar to that described above. The gate width cannot be made too large, however, because an impractically long delay line
would be required.
10-5. Pulse Coders.16 Pulse-type waveforms may be distinguished
from one another by some distinctive feature, called a code. A single
pulse code consists of using, in the system under consideration, pulses of
various widths or amplitudes. A multiple-pulse code may be constructed in
many ways. For example, a train of equally spaced pulses may be characterized by the number of pulses in the group. Alternatively, the code
may consist of a fixed number of pulses in the train, the distinguishing
feature now being the spacing or grouping of the pulses. Digital com-
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puters (see Chap. 13) use a code which consists of a pulse train in which
both the number and spacing of pulses is significant (although the spacing is always a multiple of some fixed interval). More complicated codes
may be constructed by allowing all four parameters (width, amplitude,
number, and spacing) to be adjustable. A pulse code can carry information or give instructions to various portions of a system. Hence, coding
is useful in communications, in television, in computation, in radar identification (say, of friendly from enemy aircraft), in aerial navigation, etc.
The generation of a pulse code will now be considered. Methods for
adjusting pulse amplitude are evident. Pulse width is controlled by the
length of a delay line for narrow widths or by using a delay multi or a
phantastron for longer durations. A circuit for obtaining a number of
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(b.)
FIG. 10-26. (a) A pulse-spacing coder using delay lines; (b) the waveforms.

equally spaced pulses was discussed in Sec. 10-4. A circuit for producing a group of unequally spaced pulses is indicated in Fig. 10-26a. The
delay line terminated in its characteristic impedance is tapped at delay
times D 1, Dl + D 2, and at the end of the line where the delay is Dl + D2
D 3• The diodes constitute a buffer or OR circuit (discussed in detail
in Sec. 13-2) which prevents interaction between pulses. The output
is a four-pulse code, as indicated in Fig. 10-26b.
When the timing intervals required are longer than the spacing for
which delay lines are practicable, delay multivibrators (or phantastrons)
may be employed. One such circuit is shown in Fig. 10-27a. The trailing edge of each multi waveform is differentiated and the resultant spikes
are reformed in the shaper (perhaps a blocking oscillator) to produce a
pulse waveform not unlike the original pulse. The resultant pulses
are combined in the buffer circuit to give the pulse train indicated in
Fig. 10-27b.

+
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The method of extending the circuits of Figs. 10-26 and 10-27 to any
number of pulses is obvious. The type of coding used in digital computers is discussed in Chap. 13.

B"uffer~
r ---I
,----,

I
I

~~~~~~I~eo

(a)

5
ei

L-~_____________

(b)

FIG. 10-27. (a) A pulse-spacing coder using delay multis; (b) the waveforms.

10-6. Pulse Decoders. 17 Circuits which respond to a particular code
are called pulse decoders. We shall now discuss several decoder circuits.
Pulse-amplitude Decoders. A comparator (see Chap. 15) is a circuit
which delivers an output pulse if the input exceeds a definite reference
level En. Hence, a comparator is the basic element in a pulse amplitude decoder. The circuit of Fig. 10-28 will deliver an output if and
only if the amplitude of the input pulse lies between two definite limits,
say, El and E2 (with E2 > El)'
The first comparator delivers a pulse
Comparator
only if the input amplitude E exERl=El
ceeds the reference voltage ERl = E I , ej
INHIBITOR eo
whereas the second comparator reComparator
'3ponds only if E exceeds the referER2=E2
ence ER2 = E 2. The block marked
INH IBITOR (discussed in Sec. FIG. 10-28. A pulse-amplitude decoder.
13-5) delivers an output if there is a
pulse at input A, provided only that there is no pulse at input B. Hence,
if EI < E < E 2, the circuit of Fig. 10-28 will deliver a pulse, which is the
desired decoder action.
Pulse-width Decoders. An integrator-type decoder which will detect a
pulse if its duration is greater than some specified minimum value tm is
illustrated in Fig. 10-29a. The basic elements used in this type of
decoder are a time-base generator and a comparator. The pulse, negative in polarity, is applied to the grid of the sweep-forming tube T. This
tube is thereby cut off and the voltage across C rises approximately linearly with time. The time constant RC and the supply voltage Ebb are
adjusted so that the voltage across C will attain the comparator reference voltage ER only if the pulse width tp is at least equal to t m • Typical
waveforms are indicated in Fig. 10-29b.
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A second type of pulse-width decoder, using as basic elements a delay
line and a voltage selector, is illustrated in Fig. 10-30. The input pulse,
positive in polarity, is applied to an open-'circuited delay line. The line
is terminated in its characteristic impedance Ro at its input end. The
signal at the input of the line is connected to the grid of a tube which is

o

+

le --~-4c

L/j
eo
I
(a)

'-f-t
t

l ----'~'---' - - - .

(b)
FIG. 10-29. (a) An integrator-type pulse-width decoder; (b) the waveforms.

biased beyond cutoff. This bias is made large enough so that the pulse
which appears at the grid, at the instant the external signal is applied,
is not large enough to bring the tube out of cutoff. The pulse will travel
down the line, be reflected without inversion from the open end, and will
return to the input after a time 2D, where D is the one-way delay time
of the line. If 2D is smaller than the pulse duration t p , the reflected

Voltage
selector

-Eel,:.
FIG. 10-30. A delay-line pulse-width decoder.

pulse will add at the input to the initial pulse. The voltage at the grid
of the tube will rise to nominally twice its previous value, as indicated in
the waveforms of Fig. 10-31. The bias on the tube may be adjusted so
that this larger voltage is sufficient to cause conduction and an output
signal results. On the other hand, if 2D > t p , no output will appear.
The termination Ro at the input is required so that the pulse reflected
from the open end of the line will not be again reflected from the send-
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ing end. The output pulse may be used to trigger a regenerative device
if a larger output signal is required. Alternately, the biased tube may
be replaced by a comparator whose reference level is set, say, midway
between E/2 and E.
The basic principle of a circuit which will respond only to a pulse
width tp which lies between a specified minimum and a maximum valua

I I"'---_

--..l.....-IT

Input pulse ei

I-tp~

-L

---'1~.-------

~Ir--+;~.

Input pulse at point A

~~r-

~Ir-- - . . . ,

"---"-~t~~

~----~

Conduction
level--.-of tube

Reflected pulse at A

Combined signal at A

u

Output pulse eo

FIG. 10-31. The waveforms in the circuit of Fig. 10-30.

is illustrated in Fig. 10-32. Two delay lines and a comparator or voltage selector are required. The two-way delay of the first line is 2Dl
and of the second line is 2D 2. vVe shall now show that if Dl < D 2, then
the range of tp which results in an output signal is 2D2 + 2Dl > tp
> 2D2 - 2D 1• The buffer amplifier is required for isolation and phase
inversion. It is not necessary that the gain have a magnitude of 2, but

~~A +-~~ ++_B_u_ff_er~~
___

__

amplifier
gain=-2

________

~~

~~

Comparator Output
__-4+-______

FIG. 10-32. A pulse decoder that responds to widths which are within a specified mnge.

it is convenient for the following discussion to assume that such is the
case.
An input positive pulse of amplitude 2E appears at point A as a positive pulse of amplitude E. Since the delay line is shorted, the reflected
pulse which appears at A after a time interval 2Dl is negative. These
alternate positive and negative pul~es are amplified by a factor of 2 and
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inverted. These pulses appear at B with amplitude E once again because
of the attenuation which results from the terminating resistor Ro. The
first pulse, now negative, reappears at B as a positive pulse delayed by a
time 2D 2. The second positive pulse, delayed 2Dl by the first line, reappears as a negative pulse with total delay 2Dl + 2D 2. Altogether at B
there are four pulses whose polarities and delays are as indicated in Fig.
10-33. The pulse duration is tp in every case, and each amplitude will
be E if the amplifier gain is 2 and we neglect attenuation on the lines.
The resultant waveform at B, and hence the comparator input, is to be
determined by combining the waveforms in Fig. 10-33.

o
(a)
(b)

(e)

(d)
FIG. 10-33. The waveforms in the circuit of Fig. 10-32. (a) Original pulse at A
(drawn inverted); also, the same pulse at B. (b) Reflected pulse of first line (drawn
inverted); also the same pulse at B. (c) Reflection at B of Pi in second line. (d)
Reflection at B of P 2 in second line.

The comparator has its reference level set at a value more positive
than +E. The input to the comparator will exceed E if there is a coincidence of the two positive pulses, provided that there is not simultaneously an overlapping of one or both of the negative pulses. For the circumstances indicated in Fig. 10-33, the voltage at B will be 2E for the
time interval from 2D2 to 2Dl + tp. In general, the limits on tp are
arrived at as follows. In order that there shall be at least an overlapping
of P 2 and P 3, it is required that P 3 begin before P 2 ends, which means
2DI + tp > 2D2 or tp > 2D2 - 2D 1• Furthermore, there must exist
an instant of time t I , at which a coincidence of P2 and P 3 occurs, when
simultaneously PI and P 4 are both zero. From Fig. 10-33 we see that
this time tl must then satisfy the inequalities it > tp and tl < 2DI + 2D 2.
It follows from the elimination of tl from these inequalities that tp < 2D2
2D I • These considerations verify the statement made at the beginning of this discussion that the decoder responds to pulse widths in the
range 2D2 + 2DI > tp > 2D2 - 2D I.

+
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We have considered above only the simple case where the pulses have
arbitrarily sharp rises and falls. In the more practical case of pulses
with finite rise times, the condition of coincidence or failure to overlap
will not be so sharply defined and the acceptable range for tp will be somewhat smaller than indicated above.
The principal advantage of delay-line decoders lies in the fact that the
timing is determined entirely by passive delay lines which therefore rarely
require adjustment. Delay lines to provide delays in excess of 10 J,.I.sec,
however, become inconveniently bulky. Where longer timing intervals
are required and ease of changing the timing intervals is important, integrator-type decoders are more suitable. The integrator type has the
additional advantage of being less influenced by noise that may accompany the signal. In the circuit of Fig. 10-30, for example, a short sharp
ei
D3
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iuLJuL
~Dl-+-D2-+D3'

D2
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C
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-:-

IL

1"
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FIG. 10-34. (a) A multiple-pulse decoder; (b) the waveforms.

positive spike of noise added to the signal might easily cause the decoder
to respond even when the input signal pulse is very much shorter than
that for which the decoder is adjusted. However, in Fig. 10-29 the same
noise spike could produce only a very small error.
Pulse Group Decoders. The pulse coder of Fig. 10-26 may be used as
a decoder if the buffer block is replaced by a coincidence circuit, as indicated in Fig. 10-34a. Coincidence or AND circuits are discussed in Sec.
13-3. As the name implies, a coincidence circuit delivers an output if
and only if there is a pulse at all its inputs simultaneously. Assume
that the input train is the four-pulse system of Fig. 10-34b. It is clear
that, when the first pulse appears at C, the second pulse is at B, the third
is at A, and the fourth is at the input to the line. Hence, the coincidence
circuit will deliver an output at this instant. If the delay-line taps D I ,
D 2, and D3 do not match the pulse spacing of the train, no output is
obtained. Note that the series of delay lines in the decoder of Fig. 10-34
are connected in the reverse order from those in the coder of Fig. 10-26.
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The line is terminated in its characteristic impedance so that reflections
are prevented.
An alternative mUltiple-pulse decoder is shown in Fig. 10-35. Again
let us consider that the waveform to be decoded is the one indicated in
Fig. 10-34b. In the present case the delay line L1 is adjusted so that the
interval D1 between the first and second pulse is equal to the time
required for a signal to travel from the input of the line to the shortcircuited termination and back to the tap. The timing of L2 and L3 are
similarly arranged to correspond to times D2 and D 3 , respectively. The
input pulses are of negative polarity and are applied simultaneously to
the cathodes of all tubes. The grid bias is, however, sufficiently large to
prevent conduction of the tubes. The first negative pulse travels down

ei~+---~------~-+---4--------~--~--4-------~

--u-

-Ecc
FIG. 10-35. Another form of multiple-pulse decoder.

the line L 1, where it is reflected and reappears at the tap on L1 as a positive pulse. This positive pulse appears at the grid at the time the second
negative pulse appears at the cathode. The combined effect of both
pulses is to overcome the bias and to cause a negative pulse to appear at
the plate of the tube. Thus the amplifier behaves as a coincidence circuit which delivers a pulse to L2 only if the spacing between the first two
pulses is correct. If the spacing between the second and third pulse is
correct, then the pulse which was delivered to L2 combines with the third
pulse to give an output pulse at the plate of the second tube, and so on.
Each of the delay lines is matched at its input end to avoid multiple
reflections.
The circuit of Fig. 10-35 is more complex than that of Fig. 10-34 but
the former has two advantages over the latter. In the first place, the
amplification between the various sections of the delay makes up for the
attenuation on the lines. Second, the lines themselves are used more
economically since we have taken advantage of the additional delay time
required for the pulse to return from the shorted end to the tap. The
delay time between the input and the tap need only be somewhat larger,
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than the pulse duration itself in order to prevent the reflected positive
pulse from being canceled by the next input negative pUlse.
When the timing intervals required in decoders are large, then delay
multis are used in place of delay lines. The circuit is similar to that
given in Fig. 10-27 for the multivibrator-type coder except that a coincidence circuit is used in place of the buffer circuit. Since the circuit is
used because long time intervals are employed, it has the disadvantage
of not being able to respond to a second train of pulses until .the first
has passed. This difficulty may be remedied by replacing each delay
multi by several cascaded multis whose total delay is the required delay.
In this case the first multi may well respond to the first pulse of a second
train, while the cascaded multis are still delaying the first pulse of the
first train.
It must not be imagined that the decoders described above are capable
of distinguishing one acceptable signal from all other possible signals.
As a matter of fact the decoder, say, of Fig. 10-34 would respond equally
well to a single pulse whose duration is Dl + D2 + D 3 • We would not
find 11.1 '-'__
'4- +() invent an arbitrary number of acceptable" false" signals for any of tnt '-_ - - r1p'RC'ribed above. Still, the ability tG di~
tinguish one from a large numlJG~ _
"- 1--.10 Rie:nal~ ~:.; :!!l asset of considerable importance.
10-7. Distributed Amplifiers. Lumped-circuit delay lines are ~..,~_
elements in a type of pulse amplifier which is referred to as a distributed
amplifier. Distributed amplifiers will provide worthwhile gain over a
bandwidth which exceeds appreciably the bandwidth attainable with conventional amplifiers.
In a conventional uncompensated amplifier stage, increased bandwidth
may be achieved only at the expense of gain. When the stage gain has
been reduced to unity or less, the stage is no longer useful for the purpose of amplification. Furthermore, since the gain of a number of stages
in cascade is the product of the individual gains, no advantage accrues
from cascading such stages of unity gain or less. To pursue the matter
further, let us compute approximately the relationship between the gain,
the bandwidth, and the number of stages in a conventional uncompensated amplifier. The gain of n stages is
(10-30)
in which gm is the transconductance and RL the plate-circuit resistor of a
stage. In Sec. 3-8 we saw that the result of cascading n amplifiers was
to decrease the bandwidth approximately by the factor Vii, The upper
3-db frequency of an n-stage amplifier is therefore approximately

b

=

1

27rR L Cs

v'n

(10-31)
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in which Cs is the sum of the input and output capacitance in a stage.
The figure of merit F of a tube may be defined as the product of gain and
band-width and is given by

F=~
27rC8

(10-32)

From Eqs. (10-30) to (10-32) we have
f2A lin

vri =

F

(10-33)

N ow as an example of the limitations of the bandwidth capabilities of
a conventional amplifier let us compute the bandwidth possible in an
amplifier where the gain is required to be, say, E2 = (2.72)2 = 7.4. We
shall use the type 6AK5 vacuum tube (see Table 3-1) for which the sum of
the input and output capacitance is 6.8 p.p.f. We shall assume (unrealistically) that we may neglect all additional stray capacitance. The figure
of merit F = (5.1 X 10-3)/(27r X 6.8 X 10- 12) = 120 X 106 sec-I. We
may compute from Eq. (10-33) that f2 will be a maximum for a given
value of gain if
(10-34)
n = 21n A
For a gain A = E2, n = 4 and, from Eq. (10-33), we have f2 = 36.4 Mc.
We have the result, then, that even using a tube of high figure of merit
and assuming that every conceivable precaution is taken to reduce shunt
capacitance, it is not possible to build a conventional amplifier of gain
7.4 with a bandwidth in excess of 36.4 Mc. This situation may, of
course, be remedied somewhat by the use of some form of high-frequency
compensation. But, as we noted in Chap. 3, a really worthwhile
improvement in bandpass is achieved only with a circuit of considerable
complexity with its attendant difficulties of adjustment, particularly in
a multistage amplifier.
The basic limitation of the conventional cascade of amplifier stages is
overcome by combining amplifier tubes in the manner indicated in Fig.
10-36. Such an arrangement is called a distributed amplifier. 10 • 18 The
capacitances Co and Cp represent, respectively, the input and output
capacitances of the tubes together with the stray capacitances. A signal applied at the input travels down the grid transmission line, reaches
each grid in turn, and is finally absorbed in the matched termination.
Each pentode delivers current to the plate line which is matched at both
ends. One-half the tube current flows to each plate-line termination.
The delay per section of the plate and grid lines are adjusted to be identical. Then all the current which reaches the plate-line output termination, in response to a given input voltage, will arrive at this termination
at the same time. If the characteristic impedance of the plate line is
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than the pulse duration itself in order to prevent the reflected positive
pulse from being canceled by the next input negative pulse.
When the timing intervals required in decoders are large, then delay
multis are used in place of delay lines. The circuit is similar to that
given in Fig. 10-27 for the multivibrator-type coder except that a coincidence circuit is used in place of the buffer circuit. Since the circuit is
used because long time intervals are employed, it has the disadvantage
of not being able to respond to a second train of pulses until.the first
has passed. This difficulty may be remedied by replacing each delay
multi by several cascaded multis whose total delay is the required delay.
In this case the first multi may well respond to the first pulse of a second
train, while the cascaded multis are still delaying the first pulse of the
first train.
It must not be imagined that the decoders described above are capable
of distinguishing one acceptable signal from all other possible signals.
As a matter of fact the decoder, say, of Fig. 10-34 would respond equally
well to a single pulse whose duration is Dl + D2 + D 3• We would not
find it difficult to invent an arbitrary number of acceptable "false" signals for any of the decoders described above. Still, the ability to distinguish one from a large number of available signals is an asset of considerable importance.
10-7. Distributed Amplifiers. Lumped-circuit delay lines are essential
elements in a type of pulse amplifier which is referred to as a distributed
amplifier. Distributed amplifiers will provide worthwhile gain over a
bandwidth which exceeds appreciably the bandwidth attainable with conventional amplifiers.
In a conventional uncompensated amplifier stage, increased bandwidth
may be achieved only at the expense of gain. When the stage gain has
been reduced to unity or less, the stage is no longer useful for the purpose of amplification. Furthermore, since the gain of a number of stages
in cascade is the product of the individual gains, no advantage accrues
from cascading such stages of unity gain or less. To pursue the matter
further, let us compute approximately the relationship between the gain,
the bandwidth, and the number of stages in a conventional uncompensated amplifier. The gain of n stages is
(10-30)
in which gm is the transconductance and RL the plate-circuit resistor of a
stage. In Sec. 3-8 we saw that the result of cascading n amplifiers was
to decrease the bandwidth approximately by the factor Vn. The upper
3-db frequency of an n-stage amplifier is therefore approximately

h

=

1

27rR L Cs

vn

(10-31)
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in which Cs is the sum of the input and output capacitance in a stage.
The figure of merit F of a tube may be defined as the product of gain and
band-width and is given by

F=~

(10-32)

27rCs

From Eqs. (10-30) to (10-32) we have

J2A lin y1i

=

F

(10-33)

N ow as an example of the limitations of the bandwidth capabilities of
a conventional amplifier let us compute the bandwidth possible in an
amplifier where the gain is required to be, say, E2 = (2.72)2 = 7.4. We
shall use the type 6AK5 vacuum tube (see Table 3-1) for which the sum of
the input and output capacitance is 6.8 p.p.£. We shall assume (unrealistically) that we may neglect all additional stray capacitance. The figure
of merit F = (5.1 X 10- 3)/(27r X 6.8 X 10- 12) = 120 X 10 6 sec-I. We
may compute from Eq. (10-33) that J2 will be a maximum for a given
value of gain if
(10-34)
n = 2ln A
For a gain A = E2, n = 4 and, from Eq. (10-33), we have /2 = 36.4 Mc.
We have the result, then, that even using a tube of high figure of merit
and assuming that every conceivable precaution is taken to reduce shunt
capacitance, it is not possible to build a conventional amplifier of gain
7.4 with a bandwidth in excess of 36.4 Mc. This situation may, of
course, be remedied somewhat by the use of some form of high-frequency
compensation. But, as we noted in Chap. 3, a really worthwhile
improvement in bandpass is achieved only with a circuit of considerable
complexity with its attendant difficulties of adjustment, particularly in
a multistage amplifier.
The basic limitation of the conventional cascade of amplifier stages is
overcome by combining amplifier tubes in the manner indicated in Fig.
10-36. Such an arrangement is called a distributed amplifier. lo .ls The
capacitances Co and Cp represent, respectively, the input and output
capacitances of the tubes together with the stray capacitances. A signal applied at the input travels down the grid transmission line, reaches
each grid in turn, and is finally absorbed in the matched termination.
Each pentode delivers current to the plate line which is matched at both
ends. One-half the tube current flows to each plate-line termination.
The delay per section of the plate and grid lines are adjusted to be identical. Then all the current which reaches the plate-line output termination, in response to a given input voltage, will arrive at this termination
at the same time. If the characteristic impedance of the plate line is
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Rop , then it follows that the gain of an amplifier having n sections is
(10-35)
The upper frequency limit of the amplifier may be considered to be determined essentially by the cutoff frequency of the delay lines. The cutoff
frequencies of the plate and grid lines are the same since the delay per
section is the same for both lines.
We may observe the following distinctive features. The gain of a distributed amplifier is computed by adding the gain provided by each tube
individually. Hence, even if each tube provides a gain less than unity,
the over-all gain still increases with increasing number of tubes. Further, since the cutoff frequency of a delay line is not a function of the
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;:r:: Cp
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I
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p

Input
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FIG. 10-36. A stage of distributed amplification.

number of sections, the upper frequency limit of the amplifier is not
decreased as more tubes are added to increase the gain.
At low frequencies, where the reactances of the elements of the transmission lines are negligibly small, the amplifier of Fig. 10-36 may be
viewed simply as n parallel pentodes feeding a plate load resistor Rnp/2.
Hence the gain is given again by Eq. (10-35). However, a simple parallel connection of n tubes would not serve a useful purpose, since in such
a case the effective gm and shunt capacitance would increase in the same
proportion. The figure of merit F for a parallel combination of tubes is
the same as for a single tube. The distributed amplifier arrangement,
however, effectively parallels the tubes so far as transconductance is concerned, but manages to keep the capacitances separate.
The delay lines indicated in Fig. 10-36 are constructed of prototype
sections and the terminations are simple resistors. Actually, of course,
any of the other types of lines described earlier may be used instead, and
better terminations may be used to advantage. Any improvement of
the delay lines will improve the performance of the amplifier.
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10-8. Distributed Amplifiers in Cascade. In Fig. 10-36 each tube
\vith its portion of transmission line is called a section. The combination
of n such sections is called a stage. Distributed amplifier stages may be
cascaded in the conventional sense. Suppose that we consider a cascade
of m such stages. Then the total number of tubes involved in such an
amplifier is N = nm. We may now show that, for a given number N of
tubes and for a fixed gain, there is an optimum arrangement of tubes
which yields a maximum bandwidth.
When stages are cascaded, the output end of the plate line of one
amplifier must be coupled into the input end of the grid line of the succeeding amplifier. Since generally the plate and grid lines will have different characteristic impedances, an impedance transformer must be
interposed between the lines. An impedance transforming device which
matches the grid-line impedance Rog to the plate impedance will simultaneously produce a voltage transformation in the ratio (Rog/ Rop)~I;..
Thus, from Eq. (10-35), we have the result that the gain from one grid
line to the next is

A = ngm R
IRog = nJm
- /R 'R
2
op '\J Rop
2 v op og

(10-36)

Using Eq. (10-8), using Rop = yLp/Cp, Rog = yLg/Cg, and taking into
account that LpCp = LgCg (since the delay per section of the plate and
grid lines are the same), we have
A

gm

n

nF'

-lc 27r YCpC g - T

(10-37)

Here we have introduced

F'

==

gm
27r yCpCg

(10-38)

as a figure of merit for the tubes which is more appropriate in the present
instance than the figure of merit in Eq. (10-32). The gain of m stages is
G = Am. Replacing A by Glim in Eq. (10-37) and solving for n, we have
n =

and

Ie

F'

Glim

N = nm = m

(10-39)

Ie

F'

Glim

(10-40)

For a given bandpass Ie and a given gainG we can find the minimum number of tubes by setting the derivative dN /dm = 0 in Eq. (10-40). The
result is that N is a minimum when
m = lnG

(10-41)
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From Eqs. (10-39) and (10-41), we now find that

(10-42)
(10-43)

and

in which r
2.72. Hence the tubes are used in the optimum fashion
when r ..1 stage produces a gain e corresponding to 8.68 db.
p' ~11arly, for a given number of tubes N and a given gain G we can find
.~ maximum bandpass by setting dfc/dm = 0 in Eq. (10-40). Forthis
situation we find that Eqs. (10-41) to (10-43) are also valid.
For the 6AK5 vacuum tube, the figure of merit F' is (see Table 3-1)

F'

=

3

5.1 X 10= 242 X 10 6 sec- 1
27r V 4 X 2.8 X 10- 12

From Eq. (10-42), we may calculate that for n = 2, fe = 177 Mc. Hence
four tubes arranged in two cascaded stages of distributed amplification
will yield a gain of e2 over a frequency range up to 177 Mc. This situation is to be compared with the case discussed in Sec. 10-7 where it is
shown that in a conventional amplifier the bandwidth for comparable
gain was only 36.4 Mc.
10-9. Practical Considerations in Distributed Amplifiers. The discussion, so far, of distributed amplifiers has been unrealistic in that it has
been assumed that the frequency range of the amplifier is limited only
by the cutoff frequency of the delay lines. The fact is, however, that as
the frequency increases, the impedance seen looking into the grid of the
tubes exhibits not only a capacitative reactance but a resistive loading as
well. The resistive loading at the grid has two sources. The first of
these is due to the presence of inductance in the cathode-to-ground lead
of the tube. The presence of such a cathode lead inductance results in
a conductive component of admittance at the grid. For this reason,
good construction practice requires that the cathode connection to
ground be made as short and direct as possible. But, of course, some
residual conductive component at the grid will always remain.
A second and much more important source of conductive loading at
the grid results from effects due to the finite time of transit of an electron
across the tube. For a sinusoidal signal, the loading due to transit time
effects 19 begins to make itself felt when the period of the signal becomes
small enough to be comparable to the transit time. Each of these components of conductance at the grid is proportional to the square of the
frequency. The severity of this loading with increasing frequency may
be noted by observing that at 400 Mc the input resistance of a 6AK5 is
only 250 ohms.
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An example of a stage of distributed amplification 20 is shown in Fig.
10-37. The plate and grid lines are constructed of prototype sections.
They are terminated in m-derived half sections (m = 0.6) which serve to
improve the match between the lines and the terminating resistors. The
lines are designed to have a cutoff frequency of 400 Me. The grid line
has a characteristic impedance of 50 ohms. This low impedance has
93n

Output

son

FIG. 10-37. A practical form of a distributed amplifier.
microhenrys, and capacitances in micromicrofarads.

Inductances are given in

been selected to minimize the effect of the loading of the grid line due to
transit time effects. The general formulas
and

fe =

7r

1
VLC

may be solved for Land C with the result

L

=

Ro

(10-44)

7rfe

1
C=7rRofe

(10-45)

The inductance per section of the grid line is calculated from Eq. (10-44)
with the result Lg = 0.04 tLh. The grid-line capacitance is calculated
from Eq. (10-45) with the result Cg = 16 tLtLf. After the 6AK5 input
capacitance, the tube-socket capacitance, and other stray capacitance
have been taken into account, it is found that an additional 7.5 tLtLf must
be added in the grid circuit to bring the total to the required 16 tLtLf.
It is advantageous to make the impedance of the plate line as large
as possible since the amplifier gain increases with plate-line impedance.
The impedance would be a maximum if the capacitance per section were
kept at a minimum. Actually 3 tLtLf of capacitance has been added to
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each section of the line to bring the line impedance down to 93 ohms. A
93-ohm impedance is particularly convenient since there is available a
commercial coaxial cable (RG-G2jU) whose impedance is 93 ohms.
The amplifier uses a total of nine GAK5 tubes. The transit-time loading of the grid line is therefore quite heavy and actually the signal level
on the grid line falls appreciably 1 0 , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - : - - - - - ,
as the upper frequency limit of
8
the amplifier is approached. This
456
effect, however, is counterbalanced r:
by the fact that the impedance of J 4
the plate line (as viewed at the
point where the tube plates are
100
200
300
40u
Frequency, Me
connected) increases SUbstantially
as the line cutoff frequency is ap- FIG. 10-38. Experimental frequency response of amplifier of Fig. 10-37.
proached. The result is that the
gain remains reasonably uniform up to a frequency nearly equal to the
cutoff frequency. The frequency response of the amplifier of Fig. 10-37
is given in Fig. 10-38. A number of other practical designs of distributed
amplifiers are to be found in the literature. 21
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CHAPTER

11

COUNTING

'In this chapter we shall discuss circuits which are used for the purpose
of counting pulses. A number of important applications of the counting
process will be described.
11-1. The Binary Chain as a Divider. Consider the cascade of four
binaries as shown in Fig. 11-la. Such an arrangement is called a binary
chain. A sequence of triggering pulses is applied in a symmetrical fashion to the first binary labeled Bo. The output signal of the first binary

'Input

·1

Bo

H. ._B_l----'H..._B_----JH..._B_3----'1
2

output '

(a)

~1---4

t-+--oTo next binary

From external
trigger source
or preceding
binary

(b)
FIG. 11-1. (a) A cascade (chain) of four binaries.
connection.

(b) Illustrating a typical coupling

(which is the signal that appears at one of the plates) is in turn applied
symmetrically to the second binary B 1• Similarly, Bl is coupled to B2
and B2 to B 3 • A typical coupling arrangement is indicated in Fig. II-lb.
Here the symmetrical triggering scheme of Fig. 5-15 has been employed.
Of course, many other symmetrical triggering circuits may be used;
including diode triggering, as in Fig. 5-14.
We shall now show that the binary chain of Fig. 11-1 may be used to
divide the number of input pulses by a factor of 16. That is to say that
323
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each time 16 pulses are applied at the input, 1 pulse appears at the
output.
Each of the binaries has two stable states. Let us designate one of the
states by the numeral 0 and the other state by the numeral 1. The
aptness of this designation will appear shortly. The binaries under consideration are two-tube devices and the section from which the output is
obtained is called the output tube. Let us arbitrarily agree that state 0
is the one in which current is flowing in the output tube and, hence, its
plate voltage is low. Then the state 1 is the state in which the output
tube is cut off and the voltage at the output plate is nominally equal to
the supply voltage. Finally, let us take as our initial or reference state
of the combination of the binaries the one in which all four individual
binaries are in the state o. Starting from this reference state, the waveforms which appear at the output plates of the binaries as a result of the
Input pulses
Binary
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0-- - _ _ _ _ _ _ _.--1.

L
L

FIG. 11-2. Waveform chart for the binary counting system of Fig. 11-1.

application of 16 successive input pulses is shown in Fig. 11-2. In the
state 0 the output plate voltage is low and therefore the output signal is
represented by the lower level. In the state 1 the output plate voltage
is high and this state is represented by the higher level.
Before the application of the first input pulse all binaries are in the
state O. The first external pulse applied to the first binary Bo causes this
binary to make a transition from state 0 to state 1. Referring to Fig.
11-1, we see that as a result of this transition a positive step is applied
symmetrically through a capacitor to the second binary B 1• It will be
recalled (Sec. 5-9) that the present method of triggering makes the
binary relatively insensitive to a positive step. The second binary will
therefore not respond to the positive step produced by the first binary.
The over-all result is that binary Bo has changed to state 1, while the
other binaries remain in state 0, as indicated in Fig. 11-2.
The second externally applied pulse causes binary Bo to return from
state 1 to state O. Binary Bl now receives a negative step voltage to
which the binary is sensitive and responds by making a transition from
state 0 to 1. The binary B2 does not respond to the transition in binary
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Bl because binary B2 receives a positive step. The over-all result of the
application of two input pulses is that binary Bl is in state 1 while all
other binaries are in state O. We may similarly verify that the remainder of the waveform chart of Fig. 11-2 is correct by applying the following principles:
1. Binary Bo makes a transition at each externally applied pulse.
2. Each of the other binaries makes a transition when and only when
the preceding binary makes a transition from state 1 to state O.
If we should differentiate each of the waveforms of Fig. 11-2, a positive pulse would appear at each transition from 0 te> 1 and a negative
pulse at each transition from 1 to O. If now we count only the negative
pulses (the positive pulses may be eliminated by the use of a nonlinear
device such as a diode), then it appears that each binary divides by 2 the
number of negative pulses which are applied to it. The four binaries
together accomplish a division by a factor of 24 = 16. A single negative
pulse will appear at the output for each 16 pulses applied at the input.
It should be clear that if n binaries are used, division by the factor 2n
will be achieved.
11-2. The Binary Chain as a Counter. The binary chain of Fig. 11-1
also constitutes a scale-of-16 counter. The circuit has 16 possible different states and at the occasion of each input pulse the circuit will make
a transition progressively from state to state. After 16 pulses the circuit will reset itself into its original state. These features are easily
recognized from the waveform chart of Fig. 11-2. The counting mechanism of the chain is intimately associated with the binary system of representing numbers, and we shall therefore discuss briefly this method of
repre,sentation.
In the more familiar decimal system the base is 10, and ten numerals,
0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , 9, are required to express an arbitrary number. To
write numbers larger than 9, we assign a meaning to the position of a
numeral in an array of numerals. For example, the number 1,264 (onethousand, two-hundred sixty-four) has the meaning

1,264 = 1 X 10 3

+2

X 10 2

+6

X 10 1

+4

X 10 0

(11-1)

Thus the individual digits in a number represent the coefficients in an
expansion of the number in powers of ten. The digit which is furthest to
the right is the coefficient of the zeroth power, the next is the coefficient
of the first power, and so on.
In the binary system of representation the base is 2 and only the two
numerals 0 and 1 are required to represent a number. In the binary system the numerals 0 and 1 have the same meaning as in the decimal system but a different interpretation is placed on the position occupied by a
digit. In the binary system the individual digits represent the coeffi-
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cients of powers of two rather than ten as in the decimal system. For
example, the number thirteen is written in the binary representation as
1101 since
1101 = 1 X 2 3 + 1 X 22 + 0 X 21 + 1 X 2°
=8
+4
+0
+1

(11-2)

13

A short list of equivalent numbers in decimal and binary notation is
given in Table 11-1.
N ow let us return to a consideration of the binary chain in connection
with which we have prepared Table 11-2, which lists the states of all the
binaries of our chain of four as a function of the number of externally
applied input ·pulses. Table 11;..2 may be verified directly by compariSOD- with the waveform chart of Fig. 11-2.
Note that in Table 11-2 the
binaries have been ordered in the reverse direction from their order in
Fig. 11-1.
TABLE

11-1.

EQUIVALENT NUMBERS

TABLE

11-2.

STATES OF THE BINARIES

IN DECIMAL AND BINARY
NOTATION

Decimal
notation

Binary
notation

No. of input
pulses

State of binary
B3

B2

Bl

Bo

---- -- -0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
1

00000
00001
00010
00011
00100
00101

0
1
2
3
4
5

9
10

00110
00111
01000
01001
01010

6
7
8
9
10

0
0
1
1
1

1
1
0
0
0

1
1
0
0
1

0
1
0
1
0

11
12
13
14
15

01011
01100
01101
01110
01111

11
12
13
14
15

1
1
1
1
1

0
1
1
1
1

1
0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1

16
17

10000
10001

16
17

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
1

0

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8

1

Comparing now Tables 11-2 and 11-1, we observe that the ordered
array of the numerals 0 and 1 which represent the binary states gives
precisely the binary representation of the number of applied input pUlses.
The state of the binary Bk is the coefficient of 2k jn,the binaryrepresen-
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tation of the number of input pulses. This, then, is the sense in which
the binary chain is said to count in the binary system. This feature
gives added appropriateness to the designation binary which is used to
refer to the bistable multivibrator. It is clear that the scale of a binary
chain may be extended indefinitely by adding more binaries. A chain
of n binaries will form a scale-of-2 n counter.
To read the count of a binary chain, it is necessary to determine the
state of each individual binary in the chain. A very rudimentary voltmeter may be used for this purpose since we require to know only whether
the output plate voltage is low (state 0) or high (state 1). A simple
arrangement for this purpose uses a small neon bulb (~~5 watt) connected in series with a resistor between the output plate and some point
of fixed potential, say ground. vVhen the output plate is low, the voltage across the neon tube is not enough to cause a glow, but the neon tube
will light up when the output plate is high. The neon bulbs connected
to binaries Bo, B I , B 2, and B3 are labeled 1, 2, 4, and 8, respectively. To
determine the count, it is then only necessary to add the numbers associated with those neon bulbs which are lit.
11-3. Counting to a Base Other than 2. An individual binary counts
to the base two because it has two stable states. A device with r stable
state will obviously be suitable for use in a counting system with a base r.
We may, if we please, consider as a single unit a chain of two binaries.
Such a two-binary chain has four stable states and may therefore serve
as a system which counts to the base 4. It is similarly a trivial matter
to construct a counting system with any base which is a power of 2.
However, the requirement often arises for a counter whose base is not a
power of 2. For example, we may prefer to count in the decimal system
since this is the system with which we are most familiar. The scale of
a binary chain counter may be changed in a variety of ways. The most
common of these involves feedback of pulses from succeeding stages to
preceding states of the chain. We shall now consider this method of
scale changing.
In Fig. 11-3 the pairs of tubes TI through T4 are the tubes of a chain
of four binaries. In this schematic the cross-coupling connections from
plates to grids as well as the cathode bypass capacitors have been omitted
for simplicity. The signal at the output plate P 4b of the last binary is
differentiated by the coupling network composed of Rand C. The negative pulses which result when the last binary goes from state 1 to 0 are
ineffective because the coupling triodes T5 and T6 are held below cutoff
by the bias -Ecc. The positive pulses are inverted and fed back to P 2a
and P 3a • It will be recognized that the triodes T5 and T6 are here being
used in precisely the manner indicated in Fig. 5-12 for unsymmetrical
triggering.
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To see the effect of the feedback on the count, we examine now the
waveform chart of Fig. 11-4. We must remember that a binary does not
respond instantaneously to an input pulse and that there is some additional delay before the binary output reaches full amplitude. This feature has been taken into account in Fig. 11-4 by drawing the binary
transitions with a finite slope and by starting the transition in a succeed-

FIG. 11-3. A scale-of-16 binary chain modified by feedback to make a scale-of-lO.

ing binary only at the completion of the transition in a preceding binary.
The counting proceeds in the customary fashion through the seventh
pulse. At the eighth pulse, binary B3 responds and negative pulses are
fed back to P2a and P 3a . Since Bl and B2 are in state 0 after the eighth
pulse, the right-hand tube of these binaries is conducting. Hence, negative pulses at P 2a and P 3a (which are coupled to G2b and G3b ) will cause
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FIG. 11-4. Waveform chart of the feedback counter of Fig. 11-3.

transitions in Bl and B 2, respectively. Hence Bl and B2 are forced back
to state 1 by this fed-back pUlse. Thereafter the count progresses normally and at the tenth pulse all binaries are again in state 0 so that the
count is complete.
Observe that after the eighth pulse and before the feedback has had a
chance to be effective the chain of binaries is in the state 1000 (8). The
feedback to binary Bl reverses this binary and advances the count by
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21 = 2. The feedback to binary B2 advances the count by 22 = 4. The
two feedback paths advance the count by 2
4 = 6, so that the counter
recycles at pulse 10 instead of 16.
This discussion suggests the manner in which the general scheme of
Fig. 11-3 may be used to build a counter with an arbitrary scale since
feedback to binary Bn advances the count by 2n. (Remember that the
first binary is Bo.) Suppose, for example, we require a binary with a
scale of 41. We start with a binary chain which will count beyond 41.
In this case, six binaries are called for since 2 6 > 41, while 2 5 < 41.
Since 26 = 64, we must advance the count by 64 - 41 = 23. This
advance may be achieved by feedback to B 4 , B 2 , B l , and Bo since
24 + 22 + 21 + 2 0 = 23.

+

Output
Feedback

FIG. 11-5. Use of gating tube in high-speed decade counter.

11-4. Improvement of Resolution in a Binary Chain with Feedback.l
In a binary chain without feedback the delay between the transition of
one binary and the next following is of no importance. The resolution
of the binary chain depends only on the resolution of the first binary and
not on the total number of binaries in the chain. Observe, however, that
in Fig. 11-4 there are five separate consecutive delays between the time of
occurrence of the eighth pulse and the time when binaries Bland B 2 have
been completely reset. These five delays are indicated by the dotted
lines which are numbered consecutively from 1 to 5. If the time interval between input pulses is not sufficient to allow binaries Bl and B2 to
be reset before the occurrence of the tenth pulse, the counter will not
operate correctly. (The ninth pulse has only to reset binary Bo so that
the eighth and ninth pulses have only to be separated by the resolution
time of a binary.)
One method which has been employed successfully to improve the
. resolution of a feedback counter is illustrated, in principle, in Fig. 11-5.
This scheme is used in connection with the basic binary circuit of Fig.
5-9 as a 10-Mc counter in the Hewlett-Packard model 524A frequency
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counter. The coupling of the first three binaries and the feedback from
Bs to B2 and Bl are all in principle identical to the arrangement of Fig.
11-3. The last binary, however, receives its triggering signal through
the 6AS6 gating tube.
The suppressor grid of the 6AS6 gating tube is at a potential which is
equal to the mean potential at the plates P 2b and P 3b • The cathode voltage of the 6AS6 may therefore be adjusted so that the gating tube is open
for transmission when and only when binaries BI and B2 are both in
state 1. Observe now from Fig. 11-4 that before the eighth input pulse
occurs the binaries BI and B2 are indeed in state 1, as is required to permit transmission through the gate. At the eighth pulse, binary Bo makes

C4 - 3

R4 - 3

FIG. 11-6. Feedback used to reduce a scale-of-16 counter to a scale of 10.

a transition from state 1 to state O. The corresponding signal at PIa is a
positive-going step which is differentiated by Rand C l to produce a positive pulse at the control grid of the 6AS6. A negative pulse then appears
at the 6AS6 output and is applied symmetrically through C 2 to binary B 3 •
The eighth input pulse, then, induces a transition in binary B3 and the
delays associated with binaries Bl and B2 have been avoided.
At the tenth input pulse, binary B3 is returned to state 0 again through
the mechanism of the gating tube. Observe, from Fig. 11-4, that binary
B3 can respond to a transition in binary Bo only at the occurrence of the
eighth and tenth pulse.
11-5. Additional Types of Decade Counters.2 We shall now consider
some alternative means by which decade scalers may be constructed. A
commonly employed scheme is illustrated in Fig. 11-6. It has the advantage that it requires no additional trigger or gating tubes and is used in
counters with a counting rate of 10 6 counts per second or slower. There
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are tW() feedback paths. These are indicated by the heavy lines in the
schematic.
The operation of the counter will be clear from an examination of the
waveform chart of Fig. 11-7. In this chart, for simplicity, we have neglected the time delay of each binary. I t should be kept in mind, however, that this delay is essential to the operation of a feedback counter.
Referring now to Fig. 11-7, observe that through the third input pulse
the counting proceeds in the normal fashion. At the fourth pulse, the
transition 1 to 0 in Bo causes a transition 1 to 0 in E l , which in turn produces a trt111sition 0 to 1 in B 2 • The positive step at the plate P 3b is
applied to G2a through the series RC combination and immediately causes
a reverse transition 0 to 1 in binary B 1 • The heavy vertical line in the
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FIG. 11-7. Waveform chart of circuit of Fig. 11-6.

waveform P 2b at the time of the fourth pulse represents a transition 1 to 0
followed immediately by the reverse transition 0 to 1. After the fourth
pulse, the chain of binaries reads 0110 = 6 rather than 4 so that the
count has been advanced by two steps by the feedback. In a similar
manner the feedback from binary B3 to B2 at the time of the sixth input
pulse causes a reverse transition in B2 and advances the count by four.
The entire unit resets to its original state at the 10th pulse.
It is of interest to see if the feedback connections have any influences
on the circuit other than those already indicated. Consider, for example, the situation at the time of the second input pulse. The transition
in binary Bl results in a positive step at P 2b and G2a which is transmitted
to P 3b through C3 - 2 , R 3- 2 • This positive step has no influence on binary
B2 for the reason that it is applied through a high impedance, R 3- 2 , to a
low impedance point, the impedance at the plate P 3b being low because
T3b is conducting.
Similarly, the positive step at P 3b at the fourth pulse
and the positive step at P 2b at the eighth pulse are both ineffective.
Again, the negative steps at both P 3b and P 4b at the tenth pulse are fed
back to grids which are below cutoff. Finally, in waveform P 3b , at the
sixth input pulse, there appears a transition 1 to 0 followed immediately
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by the reverse transition 0 to 1. These two transitions constitute a
negative pulse which is fed back to binary Blat grid G2a which is below
cutoff. Altogether, then, it is clear that the only influences of the connections involving R 3- 2 , C 3- 2 , and R 4 - 3 , C 4 - 3 are those already indicated
in the waveform chart of Fig. 11-7.
It would be possible to read the count of the circuit of Fig. 11-6 by the
use of four neon bulbs, one in each binary circuit, connected in the manner described in connection with the straight scale-of-16 counter. It
would be necessary, however, to interpret the neon-tube indications in
accordance with the waveform chart of Fig. 11-7. A more convenient
count-indicating scheme uses 10 neon bulbs labeled 0, 1, 2, 3 . . . , 9
and these neon bulbs are wired into the counter circuit in such a manner
as to indicate the count directly.2 (See Prob. 11-7.)

Input

Ts
FIG. 11-8. A counter that uses diode clamps.

A final feature which is usually incorporated into counters, decade or
other, is provision for resetting the count to zero. To include a reset
feature, say in the circuit of Fig. 11-6, it is only necessary to add a single switch to the circuit. The lower end of the grid-leak resistors of the
right-hand tube of each binary is connected to one side of the switch, the
other side of the switch being connected to ground. When the switch is
closed, the circuit is identically as represented in Fig. 11-6. When, however, the switch is opened, each of the right-hand tubes, T 1b , etc., must
be conducting. Each individual binary is therefore in the state zero and
the entire counter is at zero count. To reset the counter to zero therefore requires only a momentary opening of this reset switch.
We shall now examine a circuit which does not involve feedback for
transforming a scale-of-16 to a scale-of-l0 counter. The arrangement is
represented in its essential details in Fig. 11-8, while the waveform chart
appears in Fig. 11-9. This circuit is used in the Berkeley model 707 A
counter which is used to count at speeds of 1 Mc. The coupling of
binary B2 to B 1 , Bl to B o, and Bo to the external-drive signal is through
the two-diode coupling arrangement of Fig. 5-14. These diodes are not
indicated in the figure. The last binary, B 3 , is driven unsymmetrically.
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A signal transmitted through diode Ts drives this binary from state 0 to
state 1, while the reverse transition occurs in response to a signal transmitted through diode Ts. The two remaining diodes T6 and T7 are
clamping diodes.
Let us now trace the operation of the device through its counting range.
The voltage levels in the circuit have been adjusted so that when the
counter is at zero count (all right-hand tubes conducting) diodes T7 and
Ts are not conducting, while diodes Ts and T6 are conducting. At the
first input pulse, binary Bo reverses, the plate of Tib rises and diode Ts
stops conducting. At the second input pulse, the plate Tib drops, and
were it not for the presence of diode T 6 , a negative step would be transmitted through Ts to binary B3 in which a transition would result. However, diode T6 is conducting and the signal voltage that would ordinarily
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FIG. 11-9. Waveform chart for the counter of Fig. 11-8.

be transmitted to binary B3 is instead shorted out "through T 6 • The second input pulse does, however, cause a reversal in binary B l , diode T6
stops conducting, and hence the clamp on binary B3 is removed. But
now diode T7 is conducting. The third input pulse reverses binary B o.
The fourth input pulse would normally reverse both binaries Bo and B I •
However, the negative step transmitted from binary Bo to the plate of
T 2b at the fourth input pulse is shorted out through diode T 7 • Since
diode T6 is not conducting at the time of occurrence of the fourth pulse,
this fourth pulse will also cause a signal to be transmitted through T s,
which signal will reverse binary T 3.
To recapitulate, we may say the following. In the zero count position,
diode clamp T6 restrains binary B3 from being driven from binary B o.
At the count of 2, binary B 1 is reversed, the clamp on binary B 3 is released,
but binary Bl is now clamped by diode T 7 • At the count of 4 the clamp
on binary BI is released. Thereafter, as may be verified, the counting
proceeds in a normal fashion and the counter resets at the tenth input
pulse. Since feedback is not involved in the present scheme, we avoid
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the difficulties which ordinarily result from the cumulative delay in a
chain of binaries.
The various methods which have now been described for altering the
count of a binary chain do not by any means exhaust all possibilities.
Other schemes 3 are possible and have been employed.
Counters generally, and decade counters particularly, find at present
so many applications that a number of manufacturers have made these
decade counting units or DCU's commercially available. A typical DCU

FIG. 11-10. The Berkeley model 705A decimal counting unit.
Division, Beckman Instruments, Inc.)

(Courtesy of Berkeley

is shown in Fig. 11-10. The entire unit, including tubes and neon-bulb
count indicators, is assembled on a small chassis, which in turn is mounted
on a tube base. Heater and supply voltages are connected to the tube
socket into which the unit plugs. Certain tube socket pins are used to
provide input and derive output. Provision is made to permit external
connection of a reset switch. Units of a given manufacturer are designed
to have an adequate output signal to drive a succeeding DCU. A number n of these units may be connected in cascade to provide a counter
with a range IOn. Models are available with counting speeds which
vary from about 20 kc to 1 Mc.
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11-6. Reversible Binary
A counter which can be made to
decrease its reading by unity with each input pulse is called a reversiblc
counter or a forward-backward countcr. Addition is performed with a
binary counter if the coupling connection is from the right-hand side of
the preceding binary as in Fig. 11-1. Subtraction is obtained by changing this coupling connection to the left-hand plate, as we shall now verify.
If a binary makes a transition from state 0 to state 1, then the righthand plate voltage changes in the positive direction. Under these circumstances the left-hand plate falls in potential. This negative pulse
will cause a transition in the binary to which it is connected. Hence, for
the reversible connection the following rules are valid.
1. Binary B 0 makes a transition at each externally applied pulse.
2. Each of the other binaries makes a transition when and only when
the preceding binary goes from the state 0 to the state 1.
If the rules are applied to any of the numbers in Table 11-1, the next
smaller number in the table is obtained. For example, consider the number 12, which is 1100 in binary form. At the next pulse, the right-most 0
(corresponding to Bo) becomes 1. This change of state from 0 to 1 causes
Bl to change state from 0 to 1, which in turn causes B2 to change state
from 1 to o. This last transition is in the direction such as not to affect
the following binary, and hence B3 remains in state 1. The net result is
that the counter reads 1011, which represents the number eleven. Since
we started with twelve and ended with eleven, a subtraction has taken
place.
The output from either plate of a binary may be selected by means of
a relay if the counting is at a slow rate. For higher speeds, transmission
gates must be used. A detailed circuit
,
,,
is given in Prob. 14-5.
11-7. A Special Gas-filled Counter
Tube. 5 The basic decade counter, as
we have seen, requires a minimum of
four double triodes. The wide range of
applicability of counters has naturally
prompted investigations into the design
of special tubes which would permit the
construction of counters with a greater
economy. In the present section we FIG. 11-11. Mechanical structure of
the GClOB gas-filled counter tube.
shall describe the Dekatron, a gas-filled
counter tube which has many advantages, if counting speed is not an
important consideration.
The mechanical structure of the gas-filled counter tube is shown in
Fig. 11-11, while the electric circuit is indicated in Fig. 11-12. The component values indicated in Fig. 11-12 are appropriate for the type GC10B
which has a maximum counting speed of about 4 kc.
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The central anode in Fig. 11-11 is surrounded by 30 identical electrodes.
Of these, ten are cathodes, nine of which, K 1, K 2 , • • • ,K9 , are brought
out to a common tube terminal, while the tenth, K o, is brought out separately. Ten electrodes are referred to as guide No.1 electrodes and are
labeled IG 1 , IG 2, etc. The remaining ten electrodes are guide No. 2
electrodes and are labeled 2G 1, 2G 2 , etc. The IG electrodes are brought
out to a single tube pin and the 2G electrodes are connected to another
terminal.
The tube operates as a cold-cathode glow-discharge tube. Let us
assume initially that a glow discharge is taking place between the anode
and the cathode K 1. Since the maintaining voltage of a glow discharge
is smaller than the breakdown voltage, there is no likelihood that the
+400 v
330K
Anode

lJ ~t---t_l_G--f--o
U-+-I
-+

->--"""-- •

20

KI- 9
Output

Positive bias

FIG. 11-12. The method of driving and obtaining output from the GClOB counter
tube. The switch S is a normally closed reset switch.

discharge will of its own accord transfer to some other one of the cathodes. Since, furthermore, the guide electrodes are biased positively,
there is similarly no possibility of a transfer of the glow to a guide electrode. N ow suppose that a negative pulse is applied to the IG electrodes
of sufficient amplitude so that the voltage difference between anode and
the IG electrodes exceeds the breakdown voltage. Of the ten IG electrodes, the IG 1 electrode closest to Kl will have the lowest breakdown
voltage since it is closest to the region of the discharge where the gas is
most heavily ionized. The discharge will therefore transfer preferentially
to the IG 1 electrode. The increased current which now flows through
the plate-circuit resistor will lower the voltage between anode and K 1 to
a value below the maintaining voltage so that the discharge to K 1 will be
extinguished. The net result is that the glow has been transferred from
Kl to IG 1 •
N ow suppose that before the pulse applied to IG has decayed, a negative pulse is applied to 2G which persists after the termination of the first
pulse. Then the discharge will transfer to electrode 2G 1 • When finally
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this second pulse decays, the discharge will transfer to the nearest cathode, which in the present case is 1(2. In a similar way the discharge may
be transferred to 1(3, 1(4, etc.
The single triggering pulse which is to be used to drive the counter
must first be transformed before application to the counter tube into two
pulses which bear the time relationship indicated in Fig. 11-12. Actually,
except where maximum counting speed is required the shapes of the driving pulses for the tube are not critical and a very simple circuit will suffice. One such elementary circuit is shown in Fig. 11-13. The pulse to
be counted is used to trigger some type of pulse generator such as a
monostable multi. The output from the multi is passed through an RC
integrating circuit to obtain the required delayed-pulse-type waveform.
The delayed pulse is applied to 2G, while the undelayed pulse is applied

Input triggers
to be counted

Monostable
multivibrator

c
Positive bias

FIG. 11-13. One method of driving a multicathode counter tube.

to 1G. The attenuator (R 1 ,R 2 ) for the undelayed pulse is used to make
the two pulses comparable in amplitude. The duration of the multivibrator output pulse must be long enough to allow adequate time for
deionization of the gas in the counter tube along the previous discharge
path. Since there are three operations involved in a transfer, i.e., transfer from'](1 to 1G1, 1G 1 to 20 1 , and 2G 1 to 1(2, the multivibrator pulse
duration should be roughly one-third the time interval between input
triggering pulses at the maximum counting speed. The deionization
time is the principal factor which limits counting speed. The fastest
multicathode counter tube available in the year 1956 was the GC10D
with a counting speed of 20 kc.
Each trigger input pulse advances the glow from one cathode to the
next so that every 10th pulse results in an output signal across the cathode load resistor in Fig. 11-12. This output signal may be used, if
desired, to drive a succeeding counter. The current drain of the tube is
comparatively small, a tube drawing typically only 0.6 rna from the supply voltage. The tube drop is of the order of 160 volts, and the pulses
required at 1G and 2G are of the order of magnitude of 100 volts. The
~ount of the tube is easily read since the glow at the cathode is visible
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through the top of the tube. A ring bearing numbers is mounted external to the tube and the position of the glow indicates the count. Special-purpose tubes are also available in which all 10 cathodes are brought
out individually. Such a tube makes available across 10 cathode resis-

FIG. 11-14. A gas-tube duo decade counter.
Company.)

(Courtesy of Atomic Instrument

tors 10 sequential gating-type waveforms. Under these circumstances
the tube behaves as a stepping switch. Tubes are also available with 12
separate cathodes. Such a tube, shown in Fig. 11-14, could be used,
depending on the external cathode connections, to divide by 2, 3, 4, 6,
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or 12. Lastly, it is worth noting that if the connections to 1G and 2G
are reversed, the tube will count backward, that is, it will subtract
instead of add.
11-8. A Vacuum-type Counter Tube. 6 We wish to discuss now a
vacuum-type counter tube which is designated generally as a trochotron
or a beam switching tube. I t will be necessary, first, to make a short
digression to review the nature of the motion of an electron in perpendicular electric and magnetic fields. 7
The motion of an electron in uniform perpendicular electric and magnetic fields is illustrated in Fig. 11-15. The path is termed a trochoid.
The solid-line path a of Fig. 11-15 corresponds to .the circumstances in
which the electron is introduced into the fields with zero initial velocity.
In this case the path is a common cycloid and has sharp cusps. In the
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(down)

Direction of
genera I motion
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FIG. 11-15. The trochoidal paths of electrons in perpendicular electric and magnetic
fields.

more general case of nonzero initial velocity the path may have subsidiary loops as in curve b or blunted cusps as indicated in curve c.
It is to be noted particularly that the motion of the electron in the
direction of the electric field (see Fig. 11-15) is oscillatory and of restricted
amplitude. The general motion of the electron upon which the oscillatory motion is superimposed is in the direction perpendicular to the electric field, that is, in the direction of the electric equipotential surfaces.
Assume that a cathode serves as a source of electrons in perpendicular
fields, the electrons being emitted with a distribution of initial velocities.
Then individual electrons will follow trochoidal paths, but the electrons
generally will form a broad beam which follows an equipotential.
An electrode placed in a vacuum tube which has a trochoidal electron
beam has two important properties. The first of these is its ability to
guide the direction of the beam; the second is referred to as the self-locking feature. We examine first the guiding property. Consider the simple configuration indicated in Fig. 11-16. Here two parallel plates maintained at 0 and 100 volts, respectively, provide an electric field, while a
magnetic field exists perpendicular to the figure. A cathode K main-
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tained at 50 volt~ and situated midway between the plates emits electrons. These electrons leave the cathode and individually follow a
trochoidal path. The beam, however, is guided by the 50-volt equipotential. Suppose now that the
electrode S is also maintained at 50
100 v
volts; then the 50-volt equipotential
intersects the electrode S and the
beam follows path 1 and will be
collected. If, however, the elecOv
trode S is maintained at less than
FIG. 11-16. The guiding effect on an elec- 50 volts, the 50-volt equipotential
trode near a trochoidal beam. (Courtesy
of Tele-Tech.)
passes above the electrode and the
beam follows path 2. Similarly, if
the' electrode is maintained at a voltage higher than 50 volts, the beam
follows path 3.
The self-loclcing feature may be appreciated by considering the voltampere characteristic of the electrode S in the presence of the trochoidal
beam. A plot of current, i vs. e, for the electrode S will clearly have a
maximum at e = 50 volts, since at this voltage the beam goes directly
toward the electrode. As e is varied in either direction, the current
decreases as the beam moves to one or the other side of the electrode.
The general appearance of the volt-ampere characteristic is shown in
Fig. 11-17. If the electrode voltage e results from the application of a
voltage Ebb through a resistor R, the resultant electrode current may be
determined by superimposing the load line on the volt-ampere characteristic. There are three equilibrium points given by A, B, and C in
Fig. 11-17. Of these, point B is unstable, since here a change in electrode current in either direction changes the electrode voltage in such a
direction as to cause an additional current change in the same direction. In
other words, to the right of the maximum the volt-ampere characteristic
exhibits a negative resistance. We
are left then with two stable points
e
50 v
A and C. Suppose, then, that the
initial operating point is at A. If FIG. 11-17. The volt-ampere characteristic of an electrode near a trothe electrode voltage is lowered tem- choidal beam.
porarily, the beam may then be directed toward the electrode. The current collected by this electrode
may now maintain the electrode at reduced voltage and the operating
point will be shifted permanently, i.e., locked at point C. The current
at operating point C is less than the total beam current and may, as a
matter of fact, be made a very small part of the total current if R is
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large. The beam then barely skims along the surface of the electrode S
and the rest of the beam current may be collected, if desired, by an
auxiliary collector plate, not indicated in Fig. 11-16. Observe that the
beam is in a stable position when it skims along one side of the electrode S
but not when it skims along the other side.
The mechanical arrangement which is characteristic of trochoidal counter tubes is indicated in Fig. 11-18. The tube has cylindrical structure.
A central cathode is surrounded by 10 electrodes which, because of their
shape, are referred to as spades. This entire structure is surrounded by
a cylindrical plate electrode. The spades shield the electrons from the
field of the plate except when the electrons are very close to the plate.
The formation of the trochoidal beam is therefore determined entirely
by the spade voltages. A small
permanent magnet maintains a
magnetic field along the tube axis.
If all spades are maintained at a
positive potential, say, 100 volts,
the beam simply circles around the
cathode as in a static magnetron
and no tube current flows. The
static field potential lines and the
beam formation which results when
one of the spade voltages, S, is reduced to zero is shown in Fig. 11-18.
81
The boundaries of the beam are FIG. 11-18. Static field plot and beam forindicated by the dotted lines. An mation in a trochoidal tube. (Courtesy
of IRE.)
individual electron whose trajectory lies within these boundaries executes many trochoidal revolutions
before reaching the plate. It is difficult to account with precision
for the path taken by the beam, but we may note that the beam follows
the general contour of the equipotential. The beam eventually skims
along that side of the zero-voltage spade which corresponds to the stable
operating point. That part of the beam which misses the spade is collected by the plate. If all the spades are initially at the same potential
but are connected through resistors to a common supply voltage, then
the beam may be formed by applying a short negative pulse to, say, 8 1,
The self-locking action described previously will maintain the beam.
Suppose now that the plate voltage should drop. Then the beam will
be rejected by the plate and will be forced to strike spade 8 2 on the side
adjacent to 8 1 • This side of spade 8 2 is the unstable side, and the beam
will move across spade 8 2 to the stable side. If the plate voltage continues low, the beam will continue to move in the clockwise direction
{rom spade to spade at a rate determined by tube characteristics and
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loading capacitances present in the circuit. If, however, the plate voltage is lowered by the application of a pulse whose duration is comparable to the time required for the beam to move from one spade to the
next, then such a pulse will advance the beam by only one spade.
The duration of the pulse which is applied to the plate to cause the
beam to be forwarded by one step depends critically upon the spade
time constants. If the pulse is too narrow, then the spade to which the
beam is locked may not be able to rise sufficiently in potential and the
adjacent spade may not be able to fall sufficiently to cause a switch from
one spade to the next. On the other hand, if the pulse width is too great,
it is possible for the beam to move forward more than one spade per
pulse. This latter difficulty is avoided with the addition of a wire (called
Zero set

Input

II I I I I I I
n pulses

FIG. 11-19. A trochotron tube used as a decade counter.

----u-1i; pulses
(Courtesy of IRE.)

a switching grid or byspade) between each spade. These grids are
arranged in two groups, every other grid being interconnected. A pushpull voltage of rectangular waveform is applied to the two grid groups.
For example, the output from one plate of a binary is used to excite one
group and the output from the other plate of the multi goes to the second
grid group. When a grid is pulsed negatively, the beam progresses to
the next spade, and here it finds itself in the region of a positive grid.
Hence, no matter how slowly the grids are pulsed the beam can never
proceed by more than one step with each input pulse.
A trochotron used as a decade counter is illustrated in Fig. 11-19.
The zero-set switch is normally closed. A hole is placed in the plate at
one point between the spades so that the beam current can be collected
by the output electrode. Negative pulses are applied to the plate, and
each tenth pulse restores the beam to its original position, giving an output signal. Where it is required that an indication be made available of
the count of the tube, additional plate holes and output electrodes may
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be included. A typical trochotron has about the same dimension as a
standard receiving-type tube. It requires a magnetic field of about
350 gauss. The supply voltage is of the order of 100 volts and the tube
current of the order of 10 mao Typical input-pulse requirements are a
negative pulse of about 100 volts amplitude
and 0.3 J,Lsec duration. Counting rates as
high as 5 Mc are attainable.
11-9. Ring Counters.8 The basic binary
circuit may be generalized to a scale of n by
arranging n tubes in a ring, as indicated in
Fig. 11-20. One tube in the ring is in a
state, say 1, which is different from the
states of all the other tubes. The input
pulse is applied simultaneously to all tubes
and causes state 1 to progress one step
FIG. 11-20. A ring counter.
around the ring. In such a ring counter it
is required that every plate be coupled to every grid and as a result the
circuit becomes unmanageably complicated for large n. Additionally the
shunt capacitance to ground soon becomes prohibitively large so that
such an arrangement is seldom used if n exceeds 5.
The above difficulty is overcome by using 2n tubes to count by the
factor n. Each pair of tubes is essentially a scale-of-2 and these are

FIG. 11-21. Circuit of a ring counter.

again arranged in a ring, as in Fig. 11-20. A somewhat more detailed
diagram is shown in Fig. 11-21. For the sake of simplicity, the coupling
resistors and the commutating capacitors of the individual binaries have
been omitted. Note that in addition to the usual coupling within each
binary there is coupling from each right-hand plate to the right-hand
grid of the succeeding binary. Initially the right-hand (b) section of Tl
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is conducting, while in every other tube the a section is conducting and
the b section is off. If the tube current is 1, the drop across Rk is 1Rk.
The total current from the a sections is (n - 1)1. The seeond cathode
resistor has been selected to be R k / (n - 1) to make the cathode-toground voltage the same for both sets of cathodes.
The operation of this counter is as follows. The negative input trigger
turns on T 1a , and hence Tlb goes off. The plate P 1b rises and the positive
step applied through the capacitor to G2b turns on T 2b and T 2a goes off.
There is a tendency for the input trigger applied at K 2a to turn T 2a on
again unless the pulse shape and amplitude have been properly chosen.
(The ENIAC computer in which this ring counter is employed uses a
very special pulse-forming circuit in order to effect this" pulse dodging.")
When T 2b goes on, P 2b drops and the consequent negative step applied to
G3b has no effect since T3b is off. The net effect of the input pulse has
been to switch the on state from Tlb to T 2b , all other tubes remaining
unaffected.
A decade ring counter of the type just described requires 10 double
triodes, while a binary decimal counter requires only 4 double triodes.
Economy, therefore, usually favors the decade counter or one of the special counting tubes discussed in Secs. 11-7 and 11-8.
The ring arrangement is analogous to a stepping switch where each
pulse causes an advance of one step. Hence, this circuit is used as a
distributor or sequencer.
11-10. Application of Counters. We shall describe here briefly some
of the many situations in which counters find application.
Direct Counting. 9 One of the earlier applications for counters arose in
connection with research into the properties of the nucleus of an atom.
In order to determine the radioactivity of a source, it is necessary to
count individually the emitted particles for a given time interval. The
emission of a radioactive particle may be converted into an electrical
pulse through the use of a device known as a geiger tube. With a weak
radioactive source, a mechanical register may, in many instances, act
with sufficient speed, but more usually an electrical counter may have to
be interposed between source and mechanical counter. For example, a
scale-of-64 counter followed by a mechanical register will be able to
respond to geiger pulses which occur at a rate 64 times greater than the
maximum rate at which the mechanical register will respond. The net
count in such a case will be 64 times the reading of the mechanical register plus the count left in the scale-of-64 counter.
Direct counting also finds application in many industrial processes.
Counters will operate with reliability where human counters fail because
of fatigue or limitations of speed. It is required, of course, that the
phenomenon which is to be counted first be converted into an electrical
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signal, but this requirement usually imposes no important limitation.
For example, objects may be counted by passing them single file on a
conveyor belt between a photoelectric cell and a light source.
A preset feature may be incorporated into a counter to allow control
of industrial processes. A preset counter is one which has been modified
(at the expense of additional tubes and components) so that it will
deliver an output pulse when the count reaches a predetermined number. Such a counter may be used, for example, to count the number of
pills dropped into a bottle. When the preset count is attained, the output pulse is used to divert the pills to the next container and at the same
time to reset the counter for counting the next batch. Decade preset
counters which may be preset by push buttons at any count from 1 to 10
are commercially available.
Measurement of Frequency. The basic principle by which counters are
used for the precise determination of frequency is illustrated in Fig. 11-22.
The input signal whose frequency is to be measured is converted into
pulses and applied through a gate to an electronic counter. To determine the frequency, it is now only required to keep the gate open for
transmission for a known time interval. If, say, the gating time is
Counter
Gate
Input
1 sec, then the counter will yield the
frequency directly in cycles per
second. The clock for timing the
gate interval is an accurate crystal
Crystal
Dividers
oscillator whose frequency is, say,
oscillator
1 Mc. The crystal frequency
drives a chain of dividers (discussed FIG. 11-22. A counter used in a frequency
meter.
in Chap. 12) which divide the crystal frequency by a factor of 1 million. The divider output consists of a
I-cps signal whose period is as accurately maintained as the crystal
frequency. This divider output signal controls the gating time. The
system is susceptible to only slight errors. One source of error results
from the fact that a variation of ± one count may be encountered, depending on the instant when the first and last pulses occur in relation to
the sampling time. A second source of error arises from jitter in the
dividers (Chap. 12), which may produce an uncertainty of the order of
0.1 fJ.sec in the sampling period. Beyond these, of course, the accuracy
depends on the accuracy of the crystal.
M easuremenl of Time. The time interval between two pulses may also
be measured with the circuit of Fig. 11-22. The first pulse is used to
open the gate and the second pulse to close the gate. The crystal oscillator signal (or some lower frequency from the divider chain) is converted into pulses, and these are passed through the gate into the coun-
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ter. The number of counts recorded is proportional to the length of
time the gate is open and hence gives the desired time interval.
JJ1 easurement of Speed. A speed determination may be converted into
a time measurement. For example, if two photocell-light-source combinations are set a fixed distance apart, the average speed of an object
passing between these points is proportional to the time interval between
the gellerated pulses. Projectile velocities have been measured in this
manner.
Digital Computer. Counters constitute a basic building block in digital
computers and are used to perform many functions. One of these functions is that of storage. Information is coded in digital computers in the
form of binary numbers, and it is often required that the number be
stored for future use. It will be immediately appreciated that a number
may be stored in a binary register for an indefinite period of time.

Negative pulses
amplitude, E

Voltage operated
discharge switch

FIG. 11-23. A two-diode counting circuit.

Waveform Generation. The waveforms which occur at the plates or
grids of binary counters may be combined either directly or in connection with other circuits (see Chap. 17) to generate complex pulse-type
waveforms.
11-11. Storage Counters.10 We consider now a circuit, known as a
storage counter, which operates on a principle which is basically different
from the counters previously described. A two-diode storage counter
circuit is shown in Fig. 11-23 .. Let us neglect, for the present, the voltage-operated discharge switch and consider the output waveform Co which
results from the application to the circuit of a train of negative pulses of
amplitude E.
Consider that initially there is no charge on either of the capacitors C 1
or C 2 • The first input pulse will cause the capacitor C 1 to charge through
the diode T 1 • The time constant with which C 1 charges is the product
of C1 times the sum of the diode and generator resistances. If this time
constant is very small in comparison with the duration of the pulse, then
C 1 will charge fully to the value e1 = E, with the polarity indicated.
During the charging time of C1 , the diode T2 does not conduct and the
voltage across C 2 remains at zero. At the termination of the input pulse,
the capacitor C 1 is left with the voltage el = E, which now appears across
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Tl and across the series combination of T2 and C 2• The polarity of this
voltage is such that Tl will not conduct. The capacitor C 1 will, however,
discharge through T2 into C 2 until the voltages across the two capacitors
are equal. rfhe time constant with which this transfer of charge take~
place must be quite small in comparison with the interval between pulses
in order to allow equilibrium to be established between the capacitor voltages. The capacitor C 2 is ordinarily quite large in comparison with C 1.
As a consequence the voltage change across C 2 is small in comparison
with the voltage el = E across C 1 • The next input pulse restores the
voltage on C 1 to E and at the termination of the pulse C l discharges
Input
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FIG. 11-24. The output voltage eo for the circuit of Fig. 11-23.

again into C2 • Since now, however, C2 has some initial charge, the
amouIlt of charge transferred from C 1 to C2 will be smaller than before.
Hence the second increment of voltage across C 2 will be smaller than the
first. Each successive input pulse will cause a progressively smaller step
in voltage at the output, the output approaching asymptotically the voltage eo = E, as in Fig. 11-24. In this figure the voltage is plotted as a
function of pulse number, and not time. If, however, the pulses are
regularly spaced in time, the plot of Fig. 11-24 also gives the output waveform. Note, too, as indicated, that the voltage steps occur at the trailing
edge rather than the leading edge of the pulse.
The counter is completed by the addition of a tube circuit which operates as a switch shunted across C2 • This switch is normally open, but
it closes when eo attains some preestablished reference value. One such
switch circuit is shown in Fig. 11-25. The cathode of the blocking-oscillator tube is maintained at some positive voltage so that the tube is ini-
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tially below cutoff. The blocking oscillator responds when the voltage
across C2 becomes high enough to bring the tube out of cutoff. At this
point the capacitor C 2 discharges rapidly because of the large grid current during the pulse formation and at the same time an output pulse is
furnished. In the present application the blocking oscillator serves in
the capacity of a comparator. A comparator (Chap. 15) is a circuit which

Output

FIG. 11-25. A blocking-oscillator switch used with a storage counter.

responds when an input signal passes through some previously established
voltage level. Quite generally, then, when some type of comparatoroperated switch is included in the circuit, a counter results and the waveform across C2 has the typical appearance shown in Fig. 11-26. Here the
waveform has been drawn taking into account the possibility that the
discharge switch may not discharge the capacitor C2 to zero. The count
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FIG. 11-26. The voltage across C 2 in a 4: 1 counter, showing the time relationships to
the input and output pulses.

down ratio shown is 4: 1, since the comparator response voltage has been
set between the voltage levels corresponding to the fourth and fifth pulse.
The counting ratio may be increased by raising the voltage at which
the comparator responds. As the counting ratio is increased, however,
the counter operation becomes progressively less reliable since the size
of the steps decreases. This lack of reliability results from uncertainties
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in the level to which the voltage across C2 drops at discharge and uncertainties in the operating voltage of the comparator. An expression showing how the step size decreases with pulse
number may be derived as follows. Suppose
that after the nth pulse has produced the nth
step the net voltage across C 2 is en. N ow let
the (n
l)st pulse be applied. After the
trailing edge of this pulse, diode T 1 is open, T 2
is closed, and the voltage across C 1 is E. An
equivalent circuit for computing the jump in
voltage across C 2 when T2 conducts is shown FIG. 11-27. Equivalent cirin Fig. 11-27, in which S represents the cuit for computing step size
at C2 •
diode T 2 • From elementary electrostatics we
find that the jump in voltage across C2 after the (n + l)st pulse is

+

.£len == en+l - en = (E - en) C

1

~C

(11-3)
2

If we introduce Yn, defined by
Yn == en - E

(11-4)

then Eq. (11-3) reduces to the homogeneous equation

C1

(11-5)

or

(11-6)

where

(11-7)

Since the change in Yn is proportional to Yn, we may anticipate that Yn
will vary exponentially with n. Hence, we shall seek a solution of the
form
(11-8)
where A and ex are to be determined so as to satisfy (Eq. 11-6) and the
proper initial condition. Substituting Eq. (11-8) into Eq. (11-6), we find
or

(11-9)

Hence ?In = Axn and, from Eq. (11-4),

en

=

E

+ Axn

(11-10)

The initial condition is that the capacitor voltage en equals Eoi for n = 0,
and hence A = Eoi - E. Finally, the complete solution is
(11-11)
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The difference between the (n

+. l)st voltage level and the nth level is
(11-12)

If, for example, E - Eoi = 100 volts and C 2 = 9C 1, then x = Yro and
the first step has an amplitude of (100)(1 - Yro) = 10 volts. The eleventh step, on the other hand, is 100(1 - YrO)(~10)10 = 3.5 volts.
Since step size decreases with increasing pulse number and because of
the instability in the value of E oi , the comparator response voltage, and
amplitude of input pulse, storage counters are normally not used for
counting ratios larger than about 10. Storage counters, of course, may
be cascaded to secure large counting ratios in the same manner that
binary counters are cascaded. An important limitation of storage counters is that they may be used ordinarily only to count pulses which occur
fairly regularly. This feature results from the fact that the count is
determined by the charge on a capacitor and this charge will leak off
slowly because of capacitor leakage or through the resistance of any
device which is used to read the count. Even in Fig. 11-25, for example,
where no grid-leak resistor is indicated for T a, some leakage may result
from the small grid current that may result from traces of gas in the
tube. The leakage problem is cumplicated by the fact that the capacitors must be able to charge rapidly D.nd must therefore be quite small.
Still, where storage counters are applicable, they often effect a worthwhile
economy of components over comparable binary counters. In comparing the binary and storage counters for economy, one must keep in mind
that the storage counter must be driven from a pulse source of large and
constant amplitude and of low impedance. The pulses must be of reasonably rectangular shape.
The counter of Fig. 11-23 may be operated with a positive input pUlse.
In this case C 1 charges first through T 2 and thereafter discharges through
T 1 • The step at C 2 then occurs at the leading edge of the input pulse.
Similarly, with either polarity of input pulse, the counter may be operated with both diodes reversed. In this latter case the steps in voltage
across C2 are in the negative direction.
11-12. Linearization of Storage Counters. It is possible to extend
somewhat the counting ratio of a storage counter by linearizing the envelope of the step waveform of Fig. 11-24 to yield steps of more nearly equal
amplitude. The methods used to achieve this end are essentially the
same as those used to linearize time-base waveforms, that is, bootstrapping and Miller integration (Chap. 7). Consider the circuit of Fig. 11-23
modified so that the plate T1 is returned to a positive voltage eR rather
than to ground. Under these circumstances, immediately after the input
pulse the voltage across C1 is E
eR rather than E.
Hence Eq. (11-3)
may be rewritten

+
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(11-13)
where .1en gives again the size of the nth step. If then we arrange to
make en equal to en, the step size will be independent of n. A cathode
follower with nominally unity gain, as in Fig. 11-28, will achieve the
desired end. It is not necessary that en be instantaneously equal to en,
since it is sufficient that en follow the general rise of the output voltage en.
A capacitor C may therefore be shunted across the output of the cathode
follower to assist the rapid charging of C1•
Although the circuit of Fig. 11-28 illustrates the bootstrapping principle, it is not a practical circuit. Let us consider the quiescent condition when no pulses are present and the supply voltages are first applied
to. the cathode follower. Since the grid-to-ground voltage en is initially

-Ex
FIG. 11-28. Use of the bootstrap principle to make counter steps equal in amplitude.
(See text for modifications necessary to convert this into a practical circuit.)

zero, the cathode-to-ground voltage en of T3 will be a few volts positive.
This positive voltage causes both Tl and T2 to conduct and the voltage
en increases. This rise in grid voltage causes en to increase, which, in
turn, raises en still further. This action continues until en equals ell,
so that the grid-to-cathode voltage is zero. If a pulse were now applied,
this would tend to drive the grid positive and the circuit would not
operate properly.
The above difficulty can be avoided by returning the plate of Tl to a
tap on the cathode resistor Rk such that the voltage en is less than zero
when the voltage en = O. This connection will reduce the gain of the
cathode follower and cause the output to be somewhat less linear with the
number of input pulses. However, if Ecc is large, the tap will be close to
the cathode and the reduction in linearity will not be great.
A second method for avoiding the d-c instability of the circuit of Fig.
11-28 mentioned above is to reverse both diodes Tl and T 2 • With no
input pulses and the voltage across C 2 equal to zero, the voltage en will
be a few volts positive, say Eo. Hence, diodes Tl and T2 cannot conduct,
and the action described above does not take place. The amplitude
of the input pulse must exceed Eo or Tl will never conduct. It should
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be mentioned that in the two circuits just discussed the voltage across
C2 will become negative in the quiescent condition because some small
grid current flows even for negative grid voltages.
The use of the Miller integration principle to improve linearity is illustrated in Fig. 11-29. Here the voltage en between the cathode of T2 and
ground remains nominally zero. If the voltage across C2 increases, then
the bottom side of C2 falls by this same amount in order to keep en
constant. The virtual ground at the input terminals of the operational
amplifier takes no current (see Sec. 1-12). Hence, all the charge CIE
o

h-

T

A~-oo

e'n

FIG. 11-29. Use of Miller integrating principle with storage counter.

which leaves capacitor C I must go to capacitor C 2 •
voltage across C 2 is, therefore,
AeC2

= -

Ae~ = CJ~

The increase in

(11-14)

This equation verifies the fact that the output decreases by a constant
amount for each input pulse.
11-13. Applications of Storage Counters. Among the most important
uses of storage counters are the following:
A Divider. For every n pulses into the counter, one appears at the
output. The waveform in such an application is illustrated in Fig. 11-26
for n = 4. The pulses must be fairly regularly spaced, although an
exactly constant interval between pulses is not required. A storage
counter is more economical as a divider than is a binary counter. Frequency division is considered in more detail in Chap. 12
Staircase Voltage Generator. The staircase waveshape of Fig. 11-26 is
sometimes useful. One such application is to use the storage counter as
a generator source to vary some voltage in a step fashion. A family of
tube (or transistor) volt-ampere characteristics may be traced out on a
CRO in this manner.
Frequency or Counting-rate Meter. If the capacitor C 2 in Fig. 11-23 is
shunted by a resistor R, then the counter may be used as a frequency
meter. Let E be the pulse amplitude and! be the pulse-repetition frequency. If CIR!« 1 and C2 » CI , then (see Probe 11-17) the average
output voltage is
(11-15)
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Thus, for given values of C1, R, and E a vacuum-tube voltmeter placed
across the output may be calibrated in frequency or in pulses per unit
time. Such a meter has found extensive application in nuclear radiation
measurements ll and in frequency-modulation radar systems. 12
Capacitance J.11 eter. If a known frequency is applied to a storage counter which has been modified so that Eq. (11-15) is valid, then the output
voltage is proportional to the capacitance of C1 • Hence, this device
may be used as a capacitance meter.
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CHAPTER

12

SYNCHRONIZATION AND FREQUENCY DIVISION

A pulse or digital system may involve several different basic waveform
generators. Such a system may require that these generators run
synchronously, that is, in step with one another, so that each generator
arrives at some reference point in its cycle at the same time. The frequency stability of waveform generators is never adequate to ensure synchronism. Even a very small frequency difference between generators
will eventually cause the accumulation of a large error. In many pulse
systems it. is required that the individual generators be synchronized but
be permitted to operate at different frequencies. We may require, say,
that one generator complete exactly some integral number of cycles while
a second generator executes only one cycle. Such a situation is described
as synchronization with frequency division.
This chapter will discuss the mechanism of synchronization on a oneto-one basis and also synchronization with frequency division. The two
processes are basically so nearly alike that no clean-cut distinction will
be drawn between them.
The counting circuits of Chap. 11 may, of course, be used for frequency division. These counting circuits, with the exception of the storage counters, do not depend for their operation on the regularity of recurrence of the input waveform. If, say, the input signal consists of pulses,
the counters will divide correctly, independently of whether the pulses
occur regularly or in a random fashion. In the present chapter, however,
we contemplate only the case of an input waveform of a nominally fixed
recurrence rate. This feature, as we shall see, permits considerable economy in the circuits which may be used to achieve division.
12-1. Pulse Synchronization of Relaxation Devices. The term" relaxation circuit" is applied to any circuit in which a timing interval is established through the gradual charging of a capacitor, the timing interval
being terminated by a relatively abrupt discharge (relaxation) of the
capacitor. The relaxation circuits which have been described in earlier
chapters include the thyratron sweep generator, the blocking oscillator,
the multivibrator, and the phantastron circuit. Each of. these circuits
has in common a timing period and a relaxation (or recovery) period
355
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and each exists in an astable or monostable form. * The mechanism of
synchronization and frequency division is basically the same for all of
these relaxation devices.
In the monostable form, the matter of synchronization (1: 1 division)
to a pulse-type waveform is a trivial one. The circuit normally remains
in a quiescent condition and awaits the arrival of a triggering pulse to
initiate a single cycle of operation. It is only necessary that the interval
between triggers be larger than the timing interval and recovery period
combined.
The important features of pulse synchronization of an astable relaxation device may be exposed by examining the mechanism in connection
with any of the circuits mentioned above. Let us select the thyratron
sweep generator for examination since it is a slightly simpler circuit than
the others. A thyratron sweep generator (see Sec. 7-2) is shown in Fig.
12-1a. In the absence of synchronizing pulses at the thyratron grid a
complete cycle terminates when the thyratron plate voltage ec reaches
the breakdown voltage. Thereafter the capacitor C discharges abruptly
through the tube, and the tube extinguishes at the extinction voltage.
Then the capacitor starts to recharge and the cycle is again terminated
when ec reaches the breakdown voltage.
The situation which results when positive synchronizing pulses are
applied to the thyratron grid is illustrated in Fig. 12-1b. The effect of
the positive pulse is to lower, for the duration of the pulse, the thyratron
breakdown voltage as indicated. A pulse train of regularly spaced pulses
is shown starting at an arbitrary time t = o. The first several pulses
have no influence on the thyratron sweep generator. 'which continues to
run unsynchronized. Eventually, however, the exact moment at which
the thyratron fires is determined by the instant of occurrence of a pulse
(at time T in Fig. 12-1b), as is also each succeeding firing of the thyratron. From this point on, the sweep generator runs synchronously with
the pulses.
In order that synchronization may result, it is necessary that each
pulse shall occur at a time when it may serve to terminate the cycle prematurely. This requirement means that the interval between pulses, T p ,
must be less than the natural period, To, of the sweep generator. Additionally, even if the requirement T p < To is met, synchronization cannot
result unless the pulse amplitude is at least large enough to bridge the

* The so-called "monostable multi" can be rendered astable, as has been described
in Sec. 6-11. Similarly the so-called "astable multi" may be rendered monostable
by applying an appropriate fixed negative bias to one tube. The essential distinction
between these circuits is that the monostable multi has a single timing period and a
single recovery interval, while the astable circuit has two timing periods and two
recovery intervals per complete cycle.
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Sync
input

~

(a)

(b)

Time

)

(c)

(d)
FIG. 12-1. (a) A thyratron sweep generator. (b) An initially unsynchronized generator falls into synchronization shortly after the application of synchronizing pulses.
(c) Illustrating that for synchronization to result T p must be less than To. (d) Illustrating failure of synchronization due to inadequate amplitude of sync pulses.

gap between the quiescent breakdown voltage and the sweep voltage ee.
In Fig. 12-1c the case is shown in which Tp > To. Here synchronization
of each cycle does not occur. The pulses do serve to establish that four
sweep cycles shall occur during the course of three pulse periods, but
synchronization of this type is normally of no :value. In Fig. 12-1d we
have the case where T p is less than To as required, but the pulse amplitude is too small and again synchronization does not result.
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12-2. Frequency Division in the Thyratron Sweep. In Fig. 12-2 we
have a case in which T p < To but in which the pulse amplitude is too
small to permit each pulse to terminate a cycle. The sweep cycles are
therefore terminated only by the alternate pulse marked "2" in the figure. The pulses marked" 1" would be required to have an amplitude at
least equal to E 1 if they were to be effective. The pulses marked "2"
are effective because they occur closer to the time when the cycle would
terminate of its own accord. The sweep generator now acts as a divider,
the division factor being 2, since exactly one sweep cycle occurs for each
two synchronizing pulses. If Ts is the sweep generator period after synchronization, we have Ts/Tp = 2. Note that the amplitude E; of the
sweep after synchronization is less than the unsynchronized amplitude E
Suppose, referring again to Fig. 12-2, that T p is progressively decreased.
Eventually a point would be reached where even the alternate pulses
8•

~Tp~

12

!1

2

1

2

1

2

TE~r=
1

FIG. 12-2. Frequency division by a factor of 2 in a thyratron sweep generator.

would be too small in amplitude to fire the thyratron. At this point it
might be that To > 3Tp, in which case division by a factor of 3 would
result. If the condition To > 3Tp is not met, then again we should have
no synchronization. If, on the other hand, we make the pulse amplitude large enough, we may make sure that every (n + 1)st pulse is in a
position to ensure synchronization before the nth pulse loses control.
The general behavior of the circuit for regularly spaced pulses of
varying pulse period and pulse amplitude is illustrated in Fig. 12-3a.
This diagram may be verified by making sketches such as that in Fig.
12-2. The amplitude scale extends from 0 to E s, where Es is the total
sweep amplitude. (Any pulse amplitude Ep in Fig. 12-3 corresponds,
of course, to a pulse amplitude Ep/ J.L at the thyratron grid, J.L being
the thyratron grid-control ratio.) The shaded areas of the diagram
represent the regions of synchronization, unshaded areas regions of
lack of synchronization. The diagram is to be interpreted in the following way. Suppose that the pulse amplitude is fixed at E 1 • Then as the
ratio Tp/To decreases from 1, there will be a range during which 1: 1
synchronization will h'old, followed by a range of no synchronization, followed by a range of synchronization in which 2: 1 division will result, followed again by a range of no synchronization, and so on. If, on the
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other hand, the pulse amplitude is large, say E 2 , then with decreasing
Tp/To synchronization will always hold, the division changing abruptly
from 1: 1 to 2: 1 to 3: 1, and so on.
Next suppose that we maintain a fixed value of Tp/To, say 7'5 <
T p/To < 7~' Then as the pulse amplitude is increased from zero, we
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FIG. 12-3. (a) The ranges of synchronization for a thyratron sweep generator as a
function of pulse amplitude or frequency. The sweep waveform is assumed to be
linear. (b) The counting ratio as a function of pulse amplitude for iplio ~ 4.5.

shall initially have no synchronization, followed by ranges of synchronization where the counting ratio is first 4: 1, then 3: 1, then 2: 1, and
finally 1: 1. The transitions in counting ratio are abrupt. This lastdescribed characteristic is of much interest and is often represented in
the form shown in Fig. 12-3b. Here the counting ratio is plotted as a
function of pulse amplitude for the case where Tp/To
1/4.5, the ratio
of pulse frequency to natural frequency being ip/io
4.5. We should
r---'

r---'
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emphasize that as the pulse amplitude increases, the counting ratio
decreases and the sweep amplitude also decreases.
12-3. Other Astable Relaxation Circuits. The synchronization and
use for counting purposes of other types of relaxation oscillators differ
only in detail and not in basic principle from the synchronization of the
thyratron sweep generator.
Blocking Oscillator. The use of a blocking oscillator to accomplish
pulse recurrence frequency (PRF) division by a factor of 4 is illustrated
in Fig. 12-4. In Fig. 12-4a parallel triggering is indicated but, of course,
any of the methods of trigger injection indicated in Sec. 9-17 may be
employed. In Fig. 12-4b is shown the waveform at the blocking-oscil-

Ef

(a)
I

I

I

3 4

2

(b)
I I I I
3 4 1 2

3 4

-jl-Ei

I
1 2

I
3 4

1

Input pulses

FIG. 12-4. (a) Blocking oscillator with parallel triggering.
for oscillator pulse) showing PRF division by 4.

(b) Grid waveform (except

lator grid. For simplicity, the pulse generated by the blocking oscillator
itself is not shown. When the blocking oscillator fires, grid current
charges the capacitor C, which is then left at an initial voltage E i • The
oscillator will fire again when the grid reaches the cutoff voltage Eco.
The injected pulses are now shown superimposed on the rising grid voltage rather than on the critical firing voltage. The important point is that
a pulse (No.4) occurs at a time and has a sufficient amplitude to cause a
premature firing of the oscillator. The oscillator therefore fires at a
moment dictated by the occurrence of a pulse and is not permitted to
terminate its cycle naturally. The synchronizing characteristics given in
Fig. 12-3 for the thyratron sweep generator may be applied directly to
the blocking oscillator, provided only that the sweep amplitude Es is
replaced by the corresponding amplitude Eco - Ei for the blocking
oscillator.
Astable M ulti. 1 The astable multi in Fig. 12-5a may be synchronized
or used as a divider by applying positive or negative triggering pulses to
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FIG. 12-5. (a) An astable multi. (b) Grid waveform for division by 6 through application of positive pulses to one grid. (c) Grid waveforms for division by 5 through
application of negative pulses to both grids.

either tube or to both tubes simultaneously. These pulses may be
applied either to the plate, grid, or cathode. If, for example, positive
pulses are applied to G 1 or to P 2 , or negative pulses applied to K 1 , these
pulses may produce synchronization by establishing the exact instant at
which TI comes out of cutoff. If negative pulses are applied to G2 or
to PI, or positive pulses are applied to K 2, then when T2 conducts, these
pulses will be amplified and inverted and appear as positive pulses at G1•
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Hence, again the pulses may establish the instant when Tl comes out of
cutoff.
In Fig. 12-5b are shown the grid waveforms for the case where positive
pulses are applied effectively to one grid, say G l • The division ratio is 6.
The grid waveforms which would result if negative pulses were applied to
one grid, say G 2, are the same with the following exceptions. The positive pulses which appear on G 1 when Tl is conducting will be absent and
instead negative pulses will appear superimposed on the G2 waveform
during the time T2 is conducting. Observe that while the complete
multi period has been synchronized, the individual portions are not synchronized. The waveforms have been simplified somewhat by neglecting the negative undershoot that occurs during the recovery periods
which follow each timing interval. (See Fig. 6-17.)
The situation illustrated by the grid waveforms of Fig. 12-5c corresponds to the case of the application of negative pulses to both multi
grids simultaneously. Here the division ratio is 5. Both timing portions of the multi waveform are synchronized and are necessarily of
unequal Juration since the division ratio is an odd number. The positive pulses superimposed on the exponential portions of the waveforms
result from the combination of the negative pulses applied directly and
the inverted and amplified (hence larger and positive) pulses received
from the other tube.
A special situation of interest is illustrated in Fig. 12-6. Here positive
pulses are being applied to G1 through a small capacitor from a low
impedance source. During the time when Tl is conducting the grid
draws current at each input pulse. At the end of the pulse the input
capacitor discharges, giving rise to a negative overshoot. Alternatively,
we may say that during the conduction period of Tl the pulse input time
constant is small and the input pulse is quasi-differentiated. The negative overshoot is amplified and inverted by Tl and appears at G2 as a
positive overshoot, which may then serve to mark the end of the cutoff
period of T 2 • Hence, the net result is that both portions of the multi
cycle have been synchronized without the need for applying pulses to
both tubes simultaneously.
The diagram of Fig. 12-3a does not apply directly to the astable multi.
However, for any particular method of synchronizing and degree of symmetry of the multi a similar diagram may be drawn. The general results
deduced from Fig. 12-3a do, however, apply equally to the multi. That
is, for large pulse amplitude the counting ratio makes abrupt changes as
the ratio TplTo is increased. For smaller amplitudes, regions of synchronization are separated' by intervals of no synchronization. Similarly, for
a fixed ratio T pi To, a plot of counting ratio vs. pulse amplitude has the
same general appearance a~ in Fig. 12-3b.
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12-4. Monostable Relaxation Circuits as Dividers. Frequency division through the use of a monostable relaxation device, in this case a
monostable multi, is illustrated in Fig. 12-7. Input pulses may be
applied at G 1 or PI, depending on the polarity. A coupling diode may
be used (Fig. 6-14) to minimize the reaction of the multi on the pulse
source. The waveform of Fig. 12-7b shows the voltage at G 2 with the
6
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345
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(a)

Positive pulses applied to
G 1 through small Cfrom
low-impedance source

Time

~

•

-----0

-,.----....,- - - - 0
--Eco

(c)
FIG. 12-6. Synchronization of both portions of astable multi waveform by applying

positive pulses to one grid through small capacitor from a low impedance source.
Illustrating synchronization resulting from pulse overshoot at G2 •

superimposed input pulses. Each fourth pulse causes a transition of the
multi, the remaining pulses occurring at times when they are ineffective.
Observe that while the total multi cycle, consisting of timing portion
and recovery period, is synchronized, the separate portions are not
synchronized.
If positive pulses are applied, say, directly at G1 through a sma~l capacitor froma low impedance source, a situation may arise similar to the one
illustrated in Fig. 12-6 for the astable multi. Here the overshoot due to
differentiation of the input pulse may serve to terminate the timing cycle
prematurely, as shown in Fig. 12-7c. In this case the two portions of the
multi waveform will be synchronized. More importantly, in this latter
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case the counting ratio will change with increasing amplitude of pulse
input. If the overshoot is large enough, the timing cycle will be terminated by the overshoot at pulse 2 or pulse 1, in which case the counting
ratio will become, respectively, 3 or 2. Finally, with a large enough
overshoot, the timing portion will terminate at pulse 4 and the circuit
will not operate as a multi at all.
A second example of a monostable divider is shown in Fig. 12-8a.
Here a monostable phantastron has negative pulses applied at the plate
through a diode. The diode is not essential but makes the operation

~
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1
T·
-r--------f'-,.-----~ Ime

~
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pulses
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(b)

-.-----------r--,,~--------O

--------~-

(a)

(c)

FIG. 12-7. (a) Monostable multi divider. (b) Waveform at G 2 with no pulse overshoot. (c) Waveform at G2 with pulse overshoot.

more clean-cut. The plate waveform and timing with respect to the
input pulses are shown in Fig. 12-8b for the case of division by a factor
of 4. With the circuit in its stable state, the phantastron tube is at
plate-current cutoff and the plate of T2 is at Ebb. The plate and cathode
of diode Tl are therefore at the same potential and a negative pulse will
be transmitted through the diode to initiate the timing cycle. Thereafter, until the timing cycle and recovery period are completed, the diode
is open-circuited and the circuit is insensitive to pulses.
12-5. Stability of Relaxation Dividers. There will normally be some
small delay between an input pulse to a divider and the output pulse.
This delay is referred to as a phase delay and results from the finite rise
time of the input trigger pulse and the finite response time of the relaxation device. The phase delay itself is subject to variation with time
due to variations in tube characteristics, supply voltages, etc. Occa-
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sionally some extraneous signal may be coupled unintentionally into the
divider. Such a signal may have an influence on the exact moment at
which a grid waveform, say, reaches cutoff. In this case the phase
delay may be subject to periodic variations. All these factors which
affect the phase delay give rise to what is termed phase jitter. Even in
the absence of an extraneous signal it is found experimentally that in the
divider circuits described above, phase jitter is of the order of 0.1 Ilsec.
In a large-scale counter consisting of many stages, the phase jitter is, of
course, compounded. In many applications phase jitter is of no particular consequence, while sometimes, particularly in connection with millimicrosecond pulses, it constitutes an important difficulty.
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FIG. 12-8. (a) Phantastron divider.
with respect to input triggers.

(b)
(b) Plate waveform of phantastron and timing

A method for achieving division without phase jitter is illustrated schematically in Fig. 12-9 together with the waveforms depicting the operation. The train of regularly spaced input pulses (1) is applied to the
divider input. The output of the divider consists of the pulses shown in
waveform (D). These latter pulses trigger a gating waveform generator
(say, a monostable multi) which provides a gate of duration To adequate
to encompass each pulse labeled" 1." This waveform is applied to a
gating or coincidence circuit (see Chaps. 13 and 14) which is opened for
transmission for the duration To. The input pulse train is applied to the
gating circuit, and its output, waveform 0, then consists of each pulse
labeled" 1." We may take advantage of the phase delay between waveform 1 and D (not shown in the figure) together with the finite rise time
of the gating waveform to ensure that pulse n does not pass through the
gating circuit. The duration of the gate is not critical, since it is only
required that the duration be longer than the interval between pulses and
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shorter than the interval between alternate pulses (T p < To < 2T p). Of
course, the coincidence circuit must introduce no phase delay.
A much more commonly encountered jitter in dividers and synchronized relaxation oscillators results from the instability of the natural timing period of the oscillator. This instability of period is caused principally by the variability of tube characteristics and may result either in a
loss of synchronism ur an incorrect division ratio in a divider. For example, in an n: 1 divider a change in natural timing period can cause the
relaxation oscillator to fire at the (n - l)st or the (n
l)st pulse rather
than at the nth pulse. Similarly, in a 1: 1 synchronized device, if the
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FIG. 12-9. Block diagram and waveforms for a divider without phase jitter.

natural period To should drift and become smaller than the interval
between pulses, then synchronization of each cycle will be lost.
The factors which influence the stability of the natural period may be
seen trom Fig. 12-10. The timing waveform starts from an initial voltage E i • The timing waveform increases exponentially and asymptotically toward the final voltage Ell but the natural cycle is terminated
when the waveform approaches some critical voltage Ee. This voltage
Ee may be a cutoff voltage of a tube, as in a multi or blocking oscillator,
or it may be the breakdown voltage of a thyratron. The period To is
easily computed, but for the present we merely note that To depends on
Ei , Ec, Ell and the time constant of the exponential rise. The voltage E f
is easily derived from a regulated source and no difficulty need be encountered in reducing the instability of the time constant to a negligible
amount. The voltages Ei and E e , however, depend on tube characteris-
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tics. These voltages are stabilized only with the greatest difficulty and
constitute the major source of timing instability.
In Chap. 6 it was pointed out (see Fig. 6-4) that it is customary to
make E, large enough so that the portion of the timing waveform between
Ei and Ec is approximately linear. In this way the change in To with a
variation in Ec is reduced somewhat. It is worthy of note, however, that
in some cases the variability of Ei exceeds by far the variability of Ec and
in such a case it may well be that a large value of E, will add to the instability. For suppose that E, is large enough so that the timing waveform
is essentially linear between Ei and Ec. In this case a given percentage
change in the voltage Ec - Ei will clearly produce an equal percentage
change in To. On the other hand, it can be shown (see Prob. 12-13)
that if E, is reduced so that the timing interval To is not linear, then a
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FIG. 12-10. Illustrating the factors which influence the stability of a relaxation divider.

given percentage change in Ee - Ei due to a variation in Ei will produce
less than an equal percentage change in To.
All relaxation oscillators have this instability in E i , but the worst
offender in this regard is the blocking oscillator. The value Ei depends
on the charge accumulated on the grid capacitor during the interval when
the tube draws grid current, and the grid-current characteristics are usually not well-defined features of a vacuum tube. In any event, with
regard to the selection of E" an attempt should be made to adjust this
voltage so as to reduce the uncertainty in To due to the variability of Ei
or E e , whichever variability is the larger.
The factors which determine the selection of the natural period To and
the amplitude of the synchronizing pulses may be seen from Fig. 12-10.
If the timing waveform is nominally linear over the interval To, then the
natural period should be chosen so that To = (n + Y2)T p and the pulse
amplitude Ep should be equal to the voltage change of the timing waveform between pulses. Such an adjustment in a divider will yield a fixed
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counting ratio over the maximum range of variation of Ei or Ec. And
for such an adjustment the combined allowable variation in Ei and Ec is
~Ei + ~Ec = ± Y2Ep. If noise pulses of nominal amplitude En are
present, then this last equation should read En + AEi + ~Ec = ± YzEp.
The most straightforward method of ensuring reliability of synchronization at a fixed division ratio is to keep the counting ratio low. In
dividers which must operate without readjustment for long periods, a
division ratio of 10 or less is customary.
12-6. Stabilization of Frequency Dividers by Resonant Circuits. 2 It is
possible to use a resonant circuit to modify the grid-cathode waveform of
a relaxation divider during its timing cycle in such a way as to improve
the stability of operation. We shall illustrate the use of resonant stabilization in connection with a blocking oscillator.
A blocking oscillator with a parallel resonant circuit in the cathode is
shown in Fig. 12-11a. Positive synchronizing pulses are indicated as
being introduced across a small resistor r in series with the grid capacitor. The grid-to-ground waveform with the superimposed pulses is
shown in Fig. 12-11b. The negative of the cathode waveform, -ekn, is
shown in Fig. 12-11c. At the time the blocking oscillator fires, a pulse
of current flows into the cathode capacitor Ck, leaving the capacitor
charged to a voltage Eo. Immediately after the blocking-oscillator pulse
the tube is cut off and the resonant circuit in the cathode oscillates freely.
The cathode waveform is sinusoidal with a period Tk =27r y'LkCk. The
case illustrated is one for which Ts = (1 + 7~) Tk = 6T p; that is, one
and a half complete cycles of the cathode waveform and six cycles of the
sync waveform occur during the synchronized period Ts of the blocking
oscillator. The resultant grid-to-cathode waveform with the superim-posed synchronizing pulses is shown in Fig. 12-11d. Actually, the cutoff
voltage Eco in Fig. 12-11d is not exactly constant, since the cutoff voltage
is a function of the plate-to-cathode voltage which varies because of
the signal at the cathode. A change Aekn in the cathode voltage produces
a change of essentially ~ekn/ P. (p. = amplification factor) in the cutoff
voltage. The signal ekn has, therefore, a relatively small effect on Eco.
In any event, since the amplitude of oscillation of the resonant circuit is
not easily calculated with precision and since the effect of the variability
uf Eco is a second-order effect, we may, as in Fig. 12-11, neglect the matter
entirely. The important feature to note is that the change in the gridcathode waveform between the fifth and sixth pulse is appreciably larger
than it would be if the resonant cathode circuit were not present. As a
result, a larger synchronizing pulse may be used and the stability of
synchronization is improved.
Before proceeding further with the discussion of resonant stabilization,
we shall now verify that the cathode waveform of Fig. 12-11c is correctly
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FIG. 12-11. (a) A blocking-oscillator divider modified to include a resonant stabilizing
circuit. (b) The grid-to-ground waveform. (c) The negative of the cathode-toground voltage. (d) The grid-to-cathode voltage.

drawn. We shall also examine the situation which results if the resonant
period Tk is not exactly equal to lYz free oscillations in the synchronized
period Ta. Thus, let us assume that Ta = (n + (3)Tk, where n is an inte'"
ger and 0 < {3 < 1. We assume further that the damping of the resonant circuit is small enough so that no appreciable amplitude decrement
occurs during the time Ta. Lastly, we consider that at each firing of the
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blocking oscillator the tube delivers a pulse of current to the resonant
circuit and that this pulse has a duration which is negligibly small in
comparison with the resonant period. This impulsive current changes
the voltage across Ck , but the current in the inductor Lk cannot change
abruptly. When the blocking oscillator has been operating long enough
for equilibrium to have been established, the total energy in the resonant circuit will thereafter remain constant. Since the coil current I
is the same before as after the tube fires, the magnetic energy ~/2LkI2 is
unchanged. Hence, the capacitive energy 7~CkEo2 after the impulse
must equal its value before the tube fires. Therefore, the magnitude
of Eo must remain unchanged at the discontinuity in capacitor voltage.
This argument leads to the conclusion that if the capacitor voltage is
-Eo before the tube fires, it will jump to +Eo immediately after the tube
ceases conducting.
We shall now find the phase 0 of the free oscillation. The cathode
voltage, for 0 < t < T s , is given by
(12-1)
where Em is the peak voltage and Eo = Em cos 0 is the voltage after the
discontinuity (at t = 0+). The'inductor current iL is equal to the capacitor current during the free oscillations, and hence
iL

= C d~~n = - wkCEm sin (Wkt

+ 0)

(12-2)

From the physical concepts described above, it follows that at t = Tsthe voltage ekn must be the negative of its value at t = 0+ and iL at
t = Ts- must equal its value at t = 0+. Since Ts = (n + f3)T k and
since wkTk = 271', the above conditions are equivalent to
cos 0 = - cos (27rf3

+

and

0)

The solution of Eqs. (12-3) is 27rf3

o=

+

sin 0 = sin (27rf3

+ 0)

(12-3)

0 = 71' - 0, or

(1 - 2f3) ~
2

(12-4)

For Ts = (1 + Y2}T k , n = 1 and f3 = 7~' From Eq. (12-4) we find
o = O. Hence, ekn = Em cos Wkt, which verifies the situation pictured in
Fig. 12-11c.
Although it is not necessary that we adjust the resonant frequency so
that Ts is exactly equal to (n + Y2)Tk (with f3 = 7~), we see, from Fig.
12-11d, that it is advantageous to satisfy this condition approximately.
Under these circumstances the difference between the fifth and sixth
pulse is accentuated by the sinusoidal cathode waveform, which is the
desired effect. "Te note, however, that the second pulse has been lifted
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closer to the cutoff level. If, say, the amplitude of the cathode waveform were somewhat larger, it is possible that, as a result of the circuit
instability, firing might take place at the second pulse. This situation
may be remedied by including in the cathode two resonant circuits as in

(a)

--~6---------------------------6----O

- - - - - - - - - - - - - --Eco

(d)

FIG. 12-12. (a) Two tuned circuits used to stabilize a blocking-oscillator divider.
(b, c) The waveforms across the cathode-tuned circuits. (d) The resultant grid-tocathode waveform.

Fig. 12-12a, one tuned to a period Tl and the second to a period T 2 ,
where (1 + Y2)T 1 = 6T p and (2 + ~~)T2 = 6Tp = Ta. The waveforms
which appear across the tuned circuits are shown in Fig. 12-12b and c
and the combined grid-to-cathode waveform appears in Fig. 12-12d.
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The amplitudes of the free oscillations here have each been adjusted to
be one-half the amplitude of the free oscillation shown in Fig. 12-llc.
Observe that now the difference in level between the fifth and sixth pulse
has been accentuated without moving any of the earlier pulses materially closer to the cutoff level than they would be if the resonant circuits
were not used.
It is difficult to set down any general rules concerning the design of
the resonant circuits except to note that each cathode circuit should be
tuned so that n
72 cycles occur during the synchronized period of-the
blocking oscillator. This period requirement for an individual tuned circuit establishes only the product LkCk. We are therefore still at liberty
to select Ck to adjust the amplitude of the free oscillation. If, when the
blocking oscillator fires, the total charge delivered by the tube is q, then
the capacitor will be left charged to a voltage q/2Ck , which then gives
the amplitude Eo of the oscillation. The amplitude depends, of course,
on the pulse duration and pulse current. Therefore, the amplitude is
affected by the tube used, the size of the grid capacitor, and the pulse
transformer of the blocking oscillator. Ordinarily, there is no need to
employ more than two resonant cathode circuits to achieve a good measure of stability.
The principle of resonant stabilization may be applied not only to a
relaxation oscillator which is synchronized by an externally applied signal but also to a free-running oscillator. A free-running blocking oscillator, say, with a resonant circuit in the cathode or grid circuit will have
an effective grid-to-cathode voltage waveform similar to that which appears in Fig. 12-11d, with the exception, of course, that sync pulses ~vill
be absent. The slope of the grid-to-cathode voltage at the time the Eco
line is crossed may be increased by the use of a resonant circuit ((3
0.25)
with a consequent reduction of the sensitivity of period to variations in
Ei and E J (Fig. 12-10).
12-7. Synchronization of a Thyratron Sweep with Sinusoidai Signals.
Up to the present we have considered the phenomenon of synchronization only for the case of pulse-type synchronizing signals. We have
assumed that the synchronizing signal consists of a train of waveforms
with leading edges which rise abruptly. We shall now consider the case
in which the voltage variation of the sync signal is gradual rather than
abrupt. We shall discuss explicitly only the case of a sinusoidal sync
signal, but the results will easily be seen to apply to any gradually varying waveform. Again, the mechanism of synchronization is so nearly
identical for all types of relaxation oscillators that we may without loss
of generality select anyone of them, say, the thyratron sweep generator,
for detailed consideration.
Let us start then by considering the case of a thyratron sweep genera-
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tor as in Fig. 12-1a. To the grid of this tube is applied a sinusoidal sync
signal whose period T (corresponding to 'Pp in Fig. 12-1b) is exactly equal
to the natural period To of the thyratron sweep. For a positive value of
the sync signal, the breakdown voltage is lowered, as indicated in Fig.
12-13. Since the grid-control ratio of the thyratron (Sec. 7-2) is constant,
the breakdown voltage will vary sinusoidally if the sync voltage is sinusoidal. The general results to follow, however, depend no more on the
constancy of the grid-control ratio than they do on the precise sinusoidal
nature of the sync signal.
Suppose that we consider that synchronization has been established.
Since the sync signal period T is equal to 'Po, synchronization requires
(a)

...........

Sync Signal~
~

,
B
0
~
.....
~o
~

A

Tim:

(b)
FIG. 12-13. Illustrating the timing relationship that must exist between Eb and the
sweep voltage in a synchronized thyratron sweep when l' = To. (a) Sync signal
at the grid. (b) Synchronized output sweep.

that the period of the thyratron sweep shall not be changed by the sync
signal. Hence, the voltages which mark the limits of the excursion of
the sweep voltage must remain unaltered. The sweep cycle must therefore continue to terminate at E bo • This result, in turn, means that the
intersection of the sweep voltage with the waveform Eb must occur, as
shown in Fig. 12-13, at the time when Eb crosses E bo , at the points labeled
o in the figure. The possibility that the sweep will terminate at the
points marked 0' will be considered shortly.
In the case of pulse synchronization we noted that synchronism could
result only if the sync signal period was equal to or less than the natural
period. This feature resulted from the fact that a pulse could serve reliably only to terminate a timing cycle prematurely and not to lengthen
it. In the present case, however, synchronization is possible both when
T < To and when T > To. The timing relationship between the sweep
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voltage and the breakdown voltage for both cases is shown in Fig. 12-14a.
The sweep voltage drawn as a solid line has a natural period T~ > T.
The sweep voltage meets the Eb curve at a point below E bo and is consequently prematurely terminated. The dashed sweep voltage has a
natural period T~' < T. This sweep meets the Eb curve at a point above
E bo and is consequently lengthened. In each case the synchronized
period Ts equals the period T. The general situation may be described
by reference to Fig. 12-14b. When T = To, the sweep is terminated at
~------T------~

~------T------~

Maintaining
voltage

~-----To'---~

(a)

B
c
FIG. 12-14. (a) Illustrating the timing of the sweep voltage with respect to Eb for a
case in which T > To and in which T < To. (b) Pertaining to the general case when
T ~ To.

point 0, leaving the period unaltered. When T > To, the sweep terminates at a point such as X between 0 and the positive maximum A.
When T < To, the sweep terminates at a point such as Y between 0 and
the negative maximum B. When the period T is such that the sweep
terminates either at the point A or B, the limits of synchronization have
been reached, since at A the sweep period has been lengthened to the
maximum extent possible, while at B the shortening is at maximum.
The following illustrative example will show how one may calculate the
range of synchronization.
EXAMPLE.
An 884 thyratron sweep operates with a maintaining voltage of 16 volts
and a breakdown voltage Ebo = 40 volts. A sinusoidal synchronizing voltage of
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peak-to-peak amplitude 0.5 volt is applied to the grid. The grid-control ratio is 8.
If the natural frequency of the sweep is 1,000 cps, over what range of sync signal
frequency will the sweep circuit remain in 1: 1 synchronism with the sync signal?
Solution. The peak-to-peak amplitude of tho a-c component of the breakdown
voltage is 0.5 X 8 = 4.0 volts. The swoep amplitude may therefore lie in the range
(40 - 16) - 2 = 22 volts to (40 - 16) + 2 = 26 volts. A sweop of ·10 -- 16 = 24
volts is generated in 10- 3 sec. Hence, the times required to generate sweeps of 22 and
26 volts, respectively, are 2 %4 X 10- 3 and 2 %4 X 10- 3 sec. The corresponding
frequencies are 2%'2 X 10 3 = 1,091 and 2%6 X 10 3 = 923 cps. Thus the sweep
generator will remain synchronized as the sync-signal frequency varies over the range
from 923 to 1,091 cps.

We shall now look into the matter of the stability of a point of intersection of the sweep voltage with the Eb curve, as X in Fig. 12-14b.
Suppose that as a result of some transient disturbance the intersection
point during one cycle should occur at some point other than X. Or
suppose that when the sync voltage is first applied, the intersection point
occurs initially at some arbitrary point. We shall now show that intersection at X represents a stable situation and that with each successive
cycle the intersection point will move closer and closer to point X. This
result is easily seen from the graphical construction of Fig. 12-16a. Suppose that the intersection point required to make the sweep and sync
periods equal is at point X. Consider that during a particular cycle the
intersection actually occurs at Y, that is, a time At too soon. Then the
timing of the sweep during the next cycle is as shown by the dotted line.
The intersection is now at Z, closer to X. We may now easily continue
this graphical construction, which will show the intersection point moving closer to X at each cycle, eventually reaching X in the limit.
The sync voltage accomplishes its function by lengthening or shortening the sweep as required to make the sync and sweep periods identical.
Referring to Fig. 12-14b, it will be clear that this end might be achieved
if the sweep terminated at some point on the Eb curve between C and A
as well as at some point between A and B. Suppose then, as in Fig.
12-16b, the correct intersection point is at X' but that during a particular
cycle the intersection occurs at yl, at time At too late. Then the construction shows that during the next sweep cycle (dotted line) the intersection point moves to Z', further away from X'. Hence X' is not a
stable point. Continuation of the graphical construction will show that
the intersection point will move progressively with each succeeding cycle
until it reaches the point X. Here the sweep period is the same as at X',
but at X the situation is stable, while at X' it is unstable.
In summary, we may conclude that a relaxation oscillator may be syn-chronized stably only on the positive slope portion (AGB of Figs. 12-13 or
12-14b) of a sinusoidal input sync voltage. The particular phase (j of the
input sine wave at which synchronization takes place is seen from Fig.
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12-14b to be given by

. E
() = arCSIn-

Em

where E is the minimum voltage required for synchronization and Em is
the peak value of the sine-wave voltage.
12-8. Sine-wave Frequency Division with a Thyratron Sweep. The
operation of a thyratron sweep as a divider is a natural extension of the
process of synchronization. Figure 12-15 (solid lines) shows the sweep
and synchronizing waveforms for division by a factor of 4. This case is
one in which the natural period To is slightly smaller than 4T. The sync
~------------T.=4T------------~
t+---------To-----------'~

4-T
I
I
-,
I /\
II \

I'I

~------T$=3T---~

FIG. 12-15. The thyratron sweep used as a counter.
ratio with sync-signal amplitude.

\\

I
I

I
I

~

Time·

Illustrating the change in counting

signal changes the sweep period from To to T s, where Ts = 4T. The
dotted waveforms in Fig. 12-15 show that for the situation illustrated an
increase in amplitude of the sync signal can change the counting ratio
from 4 to 3. Quite generally one may make the following observation
with respect to a thyratron sweep as a counter. If the sweep terminates
on the descending portion of the Eb curve and if as a consequence the
period To is lengthened or shortened to Ts where Ts = nT, then the thyratron will operate stably as an n: 1 counter.
It was tacitly assumed earlier that the range of synchronization (or
counting) extends from the point where the sweep intersects the Eb curve
at a maximum to the point where the intersection is at a minimum of the
Eb curve. Such a result normally holds for small values of sync voltage,
but may not necessarily apply when the sync amplitude is comparable
to the sweep amplitud-e. Observe, for example, in Fig. 12-15 that the
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FIG. 12-16. (a) Showing that when the intersection point of the sweep with the Eb
curve occurs on the descending portion of the Eb curve a stable situation results.
(b) Showing that instability results if the intersection point occurs on the ascending
portion of the Eb curve.
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sweep will never be able to terminate at a maximum of E b , since to do
so would require that the sweep first cross the previous negative excursion of the Eb waveform. Figure 12-17 illustrates a case (dotted sweep)
where the sync amplitude is in principle just large enough to cause 1: 1
synchronization. The actual sweep waveform, however, as shown, consists of alternate long and short sweeps. Figure 12-17 suggests that when
a thyratron sweep is used in connection with a cathode-ray oscillograph
it is advisable always to use as small a sync signal as possible. A sweep
waveform as in Fig. 12-17 will cause a piecewise display of each cycle of
the signal being observed on a cathode-ray oscillograph.
We shall now compare the general results which hold for sine-wave
synchronization with the characteristics associated with pulse synchronization. The features of pulse synchronization are effectively summarized in Fig. 12-3. As in Fig. 12-3, so in the case of sine-wave synchronization we find that, for small sync signals, synchronization holds over a

~

Time

FIG. 12-17. Illustrating a possible result of excessive sync signal in a thyratron sweep.

small range in the neighborhood of integral relationships between T and
To. With sine waves, however, unlike the situation that results with
pulses, synchronization persists for variations of To/T in either direction.
In both cases the range of synchronization increases with increasing syncsignal amplitude. Finally, with pulses, for large sync-signal amplitudes,
synchronization holds for all values of To/Tp > 1, abrupt jumps in
counting ratio occurring at critical values of To/Tp. With sine waves,
however, while the range of synchronization may be large for large sync
amplitudes, we cannot be sure that synchronization in a useful fashion
will persist for all values of To/T. This last feature is in part brought out
in Fig. 12-17.
12-9. Sine-wave Synchronization of Other Relaxation Devices. The
mechanism of sine-wave synchronization of relaxation devices other than
the thyratron sweep is similar in principle to that already discussed. Let
us consider, as an additional and representative example, the sine-wave
synchronization of an astable multivibrator.
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To achieve synchronization, a sync signal must be applied in such a
manner that it can influence the instant at which a timing cycle is terminated by a regenerative action. This regeneration occurs when a tube
comes out of cutoff, and therefore the sync signal may be injected at a
grid, a cathode, or a plate. In the latter case the sync signal is principally effective because it is coupled to a grid through a plate-to-grid
coupling capacitor. The precise details of synchronization will depend
on the manner of sync inj ection, on whether the sync is applied to one or
both tubes, and also in each case on the impedance of the sync source.
Let us consider that a sinusoidal signal from a low-impedance source is
applied to one grid, say G 1, in Fig. 12-5a. When TI is cut off, the sync
voltage will appear superimposed on the exponential G 1 waveform. During the time T2 is cut off, the amplified and inverted sync voltage will
appear superimposed on the G 2 waveform. If, as is normally the case,
the gain from G1 to G2 in the multi is large, then the sync voltage on G2
will be large in comparison with the sync voltage on G 1• Hence, we shall
not make a serious error by neglecting the sync voltage on G1 and assuming that the instant G1 comes out of cutoff is unaffected by the sync voltage. In other words, the first portion of the multi is unsynchronized.
To determine graphically how the sync voltage on G 2 influences the
instant at which the timing cycle of G 2 is terminated, we may either add
the sine voltage to the exponential at G2 or else we may invert the sine
voltage at G2 and add it to the cutoff voltage. A typical situation illustrating synchronization is indicated in Fig. 12-18. In Fig. 12-18a we
show the sinusoidal sync voltage at G 1• In Fig. 12-18b this voltage has
been amplified, inverted, and added to the exponential waveform at G2•
In Fig. 12-18c the sinusoidal sync voltage of Fig. 12-18b has been inverted
and added to the cutoff level to give the effective cutoff-voltage curve
shown. The waveform which would be observed on an oscilloscope whose
input is at G 2 is that indicated in Fig. 12-18b. However, the construction
in Fig. 12-18c is more useful from the point of view of analyzing the effect
of the synchronizing voltage on the behavior of the multi. As previously
discussed, stable synchronization requires that the multi exponential terminate on the effective cutoff voltage while the latter has a negative
slope. And the general characteristics suggested by Fig. 12-3a and b
apply to the astable multi as well.
To increase the range of synchronization of the multi, it is advantageous to synchronize both timing cycles of the multi by applying synchronizing signals to both grids simultaneously. Ordinarily in divider
applications a multi is adjusted for nominally symmetrical operation,
since no special advantage results from asymmetrical operation. For
such a symmetrical multi, it is best to apply in-phase sync signals if th~
division ratio is to b~ an even number and to apply out-of-phase sync
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signals if the division ratio is to be odd. These results may be seen from
Fig. 12-19. In Fig. 12-19a the division ratio (4: 1) is even, the sync signals are in phase, and it appears that both timing exponentials meet the
effective cutoff voltage in a manner to ensure stability. In Fig. 12-19b
the division ratio (3: 1) is odd, the sync signals are again in phase, and
while the exponential of the G1 waveform is synchronized in a stable fashion, the G2 waveform is not. Similarly, it is easy to show, by drawing
appropriate waveforms, that, when the sync signals are out of phase,
Sync signal applied to5=!.

.e::=--.c::-..

J--:--T -.J
Ie::--..
I.e::=--

c:=:--.
Cutoff

(b)

I~---Total

waveform at G2

FIG. 12-18. Graphical construction to show synchronization of an astable multi to
sine waves. (a) Sync waveform at G 1 ; (b) sync combined with exponential discharge
waveform at G2 ; (c) sync combined with cutoff voltage at G2 •

both parts of the multi grid waveform will be synchronized in a stable
fashion only for odd division ratios.
A blocking oscillator may be made to provide its own sinusoidal synchronizing signal by using the principle of resonant stabilization. Referring to Fig. 12-11, we note that, neglecting the sync pulses, the superimposed sinusoidal waveform may give the net grid-to-cathode waveform
a larger slope near the termination of the cycle than that of the exponential itself. As a result, the usual sources of instability in a blocking
oscillator may give rise to much reduced frequency instability.
Before leaving the subject of sine-wave synchronization of relaxation
oscillators we wish to emphasize that such a divider does not deliver a
sinusoidal output. In most cases the waveform is more nearly" square"
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FIG. 12-19. Sync signal applied in phase to both grids. (a) The synchronization is stable
for both portions of the multi waveform when the division ratio is even. (b) The
division ratio is odd and the G2 timing waveform is not locked in a stable fashion.

(from a multi) or "triangular" (from a gas-tube sweep or blocking oscillator). If a sinusoidal waveform is desired, then the output of the relaxa.tion divider is applied to the input of an amplifier whose plate load is a
tank circuit tuned to the desired frequency. Circuits for obtaining sinusoidal division without using a relaxation device are given in the next two
sect.ions.
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12-10. A Sinusoidal Divider Using Regeneration and Modulation. 3
The relaxation dividers do not normally operate reliably at frequencies
beyond about 1 Me. At these high frequencies the times of the regenerative transition between states and the recovery periods become comparable to the time of duration of a stable or quasi-stable state. The
natural period of the divider becomes very unstable, being seriously
affected by small variations in stray capacitance, and stable frequency
division is achieved only with great difficulty.
Input
frequency=nf

Output
frequencY=f

Feedback signal
frequency=(n -l)f

(a)
Pentagrid converter
(modulator)

Tripier

Tripier

Feedback ..........
signal,9f

(b)

FIG. 12-20. Divider employing modulation and regeneration. (a) Block diagram;
(b) schematic of a 10:1 divider. (Courtesy of Reeves-Hoffman Corp.)

A divider for a sinusoidal signal which is capable of operating at very
much higher frequencies than relaxation dividers is shown in functional
form in Fig. 12-20a. The signal of frequency nf, whose frequency is to
be divided by the factor n, is applied to an amplitude modulator. Simultaneouslya signal of frequency (n - 1)f, whose origin will appear shortly,
is also applied to the modulator. In the modulator the signal nf is modulated by the signal (n - 1)f. The modulator output contains many
frequencies, among which are the input frequencies (n - 1)f and nf
as well as the sideband frequencies nf
(n - 1)f = (2n - 1)f and
nf - (n - 1)f = f. The filter selects the frequency f which then
appears as the output. The output is applied to a frequency multiplier
which multiplies by the ratio n - 1 to produce the feedback signal of
frequency (n - l)f whose existence was postulated at the outset. The
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loop gain at the frequency f must exceed unity if the oscillations are to be
sustained. This statement explains the use of the word regeneration in

connection with this type of divider.
The modulator (refer to Fig. 12-20b) usually consists of a pentagrid
converter tube such as is used in a radio receiver to heterodyne the
incoming radio-frequency signal with the local oscillator signal to produce the intermediate-frequency signal. Such pentagrid converter tubes,
of which the GSA7 and the GBA7 are examples, have two control grids.
The signal component of the plate current of these tubes is essentially
proportional to the product of the signals of the two control grids and for
this reason the tube may be used as a modulator. The filter at the modulator output need consist of nothing more elaborate than a paralleltuned LC circuit in the plate lead of the modulator tube. The frequency
multiplier may be of the conventional type in which a pent ode is driven
by a large-amplitude grid signal, the plate load of the pentode being a
resonant tank tuned to the (n - 1)st harmonic of the input signal. If
the input signal is large enough so that the plate current flows in pulses,
this current will be rich in harmonics of the input signal. Assuming a
high Q tank circuit, the output voltage will equal the product of the
tank-circuit impedance at its resonant frequency times the component of
plate current at this frequency. The upper frequency of operation of
dividers of the type given in Fig. 12-20a is limited only by the frequency
at which modulators, filters, and multipliers may be operated. A schematic of a 10: 1 divider using two multipliers in cascade is shown in
Fig. 12-20b.
We shall now show qualitatively that the only stable frequency at
which the circuit can operate is precisely f. Assume, for example, that
the output frequency momentarily drifts from f to some higher value
f + 0, where 0 > 0 and 0 «f. Then the output of the multiplier will
be (n - 1) (f + 0) and the modulator frequency will shift from f to
nf - (n - 1)(f + 0) = f - (n - 1)0, which frequency is less than f.
Hence, if the frequency tends to increase, the circuit acts in such a direction as to counterbalance this tendency. Therefore, f may be a stable
frequency.
If the multiplier were designed to deliver a frequency (n + 1)f instead
of (n - 1)f, then the output frequency would also be f. However, such
a system is unstable. For example, if the output drifts from f to some
higher value f + 0 momentarily, then the modulator output will shift
from f to (n + 1)(f + 0) - nf = f + (n + 1)0. Since this frequency is
further away from f than the assumed deviation 0, then the circuit causes
the output frequency to drift away from the initial value f. When the
frequency drifts far enough away from the central frequency of the tuned
circuits (in the modulator and multiplier), the loop gain becomes less
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than unity and the output drops to zero. Therefore, we conclude that
the multiplier must be designed for a frequency (n - 1)f and not (n
1)f.
The special case n = 2 is of some interest. Since n - 1 = 1 for n = 2,
then the multiplication is by 1. Hence, division by 2 is accomplished
without the use of a multiplier.
In the case of a relaxation oscillation we saw that increasing the size of
the sync voltage might cause a change in division ratio. This result is
not obtained with the circuit now under consideration. There exists a
minimum voltage below which the circuit output is zero. However, if
the sync voltage is increased beyond the minimum value, the frequency
of the output remains unchanged, although the amplitude of the output
increases.
The divider of Fig. 12-20 has two disadvantages. The first of these is
its relative complexity. Second, it may turn out that the divider is not
self-starting. The reason for this last feature is not difficult to see. The
multipliers depend for their operation on having a large input signal so
that the tubes will be vigorously overdriven. When the driving signal is
small, the tubes may operate quite linearly and, hence, provide no appreciable harmonic components of plate current. Hence, the multipliers
wait for the circuit to supply large driving signals, whereas the circuit
cannot do so until the multipliers operate. To start the divider, it may
be necessary to allow the tubes to warm up, to apply plate voltage, and
then to introduce a large transient voltage into the circuit. The starting switch S in Fig. 12-20b is intended to introduce just such a large
starting transient.
On the other hand, the divider in Fig. 12-20 has a number of worthwhile advantages. The first of these, of course, is its ability to operate
at high frequencies. Second, the proper division ratio depends essentially only on the tuning of several passive filter circuits, which tuning is
not critical, and not on the stability of tube characteristic. Lastly, if
the tuning of the tank circuits should happen to drift out of range or if
the input signal should be missing, the divider will furnish no output.
The circuit, therefore, operates to give the correct output signal or it
does not operate at all. These features are to be compared with, say,
the astable multi which will divide incorrectly if the tube characteristics
drift excessively and which will continue to give an output signal, necessarily incorrect, if the input signal should fail.
12-11. The Locked Oscillator as a Divider. 4 A sinusoidal oscillator
can be used as a frequency divider. Assume that the natural frequency
of the oscillator is fo and that a nominally sinusoidal synchronizing signal of frequency f3' nearly equal to nfo (n = an integer), is injected into
the oscillator. The oscillator frequency will change from fo to fsln and
thereafter will run synchronously with the inj ected signal. Under these
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conditions the oscillator is said to be locked. The locked oscillator divider
shares the advantage of the divider using modulation and regeneration in
that it may be used at frequencies beyond the range of relaxation dividers.
The locked oscillator has the further advantage of simplicity when compared with the divider using modulation and regeneration. It suffers,
however, from the relative disadvantage that it continues to yield an
output even in the absence of a synchronizing signal.

(a)

(b)

(c)

c
FIG. 12-21. Locked oscillator circuits. (a) Using pentagrid converter for combining
sync and oscillator signals. (b) The sync and oscillator signals are applied to one grid.
(c) A cathode-coupled circuit.

A careful analysis of the mechanism by which a sinusoidal oscillator
locks to a synchronizing signal is difficult to achieve. This difficulty
does not arise because any basically new principle is involved. The
mechanism of locking in oscillators is similar to the mechanism involved
in the divider using modulation and regeneration. The complication
arises in the present case because all the functions of modulation, regeneration, and harmonic generation are accomplished in a single tube. The
tube nonlinearity is essential to the locking mechanism. Since a nonlinear characteristic is difficult to handle analytically, most locked oscillator design is carried out experimentally.
Several locked oscillator dividers are shown in Fig. 12-21. In Fig.
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12-21a the third grid of a pentagrid converter is used as the control grid
for a tuned-plate oscillator, while the sync signal Es is introduced on the
first grid. In Fig. 12-21b the sync and oscillator signals are applied to the
same grid. A cathode-coupled oscillator is shown in Fig. 12-21c in which
the sync signal is introduced at the free grid.
12-12. Synchronization of a Sinusoidal Oscillator with Pulses. 6
Synchronizat~on is basically a mechanism in which the phase of the sync
signal is compared with the phase of the oscillator (relaxation or otherwise) and a continuous correction is applied to the oscillator to maintain
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FIG. 12-22. (a) A cathode-coupled reactance tube. (b) The equivalent circuit for
calculating the input admittance. (c) The effective input admittance.

some fixed phase relation. An extension of adaptability and certain
other useful features may result if the operations of phase comparison
and phase correction are carried out separately. We shall illustrate the
process by discussing the one-to-one synchronization of a sinusoidal oscillator to a pulse-type sync signal.
The system to be described involves a reactance tube and a phase comparison circuit which we shall first describe very briefly. One of a number of possible methods of using a tube as a reactance tube is shown in
Fig. 12-22a. The point of interest in connection with this circuit is the
admittance Y i presented at the input terminals. The capacitor C' is a
d-c blocking capacitor of negligible reactance. The tube is a pentode so
that its plate current is given by (lmEgk. Hence, the equivalent circuit is
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as drawn in Fig. 12-22b. (Since the plate resistance rp of the pentode is
large compared with RL or R, it has not been included in Fig. 12-22b.)
The ratio IdEi == Y i , and we find

y. = ~
~

RL

+

1

Yc

+ OmR + YcR

(12-5)

where Y c = jwC is the admittance of the capacitor C. In the application under consideration (Fig. 12-25), C = 0.015 J.lf, R = 10 ohms, and
f = 15,750 so that IYcRI = (271")(15,750)(10)(1.5)10- 8 = 0.015. Also,
the largest value of gm is 10- 2 mho and hence gmR = 0.1 maximum.
Since this value and also the value of IYcRI is much smaller than unity,
we may divide the numerator of the second term in Eq. (12-5) by its
denominator and neglect all but the first term in OmR + YcR. Thus
Yi

r--./

~L + Yc(l

- gmR - YcR)

(12-6)

The input circuit is effectively a capacitance in parallel with two resistors, as indicated in Fig. 12-22c. We must emphasize that the reactive
Pulse

inpu~ JL
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G~~~al ~

FIG. 12-23. A phase comparator or discriminator circuit for a pulse and sine wave.

component of the input admittance depends on gm, which is a function
of the quiescent tube current and which, in turn, depends on the bias
voltage. If this reactance tube is now shunted across the tank of an
oscillator, we shall then have a means for controlling the oscillator frequency by varying the d-c bias of the reactance tube. The voltage furnished by the RC phase-shifting network is introduced into the cathode
of the reactance tube so that there will be a free grid for controlling the
frequency.
A circuit suitable for comparing the phase of a sinusoidal signal and a
pulse is shown in Fig. 12-23. The sinusoids are introduced into the
meshes A and B in phase opposition with respect to the polarities of the
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diodes. The pulses are introduced in such a manner as to appear with
the same polarity in both meshes. Let us neglect tentatively the effect
of the pulses. Then, as a result of the sinusoidal input, unidirectional
currents will flow in mesh A and mesh B on alternate half cycles of the
sinusoidal voltage. The voltage drops e xo and eoy are as shown in Fig.
12-24a. The combined voltage exy is then a complete sinusoidal signal
whose average value is zero. This signal is integrated by the RC integrating network which then provides zero output voltage. N ow consider that positive pulses are appEed which occur at such a time that
the pulses exactly straddle the time when the sinusoidal signal passes
No pulse

Pulse centered
at time sinusoid
crosses axis

Pulse centered at
time before sinusoid
crosses axis

" ',_ ... /

ezo

eOy=-e yo

Average=O

~

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 12-24. The waveforms in the circuit of Fig. 12-23.

through zero. The waveforms are indicated in Fig. 12-24b. We see
:tgain that the average value of the voltage exy is zero and hence that the
output voltage will again be zero. Finally, from Fig. 12-24c, it may be
seen that if the pulse occurs earlier than the moment of zero phase of the
sinusoids, the average value of exy is not zero and the integrating circuit
in this case will provide essentially a positive d-c output voltage. Similarly, if the pulse is delayed, the output will be a negative d-c voltage.
The reactance-tube circuit and the phase-comparator circuit described
above may be used to synchronize a sinusoidal oscillator to a pulse
waveform. The pulse waveform and the oscillator signal are applied
to the comparator whose output is used to control the bias of a reactance
tube bridged across the oscillator tank. Suppose that the pulse frequency and the sinusoid frequency are identical and that an initial
phasing adjustment has been made so that the circuit of Fig. 12-23
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yields zero output. N ow let the frequency of the sinusoidal signal
decrease slightly. Then with each succeeding cycle the phase error will
become progressively larger and an ever-increasing, positive, nominally
d-c voltage will appear at the phase comparison circuit output. This
output is applied to the reactance tube to increase its grid voltage and
hence to increase the transconductance gm' From Eq. (12-6) an increase
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FIG. 12-25. A horizontal synchronizing system of a television receiver. Illustrating
the use of a servo system for synchronization. (Courtesy of Proceedings of the Institute
of Radio Engineers.)

in gm will decrease the effective capacitance in the tank circuit, and
hence the oscillator frequency will increase. Thus, an assumed decrease
in frequency has resulted in a circuit reaction which has changed the
frequency in the opposite direction. It is to be noted that the system
here envisaged is basically a servo system in which the phase comparison
circuit is the error-sensing device and the reactance tube is the agency
through which the correction is applied.
A practical system employing this servo principle is shown in Fig.
12-25. This circuit is to be found in many television receivers where it
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is used to synchronize the horizontal-deflection generator (15,750 cps) to
the horizontal synchronizing pulses received from the transmitter. The
tuned transformer T serves both as the tank circuit for the Hartley oscillator and as the sine-wave input coupling system to the phase comparator. The effective tuning capacitance of the oscillator, as demonstrated
above, is Ci = C(l - gmR), where C is the fixed capacitance shunted
across the oscillator tank. Since the 6AC7 has a gm which varies by
± 5 X 10-3 mhos and R = 10 ohms, then Ci varies by ± 5 per cent.
Since the oscillator frequency varies inversely as the square root of Ci, '
then the frequency range of control of the servo system is =+= 2.5 per cent.
If the oscillator drifts further than this amount, it must be retuned, say,
by adjusting the slug in the transformer T. The capacitor C1 shunting
the resistor R1 of the integrating network is found to be necessary to
prevent the servo system from hunting.
In a television receiver the synchronized output of the circuit of Fig.
12-25 is used in turn to trigger the horizontal sweep generator of the
receiver. In connection with television receivers this present system
has the dis~inctive advantage of providing relative immunity from noise
pulses which are received 'with the sync pulses. The noise pulses will
occur at random times and hence at random phases with respect to the
sinusoidal voltage. Any individual noise pulse will have a negligible
effect on the comparator output voltage and the combined effect of a
large number of noise pulses will average out to zero.
The servo system of synchrorization is a system of quite general applicability, although it has the disadvantage of involving usually fairly complicated circuitry. If it is required to synchronize a waveform generator
of any arbitrary waveshape to a sync signal again of arbitrary form, it is
only necessary to devise an appropriate phase-comparator circuit and frequency controlling device. The phase comparator of Fig. 12-23 is an
example of a gating circuit. Gating circuits will be discussed in detail in
Chap. 14. And a frequency control mechanism is usually not difficult to
find. If, for example, the oscillator to be synchronized is of the relaxation type" the frequency can usually be varied conveniently through the
adjustment of a grid bias.
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DIGITAL COMPUTER CIRCUITS

A gate is a device having several inputs and one output. Some of the
inputs may be called signal inputs and others may be designated as control or selector inputs, although often the inputs are indistinguishable
from one another.
There are two general classes of gates. The first, called the transmission or linear gate, is .defined as one in which the output is approximately
a replica of one of the inputs, but the output occurs only during times
selected by the control inputs. Thus, the gate transmits the signal from
input to output in a linear manner (minimum distortion) during selected
times. This type of gate is discussed in Chap. 14.
The second class of gate, called the switching or logical gate, is defined
as one in which the output is a pulse which may have no resemblance to
any of the inputs except that the pulse occurs during the interval selected
by the control voltages. The term logical is applied to these gates
because the input-output characteristic of these circuits is suggestive
of logical operations.
These gates find wide applicability in all fields of pulse circuitry, but
are used particularly extensively in digital computers. For this reason
we shall take our illustrations of the applications of these switching gates
principally from the field of computers.
13-1. Some Features of a Digital Computer.! An electronic digital
computer is a machine which solves problems of numerical computation
of such complexity that solution by human calculators is not feasible.
We may get some sense of the basic processes involved by thinking of
the computer as a device which is able to perform numerical computation
and to follow instructions with extreme rapidity but which is not able to
make any decisions for itself. The numbers and the instructions which
form the program the computer is to follow are stored in a part of the
computer which is referred to as the memory and which is the first essential part of the computer. A second essential part of the computer is
the central control. The function of the control is to interpret orders.
The control must convert the order into an appropriate set of ·voltages to
operate switches, etc., and thereby carry out the instructions conveyed
392
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by the order. A third basic element of a computer is the arithmetic unit
which is the device which actually performs the arithmetic computations:
addition, division etc. Finally, a computer requires appropriate inputoutput devices for inserting numbers and orders into the memory and for
reading the final result.
Suppose we consider that as part of a larger routine an order to perform an addition or division, etc., has been transmitted to central control.
In response to this order the control must select the correct operands
from the memory, it must transmit these operands to the correct arithmetic unit, and it must return to the memory in some previously designated place the result of this computation. The memory serves, then,
not only to store the original input data but also the partial results which

I

I
I

n (numbers)

~------~

-,

I
I

IL- _ _ _ _ _c_____ ...JI

o (orders)

c (control voltages)
FIG. 13-1. Showing interrelationship of basic elements of a digital computer. (From
C. H. Page, Digital Computer Switching Circuits, Electronics, vol. 21, pp. 110-118,
September, 1948.)

will have to be used again as the computation proceeds. Lastly, if the
computation is not to cease with the execution of this order and the storage of the partial result, the order must convey to the control instructions
with respect to where in the memory the control is to find its next order.
In terms of this crude representation of the functioning of a digital
computer the interrelationship of the various components is as indicated
in Fig. 13-1. The connection of the control unit back to the input is to
permit insertion of more data when room becomes available in the
memory.
In a computer a number is represented by a train of pulses. The
individual pulses (or absence of pulses) represent, respectively, the 1 or
o digits in the binary representation of the number. For example, the
pulse train of Fig. 13-2 represents the binary number 11010111, which in
decimal notation is 215 (conversion from the binary to the decimal system is explained in Sec. 11-2). In a similar way, the instructions which
must be conveyed from place to place are also transmitted in the form of
a train of pulses. Actually, then, a waveform representing a number is
indistinguishable from a waveform representing an instruction. Since,
however, numbers are dispatched only to the arithmetic unit and orders
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only to the control unit, no difficulty arises from this situation. In a
pulse train, as in Fig. 13-2, the individual pulses are referred to as bits or
characters, while the entire pulse train is referred to as a word. Thus,
the pulse train of Fig. 13-2 represents an eight-bit word.
We shall be concerned in this chapter with the matter of transmitting,
combining, modifying, etc., the pulses or pulse trains which compose the
Binary

o

o

1

=

11010111

Decimal

= 215

)

Time

FIG. 13-2. A pulse train representing an order or a number in a digital computer.

language of digital computers. Two points are to be kept in mind, however. First, it is to be noted that the circuits to be described are ofyery
wide applicability and are by no means restricted to computers. Second,
the 'student should not expect to be left with an understanding of the
detailed operation of a digitaLcomputer-any more than he would expect
to understand the operation of a telephone exchange on the basis of an
understanding of the operation of a telephone receiver, transmitter, .and
of a relay.
13-2. The OR Circuit. 2 The OR circuit is basically a buffer or mixing
circuit which permits a number of pulse sources of common pulse polarity
to be connected to a common load. The OR circuit minimizes the interaction of the pulse sources on each
other. The circuit has two or more
If
inputs and a single output. If a
pulse is applied to anyone or more
Ro2
of the inputs, a pulse appears at
1.r
the output. The circuit derives its
eo
name from the fact that an output
R
pulse appears when a pulse is applied
Ron
at
input 1 or input 2 or any other
1f
input.
A diode OR circuit is shown in Fig.
FIG. 13-3. A diode OR circuit.
13-3. The diode symbol is used to
represent either thermionic or semiconductor diodes (usually germanium). In the present application, as in others, the germanium diodes
have advantages with respect to space, power, and capacitance and disadvantages with respect to operation at high temperatures and low diode
back resistance.
If a negative pulse is applied at input 1, diode Tl will conduct and a
negative pulse will appear at the output. If the load R is much larger
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than t.he generator output impedance, then, neglecting the small diode
forward resistance, the output pulse amplitude will be nominally equal
to the input pulse. As the pulse forms at the output, all the other diodes
are biased in their high impedance direction and the presence of the
other generators does not result in an additional load on the generator et.
If two or more pulses all of equal amplitude are applied simultaneously
at the input, an output pulse will appear whose amplitude is equal to the
input-pulse amplitude. If the input pulses are of unequal amplitude,
the output will be of an amplitude equal to the amplitude of the largest
input pulse. The circuit of Fig. 13-3 is appropriate for negative pulse
inputs. For positive pulses, the diodes must be reversed in polarity.
The influence of the shunt output capacitance and the diode capacitance on the output pulse is easily seen. Assume, for simplicity, that

t
R

(a)

(b)

FIG. 13-4. (a) Equivalent circuit for an OR circuit with one input excited.
waveform in response to input pulse.

(b) Output

only one generator is furnishing an input pulse. Since, therefore, all
diodes but one are back-biased during the input pulse, the capacitance
shunted across the output is C = Co
(n - l)Cd , in which Co is the
capacitance across R and Cd is the diode capacitance. We neglect here
the impedances of all generators connected to the back-biased diodes
and also assume that R» R o, where Ro is the output impedance of
the generator supplying the pulse. This input pulse will appear at
the output with a rounded leading edge whose time constant is RoC.
The equivalent circuit and waveform are shown in Fig. 13-4a and b.
When the input voltage rises at the end of the pulse, the output capacitor
will sustain the output voltage and every diode will be back-biased,
The capacitor C (whose capacitance is now equal to Co
nCd ) must discharge through R. The trailing-edge decay time will therefore be very
much longer than the leading-edge rise time. The number of input
circuits which may be used is determined by the required transient
response of the network. There will also be a small amount of coupling
between generators because of the diode capacitances, but this effect
need not be serious.

+

+
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When capacitive coupling is employed, as in Fig. 13-5, additional shunt
diodes are required for d-c restoration. The diode polarities shown are
1

o

JL

f--------------o
n-

- - --

-----------

o

FIG. 13-5. An OR circuit with capacitive inputs.

appropriate for positive input pulses. The resistors Rs are large compared with R and may even be omitted altogether. When an input is
excited by a pulse, the corresponding input capacitor will acquire a
charge due to the current which
flows through the series diode. At
the termination of the pulse the
capacitor will~discharge through the
shunt diode. Capacitive and direct
inputs may be used simultane~
ously if required.
OR circuits using triodes are
(a)
shown in Fig. 13-6a and b. In both
cases the tubes are initially biased
beyond cutoff. And in both cases
the application of a positive pulse to
one or more grids will result in an
output pulse, negative if the load is
in the plate circuit and positive if
the load is in the cathode circuit.
eo
These circuits have the advantage
over the diode circuit of providing
_
( b)
a higher in pu t impedance and someFIG. 13-6. OR circuits employing triodes. what better isolation of the input
(a) Load in plate; (b) load in cathode.
sources. These advantages must,
however, be balanced against the extra expense, space, and supply drain.
If, in Fig. 13-6a, two inputs are excited simultaneously, the output pulse
will be larger than if one input is excited. If, however, the load R is very
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large in comparison with the plate resistance of the tube, the output pulse
will not be a very sensitive function of the number of inputs excited.
The reason for this feature is that if R is very large, then, in response to
a positive signal on anyone grid, the plate voltage will bottom (see Sec.
4-3). If, then, additional inputs are excited, no appreciable increase in
current through R will result. A similar result applies to the cathodeloaded circuit of Fig. 13-Gb. In this case, when one input has been
excited, the corresponding tube presents at its cathode a very low impedance. The additional current furnished now by any other tube which
is caused to conduct will not cause any large change in output voltage.
The general appearance of an output pulse from either of the circuits
of Fig. 13-6 wHI be as shown in Fig. 13-4. That is, the leading edge will
have a faster rise time than the trailing edge. The reason is again that
the total shunt capacitance across the output will charge through an
impedance which is relatively low when the tubes are conducting. At
the termination of the pulse, however, the capacitance must discharge
through R alone.
Still another OR circuit is shown in Fig. 13-7. Here we make use of a
tube which has two grids, either of which may be used to effect the
plate-current cutoff. Among tubes of
this type are the 6AS6, the 5915, 6CS6,
7AK7, and 6BN6. Pentagrid converters
such as the 6SA7 and the GBA7 may
also be used for the present purpose. In
Fig. 13-7 the shading represents the fact lJ Input 2 o----fT'/'"/
that initially the biases on both grids
V~"A-_
have been adjusted so that the tube is lr Input 1
Ell
conducting plate current. If now a
sufficient negative pulse is applied either
to grid 1 or grid 2 (or both), the plate
current will cease and an output pulse FIG. 13-7. A two-control-grid tube
will result. This circuit is restricted, of is used as an OR gate.
course, to only two inputs.
13-3. The AND Circuit. 2 The AND circuit (also called a coincidence
circuit) has two or more inputs, to each of which is applied a pulse of
common polarity. The circuit has a single output at which a pulse
appears if and only if a pulse is applied simultaneously to all inputs. If
the input pulses are not of the same time duration, the output pulse will
appear during the time interval that the input pulses overlap.
The OR circuits of Figs. 13-3, 13-5, and 13-6 may be modified for use
as AND circuits by the simple expedient of adjusting the circuits so that
in the quiescent condition the tubes or crystals are conducting current
rather than being in a cutoff condition. Negative input pulses must be
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used in the circuits of Fig. 13-6. Similarly, the OR circuit of Fig. 13-7
may serve as an AND circuit if the bias on each control grid is set below
cutoff and if positive input pulses are used.
A diode AND circuit for positive input pulses is shown in Fig. 13-8.
The diode To is not essential, but has nevertheless been included for a
reason to appear shortly. To understand the operation of the circuit,
assume initially that all the source impedances Ro are zero and that the
diode To is not present. In this case, in the quiescent condition the output eo will be clamped to ground since
the diodes are conducting. If now positive pulses of amplitude Ebb or larger are
R
applied simultaneously to all the inputs,
the diodes will be back-biased and a pulse
of amplitude Ebb will appear at the outeo put. If, however, even one input fails to
lot To receive a pulse, the corresponding diode
will continue to conduct, the output will
~e,.
remain clamped, and no output pulse
Ira
will appear. If one or more of the input
FIG. 13-8. A diode AND circuit.
pulses has an amplitude less than Ebb, the
output pulse will have an amplitude equal to the smallest input pulse,
since when the output rises to the smallest input amplitude the corresponding diode will conduct.
Because of the finite value of the Ro's in a practical circuit, the initial
clamping level will be somewhat positive, and even if there is no coincidence of pulses at all inputs the output eo will respond slightly to the input
pUlses. If R is very much larger than the Ro's, the response at a coincidence will be very much larger than the response resulting even if all but
one of the diodes is caused to stop conducting. In an AND circuit even
this slight response to something less than a complete coincidence is often
undesirable and to minimize this feature the diode To has been added.
It is possible to achieve the same effect with a diode placed in series with
the output (see Prob. 13-8).
In Fig. 13-8, ER must be adjusted so that the individual diode currents
II, 1 2, • • • , In (which are nominally equal to one another) are each
larger than the current I. In this case, even if all but one diode is backbiased by input pulses, the diode To will be required to continue to conduct, and the output will remain clamped to E R • If, however, all the
input diodes stop conducting, the diode To must also stop and an output
signal will form. A limitation on the number of input circuits which
may be employed is the current-carrying capacity of the diode To. The
diode To keeps the output close to ER for anything less than a complete
coincidence but, of course, will not act as a perfect clamp because of the
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finite forward resistance R, of To. If, say, some number m < n diodes
are cut off, the current in To must change by an amount jj,.!o and the output will change by (Alo)R,. The magnitude of this change is easily
calculated and may be made quite small in comparison to the output
which results at a coincidence.
The waveform of the AND circuit output pulse will now be discussed.
If we neglect the capacitance across the diodes, we may easily compute
the form of the output pulse. When the output pulse is formed, all
diodes are back-biased and the output capacitance Co must charge
through R. The output will therefore rise from ER toward Ebb with a
time constant RC o • At the termination of the input pulses, the diodes
7 1, • • • , Tn conduct and the output capacitance discharges at a
rate determined by Co and the parallel combination of Rand n resistors.
Each of these n resistors consists of the diode resistance in series with the
output impedance of the generators. The output pulse will therefore
decay much more rapidly than it rises.
The waveform is indicated in Fig. 13-9a
for input amplitudes E greater than Ebb.
This result is to be compared with the
corresponding result for the OR circuit.
The rise time may be improved at the
expense of amplitude by making the FIG. 13-9. Effect of capacitance on
.
I
l' d E
11
h
waveform of output of an AND
mput-pu se amp Itu e
sma er t an circuit. (a) E > Ebb; (b) E < Ebb.
Ebb. Under these circumstances the
output rises toward Ebb but is clamped at the voltage E by the diode connected to the generator supplying this pulse E. This waveform is
indicated in Fig. 13-9b. If the diode capacitances are taken into account,
the output waveforms are modified only slightly from those indicated in
Fig. 13-9.
An adaptation of the diode AND circuit to capacitive coupling is
shown in Fig. 13-10. The source impedances of the driving pulse generators have been omitted for simplicity. The input sides of the diodes
have here been returned to a negative source so that the quiescent level
of the output may be at ground. The resistors Rk are required to provide a continuous path for the quiescent diode current. Each input
capacitor may charge rapidly through its own diode and through 710 so
that the negative excursion of the pulse at the input side of T 1, • • • ,Tn
may be rapidly restored to zero. In this way the peak positive excursion
of the input side of T I , • • • , Tn is always maintained equal to the
peak-to-peak input-pulse amplitude independently of the duty cycle of
the input pulses.
A triode AND circuit with a series diode is shown in Fig. 13-11. The
input pulses are negative and drive the individual tubes beyond cutoff.
1
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If less than a complete coincidence occurs, the small rise in the common
plate voltage does not appear at the output because of the diode. At a
complete coincidence, the plates rise to Ebb and an output pulse appears.
The leading edge of the output pulse will be slower than the trailing edge
for the reason already discussed in connection with the diode AND circuit. AN D circuits corresponding to the OR circuits of Figs. 13-6b and
13-7 may readily be drawn.
Tl

~C
e1

Ebb

I~

-+---

Rk
-Ecc

II

R

T2
~

eo

12

... -------

lot

Tn
~

In

-Ecc
FIG. 13-10. A capacitive input diode AND circuit.

I
I
I

I
I

I

1

I
I
I

FIG. 13-11. A triode AND circuit.

13-4. The NOT Circuit. A circuit which inverts the polarity of a pulse
is called an INVERTER or NOT circuit. A plate-loaded triode, for
example, therefore constitutes a NOT circuit. The discussion which fol··
lows will make clear the reason for this terminology.
Suppose that we have a variable voltage which is distinctive in that it
can assume only one of two possible values. We might then designate
these two voltages by the symbols A and B, 0 and 1, low and high, up
and down, etc. A pulse or train of pulses constitutes just such a vari-
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able voltage, the pulse edges representing the (ideally) abrupt transition
between the two possible states. A device which inverts a signal would
then have the property that if the input were, say, in the state A, the
output would be in the state B. Since, however, only two states are possible, rather than to say that the output is in state B we may say instead
that the output is in the state NOT A. A NOT circuit is shown in Fig.
13-12a. The inverting 'pulse transformer constitutes basically the NOT
circuit. The d-c restorer has been added to establish the absolute levels
of the two states at the output. A NOT circuit is frequently used to
advantage in conjunction with other switching gates, as will be illustrated in the next section.

+~==JLrUL~Il~~
-=-

n r--+ E
u w---o

, r---l

u

-=-

+E

(a)
E2---~
E1 - - - -

E2

~ ----,

.

r----1 I I I
LJ LJ

E;-LJ

(b)
FIG. 13-12. (a) A NOT circuit.

(b) Defining the operation of a N07 1 circuit.

A NOT circuit actually does somewhat more than simply invert a
pulse. We may note that the reason a computer may work digitally,
even though vacuum tubes are employed, is that each tube is either conducting heavily or nonconducting and never in an intermediate condition.
Hence, within any particular digital circuit there are only two voltage
levels which are recognized. If a NOT circuit simply inverted a pulse,
we would have three levels to deal with, i.e., a positive pulse, a negative
pulse, and no pulse. Hence, strictly, a NOT circuit is defined by the operation indicated in Fig. 13-12b, that is, it inverts the waveform but keeps the
variable operating between the same two limits, El and E 2, as shown. For
example, in the NORC computer (International Business Machines Corporation Computer designed for the Naval Ordnance) the levels El and E2
are -25 volts and +10 volts, respectively. The INVERTER or NOT
circuit used is a d-c amplifier in cascade with a cathode follower, as shown
in Fig. 13-13. If the input changes from - 25 volts to +10 volts, the
output goes from 10 volts to - 25 volts.
13-5. The INHIBITOR Circuit. 2 Let us describe a pulse train by saying that the waveform is in state A when the waveform is at its lower
voltage level and in state B when the waveform is at its higher voltage
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level. In terms of the NOT terminology we may describe a diode AND
circuit as follows. When one or more inputs is at A, the output is at A;
when all inputs are at B, the output is at B. Suppose now that we have
an AND circuit with n + 1 inputs and that the (n + l)st input is preceded by a NOT circuit, as in Fig. 13-14a. Such a circuit is called a
+150v

Input

o--."\A~+

t-----t---o Output

150 K

-S2v -150v
FIG. 13-13. The NORC NOT or INVERTER circuit.

NOT-AND circuit, ,an INHIBITOR circuit, or an anticoincidence circuit and has the following properties. If the input at ,the (n + l)st terminal of the composite circuit is A, then the input to the (n + l)st AND
circuit terminal is B. Hence, if all other inputs become B, the output
becomes B. If the input to the NOT circuit is B, then the input to the
corresponding AND terminal is A and the output of the AND circuit
Inputs

B+13£J
I"r a

AND

(a)

I· · Ed
Output

NOT-AND

)

I

Inhibitor}

(b)

0

Ed

INHIBITOR

(c)

AND

(d)

~

~

FIG. 13-14. Symbols representing an INHIBITOR circuit.

must remain at A, even if inputs 1, 2, . . . ,n are at B. Stated otherwise, the circuit has the property that an output pulse will appear if and
only if pulses are applied simultaneously to inputs 1 to n and no pulse is
applied at the (n + l)st input. The pulse applied to the (n + l)st terminal is called the inhibiting pulse and the corresponding terminal is
called the 'inhibiting terminal. When the NOT-AND circuit is reple-
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sented by a single block, as in Fig. 13-14b, the inhibiting terminal is
distinguished by the half circle, as indicated. Frequently no special
recognition is taken of the NOT component of the INHIBITOR and
the circuit is represented as in Fig. 13-14c or d.
An a-c coupled diode INHIBITOR circuit is shown in Fig. 13-15.
The separate component parts have been included in dotted boxes. The
resistors and capacitors not included in a box serve simply as a-c coupling inputs of the signal pulses. Initially, diode T n+1 is not conducting,
while all other diodes are conducting. If inputs 1 to n go from the low
level to the high level simultaneously, all diodes will be nonconducting

Signal
inputs

-XL ~2 1---_-1....!4I--~
T2

_______ -:E.s.cl
r-I

I
Inhibitor
input

Tn+!

JLn+l:.

rI

I
I

I

II

I -=L ___ J

I

T
0

I

I
"CLAMP

IL----..J

I

Rkl

I

I

I
~NOT
I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Ecc2
L
_ --1I

-=

+

FIG. 13-15. An a-c coupled diode INHIBITOR circuit.

and the output will rise. If an inhibitor signal of amplitude large enough
to overcome the back-biasing voltage +Ecc2 is applied, then Tn+1 will
conduct and keep the output clamped at the low level even if diodes
T I , • • • , Tn stop conducting. When an output signal does form, it will
have an amplitude Ebb, E cc2 , or E (the signal input amplitude), whichever is the smallest.
If an inhibitor pulse is to allow none of the signal to be transmitted
through the gate, it is necessary that the inhibitor pulse begin earlier
and last longer than the signal pulses. In a system in which all pulses
are nominally of the same duration some means is required effectively to
stretch out the inhibitor pulse. Figure 13-16 represents schematically the
use of delay lines to ensure that the inhibitor pulse completely overlaps
the signal pulse. The signal pulse is delayed by the delay line DB so that
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the inhibitor pulse: arrives at the AND circuit before the signal pulse.
The delay line Di has a longer delay than DB so that the inhibitor pulse
also arrives after the signal pulse.
When a parallel set of triodes is used as an AND circuit (load either
in common plate or cathode lead), the conversion of this circuit to an
inhibitor requires again only that a NOT circuit be inserted in the path of
one of the input signals. A similar modification will convert a multigrid AND amplifier into an INHIBITOR Circuit.
13-6. An Example of a Switching Circuit. 3 A digital computer uses a
very large number of switching gates. Hence, the fundamental circuits

Inhibitor

i~put.to

I

+Ecc2
FIG. 13-16. Illustrating the use of delay lines to ensure that the inhibitor pulse shall
overlap the signal pulses.

which are used over and over again are mounted into a minimum number of plug-in packages. The advantages with respect to manufacturing, replacement, and trouble shooting are apparent. One of the basic
packages used in the National Bureau of Standards Computer, SEAC,
which uses resistors, germanium diodes, and a single tube and pulse
transformer, is shown in Fig. 13-17. The circuit has 15 input terminals
and is able to drive simultaneously as many as 14 input terminals of a
number of other similar packages. At the input we find 5 separate AND
gates. Those input terminals which are in use are maintained at
-8 volts, this voltage level being set usually as a result of being coupled to
the output of a preceding package. The AND diode gates therefore
conduct, as they should, and the voltage at the input side of the OR
diodes is also about -8 volts. The output side of the OR gate diodes
and the 6AN5 grid are clamped to -5 volts. The OR gate diodes are
therefore back-biased to the extent of 3 volts. This 3-volt back bias
prevents the OR gate diode from responding to anything less than a
complete coincidence at any of the input AND gates.
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When a coincidence occurs at one of the AND gates, the voltage at
the 6AN5 grid will be driven highly positive because it is connected
to the bleeder arrangement consisting of +62 volts, 10 K, 39 K, and
- 65 volts. The grid resistance of the 6AN5 is not low enough to limit
Five AND gates

+62 v
10 K
Output OR gate

+62v

Direct
output

-8v

10K

OR gate

Positive
output

-5v

R

+ 62 v r----..---i
Negative
output

39 K

+2v
+62v

-65v

-65v

FIG. 13-17. The SEAC switching gate package. (From R. D. Elbourn and R. P. Witt,
Dynamic Circuit Techniques Used in SEAC and DYSEAC, Proc. IRE, vol. 41, pp.
1380-1387, October, 1953.)

the grid voltage to a reasonable value and thus the additional clamping
diode is used to clamp the grid at +2 volts. The 6AN5 grid, therefore,
swings between -5 and +2 volts in response to which the 6AN5 plate
current changes by about 42 rna. This grid swing produces the maximum tube-current change consistent with the allowable grid dissipation.
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The pulse which appears at the low impedance secondary windings of the
transformer has an amplitude of about 20 volts.
We examine now the output circuit. The positive output circuit is
designed so that the signal at the positive terminal may be used to drive
the AND gates of a succeeding switching-gate package. The positive
output circuit is redrawn in Fig. 13-18. Diode Tl represents the parallel
combination of the five OR gate diodes and T2 the parallel combination
of the five clamping diodes. We neglect temporarily the 130-ohm
resistor which shunts the OR gate diodes.
To see the need for the output circuit arrangement of Fig. 13-18, consider that the indicated arrangement is replaced by one in which the
transformer output winding is connected directly to the positive output
+62v
10 K

-8v
Positive

+62'v
10 K

~ JL
-lOy
-65v
Positive output circuit

AND gates to be driven

FIG. 13-18. The positive output circuit of the switching gate package of Fig. 13-17.

terminal. Assume also that this terminal is connected to one diode in
each of a number of AND gates. Suppose that this output circuit is
quiescent (no pulse) but that all the other diodes of the gates are pulsed.
Then all the current which previously flowed in all other diodes must now
flow back into the positive output terminal and through the transformer
winding. The voltage at the positive output terminal must remain
nominally constant in the presence of this pulse of current if the AND
circuits are to be restrained from responding. It is therefore required
that the transformer-winding output impedance be very low. In the
SEAC computer the basic repetition rate of the pulses is 1 Mc, and even
at this frequency the impedance of the transformer output winding is of
the order of 300 ohms. Hence T 1 is used to prevent the current from
flowing back into the'transformer.
In the circuit of Fig. 13-18 note that before the connection of the positive terminal to the AND gates (10 = 0) the diode T2 conducts, clamping
the output to - 8 volts, as required. This current continues through R
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(12 = I), and diode Tl is back-biased. When now connection is made
to the AND gates, the current 10 will have no appreciable effect on the
output until 10 exceeds nominally the current I. For when 10 = I, then
12 will become zero. But for 10 less than I, the difference I - 10 must be
supplied by T2 and the output will remain clamped at -8 volts. To
avoid unnecessary drain of the supply voltages, the resistor R is made
adjustable (between 0.53 K and 1.25 K) so that it can be tailored to the
number of AND gates to be driven.
When a positive pulse does develop across the transformer winding
due to a pulse at the 6AN5 grid, this pulse is coupled to the output terminal through the diode T 1. Under these circumstances the succeeding
AN D circuit diodes coupled to the output are driven to the back-biased
direction and consequently do not load the output. If, however, a positive pulse is to appear at the output, the diode T2 must stop conducting.
Hence, the transformer output winding must now supply a current
greater than I through the five-parallel-diode OR circuit.
The 130-ohm resistor in Fig. 13-17, heretofore neglected, is used as a
transformer damping resistor. It will be recalled (Sec. 9-7) that the
pulse derived from a transformer output winding is necessarily accompanied by an undershoot which may be oscillatory in nature. The damping is necessary to prevent the positive cycle of an oscillation from
behaving as a false pulse. During the pulse itself the 130-ohm resistor is
shunted across the conducting diode Tl and hence has little effect. When
the circuit is quiescent, the 130-ohm resistor permits about 15 rna to flow
through the pulse transformer.
The negative output winding, because of its reversed polarity, constitutes essentially a NOT circuit and is used when a succeeding AND
gate is to be used as an INHIBITOR. Observe that the quiescent
+4-volt level of the negative terminal is appropriate to keep nonconducting the diodes of the AND gate to which it is connected.
The direct output is used for driving delay lines which present a nominally resistive load and to drive OR gates other than the output OR gate.
If it were desired to use the circuit of Fig. 13-17 simply as an OR gate,
this result could be achieved by connecting a single input to all the diodes
of one of the input AND circuits. This arrangement would then certainly seem uneconomical. However, the fact is that more generally the
arrangement of a number of AND circuits followed by an OR circuit
followed by a NOT circuit is one which fits nicely into the general switching requirements of a digital computer.
Throughout the remainder of this chapter we shall discuss a number
of applications of the various switching gates.
13-7. The AND Circuit Used for Pulse Reshaping. In a digital computer the various mathematical manipulations required are performed by
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operations on pulses.· Pulses, or better, pulse trains, represent the numbers on which the computer performs operations. Even the instructions
which direct the computer are conveyed by means of pulse trains. An
individual pulse may be required to pass through several hundred transmission devices before it has completely served its purpose. In the course
of its successive transmissions a pulse. may become appreciably deteriorated. That is to say, its amplitude may have been attenuated and its
rise and fall time increased to the point where the pulse is no longer
usable. The pulse must, therefore, be reshaped periodically.
N ow there is available, in a digital computer, for exactly the purpose
presently contemplated, a continuous sequence of master clock pulses.
These are pulses of good waveshape whose recurrence rate is established usually by a crystal oscillator. This stable oscillator determines
the basic rate at which the computer operates and for this reason is

(a)

_______~~____~rl~__(b)___
(c)
FIG. 13-19. (a) Clock pulses. (b) A train of deteriorated pulses.
pulses produced by an AND gate.

(c) The reshaped

referred to as the clock. These clock pulses are distributed to all parts
of the computer, where they are used to maintain the timing of the computer and to restore the pulse waveshapes.
One method of pulse reshaping is shown in Fig. 13-19. In Fig. 13-19a
is shown the continuous sequence of clock pulses, while in Fig. 13-19b we
have a train of deteriorated pulses. If these two signals are applied to a
two-input AND gate, the output waveform will appear as in Fig. 13-19c.
To see how the waveform of Fig. 13-19c comes about, it is only necessary
to recall that the output of an AND gate is equal instantaneously to the
smaller of the two inputs. Figure 13-19 is drawn on the basis that the
deteriorated pulse overlaps and is larger than the clock pulse.
In Fig. 13-20 is illustrated the situation in which the clock pulse is
larger than the deteriorated pUlse. In this case the output of an AND
gate still bears a vestige of the deterioration. The pulse may, however,
be restored in amplitude and shape by an amplifier which limits at the
level indicated by the dotted horizontal line.
In Figs. 13-19 and 13-20 we haVE! tacitly assumed that the clock pulse
. and information pulse are centered with respect to one another. This
assumption, however, is unrealistic since each transmission device in the
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computer will introduce some delay into the signal pulse so that even if the
pulses were initially centered they would not long remain so. It is therefore necessary to make available in a computer a number of sources of
clock pulses, each of different phase. Note that when a delay has
accumulated in the signal pulse equal to the time interval between clock
pulses, the original phase of the clock pulse
may once again be used for reshaping since it
does not matter with which clock pulse a
(a)
particular signal pulse coincides. In the
I
I
I
I
SEAC computer, for example, four crystal
I
I
oscillator clock pulses are available, each one
shifted in phase successively by 90°.
(b)
I
I
After reshaping, a signal pulse has the form
I
I
of a clock pulse. As this reshaped pulse conI
I
tinues along its path, we shall want to reshape
(c)
it again before its deterioration becomes parFIG. 13-20. A reshaped pulse
ticularly pronounced. Hence, the signal pulse produced by an AND circuit
will never be very much broader than the clock for the case where clock
pulse, and even with a number of phases of pulse (a) is larger than
signal pulse (b). The reclock pulses it will be difficult to achieve the shaped pulse is shown in (c).
ideal situation in which the signal pulse completely overlaps the clock pulse. The required overlap may be achieved
by combining an AND circuit with regeneration to achieve reshaping by
the principle of regenerative broadening. This method is described in Sec.
13-8. A completely different principle for pulse reshaping and retiming
is explained in Sec. 13-13.
13-8. Regenerative Broadening.2 Suppose that we have two pulses PI
and P 2 which have a certain time interval of overlap. If these pulses are

JL

--ilL
---f---)----

l1

OR

~

AND

~_4-_0_ut-:p~~:----<lO

FIG. 13-21. A regenerative broadening circuit.

applied to an AND circuit, the output pulse will persist only for the time
of the overlap. Hence, the output pulse will be terminated at the time of
termination of either PI or P 2, whichever occurs first. If, however, we
require that the output pulse terminate only at the termination of P 2 and
not of PI, we may achieve this end by the regenerative broadening circuit
given in block form in Fig. 13-21. The blocks represent, respectively,
an OR circuit, an AND circuit, and an amplifier. The operation of the
circuit will be clear from Fig. 13-22. When PI and P 2 overlap, there will
be an output from the AND circuit and, hence, an output from the
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amplifier. This output is returned to the AND circuit through the OR
circuit. Even if PI drops to zero, the place of PI is taken by the feedback
signal and the output Po continues to persist. "\Vhen, however, P 2 is
terminated, the AND circuit output falls and the pulse Po is terminated.
Observe that in this case, where P 2 terminates after PI, the output Po has
been stretched or broadened to the time of termination of P 2• Waveform

Pl

P2

~
:

J!

I

(a)

i I---(-b-)

::

I--

P

l

L__
~
I
I

I

I

I

L

L..:

~
I
p.

~

I

(c)

L

IL----(d)

FIG. 13-22. Illustrating regenerativ6
broadening. (a) and (b) are input pulses
to circuit of Fig. 13-21. Output is shown
at (d). Waveform (c) would result if Pi
and P2 were applied to a simple AND
circuit.

(a)

I

(b)

(e)

FIG. 13-23. A degenerated signal pulse
(a) is reshaped into Po in (c) by the clock
pulse P 2 in (b).

c of Fig. 13-22 represents the output that would be furnished by a simple
AN D circuit.
The circuit of Fig. 13-21 is called an active element. The application
of this circuit to pulse reshaping is shown in Fig. 13-23. In Fig. 13-23a is
shown the degenerated signal pulse PI which is derived from some previously reshaped pulse shown dotted. The pulse P 2 in Fig. 13-23b is the
Clock pulse
Output
Signal pulse

FIG. 13-24. Another form of regenerative broadening circuit.

clock pulse, while Po in Fig. 13-23c is the output reshaped pulse. Observe
that, to secure a reshaped pulse, it is no longer required that PI completely
overlap P 2 • It is only necessary that PI overlap the leading edge of P 2 •
An alternative form of the regenerative broadening circuit is shown in
Fig. 13-24. Note that this arrangement of AND, OR, and amplifier circuits allows a direct adaptation of the SEAC package of Fig. 13-17.
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13-9. The EXCLUSIVELY-OR Circuit. An EXCLUSIVELY-OR circuit is a gate with two inputs which performs the following logic. If a
pulse appears at either input terminal, an output results; but if pulses
appear simultaneously at both in- A 0--_+-1
puts, no output pulse results. The
Output
circuits of Fig. 13-25a and b will
accomplish this gating function.
In Fig. 13-25a individual pulses
(a)
at input A or B will pass'through the B
OR circuit and the INHIBITOR
circuit to the output. If pulses are
present at both inputs, the output
Output
of the AND circuit will provide a
signal at the inhibitor terminal of
the INHIBITOR circuit which
(b)
will prevent a pulse from reaching
the output. Similarly, in Fig. FIG. 13-25. Two types of EXCLU13-25b if pulses are present at both SIVELY-OR circuits.
inputs, both INHIBITOR circuits will prevent pulses from reaching the
output.
We may note that there is no output from the EXCLUSIVELY-OR
circuit if and only if A = B. Hence, this circuit may be used to test for
the equality of two ~vords. Advantage is taken of this property to check
the operation of a computer. For example, a digital computer may consist actually of two identical machines which operate side by side on the
same problem. Corresponding points in the two computers are coupled
to the two inputs of an EXCLUSIVELY-OR circuit and if the words at
these corresponding positions are not identical an output is obtained
which provides a warning signal.
The EXCLUSIVELY-OR circuit is also known as the AND-NOT gate.
13-10. Registers. Suppose that it is required to perform an arithmetic
operation, say addition, on two numbers which are stored in the main
computer memory. N ow, ordinarily, it will not be possible to abstract
both numbers from the memory simultaneously. Since the unit which
will actually perform the arithmetic may require that both numbers be
applied simultaneously, it will generally be required that at least one of
the numbers be stored, temporarily, in a one-word memory device.
Similarly, it may not be feasible to return the arithmetic unit output
immediately to the main memory. In this case, again, a one-word
memory4 or storage device, which is called a register, is needed.
A set of n binary circuits may clearly be used to store an n digit binary
number since we have but to set the states of the binaries at 0 or 1,
depending on the value of the digit which the binary is to represent. The
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binary number may appear in serial form as a train of pulses, and one
method for inserting the number into the binary-circuit register is as
shown in Fig. 13-26. The input pulse train is applied to a delay line
which is tapped at intervals D equal to the basic pulse separation time.
Hence, at the moment the last pulse of the train appears at the input of
the delay line, the earlier pulses will appear at the delay-line taps. If, at
this moment, the register line is pulsed, then the AND circuits will
transmit to each binary the pulse (or lack of pulse) at the corresponding
delay-line taps. The output of the AND circuit is coupled unsymmetrically to the binaries in such a fashion that the AND circuit pulse (if one is
present) will leave the corresponding binary in state 1. The register
may be cleared by a pulse on the clear line. This pulse is again applied
unsymmetrically and in a manner which will cause each binary to remain
in or return to state O.
~

Delay_line
______

______

~A

~

Input O--~___~

Clear pulse
Register pulse

FIG. 13-26. A register using binaries.

Consider that the output plates of successive binaries are coupled
through a second set of AND circuits to corresponding points of an
additional delay line which is a duplicate of the input line. Then the
clear pulse, which is also applied to the second set of AND circuits, will
not only clear the register but also establish on this output line the
initial temporal arrangement of the pulses. Hence, the clearing operation will also regenerate the original pulse train.
A second type of register, known as a shift register, may be constructed
from binaries by using the scheme represented schematically in Fig. 13-27.
The input consists again of the train of pulses which is to be stored in the
register. The shift pulse line is excited now, not by a single pulse, but
rather by a continuous train of pulses which are timed to occur nominally
midway between the pulses of the input number. The delay sections
ha ve a delay much smaller than the time interval between pulses and are
required to ensure that an individual binary shall not receive a triggering
signal simultaneously from the shift line and from a preceding binary.
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Both sets of pulses are applied unsymmetrically. The shift pulses always
drive the binaries to state O. The coupling between binaries is such that
a succeeding binary will respond only if the preceding binary goes from
state 1 to state O. And the pulse which results from this transition will
drive the succeeding binary to state 1.
Now suppose we want to register the number 1011. The pulse pattern
is as indicated in Fig. 13-27. The first pulse (a) drives binary B3 to
state 1. The shift pulse now returns binary B3 to 0 and a short time
later (depending on the delay D) binary B2 is driven to state 1 by the
pulse received from the previous binary. The first digit (a) which was
initially registered in binary B3 has been shifted to B2 and B3 has been
cleared (returned to 0) so that it may now register the next pulse (b).
We may now easily follow the procedure from this point and see that, by
Input signal
20

22

21

23

~

=1011 (binary)

Time

Input
B3

B2

B1

Bo
(

0

Shift pulses

FIG. 13-27. A shift register using binaries.

this process of registering and shifting to make room for the next pulse, the
input number will eventually become installed in the register. Of course,
the shift pulses must cease at the moment the number has been registered.
To read this register, it will only be necessary to apply four shift pulses.
In response to these shift pulses the original number will appear at the
output of binary B o.
13-11. Dynamic Registers. 5 The techniques used in constructing the
registers of Sec. 13-10 are known as static techniques. The reason for this
designation is that when a register is simply storing a number all voltage
levels in the circuit are fixed. The basic mechanism of a dynamic register
is the following. The word (pulse train) is introduced at one end of a
delay line whose delay time is equal to the time duration of the word,
and the output signal is returned to the delay-line input so that the word
continues to circulate around a closed path. A dynamic register is shown
in Fig. 13-28a; the portion of the circuit which is enclosed in the dotted
box will be recognized as the regenerative broadening circuit of Fig. 13-21
which is used to reshape the pulses after each loop trip. The clock pulses
in the present case are used not only for reshaping but also to maintain
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synchronism between the circulating pulse train and the pulses in other
portions of the computer. This synchronization is required since the
word may take many trips around the circuit and if the total loop delay is
even slightly incorrect a large error may accumulate. The dynamic
register has the following advantages over the static register: (1) Fewer
tubes are required. (2) The output may be read without removing the
information from the register. (3) The output of the active element
may drive many auxiliary circuits. (4) The circuit is more stable.
The pulse train circulates' and reappears continuously at the output.
The register may be read by exciting the read lead of the output AND
circuit by a number of pulses equal to the digits in one word. A sometimes useful feature of the circuit is that the register may be read without
destroying the register content. The register may be cleared by exciting
the erase lead of the inhibitor in the circulation path. Note that to erase

I
I
I
'- ______________ .JI Read

Active element, AE

(al

(bl

FIG. 13-28. Two recirculating storage circuits with regenerative pulse reshaping and
retiming.

an n-digit word, n consecutive erase pulses are required, which pulses
coincide with the clock pulses. Alternatively a single erase pulse may be
used whose duration is sufficient to encompass the entire word.
Another form of dynamic register is indicated in Fig. 13-28b. This
circuit can be constructed from the BEAC package of Fig. 13-17.
In order to represent a ten-digit number in the decimal system requires
34 binary bits. If the clock-pulse repetition rate is 2 Mc, then one word
will require 17 fJ.sec. If the total storage capacity of the computer is
1,000 words, then a single delay line 17 msec long could supply all the
storage. However, a prohibitively long waiting time would then be
required before a word is available. As a compromise between speed
and equipment some 50 lines, each 20 words (or 340 fJ.sec) long, might
be used. The attenuation of electrical delay lines (about 6 db/fJ.sec delay
at a frequency of a few megacycles) is excessive for the present application. An improvement results if the block marked D in Fig. 13-28 is an
acoustical delay line. The pulse train representing a word is used to
modulate a carrier frequency of 30 Mc. These 30-Mc pulses in turn
drive a quartz crystal transducer which generates waves in a mercury
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column. A receiving crystal at the other end of the line detects the pulses
after they have traveled down the column.
Many different memory systems,4 besides the mercury line, are now in
use or have been suggested for future computers. These memory devices
include solid acoustical lines, magnetic drums, a magnetic-core matrix,
electrostatic storage on a CRT, and others.
13-12. The Dynamic Binary. The dynamic register circuit of Fig.
13-28 suggests an interesting special case. Suppose the input were to
consist of a single pulse instead of a pulse train and that the total circuital
delay were adjusted to be equal to the time interval between pulses. In
this case the circuit could exist in either of two possible states, i.e., a state
o in which there is no circulating pulse or a state 1 in which there is a
circulating pulse. This one-digit (or one-bit) dynamic storage circuit

L _______ -l

l - _ _ _ _ _ _ .....J

L

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ .J

FIG. 13-29. A dynamic binary counter circuit.

then shares the basic digital property of a bistable multivibrator and may
be used in similar applications.
A three-stage dynamic binary counter is drawn in Fig. 13-29. This
circuit consists essentially of a cascade of three one-digit storage cells of
Fig. 13-28a. The output of each binary is taken at the junction of the
delay D and the OR circuit and is fed to an AND circuit, as shown. The
input to each stage is also fed to the AND circuit which couples this
stage to the next. Note that the input to the entire circuit is fed from
the extreme right in Fig. 13-29. This arrangement puts the least significant binary digit at the right, as is customary.
To study the operation of the counter, assume that each binary is
initially in the 0 state, and consider what happens as each pulse arrives
at the input. The first pulse appears at the AND circuit at input A.
There is no pulse at input B of this AND circuit because binary Bo is in
the zero state. Hence, there is no output C from this AND circuit and
no pulse is delivered to binary Bl or any of the succeeding binaries.
Therefore these binaries all remain in the 0 state.
The input pulse enters binary Bo at the OR circuit. Since there is no
?ulse at the INHIBITOR input terminal, the INHIBITOR circuit will
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deliver a pulse to the active element (AE) and this pulse will circulate
around the loop of binary Bo. Hence, its state has been changed from the
o to the 1 state. Mter the first pulse, the counter reads 001 in binary
language, or 1 in decimal arithmetic.
Assume that a second pulse is now applied to the input. This appears
at A and since the circulating pulse is at B there is an output at C. This
pulse will change the state of binary B 1 from the 0 to the 1 condition but
will leave binary B2 in the 0 state. The second pulse is applied to the
OR circuit of binary B o, but the INHIBITOR pulse from C prevents this
pulse and the circulating pulse from reaching the active element (AE).
Hence, binary Bo is switched back to the 0 state, so that after the second
pulse, the counter reads 010 in binary language, or 2 in decimal arithmetic. To summarize, a pulse changes a 0 to a 1 state and delivers no carry
pulse. A pulse changes a 1 to a 0 state and delivers a carry pulse.
If these rules are followed, then the 010 reading after pulse 2 is changed
to 011 after pulse 3 and 100 after pulse 4, etc. These are the correct
binary representations of the decimal numbers 3, 4, etc., and hence the
counter is operating properly.
It should be noted that the carry time in this type of dynamic counter
is very small since the only delays are those in the coupling circuits
between stages. A 12-stage counter has been constructed 6 with less than
0.3 J.Lsec carry time.
Some simplifications have been made in the circuit of Fig. 13-29.
Actually the coupling element between stages is not an AND circuit, but
is rather an active element which permits the pulses to be reshaped and
retimed between stages. Additionally, the clock pulses required for each
active element have been omitted in Fig. 13-29.
13-13. The Havens Delay Circuit. A fundamental circuit used for
pulse reshaping and retiming (and many other applications to be described
below) was invented by B. L. Havens of the Watson Scientific Computing
Laboratory of International Business Machine Corporation. It is used
to a limited extent in the IBM 701 Electronic Data Processing Machine. 6
This circuit is the basic element of the NORC (Naval Ordnance Research
Calculator), there being over 1,500 delay circuits in this machine.
The clock in NORC is a 1-Mc crystal-controlled oscillator. The computer operates between two levels, +10 volts (considered a 1) and
- 25 volts (considered a 0), and each of these levels is maintained for a full
microsecond in synchronism with the clock. The delay circuit is an
element which receives a deteriorated 1-J.Lsec pulse during any microsecond
interval and produces a reshaped I-J.Lsec pulse during the succeeding
microsecond interval. The circuit diagram is drawn in Fig. 13-30 and the
basic waveforms in Fig. 13-31. The sync and clamp pulses shown in the
latter diagram are obtained from the master clock and are transmitted
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throughout the computer. In Fig. 13-30, TI is a critically damped
tuned-plate amplifier in which the plate coil resonates with its stray
capacitance. This tube has a diode AND circuit (Ta and T 4) at its
grid terminal. When there is a 0 at the input, the grid of TI is at -25
volts and this tube is cut off. The storage capacitor C 1 is connected to
the plate of TI through C 2 and diode T 6• Point A is clamped to -30 volts
by diode T 6 • When there is no pulse at the input, C 1 is held at approximately - 30 volts by the clamp signal of Fig. 13-31c through diode T7
and the 1.2-K resistor. One input to the AND circuit is the sync signal
of Fig. 13-31b which is above ground level only during the last one-third
of any microsecond interval. If a pulse should appear at the input in
coincidence with the sync, TI will conduct and cause a negative swing at
+150

82 K

Output
Input

1.2 K

.Sync

FIG.

Clamp -82 v
-82v
13-30. Havens delay unit.

its plate, as shown in Fig. 13-31d. This fall in plate voltage is not transmitted to C1 because it causes T6 to be back-biased. When TI is again
cut off at the end of the sync, there is a positive swing at the plate of Tl
which causes the capacitor C 1 to be charged to approximately 10 volts.
Although the clamp is present during the positive overshoot, its effect is
overridden because the overshoot is of longer duration. Capacitor Cl
will then stay charged until the next clamp pulse which will restore C l to
-30 volts, provided there is no input during this 1-,usec interval. The
output is taken from the cathode follower T 2, the grid of which is connected to C 1• The dotted lines in Fig. 13-31a show the minimum levels
and time duration of the input which will give satisfactory operation.
Therefore, a pulse which has passed through a series of logical elements
which cause a deterioration of rise and fall times and a loss of d-c level
will be restored and retimed by the delay unit, provided that the pulse
exceeds zero voltage within the first 0.7 ,usee. It is of interest to note
that all power-supply voltages used are unregulated.

+
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Among the many uses which are made of the delay unit in the NORC
are the following: (1) The unit is used for the basic applications of
reshaping and retiming pulses, as has already been described. (2)
Sixteen of these units are cascaded to give accurate time delays in 1-JLsec
Minimum input signal for
satisfactory operation

Curves and voltages shown
are only approximate

0------~~4---~4_----~~----_+--

Input
(a)

-25------+..1
o------+--+--~--~--~--~--~-+--

Sync
(b)

Clamp
(c)

-35--

Plate of Tl
(d)

+150 - - ---1----

0---------+------~~----~-------4

Output of T2
(e)

-25--------~,------~

FIG. 13-31. The waveforms in the circuit of Fig. 13-30.

steps up to 16 JLsec. (3) Eight delay circuits are cascaded in a ring (with
the output of the eighth connected back to the first) to form an octal ring
or commutator. (4) In Fig. 13-32a is shown the delay unit (the block
marked JL) connected as a one-bit storage cell or register. This circuit
should be compared with the one-bit memory of Fig. 13-28. The wave-
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forms of the register are given in Fig. 13-32b. (5) Units of the type indicated in Fig. 13-32a may be interconnected to form a shift register. (6)
A dynamic binary counter, analogous to that indicated in Fig. 13-29, may
be formed from J.L, OR, AND, and INHIBITOR blocks (Prob. 13-20).
(7) If the signal delay unit in Fig. 13-32a is replaced by 16 J.I. blocks in
cascade, then a 16-bit dynamic memory results.
13-14. Binary Addition. 7 A digital computer must obviously contain
circuits which will perform arithmetic operations, i.e., addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. The basic operations are addition and
subtraction, since multiplication is essentially repeated addition, while
division is essentially repeated subtraction. It is entirely possible to
Erase

Output

Input

(a)

~~_____________________________________In~p__ut

- ___n

Erase

Output

T~

(b)
FIG. 13-32. (a) A one-bit storage circuit using the delay unit

J.I.

(b) The waveforms.

build a computer in which an adder-subtraetor is the only arithmetic unit
present. Multiplication, for example, may then be performed by
programming; that is, the computer may be given instructions telling it
how to use the adder repeatedly to find the product of two numbers.
In Fig. 13-33a and b are shown typical pulse trains representing,
respectively, the decimal numbers 13 and 10. Pulse trains representing
the sum (23) and difference (3) are shown in Fig. 13-33e and d, respectively. A serial adder is a device with two inputs and a single output
which will take as inputs the two waveforms of Fig. 13-33a and band
deliver the output waveform in Fig. 13-33e. Similarly, a subtraetor will
yield the output shown in Fig. 13-33d.
One form of an adder-subtraetor is composed of two half adder-subtractors, a delay line, and an OR circuit. We shall first state how a half
adder-subtraetor is constructed from the basic gate circuits and finally we
shall show how the complete adder-subtraetor is assembled
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A half adder-subtractor has two inputs and three outputs and is represented by the symbol in Fig. 13-34. The inputs A and B are synchronous
pulse trains such as the waveforms of Fig. 13-33a and b. Three output
pulse trains result: d (digits), c (carry), and b (borrow). In a half adder
2'

2°

(a)

~

24

23

~
/+T-+J

n

(b)

n

(c)

~

(d)

~

-

Binary
notation
01101

Decimal
notation
13

-

01010

10

-

10111

23=(a)+(b)

00011

-

3=(a)-(b)

~

Time
FIG. 13-33. (a) and (b) Pulse waveforms representing numbers. (c) Pulse waveform
representing sum (a) + (b). (d) Pulse waveform representing difference (a) - (b).

d and c are used, while in a half subtractor d and b are used.

Considering
the pulse trains as consisting of periodic transitions between state 1
(pulse) and state 0 (no pulse), the operation of the half adder-subtractor is
specified by Table 13-1, which gives the state at d, c, and b for all possible
combinations of states at A and B.
The relevance of Table 13-1 to arithmetic in the binary system may be
seen from the following. The d colFIG. 13-34. Representation of a half umn represents the sum of A and B
adder-subtractor.
so long as the sum can be represented
by a single digit. When, however, the sum is larger than can be
represented by a single digit, the d column gives the digit in the result
which is of the same significance as the individual digits being added.
Thus in the first three rows of Table 13-1, d gives A + B directly. In the
TABLE

13-1.

STATES AT THE OUTPUT OF A HALF ADDER-SUBTRACTOR

FOR ALL POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS OF STATES AT THE INPUTS

A

B

d

c

b

-- -----0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1

0
1
1
0

0
0
0
1

0
1
0
0

last row, d = 0 because 01 + 01 = 10 in binary notation. The c (carry)
column gives the digit which must be carried to the place of next higher
significance. Finally, where subtraction (A - B) is contemplated, the
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b (borrow) column gives the digit which must be borrowed from the place
of next higher significance when the subtraction may not be carried out
directly, as when B is larger than A.
From Table 13-1 we see that d obeys the logic of an EXCLUSIVELYOR circuit, c follows the logic of an AND circuit, and b obeys the logic
"B but not A." Figure 13-35 shows a circuit which meets this logic,
based upon the EXCLUSIVELY-OR circuit of Fig. 13-25b. Another

Ao--~-""",,---+--~

I--I----l~-o

d

IL ________________ -'I
~-----------~~c

FIG. 13-35. Block diagram of a half adder-suhtractor.

form of half adder-subtractor is possible using the configuration of Fig.
13-25a.
The sum of two multidigit numbers may be formed by adding to the
sum of the digits of like significance the carry (if any) which may have
resulted from the next lower place. With respect to the pulse trains of
Fig. 13-33, the above statement is equivalent to saying that, at any instant
of time, we must add (in binary form) to the pulses A and B the carry pulse
A
B

.....-~...,d

r=-----~

Half

~+--oSumA+B

adder ~c~-"I

Delay=time between
digit pulses

FIG. 13-36. Construction of a complete adder from two half adders.

(if any) which comes from the resultant formed one period T earlier.
The carry pulse may be due to the direct sum of two digits (each 1) or to
the addition of the digits 1 and 0 and a carry 1 from the preceding interval.
The logic outlined above is performed by the full adder circuit of Fig.
13-36, which consists essentially of two half adders in cascade. The delay
line D in series with the carry has a delay equal to the time T between
pulses. Hence, the carry pulse (from either of the two sources mentioned
above) is delayed T sec and added to the digit pulses in a and b, exactly
as it should be.
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The adder of Fig. 13-36 becomes a subtractor if the c outputs of the half
adders are replaced by the b (borrow) outputs.
It is possible to construct a complete adder without the use of half
adders. This circuit has three inputs: A, B, and the carry c. Two such
circuits are indicated in Probs. 13-26 and 13-27.
13-15. Code-operated Multiposition Switch. 8 As noted earlier, in a
digital computer, instructions as well as numbers are conveyed by means
of pulse trains. If, say, 5 pulses of a word are set aside to convey instructions, then 32 di~erent instructions are possible. These instructions are
coded in binary form. There arises frequently in computers a need for a
multiposition switch which may be
R
"'-'VV"o/\r---.::---~:;------oO
operated in accordance with this
code.
A code-operated four-position
switch is shown in Fig. 13-37. The
triodes are connected to the output
leads of the binaries. Assume that
the voltage levels of the binary outpu ts have been adj usted so that
- E
when binary Bo is in state 0, Tl
.conducts heavily, while T2 is well
beyond cutoff. Similarly, consider
1_
that when binary Bl isin state 0, Ta
conducts and T4 is cutoff. Then
when Bo is in state 1, triode T2 will
FIG. 13-37. A four-position code-operconduct and Tl will be cut off, and
ated switch.
similarly when Bl is in state 1,
triode T4 will conduct and T3 will be cut off. Let us assume for the sake
of simplicity that a conducting triode behaves essentially as a short circuit
so that if, say, Tl conducts then its plate is essentially at ground. And
let us further assume that the diodes indicated are perfect.
Suppose now that the binaries are registering the number 2. In
binary notation the state is 10, which means Bl is in state 1 and Bo is in
state 0. We may easily verify from Fig. 13-37 that in this case the leads
marked 0, 1, and 3 will be shorted to ground through one or more diodes
so that the voltage at each of these leads is zero. On the other hand, lead
2 is not shorted, so that at output 2 the voltage is E. We may then say
that the signal at leads 0, 1, and 3 is in state while the state at lead 2 is 1.
Hence, generally, it is seen, we may single out a particular lead and
qhange its state, the particular lead selected depending on the instruction
registered in the binaries. The change in state at some particular lead
may be used to control a gate elsewhere in the computer. Bychanging
the instruction registered in the binaries we may then. ch~p'ge some
I
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operation in the computer. To get the instruction recorded in the
binaries, we may connect the binaries as a static register, as in Fig. 13-26.
The network array of Fig. 13-37 is referred to as rectangular because of
the rectangular array of wires between which the diodes are connected.
The design of a rectangular array is not difficult to achieve. As an
example, consider a 16-position switch, and let us consider how to connect
diodes to some arbitrary output lead, say, to (decimal) lead 12. These
connections are shown in Fig. 13-38. Here, for simplicity, the binaries
and switching triodes of Fig. 13-37 have been replaced by single-pole
double-throw switches, each position corresponding, as indicated, to the
state 0 or 1. The binary code for decimal 12 is 1100. For this code, lead
12 should be unshorted. If any of the switches is connected in the
complementary digit position (1 instead of 0 or 0 instead of 1), the lead
should be shorted to ground. This result is achieved by connecting
diodes from lead 12 to the vertical wires 0011 of binaries B3 to Bo.
R

FIG. 13-38. Illustrating the design of a code-operated multiposition switch.

If n binaries are used, the number of switch combinations, instructions,
or positions available will be 2 n, and in this case (n) (2n) diodes will be
required in a rectangular array. For example, a 256-position switch will
require 2,048 diodes. Because of the large number of diodes required,
crystal diodes rather than thermionic diodes are employed. It turns
out that where the number of switch positions is 16 or more, it is possible
to rearrange the network into other than a rectangular array with an
attendant saving in diodes. For example, the most economical 256-position switch requires only 598 diodes against 2,048 for the rectangular
array. The effect of the finite back resistance of crystal diodes used in a
multiposition switch is considered in Ref. 8.
Additional applications for the multiposition gate suggest themselves.
In Fig. 13-39 the circuit has been used not to generate gating voltages but
rather as the gating circuit itself. For anyone configuration of the
switches, only one of the inputs eo, el, e2, or e3 will reach the output terminals. A diode OR circuit has been added so that all the signals may
appear at a common-output terminal. The circuit is, of course, suitable
only for positive pulse-type inputs.
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Output

FIG. 13-39. A multiposition code-operation switch used for direct gating.

The circuit may also be used as an electronic distributor or commutator. Suppose that in Fig. 13-37 the binaries are coupled together
and to an external pulse source to
form a scale-of-4 counter. The circuit will then commutate from one
channel to the next at the occurrence of each input pulse.
Finally, in Fig. 13-40 is shown "a
scheme for translating a decimal
number into the binary code. The
circuit is referred to as being degenerate, since only half the usual number of diodes are required. Suppose
that initially all switches are open
and that therefore the voltages at
terminals A, B, and C are zero.
N ow let switch 5 close. Then the
relay coils associated with terminal
A and C will be excited and the
corresponding armatures will lift,
while the relay armature at B will
remain down. The voltages at A
and C will change abruptly from 0
to E, and this voltage change may be
differentiated to give positive pulses.
C
B
A
Of course when switch 5 opens, the
22
21
20
relay armatures will fall and negative
FIG. 13-40. A modification of a codepulses will result, but one may easily
operated switch to transform decimal arrange to eliminate the negative
numbers into binary code.
pulses. The relays employed here
for simplicity may be replaced by vacuum-tube circuits which will accomplish the same function.
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13-16. Magnetic-core Binary Elements. 9 We have seen the importance, in pulse and digital circuitry, of binary elements, that is, elements
which can remain in one of two stable states. A type of binary element,
which offers advantages in reliability and economy in many applications
that do not require very high speed, is a toroidal core of magnetic material. These cores consist either of a ceramic ferrite material or of an
extremely thin ferromagnetic alloy tape wound on a nonferromagnetic
spool. The essential features of these cores is that they exhibit a very
nearly rectangular hysteresis loop, as indicated in Fig. 13-41. If a positive magnetizing force H is applied to the core and then removed, the core
will be left with a residual magnetic flux cf>r. If the magnetizing force is

•
H

•
---"'---r_-/- - --¢r

state 0

FIG. 13-41. A nearly rectangular
hysteresis loop.

FIG. 13-42. Representation of a
magnetic-core binary with three
windings.

negative, the core will be left with a residual flux - cf>r. These two conditions of residual flux + cf>r and - ¢r constitute the two states 1 and 0 of the
magnetic binary element. An obvious advantage of a magnetic binary
is that it will remain in either of its two states without the consumption of
power. Depending on the application, the magnetic toroids vary in size
from about ~lo in. to an inch or so in diameter.
A magnetic-core binary with three windings is represented schematically in Fig. 13-42. The dots indicate the winding directions and the
convention is that a current into a dotted end sets the core in state 1.
13-17. Applications of Magnetic Binary Cores. 10 We shall illustrate the
use of magnetic binary cores by considering their application in a shift
register and in a counter.
A magnetic-core shift register is shown in Fig. 13-43. Digital information is "written" into the magnetic core when a current pulse (of the order
of magnitude of 150 ma) is applied to its input winding. After" write-in,"
the information is shifted down the line by the simultaneous application
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of a shift pulse to all register stages. At each application of a shift pulse,
the stored data is advanced one stage. The operation proceeds as
follows.
When the shift pulse is applied to the shift windings, all the cores are
reset to the state o. Any core that was initially in the state 1 will develop
a voltage across its output winding as it resets to o. This voltage drives a
current through the diodes into the temporary-storage capacitors C.
After the decay of the shift pulse, any capacitor which has acquired a
charge will now discharge into the input winding of the next core and thus
set this core into state 1. If a core is in state 0, it does not charge the
capacitor, and hence the succeeding core will be left in the state 0 where
it was set by the shift pulse. It is therefore clear that after each shift
Input

Output
'j----/Vv--O

Driving
tube

-E cc
FIG. 13-43. Magnetic-core shift register.

pulse each magnetic core is left in the state of the previous core. Magnetic registers are available (Raytheon SR-500) which will operate at
repetition rates up to 500 kc.
A magnetic binary counter is shown in Fig. 13-44. The magnetic cores
require at least four windings. A fifth winding may sometimes be
included to allow for feedback to change the scale of the counter. Only
two windings of the input magnetic core need be used and Mi may be
viewed as an ordinary pulse transformer. The 2 0 digit is stored in M 0,
the 21 digit is stored in M 1, etc. The bias - EeG is enough to keep all
tubes T i , To, T 1 , etc., below cutoff in the quiescent condition. Let us consider that all cores are initially in state 0 and that a positive pulse is
applied at the grid of T i •
This first pulse sets core M 0 in state 1 because of the pulse of current
in winding Ao. As a result of the reversal in state of M 0 a pulse voltage is
induced in B o. The polarity of the voltage in Bois such to make the point
X go negative. A voltage is also induced in Di because of the current in
Ci and this voltage is of a polarity to make point X more positive. These
two voltages are in opposite directions, and the net change in voltage at
X is not enough to cause tube To to enter its grid base. Also, at this
reversal in M 0, the voltage pulse induced in Do is negative so that Tl also
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remains cut off. The net effect of the first pulse is that M 0 has reversed
state, while all succeeding cores remain in state O.
The second input pulse, initially at least, has no effect on Mo. Now,
however, the positive voltage pulse which appears in winding Di is no
longer balanced by a negative pulse across Bo. The net positive pulse at
X is integrated by the RC network. The purpose of this network is to
stretch the pulse so that the grid of To is within its grid base even after the
current through Ao has ceased. The consequent current through winding
Co resets core M 0 to the state O. The same current which resets M 0 to
state zero, in flowing through winding AI, sets Ml into state 1. One may

o-{t-----IInput

1

-Eee

FIG. 13-44. A magnetic binary counter.

now easily follow the operation on succeeding pulses. The third pulse
will set M 0 to state 1 and leave M I in state 1. The fourth pulse will set
Mo and MI to 0 and will set M2 to 1, etc.
Magnetic-core binaries may be used as the basic building blocks in
many of the digital circuits discussed in this chapter, such as the AND,
OR, etc., circuits.ll
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CHAPTER

14

TRANSMISSION GATES

An ideal transmission gate is a circuit in which the output is an exact
reproduction of an input waveform during a selected time interval and
is zero otherwise. The time interval for transmission is selected by an
externally impressed signal which is called the gating signal and is usually
rectangular in waveshape. These gates are also referred to as timeselection circuits. In many applications, a less than ideal gate is entirely
acceptable. It may be, for example, that the input signal consists essentially of a unidirectional pulse. In such a case a gate will be required to
respond to an input signal of only one polarity. Furthermore, it is frequently required only that an output pulse appear in response to an input
pulse, and the preservation of the input waveshape is not critical. Under
such circumstances it is not even required that the gate operate linearly
during its transmission interval. It will be recognized that the AND
circuit of Chap. 13 is just such a unidirectional gate. In other applica..
tions, on the other hand, a gate is required which will not only handle
signal input excursions of both polarities, but additionally, linearity of
transmission is of prime importance. In the present chapter we shall discuss gate circuits of both these latter types.
14-1. Basic Operating Principle of Gates. The basic principle of a
linear gate is illustrated in Fig. 14-1a and b. In Fig. 14-1a, switch S is
normally open and is closed during the desired transmission interval. In
Fig. 14-1b, switch S is normally closed and is opened during the desired
transmission interval. In practice, the switches will be replaced by
diodes (thermionic or semiconductor), triodes, or multi grid tubes which
will be biased in the conducting or nonconducting direction as required.
Ideally, the switches should have zero resistance when closed and infinite
resistance when open, but, of course, in practice such will not be the case.
When thermionic devices are used as the switches, the circuit of Fig.
14-1a is usually favored over the circuit of Fig. 14-1b. The reason for this
preference is that in the nonconducting direction a thermionic device may
be counted on to have a nominally infinite resistance. Hence in Fig.
14-1a when S is open, the output will be zero as required. In Fig. 14-1b
the output should be zero when S is closed. Since, however, the con429
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ducting or forward resistance Rf will range from several hundred to
several thousand ohms, it will be necessary that R be quite large; that is,
it is required that R » R f in order for the shunting effect of the switch
to be effective. In this latter case, some small residual output will continue to persist. Also, during the transmission interval, the input and
output will be separated by the large resistance R. If then there is some
stray capacitance shunting the output, it will not be possible to transmit
fast waveforms without deterioration of the waveform .
. / Switches operated ~
/'
by gating signal
""

":' iR :M

"~R

(a)
FIG. 14-1. Illustrating the principle of a linear gate.
Using a shunt switch.

"~I
(b)

(a) Using a series switch.

(b)

The advantage of the circuit of Fig. 14-1a over the circuit of Fig. 14-1b
is, however, by no means clean-cut. In Fig. 14-1a we shall have to take
into account the inevitable stray capacitance across S, which will permit
some signal transmission when S is opened. Additionally, in Fig. 14-1a
the signal is transmitted through S, and hence there will be attenuation
and distortion introduced by the nonlinearity of the tubes used for this
switch. In Fig. 14-1b the nonlinearity of the switch in its closed position
has no effect on the transmission of the signal.
o

A

Signal
input

-!Gate or control
input

+

FIG. 14-2. Unidirectional diode gate.

Semiconductor diodes do not have infinite back resistance and their
forward resistance may lie in the range of only several ohms. When such
diodes are employed, there is no generally apparent advantage in either
circuit and the decision with respect to the circuit of choice must depend
on the particular application.
14-2. Unidirectional Diode Gate. The gate of Fig. 14-2 is suitable for
a positive-going input signal. The gate signal (also called a control pulse,
a selector pulse, or an enabling pulse) is a rectangular waveform which
makes abrupt transitions between the negative levels -El and -E 2 •
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When the gate voltage is -El, the diode is heavily back-biased and there
will be no response at the output to an input signal unless the peak amplitude of the input signal is larger than the magnitude of the back-biasing
voltage. (Actually, because of the capacitative coupling, the signal
input voltage will appear at point A with an average value of zero.
Hence the peak positive excursion of the signal at A, with respect to zero
voltage will be smaller than the peak-to-peak voltage of the input signal.
For simplicity, we shall neglect this feature and consider simply that the
input signal consists, say, of a very low duty-cycle pulse train, in which
case this effect would be negligible.) When the gate rises to its higher
level - E 2, a time-coincident signal input pulse may be transmitted to the
output. The effect on the output of the level (- E 2) attained by the
gate waveform is illustrated in Fig. 14-3. In Fig. 14-3a, -E2 = -5 volts
and for a 10-volt input pulse a 5-volt output pulse appears. Operation

n

Output
Output

__

-=-=n_~~~~·~ ~_-_-..:I_r!=
Pedestal.-J"

Gate

-15v

.....·f----(a) ---~

~ (b)----')o~

.....---- (c)----.,)~

FIG. 14-3. Illustrating effect of gate voltage (-Ez) on gate output.

In this manner is often advantageous when the base line of the input
3ignal has some noise signal superimposed. The level -E2 may be
adjusted so that only that part of the signal above the noise threshhold
appears at the output. When used in this manner, the circuit is referred
to as a threshhold gate. In Fig. 14-3b, - E2 = 0 and the entire input
pulse is transmitted to the output, while in Fig. 14-3c, -E2 is positive and
the signal appears superimposed on a pedestal.
The waveforms of Fig. 14-3 are unrealistic in that they have neglected
the fact that the Rl - C1 network constitutes an integrating network for
the gate waveform. Hence, the gate voltage will not appear abruptly
at A as required, but rather will rise exponentially with a time constant
RlC l and fall at a similar rate. Hence, this type of gate is not particularly suitable for selecting a portion of a continuous waveform. If,
however, the signal is a pulse whose duration is reasonably smaller than
the gate width, the result may be entirely satisfactory, as shown in
Fig. 14-4.
The advantages of this gate are the following: (1) It is extremely
simple. (2) There is very little time delay through the gate since the
input is coupled directly to the output through C l and the diode. (3)
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The gate draws no current in its quiescent condition (i.e., no "stand-by"
current). This feature becomes very important in a system requiring
many gates. In this respect also, the present gate should be compared
with the AND gate which will accomplish the same general result as the
present gate but which does draw stand-by current. (4) As is shown in
Sec. 14-4, this gate is easily extended into a multi-input OR circuit with
an INHIBITOR terminal.
The disadvantages of the gate are the following: (1) There will be
interactions between the signal source and control-voltage source. (2)
The gate is of limited use because of the slow rise of this control voltage
at the diode. The rise time of the control
voltage at A may be improved by reduc_____ J ~ut ing Rl but only at the expense of increasing
the coupling between signal and gate. If
an attempt is made to improve the rise
time by reducing C1, other complications
-=15
ensue. For example, suppose a gate time
constant of 0.2 ,usec is required and that
FIG. 14-4. Illustrating the dis- values of Rl less than 10 K permit too
tortion of the effective gate
waveform at A in Fig .. 14-2.
much of the control signal to couple back
to the signal input. Then for Rl = 10 K,
C1 = 20 ,u,uf. Now suppose that the output capacitance Co shunted
across the output terminals is Co = 10,u,uf. Then the gate will attenuate
the signal, allowing only two-thirds of the signal to pass through.
The rise-time difficulties of the control pulse may be eliminated by
replacing the capacitor C 1 by a resistor R 2 • A first disadvantage of such
an arrangement is that now the signal will be attenuated. For example,
if R2 = R 1 , the attenuation will be Yz. Additionally, in such a case, d-c
coupling of the signal will be required, and such coupling may not be
feasible.
14-3. An Application of the Unidirectional Diode Gate. One application of the gate of Fig. 14-2 is as a coupling circuit between stages of a
binary counter in order to reduce the carry time. The carry time of a
binary chain is the time required for the chain to complete its response to
an input pulse. The carry time is longest when all binaries in the chain
are in state 1. For, in this situation, the next input must cause all
binaries to change state. Any particular binary will not respond until
the previous binary has nominally completed its transition. Hence, the
carry time will be of the order of the sum of the transition times of all the
binaries. If the binary chain is long, then the carry time may well be
longer than the interval between input pulses. And, in such a case, it
will not be possible to read a counter between pulses.
The carry time of a long binary chain may be reduced appreciably by
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interposing gates between the binaries in the manner indicated in Fig.
14-5. The control input terminal of the gate is connected to a point in
the binary which is at a high voltage when the binary is in state 1 and
consequently at a low voltage when the binary is in state o. Hence the
gate is open for transmission when the preceding binary is in state 1 and
closed against transmission when the binary is in state o. Consider then
that all the binaries are in state 1. When the next input pulse occurs,
each of the binaries will make the required transition in response to this
input pulse which is transmitted down the chain through the gates. And
the delay before the last binary responds is the sum of the very small
delays in the gates rather than the sum of the transition times of all the
binaries. To compensate for the attenuation through the gates, it may
be necessary to interpose amplifiers between stages. However, even
with the additional delay of these amplifiers, the carry time is quite small.

FIG.-14-5. The use of gates to reduce the carry time of a binary counter. The amplifier
output is transformer coupled, and pulses of either polarity are available.

For example, a 5-stage 2-Mc counter has been built, * using gates between
stages, in which the carry time is only 0.16 p.sec. For this counter the
minimum interval between input pulses is 0.5 p'sec, and hence there is
time to read and reset the counter between pulses.
Note, that in the above application, it has been assumed that the control voltage remains essentially constant over the signal pulse time. For
example, when a pulse changes binary B 0 from a 1 to a 0 state, then Go
must remain enabled long enough for the signal pulse to pass through.
In this respect, observe, then, that the relatively long transition time of
the binary is of advantage. We may assist further in satisfying this
requirement by making the time constant RIC I large enough to allow the
voltage at point A (Fig. 14-2) to fall relatively slowly.
14-4. Other Forms of the Unidirectional Diode Gate. The unidirectional diode gate may be adapted to accept more than one signal input, as
in Fig. 14-6. Here two signal inputs esl and e s 2 are indicated but, of
course, more than two may be used. When the control signal is at its
higher level (say zero voltage), the circuit is recognized as a capacitive
OR circuit (see Sec. 13-2). When the control voltage is at its lower level,
the gate is closed against all inputs. Hence, the negative of the control

* At the Electronics Research Laboratories, Department of Electrical Engineering,
Columbia University-
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pulse may be considered an inhibitor signal. Here then is a multi-input
OR circuit with an INIfIBITOR terminal.
A difficulty associated with the arrangement of Fig. 14-6 is that the
loading on the control input becomes increasingly heavy as the number of
inputs increases. This difficulty may be corrected through the use of one
additional diode, as indicated in Fig. 14-7. In this latter circuit the control input voltage does not feed into the signal sources. In neither case,
however, is there any stand-by current.
esl

0

.les2

0

-!Control

-l-

' 'Pi'

eI

e s2

-t

eo

Rl

0:-

Control input

FIG. 14-6. The unidirectional diode gate

FIG. 14-7. A two-input gate in which the

adapted for more than one signal input.

signal sources do not load the control
signal.

It is possible to arrange the diode gate so that it will be open for transmission only as the result of the simultaneous occurrence of a number of
gate voltages. Such a circuit is shown in Fig. 14-8. Suppose that the
control signal levels are zero and -E. Then when anyone of the control
signals ec is at - E, point A is negative with respect to ground by an
amount, say, E', and the gate is closed unless the input signal is larger
than E'. When all control voltages are at zero, the back bias on diode To
is removed, and the gate will be open. It will be recognized that this
circuit, except for the signal input connection and capacitor, is an AND
circuit (Sec. 13-3). This circuit differs from the gates previously described
in that it draws a quiescent current from the Ebb supply, although this
current may be kept low.
A threshhold gate which may be opened by anyone of a number of
control signals (an OR circuit) is given in Prob. 14-4.
All the forms of the unidirectional diode gate considered up to the
present have a common feature which may, on some occasions, constitute
tL disadvantage.
This feature may be noted in Fig. 14-2 where it appears
that unless the upper level of the gating waveform is exactly zero, then
either a portion of the input signal will not get through the gate or else the
transmitted signal will be superimposed on a pedestal. This situation
may be corrected as in Fig. 14-9 by the use of an additional d1.ode.
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Initially, in the absence of an enabling signal at the control terminals,
diode Tl conducts and the consequent current through R keeps diode To
back-biased. A positive-going gate signal causes T 1 to cease conduction
and the gate is thereby opened for transmission. The signal must be
d-c coupled but the gate may be either a-c coupled as indicated or d-c
coupled. If a-c coupling is employed, then, of course, the time constant
RIC must be large in comparison with the gate duration.

R

~~~--~~----~
1'0
-!-

es

FIG. 14-8. A unidirectional gate which
opens only at a coincidence of a number
of gate voltages.

Signal

.J..

C

co~t----...

-!-Eec
FIG. 14-9. A gate whose response is not
sensitive to the upper level of the gating
voltage.

14-5. Bidirectional Gates Using Multielement Tubes. All the above
gates have the limitation that they pass only unidirectional signals. We
shall defer consideration of diode bidirectional gates until we have
examined first some simpler bidirectional gates which employ multielement tubes.
Several examples of linear gates using multielement tubes are shown
in Fig. 14-10. In Fig. 14-10a the signal voltage es and the control voltage
ec are applied through a resistor matrix Rl and R2 to the grid of a triode
(or pentode). The gating voltage is again a pulse waveform between the
levels -El and -E2 with a duration tp equal to the required transmissioninterval duration. When the control voltage is at its lower level - E 1,
the tube is biased well below cutoff. However, when the selector voltage
is at its upper level - E 2, this bias brings the grid up out of cutoff and into
the grid base. So long as the gate persists, the amplifier will amplify the
signal voltage, which will then appear at the output.
In the gating circuit of Fig. 14-10b separate grids are available for the
signal and gating voltage. This arrangement lowers the loading on the
gating and signal sources and eliminates the coupling between the two
sources. When the control voltage ec is at its upper (positive) level
+E 2, the bias on Tl is of such a magnitude that tubp- T2 is cut off because
of the large drop across the cathode resistor. When the selector is at its
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lower (negative) level -Ell tube Tl is driven below cutoff and T2 then
opera tes as an amplifier.
In Fig. 14-10c is illustrated the use of a multi grid tube as a gate. The
tube employed has, in addition to the usual control grid, a second control
grid which may be used for plate-current cutoff. Initially, the second
control grid is biased for plate-current cutoff. The application of the gate
voltage ec to this grid permits the tube to operate as an amplifier. This
circuit is similar to the OR circuit of Fig. 13-7.

ec
-;-

R2

~tp~ -E1

(a)

(b)

(c)
FIG. 14-10. Examples of linear gates.

14-6. Reduction of Pedestal in a Gate Circuit. The gate circuits of
Fig. 14-10 share a common feature which may on occasion constitute a
disadvantage. Initially, the voltage level at the output is Ebb. When
the gating signal is applied, the amplifier tube draws current and the output therefore establishes itself at a new lower quiescent level. When,
now, the signal is applied, the output signal is superimposed on this new
quiescent level. The appearance, typically, of the output during a gating
interval is as shown in Fig. 14-11, where it appears that the gated portion
of the signal is superimposed on a pedestal.
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The appearance of thc pedestal can be largely suppressed by the symmetrical arrangement shown in Fig. 14-12. Here the gating circuit
employed is essentially that indicated in Fig. 14-10a or b, except that, for
simplicity, the gating and signal voltages have been placed directly in
series. The gating tube is T 1, while T2 is used to minimize the pedestal.
Gating voltages of opposite polarity are applied to the tube grids.
During the nongating time, T2 draws current, while Tl does not. During
the gating interval, Tl draws current, and T2 does not. The bias voltages
- Eccl and - Ecc2 and the gate signal amplitude have been adjusted so
that the two tube currents are identical and as a result the quiescent output voltage level will remain constant.
If, as is usually the case, the gate waveform has a finite rise time, then
the arrangement of Fig. 14-12 does not solve completely the problem of

~Signal

t----.------o+

eo

' - - - - - - Gate
Output of
gate circuit

FIG. 14-11. Illustrating the pedestal associated with the linear gates of Fig. 14-10.

SL
FIG. 14-12. A linear gate circuit with
provision to cancel the pedestal.

the pedestal, as may be seen from the following considerations. Let us
assume, for example, that the gate signal is large in comparison with the
grid base so that each tube, when it is not conducting, is biased far below
cutoff. Then when the gate voltage appears, T2 will be driven to cutoff
before Tl starts to conduct, while at the end of the gate Tl will be cut off
before T2 starts to conduct. Hence, as a result of the gate signals themselves, the output will appear as in Fig. 14-13. The gated signal voltage
will appear superimposed on this waveform. If the gate waveform rise
time is small in comparison with the gate duration, these spikes may not
be seriously objectionable.
For unidirectional (positive) signals, the circuit of Fig. 14-10b may be
used without generating a pedestal if tube T2 is operated at cutoff.
However, in order to be certain not to lose small signals, it may be necessary to adjust the bias so that a slight quiescent current exists. Such a
bias will result in a small pedestal which may be acceptable. Even
though the tube is operated near cutoff, the circuit will be quite linear
because of the degeneration introduced by the large cathode resistor.
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Gain is sacrificed for linearity. This circuit has been used successfully
to gate the video signals from a radar system.
Cutoff for Tl

Gate on Tl

--~--------L
I

cutofftor~- -

-

~e;'-T~ -

-

:I
I I
I

F
I

I I

I I
I I

I

I

FIG. 14-13. Illustrating the spikes which may occur in the gate circuit of Fig. 14-12.

A Tl

R2
B

+

+

FIG. 14-14. A bidirectional diode gate.

14-7. A Bidirectional Diode Gate. 1 A bidirectional gate may be constructed, using diodes instead of multielement tubes. Such diode gates
have advantages of linearity of
r---_-o+
operation and ease of adjustment
to ensure zero pedestal. Such a
bidirectional gate is shown in Fig.
14-14. We may observe that the
gate consists essentially of two
gates of the type shown in Fig.
14-2 with the modification that C 1
is replaced by a resistor. The cirFIG. 14-15. The circuit of Fig. 14-14 redrawn in the form of a bridge network.
cuit is redrawn in the form of a
bridge is Fig. 14-15. Two symmetrical gating voltages +ec and -ec are now required. When the gating
or control voltages are at the levels En and - En, respectively, the diodes
are nonconducting and the gate is closed against transmission of the
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signal es. When the control signals are at the levels Ee and - E e, the gate
is open for transmission. Provided that the diodes are identical in characteristics (the diodes need not be perfect), it follows from the complete
symmetry of the circuit that no pedestal can appear at the output in
response to the gating voltages. In the following discussion we shall
compute some of the properties of this gating circuit. For simplicity, we
shall neglect the impedance of the
signal source. The formulas given
below are modified in Ref. 1 to
take into account this signal source
p
impedance R s •
+
Gain. The gain of the gate is
defined as the ratio eol es during the
Rf
transmission interval. The gain is
easily calculated from the equivalent circuit of Fig. 14-16. This circuit is derived from the circuit of
Fig. 14-14 through the application
of Thevenin's theorem. The con_
trol voltages cancel at the output. FIG. 14-16. An equivalent circuit for the
Let RI equal the diode forward bidirectional diode gate.
resistance, R 1 equal the parallel
resistance of Re and R 2 , and
R3 == Rl + R I . The impedance to
the left of point P in Fig. 14-16 is R3/2 and the open-circuit voltage from
P to ground is ae s • Hence, the gain is given by

Re
Re

+

RL

R2 RL

+ R3/2

(14-1)

The Control Voltage Ee. Suppose that the signal voltage attains a
maximum voltage Es. Then there is a minimum control voltage Ee that
is required to ensure that both diodes will continue to conduct. That
there is such a minimum required value for Ee may be seen from the
following considerations. Initially, in the presence only of the gate
voltages the diodes Tl and T2 conduct equal currents. The load current
is zero and the pedestal is zero. N ow assume, say, that es is a positivegoing signal. Then the current in Tl increases and the current in T2
decreases, the difference current flowing through R L . Eventually the
current in T2 will become zero.
To compute the required minimum E e , assume that diode T2 has just
stopped conducting. Then the voltage across R3 associated with T2 is
zero. Hence, the voltage aEs - (1 - a)Ec must equal the output volt-
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age, or
(14-2)
from which we find

Ee

= ;;

Ra

!a

2RL

Es

==

(Ee)min

(14-3)

We note from Eq. (14-3) that (Ee)min decreases with increasing R L •
There is, however, an important consideration which limits the size of
RL. Suppose we consider that a total stray capacitance C shunts the
output terminals in Figs. 14-14 or 14-16. Suppose also that at the end
of the gating interval the output is at some finite voltage level due to the
signal es • Then, when the gate closes and the diodes cut off, the output
voltage must decay to zero with a time constant RLC. This difficulty
is of the same type described in Sec. 4-3 in connection with diode
selectors and in Sec. 13-2 in connection with logical gates.
The Control Voltage En. Just as there is a minimum control voltage
(Ee)min required to keep both diodes conducting over the full range of the
input signal so there is also a minimum control voltage (En)min required
to ensure that both diodes are back-biased when the gate is required to be
closed. The voltage (En)min is the voltage necessary so that current will
flow in the inverse direction in both diodes. Hence, the expression for
(En)min may be obtained from Eq. (14-3) by replacing Ra by
R~

= Rl

+ Rb

in which Rb is the diode back resistance. When thermionic diodes are
employed, values of Rb of the order of 100 Meg may be obtained with some
care. Hence, normally, we shall have that R~» RL and therefore
(En)min rv

~:'E8

(14-4)

In practice, the control voltage Ee and En should be somewhat larger,
say 25 per cent larger, than the minimum values given in Eqs. (14-3) and
(14-4). In the case of En this additional voltage is essentially a safety
factor. In the case of Ee the additional voltage is not only a safety factor
but also serves to improve the gate linearity. The larger E e , the greater
is the ratio of control current to signal current in the diodes. Hence, the
more nearly constant will be the diode forward resistance R, over the
range of the signal current.
14-8. Balance Conditions in a Bidirectional Diode Gate. The gate
circuit of Fig. 14-14 has been redrawn in Fig. 14-17a to make the symmetry of the circuit more evident. Here the signal source impedance Re
(not previously shown) has been included in the circuit. We may note
now, that as a result of this symmetry, not only is the output free of
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pedestal but also that no current flows through the signal-source impedance Rs in response to the control voltage. The inverse is, of course, not
true. The signal source does cause a current to flow through the control
signal generators.
If the two control voltages are equal in amplitude, the points A and B
in Fig. 14-17a are at voltages which are equal but opposite in polarity.
Hence, the junction point of the diode resistors R f and the junction point
of the resistors R2 are both at zero potential and balance is ensured at
both output and input. If it is not convenient to establish precisely
equal control signal amplitudes or if the circuit components are not precisely matched, balance may be restored by either of the potentiometers
rf or r2 indicated in Fig. 14-17b.

+
A

(a)
FIG. 14-17. (a) The bidirectional gate drawn to exhibit symmetry.
used for balance of the gate.

(b) Potentiometers

An initial adjustment to make the control voltages equal or a slight
adjustment of the gating circuit to correct for small unbalance is usually
not difficult. We have considered that the gating waveform is rectangular in shape. However, unless it is important that the gate open and
close rapidly, there is no need for the gating waveform to make an abrupt
transition between levels. Similarly, if the control voltage levels are
able to keep the diodes either definitely conducting or definitely nonconducting, there is no need for the control voltage to remain absolutely
constant between transitions. What is important, with respect to
balance, is that whatever the shape of the control voltages, these voltages
must be identical in waveshape, except, of course, for polarity. If, for
example, the two control voltages have different rise times, voltage spikes
will appear at the output at the times of opening and closing of the gate.
When the gate signal duration is long in comparison with the gate
signal rise time, the spikes which appear may not be objectionable.
However, when gates of the order of, say, a microsecond duration are
required, it may well be difficult to reduce the gate rise times sufficiently.
In such cases it may be necessary to resort to extreme measures to ensure
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identical waveforms. One method which often proves effective is to
derive the control signals from identical and bifilar-wound windings of a
pulse transformer.
In Sec. 4-4 we found that the effect of the finite emission velocity of
electrons from a thermionic diode is equivalent to a voltage source Ell in
the cathode lead. It may be seen that these voltage sources added to
Fig. 14-17 balance to give no resultant current either through the load
RL or the impedance R provided the sources are equal in voltage.
14-9. Signal Input Impedance and Connections. The current drawn
from the input signal source does not depend on the control voltage
except in so far as it depends on whether or not the diodes are conducting.
This result follows from the fact that, as we have seen, no current flows
through RB in response to the control voltages. Assuming that the diode
resistances R f and Rb are zero and infinity, respectively, we may write the
input impedances by inspection from Fig. 14-14 or Fig 14-15 as
B,

z.

~ Rc

ID -

and

Z
in

+2 R2

rv
RLRc
=2R L + Rc

+ R2

2"

diodes open

(14-5)

diodes conducting

(14-6)

An equivalent circuit which gives the correct gain and input impedance
and which takes into account the absence of pedestal and reaction of
control signals on input is shown in Fig. 14-18. Switch S is closed or
open, depending on whether or not the diodes are conducting.
So far we have considered only d-c coupling of the signal input. We
may, however, also use a-c signal input coupling. In the case of the
unidirectional gate of Fig. 14-2, the use
of the input coupling capacitor C 1 had
the markedly disadvantageous effect
that the capacitor prevented the gate
voltage at the diode from rising abruptly. In the present case, however,
such difficulty exists and the gate
no
FIG. 14-18. An equivalent circuit
of the bidirectional gate which gives will operate basically in the same mancorrectly the gain and input imner, independently of whether or not
pedance.
an input capacitor is employed. This
feature results from the fact that no current flows through the input
capacitor due to the control signals.
14-10. Effect of Circuit Capacitances. Example. The .capacitances
which have a principal effect on the operation of the gate circuit are the
following: (1) the capacitance Co across the gate output terminals, (2) the
capacitance Cd across each diode, and (3) the shunt capacitances C .•
to ground from each of the junctions of the resistors R2 and R~. The
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capacitance Co has an adverse effect on the ability of the gate to transmit
fast waveforms. The capacitance C not only accentuates this inability
to transmit fast waveforms but also limits the speed with which the gate
can be opened and closed. Finally, the
diode capacitances Cd provide a transmission path across the gate even when
the diodes are not conducting.
When the diodes are conducting, the
shunt capacitances effect the high-frequency response. From the equivalent
circuit of Fig. 14-19 (derived from Fig. FIG. 14-19. Illustration of the
14-18 through the use of Thevenin's capacitances which influence transmission in a bidirectional diode
theorem), we see that the gate behaves as gate.
a low-pass resistance-capacitance circuit
whose time constant is Co
2C times a resistance equal to the parallel
combination of R L , Rc/2, and R2/2.
The residual transmission which results owing to the capacitance which
shunts the diodes may be calculated from Fig. 14-19 by opening switch
S and shunting across the switch a capacitance equal to the sum of the
diode capacitances.
8

+

8

EXAMPLE. In the circuit of Fig. 14-14 consider that RL = Rc = 100 K, R2 = 50 K,
and that the signal e& has a peak value of 20 volts. Find A, (Ec)min, (En)min, and Zin.
Also, calculate the upper 3-db frequency of the gate.
Solution. In view of the order of magnitude of the impedances involved, we may
assume that the diodes are perfect (that is, R, = 0 and Rb = 00).

From Eqs. (14-1), (14-3), and (14-4), we find
A = 0.57

(Ec)min = 5.7 volts

(En)min

= 40 volts

(14-7)

the impedance seen by the signal source is given by Eqs. (14-5) and (14-6) as
Zin

= 75 K (diodes open)

Zin

= 58 K (diodes conducting)

(14-8)

Now Rd2 (= 16.7 K) in parallel with RL (= 100 K) is equivalent to 14.3 K. If we
assume a total shunting capacitance Co
2C& of 20 JlJlf, then the time constant is
T = (20 X 10- 12) (14.3 X 103) = 0.29 Jlsec and the upper 3-db frequency J2 is given
by !2 = 1/27rT = 0.55 Me.

+

14-11. Four-diode Gate. 1 Among the disadvantages of the two-diode
gate of Fig. 14-14 are its low gain, its sensitivity to control-voltage
unbalance, the possibility that the voltage (En)min may be excessive, and
the fact that there may be appreciable leakage through the diode capacitances. These features may be improved by the use of two additional
diodes, as in Fig. 14. .20. Two additional balanced voltages +E and -E
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are required, but since these are fixed d-c voltages they need occasion no
difficulty.
Qualitatively, the operation is as follows. When the control voltages
are Ee and -Ee, respectively, the diodes T3 and T4 are back-biased.
The diodes TI and T2 are conducting because of the voltages +E and -E
and the signal source is coupled to the load through the resistors R2 and
the conducting diodes. Since, under these circumstances, the control
voltages are disconnected from the gate by the back-biased diodes, an
unbalance in control signals cannot result in a pedestal at the output.
When the control voltages are En and -En, respectively, the points PI
and P 2 are clamped to these voltages and the diodes TI and T2 are backbiased. Under these circumstances, the gate will not transmit.
The gain of the gate of Fig. 14-20 is the same as that of the gate of Fig.
14-14 and is given by Eq. (14-1). In connection with the circuit of Fig.

+E

Re

Re
Tl

-E

PI

Ee
or
-En

T3

R2

-Ee
or
En

FIG. 14-20. A four-diode gate.

14-14 we found earlier that a gain close to unity is not conveniently
attained. The reason for this feature is that to achieve such a gain it is
necessary to make R e » R2 and RL» R 3• However, as is apparent
from Eq. (14-4), under such circumstances the required value of (En)min
becomes prohibitively high. In the gate of Fig. 14-20 the principal
requirement on R2 is that it be large in comparison with the diodeconducting resistance, so that the diodes may be effective as clamps.
The minimum value of R2 is also limited by the fact that when the diodes
T3 and T4 conduct, the control source must furnish a current En/ R 2,
and the signal source, a current 2Es/ R 2, approximately. Hence, R2 must
not be so low as to draw excessive control or signal current.
We compute now the required minimum values of E, E e, and En.
When diodes T3 and T4 are not conducting, the gates of Fig. 14-15 and
14-20 are identical with the voltages + E and - E, replacing the voltages
Ec and -Ec. Hence, E min is given by Eq. (14-3).
The voltage (Ec)min is computed as follows. We shall assume that
R, «R L • Then for a positive-going signal of amplitude Es the voltage
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at point PI becomes AE s , A being the circuit gain. If the diode T3 is to
continue to be back-biased, the voltage Ee must be at least
(14-9)

The voltage En must be selected not only to keep the transmission
diodes back-biased but also to keep the clamp diodes conducting in the
presence of a signal Es. The voltage at P 2 for a positive signal E s, and
hence the minimum value of En, is
(14-10)
EXAMPLE. In the circuit of Fig. 14-20 consider that RL = Rc = 100 K and that
= 10 K. (Assume thermionic aiodes with R/ = 250 ohms, in which case the value
selected for R2 should give adequate clamping.) For E. = 20 volts, compute A,
Emin, and (Ec)min. Compute (En)min for E = Emin.
Solution. From Eqs. (14-1), (14-3), (14-9), and (14-10), we have

R2

A

= 0.87

Emin

= 8.8 volts

(En)min = 17.4 volts

(Ec)min = 17.4 volts

The two auxiliary diodes not only improve the gate circuit in ·.the
manner described previously, but, as is seen from the example above, an
improvement results also in the gain and the value of (En)min.

+E

Rc

Rc
Tl

13

T2
P2

PI

Ec
or
-En

-E
-Ec
or

T3

T6

T4

Ell

FIG. 14-21. A six-diode gate.

14-12. Six-diode Gate. I The four-diode gate of Sec. 14-11 has a
higher gain than the two-diode gate, but the gain still falls appreciably
short of the maximum gain of unity. This feature results from the need
to use resistors R2 of appreciable size in order to permit diodes T3 and T4
to operate as clamps. This situation may be corrected by replacing
resistors R2 by diodes T5 and T6 as in Fig. 14-21.
When the gate is open for transmission, the control voltages are at Ee
and -Ee, respectively, and the diodes T3 and T4 are back-biased. The
required voltage E depends upon the amplitude Es of the signal and is
determined by the condition that the current be in the forward direction
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in each of the diodes T I , T 2 , T 5 , and T 6 • The current in each diode consists of two components, one due to E (as indicated in Fig. 14-22a) and
the other due to Es (as indicated in Fig. 14-22b). The current due to
E is E/2R c and is in the forward direction in each diode, but the current
due to Es is in the reverse direction in T5 (between PI and P 4) and in T2
(between P 3 and P 2 ). The larger reverse current is in T5 and equals

13

+E~~VV~--~~----~------~--~AA~--o-E

(a)

FIG. 14-22. The diodes in Fig. 14-21 are replaced by short circuits.
due to E; (b) the currents due to E •.

(a) The currents

Es/ Rc + E s/2R L , and hence this quantity must be less than E/2R c.
The minimum value of E is therefore given by
Em', = E.

(2 + ~:)

(14-11)

The above derivation assumes that R, is much less than Rc or R L • A
balancing potentiometer may be inserted between T5 and T6 so as to give
zero output for zero input. If the potentiometer is assumed to be set at
its mid-point, if the total resistance of the potentiometer is R, and if R
and R, are both much less than Rc or R L , then, proceeding as in Fig.
14-22, we find (Prob. 14-12) that

Em" = E.

(2 + ~:) (1 + 4~J

(14-12)

The voltage E min may become excessive if the potentiometer resistance R
is too large relative to R,. When 'a balancing potentiometer is used, the
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value of Emill in Eq. (14-12) should be used rather than the approximate
equation (14-11), which may easily be incorrect by quite a large factor.
If Rc and RL are large compared with Rj and R, we see, from Fig.
14-22b, that the gain will be very close to unity.
A ""' 1

(14-13)

The exact expression for A is given in Prob. 14-13.
From Fig. 14-21 we see that if the clamping diodes T3 and T4 are to
remain back-biased for a signal amplitude E s, then Ec must be at least
equal to (Ec)min = Es. On the other hand, it is also apparent that if the
points PI and P 2 are clamped at a voltage En, then none of the transmission diodes will conduct until Es exceeds En. Hence, the minimum
required value of En is (En)min = Es. To summarize, we have
(14-14)

Using the same parameters as above, namely, Es = 20, R j = 0.25 K,
RL = Rc = 100 K, and with R = 1 K, we find

A ""' 1

and

Emill = 120 volts

The deviation from linearity of such a gate may be less than 0.1 per cent.
Another advantage of this sixdiode gate is that the control- and
signal-source currents may be very
low if Rc and RL are high (see Probs.
14-15 and 14-16).
An approximate equivalent circuit
for estimating the leakage through
the gate due to the diode shunt ca- FIG. 14-23. Equivl1lent circuit for
pacitances is indicated in Fig. 14-23. estiml1ting six-diode gl1te lel1kl1ge due
to diode shunt capacitance.
The leakage is small, particularly because of the low value of the shunting resistance R j /2. In a typical case
it can be calculated for the circuit of Fig. 14-23 that less than 1 per cent
leakage will result at signal frequencies below 1 Mc.
Series, parallel, and series-parallel combinations of diode gates are
discussed in Ref. 1.
14-13. Synchronous Clamp.2 In Sec. 4-6 we described the function
of a synchronous clamp and indicated very briefly the manner of its operation. The synchronous clamp is a gate-type circuit of the form indicated
in Fig. 14-1b, in which the resistor R is replaced by a capacitor. It is to
be recalled that the function of this clamp is not so much to prevent
signal transmission during a selected interval as it is to restore the
quiescent level of the output signal to some reference voltage (see Fig.
4-26) .
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The bidirectional diode gates of the preceding sections may be used as
synchronous clamps. A two-diode clamp, with capacitively coupled
control voltages, is shown in Fig. 14-24 and will now be discussed in
detail. Initially, for the sake of orientation, we shall indicate the order of
magnitude of the components employed. The resistor Ri is used to
isolate the signal lead from the capacitance of the clamp circuit during the
interval when the diodes are not conducting. This resistor is not essential, but when it is used will ordinarily be of the order of several thousand
ohms. The resistor Ro is a grid-leak resistor for T3 and serves to provide
a d-c return during the interval when the grid would otherwise be isolated

Signal

0

~·I

06

FIG. 14-24. A synchronous clamp circuit.

direct-current-wise because the diodes are back-biased. Actually, unless
very long time intervals elapse between clamping pulses, the resistor Ro
may be omitted. However, even if an actual grid leak is not included
in the circuit, it may be necessary to consider that an effective grid leak
is present because of gas current or grid emission in T 3• We may reasonably consider Ro to be of the order of 10 Meg.
The time constant RoGs must be large enough to transmit the signal
without distortion over a time interval equal to the time between clamping pulses. Hence, it is required that RoGs » Tn, where Tn is the
interval between clamping pulses. As an example, consider the situation
which arises in color television systems. Here synchronous clamping is
required to perform the function which is achieved by d-c restorer circuits
in monochrome television. The interval Tn in television systems is about
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53.5 J..Lsec. A capacitor Cs = 1,000 J..LJ..Lf gives a time constant (for the
assumed value Ro = 10 Meg) of RoCs = 10 4 J..Lsec, which is more than
adequate. The resistor Ro represents the control-generator output
impedance. If the clamp pulses are derived from low impedance windings of a pulse transformer, these impedances may be as low as several
ohms. If a phase inverter as in Fig. 1-14 is used instead, these impedances will be of the order of thousands of ohms. In this connection it is
of interest to note that common practice is to apply a negative clamp
pulse to the phase-inverter grid. In this case the output pulses form as
the tube cuts off and the waveform, impedance, and amplitude of the
two required clamp pulses are more easily adjusted to equality.
We shall see that the principal requirement, with respect to capacitor
C, is that its capacitance be large in comparison with Cs • In the exampl~
given above, where Cs = 0.001 J..Lf, a value of C = 0.1 J..Lf is certainly adequate, while a capacitance value of 0.01 J..Lf may well be sufficient. The
resistors Rl and R2 (nominally equal) must be large enough so that RlC
or R 2C shall be very large in comparison with Tn. For the values indicated above, resistors of the order of 0.5 Meg should be adequate.
14-14. Operation of Synchronous Clamp. To understand the operation of the clamp circuit of Fig. 14-24, let us initially disconnect the clamp
portion of the circuit from the signal lead. Specifically, let us consider
that the connection of resistor Ri to point A has been opened. The circuit which remains should now be compared with the d-c restorer circuit
of Fig. 4-16. The present circuit (with Ri disconnected) is essentially a
symmetrical form of the d-c restorer circuit, as the following description
will indicate.
During the interval T c , when el is negative and e2 is positive, current
will flow through the diodes, charging the capacitors. If the resistors Rl
and R2 were not present, then there would be no means for the charge so
acquired to leak off. Hence, after a number of clamping pulses, the
capacitors would charge fully and the diodes Tl and T2 would no longer
conduct. Conduction will stop when
(14-15)

since under these circumstances the voltage drop from the plate of T2 to
the cathode of Tl will never be positive. It should now be clear that a
process of d-c restoration has taken place. The waveform at P2 will be
identical in form to the waveform e2, while the waveform at Kl will be
identical to the waveform el. However, independently of the d-c levels
of the signals el and e2, the peak positive level of the waveform at P 2 will
coincide with the peak negative level of the waveform at K 1• We shall
show later [Eq. (14-18)] that the common peak voltage level attained by
the two waveforms is ER volts with respect to ground.
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These results are modified slightly by the presence of the resistors Rl
and R 2 • Because of these resistors the capacitors will discharge slightly
during the interval Tn. Hence the diodes must conduct somewhat
during the interval Te to supply the capacitor charge which is lost.
We shall now compute the absolute voltage levels of the waveforms
which appear at Kl and P2. We shall assume, simply as a matter of
convenience, that the clamping signal Cl goes from zero volts to - E p ,
while C2 goes from zero to Ep. Since these signals are isolated from the
remainder of the circuit by capacitors, the operation of the circuit cannot
depend on the d-c levels of these signals. Hence, there is no loss of
generality in this assumption. We shall also assume, for simplicity, that
the capacitors C are large enough so that the rectangularity of the clamping signals are preserved at K 1 and P 2. During the interval Tc the
capacitors charge through the diodes and each capacitor acquires an
equal amount of charge. We may neglect the charge acquired due to
current flow in Rl and R2 during this interval because the resistors
Rl and R2 are very large in comparison with the total resistance in the
diode-charging path, that is, 2Ro
2R" where R f is the diode forward
resistance. During the interval Tn the capacitors discharge through R 1
and R 2, respectively. Since each capacitor acquires equal charge during
the interval T e , then, in an equilibrium situation, each capacitor must lose
equal charge during the interval Tn. Since the times of discharge are the
same, the discharge currents must be the same. Hence, if we neglect Ro
in comparison with Rl and R 2, we may write

+

+

(14-16)
Combining Eqs. (14-15) and (14-16), we have, for the special case
Rl = R 2,
(14-17)
Eel = Ep + ER

Ee2 = Ep - ER
During the interval Te the voltages Ekl and E p2 at Kl and P 2, respectively, are
(14-18)
Ekl = -Ep + Eel = ER

E p2 = Ep - Ee2 = ER
Hence, also, during this interval T e , the point A in Fig. 14-24 is at the
voltage E R •
N ow let us reconnect the point A to the signal lead in order to see
how the circuit operates to restore the voltage level of the signal lead
to ER during the interval Te when the input signal is quiescent. Suppose
that at the end of the interval Tn the signal lead is left at a voltage
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ER
~E. Then there is an excess of charge Cs ~E on the signal capacitor Cs • During the clamping interval T e , since KI and PI attain the level
E u, then diode TI alone will conduct and the excess charge will leave C s
and flow into the capacitor C, which is in series with generator el. An
equivalent circuit for computing the discharge of capacitor Cs into
capacitor C is given in Fig. 14-25. The
resistor Rs represents the impedance of
.....--.. . . ,,"\f1.,'--_A
the signal source while R f is the diode
forward resistance of T 1 • We have considered that the quiescent level of the
signal source is E u , in order that we shall
have to deal only with the excess charge
on capacitor Cs • If the capacitor C is
very much larger than Cs, the excess
charge on Cs can flow into C without
changing the voltage across C appreciably. This excess charge transfers with FIG. 14-25. Equivalent circuit for
a time constant Cs(Rs + Ri + R f + Ro). computing discharge of capacitor
C•.
This time constant should be small in
comparison with Te. If necessary, the resistor Ri may be omitted and Ro
made small by deriving the clamping signals from a low impedance winding of a pulse transformer.
During the interval Tn the excess charge which has been transferred to
C may leak off C through the resistor R 1 • In order that time be available
for all this charge to leak off, we require that
E c1

-

RI

E U 17 = E P
n
RI

']7

>
n -

C ~E
s

(14-19)

This last equation may be used to determine the maximum allowable
value of RI after Ep has been determined and after some estimate has
been made for ~E. We shall return to these matters shortly.
If at the end of an interval Te the signal lead is at a voltage Eu - ~E,
then there is a deficiency of charge on Cs • In this case, during the interval T e , Cs will acquire charge through diode T2 from the capacitor C
which i8 in series with e2. The charge lost by C is replaced again through
R 2•
The required minimum size of the clamping pulses is determined by the
consideration that neither diode shall conduct during the interval Tn.
Suppose that the signal has a peak value ± Es with respect to its quiescent
level. Then, since during the interval Tn the voltages at KI and P2 are,
respectively, Eel and Ec2 as given by Eq. (14-17), we require that
(14-20)
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We return now to Eq. (14-19) to consider how to compute a reasonable
value for R I • Suppose that we are dealing with a television signal for
which Tn = 53.5 J.Lsec and suppose that the peak signal amplitude is
2.0 volts. Let C8 = 1,000 J.LJ.Lf and ER = +1.0 volt. From Eq. (14-20),
Ep must be greater than 2 volts. Let us take Ep = 5 volts. The type
of signal which will give the largest tlE is one which has the largest
average value. Such a signal is shown in Fig. 14-26a. For an effective
grid leak Ro = 10 Meg, the voltage tlE in Fig. 14-26b which accumulates
after one interval Tn is EsTn/CsRo ~ 10 mv. For tlE ~ 10 mv, Eq.
(14-19) gives RI < 27 Meg. Hence we see that the required size of Rl
constitutes no problem. Actually, we would make Rl of the order of
Yz to 1 Meg, since RI serves effectively as the d-c return path from grid
to ground.

(a)
FIG. 14-26. Pertaining to the computation of the voltage bE. (a) A signal which
is constant during the interval Tn. The signal amplitude is Ea. (b) The voltage at
the grid of T 3 in Fig. 14-24.

14-15. Balance Conditions in Synchronous Clamp. Unlike the bidirectional gates, the synchronous clamp circuit does not require, for proper
operation, that the clamping signals be equal in amplitude. The reason
for the difference lies in the fact that in the clamp circuit the clamping
signal is a-c coupled. The nominally fixed voltages Ecl and Ec2 across
the capacitorg will always adjust so that during the interval Tc both K I
and P2 will be at the same voltage. Suppose, however, that the positive
and negative clamp pulses have different amplitudes Et and E;, respectively. Then it may be demonstrated that the effective reference
voltage will be

Ek = E R

+ Et -2

E;

(14-21)

If the pulse amplitudes are equal but the resistors Rl and R2 are
unequal, it may be shown that the effective reference voltage becomes
(14-22)
Hence, the balancing potentiometer in Fig. 14-24 may be used to make a
small adjustment of the effective reference voltage or to compensate for
a small unbalance in the pulse amplitudes.
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Up to the present we have neglected the effect of the finite resistance
of the charging path of the capacitors C during the interval Te. This
resistance is 2Ra = 2Ro + 2Rf • If the circuit is entirely symmetrical,
this resistance Ra has no effect on the effective reference voltage. If
however, say, Rl ~ R 2 , then the effective reference voltage becomes

E' - E
R -

R

+

E
p

Rl

Rl - R2

+ R2 + 2rRa

(14-23)

where r = Tn/Te.
14-16. Other Forms of Gating and Clamping Circuits. 3 We now consider qualitatively a number of other forms of gate circuits. These
circuits do not attain the precision of the multidiode gates considered
above and do not have the general applicability of the multigrid tube
gates, but they are quite useful nevertheless.

Selector

puls~

-ISignal

~

FIG. 14-27. Series-diode bidirectional gate.

Series-diode Bidirectional Gate. This gate circuit, shown in Fig.
14-27, is intended to be used with a regularly recurring selector pulse.
The circuit has much in common with the synchronous clamp circuit.
The repeated application of the selector pulses charges the capacitors C
to such a voltage that the diodes are back-biased except during the peak
of the selector pulses. At the selector pulse peaks, the diodes have
nominally zero plate-to-cathode voltage and are delivering the currents
necessary to replace the capacitor charge lost through resistors R.
During the selector pulse interval, a positive-going input signal will be
transmitted to the output through diode T I , while a negative-going input
will be transmitted through T 2 • It is to be noted that, even if we assume
that the impedance of the selector pulse generator is zero, the signal, in
going from input to output, must still pass through the leakage inductance
of the transformer. This factor must be taken into account in considering the waveform distortion which will be produced by the gate. A
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second source of distortion is the ringing which may be induced in the
transformer at the leading and trailing edges of the control pulses.
An alternative form of the circuit which uses two additional diodes,
but does not require a center-tapped transformer, and uses only a single
capacitor and resistor is shown in Fig. 14-28. Here again the capacitor
charges so that the diodes are conducting only at the peak of the control

Signal

l

T2

Control pulse

FIG. 14-28. Alternative form of the gate of Fig. 14-27.

signal. A positive-going input signal, for example, is transmitted to the
output through T 2, through the leakage inductance of the transformer,
through C, and through T 3.
Shunt-diode Bidirectional Gate. A shunt-diode bidirectional gate is
shown in Fig. 14-29. In the absence of a selector pulse the signal output
point is clamped to ground, against signal excursions in either direction,
Selector

-1Signal

lFIG. 14-29. Shunt-diode bidirectional gate.

through the diodes and leakage inductance of the transformer windings.
The selector pulse is of a polarity to back bias the diodes so that the signal
output is free to follow the input signal.
A shunt-diode bidirectional gate in which the control signals are applied
through capacitors is shown in Fig. 14-30. The resistors Rl have been
returned to voltages E and - E to keep a reasonable current flowing in
the diodes in the absence of the gate pulses. In this way the diode
resistances are kept low. Clamping of the signal output point is achieved
through the diodes, through th~ capacitors, and through the output

+
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impedances of the gate generators. Hence, the gate-generator output
impedances must be kept low compared with R.
The gate of Fig. 14-30 has the following disadvantages. First, the
quiescent level of the output signal point depends on the balance between
the voltages E and - E and on the balance between the two resistors

+

+E

o

LJ
Control
pulses

Signal

-!-

o

-E
FIG. 14-30. Shunt-diode bidirectional gate with the control signal capacitatively
coupled.

+E

Control
pulses

Signal

+
-E

FIG. 14-31. A four-diode shunt bidirectional gate with capacitative coupling of the
control signals.

R l . (Since Rl is normally large in comparison with the diode forward
resistance, unbalance in the diodes has a negligible effect.) Second, the
gate requires low impedance control signal generators. Both these disadvantages are corrected by the use of two more diodes in the circuit of
Fig. 14-31. To see these results most simply, consider that the diode
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forward resistances are zero. Then, independently of any unbalance in
the resistors Rl or the voltages +E and - E, the quiescent level of the
output will be ground. Hence, so long as the diodes T2 and T4 continue
to conduct, the points A and B will be at ground potential and the diodes
Tl and T3 will serve as effective clamps against signal appearing at the
Control

l
Signal

+
FIG.

14-32. A double-triode series gate.

output of the gate. The presence of control pulses, however, backbiases the diodes and allows the output to follow the input signal.
Double-triode Gates. A series triode gate is shown in Fig. 14-32. The
repeated control pulse charges the capacitors C, through grid current, so
that the triodes are cut off except at the occurrence of the gating signal.
An advantage of this circuit over
the two-diode circuit of Fig. 14-27
is that in the present case the signal
does not have to pass through the
transformer winding. The circuit
has the advantage over the single
triode gate (Fig. 14-10a) in that the
eo
Signal
C
output is free of pedestal. Since,
however, the signal source provides
-.lo-1~
-=- Control
all the tube current, the tube current
is normally small, and the triodes do
not operate particularly linearly at
FIG. 14-33. A double-triode shunt gate.
low input signal levels.

-I-

-I-JL

A shunt triode gate is shown in Fig. 14-33. Here again the triodes are
cut off except during the interval of the control pulse. The positive
limit of this pulse is restored to ground by the grid circuit of T 1• When
tubes and supply voltage are specified, the clamp level can be calculated.
Synchronous Clamps. We noted earlier that a synchronous clamp was
essentially a circuit of the type of Fig. 14-1b in which the resistor R was
replaced by a capacitor. Hence, actually, any of the shunt gating cir..
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cuits of Figs. 14-29, 14-30, 14-31, and 14-33 may be used as synchronous
clamps by simply replacing the input resistor by a capacitor. Similarly,
a synchronous clamp may be constructed with a coupling capacitor and
any of the series gating circuits. It is only necessary to connect the
series gating circuits so that the input and output terminals become the
two terminals of the switch in Fig. 14-1b. In this case, of course, the
series gates will now be operating as shunt gates.
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CHAPTER

15

VOLTAGE COMPARATORS

Earlier we considered a class of circuits which were used to transmit a
signal only after the signal had attained a fixed reference level. These
clipping circU1:ts (also known as voltage-selection circuits) reject the signal
until the reference voltage is attained, and thereafter, ideally, transmit
the signal without distortion. The essential element required in these
circuits is one which exhibits a sharp discontinuity in its transmission
characteristics, i.e., diodes, triodes at cutoff, etc. We consider now a
type of nonlinear circuit which is used to mark distinctly the exact time
at which an arbitrary waveform attains a reference level. The distinction between the presently considered comparator circuits and the voltageselection or clipping circuits is that in a comparator circuit there is no
interest in reproducing any part of the signal waveform. Frequently,
the comparator output is a large-amplitude short-duration pulse which
occurs at the instant the signal attains the reference voltage but is otherwise independent of the signal.
15-1. Applications of Voltage Comparators. Accurate Time Delays.
Suppose that there is available a precisely linear saw-tooth voltage whose
slope is known. If this sweep voltage is applied to a comparator which
responds when the sweep voltage attains some fixed d-c reference voltage,
a pulse is obtained which is separated in time from the beginning of the
saw tooth by a precisely known interval. If the sweep voltage is being
used for a eRO display, the comparator output may be employed as an
accurate time marker. Comparators are used extensively in this manner
for timing purposes in radar systems. This same technique is also used
extensively for converting analogue information to digital form (see
Sec. 16-3).
Pulse-time Modulation. In the above application, if the reference
voltage is modulated by some information, a succession of timed pulses
is generated which results in a time-modulation system of communication.
Timing Markers Generated from a Sine vVave. If a comparator is used
to detect the instant of equality of the instantaneous value of a sine
wave with a d-c reference voltage, pulses will be obtained which are
synchronized to the sine wave. Thus, a sine wave is converted into a
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series of pulses (one or two per cycle). There are many important
applications of this sort.
Phasemeter. vVhen a comparator is used with sinusoidal signals, as
above, then it is advantageous that the reference voltage be zero. Under
these circumstances the pulses are locked in phase with the zero of the
sine wave, and, ideally, are independent of the amplitude of the sinusoidal
voltage. The phase angle between two voltages can be measured by a
method based upon this principle. Both voltages are converted into
pulses and the time interval between the pulse of one wave and that
obtained from the second sine wave is measured. This time interval is
proportional to the phase difference. Such a phase meter can measure
angles from zero to 3600 •
Amplitude-distribution Arialyzer. It is possible to design a comparator
circuit so that its output is not a pulse but rather its output has one magnitude if the input voltage ei exceeds the reference voltage En and has
another value if ei falls below En. In other words, the comparator acts
as a switch which closes if ei > En and opens if ei < En. This circuit
may be used as an amplitude-distribution analyzer and is important in
connection with studies of noise generated in a vacuum tube, the voltage
spectrum of pulses developed by a nuclear-radiation detector,l etc.
To be specific, suppose that the output of the comparator is 100 volts
if ei > En and zero if ei < En. Let the input to the comparator be tube
noise. A d-c meter is used to measure the average value of the output
square wave. For example, if En is set at zero, the meter will read
100 volts, which is interpreted to mean that the probability that the
amplitude is greater than zero is 100 per cent. If En is set at some value
E~ and the meter reads 70 volts, this is interpreted to mean that the
probability that the amplitude of the noise is greater than E~ is 70 per
cent, etc. In this way the cumulative amplitude probability distribution
of the noise is obtained by recording meter readings as a function of En.
Square Waves from a Sine Wave. If the comparator output is a signal
which assumes either one of two levels, as discussed above, then a sinewave input will result in a square-wave output. If the reference voltage
En is set to zero, then a symmetrical square wave results.
V oltage-operated Switch. An example of a comparator used with a
storage counter as a voltage-sensing switch is given in Sec. 11-11.
15-2. Classification of Comparator Circuits. Existing comparator circuits fall into one of the following classes:
1. A diode and a nonregenerative amplifier
2. A triode or pentode operating at cutoff
3. A regenerative amplifier with a diode in the regenerative loop
4. Regenerative circuits (without a diode switch)
5. Gas-tube switches
These circuits will now be discussed in turn.
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15-3. A Diode in Cascade with a N onregenerative Amplifier. In the
present section we shall discuss the diode-amplifier comparator not only
for the purpose of understanding this particular circuit but also in order
to develop some general ideas about comparators.
An elemental diode comparator circuit is shown in Fig. 15-1. The
reference voltage is E R , and for the sake of illustration a ramp input
voltage is indicated. The form of the circuit is identical with the diode
voltage-selector circuit or clipping circuit of Sec. 4-3. It is referred to as a
comparator, however, in the present instance, because of its intended
application. Let us assume, tentatively, that the diode is perfect in the
sense that the transition in the diode from the nonconducting to the conducting condition is arbitrarily abrupt. Then the output waveform is
as shown, i.e., a ramp voltage starting at the level E R •

FIG. 15-1. A comparator using a pick-off diode.

Suppose that the ramp-voltage input is being used as a sweep voltage
for a cathode-ray oscilloscope. The purpose of the comparator is to
mark the time when the sweep voltage attains the level E R • Toward this
end we shall apply the comparator output to the cathode of the cathoderay tube. Beginning at the instant the ramp starts to rise at the comparator output the intensity of the CRO trace will begin to diminish, and
we may then say that the input ramp has reached E R at that time on the
sweep where the beginning of this diminution of intensity is observed .
. Because of the limited ability on the part of the human observer to
perceive small changes in CRO trace intensity, there will be some small
range of uncertainty, AE in Fig. 15-1, corresponding to a time uncertainty
At in the determination of the exact instant at which the comparator
reference level is reached. This situation may be improved by amplifying
the diode-circuit output voltage before application to the cathode of the
cathode-ray tube. The voltage uncertainty !1E remains unaltered; but
the slope of the signal is increased, and the signal passes through the
range AE in a correspondingly shorter time. The uncertainty At may be
reduced without limit by continuing to increase the amplification. Now,
generally, a high-gain amplifier will not normally have a very stable gain,
but this feature need cause no difficulty in this application since we need
but to make the amplifier gain initially sUbstantially larger than is necessary to reduce At to the required interval.
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Selector

Quasidifferentiator

Amplifier

Quasidifferentiator

FIG. 15-2. A comparator consisting of a diode selector in cascade with a rate-of-rise
amplifier.

The comparator arrangement of Fig. 15-1 has an important dis advantage. The output waveform
indicated serves the purpose required but also has the feature that
it will blank out the entire eRO
trace after the comparator point is
reached. This situation may be
remedied by including in the circuit
two RC differentiating circuits as
in the circuit of Fig. 15-2. This
circuit, aside from the diode, will be
recognized as the rate-of-rise amplifier discussed in Sec. 2-3. In
Fig. 15-3 waveform a is the ramp
t7tl
t
I
(b)
input, b is the grid signal eo, while c
I
gives the resultant output eo. The
eo 10 RC 2RC 3RC 4RC 5RC
general expression for eo is given by
Eq. (2-22) and is plotted in Fig.
I
2-9. The output waveform plotted
I
in Fig. 15-3c corresponds to the
I
I
special case RIC I = R 2C2 = T. For
I
this case, and if the amplifier gain
has a magnitude A, the output is

y-t

(15-1)
where x = (t - tl)/T. The over-all
result is that the ramp has been con-

-O.37a.ARC

(e)
FIG. 15-3. Waveforms in the comparator
of Fig. 15-2. (a) Input; (b) grid voltage;
(c) output.
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verted into a pulse so that the portion of the eRa trace after the comparator point may still be visible. The pulse amplitude is found from
Eq. (15-1) to be
emax = 0.37aAT = 0.37aARC

(15-2)

while the pulse width, measured at half amplitude, is found to be
tp

= 2.4T = 2.4RC

(15-3)

We note from Eqs. (15-2) and (15-3) that both pulse amplitude and width
are proportional to RC. A narrow pulse may therefore be obtained only
at the expense of a loss in amplitude. But usually neither the amplitude
nor the duration is of any great consequence. Before we used the double
differentiation to generate the pulse, we depended for comparator
operation on the abrupt rise of the comparator output voltage. Similarly, when the comparator output is a pulse, we shall depend again on
the abrupt rise since the pulse nature of the comparator output is advantageous only with respect to preventing the comparator signal from
masking that part of the waveform under examination which follows the
comparator signal. Hence, it is important to note that the rate of rise
of the pulse, at least initially, is nominally the same as the rate of rise
of the comparator waveform without differentiation. This result may
be verified from Eq. (15-1) by computing
d;; = _ Aa(1 _ x)e-x

rv -

Aa(1 - 2x)

(15-4)

The approximation is valid for x «1. At x = 0, deol dt = - Aa, which
equals the input slope multiplied by the amplifier gain.
A reasonable value for the time constant RC of the differentiating
circuits may be arrived at in the following way. Suppose that we decide
that as the leading edge of the pulse passes through the range AE in Fig.
15-1, the slope shall never become less than the slope of the undifferentiated waveform by more than 10 per cent. Then, from Eq. (15-4),
x = 0.0.5 and, from Eq. (15-1), we have, approximately,
AE

T rv

20 Aa

(15-5)

Under these circumstances, we may also note, from Eq. (15-2), that the
pulse will have an amplitude emax rv 7.4AE.
If, in a particular application, the output indication desired is a step
instead of a pulse, then the second differentiating circuit can be omitted.
The output will then be that indicated in-Fig. 15-3b multiplied by the gain
of the amplifier. Or, if a pulse output is desired, an alternative method
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of obtaining this waveform is to use a pulse transformer in the plate
circuit of the amplifier instead of the second Re circuit. In this case the
gain of the amplifier will be J1. (the amplification factor of the tube) which
is larger than the gain obtained with a resistor in the plate circuit. Other
advantages of the transformer are that it allows for changing the output
amplitude or impedance level and that it makes either polarity of signal
available. Of course, if J1. times the input slope is very large, then the
shunt capacitance and leakage inductance of the transformer must be
taken into account.
Before leaving the subject of the simple comparator circuit of Fig.
15-1, we may note that if the output is taken across the diode rather than
across the resistor, the circuit will continue to operate as a comparator.
A comparator of this type with typical input and output waveforms is
shown in Fig. 15-4. The diode in Fig. 15-1 is often referred to as a
pick-off diode, while the diode in Fig. 15-4 is called a breakaway diode.

~
I .
I

ER

I

tl

FIG. 15-4. A comparator using a breakaway diode.

It is clear that the stray capacitance shunting the output will limit the
abruptness of the change in output waveform more seriously in the circuit
of Fig. 15-4 than in the circuit of Fig. 15-1. For this reason the former
circuit is not frequently used where fast waveforms are encountered.
On the other hand, in the series diode circuit of Fig. 15-1 some of the input
voltage, for fast waveforms, will appear at the output even for voltages
less than En because of the diode shunt capacitance.
15-4. Factors Affecting Comparator Operation. Up to the present we
have assumed that the break in the diode characteristic from the region of
nonconduction to the region of conduction has been arbitrarily abrupt.
In an actual diode such is, of course, not the case. The appearance of
the transfer curves of a diode-resistor comparator is as shown in Fig. 15-5.
These curves agree well with the theoretical results to be expected if
the current varies exponentially with the diode voltage, ei - eo, in the
form (see Sec. 4-1)
(15-6)
Note that as the resistor R increases, the shape of the curve does not
change appreciably, but the curve is essentially displaced to the left.
Hence, the input voltage corresponding to some fixed output voltage is a
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function of R. The fact that the diode break is gradual rather than
abrupt affects adversely the precision of the comparator. The quantitative effect on the precision depends very largely on the characteristics of
the device which is used to respond to the comparator output signal.
A linear amplifier following a comparator device does not improve the
sharpness of the comparator break characteristic. However, a method
of reducing the effect of the uncertainty due to the lack of abruptness of
the diode break is to use an amplifier before the comparator. Thus, suppose that the input signal to a diode comparator must go through a range
!lei in order to carry the diode through its break region. Then, if the

-0.4

-0.2

o

+ 0.2

+ 0.4

+ 0.6

FIG. 15-5. The transfer curves for the circuit of Fig. 15-1 (with ER
100 K, and 1 Meg. The diode is a 6AL5.

+0.8 volts
=

0) for R

=

10 K,

amplifier has a gain A, the input signal to the amplifier need only go
through the range !leJ A to carry the diode through its break region. A
simple example of a comparator using this principle is shown in Fig.
15-6a. Replacing the vacuum-tube amplifier by its equivalent circuit,
we have the circuit shown in Fig. 15-6b, in which A is the gain and Ro is
the output impedance of the amplifier. The battery E represents the
quiescent plate voltage. This circuit is recognized as the basic comparator circuit of Fig. 15-4 in which the output is taken across the diode rather
than across the resistor. A plot of output against input exhibits the
sharp break indicated in Fig. 15-6c. The use of an amplifier preceding a
comparator is discussed further in Sec. 15-13.
In addition to the lack of sharpness in the comparator-element break
region, there is a second source of difficulty in comparators. This difficulty results from the instability of the components constituting the comparator circuit. For example, as was pointed out in Sec. 4-1, a 10 per cent
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change in filament voltage will shift the volt-ampere curve of a thermionic
diode about 0.1 volt. Such a shift will have a corresponding effect on the
effective reference point of a diode comparator. To minimize instability
of this type, it may be required to use some one of the compensating
schemes described in Sec. 4-4, or it may
be necessary to regulate heater voltages.
The use of an amplifier preceding the
comparator element will not ordinarily
assist to reduce the effect of comparator En
drift. The reason for this feature is that
the amplifier will have to be d-c coupled
to the comparator, as in Fig. 15-6. And
it may easily be that the drift in the
(a)
quiescent operating point of the amplifier
will be larger than the drift in the diode.
For some types of input waveforms it
is possible to use an a-c coupled linear
amplifier before the comparator and to
maintain the d-c level" by means of a
restorer circuit. For example, this ar(b)
rangement would be feasible if the input
were a sweep voltage followed by a dead
time. However, the accuracy of the
comparator would then depend on the
stability of the diode of the restorer circuit and no net advantage may result.
Finally, there is a type of error encountered in comparators which results
-------------------------------~-ej
from the presence of reactive elements
(c)
in the circuit. Such reactive elements FIG. 15-6. An amplifier used before
are energy-storing elements and therefore a comparator element to improve
the effective reference point of a com- precision. (a) Circuit; (b) equivacircuit; (c) typical transfer
parator may depend somewhat on the lent
curve.
past history of the circuit. The reference point will then be a function of the nature of the input signal, i.e.,
its amplitude, repetition rate, etc.
16-6. A Tube Operating at Cutoff. A comparator using the cutoff
characteristics of a multielement tube is shown in Fig. 15-7. In Fig.
15-7 a the referencing voltage Ek is connected in series with the input
signal. The voltage Ek is selected to be equal to the sum of the desired
reference voltage E R plus the magnitude of the tube cutoff voltage.
Alternatively, a referencing voltage may be applied to the cathode as in
Fig. 15-7b.
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The arrangement in Fig. IS-7b is often more convenient than the
arrangement in Fig. IS-7a. However, in such a case in which one voltage
is applied to the grid while the other voltage is applied to the cathode, a
small difficulty arises. For example, consider the use of a 6SN7 with a
plate voltage of 200 volts and the cathode initially at zero. The cutoff
voltage is 20~~O = 10 volts (assume, for simplicity, that p. = 20 at cutoff).
The tube will start to conduct when the grid signal rises to -10 volts.
If the referencing cathode voltage is now raised to +20, the voltage
across the tube is 180 volts, and the cutoff voltage is - 9 volts. Hence,
the tube conducts when the grid signal rises to + 11 volts. The true
referencing voltage has changed by 20 volts, while the effective reference
(the input voltage required to bring the tube to cutoff) has changed by
21 volts. In an ideal comparator a change in reference voltage b.E ll

(a)

(b)

FIG. 15-7. A tube operating at cutofI is used as a comparator. (a) The referencing
voltage is connected in series with the signal. (b) The referencing voltage is applied

to the cathode.

should result in exactly the same change b.E R in the comparison voltage.
This would be true in the case of a triode if the tube current corresponded
only to the difference signal between grid and cathode. As demonstrated
above, however, there is also a small current change due to a simultaneous
change in both cathode and grid voltage which leaves the difference
unaltered. A simultaneous variation of both electrode voltages is known
as a common-mode signal. The error in comparator operation resulting
from a common-mode signal is called the common-mode effect.
The common-mode effect is illustrated further with reference to Fig.
IS-8a, which shows a triode having a signal voltage ei applied to its grid
and a reference voltage Ek to its cathode. If the reference voltage is
changed by an amount b.Ek, what change in signal voltage b.ei will keep
the current constant? The equivalent circuit is given in Fig. IS-8b. For
AI = 0, it is seen that
(lS-7)
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If the equivalent circuit is considered valid near cutoff, and if ,." = 20, the
result, !1ez/ !1E~l = 2~~O, agrees with the numerical calculation given
above.
The common-mode effect may be greatly reduced by using a cathode
follower to apply the reference voltage to the cathode of the amplifier
tube. This modification leads to the circuit shown in Fig. lS-9a. In

-Ecc

(a)
RL+rp

-;;+l

Al0

(a)
rp
,"+1

rp+RL
p+C

RIl

(b)

(b)

FIG. 15-8. (a) Illustration of the
common-mode effect in an amplifier. (b) The equivalent circuit
(under the condition given in the
text).

FIG. 15-9. (a) A difference amplifier
arrangement is used to reduce commonmode error in a cutoff comparator. (b)
The equivalent circuit.

Fig. lS-9b we have the equivalent circuit from which the current change
!112 in T2 may be calculated. We see that if Rk » r p /("" + 1), !112 will
remain zero if !1ei = !1E~. It will be recognized that the present circuit
is the difference amplifier discussed in Sec. 1-10, where it was shown that
the difference amplifier discriminates against the common-mode effect.
Comparators using cutoff in triodes and pentodes have the advantage
that they may be arranged to produce negligible loading on both signal
and reference sources. Since cutoff is, however, neither as sharp nor as
stable as the break in a diode 2 (with the possible ~xception of the gated
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beam tube 3 ), diode comparators are often favored when precision is at
a premium.
15-6. Regenerative Comparators. An excellent comparator characteristic can be realized through the use of a regenerative circuit arranged in
such a way as to be triggered when an input voltage attains a reference
voltage. Thus, this difference between input and reference is made to
control the transfer properties of a switching component in the regenerative feedback loop. The control element should have a sharp break characteristic and usually consists of a thermionic diode, a triode near cutoff
or in clamp, etc. If the controlled component operates in the low slope
region which keeps the loop gain less than unity, the circuit is in one of its

+---+---0 Output
step

+-'-"-+---0 Output
pulse

T1-selector in
feedback loop

T2 -cathode
follower

FIG. 15-10. A multiar circuit for negative-going input signals.

capacitance at the grid is Co.

The total shunting

Tube T2 may be a triode.

quiescent conditions. If the changing input signal causes the controlled
component to shift its operation to the high slope region so that now a
loop gain greater than unity results, regeneration will occur. A regenerative circuit often uses a single component which assumes both the function
of input-controlled switching and amplification.
In the next four sections we shall discuss in turn the following regenerative comparators: the multiar, the blocking oscillator, the a-c coupled
multi, and the d-c coupled multi comparator.
15-7. The Multiar.4 If a diode is used as a series switching element
in the feedback loop of a regenerative circuit, the resulting circuit makes
an excellent comparator. A circuit of this type, known as a multiar, is
indicated in Fig. 15-10. The feedback loop consists of a diode-resistor
network (Tl and R), a cathode follower T 2, and a pulse transformer in
cascade. The difference between the input waveform and the reference
voltage ER controls the gain of the switching network Tl - R. The main
function of the tube T2 is to provide cathode-follower transmission from
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the output of the switching network to the transformer. The plate-load
resistor RL is not essential but is convenient if an output gate-type waveform is required. The pulse transformer windings must be connected
into the circuit with the polarities as shown in order to have regeneration
similar to that in a blocking oscillator. Since the combined maximum
gain of the switching network and the cathode follower is always less than
unity, then there must be a voltage step-up in the transformer in completing the loop from the cathode of T2 back to the diode. Hence, the
number of turns in the secondary winding must exceed the number in the
primary winding-a ratio of 1.5 or 2 is usually sufficient.
ER - - ·
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I
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I
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(b)

W
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FIG. 15-11. Waveforms in the circuit of Fig. 15-10 at (a) input, (b) grid, (c) plate, and
(d) cathode of T 2 •

We shall assume that the input is a negative-going sweep voltage.
Initially, the grid of T2 is clamped to the cathode and the tube is conducting heavily. The switching network Tl - R has zero transmission
until the input waveform drops sufficiently to bring the diode Tl into its
break region. At some point of this region the gain of the switching circuit
becomes sufficiently high to cause an over-all loop gain of unity. The
grid of T2 will then drop and regeneration will take place. The waveforms in the circuit are indicated in Fig. 15-11, where we see that a negative pulse is generated at the cathode (or in a tertiary transformer
winding, not indicated) and a gate waveform at the plate. We shall now
give a detailed explanation of the waveshapes.
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Initially the rapid fall of cathode and grid voltages results from regenerative action. When tube T2 reaches cutoff, regeneration ceases. As
a result, however, of the abrupt turnoff of tube current, the circuit in
the cathode of T2 rings (see Sec. 2-8). If the primary inductor is critically damped by the resistor R e , then the cathode voltage of T2 executes
a single oscillation without a backswing. In this manner the pulse waveform indicated in Fig. 15-Ild is formed. During the rapid drop of
cathode voltage the polarity of voltage induced in the secondary winding
is in a direction to cause diode 7\ to conduct. Hence the charging
current for the capacitor Co is supplied by the secondary winding of the
transformer, and the grid voltage drops abruptly. During the time of
the trailing edge of the pulse in Fig. 15-Ild the cathode of TI is driven
in the positive direction, and the diode becomes back-biased. The grid
of T2 is therefore isolated from the transformer secondary winding, and
hence the grid voltage must change slowly.
After the diode becomes back-biased, the equivalent circuit for computing the rise of the grid voltage of T2 is as indicated in Fig. 15-12. If
C » Co, we may assume that the voltage across
C remains constant at E R during the interval
under consideration. Hence, the voltage at G2
rises toward (EbbR)/(R + Ro) with a time constant CoRRo/(R
Ro). When the voltage at
G2 rises to a value E' (see Fig. 15-lIb) at which
the rising grid voltage meets the falling input
voltage, then the diode TI conducts again.
Once the diode begins to conduct, we may
neglect the presence of the small capacitance Co.
We shall assume tentatively that E' is below
FIG. 15-12. Equivalent cir- the cutoff voltage Eeo of T 2 • Hence the grid
cuit at G2 of the multiar continues to follow the incoming negative voltshortly after regeneration
age approximately to the end of the sweep, as
begins.
indicated in Fig. 15-Ilb.
The requirement that the grid voltage should remain below cutoff to
the end of the ramp places a restriction on the time constant RoC. Thus,
if we neglect the cutoff voltage Eeo compared with Ebb, the current in
Ro must be at least Ebb/ Ro. This current passes through C and hence
C!dei/dt! > Ebd Ro or, to keep the grid below cutoff, we require that

+

(15-8)
where a is the absolute value of the slope of the sweep voltage. For slow
sweeps, it may be desirable to return Ro to a voltage lower than the platesupply voltage Ebb. If Eq. (15-8) is satisfied, then the regeneration
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point is determined by the Tl - R network and not by the grid-current
characteristic of T 2.
When T2 comes out of cutoff at the end of the sweep, the cathode
of T2 rises with the grid voltage. Since the transformer step-up ratio is
larger than unity, the voltage at the cathode of the diode rises more
rapidly than the grid voltage. As a result the diode is driven to the
back-biased condition. Therefore, the feedback loop is opened and
there is no regeneration as the pentode is brought into conduction. The
plate voltage of T2 falls to its clamped value relatively slowly. The
duration of this fall equals the time it takes the grid voltage to pass
through the grid base of the amplifier, as indicated in Fig. 15-11e. A
positive pulse of this same duration is formed at the cathode because the
transformer voltage is proportional to the rate of change of current.
Since there is no regeneration at the end of the sweep, and since the tube
T2 passes slowly through its grid base, the positive pulse has a smaller
amplitude and a longer duration than the negative pulse.
The negative pulse (formed during the falling portion of the input
voltage) is timed with a stability which depends primarily on the Tl - R
switching combination. The stability of this network is affected principally by changes in the filament supply if TI is a thermionic diode or
by changes in temperature if Tl is a crystal diode. Changes in the gain of
the cathode follower T2 affect the stability of the negative pulse only
slightly if the break region of the 1\ - R network is steep.
The voltage at the plate of TI must return to its steady-state value
before each comparison. This condition places a restriction upon the
product Re, because after the grid of T2 has returned to zero the plate
of TI will approach En with this time constant Re. Hence, the value of
Re must be small compared with the interval between the instant the
cathode follower cuts in and the comparison point in the next cycle.
In the above discussion, we made the assumption that after the first
negative grid pulse, the grid voltage rises to meet the input voltage ei
ata value E' which is more negative than the cutoff value Eco (see Fig.
15-11b). If this restriction is not satisfied, then the circuit may execute
several oscillations before the tube is finally driven below cutoff. This
situation is pictured in Fig. 15-13. For times smaller than t l , the waveforms are identical with those in Fig. 15-11. Between times tl and t2 the
grid of T2 is above cutoff and the amplifier current increases from zero.
Hence, the plate voltage falls as in Fig. 15-13e and the cathode voltage
increases with the rate of change of current as shown in Fig. 15-13d. At
time t2 , the input voltage equals the grid voltage E', the diode TI conducts,
and regeneration again takes place. Since at this instant of time the
current in T2 is less than the clamped current, the resultant drop in the
plate, cathode, and grid voltages are less than the corresponding values
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at to. The grid voltage now rises again, reaching cutoff at t3 and becoming
equal to the input voltage E" at t4. Between t3 and t4 there is a dip in
plate voltage and another oscillation takes place at the cathode as shown
in Fig. l5-l3d. It is possible for a large number of oscillations to be
generated in this manner (with successively smaller amplitudes) until
finally the grid voltage rises to the input voltage E"' which is below the
cutoff voltage Eco in Fig. l5-l3b.
In order to minimize the possibility of generating several oscillations
of the type discussed above, one or more of the following conditions should
Input
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FIG. 15-13. The waveforms in the multiar circuit under the conditions where multiar
oscillations take place.

be satisfied: a tube T2 with a small grid base should be used; the top of
Rg should be tied to a smaller voltage than Ebb; also, the value of Cg
should be increased by adding external capacitance between the grid of T2
and ground. However, this additional capacitance will result in a smaller
output pulse and a slower rise time of plate waveform.
In the above discussion we have assumed that the transformer was
critically damped. If the resistor Rc which shunts the transformer in
Fig. 15-10 is removed so that ringing occurs, then multiple oscillations
may also result. Instead of putting a shunting resistor across the
transformer, a damper diode (see Sec. 4-7) may be used to prevent the
undesired oscillations.
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If it is desired that the input signal wavefore be capacitively coupled to
the multiar, then a d-c restorer may be used at the input terminals. The
restorer diode uncertainties must now be taken into consideration in a
precision circuit.
If a gate voltage is not desired, the transformer primary can be moved
to the plate circuit. The circuit then closely resembles a blocking oscillator except that the grid cannot be driven highly positive because of
the diode.
We may use the same input sweep voltage for several multiar comparator circuits since there is small loading of the input by this comparator if R is large. In radar ranging the multiar is used to obtain many
ranges from a single master sweep circuit and hence the name multi-r
(r for range).

-Ecc

FIG. 15-14. A blocking-oscillator comparator.

The multiar is not useful for positive-going voltages. The application
of this circuit to obtain square waves from sine waves is explained in
Sec. 15-12.
15-8. Blocking-oscillator Comparator. An example of a blockingJ
oscillator comparator is shown in Fig. 15-14. The feedback loop consists
of the triode amplifier Tl and the pulse transformer. The reference
voltage is applied to the cathode of the oscillator tube Tl through the
cathode follower T 2 • The difference between the positive-going input
waveform ei and the reference voltage En controls the switching operation
of Tl through the grid characteristics near cutoff. The capacitor C is
used to bypass the large-current short-duration pUlse.
Shortly after the rising input brings Tl out of cutoff, the loop gain
exceeds unity, regeneration takes place, and an output pulse is delivered.
Since the blocking oscillator draws a large grid current, this circuit reacts
back on the input waveform and this feature may be objectionable.
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On the other hand, in some applications this reaction may be essential
for the proper operation of the circuit. For example, in the storage
counter circuit of Fig. 11-25, the blocking-oscillator comparator is used
as a voltage-operated switch to reset the counter capacitor to its initial
value when the selected reference voltage is reached by the counter
output.
The instability of the blocking-oscillator comparator is governed by the
grid characteristics of Tl near cutoff. The instability of these characteristics which are affected by factors such as variations in supply voltages,
tube aging, and tube replacement may be excessive for many applications.
Also, stable operation requires that the capacitor C reach its quiescent
state before each regeneration.

Output

t----o pulse

~r---\I e.

. \J

"J'

-Ecc

ER

FIG. 15-15. The a-c cathode-coupled multi as a comparator.

16-9. The A-C Coupled Multivibrator Comparator. The cathodecoupled multi used as a comparator is indicated in Fig. 15-15. When this
circuit is used as a delay multi (Sec. 6-G), Tl is off and T2 is on in the quiescent state. As a comparator the circuit is usually adjusted in the
reverse manner so that Tl is on and T2 is off in the quiescent condition.
The feedback loop consists of a plate-to-grid connection between two
tubes Tl and T2 which have in turn a transmission between their cathodes
through the resistor R k • The input signal is a negative-going voltage.
There are two possible modes of operation for this circuit.
Consider first the case where Rk is so large that (fJ. + I)Rk » RL + rp
and also R k » R L • Then with T2 below cutoff, Tl acts as a cathode
follower. Hence, as the input voltage ei falls, the cathode K2 falls by the
same amount. The grid G2 remains essentially at ER because the gain
from grid to plate of 'PI is very small. The switching function is determined by the grid characteristic of T2 operating in the cutoff region.
When ei falls to the point where the grid-cathode voltage of T2 equals the
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cutoff value, then 'T 2 starts to conduct. Soon thereafter the loop gain
exceeds unity and regeneration takes place. The output is a negative
pulse obtained from the peaking coil L (see Sec. 2-6) . We note that this
circuit (with the capacitor missing) is essentially the difference amplifier
of Fig. 15-9. Hence, if a large dynamic cathode resistor is used, the
common-mode difficulty is minimized. Also the effect of heater voltage
variations and slow drifts in the supply voltages Ebb and Eee are small
(see Probs. 15-14 and 15-15). However, if changes in Ebb and Eee are of
high enough frequency so that changes in voltage at PI are transmitted
through C to G2, much greater errors are introduced.
If the input signal were first amplified by an amount A and if this
amplified voltage were used to bring T2 out of cutoff, then the time
uncertainty in the output indication would be divided by A. This mode
of operation is obtained with the circuit of Fig. 15-15 by reducing Rk so
that, with T2 off, the gain A of TI from grid to plate is much greater than
unity. The lower limit on the value of Rk is determined by the fact that
when T2 is conducting the loop gain of the circuit must exceed unity.
15-10. The D-C Cathode-coupled Multivibrator Comparator.
This circuit is indicated in Fig. 15-16
and is essentially the Schmitt circuit of Sec. 5-10. If T2 is cut off
and the input is a negative-going
voltage, then this circuit can be
operated in the modes discussed in
connection with the a-c coupled
circuit. It should be noted, however,' that the loop gain is less here
because of the attenuation in the
RI - R2 combination. The effect
of positive and negative power supply drifts may be serious because
even slow changes at PI are trans- FIG. 15-16. The d-c cathode-coupled
mitted to G2 through the resistive multi as a comparator.
connection.
There are two other modes of operation of the circuit of Fig. 15-16: T2
within its grid base or Tz in clamp. The input waveform is now more
appropriately a positive-going voltage. With T2 within its grid base,
regeneration occurs when TI comes out of cutoff far enough so that the
loop gain exceeds unity. The instability is now governed mainly by the
cutoff characteristics of T 1 • If T2 is in clamp, then regeneration will take
place when the input signal amplified by TI causes T2 to come out of
clamp. The instability of the grid-current characteristics of T2 at clamp
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is divided by the gain A of T 1. Hence, this mode should result in more
stable operation than the one just discussed where T2 is within its grid
base and T 1 is opera ted near cutoff.
The cathode-coupled multi comparator has been used very successfully
for obtaining the amplitude distribution of nuclear pulses l and of random
noise. Ii The input pulses are a-c coupled to the input by the Ri - Ci
combination shown in Fig. 15-16. If the pulses are positive, there is an
advantage in using a large value of R k , since it is then difficult to drive
the input grid positive with respect to its cathode. If grid current were
dra wn by this input grid, it would charge Ci and hence change the effective level of the input voltage. This situation must, of course, be avoided.
Often a preamplifier is used preceding the comparators discussed in
this or the preceding section. An excellent circuit for this purpose is a
difference amplifier (see Sec. 15-13) which is d-c coupled to the Schmitt
circuit.
The circuits of Figs. 15-15 and 15-16 exhibit hysteresis, as explained
in Sec. 5-10. If the difference in input levels at which the circuit regenerates for a positive-going waveform and for a negative-going voltage is Eh
volts, then the minimum amplitude of pulse which can be detected is
Eh volts. If the input size is smaller than this value E h, the circuit will
flip in one direction at the leading edge of the pulse, but it will not return
to its original state at the termination of the pulse. If a preamplifier of
gain A is used, the effective hysteresis is E h / A volts, which is another
advantage of using a preamplifier. The use of a resistor in series with the
cathode of T2 to eliminate hysteresis is explained in Sec. 5-11.
15-11. A Gas-tube Comparator Used as a Switch. In Sec. 11-11, in
connection with the discussion of storage counters (see Fig. 11-25), we
saw the need for a comparator which would accomplish two functions.
When the voltage across capacitor C2 reaches the reference level, it is not
only necessary that the comparator respond with a pulse but also the
comparator must discharge the capacitor C2 • A thyratron comparator
used for this purpose is shown in Fig. 15-17.
The combination C 1 T 1 T 2 C 2 is a storage counter arranged so as to
accept negative pulses. The diodes Tl and T2 will clamp the cathode
voltage of the thyratron T3 to the positive voltage E at the instant after
T3 fires. If the tube drop is neglected, the tube current is (Ebb - E)/ R.
If this current is less than that necessary to maintain the arc, the tube will
extinguish itself. The quiescent conditions for T3 are now a plate voltage
of Ebb, a cathode voltage of E, and a grid voltage of zero. Each negative
input pulse now lowers the cathode potential Ek of T 3 • When Ek = E'
such that - E' is the critical grid breakdown voltage corresponding to the
plate voltage Ebb - E', the tube fires. The time constant RC is chosen
small compared with the interval between pulses. A negative output
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spike is obtained from the plate of T3 and the circuit returns to its quiescent state before the next input pulse arrives. The stability of the
circuit is determined principally by the constancy of the critical grid
starting characteristic of the thyratron.

Output
pulse

r
Input
pulse

c

1I
FIG. 15-17. A storage counter using a thyratron comparator.

15-12. Comparators for Sinusoidal Voltages. For some applications
it is necessary to generate a series of pulses in exact synchronism with a
sinusoidal waveform. It is often required that these pulses shall occur at
some fixed phase of the sinusoid, as explained in some of the applications
of Sec. 15-1. In this case the zero
of the wave is selected as the level
Ebb
of comparison because the slope is
greatest here and because the comparator operation will then be independent of the amplitude of the sine
wave. This problem of obtaining
pulses locked to the zero phase of a
sinusoid of variable amplitude will
now be discussed.
Consider a sine wave of amplitude
which is large compared with the
grid base of a tube. The simple circuit of Fig. 15-18 gives an output FIG. 15-18. A simple squaring circuit
for an input sine wave. The tube
which approximates a square wave may be a triode or a pentode.
since the tube limits on the one side
due to cutoff and on the other side due to grid clamping or to bottoming
(see Sec. 4-3). Pulses are obtained, if required, by differentiating the
square wave. An inductor L rather than a resistor is employed as a grid
return to prevent d-c restoration in the grid circuit. If the inductor L
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has negligible resistance, then the d-c voltage across it is zero and the grid
voltage must swing above and below ground. In other words, the capacitor C acquires no d-c voltage. This method of avoiding d-c restoration
is practical only for frequencies much higher than the audio range where
the inductor will not become an excessive load on the signal source. It
should be remembered that iron core chokes may not be used if accurate
phase lock is desired, because of the distortion introduced by the nonlineari ty of the iron.
If RC coupling is used, then d-c restoration may be suppressed by an
input circuit such as illustrated in Fig. 15-19. If the diodes are perfect,
then either Tl or T 2, but not both, conduct at a given instant. Also T2
prevents the grid of Ta from being driven positive. We shall assume that
no grid current flows for negative grid voltages. Under these circumstances the capacitor C sees a constant impedance, namely, R g , at all
times and hence there can be no
shift in d-c level. Other possible
input circuits are given in Prob.
15-18.
The pulses which result from
the differentiation of the output of
the circuits of Figs. 15-18 and 15-19
are of alternating polarity correeo
sponding to a phase of zero and
180 0 • The precision of the phase
lock (i.e., the precision with which
the pulses occur at the instant the
sinusoid crosses zero) depends on
FIG. 15-19. The two diodes Tl and T2 prevent a shift in d-c level at the input.
the availability of an adequately
large input signal. The large input is required in order that the signal shall pass through the region of
the comparator break in the shortest possible time. If the signal is not
initially large enough, some amplification must be provided.
The problem of amplification to obtain stability of phase lock is not a
simple one, because this amplification must be done without distortion,
or at least with distortion which is symmetrical with respect to the zero
of the sine wave. Any unsymmetrical change of waveshape means a
shift in the d-c level and the new average voltage will appear across any
coupling capacitors present.
This shift in average level is equivalent to a bias voltage and hence the
comparator break will be traversed in a region other than the zero of
the original sine wave. Under these circumstances the output pulse
position will change in phase as the amplitude of the input sinusoid
changes, or as the gain of the circuit changes. Usually a multistage
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amplifier is used in order to improve the precision and then there is the
possibility of a shift in d-c level at the input to each stage.
The above difficulty can be avoided by eliminating the coupling
capacitors. The result would be a d-c amplifier and there would be the
usual problems of drift to contend with. Another solution is to use
capacitor coupling but to clip the top and bottom of the input wave to
every grid in a symmetrical fashion. The circuit is as indicated in Fig.
4-10, with El equal to E2 and with the addition of a series capacitor
and shunt resistor. The amplifiers are operated not at cutoff but in the
center of their linear range. The clipping is done between narrow limits,
say ± 0.5 volt and this ensures that the amplification is done without

e>--jt-.--+-+
Input
sinusoid

FIG. 15-20. A circuit for obtaining pulses locked in phase to an input sinusoid. The
input stage Tl - T2 is a cathode-coupled clipper. The output stage T3 - T4 is a
multi comparator.

distortion. Thus, there is no shift in d-e level. The stability of phase
lock depends upon using balanced diodes and balanced clipping voltages.
If the amplitude of the input sinusoid is small, then several stages of
amplification will be needed in order for the output to approach the ideal
square wave which has vertical sides.
A clipping circuit which does not depend upon the use of balanced
diodes and which has a high input impedance is the cathode-coupled
clipper of Fig. 4-12 (see also Fig. 15-20). If Rkl is large, then peak input
signals of 100 volts or more may be applied before grid current is drawn
in the first tube. Hence, this circuit makes an excellent input stage
because it does not load down the source, it gives amplification, and by
proper adjustment of Eccl it gives an output which is symmetrical about
the zero of the input sine wave. Since there is no shift in d-c level, several
stages may be a-c coupled. A phasemeter has been built6 using such a
circuit. A more economical design in which only one cathode-coupled
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clipper stage is followed by a cathode-coupled multi is shown in Fig. 15-20.
If the circuit parameters are chosen so that the limited output at P2 is
small enough so as not to drive G3 into the positive grid region, then a-c
coupling may be used between P 2 and G 3 • Experimentally, it has been
found that such a circuit gives a phase lock within 10 for peak-to-peak
voltages from about 0.1 volt to 100 volts at 400 cps. The multi comparator is operated with a small value of Rk2 so that gain is obtained in
T3 and a pulse is obtained when T4 is brought out of cutoff.
The multiar circuit used to obtain a square wave or pulses from a
sine wave is indicated in Fig. 15-21. The method of avoiding d-c
restoration is that given in Fig. 15-19. The cathode resistor Rk is used
for self-bias so that the triode (or pent ode) T2 is not drawing grid current
in the quiescent state. The behavior of the circuit is essentially that

~---o

C
Sinusoidal ~I--""--~
input

Squarewave
output

T3
........- - - - - 1 - - - - + - - - - 0 Pulse
output

FIG. 15-21. A multiar circuit for sinusoidal input voltages.

given in Sec. 15-7. As explained in that section, the stability is determined primarily by Tl - R(J combination. Regeneration will take place
when the loop gain reaches unity, and this may not be precisely at the zero
of the input sine wave. If zero phase lock is important, then a small
biasing voltage must be introduced effectively in series with the diode T 1.
The pulse obtained when the sine wave passes through zero in the negative direction is sharp and is determined by regeneration. The pulse
obtained when the sine wave approaches zero in the positive direction is
smaller and broader and is obtained when Tl comes out of cutoff as indicated in Fig. 15-11d. In this circuit there also exists the possibility of
multiple oscillations as pictured in Fig. 15-13.
If a transformer is available whose impedance is high enough so as not
to load down the source, this may be used to couple the sinusoid to the
multiar in place of the CT 3 R(J combination. Also, as explained in Sec.
4-4, another diode may be used to compensate for filament voltage drifts
in the selector diode T 1.
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15-13. Amplifiers for Comparators. It has been pointed out that the
precision of a comparator may be improved by a factor A if the comparator is preceded by an amplifier of gain A. The amplifier must
normally be d-c coupled to the comparator. Hence, the quiescent
voltage output of the amplifier must be stable if the improvement in
precision is not to be undone by a loss of accuracy. If the reference level
of the comparator is adjustable, then a further requirement which
must be imposed on the amplifier is that it operate with extreme
linearity.
The requirement of extremely linear operation may be removed by
using the amplifier not directly for the purpose of amplifying the signal
but rather for the purpose of amplifying the difference between the input
signal and the reference voltage. An amplifier-comparator combination
which incorporates this principle is shown in Fig. 15-22. The reference
voltage En is applied to one grid while the signal is applied to the other
grid of the symmetrical amplifier employing a type 5755 (Western
Electric) vacuum tube. The 12AX7 is used in the cathode circuit for the
purpose of achieving an extremely large effective cathode resistor without
at the same time requiring an excessively large voltage drop across this
resistor. This application of the 12AX7 in the cathode circuit is discussed in Sec. 1-10. The advantage of a large effective cathode resistor
in the circuit will be discussed below. The 5651 is a stable glow-tube
regulator used here to establish a fixed voltage between the 12AX7 grid
and the -300-volt supply. The 12AU7 is a comparator of the differenceamplifier type shown in Fig. 15-9.
The operation of the circuit is as follows. If the amplifier is completely
symmetrical, then when the signal voltage ei is equal to the reference
voltage En, the voltages at the two plates of the 5755 will be identical.
The resistor R may be adjusted so that under these conditions the currents
through T 2a and T 2b are nominally equal. The difference amplifier can
handle linearly only a limited range of input signal. Hence, as the
voltage difference between the 5755 plates departs from zero, a break
occurs in the difference-amplifier output as one or the other of the
12AU7 sections passes through cutoff. (N ote that if T 2a cuts off, T2b will
be operating with a very large cathode resistor and the response of T 2b
to a signal at its grid will be very small.) For a negative-going sweep
input signal, as indicated in Fig. 15-22, the response at the plate of T 2b
will be a positive-going step, as shown. (The output differentiating
circuit will transform this step to a pulse.) The step will begin when the
input signal ei is different from the reference En by some fixed voltage.
Alternatively, the resistor R may be adjusted so that the step forms at the
moment ei = En. We may now discuss some of the advantageous
features of the circuit of Fig. 15-22.
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The 5755 vacuum tube has parameters J.I. = 65 and rp = 200 K. The
gain of the amplifier, defined as the ratio of the plate-to-plate output
voltage to the signal input ei, is therefore (see Sec. 1-10)
A =

= 65 X 510 = 46 6

J.l.RL
RL+rp

510

+ 200

(15-9)

.

Hence, there is an improvement by a factor 46.6 in the precision of the
comparator as compared to the precision which would result without the
amplifier.
The amplifier is highly stable. This stability results not from any
particular circuit features but rather from the nature of the tubes
employed. The type 5755 tube was especially designed for balanced
d-c amplifier service. The manufacturer guarantees that, for equality of
tube current, the maximum difference in grid voltages is 0.3 volt. More
importantly it is claimed that over a 7-hr period a change of no more than
5 mv need be made at most at one grid to keep the currents balanced.
Similarly, the 5651 tube is a very stable reference voltage regulator.
Over the normal operating range of 1.5 to 3.5 rna, its maintaining voltage
under continuous operation will not drift with age by more than about
0.3 volt.
If the circuit is to be free of common-mode effect, the individual voltages at the plates of the 5755 must be the same whenever ei = ER independently of the value of E R. To see the extent to which the amplifier
satisfies this condition, let us consider the common-mode rejection ratio
p of the 5755 circuit. Proceeding as in Sec. 1-10, we have the result that
if (J.I.
I)Rk » RL
rp and J.I. » 1, then approximately

+

+

Ad =

J.l.RL

2(RL

+ rp)

and

A = _ RL
C

2Rk

(15-10)

In Eq. (15-10) Ad and Ac are, respectively, the gain for a difference signal
and the gain for a common-mode signal. The results in Eq. (15-10) are
slightly different from the results given in Eq. (1-21) since in the present
circuit both tubes have plate resistors R L • The common-mode rejection
ratio p is
(15-11)
If ei and ER both change by an amount t::.E, the voltage change at one
amplifier plate will be the same as if only the signal voltage changed by
an amount t::.ei given by
t::.E
t::.Ci = p

(15-12)

In the amplifier of Fig. 15-22 the resistor Rk to be used in Eq. (15-11)
is the resistance seen looking into the plate of the 12AX7. This resistance

+300 volts

510 K

68 K
12AU7

5755

Si~
e,

Reference
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4/U 1\
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FIG. 15-22. A symmetrical amplifier followed by a difference-amplifier comparator.
Laboratories, Electrical Engineering Department, Columbia University.)

(Courtesy of the Electronics Research
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+ +

= Tp (1 f.L)R~. For the 12AX7 (rp = 0.1 Meg and f.L = 100)
we have Rk = 47 Meg. From Eqs. (15-11) and (15-12) we compute that,
for a 100-volt sweep, Aei = -23 mv. This small common-mode error
is due to the large effective cathode impedance which results from the
use of the 12AX7 in the cathode circuit. The over-all common-mode
error of the entire circuit is reduced even further by the common-mode
rejection of the difference-amplifier comparator.
Equal changes in the cathode temperature of the 5755 section constitute a common-mode signal against which the circuit will discriminate.
A similar situation applies with respect to a change in the cathode temperature of the 12AX7 or a change in the 5651 maintaining voltage.
is Rk
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CHAPTER

16

TIME MODULATION AND MEASUREMENT

Time modulation is the term used to describe the process by which we
may control the time interval occupied by some feature of interest in
connection with a waveform. With pulse-type waveforms the principal
features are pulse duration and time interval between pulses. One of the
most important applications of time modulation occurs in connection
with precise time measurements. For example, the distance of an aircraft
from a radar set is measured by the time which elapses between the pulse
radiated by the radar set (the reference pulse) and the pulse which
returns as an echo. The most precise method of measuring this elapsed
time is to generate locally a pulse whose time delay with respect to the
reference pulse is known and controllable. Then this local (index) pulse
is adjusted until a coincidence in time is observed between index and
echo. Quite generally a method for determining the time duration of an
entirely arbitrary waveform consists of generating a controllable index
pulse which is then brought into coincidence with a position of interest
on the arbitrary waveform. The coincidence may be observed either on a
cathode-ray-tube display or through the use of coincidence circuits where
feasible.
A second application of time modulation occurs in pulse communication
systems. Here the information to be transmitted is frequently conveyed
as a modulation of the duration of pulses, or alternatively as a modulation
of the interval between a reference pulse and the modulated pulse. A
third important application of time modulation is in the conversion of
analogue to digital data and is discussed in Sec. 16-3.
Circuits for producing time modulation usually fall into one of the
following three categories: (1) time-base systems, (2) phase-modulated
systems, and (3) delay-line systems. These three systems will now be
considered in turn.
16-1. Time-base Modulation Systems. A most important analogue
method used for time modulation is achieved by means of a combination
of a linear time-base generator and a comparator. A reference signal
starts the generation of a time-base waveform and the index pulse occurs
at the instant the waveform attains the reference level of the comparator.
485
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Modulation is accomplished usually by varying the comparator reference
level. An important advantage of this method is that the modulation
may be accomplished electrically. If, as is very frequently the case, it is
required that the timing interval vary linearly with the modulating signal,
it will be required that the time-base waveform be linear and that the
comparator reference voltage vary linearly with the modulating signal.
If some relationship other than linearity is to exist between timing interval and modulating signal, an appropriate nonlinear timing waveform
will be required, or else the comparator reference voltage will have to be
related to the modulating signal in accordance with the required functional relationship.
An accuracy of 0.1 per cent is obtained with a time-base system only
with great difficulty. The accuracy of the time modulator depends upon
the following items:
1. The constancy of the voltage level from which the timing waveform
starts (i.e., the zero level)
2. The constancy of the voltage level at which the comparator responds
3. The constancy, cycle after cycle, of the timing waveform
4. The accuracy with which the timing waveform fits the required
functional relationship between modulating signal and required timing
Where linearity is required between timing and modulating signal, item
(3) refers to the constancy of the slope from cycle to cycle, while item
(4) refers to the linearity of any individual timing waveform. We shall
consider only linear modulation. It is of some interest to tabulate the
various features which may characterize a combination of linear timebase generator and comparator. Time modulators may differ in one or
more of the following items:
1. Type of comparator (a classification into five categories was made in
Sec. 15-2)
2. Linearity
a. No feedback to improve linearity
b. Bootstrapping
c. Miller feedback
3. Gating
a. External
b. Internal
Some circuits require that an external gating voltage be applied to
generate the time base, while others require only a trjgger pulse to
start the time base, the gating voltage being generated internally.
4. Synchronization
a. External
b. Internal
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An externally synchronized system is used for random pulses since it
accepts an applied pulse to initiate the timing. An internally synchronized system determines its own instant of timing and delivers an
index pulse delayed from the starting pulse in accordance with the
modulating signal.
5. Lastly, in some circuits the function of the time-base generator and
comparator are well separated and the portions of the circuits which
accomplish each function are easily recognized. In other circuits the
two functions are not easily separable.
This listing includes the almost unending variety of time-modulating
circuits 1 available. Certain special circuits have found very wide application because of their simplicity. Notable among these is the cathodecoupled monostable multivibrator (Sec. G-8) and the phantastron (Sec.
7-7). In these circuits feedback is used to improve linearity, the gating is
internal, the synchronization is external, and no clear-cut separation
exists between the time-base generator and the comparator.
16-2. Comparison of Bootstrap and Miller Time-base Generators.2
We discuss now the items on which the time-modulator accuracy depends.
The constancy of the voltage level at which the comparator responds is a
matter with which we have already dealt in Chap. 15 and need not be
repeated. Similarly, the methods which are available to improve
linearity have already been considered in Chap. 7. It is, however, appropriate to note that with respect to linearity of time-base waveforms the
Miller integrator circuit enjoys some advantage over the bootstrap
circuit. The reason for this circumstance is not hard to find. It will be
recalled that in the case of the bootstrap circuit the departure from
linearity is measured by the extent to which the amplifier gain is different
from unity. Now the only simple amplifier which is practical for use
in the bootstrap generator is the cathode follower. Even with high gm
tubes, gains in excess of, say, 0.99 are difficult to attain. The gain
required of the amplifier in a Miller circuit to achieve equivalent linearity
is 1/ (1 - 0.99) = 100. It is, of course, not difficult to build an amplifier
for use in a bootstrap circuit whose gain approaches arbitrarily close to
unity. But such amplifiers are, in principle, of such nature that their gain
may, due to various instabilities, become greater than unity. A gain larger
than unity is as objectionable as a gain less than unity. Furthermore a
decrease in gain of say 1 per cent from 0.99 to 0.98 reduces the linearity
improvement by a factor of 2. On the other hand, no great difficulty is
encountered in building a conventional amplifier with a gain far in excess
of 100. And in this case a small drift in gain causes no difficulty.
The largest source of error by far usually results from the instability in
zero level and slope because of the variability of operation of the tubes
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used for switching. Figure 16-1 represents a bootstrap time-base
generator in which it is considered that E' = Ebb + ec; that is, E' is the
sum of some quiescent supply voltE'
age Ebb and a voltage equal to that
developed across the capacitor.
We have for simplicity returned
the cathode of the gating tube to
a negative supply voltage so that
initially the voltage ec = o. Because of the bootstrapping the
slope of the time-base voltage is
ec constant and is equal to its initial
value E bb / RC. N ow suppose that
because of heater voltage change,
-Et;4
tube aging, or even tube replaceFIG. 16-1. A bootstrap circuit. The ment the initial value ee is no
voltage E' is variable.
longer zero but is !lE. Then

---rI

I~

(16-1)

If ee is applied to a comparator whose reference level is E e, the time
interval established will be approximately
t = RC Ee

Ebb

(1 _

!lE
Ee

+ !lE)
Ebb

(16-2)

The first correction term represents the error due to the fact that the zero
level has changed, while the second term results from the change in slope
of the time base. In the limiting case where Ee = Ebb, the error is quite
small, being given by the higher-order terms neglected in Eq. (16-1).
More usually Ee is appreciably smaller than Ebb and the zero error is much
larger than the slope error.
The triode clamp of Fig. 16-1 will provide an extremely unstable zero
level. The tube current at fixed bias is highly variable. In addition,
where a clamped grid is employed the precise level at which the grid
damps is a function of the grid-current characteristics. In many tubes
manufacturers do not control grid-current characteristics. Consequently,
even with large plate and grid resistors, the clamping voltage of the circuit
of Fig. 16-1 may vary by an appreciable fraction of a volt. A diode is
much more stable than the triode as a clamp, and hence the circuit of Fig.
16-2a offers some advantage. A further improvement results if the
double-diode arrangement of Fig. 16-2b is employed. As described in
Sec. 4-4, the second diode serves as a stabilizing influence against the
effect of heater voltage variation.
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An additional precaution to be observed with bootstrap sweeps is that
the signal must not be taken from the cathode of the cathode follower
since the d-c voltage difference between the grid and cathode is itself
quite variable. One must therefore apply to the comparator the signal
which appears across the sweep capacitor.

o

(a)

-E

(b)

C(J

FIG. 16-2. (a) A diode clamp for a bootstrap circuit.
help compensate for cathode temperature changes.

-E
C(J

(b) A second diode added to

Instead of trying to stabilize separately the clamping level of the sweep
and the reference level of the comparator one may try to balance one
error against the other. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 16-3. Tl
is the clamping diode and T2 is the comparator diode. One may expect
that a change in cathode emission will change the zero level and the

~-.-..... To comparator

amplifier

c
-Ecc

-=

En

FIG. 16-3. A circuit used to balance the drift in clamping level of the sweep against the
drift in reference level of the comparator.

comparator reference level by approximately the same amount. Of
course, this arrangement will not correct the slope error which accompanies the zero shift.
A change in cathode emission is represented by the introduction of a
voltage source EH in series with the cathode lead. In Fig. 16-3 such a
voltage EH will cause an equal change in the clamping voltage only if the
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impedance in the cathode circuit of Tl is small. Hence, a cathode follower
T3 is used to gate the diode T 1• The bias on T3 is such as to cut the tube
off Except during the gating time; hence the d-c instability of the triode
is unimportant.
N ow consider a Miller sweep. The stability difficulties associated with
the Miller time-base generator are more troublesome than in the case of
the bootstrap circuit. The amplifier in the circuit (as in Fig. 16-4) must
be a d-c amplifier. The zero level of the output suffers not only on
account of the instability of d-c output voltage of the amplifier but also
from the amplified instability of the clamp. Furthermore, the linear
sweep starts after a step voltage (see Fig. 7-22) has formed and the
variability of the step is in effect a zero error. Nothing much can be done
about the variability of the step except to try to make it as small as

c

Amplifier

FIG. 16-4. A Miller sweep.

FIG. 16-5. A method for reducing the
initial step in the output voltage of a
Miller sweep.

possible. A means which is available for reducing the size of the step is
shown in Fig. 16-5. The diode current (with zero pent ode plate current)
is adjusted to be somewhat less than the current which flows through RL
at the instant the circuit is gated on. The step which forms at plate and
grid is then equal to the plate resistor RL multiplied by the difference
between diode current and pentode current. The step cannot be eliminated entirely since some negative step at the plate is required to cut off
the diode during the sweep formation.
Fluctuations in cathode emission will cause a slope error. If, say, the
emission increases, then the initial current through R (Fig. 16-5) will
increase correspondingly. Two methods of minimizing slope error from
this source are indicated in Fig. 16-6a and b.· In Fig. 16-6a the variation
of cathode emission is stabilized by an additional diode in exactly the
same manner used in Fig. 16-2b. It is assumed here that the effective
cathode potential of the pentode is affected by cathode emission in the
same manner as for the diode. In the second method (Fig. 16-6b) the
supply voltage E~~ to which R is returned changes nominally by the same
amount and in the same direction as the initial grid level. The net initial
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voltage difference across R is more constant than before and consequently
the initial slope of the timing waveform is less variable.
When zero error is the principal difficulty, it is advantageous to make
the time-base amplitude (in either the bootstrap or the Miller sweep)
as large as possible and to use the circuit in such a manner that the minimum comparator reference level is as large as possible. A reasonable
estimate for zero error is about 0.3 volt. If the sweep amplitude is, say,
200 volts, then the resultant accuracy is 0.3 X lO~'200 = 0.15 per cent.
Much can also be accomplished in reducing uncertainty by selecting tubes
and by preaging tubE(s, since it has been found experimentally that the
rate of tube drift is usually largest when tubes are first put into service.

R

(a) -Ecc

(b)

FIG. 16-6. Two methods for minimizing slope error.

If a system may be internally synchronized, then the zero-level difficulties may be eliminated by using two comparators instead of only one.
The first comparator is set to respond at an arbitrary voltage level and
this comparator signal is used to mark the reference time. The second
comparator has its reference level set to respond at a later and variable
time. The time interval marked off is therefore the time required for
the time-base voltage to rise from one level to another. The accuracy
of such an arrangement depends only on the linearity of the sweep and the
accuracy of the two comparators, provided the slope error is negligible.
A precaution which must be observed in such an arrangement is that the
reference comparator must not affect the time-base linearity. A low
impedance time-base waveform is to be preferred, and here, since the zero
level does not matter, the cathode waveform of a bootstrap sweep circuit
will be suitable.
16-3. An Analogue-to-Digital Converter. It is often required that data
taken in a physical system be delivered directly to a digital computer for
processing. Such data would normally appear in electrical analogue
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form. For example, a temperature difference would be represented by
the output of a thermocouple, the strain of a mechanical member would
be represented by the electrical unbalance of a strain-gauge bridge, etc.
The need therefore arises for a device to convert analogue information
into digital form. A very large number of such devices have been
invented. 3 We shall consider below one such system which involves a
time-modulation scheme of high precision.
In this system 4 a continuous sequence of equally spaced pulses is passed
through a gate. . The gate is normally closed and is opened at the instant
of the beginning of a linear sweep. The gate remains open until the
linear sweep voltage attains the reference level of a- comparator, which
comparator level is set equal to the analogue voltage to be converted.
The number of pulses in the train which passes through the gate is therefore proportional to the analogue voltage. If the analogue voltage

A
Sw:eep·output

r

-Ecc
FIG. 16-7. A sweep generator for an analogue-to-digital converter.

varies with time, it will, of course, not be possible to convert the analogue
data continuously, but it will be required that the analogue data be
sampled at intervals. The maximum value of the analogue voltage will
be represented by a number of pulses n. It is clear that n should be made
as large as possible consistent with the requirement that the time interval
between two successive pulses shall be larger than the timing error of the
time modulator. The recurrence frequency of the pulses is equal, as a
minimum, to the product of n and the sampling rate. Actually the
recurrence rate will be larger in order to allow time for the circuit to
recover between samplings.
The first basic requirement of the converter is a time base of precise
linearity and negligible zero error and slope error. A system for achieving
such a time base is shown in Fig. 16-7. To achieve linearity, the sweep is
generated in the operational integrator consisting of R, C, and the highgain amplifier of gain AI. In a typical case the gain Al may be as large
as 10 4 and linearity of the order 1 part in 10 4 over a sweep amplitude of
100 volts has been attained. The amplifier Al is a chopper-stabilized
d-c amplifier 5 whose d-c drift is entirely negligible. The amplifier A2 is
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similarly stabilized and the d-c level of the output of A2 is adjusted so
that in the absence of a gate the diode TI is nonconducting while the triode
T2 is operating within its grid base.
Suppose now that the circuit connection at A is broken and that the
bias for T2 were derived from some fixed voltage source. In this case
the amplifier A 2 may be left out of consideration and the triode serves
simply as a clamp on the voltage at point B to prevent the formation of a
sweep.
The principal source of error will be the drift in the zero level of the
sweep which results from the instability in the clamping level because
of the drift in the triode T 2 • To correct this difficulty, the chopperstabilized amplifier A2 is added, the gain A2 being positive. We may
represent the effect of the drift in the clamping level by the introduction
of an error voltage Ee in series with the input lead to the amplifier Al at
the point marked B. In the absence of the amplifier A2 the drift in the
zero level of the sweep would be Eso = AlEe. With A2 present, and
assuming that the gain from the grid of T2 to its cathode is unity, the
drift is calculated to be CEso)', where

(Eso)' =

EeAI

1 - AIA2

E.~o

(16-3)

The denominator 1 - AlA 2 is positive since A I is necessarily negative
and A2 positive. Since AIA2» 1, the effective drift of the sweep zero
level has been reduced from AlEe to Eel A 2. It is most interesting to
note that the resultant drift of the zero level is now quite independent
of the gain AI. The reason for this result is that an increase in Al not
only amplifies the drift Ee but at the same time increases the correcting
feedback signal in the same proportion. If A 2 is taken to be 50 and if we
allow Ee to be, say, 0.5 volt, the drift in sweep zero will be only 10 mv.
The effect of the drift in the amplifiers themselves may similarly
be taken into account. In connection with d-c amplifiers it is customary
to specify the drift in terms of the d-c input voltage required to cause the
amplifier output signal to change by the amount of the drift. To allow
for the drift in AI, we need but add an additional voltage to E e, while to
allow for the drift in A 2, a voltage may be placed in series with the lead
which couples Al to A 2. A drift Ee(l) in amplifier Al will appear as a
drift Ee(l) I A2 in the sweep zero. A drift E e(2) in amplifier A2 will appear
as a drift in the sweep zero of amount

(16-4)
It is, however, feasible to build a chopper-stabilized amplifier in which the
drift may be represented by an input signal no larger than 50 J.'V. Hence,
the amplifier drifts are negligible.
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Referring again to Fig. 16-7, the sweep is formed when the negative
gate appears. The diode Tl conducts and draws the grid of T2 below
cutoff. The resistor r, which may be simply the output resistance of the
amplifier, is necessary to permit the grid voltage to drop when the diode
conducts. Since now T2 is cut off, the point B is released from clamp
and the feedback path through A2 is open so that a sweep voltage may be
formed. Clipping diodes are used to prevent overloading in amplifier
A2 and to make sure that the grid of T2 is not brought above cutoff
because of the signal from the amplifier A 2 • At the end of the negative
gate, T2 conducts again and discharges the capacitor C.
A

Modulation
( mechanical)

Phase"shifter

Comparator 1

B

t---~--o

c

t-----:~

D

FIG. 16-8. Block diagram of a phase-modulation system.

FIG. 16-9. The waveforms in the phase-modulation system of Fig. 16-8.

Using the comparator of Fig. 16-7, an analogue-to-digital converter
has been built which is capable of converting an analogue voltage in the
range 0 to 100 volts with a full-scale digital output of 4,096 pulses (12
binary places).
16-4. Phase-modulation System. The basic principle involved in a
time-modulation system using phase modulation is indicated in the block
diagram of Fig. 16-8. The waveforms of such a system are given in Fig.
16-9. A sinusoidal signal A is delivered to comparator 1 whose output
consists of a series of pulses B which are generated each time the sinusoid
crosses the zero axis while going in the positive direction (or alternatively
every time the sinusoid passes through zero in the negative-going direction.) The sinusoid is also applied to a phase-shifting device the output
of which is shown in C. A second comparator produces the pulses shown
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in D. If the phase shifter provides a phase shift 0 as shown in the
diagram, the second ~et of pulses will be separated in time from the first
set by an interval t = O/w, in which w is the angular frequency of the
sinusoidal signal.
It is, at present, not possible to build an accurate and reliable phase
shifter whose phase angle is controllable by a simple electrical signal.
For this reason the phase shifter employed is usually a mechanical device
and the modulating" signal" is also mechanical, such as a shaft rotation.
One prefers not to vary the timing interval by variation of the reference
level of the comparators, since sine-wave amplitude comparison is most
accurate when the selection takes place at zero phase where the slope
is a maximum. Additionally, in such a case, the time interval would not
vary linearly with the comparator reference voltage.
The error in a phase-modulation system arises principally in the phaseshifting circuits and devices. For a carefully designed system, an error
of about 0.5 0 may be expected. Hence, the accuracy is

~6~

X 100 = 0.14 per cent

provided that the comparator error can be neglected. The phase. modulation system is therefore somewhat less accurate than the time-base
system. An advantage of phase modulation is the convenience with
which it fits into multiple-scale time-modulation systems (Sec. 16-6).
16-6. Phase-shifting Devices and Circuits. The devices used for
phase shifting are polyphase capacitors, resolvers, and sine-cosine
potentiometers. These will now
be described.
Phase-shifting Capacitors.6 A el
polyphase capacitor consists of p
o------~---capacitors which have one common
plate and a rotatable dielectric slab en 0-0_ - - , -_ _~_C_n_--..
whose angular position determines
the individual capacitances between ep
each of the segments and the comz
mon plate. It is possible to design 7
the geometry of the device in such
a manner that the variation of
FIG. Hi-10. Schematic representation of no
capacitance Cn between the nth p-phase capacitor circuit (p = 3 or 4).
segment and the common plate is
sinusoidal with the angular rotation 0 of the shaft. Thus,
Cn

= Co

+ C cos [0 + (n

- 1) 2;]

n

= 1, 2, . . . ,p

In practice p is either 3 (three-phase) or 4 (four-phase).

(16-5)
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The circuit of Fig. 16-10 is excited with p-phase voltages so that

en

=E

sin [ ",t

+ (n -

1)

~]

n

= 1, 2,

... , p

(16-6)

The output voltage is given by the product of the short-circuit current
times the impedance seen looking back from the output terminals. Thus,
p

LEnjwCn

Eo =

_n:.:....=--=--l_ _ __
p

L jwC

n

(16-7)

+ liZ

n=l

where En is the sinor voltage corresponding to the instantaneous voltage
en. After some trigonometric manipulation this expression reduces to
pECe io
Eo = 2pCo 2/iwZ
(16-8)
This equation shows that the output voltage will have an amplitude which
is independent of the angle e and a phase which is a linear function of e.
Thus, we have converted a mechanical angle of rotation into an electrical
phase angle. It is, of course, necessary that C < Co, since Cn may not be
negative. Even in the limiting case where C = Co and wZ = co, the
ratio Eol E = 72' in the cases of both the four-phase and three-phase
capacitors. More usually it turns out that the ratio CICo is such as to
make the maximum possible value of EolE
715. A finite value of wZ
increases the attenuation further. Since large signal amplitude is
required for comparator operation, the use of phase-shifting capacitors
.is restricted to frequencies usually higher than 20 kc.
Induction Resolvers. A resolver (sometimes also called a synchro)8 as
used for phase-shifting purposes is a
device with two fixed stator windings
and a single rotor winding located in
the region of the magnetic fields produced by the stator windings. The
stator windings are mechanically arranged to provide fields which are at
right angles to one another in space.
If these windings are excited by currents
which are out of phase by 90°
FIG. 16-11. A two-phase resolver
which gives an output voltage whose electrically, the rotor will find itself in
phase angle equals the angle of the a rotating magnetic field of constant
rotor.
amplitude. The voltage induced in
the rotor will then be of constant amplitude and will have a phase which
depends on its angular position.

+

r-.J

--~

~

r=~-ll
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The arrangement of windings in a resolver is illustrated schematically
in Fig. 16-11. The mutual inductances between stators and the rotor are
M lr = M cos 0 and A[ 2r = Al sin 0, respectively. If i I = 10 sin wt and
i2 = - locos wt, then
eo

+

M 2r dt
di2 = 11illW I 0 (cos 0 cos wt

=

dil
M lr dt

=

AlwI 0 cos (wt - 0)

+

. 0.
sm
sm wt )
(16-9)

This equation verifies the statement that the resolver converts a mechanical angle of rotation into an electrical phase angle.
An alternative method 9 of using a resolver which requires only a singlephase applied voltage is indicated in Fig. 16-12. The output from the
first stator is el = E sin wt cos 0 and is applied to the operational amplifier A, which (for a large value of gain) gives an output eol which is shifted
e2 =E sin wt sin 0

C

C

Stator
2

T

R

el=E sin wt cosO

1
-=

FIG. 16-12. A resolver-operational amplifier combination used to convert a mechanical angle into an electrical angle.

in phase by 90° or eol = (E/wRC) cos wt cos O. The output from the
second stator e2 = E sin wt sin 0 is also applied to the operational
amplifier which inverts this voltage and delivers the output

eo 2 = -E sin wt sin 0
The net output
eo

=

eo

is

eol

+

e o2

E cos wt cos
= wRC

0 - E"
f SIn wt Sin 0

(16-10)

If wRC is chosen equal to unity, then eo = E cos (wt + 0), thus confirming
the fact that an electrical voltage is obtained whose phase angle equals
the rotational angle of the resolver. Note that the output voltage is of
constant amplitude.
There are also available synchros having three stator windings which
must be excited with three-phase voltages, and again the output from the
rotor will have an electrical phase angle equal to the angle of rotation.
The accuracy of phase shift with a high-quality resolver is much better
than that obtainable with phase-shifting capacitors. Resolvers find
application in the frequency range below about 20 kc.
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Sine-Cosine Potentiometer.lo This device consists of a resistance card
wound with parallel wires, as shown in Fig. 16-13. Four brushes placed
90° apart in space move on a circle on this card (actually the card rotates
and the brushes are stationary in
order that only two, instead of four,
()
slip rings be required). A brush

~1111111~ +e cbs fJ

is
broadAenough
to cover about
two
wires.
single-section
RC filter
is used in each lead to suppress
e sin fJ
-e cos (}
potentiometer noise. The four
-e
outputs are proportional to e cos 0,
Brush
FIG. 16-13. A sine-cosine potentiometer.
e sin 0, -e cos 0, and -e sin 0,
where ± e are the voltages applied
at the ends of the card and is the angle of rotation.
The circuit for converting the space angle into an electrical angle
is the same as that of Fig. 16-12 with the sine-cosine potentiometer
replacing the resolver. The input to the potentiometer is ±E sin wt.
The outputs E sin wt cos e and E sin wt sin are applied to the operational amplifier which then delivers E cos (wt
e).
Phase-shifting Circuits. ll A network suitable for use with a four-phase
capacitor is shown in Fig. 16-14. The transformer is center-tapped. By
+e ()
+e sin

°

°

°

+

]
FIG. 16-14. A phase-shifting circuit which may be used with a polyphase capacitor.

drawing a sinor (phasor) diagram it may be verified l2 that the magnitude
of the voltages E I , E z, E 3, and E4 are all equal to E/2 and that if

wCIR I

=

wCzRz = 1

the phase of the voltages differs progressively by 90°.
If we use the voltages E I , E z, and E4 of Fig. 16-14, three-phase voltages
suitable for use with a three-phase capacitor will be provided. The
signal amplitudes are again each equal to E /2. To provide the required
120° phase shifts, it is necessary to adjust
and
The network of Fig. 16-14 behaves as indicated only if the signal
terminals are not loaded. The small loading effect of the phase-shift
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capacitor may be minimized by using small values of Rl and R2 and large
values for C1 and C2 so that the output impedance of the phase-shifting
network will be low.
The circuit of Fig. 16-14 using only one RC network will produce the
two-phase voltages required for the resolver circuit of Fig. 16-11. In this
case buffer amplifiers might have to be used between the outputs and the
resolver coils. A circuit which provides two-phase voltages without using
a transformer is given in Probe 16-8. An operational amplifier connected
as a phase shifter may also be used for this purpose.
16-6. Multiple-scale Modulation. 13 The time-modulation systems
already described are referred to as single-scale systems since only one
timing cycle is involved. The accuracy of such systems is, as we have

Output

G

FIG. 16-15. A block diagram of a double-scale phase-modulation system.

seen, of the order of 0.1 to 0.2 per cent. The accuracy can be improved
by orders of magnitude by the use of multiple-scale systems. A doublescale system is illustrated in functional form in Fig. 16-15. The associated waveforms are indicated in Fig. 16-16.
The sinusoidal output of the oscillator (waveform A) of frequency!
is converted to a train of pulses by a comparator. This train of pulses
(not indicated in the waveforms) is applied to a 5: 1 divider (Chap. 12),
the output of which appears in waveform B. These pulses, which are
separated by a time interval T5 = 51!, are used to trigger a linear timebase generator whose waveform appears in C. The total time duration
of the time-base voltage is made somewhat shorter than T5 to allow the
time-base generator to recover between pulses. The sweep generator
may be self-gating or may require an external gate generator. In any
event the gating function is assumed to be incorporated in the block of
the time-base generator and is not shown separately.
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The oscillator output is used simultaneously to excite a phase shifter
of the types discussed in Sec. 16-5. The phase-shifter output, shifted
in phase with respect to the oscillator output by an arbitrary angle, is
shown in D. A second comparator provides the pulses shown in E at
each positive-going crossing of the zero axis of the phase-shifter output.
The time-base waveform is applied to still a third comparator whose
reference level is set at E R , as shown in C. This last comparator triggers
a gating-waveform generator whose waveshape appears in F. Finally,
A
~------T5--------~

B

c
D

E

F
...----T--~

G

FIG. 16-16. The waveforms in the circuit of Fig. 16-15.

the gating waveform together with the pulse output of comparator 2
are applied to a coincidence circuit. This gating circuit passes on to the
output that one of the pulses of waveform E which occurs during the time
of the gate at F so that the final output appears as in G and a timing
interval T has been established.
N ow suppose that one varies simultaneously the reference voltage
ER of comparator 3 and the phase shift produced by the phase shifter
in such a way that the train of pulses at E and the gate at F are shifted
on the time scale by the same amounts. Then the time interval T may
be varied continuously from nominal zero to T = T 5 •
The important difference between the present time-modulation system
and the single-scale system of Fig. 16-8 is that the range of time modula-
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tion has been extended from a range l/f to the range 5/f. The principal
source of error is still the accuracy of the phase shifter. The absolute
error of the phase shifter is unchanged, but since the range has been
extended by a factor of 5, the percentage accuracy of full scale has been
increased by a factor of 5. The linearity of the time-base voltage and
the time of occurrence and duration of the gating waveform has no
influence on accuracy. It is only required that the gating voltage be
generated with enough precision to single out continuously one and only
one pulse of the train.
In Fig. 16-15 the phase is shifted by rotation of the phase-shifting
device, while the reference level of the comparator is adjusted by means
of a potentiometer. The comparator reference level will go through its
full range in one complete rotation of the potentiometer, while the phase
shifter will require nominally five complete rotations. If the potentiometer is of conventional design (say 300 0 rotation), some mechanical gearing will be required between potentiometer and phase shifter. The
necessity for the gearing (but not the coupling) between phase shifter
and potentiometer may be eliminated if a multiturn potentiometer (a
helipot) is used which requires five turns to cover its range.
If a divider which divides by n is used (in place of 5: 1 division), the
accuracy will be improved n-fold. If n is equal, say, to 100, then the
beginning of the gating waveform must be held to a precision of 1 per
cent of full scale if one particular pulse is to be continuously selected.
Otherwise a gross error will be made which makes the system entirely
useless. Linear time-base comparator, single-scale timing circuits can
be held to a precision appreciably better than 1 per cent, but to allow a
comfortable safety factor a value of n < 100 is used.
16-7. Delay-line Modulation. A supersonic delay line H consists of a
quartz crystal transmitter and a crystal receiver mounted in a tank of
liquid (mercury, water, etc.). A pulse modulates a carrier frequency of,
say, 30 Mc. This pulse-modulated carrier is then applied to a transmitting crystal which generates waves in the liquid column. A receiving
crystal detects the pulse after it has traveled down the tank. Thus a
delay of l/v sec is obtained, where l is the length of the column between
input and output transducers and v is the velocity of propagation of the
acoustical wave. This system has been used 15 to obtain delays variable
over a range of 2 to 240 f..Lsec with an extremely high degree of accuracy.
The delay is varied by adjusting the spacing between the input and output crystals. The difficulties associated with this system are (1) the
tank must be temperature-controlled since the velocity of propagation is
a function of the temperature of the liquid, (2) the attenuation in the
system is very high, (3) the device is difficult to maintain under field
conditions, (4) the tank is heavy, and (5) an intricate mechanical arrange-
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ment is needed for moving the receiver relative to the transmitter within
the liquid.
For short delays (about 10~sec or less), electrical lines may be used.
The electrical delay line is ordinarily used to establish a fixed time interval.
Such a line does not readily adapt itself to provide for a continuously
variable, precisely determinable delay. However, a circulating-pulse
technique, similar to that used in dynamic registers of a digital computer
(Sec. 13-11), has been developed 16 for obtaining a highly stable variable
time-delay system. In principle, this method consists of applying a
pulse to the input of an electrical delay line, amplifying the output pulse
in order to compensate for the attenuation of the line and then feeding the
Plate voltage
Screen voltage
' - - - - - - - f J OO(IOO'-----If--......-ooo P2

PI

In~

pulse

FIG. 16-17. A circulating-pulse system consisting of a distributed amplifier and two
additional delay lines, DA and DB.

output of the amplifier back to the beginning of the line. The pulse
then starts its second round trip over the loop consisting of delay line and
amplifier. Thus the output is a train of pulses separated by a constant
interval from one another . We shall see shortly how such a pulse circulating device is incorporated in a variable time-delay system. For the
present, however, we may note that one possible application of this system might be in connection with high-speed oscillography. A sweep
circuit may be triggered by the input pulse and the train of pulses from
the delay line may be applied to the grid of the CRT to provide accurate
and stable time markers.
If millimicrosecond pulses are to be transmitted in the circulatingpulse system, a distributed amplifier (Sec. 10-7) is required. Figure
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16-17 shows the basic circuit, and the timing sequences of pulses are
given in Fig. 16-18. Two additional delay lines DA and DB are required
in addition to the delay lines of the distributed amplifier. For simplicity,
we assume in the following description that the delays in the distributed
amplifier are negligible in comparison with the delays of DA and DB.
The operation of the circuit is as follows. A positive pulse applied at
the input PI, is amplified and inverted by tube T I • The resulting negative pulse travels along the plate line of the amplifiers T2 and T 3, then
through the delay line B (having a delay DB) and along the grid line,
and is absorbed in the characteristic terminating resistance Ro. This
negative pulse also travels through
line A (having a delay D A ) and is
PI
reflected from the shorted end of this
1'------------(a)
line as a positive pulse. This positive
pulse travels down the plate line and
appears at P 2 delayed by 2DA • This
pulse also travels through line Band 12
t
appears at P 3 an interval DB later.
Since T2 and T3 are biased beyond cutoff, negative pulses are not amplified.
However, the positive pulse which 13 t----tr--.-IIL--...,r---'L.-..,,..-appears at the grids of T2 and T3 is
amplified and appears as a negative
(c)
pulse in the plate line. This n~gative
FIG. 16-18. The pulse trains generated
pulse travels along the paths indicated in the circuit of Fig. 16-17.
above for the first negative pulse which
appeared at the plate of T 1• The sequence of events then repeats itself
and the result is equivalent to a having a pulse circulate around the loop
continuously. The pulse trains which appear at P 2 and P 3 are shown in
Fig. 16-18.
If, instead 'of a pulse train, a single pulse is desired whose delay may be
modulated in accord 'with a d-c reference voltage E R , the circuiV6 of
Fig. 16-19 is added to that of Fig. 16-17. The pulses at P 3 (Fig. 16-18c)
are applied to a blocking oscillator which is biased so that only the
positive pulses are effective. These blocking-oscillator pulses enter a
storage counter and generate a staircase voltage as in Fig. 11-26. When
this voltage reaches a level determined by E R , the comparator delivers a
pulse which in turn generates a gating voltage. This gate is applied to a
coincidence circuit which has as its second input the pulse train at P 2
(Fig. 16-8b). The gating voltage is wide enough to overlap one (but not
more than one) of the positive pulses at P 2 • Hence, a single pulse will be
delivered from the coincidence circuit and delayed 2DA plus an integral
multiple of 2DA + D]1 from the input pulse to the system. The delay
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can be varied in steps of 2DA
DB by changing the reference voltage ER
of the comparator. The gating generator also activates a turnoff circuit
which applies an additional negative bias to the grids of T2 and Ta. This
negative bias prevents further circulation of pulses around the distributed
amplifier loop and the pulse train is terminated. The system is now
quiescent until another external pulse is applied at PI of Fig. 16-17.
The high stability of the above system is due to the fact that the
delay is determined by the number of reflections in lines A and Band
is almost independent of variations in cutoff characteristics of tubes,
noise, hum, temperature, and changes in supply voltages, provided that
the levels of the pulses are high, say 50 volts.

Blocking
oscillator

Storage
counter

Comparator

ER

Gate
generator

Coincidence
circuit

Delayed
pulse
output'

Turnoff
circuit

To T2 and Ta
FIG. 16-19. Block diagram of circuit used to convert Fig. 16-17 into a single-pulse
delay system.

16-8. Pulsed Oscillators.17 The time-base and delay-line systems
discussed in this chapter are externally synchronized. However, the
phase-modulation system has the limitation that it must be internally
synchronized. The versatility of this system would be improved appreciably if it were possible to synchronize the system to an external pulse
which occurs at random. What is required for such a purpose is that
the continuously running oscillator of Fig. 16-15 be replaced by a pulsed
oscillator.
A pulsed oscillator is one which is normally quiescent but which can
be turned on for the time duration of a gating waveform. Ideally such
a pulsed oscillator should provide zero output voltage before and after
the gate and a sinusoid of fixed amplitude, frequency, and phase during the
gate. When the oscillator is gated on, there will be a switching transient
associated with the gating, and as a result the first several cycles of the
oscillator waveform may not be suitable for timing purposes. To minimize this transient, one tries to arrange, as far as possible, that the initial
currents and voltages at the time of switching shall be the same as those
that would occur if the oscillator were running continuously. For this
purpose the most suitable oscillator is one with few components such as
an LC oscillator.
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Consider initially the ringing circuit of Fig. 16-20. The inductor Land
capacitor C constitute the oscillating circuit and R represents the damping
losses of L. The resistor RL is adjusted so that with the tube in clamp
the inductor current is I. A negative gate cuts off the tube and the
cathode circuit is free to execute natural (unforced) oscillations. The
transient behavior of a ringing circuit is
discussed in detail in Sec. 2-8, where it is
shown that the amplitude of oscillations
decreases to 1/Eth its peak value in Q/rr
cycles. Since the Q of a coil in this application is of the order of 25, this decrement
is too rapid to make the circuit of Fig.
16-20 very useful as a source of pulsed
oscillations. The circuit does, however,
find some application for calibration of the
time axis of a cathode-ray oscillograph,
FIG. 16-20. A ringing circuit.
since, in spite of the damping, the times at
which the waveform crosses the zero axis are equally spaced. In this
application the gating waveform which generates the cathode-ray oscillograph time base also triggers the ringing circuit. The ringing circuit
output is displayed on the CRO screen and the sweep speed may be determined if the ringing frequency is known.
A pulsed oscillator which has been widely used 18 is shown in Fig. 16-21.
The tube Tl is the gating tube and is cut off during the oscillations. With
R a zero, the remainder of the circuit is identical to the conventional
Hartley oscillator. If the oscillator
tube T2 were omitted, the voltage
across the tank circuit would have
an initial amplitude wLI, I being
0-{
the initial current in L. If the
feedback due to the presence of T2
is adjusted to approximately the
value required to supply the tankFIG. 16-21. A pulsed Hartley oscillator.
circuit losses, the initial amplitude
will remain at wLI. We may actually expect that the amplitude will grow or decay very slowly, depending
on whether the loop gain is slightly more or less than unity. This is a
matter of small concern since the oscillator will be permitted to run for
only a short time.
The resistor Ra is used to adjust the loop gain to unity. Ra is adjusted
experimentally to the value which results in constant amplitude of sinusoidal signal. An approximate value of R3 is easily calculated. For

U
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simplicity, let us assume that the gain of T2 (cathode follower) is nominally unity. Let us further assume that the coil is tapped at its midpoint and that the coupling between the two halves of the coil is perfect.
The impedance RT seen looking into the terminals eT is then one-fourth
of the resonant impedance of the tank circuit, or RT = %wLQ. Since
the tank voltage eo equals 2eT, then for the loop gain to be 1, the ratio
ek/eT must equal 2. Hence R T/(R 3 + R T) = Y2, or R3 = RT = ~~wLQ.
The output signal is taken directly from the tank circuit and is exceptionally free of harmonic distortion. In a conventional LC oscillator,
the tube operates class C, and we depend on this filtering action of the
tank circuit to provide a sinusoidal waveform. In the pulsed oscillator
of Fig. 16-21, the oscillator tube is self-biased through RI so that it operates very nearly linearly with a consequent improvement in waveform.
In Fig. 16-21 the cathode-to-heater capacitance of TI and the input
capacitance of T2 may well constitute a large fraction of the total timing
capacitance, which capacitance is subject to change with tube replacement and variations in supply voltage. In order to minimize this effect
T2 is replaced by a pentode and a second cathode follower T3 (not shown
in Fig. 16-21) is added. 19 The input of T3 is ek and the output of T3
is connected to the center tap of the filament transformer feeding T 1 •
The effective cathode-heater capacitance of TI is thereby multiplied by
the factor 1- A, where A is the gain from the grid of T2 to the cathode
of T 3• When these precautions are taken, the stability of frequency may
be maintained with an accuracy of several parts per million for reasonable
changes in plate and filament voltages. Where necessary, it is not
uncommon to find the tank circuit enclosed in a temperature-controlled
oven to prevent frequency drift with temperature due to mechanical
changes in Land C. The phase-shifting system which is used for continuous sine waves may also be used for pulsed sinusoids. In the pulsed
case, however, some minor complications may occur as a result of the
transient response which accompanies the abrupt turning on of the sine
wave. 17
16-9. Double-scale Time-modulation Systems, Externally Synchronized. The system of Fig. 16-15 may be modified in the following way
to arrange for the timing operation to be initiated by an external pulse.
Comparator 1 and the 5: 1 divider are no longer needed. Instead the
external initiating pulse is applied directly to the linear time-base generator and also to a gating generator (not shown) which provides a gate
somewhat longer than the duration of the time base. This gate is used
to gate on the normally quiescent sinusoidal oscillator. The operation
of the rest of the system is the same as described earlier. After the end
of the gate which turns on the oscillator, a short time interval must be
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allowed to pass to permit the oscillator to return to its quiescent condition
before the system may be pulsed again.
The system of Fig. 16-15 uses a combination of time-base modulator
and phase-shift modulator. A double-scale system employing two phase
modulators is shown in Fig. 16-22. The operation is basically the same

FIG. 16-22. A double-scale time-modulation system using pulsed oscillators and phase
shifters.

as before, except here the timing previously accomplished by the timebase generator is done instead by a lower frequency oscillator and a
phase shifter. The two phase shifters must be geared in the ratio n so
that the rate of change of delay is the same in both the coarse and fine'
timing circuits. The details of waveforms are left to the student.
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FIG. 16-23. A double-scale time-modulation system using two time bases.

In Fig. 16-23 is shown a system in which two time-base modulators
are used. The waveforms are shown in Fig. 16-24. The coarse time-base
generator together with its associated circuitry selects one of the train of
pulses which appear at A. This selected pulse triggers the fine timebase generator, which is used to interpolate between a pair of the fixed
pulses. The modulation of the reference level of comparator 1 is step-
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wise to select one or another of the pulses; the modulation of comparator
2 is continuous. When the modulation control of comparator 2 (say a
potentiometer) has been advanced to its maximum position, it must then
be returned to zero and the modulation control of comparator 1 must be
advanced by a step to select the next pulse. In this respect the present
system is not as convenient as a system which uses phase modulation,
as in Figs. 16-22 and 16-15. In these latter systems the fine and coarse
controls may be ganged and a continuous variation in one direction will
provide time modulation over the entire range.

A~~'~I~~I_~~~~~~
I
I
I

B~-----------4I----------------~-----I
I

~

(I)
I
C __==~E_R_-_-_--I-t--__ _ _ _ _ _ _~ _ _ __

m
I I

D------~-I~--------------I

I

E----------~I-----------------I

I

E_R_(~_)_-~~~---~---------------

F ________

I

I

II

G--------------~!I~-----------------FIG. 16-24. The waveforms for the circuit of Fig. 16-23.

16-10. Time Measurements. Consider that we wish to measure the
time interval T between two pulses. Or, alternatively, suppose we wish
to determine the time span between two points on a waveform. The
simplest method of carrying out this measurement is to display both the
waveform and a train of timing markers on a CRO. The timing indices
may be generated by the method outlined in Sec. 16-8. These markers
may be displayed as a deflection superimposed upon the waveform or,
alternatively, the timing pulses may be used to intensity-modulate the
CRO. The desired time interval is found by counting the number of
timing marks between the two pulses (or the two points on the waveform). If the interval does not contain an integral number of timing
pulses, then we may interpolate between markers.
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Another method of measurement is obtained by generating a single
movable timing index (instead of a timing pulse train). The first pulse
defining the interval in question is used to trigger a delay device such as a
cathode-coupled monostable multi or a phantastron. The delayed pulse
is next adjusted until it coincides with the second pulse of the interval in
question. The spacing between pulses is then read directly from the
calibrated delay device. Accuracies of about 1 per cent of full scale
may be obtained in this manner. Higher accuracies may be obtained
by using one of the more complex time-modulation methods discussed
in this chapter to generate the movable index.
An alternative method of time measurement which may be carried out
with a counter is indicated in block-diagram form in Fig. 16-25. The
reference or start pulse opens the
Start pulse
ga te and the second or stop pulse
Stop pulse
closes it. The number of accurately timed pulses from the crystal
oscillator or the divider which
occurs in the desired interval is
then read directly on the counter.
The reading is correct to within ± 1 FIG. 16-25. A block diagram of a counter
count. Decade-counter time-in- system for measuring the time interval
between two pulses.
terval instruments are available
commercially from a number of manufacturers. Time intervals in the
range from 10 J.Lsec to 100,000 sec may be measured with these instruments.
The accuracy of counting instruments (± 1 count) can be increased by
several orders of magnitude by using an interpolation or vernier system.
Consider, for example, that a 1-Mc counter is available and that we wish
to make measurements to an accuracy of 0.01 J.Lsec (10 mJ.Lsec). The
method * is illustrated in block-diagram form in Fig. 16-26. An internally
synchronized system is assumed. Pulses, spaced 1 J.Lsec apart, from a
crystal-controlled clock generator are counted down to supply the· start
pulse Pl. The purpose of the apparatus is to measure the time interval
between the reference (or start) pulse PI and a pulse P 2, called a stop
pulse. A transmission gate (Sec. 14-2) is opened by PI and allows clock
pulses to be recorded in the coarse counter. The vernier count generator
is of the circulating-pulse type described in Sec. 16-7 (Fig. 16-17), and
when the stop pulse P 2 arrives it generates a train of pulses with a
spacing of 0.99 J.Lsec. The vernier generator pulses are recorded in
the fine or vernier counter. The outputs from both generators are
applied to a coincidence or AND circuit which delivers a pulse when

* This vernier system was developed at the Electronics Research Laboratories,
Electrical Engineering Department, Columbia University. The oscillograms reproduced in this section were taken at these laboratories.
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a clock and a vernier pulse coincide in time. The output from the
coincidence circuit inhibits the vernier-count generator so that it delivers
no further pulses and it also closes the transmission gate so that no
further clock pulses enter the coarse counter. If the coarse-count
Clock
generator,
IJllsec
period

!

!

Divider
chain
Start pulse PI

Transmission
gate

t

( Reference
pulse)

Start

~
Stop

Coincidence
circuit

!

Coarse
binary
counter

t

Inhibit

Vernier
generator,
'" O.99-psec
period

Stop pulse P2

Vernier
binary
counter

FIG. 16-26. A vernier system for very accurate time measurements.

reading is C and the vernier-count reading is V, then the time interval T
between PI and P 2 is given by
T = (C - V) X 1 !-,sec

+

V X 0.01 !-,sec

(16-11)

as will now be demonstrated.
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FIG. 16-27. The timing waveforms in the vernier system of Fig. 16-26.

The operation of the circuit may be understood by referring to the
timing sequences in Fig. 16-27. For purposes of illustration a timing
interval of 116.07 !-,sec has been assumed. The pulse P 2 occurs 0.07 Jlsec
after the 116th clock pulse. The first pulse delivered by the vernier
generator occurs 0.06 !-,sec after the 117th clock pulse, the second vernier
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pulses occurs 0.05 J.Lsec after the 118th pulse, etc. In other words,
because of the O.Ol-J.Lsec difference in the periods of the two generators,
each succeeding vernier pulse slides back 0.01 J.Lsec relative to the corresponding clock pulse. Therefore, after 7 vernier pulses are generated,
there will be a coincidence between a clock pulse and a vernier pulse.
This condition obtains at elock pulse 123. Hence, the number of integral
multiples of the elock period ill the interval between PI and P 2 is

c-

V = 123 - 7 = 116

The remainder of the interval is given by 0.01 V = 0.07 J.Lsec. This
explanation justifies Eq. (16-11). A mechanical vernier ruler operates
on precisely the above principle, and this is the reason this method is
called a vernier system. Figure 16-28 is an oscillogram of the vernier
pulses superimposed upon the clock pulses.

FIG. 16-28. An oscillogram of the vernier pulses superimposed upon the clock pulses.

It might appear that the system could be simplified by using the stop
pulse directly to close the transmission gate and hence stop the coarse
counter. However, if the pulseP2 were used to stop the coarse count, it is
possible that the counter may read too high by one count. This error
will occur if a clock pulse follows immediately after P 2 so that the transmission gate does not close quickly enough to eliminate this unwanted
clock pulse.
In this system the pulse generators must be extremely stable. Consider, for example, the vernier-pulse generator which may have to deliver
as many as 99 pulses. If the total error is to be less than 0.01 J.Lsec, then
the delay of each pulse must be in error by less than 0.01/99 rv 10- 4 J.Lsec
over an interval 99 X 0.99 = 98 J.Lsec. By increasing the frequency of
the clock generator the accuracy requirement may be made less stringent
and also the total time required for the vernier count may be decreased.
For example, if a 2-Mc elock is used, the time between pulses is 0.5 J.Lsec,
the vernier interval is 0.49 J.Lsec, and the maximum number of vernier
counts is 49. Hence, the maximum time required for the vernier count
is 49 X 0.49 = 24 J.Lsec instead of 98 J.Lsec for a 1-Mc clock. Also, now the
delay of each pulse must be in error by less than 0.01/49 rv 2 X 10- 4 J.Lsec
over an interval of 24 J.Lsec. Since the delay in the circulating pulse gen-
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erator is determined principally by a passive element (the delay line),
it is possible to achieve this stability.I6
The second critical element in the system is the AND gate which
must be able to detect a coincidence to within 0.01 J.lsec. An oscillogram
of the clock and vernier pulses is given in Fig. 16-29, and we see that the

FIG. 16-29. (a) A clock pulse; (b) a vernier pulse.

Scales: abscissa, -0.05 ,usee per

division ; ordinate, -12 volts per division.

pulses are approximately 0.03 J.lsec wide at half amplitude. A multielement tube of the type discussed in Sec. 14-5 (Fig. 14-10c) has been used successfully for the AND circuit. Figure 16-30 gives the circuit consisting of
the coincidence tube TI followed by an amplifierT 2• The bias voltage
for TI is chosen so that only the tops of the pulses are effective in deter-

2.7K
,..-_ _ _ _1--_ _--.;0.01

1:

---...;;~__'_...T_o..('lvoltage

comparator

0.01

-150v

-150v

FIG. 16-30. The coincidence circuit for the vernier system.

mining a coincidence. The output at the plate of T2 consists of several
pulses, as indicated in Fig. 16-31a, because there is a partial overlap of
several vernier and clock pulses. The amplifier is followed by a voltage
comparator whose reference level is adjusted so that only the largest
pulse in Fig. 16-31a is counted as a true coincidence. It is, however,
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possible (for some values of the interval between PI and P 2) to have the
situation shown in Fig. 16-31b, where two output pulses have approximately the same amplitude. Under these circumstances the vernier
counter may be in error by one count (0.01 JLsec). The output from the
amplitude comparator supplies a pulse to inhibit the counters, as indicated in Fig. 16-26.
It is possible, with added complexity, to use the vernier method in an
externally synchronized system. Since the start pulse in such a system
is randomly timed with respect to the clock pulses, an additional vernier

FIG. 16-31. An oscillogram of two possible coincidence patterns obtained at the plate
of amplifier T2 of Fig. 16-30.

measurement must be made. This measurement gives the interval
between the start pulse and the preceding clock pulse.
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CHAPTER

17

PULSE AND DIGITAL SYSTEMS

The circuits and techniques which have been described in the preceding chapters are the basic building blocks and methods used in a large
number of important types of systems. Among these systems are television, radar, pulse communications, pulse telemetering, a wide variety
of instruments and digital computers-to mention just a few. In the
present chapter we shall discuss certain aspects of a television system
and of radar displays. The purpose of this discussion is twofold: first,
to acquaint the student briefly with the principles of television and radar
and, second, to illustrate how the various pulse-circuit building blocks
are assembled into a complete system.
17-1. Fundamental Principles of Television Transmission. Of the
many possible systems which may be used for the continuous transmission
of pictures, the system which employs the principle of linear scanning has
been found to be the most practical. The picture to be transmitted is
explored by a sensing element of small area (called the picture element)
which passes successively over all parts of the image area. An electrical
signal is generated which is proportional to the brightness of the picture
at the position of the sensing element. This brightness signal is transmitted to the place where the picture is to be reproduced. Here a small
luminous area is moved across a screen along a path corresponding to that
taken by the exploring area. The brightness of the luminous spot is
controlled by the brightness signal and in this manner the original picture is reproduced. The scanning process is continuous, starting over
again each time the scanning has covered the full picture area.
The geometry of the picture area and the method of scanning which
are used in broadcast television are illustrated in Fig. 17-1. The picture
area is rectangular, having a ratio of width w to height h (called the
aspect ratio) of 4: 3. The scanning is done by moving the picture element
almost horizontally from left to right with a uniform speed along a
straight line. When the extremity of the picture area to the right is
reached, the picture element moves abruptly to the left of the screen to
scan a second line below the first line and parallel to it. The spacing
between scanning lines is approximately equal to the height of the picture element. When the bottom line has been scanned, the picture ele515
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ment returns abruptly to the upper left-hand corner and the entire process
is repeated. A complete scanning of the picture area is referred to as a
frame.
It appears, then, that the picture is transmitted piecemeal, one picture element at a time. The viewer, however, has the impression that
all parts of the picture have been presented
_____ Scanning
./
element
simultaneously, principally because of the pert----IA~
sistence of vision of the eye. Some of the detail
t--------I.
of the original scene must necessarily be lost
h
because of the finite size of the scanning element.
The eye has, however, only a finite resolving
t--------I
power, that is, a finite ability to distinguish fine
~(---W---~~I
detail. When the size of the scanning aperture
has been reduced to the point where, at a normal
FIG. 17-1. Illustration of
the principle of scanning. viewing distance, the limit of resolution of the eye
has been reached, no advantage results from a
further decrease in the size of the scanning element.
The device which is used quite universally for picture reproduction is
the cathode-ray tube known, in this application, as a kinescope. The
scanning is accomplished by appropriate deflection of the electron beam
in the vertical and horizontal directions. The intensity of the screen
illumination is controlled by modulation of the beam current (Z axis
modulation). The persistence of phosphorescence of the screen coating
serves to augment the persistence of vision of the eye.
Various devices (cameras) are available for translating the visual scene
into an electrical signal in the manner described above. Among these are
a series of special vacuum tubes known as iconoscopes, or orthicons. In
each case the scanning is once again accomplished by an electron beam
which explores a photosensitive surface, called a mosaic, on which the
picture to be transmitted has been brought to focus.
17 -2. Interlaced Scanning. When the picture consists of a changing
scene, it is necessary that the frame repetition rate be rapid enough so
that no perceptible change in scene takes place from frame to frame. It
is found, however, that even when the frame rate is sufficient to give the
impression of continuity of motion an objectionable feature may yet
remain in the transmitted picture. This difficulty arises from the fact
that the luminous spot which forms the picture spends only a relatively
small fraction of the time in the neighborhood of any particular region
of the viewing screen. Consequently, the observer is aware of a flicker
in the illumination of any particular area and also of the entire picture.
The flicker may be reduced by increasing the frame rate, but such an
increase requires a corresponding increase in bandwidth of the communication channel. When the frame repetition rate has been increased
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to the point which yields continuity of motion, it is possible to increase
the frame rate, so far as flicker is concerned, by a method which requires
no extension of bandwidth. This saving is accomplished by a method
known as 2: 1 interlaced scanning.
The principle of 2: 1 interlaced scanning is illustrated in Fig. 17-2.
The scanning, now, does not progress uniformly from one line to the next.
Instead the lines are scanned in the order 1,3,5, 7, F========ll
etc., until half the lines have been scanned. Then
----------- 2
the scanning begins again at line 2 and proceeds
-3
:---------- 4
in the order 2, 4, 6, etc., until the entire frame
has been scanned. The scanning of a frame is r-------------~5
'----------- 6
thus divided into two parts, each part being
referred to as a field. The field composed of the FIG. 17-2. Illustration of
odd-numbered lines (solid lines in Fig. 17-2) is the principle of interlaced scanning.
called the odd field. The remaining lines (dashed)
compose the even field. The effect of such interleaving is to increase the
large area rate of flicker by a factor of 2 to the point where the flicker is
no longer perceptible to the eye.
We consider next how the horizontal and vertical saw-tooth deflecting
signals must be related in order to generate the 2: 1 interlaced scanning
Horizontal
deflection

I

I
I
~I(-----Tv.-----;)o~I+1(~f1

II'~(------Tv--------:)i~i
'
I

I

I

I

I
I

II""E-----Odd field -----i)o-t'l« - - - - - Even field ----~)oI

I

I

I~(------------One frame-----------~)I

I

I

FIG. 17-3. Horizon tal and vertical deflections for a 17-line interlaced frame.

pattern described above. The principle of interlacing may be understood by reference to Fig. 17-3 in which are plotted, as functions of time,
the horizontal and vertical beam deflections required for a 17-line scanning pattern. For vertical deflection, TV8 and Tv/ are, respectively, the
scanning and flyback time intervals, while Tv = TV8 + T v/. Similarly,
the total horizontal-line time interval is Th = Th8 + T h /. Each of the
above time intervals is entirely arbitrary except for the condition that
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2Tv = 17Th so that a complete scanning pattern will have been generated
in a time 2Tv.
It may now be seen from Fig. 17-3 that the vertical position occupied
by a line numbered 2m (m is an integer and hence 2m is even) in the even
field falls exactly midway between the positions occupied by the lines
numbered 2m - 1 and 2m
1 in the odd field. This situation results
from the fact that the odd-field vertical-deflection interval Tv ends
exactly in the middle of a horizontal-deflection interval T h • Thus, for
example, line 2 begins at a time 7~Th after the beginning of the vertical
sweep, while lines 1 and 3 begin, respectively, at the beginning of the
horizontal sweep and at a time Th afterward. Similarly, say, line 8
begins at a time 37-2Th, while lines 7 and 9 begin at times 3Th and 4Th ,
respectively.

+
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(c)
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FIG. 17-4. Motion of scanning beam for deflection signals of Fig. 17-3.

It is assumed, for simplicity, in Fig. 17-3 that the beginning of the
vertical sweep in the odd field is exactly coincident with the beginning
of the horizontal sweep of line 1. This feature, however, is not essential
to achieve interlaced scanning. Rather, the results stated above
with respect to the interlacing hold quite generally, provided only
that the total number of line intervals Th per frame is odd. The advantage of using an odd number of line intervals is that interlacing may
be achieved with a vertical deflecting signal, alternate cycles of which
are identical. On the other hand, if the total number of line intervals per frame were even, a vertical deflecting signal would be required
in which alternate cycles would be different.
The motion of the scanning beam corresponding to the deflecting sig~
nals of Fig. 17-3 is shown in Fig. 17-4. At the beginning of the frame the
beam is at the position A. (We consider that the sweep progresses horizontally to the right and vertically downward.) The useful scan of the
odd field (a) ends at B during the 15th line interval. The vertical retrace
(b) occupies part of the 15th and 17th intervals and ends at C. The use~
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ful scanning lines of the even field (c) begin during the 17th line interval
and end at D during the 14th line. Finally, in (d) is shown the vertical
retrace which ends the frame and returns the beam to the starting point
at A. If Fig. 17-4c were superimposed on Fig. 17-4a it would, of course,
be found that the even and odd lines are exactly interlaced. Similarly,
it would be found that the two vertical retraces would be interlaced, but
this last feature is not important. Neither is it important that the
retraces be linear, this feature having been assumed in Figs. 17-3 and
17-4 for simplicity of construction.
Observe that actually there are only approximately 15 useful scanning
lines. The system described above is nevertheless referred to as a 17-line
system. Since no useful picture information may be presented during
the horizontal and vertical flyback time. it will be desirable to blank
out the beam during these intervals. To allow a margin of safety, the
blanking intervals may well be longer than the ftyback times.
17-3. Composite Television Signal. We may now consider what signals must be sent from a television transmitter to a receiver in order to
permit a picture to be reproduced. These are:
1. A synchronizing signal to ensure that the scanning generators at
the receiver are precisely synchronous with the scanning generators at
the transmitter. The synchronizing signal is made up of two parts, a
horizontal sync signal and a vertical sync signal. The sync signal will
ordinarily be generated at the transmitter and will be used locally as
well as at the receiver.
2. A blanking signal, again composed of two parts. One signal is
to be used to turn off the beam for an interval somewhat longer than the
horizontal ftyback time and a second signal serves the same function in
connection with the vertical retrace. These signals may also be generated locally at·., the transmitter and used to advantage to blank out
the camera scanning beam except when picture information is to be
transmitted.
3. The picture (video) signal derived directly from the camera and to
be used at the receiver for intensity modulation during the time intervals
of the scanning lines.
For the purposes of transmission over long distances it is necessary to
superimpose the sync and video information on a radio-frequency carrier.
Since only a single communications channel is normally available between
transmitter and receiver, all the required information must be assembled
into a single composite signal. The signal must be of a form which permits its individual component parts to be separated from one another
relatively easily. A not inconsiderable portion of a commercial television
transmitter and receiver is devoted to generation, modulation, selection,
and amplification of this radio-frequency signal and eventually to the
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detection of the radio-frequency envelope. The principles involved in
the radio-frequency circuitry of both transmitter and receiver are not
unlike the principles used in radio broadcasting. One difference of
importance results, however, from the relatively large bandwidth required
for good-quality picture transmission. As a consequence the radiofrequency and intermediate-frequency bandwidths must be much greater
for television than for radio broadcasts, and hence higher-frequency
radio-frequency carriers are employed. And to conserve space in the
radio-frequency spectrum, semi-single-sideband transmission is used. We
shall not further concern ourselves with the communication link, but in
the remaining discussion we shall concentrate on the television signal
itself.
17 -4. The Synchronizing Signal. The standards of commercial television broadcasting in the United States as established by the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) require a system with 525 line
intervals per frame and a frame repetition rate of 30 frames per second.
Interlacing of 2: 1 is called for so that the field repetition rate is 60 fields
per second. The synchronizing signal consists of a sequence of pulses,
and those pulses which are intended for horizontal synchronization are
distinguished from those intended for vertical synchronization by their
time duration. The principle by which pulses of appreciably different
duration may be separated is illustrated in Fig. 17-5. In Fig. 17-5a a
short-duration pulse is applied to a differentiating circuit and the output
consists of alternate positive and negative spikes. We may easily arrange
a scanning generator to be sensitive only to, say, the positive spike so
that it may be synchronized by the leading edge of the original pulse
and be insensitive to the trailing edge. In Fig. 17-5b and c a short- and
long-duration pulse is applied to an integrating circuit and the output is
connected to a comparator. The integrating time constant and comparator reference level may easily be adjusted so that the long-duration pulse
causes the comparator to respond, while the short-duration pulse is
ineffective. Hence, if the train of long and short pulses are applied
simultaneously to a differentiator and to an integrator-comparator combination, one circuit will give an indication at the time of occurrence of
the leading edge of short pulses, while the second circuit will give an
indication somewhat after the time of occurrence of a long pulse. The
short pulse may then be used, say, for horizontal synchronization and
the long pulse for vertical synchronization. Of course the long-duration
pulse will also give an output spike when applied to the differentiator.
For this reason we shall have to arrange that the leading edge of the long
pulse occurs either at a time when a horizontal-scanning generator is
insensitive to it or else at a time when the generator would normally
require a synchronizing pulse.
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We shall lead up to the complete sync signal by considering initially
the sync-signal waveform of Fig. 17-6a. The portion of the signal shown
is that which marks the ending of the even field and the beginning of
the odd field. For simplicity, a number of essential features have
been left out of the waveform of Fig. 17-6a, and these will be added
later. The narrow pulses are the horizontal sync pulses and the broad
pulse is the vertical sync pulse. The time interval between horizontal
sync pulses is H = 1/(525 X 30) sec = 63.5,usec. The duration of theH
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FIG. 17-5. Illustration of a method by which pulses may be distinguished according to
their duration.

pulses is set by FCC standards at nominally O.OSH = 5.1 ,usec. The
vertical sync pulse V is somewhat longer than 3H. The leading edge of
the V sync pulse coincides with the position that would otherwise be
occupied by the leading edge of H pulse 524. The pulses which are
derived by differentiating the rising edges of the waveform of Fig. 17-6a
are shown in Fig. 17-6b. These are the pulses which will be used to synchronize the horizontal scanning generator. Observe that pulse 524 used
for horizontal sync is actually derived from the leading edge of that pulse in
Fig. 17-6a which has been termed the vertical sync pulse. The result of
integrating the waveform (Fig. 17-6a) is shown in Fig. 17-6e. And the
vertical sync pulse which is derived from a comparator is shown in Fig.
17-6d. The H sync pulses 1, ~, and 5 are missing.
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We may now easily deduce the required location of the V sync pulse
which will terminate the odd field and give the required interlacing. The
time interval between V pulses must, of course, be exactly equal to onehalf the time interval 525H. The vertical sweep occurs at some arbitrary
but fixed time after the beginning of the V sync pulse. Hence, the
beginning of succeeding V pulses must be separated by exactly 52~2 line
intervals H or 26272H. Counting off 26272 line intervals from pulse
524 brings us to a point exactly midway between H pulses 523 and 525.
The sync waveform showing the V pulse which ends the odd field is
V sync pulse
3H

H

(a)

Missing

520

(b)

J

522

~
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~

r

A

1

3

11\

~h

It

I\.

1\,

5

,

7

r.~
,'"

(c)

(d)----------~------~------------------

FIG. 17-6. (a) Sync signal (incomplete) at end of even field. (b) Horizontal sync
pulse derived through differentiation from positive-going edges of sync signal. (c)
Response of an integrating network to sync signal. (d) The comparator response to
the waveform in (c) provides the vertical sync pulse.

accordingly as shown in Fig. 17-7a. The differentiation of the rising
edge of the vertical sync pulse will yield an undesired H sync pulse.
Because of its timing, however, it need cause no difficulty. The unsynchronized period of the scanning generator is slightly greater than the
interval H. The H pulses thus terminate the sweep period slightly prematurely and in this way 1: 1 synchronization is achieved. In order for
this extra pulse to be effective, it must change the sweep period by a factor
of 2. The synchronizing pulse amplitude may be adjusted so that reliable
synchronization 1: 1 is achieved, leaving this extra pulse ineffective.
A more serious source of difficulty is the absence of pulses 1, 3, and 5
in Fig. 17-6 and pulses 525, 2, and 4 in Fig. 17-7a. The scanning generator runs continuously, and if left without synchronization for several
periods, it may drift appreciably. When sync pulses reappear, some
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difficulty may well be encountered in restoring synchronization. This
feature is remedied by serrating the vertical sync pulses as in Fig. 17-7b.
The serrations are negative pulses which occur within the vertical sync
pulse. Since it is the rising edge of the pulses which are used for horizontal synchronization, these serrating pulses must be timed correspondingly. Hence observe in Fig. 17-7a that it is the trailing edge of the
serrating pulses rather than the leading edge which is separated from the
preceding and succeeding horizontal sync pulses by the interval H. In
the vertical sync pulse which terminates the even field, three serrations
are also required, and these will occur in Fig. 17-6a at the positions indicated by the arrows.
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FIG. 17-7. (a) Sync signal (incomplete) at end of odd field. (b) The serration of the
vertical sync pulse. (c) Response of an integrating network to the waveform in (b).

In Fig. 17-7c the result of integration of the waveform in Fig. 17-7b is
indicated and the time interval between the beginning of the vertical
sync pulse and the attainment of the comparator reference level is given
by T. It will be recalled that for proper interlacing the time T must be
the same for both fields. N ow there are two reasons why the interval
T may differ from field to field. In the first place, it may well be that the
time interval between successive horizontal sync pulses may not be long
enough to allow the integrating capacitor to discharge completely. At
the end of the even field a full interval H separates the last horizontal
sync pulse from the beginning of the vertical pulse, while at the end of
the odd field only a half-line interval intervenes. Hence, the initial
capacitor charge may well be different at the beginning of the vertical
sync pulses which terminate the two fields. Second, the serrations of
the vertical sync pulse have an effect on the net integrating capacitor
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charge at any given time after the beginning of the vertical sync pulse.
And again the timing of the serrations is different in the two cases.
The second of these difficulties may be remedied by serrating each of
the vertical sync pulses six times rather than three times. At the
required line intervals, then, in each case, horizontal sync pulsess will be
available. Of course, additional undesired horizontal sync pulse will
occur midway between the required sync pulses. As we have seen, one
may easily arrange the scanning generators so that they do not respond
to these half-line interval pulses.
In the same way the initial charge on the integrating capacitor may be
equalized by adding to each field several additional pulses at half-line
intervals. These additional pulses are known as equalizing pulses. The
number of equalizing pulses required is dictated by the consideration
that in each field the integrating circuit shall see identical waveforms for

Signal level corresponding
/ t o cutoff

Sweep
output

~
-Ere

FIG. 17-8. A simple synchronized sweep whose operation depends on both the charge
and the discharge of the vertical-sync-signal integrating capacitor.

a reasonable time interval before the beginning of the vertical sync pulse.
In practice, it is found that three additional pulses leaves a comfortable
margin of safety.
Ordinarily the voltage across the vertical sync-circuit integrating
capacitor is applied to a comparator such as a blocking oscillator. The
blocking oscillator may then be used to discharge the capacitor in the
vertical sweep circuit. In such a case the manner in which the synccircuit integrating capacitor discharges is of no consequence.
The possibility exists, however, that, depending on the method used
for synchronizing the vertical scanning generator, it may be important
that the discharge of the sync-circuit integrating capacitor be identical
for the two fields. Consider the simple sweep generator of Fig. 17-8.
Here the capacitor C charges linearly with time while the tube is cut off.
The capacitor discharges through the tube when the integrated vertical
sync pulse brings the grid out of cutoff. The total time available for C
to discharge then depends on the manner in which the sync-circuit integrating capacitor both charges and discharges. If, in alternate fields, the
sweep capacitor discharges to different voltage levels, the sweep will be
different in amplitude from cycle to cycle. To avoid this difficulty,
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equalizing pulses are inserted after the vertical sync signal as well as
before. The sync signal at the end of the even field is shown in Fig. 17-9.
The vertical sync signal is serrated six times and thus is broken up into
six pulses. The vertical sync signal is preceded and followed by six
pulses, three of which are used for horizontal synchronization, while the
other three are used for equalization. It is customary, nevertheless, to
refer to the entire group of six as equalizing pulses. During the equalizing interval where the pulses occur at twice the normal rate, the pulse
widths are reduced by a factor of 2. In this way the integrated area
under the pulses is kept constant and the integrating capacitor in the
vertical sync circuit will not begin to build up its voltage until the beginning of the vertical sync pulse.
The signal at the end of the odd field is identical in waveshape to the
signal shown in Fig. 17-9 over the interval from the first equalizing pulse
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FIG. 17-9. Complete sync signal at end of even field.

preceding the serrated vertical pulse to the last equalizing pulse following
it. At the end of the odd field, however, the last sync pulse (pulse 517)
would occur at a time H /2 before the first equalizing pulse and the first
sync pulse (pulse 12) after the second equalizing interval would occur at a
time H after the last equalizing pulse.
According to the standards for commercial television the vertical
blanking interval starts just slightly before the first equalizing pulse and
lasts for a period not less than 0.05 V nor more than 0.08 V, in which V
is the time between successive fields. The blanking interval therefore
extends over about 13 line intervals at minimum and about 21 lines at
most. During this interval no picture information need be transmitted
and the signal of Fig. 17-9 is all that is required.
The picture information which conveys the required variation of beam
intensity during the active portion of a scanning line is superimposed on
the sync signal, as indicated in Fig. 17-10. Of the total peak-to-peak
amplitude of the signal the synchronizing portion occupies approximately
25 per cent, while the picture information occupies 75 per cent. The
black level is intended to correspond to the circumstance where the kinescope beam is cut off so that the screen is dark. The synchronizing
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pulses then lie in the blaclcer-than-black region. The signal is kept at the
black level for a short time both before and after the sync pulse. This
blanking level persists for a time nominally twice as long as the sync
pulse. The portion of the blanking interval after the sync pulse is longer
than the portion before the sync pulse to allow adequate time for the
decay of any transient which might be associated with the scanninggenerator flyback.
17-5. Signal Separation at the Receiver. At the television receiver,
the input carrier, amplitude-modulated by the composite video signal,
will be converted to an intermediate-frequency signal and then detected
to yield the carrier envelope. At the point at which detection takes
place, the video signal level is customarily of the order of only several
volts so that additional video amplification must take place. Usually
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FIG. 17-10. A portion of the composite video signal showing sync, blanking, and picture
components.

one or two stages of video amplification are sufficient to raise the signal
level to the order of 20 to 50 volts.
The entire video signal, sync pulses and all, may be applied directly to
the kinescope grid. The polarity of the video signal at the kinescope
grid is opposite to the polarity indicated in Fig. 17-10, so that the sync
pulses extend in the negative direction. If the kinescope is correctly
biased, the sync pulses will lie below cutoff and therefore have no influence
on the picture. The kinescope bias should be adjusted so that the blanking level (i.e., black level in Fig. 17-10) should correspond to cutoff.
Ordinarily the video amplifier will be a-c coupled, and the voltage level
corresponding to black will be a function of average signal level which
is in turn dependent on the average illumination of the televised scene.
To prevent this shift of voltage level corresponding to blanking, the output of the video amplifier is coupled to the kinescope grid through a d-c
restorer, the diode of which conducts on the peaks of the synchronizing
pulses.
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Before the composite video signal is used for synchronization purposes,
the picture portion of the signal should be removed. This separation of
the sync signal from the picture signal is easily accomplished by a clipping
circuit. An arrangement for handling the composite television signal is
shown in Fig. 17-11. The relative simplicity of the circuitry of Fig. 17-11

~Hsweep
circuit

.1.

To V sweep
o....-vv,W'"--,~--o

circuit

1

FIG. 17-11. Separation of picture, horizontal sync, and vertical sync signals from com-

posite television signal.

is worth noting. It is possible to construct a usable sync signal which is
simpler than the one described in Sec. 17-4, but the sync signal described
above has the merit of requiring relatively simple circuitry at the receiver.
Since receivers outnumber transmitters by many millions, economy in the
receiver is very important.
17-6. The Synchronizing Signal Generator. 1 We inquire now into the
generation at the transmitter of the synchronizing signal, as shown in
Fig. 17-9. This inquiry will be of
interest not alone in connection
15.750 cps
with television circuitry but also as
31.5 kc
an example of how many of the
oscillator
60 cps
basic pulse and digital circuits are
combined into a system. A very
large number of different systems FIG. 17-12. A method for securing synchronous signals at field rate, line rate,
may be used to generate the sync and twice the line rate.
signal and the system to be considered in what follows is the system used in one of a number of commercially available synchronizing signal generators.
The line repetition rate is 15,750 lines per second, while the field rate
is 60 cps. In Fig. 17-12 is shown a very commonly used scheme for generating synchronous signals of these two frequencies. A master oscillator
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of frequency 31.5 kc is divided by 2 to yield 15.75 kc and divided also by
525 to provide signal with a 50-cycle repetition rate. The division by
525 may be done in easy steps since 525 = 7 X 5 X 5 X 3, the factors
being small. One may see in this easy factorability the reason for selecting exactly 525 lines per frame rather than say some neighboring odd
number. The 31.5-kc frequency will further be found of advantage
during the equalizing and vertical pulse interval where the pulses occur
at twice the line rate.
The principle used, in the system presently under discussion, for the
generation of the synchronizing waveform will be made clear from an
Gating
tubes

Binary

g,

Gating
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Delay line
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Rear edge of equalizing
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FIG. 17-13. A circuit for generating the synchronizing waveform.

examination of the circuit of Fig. 17-13 and the waveform diagram of
Fig. 17-14. The synchronizing waveform consists of a sequence of transitions between two voltage levels. We may hope therefore to cause the
sync waveform to appear directly at one of the electrodes of a binary if
we can cause the binary to make transitions between its states at the
correct time. We will now show that the required waveform will be
developed at the grid of T2 in Fig. 17-13.
Let us designate by 0 the binary state in which the grid voltage of T2
is low (below cutoff) and by 1 the state in which the grid voltage is high
(at clamp). It is required then that the binary make a transition from
o to 1 at the leading edge of each pulse in the sync waveform and a transition from 1 to 0 at each trailing edge. The triggering pulses are injected
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into the binary in such a fashion as to be able to cause a transition in
only one direction. Two pulse inputs will therefore be required, one to
cause transitions from state 0 to 1 and a second to cause transitions in the
reverse direction. Tubes Ta to T6 are multigrid gating tubes used, as
described in Sec. 14-5, as an AND circuit. The 'pulse signal for transmission to the binary is applied to the first grid, while the gating signal is
applied to the third grid. Thus, say, when tube T6 is conducting, a positive pulse on the first grid of T s will cause the binary to go from 0 to 1.
If, however, the binary is already in the state 1, the pulse will have no
effect. Pulses applied to the first grids of tubes T a, T 4, or T5 will produce
the reverse' transitions when the corresponding tube is caused to conduct
by the gating waveforms gs, ge, or ghr.
Four continuous pulse trains at a 31.5-kc rate are available from the
delay line in Fig. 17-13. These pulse trains are displaced in time from

h}

tr

Sync
signal
ghl{~

ghr {
ge { - - - - - - '
gs { _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- - - J

FIG. 17-14. The waveforms in the circuit of Fig. 17-13.

one another and are indicated as the pulse trains s, hf, e, and hr in Fig.
17-14. The pulse hf being applied through Ts will produce all positivegoing transitions in the sync waveform. These transitions are mostly
the front edge of the horizontal sync pulses but include also the front edges
of the equalizing pulses and the rear edges of the serrating pulses. The
three remaining pulse trains are used to establish the timing of the other
transitions in the sync waveform. The delay times between taps on the
delay line are selected to be equal to the required pulse durations in the
waveform. For example, the delay time between the tap hf and the
tap hr is equal to the time between the front and rear edges of the horizontal sync pulses. Finally, we see in Fig. 17-14 the four gating waveforms required. In each of the gating waveforms the higher level corresponds to the gate being open for transmission. By carefully observing
the temporal relations in Fig. 17-14 we can now verify that with the pulse
trains and gates as given, the transitions induced in the binary will be
those required to produce the sync signal.
We consider next the matter of the generation of the gating waveforms
which appear in Fig. 17-14. These gates all recur at field rate, 60 cps.
Hence, as was anticipated earlier, we shall have to divide the 31.5-kc
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master signal by 525. The mechanism to be used for division consists
of a system of binary dividers involving feedback. The reason for selecting such a relatively complicated division scheme is that there will be
made available in the process an extensive variety of waveforms which
will be of use in generating the gates. The details of the divider chain
are indicated in Fig. 17-15, where each box represents a binary. The
grids of the two tubes in the binary are labeled, A, A', respectively, for
the first binary up to KK' for the last. The first three binaries together
would normally count to 8 except for the feedback from C to B. The
feedback is of the type described in Sec. 11-3 in connection with Figs.
11-3 and 11-4. This feedback advances the count by two so that the
first three binaries reset on the sixth pulse. The second set of three
binaries (D, E, and F) similarly count to 6 so that these two sets together
would constitute a 6 X 6 = 36 counter except for the over-all feedback

31.5 kc
input

FIG. 17-15. A 525:1 binary divider.

from F to A, which reduces the count by 1. Altogether binaries A
through F constitute a 35-scale counter. Binaries G to K count to 15
rather than 16 because of the feedback from K to G. The over-all
result gives a division by {[(8 - 2)(8 - 2)] - 1} (16 - 1) = 525.
The waveforms at the unprimed grids of the binaries are displayed
in Fig. 17-16 in waveforms A to K. Note that in waveformsGtoKthe
time scale has been compressed so that only the transition which occurs
directly under pulse 35 corresponds in time to the transition which is
caused by pulse 35 in waveforms A through F. But the waveforms
indicated are not the only ones available. In the first place, each signal
is available with reversed polarity at the primed grids. More importantly, the various waveforms may be combined in many ways to yield
an almost endless variety of new waveforms. Three methods for combining waveforms are indicated in Fig. 17-17a, b, and c. The circuit in
Fig. 17-17a is that of an AND circuit (see Sec. 13-3). If both signals
X and Yare in state 0, the output Eo is in state 1. Otherwise Eo is in
state O. The circuit in Fig. 17-17b is a gate (see Sec. 14-5), or else we
may consider it in the present application to be another form of AND
circuit. The output will be in state 1 unless both X and Yare in state 1.
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In this latter case the output will be in state O. Finally, in Fig. 17-17c
we have a binary with provision for unsymmetrical triggering from two
signals. The negative-going edges of the two input waveforms will
cause transitions in the binary, provided in each case that the binary is
in a state in which it may respond. We shall refer to the output of
32
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FIG. 17-17. Three methods for combining the waveforms in Fig. 17-16.
triode AND circuit.
b) A coincidence gate. (c) A binary.

(a) A double-

Fig. 17-17a as an XYadd, the output of b will be called an XY gate,
while the output in c will be described as an XY trigger. Referring back
now to Fig. 17-16, we may now verify that the waveforms L through S
are correctly drawn and it appears that the last four of these waveforms
are precisely the gates required.
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We have now completed the description of the generation of the sync
waveform, but before leaving the matter it is important to note that the
scheme given above is by no means the only method for generating a
sync signal. On the contrary, there are innumerable methods possible,
many of which are considerably simpler than the method given above.
The present system has the advantage of being digital in character. The
operation does not depend critically on the characteristics of vacuum
tubes, and all timing is done by a passive circuit element, that is, a delay
line.
Sync (Fig. 17-9)
Sync
signal
generator

Vertical drive
Horizontal drive
Blanking

Composite
video signal
to transmitter

Vertical
drive

Horizontal
drive

FIG. 17-18. A system for generating the composite video signal at the transmitter.

17 -7. Synthesis of Composite Television Signal. The method by
which a composite television signal is generated at the transmitter is
indicated in Fig. 17-18. The basic signal sources required are furnished
by the sync generator and by the camera tube. The camera tube has,
in common with a kinescope, an electron gun and, similarly, requires a
set of deflecting coils. A horizontal- and a vertical-deflection generator
are required to sweep the electron beam over the photosensitive surface
in the camera tube. Sync pulses are, of course, required for these deflection generators to keep the operation of the camera synchronous with
the rest of the system. It is, of course, possible to derive these signals
from the sync signal of Fig. 17-9. More commonly, however, the sync
generator at the transmitter is designed to provide additional signals,
known as drive signals, specificially for the deflection circuits. The
horizontal drive signal consists of a train of pulses which occur at line rate.
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The vertical drive signal pulses occur at field rate, that is, separated by
the interval V = ~uo sec. The drive-signal pulse durations are not
critical, since these pulses are used simply as triggers for the deflection
generators.
During the horizontal and vertical retrace times it is necessary to cut
off the electron beam in the camera tube. For this purpose the sync
generator also makes available a blanking signal which may be applied
to the grid of the electron gun in the camera tube. The blanking pulse
which occurs at line rate has a width 0.16H and is timed relative to the
sync pulses in the manner indicated in Fig. 17-10. At the end of each
field there occurs a longer blanking pulse (0.075V) which keeps the electron beam cut off during the longer vertical retrace period.

-1 ~Blanking~ r
(a)
(b)

(c)
FIG. 17-19. The blanking signal is added to the video signal.

The signal from the camera tube is amplified in a video amplifier and
is then combined with the blanking signal. The reason for adding the
blanking signal at this point may be seen from Fig. 17-19. In Fig. 17-19a
we have the camera-tube signal. The intervals marked blanking are the
intervals when the camera tube beam is cut off and the output signal is
zero. In Fig. 17-19b the blanking signal itself is shown, and in Fig. 17-19c
the result of adding the two signals is given. The advantage of the waveform in Fig. 17-19c is that the tops of the blanking pulses may be set
conveniently at any desired d-c level through the use of a d-c restorer
circuit. This feature is of great importance because the d-c level of the
signal conveys the average brightness of the scene being televised.
Finally, as in Fig. 17-18, the sync signal itself is added, the blanking
pulses serving as the pedestals on which the sync pulses are superimposed,
as in Fig. 17-10.
17 -8. Bandwidth Requirements of a Television Channel. We may
make a very crude estimate of the bandwidth requirements for a tel-
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eVISlOn channel by estimating the bandwidth required for the transmission of a pattern such as is shown in Fig. 17-20. The pattern is
selected as being the one which will make the maximum demands on the
response of the system since the amount of detail in the pattern is maximum. We consider that the number of transitions from black to white,
in the vertical direction, is as large
as possible, that is, equal to the number of lines in the frame. We consider further that the scanning aperture is of negligible width. If, then,
the resolution (detail) in the horiHeight of
zontal direction is to equal the
scanning
resolution
in the vertical direction,
aperture
FIG. 17-20. An extreme television
then during the course of scanning a single line the number of
pattern.
transitions in brightness must equal
(w/h)n. Here w/h == A is the aspect ratio and n is the number of lines
in the frame. If we neglect retrace times, then to transmit a pattern as
in Fig. 17-20 requires a video signal which is a square wave of frequency

t

(17-1)
in which fp is the frame frequency, that is, the number of complete
pictures scanned per second. Since, however, the eye has a limited
ability to distinguish an abrupt transition in intensity from a more
gradual transition, we may estimate roughly that the system response
may well be adequate if it is possible to transmit a sine wave rather than
a square wave of the frequency given in Eq. (17-1).
Equation (17-1) above neglects entirely the possibility of a misalignment between the pattern and the scanning aperture. Suppose,
say, that the scanning aperture were displaced upward or downward by
one half line with respect to the pattern in Fig. 17-20. In this case the
picture transmitted would be a uniform gray independently of the bandwidth of the system, and a wide bandwidth would be of no advantage.
It has been found on an empirical basis that the effect generally of misalignment may be taken into account by modifying Eq. (17-1) to the
extent of a factor I( (= 0.64), which is called the utilization coefficient.
For the commercial system used in this country in which n = 525 and
fp = 30 frames per second, we find

f =

0.g4 X ~ X (525)2 X 30 = 3.5 Mc

In this system the bandwidth actually allotted to the picture transmission
is slightly less than 4.5 Mc.
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We shall turn our attention in the following sections to a brief discussion of some features of another type of pulse system, i.e., radar.
17 -9. Basic Elements of a Radar System. 2 The word radar is coined
from radio, direction, and range. The purpose of a radar system is to
determine the orientation and distance of a target with respect to the
location of the radar installation. The operating principle of a radar
set is as follows. A short burst of high-frequency radiation is transmitted outward from an antenna. Some of the radiation, 'reflected from
the target, is received by the radar set a short time later. The distance
of the target is determined by the time elapsed between outgoing and
incoming reflected signals. Since the velocity of the radiation is constant
and equal to 3 X 10 8 m/sec, then a round trip will take 10.8 j.Lsec per
statute mile, or 12.4 j.Lsec per nautical mile. The orientation of the target is determined by the orientation of the antenna when the target
reflection is received.
l'psec~
~
~

t-~-,---c-==== == ==~

'----'

Target
Antenna

FIG. 17-21. Basic elements of a radar system.

The basic elements of a radar system are given in Fig. 17-21. Typically, for a high-power ground-based search radar system, the transmitter
frequency might be of the order of 3000 Mc, the peak power of the order
of 1 megawatt, the pulse duration about 1 j.Lsec, and the pulse repetition
rate about 400 sec-l. The transmitter is a high-frequency magnetron
vacuum-tube oscillator which is quiescent until turned on by a pulse
from the modulator. The signal from the transmitter is fed to a wave
guide which terminates. in an antenna. If the outward-going radiation
strikes a target, sayan airplane, a small amount of energy will be reflected
back to the antenna. The transmit-receive (TR) switch permits the
use of a single antenna both for transmission and reception. This TR
switch is a special gas tube which is shunted across the wave guide at
the input to the receiver. The tube acts as a short circuit under high
power and hence keeps the transmitted pulse from reaching and hence
paralyzing the receiver. At low power the TR tube acts as an open
circuit and hence the reflected energy is fed to the receiver.
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In the receiver the incoming signal is heterodyned with a local oscillator
and the carrier frequency is reduced to a lower frequency (say, 30 Mc).
This intermediate-frequency signal is amplified about 1 million times and
is then applied to a detector which yields as an output the pulse envelope.
The receiver output is a pulse, nominally of the form of the modulator
pulse except delayed in time by an amount depending on the location
of the target. This pulse is applied to the indicator. The indicator is a
device used to furnish a visual display from which the location of the
target may be determined. The modulator pulse is also applied to the
indicator in order to establish a reference time.
We shall consider, in the next several sections, various types of radar
indicators.
17-10. Type A and R Indicators. One type of radar indicator, called
an A scope, is an ordinary cathode-ray oscilloscope. The vertical deflection is the received video signal, that
Echoes is, the modulation envelope of the
radio-frequency pUlse. The horizontal deflection is a sweep voltage which
starts at the instant the modulator
emits its pulse. In other words, the
indicator
is synchronized to the moduSignal
strength
lator. An idealized A-scope presentation is indicated in Fig. 17-22. By
measuring the length of the sweep
from the origin to the point where a
FIG. 17-22. Idealized A-scope presenreceived echo is seen, the distance to
tation (neglecting noise) on the screen
of a eRO.
the target can be determined. This
method is fairly rough. The waveforms required for an A-scope presentation (for the system specified
in Sec. 17-9) are shown in Fig. 17-23. Note that the maximum range
corresponds to a time which is less than the interval between modulator pulses since some time must be allowed for the sweep circuit to
recover.
If we should wish to see more detail at some particular range, then a
delayed A scope (called an R scope) can be used. A linear delay device
(cathode-coupled monostable multi, phantastron, or sweep-comparator
circuit) is used to obtain a delayed trigger. This trigger is used to start
a fast sweep, say, 0.25 to 1 nautical mile long (3 to 12 ,usec). Thus,
say, a target at 100 miles (1240 ,usec) is to be observed in a system whose
pulse repetition rate is 400 sec-l. The R-sweep waveforms are indicated
in Fig. 17-24.
A knob on the delay unit (usually a potentiometer controlling a d-c
bias) can be calibrated in range and it is possible to obtain accuracies of

r
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0.1 per cent of maximum range in this way. Precision time-delay circuits are discussed in Chap. 16.
17-11. Plan-position Indicator, PPI.3 In a search system in which it
is desired to see all the targets in the sky, the antenna would be designed
to give a vertical beam of radiation and the antenna would rotate continuously in azimuth, say, at 10 rpm. The indicator is called a PPI
(plan-position indicator) or RTB (radial time base). To achieve such a
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FIG. 17-23. Waveforms for A-scope presentations.

(a) The modulator pulses, the
leading edges of which are used to trigger the sweep. (b) The gate for sweep formulation and blanking. (c) The sweep for beam deflection.
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FIG. 17-24. Illustration of the principle of an R sweep.

display, a coil is mounted on the neck of a cathode-ray tube and is rotated
in synchronism with the antenna mount. The current through this coil
is made to increase linearly with time, starting with each modulator
pulse. Thus a radial sweep is obtained and the distance from the center
of the tube is proportional to the distance to each target. The echos are
not presented as vertical lines as on the A scope, but instead the video
signal is used to intensity-modulate the CRO beam, exactly as in a television set. Thus a target appears as a bright spot (more accurately,
an arc whose length is determined by the beam width and range) on the
scope face. Figure 17-25a shows a PPI display.
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The PPI is also called a polar coordinate display or a resolved time-base
(RTB) indicator. It gives the position of a target in polar coordinates,
as shown in Fig. 17-25b. The range is R and the angle from north is o.
For a 400-cps pulse repetition frequency and an antenna rotary speed of
10 rpm (or 1 revolution in 6 sec) the antenna travels 0.15° during a
sweep. Thus each sweep is not truly radial, but is bent 0.15°.
17 -12. Resolved Sweeps.3 The PPI display which uses a rotating
deflection coil has a serious limitation. At any given time it is possible
to move the eRO beam only along a nominally straight line. Actually,
it is often desirable, during the sweep dead time, to be able to move the
beam to an arbitrary position. This freedom of beam motion may be
North

y

Targets

Target

"------'I-X

(b)

(a)
FIG. 17-25. (a) A PPI display,

(b) The coordinates Rand () of a PPI display.

achieved if two fixed deflecting coils (or sets of deflecting plates) are substituted for the single rotating coil. In order to achieve a PPI display,
it will now be necessary to provide X and Y deflecting signals in accordance with the relationships
x = R sin 0 = let sin 0
y = R cos 0 = let cos 0

(17-2)

The sweep voltage is R = kt, k being the sweep speed. The angle 0 is
the angle of rotation of the antenna, and hence 0 is also a function of time.
The two required deflecting signals are linear sweeps modulated, respectively, by sin O(t) and cos O(t). Since very many radial sweeps are
formed during one antenna rotation, O(t) will vary much more slowly
than kt.
In Eq. (17-2) the radial sweep has been resolved into its X and Y components. These sweeps are therefore referred to as resolved sweeps, and a
device used to generate such sweeps is known as a resolver.
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There are two general methods of obtaining the desired X and Y voltages. Depending upon whether the resolution is done prior to or after
the sweep voltage is formed, the method is called preresolution or postresolution. These two methods are indicated schematically in Fig.
17-26a and b. In the preresolution system the X and Y sweeps are
generated by separate circuits and hence care must be taken that these
circuits are properly calibrated so that the sweep speed is the same in
both (lex must equal ley). In the postresolution system the sweep let
must pass through the resolver undistorted and this imposes wideband
requirements on the resolver (Prob. 17-2).
sin

e

k:d sin 0

.-----0 Gating signal

cos 0

(a)

Gate
signal

X sweep
r--I~":';""':""-o ht sin 0

kt cos 0
L_"""T'"T-j-~teer;--o
Ysweep

FIG. 17-26. Methods of resolving a rotating radial sweep into rectangular components.
(a) A pre-time-base resolution system; (b) a post-time-base resolution system.

A preresolution scheme using a sine-cosine potentiometer (Sec. 16-5)
is given in Fig. 17-27. (The bootstrap sweep is discussed in Sec. 7-8;
the clamp is of the four- or six-diode type described in Secs. 14-11 and
14-12.) A similar channel (fed from E cos (), instead of E sin () is needed
for the Y sweep. One of the difficulties that may be encountered is ill
the choice of proper time constants. Thus, during any single sweep
the coupling capacitor from the cathode follower to the charging resistor
R must maintain its voltage so that CD acts like a battery. However,
as the antenna rotates and the output of the sine-cosine potentiometer
changes, CD must take on a new value of voltage. It may be difficult
to satisfy these two conflicting requirements simultaneously, if high precision (say, 0.1 per cent) is desired. Note that RD cannot be replaced by
a diode, since C is to charge positively during half a revolution of the
antenna and negatively during the other half.
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Esin
(from sine-cosine pot
coupled to antenna)

Sync
pulse
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X sweep
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v

I
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FIG. 17-27. A preresolution scheme using a sine-cosine potentiometer.
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FIG. 17-28. A postresolution scheme using a sine-cosine potentiometer.

A postresolution circuit that has been found capable of an accuracy
of a few tenths of 1 per cent is given in Fig. 17-28. The bootstrap sweep
is conventional and is excited from a large d-c voltage. The sign changer
is an operational amplifier with an adjustment so that exactly unity gain
may be obtained. This converts the positively generated sweep into a
negative-going sweep so that the sine-cosine potentiometer can be fed
in a push-pull manner, as indicated in the figure. The clamp is of th6
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type shown in Fig. 17-27. The V-sweep signal also has associated with
it a clamp and cathode follower (not shown in the figure).
An induction resolver (Sec. 16-5) may also be used to obtain resolved
sweeps. In the postresolution scheme the sweep voltage is first generated and this signal is applied to the rotor of the resolver. The resolver
is mechanically coupled to the antenna and sweep outputs modulated
by the sine and cosine of the antenna angle are available from the two
stator windings. Circuits for driving resolvers are basically the same as
the circuits (Chap. 8) which are suitable for current sweeps. The resolver
is basically a transformer and as a result has a relatively limited frequency
response. It is therefore fairly difficult to transmit through it an accurately linear sweep voltage. Accuracies of about ± 2 per cent in range
can be obtained.
A resolver used in a preresolution scheme is shown in Fig. 17-29. A
carrier-frequency signal sin wt is applied to the resolver stator. The
()

sin ()

(de)

ToXand Y
} sweep generators
t--~-o

'--_---' cos () (de)
FIG. 17-29. An induction resolver used in a preresolution scheme.

output from the two stator windings is this carrier, amplitude-modulated
by the sine and cosine, respectively, of the angle of rotation (). Two
detectors are employed to yield two d-c voltages (for fixed ()) proportional
to sin () and cos (). These output voltages may then be used to modulate, say, a bootstrap sweep as in Fig. 17-27.
In spite of the relative complexity in the use of resolvers as against
sine-cosine potentiometers, resolvers nevertheless find extensive application. The resolver has the advantage of longer life because there are
no rubbing parts as in the sine potentiometer. The output from a
resolver is smooth since there is no problem associated with a brush
jumping from one wire to the next. Finally, it is sometimes possible
to use the output of the resolver to drive a deflection coil directly.
17 -13. Other Types of Displays. We discuss in this section a number
of other types of displays.
Off-centered PP 1.4 The center of the sweep in a PPI is sometimes
moved as much as several tube-face radii from the center of the CRO as
shown in Fig. 17-30. This procedure allows targets in a particular direction to be observed with more care. The off centering may be done by
several means: (1) permanent magnets, (2) a separate coil which can be
rotated to give the proper direction of off centering, the amount of the
displacement being determined by the d-c coil current, (3) two fixed
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coils at 90 0 in space through which d-c current may be passed, and (4)
for a resolved sweep, the centering may be done by adjusting the voltage
levels to which the sweep is clamped during the dead time.
Delayed P PI. In this type of PPI scan the start of the radial sweep
is delayed in time so that the center of the display corresponds to, say,
50 miles rather than zero.

/

/

/

.-

/,/ ...-

/;:'>-:.-

~~-:...--Center of
sweep

FIG. 17-30. Off-center PPI display.

1800
FIG. 17-31. The division of an
area into sectors for examination
by separate radar readers.

B Scan. 6 A B scan is a rectangular display in which range is plotted
horizontally and angle is plotted vertically. Thus a polar section of a
PPI is mapped into a cartesian plane. The B scan is very useful when,
because of the presence of many targets, it is desired to divide into
several sections the area under surveillance by the radar. The region
around the radar might be divided, for example, into eight sections as in
Fig. 17-31, and each section would be
examined
by a separate reader.
100 milesThe annular ring 1 is the territory
Mask
observed by one reader who would have
75 miles - ~,'" ,'r-t----t-+-+--1r--1,,:::)
a PPI with a 50-mile sweep. If the
traffic beyond 100 miles is light, then
50 milesthis region 2 could be assigned to a
I
second
reader who would have a delayed
90 0
PPI, with the center of his scope correFIG. 17-32. A B-scan presentation of sponding to 100 miles. The region besector 4 of Fig. 17-31.
tween 50 and 100 miles might contain
many aircraft and hence is broken up into sectors and each sector is put
onto a B scope and given to a separate reader. One radar set thus might
have many different scopes. Sector 4 would have a B-scope display
shown in Fig. 17-32.
In a B-scope presentation, the delayed range sweep for Y deflection is
obtained exactly as for the delayed PPI. The X sweep is obtained from
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a linear potentiometer which is rotated in synchronism with the antenna.
The start of the X sweep may be controlled by rotating the frame of the
potentiometer. It is also possible to use an induction resolver. If this
device is used, the X axis deflection is proportional to sin 0 and not O.
If the angular sector is not too great, then sin 0
0, and the distortion
is not too great. Of course, an a-c carrier scheme and detector must be
used. The carrier is commonly 1,500 cps.
The B scope gives a very distorted map. Hence, lines of constant
angle and lines of constant range must be "written" electronically on the
scope face. These electronic angle marks and range marks, which are also
very useful for PPl's particularly of the delayed or off-center type, are
discussed in Sec. 17-14.
17-14. Electronic Marking on a Display. Angle Marks. A simple
and accurate technique for generating angle marks electronically is the
photoelectric scheme shown in Fig. 17-33. If the rotating disk is geared
r-...J

x----~~~~~----~

+
Light

To grid

of CRT

source
Disk with slit
rotating synchronously
with antenna

FIG. 17-33. A rotating-disk system used to establish angle markers.

to the antenna through a 36: 1 gear ratio, then an angle marker will appear
at every 10°. The slit system must be wide enough so that the time the
photocell is energized is equal at least to the duration of one sweep.
If two narrow slots and one wider one are on the disk, separated 120°
apart, and if the gear ratio is 12: 1, then 10° marks, with every third
widened, will appear on the CRO.
The alignment so that one line comes at north is done by stopping the
antenna at north and turning the disk on its shaft until the photocell
receives light through the wide slot.
Range Marks. Range marks are pulses separated in time by a precisely known interval and corresponding to some convenient range
interval. These pulses are applied to the cathode-ray tube with such a
polarity as to increase the beam brightness. The generation of precise
time intervals is discussed in Chap. 16.
Video Mapping. s It is often important to mark the location of distinctive features of the terrain (such as airports, railroads, towns, rivers,
etc.) on a PPI. These can, of course, be put on the outside face of the
indicator with a grease pencil, but there will be errors due to parallax.
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Also, a separate map will have to be drawn for each scope, and it will
have to be redrawn whenever a change of scale is made or if off centering
is used. A technique for writing the map electronically through the
video channel is indicated in Fig. 17-34.
A PPI tube (with no video modulation applied) is used as a scanner.
The map could be on a photographic negative. Plate glass covered with
colloidal graphite on which fine lines are scratched to identify the important landmarks has also been used. The light from the sweep is picked
up by the photocell after modulation by the map transparency and is
carried to all indicators.
A device similar to the video mapper but using a rectangular sweep
instead of a radial one, called a flying spot scanner, is available commercially
for obtaining television pictures from film.
Map
holder

.~ eiG

Photocell

OH~..-_V-oi~eo

FIG. 17-34. A technique for superimposing a map on a radar display.

Electronic Tags. In the processing of radar data it is sometimes
desirable to place, with precision, an electronic mark or tag at some
point on a radar display. This tag may take the form of a dot, a tiny
circle, a small line inclined at a specified angle, etc. A circuit for writing
any number of dots (for example, three) at precisely chosen X and Y
coordinates on a resolved-sweep PPI is given in block diagram form in
Fig. 17-35.* This diagram represents that part of the circuit which
determines the X positions of the tags. A similar channel is needed for
the Y coordinates. The basic philosophy used in designing this circuit
is that one tag is to be written during the first sweep dead time, the next
tag during the second sweep dead time, and the third tag during the third
dead time. This process is then repeated with the first tag again written
in the fourth recovery interval, etc. The operation of the circuit may be
understood by referring to the waveforms indicated in Fig. 17-36.
The modulator pulses trigger a ring counter (Fig. 11-21) which has a.
scale of 3 and has outputs C1 , C2 , and C3 • The outputs are positive for
a time duration equal to the time T between pulses and are negative for
twice this interval. The positive portions of the three outputs do not
overlap, but appear in time sequence, separated from one another by the

* This system was developed at the Electronic Research Laboratories, Department
of Electrical Engineering, Columbia University.
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FIG. 17-35. The block diagram of a circuit used for writing three dots at precisely
chosen X and Y coordinates on a PPI display. (The Y channel is not indicated.)
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FIG. 17-36. The waveforms in the circuit of Fig. 17-35.
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interval T, as indicated in Fig. 17-36b, c, and d. The counter output
Cn(n = 1, 2, or 3) controls the sequence gate Gn, which delivers an output
only if Cn is positive. The sequence gates are of the six-diode bridge
type of Fig. 14-21. * The signal input to the bridge is a d-c voltage Xn
corresponding to the Xn position of the nth tag. The output Gn of the
sequencing gates is Xn when Cn is positive and zero when Cn is negative.
These waveforms are given in Fig. 17-36e, j, and g. The value of x may
be either positive or negative, and in this illustration Xl and X2 have been
chosen positive, while X3 is negative.
The sweep and dead times are established by a monostable multi
triggered by the modulator. The multi gate output is given in Fig.
17-36h, and the sweep output is shown in Fig. 17-36i. The multi output
also controls two six-diode gates called
I
the tag gate and the tag clamp. These
~/~254
gates are needed in order to select the
~
-""X--ooXtag X voltages only during the dead times
~ 53
55
rather than over the total time T beX3
tween pulses as they appear at the
output of the sequence gates. The
FIG. 17-37. The series-parallel ar- entire arrangement is equivalent to a
rangemen t of ga tes in Fig. 17-35 series-parallel arrangement of switches,
simulated with switches.
as indicated by the configuration of
Fig. 17-37. Switches 8 1,8 2, and 8 3 close in sequence, each for an interval
T. Switch 8 4 (the tag gate) closes for each dead time and is open for
each sweep time. Switch 8 5 (the tag clamp) brings the output to zero
for each sweep time and is open for each dead time. Hence, the X tag
output is as pictured in Fig. 17-36j.
Finally, the sweep and tag outputs are added at the input to the deflection amplifier whose output waveform is given in Fig. 17-36k. This is
the waveform needed in order to allow the sweep to 'proceed undistured
in each cycle and to position the cathode-ray beam to position Xl during
the first dead time, to X2 during the second recovery interval, etc.
With a very simple modification the above circuit will produce a circle
whose center is at the desired position X n, Yn. A sinusoidal oscillator of
frequency, say, 5 kc, is phase-shifted so that two components in quadrature are obtained. The sine component is added, by means of a transformer to each of the d-c voltages x n • The cosine component is added
in a similar manner to each of the d-c voltages Yn in the Y channel. If
these two components are equal, the resulting Lissajous figure is a circle
centered at X n , Yn. The radius of the circle is controlled by the amplitude
of the oscillator.
* This type of gate requires push-pull control voltages and these are obtained from

p5

0-0

the two plates of a binary.

However, this detail has not been included in Fig. 17-35.
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If the amplitudes of the two oscillator components are not equal, or
if the phase shift is not 90°, an ellipse is obtained. By reducing the phase
shift to zero, a straight line results whose orientation depends upon the
relative magnitudes of the two oscillator components and whose center is
always at x n , Yn. If the modulating voltage is nonsinusoidal, other forms
of the tag waveforms result.
If the voltages Xn and Yn are not constant but rather are programmed
in time, then the tag, instead of remaining at a fixed position, will move
across the face of the scope along the path determined by the program.
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CHAPTER

18

TRANSISTORS IN PULSE AND DIGITAL CIRCUITS

Transistors are semiconductor devices which are used to perform many
of the functions of vacuum tubes. Transistors have the relative advantages that they are smaller in size, they require no filament power, they
operate at lower supply voltages, they have correspondingly lower power
dissipation, and they have appreciably longer life than tubes. Transistors have properties which make them particularly suitable for use as
switches in pulse and digital circuits. This chapter is devoted to a study
of the physical behavior of a transistor, its characterization as a circuit
element, and its operation in switching applications. 1
18-1. Semiconductors.l The relatively high electric conductivity of
metals results from the fact that, in the solid crystalline state, the valence
electrons are easily detached from the atom. These electrons, which are
not bound to an individual atom, constitute the carriers of electricity.
They move under the influence of an electric field and their drift motion
constitutes the flow of an electric current. The number of free carriers
per unit volume in a solid serves as a measure of its electric conductivity.
In copper the number of conduction electrons available is about 10 22
electrons per cubic centimeter and the resistivity is about 1.7 X 10- 6
ohm-cm. A good insulator, on the other hand, has a resistivity of the
order of 10 15 0hm-cm.
The operation of transistors depends on the characteristics of a type
of solid called a semiconductor, which has an electrical conductivity which
lies between the very high conductivity of the metals and the very low
conductivity of insulators. The semiconductors most commonly
employed in transistors are germanium and silicon. The resistivity of
pure (called intrinsic) germanium is 60 ohm-cm at 25°C, while that of
silicon is 60 X 10 3 0 hm-cm. In a semiconductor the outermost (valence)
electrons are neither so tightly bound to the atom as in an insulator nor
so loosely held as in the conductor. The density of electrical carriers
in a semiconductor lies in the range 10 5 to 1011 per cubic centimeter.
In a crystal the atoms are arranged in a regular ordered array which is
referred to as a lattice structure. Each atom is situated at one corner of
a regular tetrahedron. This structure is illustrated symbolically in two
dimensions in Fig. lS-la. Germanium has a total of 32 electrons in its
548
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atomic structure, and, of these, 4 are valence electrons so that the atom
is tetravalent. The inert ionic core of the germanium atom carries a
positive charge of +4 measured in units of the electronic charge. The
binding forces between neighboring atoms result from the fact that each
of the valence electrons of a germanium atom is shared by one of its
four nearest neighbors. This electron-pair bond, or covalent bond, is represented in Fig. 18-1a by the two dotted lines which join each atom to
each of its neighbors. The fact that the valence electrons serve to
bind one atom to the next also results In the valence electron being
•
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FIG. 18-1. Symbolic representation of the atomic configuration in germanium. (a)
All covalent bonds are complete. (b) A covalent bond is broken to form a free electron
and a hole. (c) A pentavalent impurity is added to furnish a conduction electron.
(d) A trivalent impurity is added to furnish a conduction hole.

more tightly bound to the nucleus. Hence, in spite of the availability
. of four valence electrons the crystalline structure has a low conductivity.
As a result of the thermal agitation within the germanium crystal a
certain fraction of the covalent bonds will be broken and thereby carriers
of electricity will be available. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 18-1b.
Here an electron, which for the far greater period of time forms part of a
covalent bond, is pictured as being dislodged and therefore free to
wander in a random fashion throughout the crystal. The energy required
to break such a covalent bond is about 0.75 ev for Ge and 1.12 ev for Si.
The absence of the electron in the covalent bond is represented by the
small circle in Fig. 18-1b, and such an incomplete covalent bond is called
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a hole. The importance of the hole is that it may serve as a carrier of
electricity which is comparable in effectiveness to the free electron. The
mechanism by which a hole may serve as a conductor of electricity is
qualitatively as follows. When a bond is incomplete so that a hole
exists, it is relatively easy for an electron in a neighboring atom to leave
its covalent bond to fill this hole. An electron moving from a bond to
fill a hole leaves a hole in its initial position. Hence, the hole effectively
moves in the direction opposite to that of the electron. This hole, in
its new position, may now be filled by an electron from another covalent
bond and the hole will correspondingly move one more step in the direction opposite to the motion of the electron. Here we have a mechanism
for the conduction of electricity which does not involve the free electron.
The motion of the hole in one direction actually means the transport of
a negative charge an equal distance in the other direction. So far as
the flow of electric current is concerned, the result will be unaltered if we
compute the current flow by assigning to the hole a positive charge equal
in magnitude to the electronic charge. Weare then considering that
the holes are physical entities whose displacement constitutes the flow
of current. It has been determined experimentally for Ge that the rate
of drift of holes under the influence of an electric field is about half the
ra te of drift of electrons.
In a pure semiconductor the number of holes and free electrons are
equal. Thermal agitation continues to produce new hole-electron pairs,
while other hole-electron pairs disappear as a result of recombination.
In pure germanium at room temperature there is about one hole-electron
pair for each 5 X 10 10 germanium atoms. With increasing temperature,
the density of hole-electron pairs increases and correspondingly the conductivity increases.
18-2. Donor and Acceptor Impurities. If, to pure germanium, a small
amount of impurity is added in the form of a substance with five valence
electrons, the situation results which is pictured in Fig. l8-le. The
impurity atoms will displace some of the germanium atoms in the crystal
attice. Four of the five valence electrons will occupy covalent bonds,
while the fifth will be nominally unbound and will be available as a
carrier of current. The energy required to detach this fifth electron
from the atom is only of the order of 0.01 eVe Suitable pentavalent
impurities are antimony, phosphorus, or arsenic. Such impurities donate
excess negative electron carriers and are therefore referred to as donor, or
n-type, impurities.
If a trivalent impurity is added (boron, gallium, or indium), then only
three of the covalent bonds can be filled and the vacancy that exists in the
fourth bond constitutes a hole. This situation is illustrated in Fig. l8-ld.
Such impurities make available positive carriers because they create holes
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which can accept electrons. These impurities are consequently known
as acceptor, or p-type, impurities. The amount of impurity required to be
added to have an appreciable effect on the conductivity is very small.
For example, if a donor-type impurity is added to the extent of one part
in 10 8 , the resistivity of germanium at 27°C will drop from 47 to 4
ohm-em.
In intrinsic (pure) germanium both electrons and holes are available as
carriers. The number of electrons and holes is equal, and their number
is determined by the statistical equilibrium which is established between
the process of generation of new hole-electron pairs and the process of
recombination. If intrinsic germanium is "doped" with n-type impurities, not only does the number of electron carriers increase, but the
number of hole carriers decreases below that which is available in the
intrinsic semiconductor. The reason for the decrease in the number of
holes is that the larger number of electrons present increases the rate of
recombination of holes with electrons. Similarly, the number of electron
carriers in a semiconductor can be reduced by doping with p-type impurities. The quantitative rule which applies is that
(18-1)

where ni and Pi are, respectively, the electron- and hole-carrier concentration in the intrinsic semiconductor, while nand p are, respectively,
the electron and hole concentrations in the doped semiconductor.
We have the important result that the doping of an intrinsic semiconductor not only increases the conductivity but serves also to produce
a conductor in which the electric carriers are either predominantly holes
or predominantly electrons.
18-3. Drift and Diffusion. In a metallic conductor, current results
from the existence of an electric field within the conductor. As a result
of this field, a drift motion of electric charges in the direction of the
force resulting from the electric field is superimposed on the random
erratic motion of the electrons. This conduction current is proportional to the electron concentration and the drift velocity. This same
drift type of conduction may occur in a doped semiconductor, but additionally the transport of charges in a semiconductor may be accounted
for by a mechanism, called diffusion, not ordinarily encountered in
metals. The essential features of diffusion will appear in the following
considerations.
Suppose that in a semiconductor there is no electric field but that there
exists a gradient in the density of carriers. If these carriers are, say,
holes, then the existence of a gradient implies that, if an imaginary surface
be drawn in the semiconductor, the density of holes immediately on one
side of the surface is larger than the density on the other side. The holes
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are in a random motion as a result of their thermal energy. Accordingly
holes will continue to move back and forth across this surface. We may
then expect that in a given time interval more holes will cross the surface
from the more dense to the less dense side than in the reverse direction.
This net transport of charge across the surface constitutes a flow of
current. It should be noted that this net transport of charge is not the
result of mutual repulsion among charges of like sign but is simply the
result of a statistical phenomenon. This diffusion is exactly analogous
to that which occurs in a neutral gas if there exists a pressure gradient
in the gaseous container. The
Acceptor
diffusion current is proportional to
Junction
ion
the concentration gradient (the rate
t
of change of concentration with
8 ~ 8 8:<±>
I
distance).
f> ~ 8 8:<±>
18-4. Thep-nJunction. 2 We con8:(f)
I
sider now the electrical characterI
8:<f>
istics of a junction between a sample
I
of n-type and p-type germanium.
p type
n type
(a)
This junction, illustrated in Fig.
18-2a, is formed by introducing donor
Charge density
impurities into one side and acceptor
impurities into the other side of a
single crystal of germanium.
Initially there are nominally only
Distance
from
p-type carriers to the left of the juncjunction
tion and only n-type carriers to the
(b)
right. As a result of the density
gradient across the junction, holes
Electrostatic potential
will diffuse to the right across the
junction and electrons to the left.
An electric field will appear across
Distance the junction, and when the field
from
becomes large enough, the process of
junction
diffusion will be restrained and equi(c)
librium will be established. The
FIG. 18-2. An abrupt symmetrical junction between p-type and n-type ger- equilibrium charge distribution is
manium. (a) The lattice structure illustrated in Fig. 18-2b. The elecand distribution of carriers; (b) the tric charges are confined to the neighcharge density near the junction; (c)
the potential variation across the borhood of the junction and consist
of immobile ions whose neutralizing
junction.
mobile charges have combined with
charges of opposite sign which have diffused across the junction. That
is, the positive holes which neutralized the acceptor ions near the juncI
I

0

0

0
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tion in the p-type germanium have disappeared as the result of combination with electrons which have diffused across the junction. Similarly
the neutralizing electrons in the n-type germanium have combined with
holes. These unneutralized ions in the neighborhood of the junction
are referred to as uncovered charges. The electrostatic potential variation
in the region of the junction is shown in Fig. 18-2c. This potential
variation constitutes a potential energy barrier against the further diffu. .
sion of holes across the barrier. The form of the potential energy barrier
against the flow of electrons across the junction is similar to that shown in
Fig. 18-2c except that it is inverted, since the electronic charge is
negative.
The essential electrical characteristic of a p-n junction is that it constitutes a diode which permits the easy flow of current in one direction
but restrains the flow in the opposite direction. We now consider qualitatively how this diode action comes about. In Fig. 18-3, a battery is
shown connected across the terminals of a p-n junction. The negative
terminal of the battery is connected to the p side of the junction, the
positive terminal to the n side. The
polarity of connection is such as to
cause both the holes in the p- type and
the electrons in the n-type to move
away from the junction. As a consequence no carriers are available to cross
the j unction and the curren t which flows ~------IIII-+-:--------'
is nominally zero. Actually a small
E
current flows because a small number
FIG. 18-3. A voltage E is applied to a
of hole-electron pairs are generated p-n junction diode.
throughout the crystal as a result of
thermal energy. The holes so formed in the n-type germanium will
wander over to the junction, fall down the potential energy hill, and thus
cross the junction. A similar remark applies to the electrons thermally
generated in the p-type germanium. This small current is the diode
reverse current. This reverse current will increase with increasing temperature, and hence the back resistance of a crystal diode decreases rapidly
with increasing temperature.
The mechanism of conduction in the reverse direction may be described
alternatively in the following way. When no voltage is applied to the
p-n diode, the potential barrier across the junction is as shown in Fig.
18-2c. When a voltage E is applied to the diode in the direction shown
in Fig. 18-3, the height of the potential energy barrier is increased by
the amount E. This increase in the barrier height serves to reduce the
flow of maJority carriers (that is, holes in p-type and electrons in n-type).
However, the minority carriers (that is, electrons in p-type and holes in
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n-type), since they fall down the potential energy hill, are uninfluenced

by the increased height of the barrier.
If the external voltage E is applied with the polarity opposite to that
indicated in Fig. 18-3, a relatively large current will flow. In this case
the height of the potential energy barrier at the junction will be lowered
by the amount E. The equilibrium which was initially established
between the forces tending to produce diffusion of maj ority carriers and
the restraining influence of the potential energy barrier at the junction
will be disturbed. We shall make no large error if we assume that for
small currents, the ohmic drop across the body of the crystal is negligible.
In this case the voltage E applied to the crystal terminals appears essentially across the junction. A theoretical analysis of the p-n junction
10 5
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FIG. 18-4. The volt-ampere characteristic of an ideal p-n junction: (a) plotted on
linear scale to show form; (b) semilog plot to show typical current and voltage values.

I

diode yields for the diode current I as a function of applied voltage E
the formula
(18-2)
I = Io(e E1ET - 1)
Here lois the magnitude of the diode reverse current,
T
kT
ET = 11,600 =

q

q is the magnitude of the electronic charge, k is the Boltzmann constant,
lc = 1.381 X 10- 23 joule/oK, and T is the temperature in degrees Kelvin.
This formula applies quite well in practice. Linear and logarithmic
plots of current vs. voltage for a typical junction diode are shown in
Fig. 18-4. The quantity ET has the value 0.026 volt at room temperature
(25°C). Therefore when E in Eq. (18-2) is negative and large in magnitude in comparison with 0.026 volt, the reverse current which flows is 1 0•
However, as the magnitude of the reverse-biasing voltage is increased, a
critical voltage is finally reached where the diode volt-ampere characteristic exhibits an abrupt and marked departure from Eq. (18-2), as is
indicated in Fig. 18-4 by the dotted portion of the curves. At this critical
voltage large reverse currents flow and the diode is said to be in the break-
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down region. We discuss next the physical basis for the occurrence of
breakdown.
As the reverse voltage across the diode junction increases, the height
of the barrier increases and the maximum electric field encountered in the
junction region also increases. When the field becomes sufficiently large,
the electrons which constitute the current carriers may acquire a sufficient
velocity to produce new carriers by removing valence electrons from their
covalent bonds. These new carriers may in turn produce additional
carriers again through the process of ionization by collision, etc. This
cumulative process, which is referred to as avalanche multiplication, results
in the flow of large reverse currents and the diode is said to be in the region
of avalanche breakdown. Even if the initially available carriers do not
acquire sufficient energy to produce ionization by collision it is possible
to initiate breakdown through a direct rupture of the covalent bonds
because of the existence of the strong
electric field. Under these circumReverse voltage, volts
-10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3
stances the breakdown is referred to
o
as a Zener breakdown and the reverse
-2
voltage at which the breakdown
Breakdown_ rvoltage _ roccurs is called the Zener voltage.
-4
=
7.0 volts
However, in either case, at break-6
down, the reverse current becomes
-8
very large and the current is largely ...:
c
independent of the voltage. The ~
B -10
situation within the diode before C1l
breakdown as well as the volt-ampere >~ -12
characteristic after breakdown are 0::C1l -14
very closely analogous to what occurs
-16
in a glow tube. 3
A point of interest in connection
-18
with breakdown in junction diodes is
-20
that the diode will recover when the
magnitude of the reverse voltage is
18-5. Volt-ampere characteristic of
reduced below the breakdown volt- aFIG.
voltage-reference breakdown diode.
age, provided the diode has not been (Texas Instrument type 653C·! silicon
damaged by excessive heat dissipa- diode.)
tion in the breakdown region. As a
result it has been possible to manufacture junction diodes which are
suitable as voltage reference sources for use in much the same fashion
as glow-tube regulators. The volt-ampere characteristic in the reverse
direction for a typical low-voltage silicon voltage-reference diode is
shown in Fig. 18-5. Breakdown diodes are available with reference
voltages in the range from several volts to several hundred volts.
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The principal use of the junction diode is as a power rectifier. The
crystal diodes, whose parameters are described in Sec. 4-1, and which are
used as diode clamps and as switching elements, are usually of the pointcontact variety. A point-contact diode consists of a pointed tungsten
wire in the form of a spring which presses against the surface of a germanium or silicon wafer to which impurities have been added. In the
manufacturing process a surge of current is passed through the diode
and a p-n junction of extremely small area is formed at the point contact.
18-5. The Junction Transistor.4 A junction transistor consists of a
germanium (or silicon) crystal in which a layer of n-type germanium is
sandwiched between two layers of p-type germanium. Alternatively a
transistor may consist of a layer of p-type between two layers of n-type
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FIG. 18-6. (a) A p-n-p and an n-p-n transistor; (b) circuit representation for the two

transistor types.

material. In the former case the transistor is referred to as a p-n-p
transistor and in the latter case as an n-p-n transistor. The two types of
transistors are represented in Fig. 18-6a. The representations employed
when the transistors are used as circuit elements are shown in Fig. 18-6b.
The three portions of the transistors are known, respectively, as emitter,
base, and collector. The arrow on the emitter lead specifies the direction
of current flow when the emitter-base junction is biased in the forward
direction. In both cases, however, the emitter, base, and collector
currents, Ie, h, and Ie, respectively, are assumed positive when the currents flow into the transistor. The symbols E eb , E cb , and Ece are the
emitter-base, collector-base, and collector-emitter voltages, respectively.
We may now begin to appreciate the essential features of a transistor
as an active circuit element by considering the situation depicted in
Fig. 18-7a. Here a p-n-p transistor is shown with voltage sources which
serve to bias the emitter-base junction in the forward direction and the
base-collector junction in the reverse direction. The variation of electric
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potential through the unbiased transistor is shown in Fig. 18-7b. The
potential distribution of the biased transistor is indicated in Fig. 18-7c.
The dashed curve applies in the case before the application of external
biasing voltages and the solid curve to the case where the biasing voltages
are applied. In the absence of applied voltages the potential barriers
at the junctions adjust themselves to the height (a few tenths of a volt)
Emitter

Collector

(a)
E

Base

Emitter

Collector

(b)
E

Effective
base width

Emitter
(p type)

Base
(n

type)

Collector
(p type)

(c)
FIG. 18-7. (a) A p-n-p transistor with biasing voltages; (b) the potential energy
barriers at the junctions of the unbiased transistor; (c) the potential variation through

the transistor in the presence of the biasing voltages (solid line).
determine the effective base width are discussed in Sec. 18-10.)

(The factors that

required so that no net current flows across them. As noted earlier,
externally applied voltages appear essentially across the junctions.
Hence, the forward biasing of the emitter-base junction lowers the
emitter-base potential barrier by IEebl volts, while the reverse biasing
of the base-collector junction increases the base-collector potential barrier
by IEcbl volts. The lowering of the emitter-base barrier permits the
diffusion of holes from the emitter to the base, i.e., the emitter emits or
injects holes into the base. In the base region the potential is uniform
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(there is no electric field), and hence the emitted holes must diffuse
across the base to the base-collector junction. At this junction the hole~
fall down the potential barrier and are therefore collected by the collector.
An important feature worthy of note is that through the use of a transistor
a current furnished by a low-voltage source Eee can be used to control
the current furnished by a high-voltage source Ecc.
It is desirable that the ratio of the collector current to the emitter
current be as close as possible to unity. Several features of construction
arc normally incorporated into a transistor in order to achieve this end.
First, the doping of the emitter is made much larger than the doping of
the base. This features ensures (in a
p-n-p transistor) that the transport of
current across the emitter junction
consists almost entirely of the flow of
holes. Such a situation is required
since the current which results from
Trivalent
electrons crossing the emitter junction
indium
Emitter
from base to emitter does not contri~
Collector
bute holes which may be collected by
Trivalent
indium
the collector. Second, the width of
the base region is made small so that
the
holes diffuse across the base in a
lines of
n type Ge
current flow
short time and hence little opportunity
is afforded for a loss of holes due to
(a)
recombination with electrons.
One type of transistor construction 5
is indicated in Fig. i8-8a. This type
of transistor is known as a diffusedjunction or alloy type of transistor.
The center section is a thin wafer of
n-type germanium. Two small dots
of indium are attached to oppo~ite
sides
of the wafer and the whole strucBase
(b)
ture is raised for a short time to a
FIG. 18-8. (a) Cross section of a p-n-p
high temperature. At the junction
diffused-junction transistor; (b) cross between the indium and the wafer
section of a grown-junction transistor.
enough indium dissolves into the
germanium to change the germanium from n-type to p-type. The collector is made larger than the emitter so that the collector subtends a
large angle as viewed from the emitter. Because of this geometrical
arrangement very little emitter current follows a diffusion path which
carries it to the base rather than the collector.
A second type of construction 6 gives rise to a type of transistor which
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is called a grown-junction transistor. This type of construction is illustrated in Fig. lS-Sb. It is made by drawing a single crystal from a melt
of germanium whose type is changed during the crystal drawing operation by adding n- or p-type impurities as required.
Transistors are normally not symmetrical, i.e., emitter and collector
may not be interchanged without changing the electrical properties of
the transistor. In the diffused-junction transistor this lack of symmetry
results from the larger mechanical dimensions of the collector. In the
grown-junction transistor lack of symmetry results from the fact that the
conductivity of the collector is usually much less than the conductivity
of the emitter.
Another type of transistor (which is a natural extension of the pointcontact diode) consists of two sharply pointed tungsten wires pressed
against a semiconductor wafer. These point-contact transistors are
capable of operating at a higher speed than junction transistors. Also, in
some applications a single point-contact transistor will replace two junction transistors. However, at the present state of the art, * the reproducibility and reliability of point-contact transistors is very poor.
18-6. Characteristics of Transistors-The Grounded-base Configuration. Transistors, when employed in pulse circuits, are most commonly
used as switches which are turned
on or off. In a typical application a
transistor might be employed in the
manner indicated in Fig. lS-9.
Here an n-p-n transistor is shown
in a grounded-base configuration.
This configuration is also referred to FIG. 18-9. The grounded-base transistur
configura tion.
by the designation common base,
since the base is common to the input and output circuits. Assume initially that the emitter current is zero or even that the emitter junction is
slightly reverse-biased. The collector current will then be very small.
The collector and base terminals then constitute the terminals of a switch
which is open-circuited. Suppose now that a forward-biasing emitter
current is caused to flow in the emitter circuit. Then a current will flow
in the collector circuit which will be not much smaller than the emitter

* At the time of this writing (1956) a survey of transistor manufacturers reveals
that nearly all have discontinued production of point-contact transistors in favor of
junction transistors. Additionally, almost all the development work in transistor
circuitry presently being done is again in connection with junction transistors. Moreover, the theory of junction-transistor operation has now advanced to such a point
that it is possible to design junction transistors to meet previously established specifications. The understanding of the operation of point-contact transistors is not at a
comparable level. For these reasons the discussion of the present chapter is confined
entirely to the junction transistor.
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current and the collector base switch will effectively be closed. A
voltage drop will develop across the load resistor RL and the collector-tobase voltage will decrease. To be able to describe quantitatively the
operation of this switch circuit, we require a set of transistor characteristics which relate the collector-to-base voltage to the collector current
for various values of emitter current. Such a set of characteristics is
shown in Fig. 18-10 for a Sylvania type 2N35 n-p-n transistor. This
transistor is a low-power transistor (comparable to a receiving-type tube)
intended for medium-speed switching applications. The charactersitics
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FIG. 18-10. Common-base characteristics of the Sylvania type 2N35 transistor.

of Fig. 18-10 may be divided into three regions which are particularly
worthy of note.
Active Region. Consider, first, collector voltages which bias the collector junction in the reverse direction and which are larger than several
tenths of a volt. In this region the collector current is essentially independent of collector voltage and depends only on the emitter current.
The region of operation in which the collector is reversed-biased and the
emitter is forward-biased is called the active region. In this region the
collector current is nominally the same (actually slightly smaller) than
the emitter current. This result is to have been anticipated on the basis
of the preceding theoretical discussion. The ratio of the change in mag-
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nitude of the collcctor current to the change in magnitude of the emitter
current at con slant collector-lo-base voltage is designated by the symbol a.
(18-3)
An average value of a may be obtained by noting that when the collectorto-base voltage drop Eeb is, say, about 5 volts, then an emitter-current
increment of -4 ma yields a collector-current increment of 3.9 mao
Hence a = 3.9/4.0 = 0.98. Typically, values of a lie in the range 0.95
to 0.99, with a = 0.98 being a reasonable average value.
Cutoff Region. The characteristic for Ie = 0 passes through the
origin but is otherwise similar to the other characteristics. This characteristic is not coincident with the voltage axis, though the separation
is difficult to show on the scale to which the characteristics are drawn.
The nominally constant collector current corresponding to Ie = 0 is the
reverse saturation collector current I co, and, for the 2N35 transistor it is of
the order of 2 J.La. The region below and to the right of the Ie = 0
characteristic, for which the emitter and collector junctions are both
reverse-biased, is referred to as the cutoff region.
Saturation Region. The region to the left of the ordinate Eeb = 0 and
above the Ie = 0 characteristics in which both emitter and collector junctions are forward-biased is called the saturation region. Bottoming occurs
in this region and, for a given value of Eee and R L , the collector current
is approximately independent of the emitter current. The forward
biasing of the collector in this region accounts for the large change in
collector current with small changes in collector voltage. The magnitude
of emitter current required to bias the transistor in Fig. 18-9 to the point
of saturation (Eeb = 0) may be estimated in the following way. From
the form of the curves of Fig. 18-10 and from the definition of a, we may
write
(18-4)
The minus sign results from the arbitrary convention that the symbols Ie
and Ie represent current flow into the transistor. Since leo is small
compared with the value of Ie necessary to drive the transistor into
saturation, then IIel ~ allel. Also, since the eollector-to-base voltage is
zero, then IIel = IEee/RLI. Hence an emitter current equal to or larger
than
(18-5)
will bias the transistor into the saturation region.
In connection with the characteristic of Fig. 18-10 we may take note
of the fact that with increased temperature the current leo increases while
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the relative spacing of the individual curves remains essentially the same.
Hence, with increased temperatures the' curves shift in the upward
direction. Experimentally, for a germanium transistor, it is found that
leo doubles for each increase of 10°C. Correspondingly an increase of
30°C will multiply the current leo by the factor 2 3 • For silicon transistors, a 10°C temperature change increases leo by the factor 3. On the
other hand, the value of leo for silicon is so much smaller than for germanium that actually the operation of a silicon transistor is appreciably
less sensitive to temperature changes.
Analytic expressions for the transistor characteristics which are valid
in all three regions are given in Sec. 18-20.
To see how effective the circuit of Fig. 18-9 is when used as a switch,
let us consider an example in which RL = 6.1 K and Eee = 22.5 volts.
The load line for these values of RL and Eec has been superimposed on
the transistor curves in Fig. 18-10. If the emitter current is zero or if
the emitter junction is slightly reverse-biased, the collector voltage Ecb
will be very close to Eec so that the switch is off. At the other extreme,
if the emitter current is about 4.0 ma, the voltage drop at the collector
will be zero and the full voltage Eee will appear across the load so that
the switch is on. Larger emitter currents will actually reverse the voltage at
the collector so that a voltage slightly
larger than Eec may appear across the
load.
18-7. The Grounded-emitter ConFIG. 18-11. A grounded-emitter
figuration. A transistor switch which
transistor configuration.
uses a transistor in a grounded-emitter
configuration is shown in Fig. 18-1l.
The characteristics of operation in this configuration may be appreciated
qualitatively on the basis of our earlier discussion of the grounded-base
configuration. The base current is
(18-6)
Combining this equation with Eq. (18-4), we find
1b = - leo

+ ale

- 1e = - leo - (1 - a) 1e

(18-7)

Therefore when the base current is zero, the emitter and collector currents will be
le=

-~
1 - a

1=~
c
1 - a

(18-8)

Since a is close to unity, these currents will be relatively large. For
example, if ex = 0.98 and leo = 2 /la, the collector current at zero base
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current will be 2 JLa/(l - 0.98) = 0.10 rna. Hence, if the switch is
initially to be open, we shall prefer to have some current in the base
lead. As a matter of fact, we may select Ib = - leo since in this case
Ie = 0 and Ie = I co.
Common-emitter characteristics are shown in Fig. 18-12. Here the
abscissa is the collector-to-emitter voltage E ee , the ordinate is the collector current, and the curves are given for various values of base current.
For fixed base current, the collector current is not a very sensitive function of collector-to-emitter voltage. However, the slopes of the curves
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FIG. 18-12. Common-emitter characteristics for the type 2N35 transistor.

in Fig. 18-12 are larger than in the common-base characteristics of Fig.
18-10. Observe that in general in Fig. 18-12 the base current is much
smaller than the collector current, as is to be expected.
By eliminating Ie from Eqs. (18-4) and (18-6), we find
(18-9)
This equation is based upon the assumption that the collector-to-base
voltage is held constant. However, if Ecb is larger than several volts, the
voltage across the collector junction will be much larger than that across
the emitter junction. If this condition is satisfied, we may consid~r that
Ece = E cb ' Hence, in Fig. 18-11, at fixed Ece the change t1Ib in base
current divided by the change t1Ic in collector current is
t1Ib
1- a
t1Ic = - a -

(18-10)
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Hence, while the spacing in the vertical direction of the curves in Fig.
18-10 is determined by a, the corresponding spacing in Fig. 18-12 is
determined by (1 - a)/a. It should be noted that since the parameter
Ib is the small difference between two nearly equal large currents Ie and
Ie, the common-emitter characteristics are normally subject to a wide
variation.
A load line has been superimposed on Fig. 18-12 corresponding, in
this case, to a load resistor RL = 5.6 K and a supply voltage of 22.5
volts. The transistor is in the cutoff condition when the base current is
about - 2 J,La and the collector-to-emitter voltage is very close to the
supply voltage. The saturation region may be defined as the one in
which bottoming occurs and hence as the region where the collector current is approximately independent of base current, for given values of
Eee and R L • Hence, we may consider that the onset of saturation occurs
at the knee of the transistor curves in Fig. 18-12. Saturation occurs
for the given load line at a base current of 100 J,La, and at this point
the collector voltage is too small to be read in Fig. 18-12.
18-8. The Grounded-collector Configuration. Another transistor
circuit configuration, shown III Fig. 18-13, is known as the groundedcollector configuration. The circuit
is basically the same as the circuit~of
Fig. 18-11 with the exception that
the load resistor is in the emitter
+
circuit rather than in the collector
+
E~ circuit. If we continue to specify
the operation of the circuit in terms of
the currents which flow, the operation for the grounded collector is
much the same as for the grounded
FIG. 18-13. The grounded-collector emitter. When the base current is
transistor configuration.
leo = 2 J,La, the emitter current will
be zero and no current will flow in the load. As the transistor is brought
out of this back-biased condition by increasing the base current, the
transistor will pass through the active region and eventually reach the
region of saturation. This saturation region will again occur at a base
current of about 100 J,La and in this condition all the supply voltage
except for a very small drop across the transistor will 'appear across the
load.
'
18-9. A Vacuum-tube-Transistor Analogy.7 It is possible to draw
a very rough analogy between a transistor and a vacuum tube In this
analogy the base, emitter, and collector of a transistor are identified,
respectively, with the grid, cathode, and plate of a vacuum tube. Correspondingly the grounded-base, grounded-emitter, and grounded-col-

=
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lector configurations are identified, respectively, with the grounded-grid,
grounded-cathode, and grounded-plate (cathode-follower) vacuum-tube
circuits, as in Fig. 18-14.
Consider, for example, the circuits of Fig. 18-14a. For the tube circuit, we find that in the normal amplifier region Ihl = Ihl. In the
transistor circuit, in the active region, we find that IIel r-v IIel, the difference between Ie and Ie being of the order of 2 per cent. In both the
transistor and tube circuits of Fig. 18-14a, we find that the input impedance is low because of the large current at low voltage which must be
furnished by the driving generator. In Sec. 18-12 we shall find that
the grounded-base transistor circuit is capable of providing a voltage
gain. When used as a voltage amplifier, the grounded-base circuit does

r

b

(a)
(b)
(e)
FIG. 18-14. Transistor configurations and their analogous vacuum-tube circuits:
(a) grounded base, (b) grounded emitter, (c) grounded collector.
not invert the polarity of the input signal. In these respects also the
transistor and tube circuits of Fig. 18-14a are analogous. The cutoff
region of the transistor corresponds to the region in the vacuum tube
where the tube grid bias is larger than the cutoff bias. The active region
of the transistor corresponds to the region in which the tube operates
as a linear amplifier. This region covers not only the region within the
grid base but also the region of positive grid voltages where the tube
operates linearly. The saturation region of the transistor corresponds
to the tube region where the grid is so far positive with respect to the
cathode that the plate current of the tube is almost independent of grid
voltage. In the transistor, however, the base takes current at all
points in its active region, while in the tube the grid draws appreciable
current only when it is positive. The analogy may be improved by
assuming that cutoff occurs in the tube at zero grid bias, i.e., the grid
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base is zero. Even if we make this assumption, we should find a difference between tube and transistor in that some small currents flow in
the transistor at cutoff while no currents flow in the tube. In addition,
at a later point we shall find in transistors certain effects which have no
counterpart in tubes.
The grounded-emitter transistor configuration of Fig. 18-14b may be
expected to have a higher input impedance than the grounded-base since
in the former case the input current is the relatively small difference
current between the collector and emitter currents. We shall find again,
in this case, that when the configuration is used as a voltage amplifier a
larg~ gain is possible.
We may verify, even at this point, that such a
grounded-emitter amplifier will produce a polarity inversion. In all these
respects the grounded-emitter configuration is analogous to the groundedcathode vacuum-tube amplifier stage.
In Fig. 18-14c, the grounded-collector configuration is compared to the
grounded-plate (cathode-follower) circuit. As a matter of fact, the
grounded-collector configuration is often referred to as the emitter-follower
circuit. We noted above that when the operation of the groundedcollector circuit was described in terms of the input current, its operation
was much the same as the operation of the grounded-emitter circuit.
If, however, we describe the operation in terms of the input voltage, the
similarity of this circuit to the cathode follower becomes apparent.
In the emitter-follower circuit the input current is again relatively small
and the voltage difference between base and emitter is essentially the
small voltage drop across the forward-biased emitter junction when
operating in the active region. Hence, we may expect the input voltage
and output voltage, as in a cathode follower, to be nominally the same.
The emitter follower, as the cathode follower, may be expected to provide
a gain of the order of unity without polarity inversion when used as a
voltage amplifier. The emitter follower may also be expected to handle
an input signal comparable in size to the collector supply voltage. The
input current swing from cutoff to saturation is the same for groundedemitter and grounded-collector operation, but in grounded-collector
operation the input voltage swing is larger. Hence, as in the cathode
follower, the input impedance for the grounded-collector circuit may be
expected to be the largest for the three configurations.
We shall have occasion later (Sec. 18-12) to discuss in more detail the
input and output impedances, the voltages and current gains, etc., for
the various configurations. We shall find additional points of correspondence between the pairs of circuits shown in Fig. 18-14. But it need
hardly be emphasized that the correspondence is far from exact. The
analogies are principally useful as mnemonic devices and for the purpose
of providing an approximate appreciation of the operation of a transitor
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circuit to one who is more familiar with vacuum-tube circuits. For
example, we may note that the most generally useful tube circuit is the
grounded-cathode circuit, independently of whether the circuit is used
as an amplifier or as a switch. We may then expect from our analogy
that the grounded-emitter configuration will occupy the same preferred
position in transistor configurations. This anticipated result is borne
ou t in practice.
18-10. Voltage and Current Limits in Transistor Switching Circuits. 8
A number of precautions must be observed in connection with the maximum voltages applied to transistors and the maximum current which is
permitted to flow.
Independently of which transistor configuration is used in a switching
application, it is important to note that the power dissipated in the
transistor is small in both the on condition and in the off condition. In
the former condition the current is high but the transistor voltages are
small. In the latter condition the voltages are high but the currents
are low. Herein lies a disadvantage of the grounded-collector qircuit
for switching application. For unless the input voltage is large enough
to swing the transistor all the way from cutoff to saturation, the transistor
will operate in the active region. In this region both the currents and
voltages are high and if the transistor is left in this active region for a
relatively long time the allowable transistor dissipation may well be
exceeded.
The dissipation will normally be largest at the collector junction, since
emitter and collector currents are usually comparable and the voltage
at the collector junction is usually larger than at the emitter junction.
However, even if the dissipation is not exceeded, there is an upper limit
to the maximum allowable collector-junction voltage since at high voltages there is the possibility of voltage breakdown in the transistor. This
breakdown will normally occur at the collector junction where the voltage
is highest. Two types of breakdown which are possible are the avalanche
breakdown and Zener breakdown which were discussed earlier in Sec.
18-4. Even if the reverse voltage is not large enough to produce breakdown, a large reverse voltage may still cause difficulty. For suppose
that there is some ionization by collision. Then the carriers may increase
in number sufficiently to produce a value of a in excess of unity. In this
case, in certain circuit configurations, the emitter input circuit of the
transistor may exhibit a negative resistance characteristic over some
range of operation. In such a situation regeneration is possible and
the transistor circuit may behave like a binary device which has two
stable states and this circumstance will interfere with the normal operation of the circuit. (Point-contact transistors normally have an a larger
than unity and have been used extensively in the past to build single
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transistor binary circuits. Unfortunately, as noted in Sec. 18-5, satisfactory transistors of this type have not been manufactured.)
A third type of voltage breakdown may occur in transistors and is
known as punch-through breakdown. At the junction between n-type
and p-type semiconductors there exists an electric field. This field results
from the uncovered charges which exist in the neighborhood of the junction. These uncovered charges are the ions of the impurity atoms.
There are equal numbers of charges on the two sides of the junction,
since there are no fields within the body of the semiconductor and all
electric lines originating on positive charges on one side of the junction
must terminate on negative charges on the other side of the junction.
At the junction between two semiconductors, one of which is doped more
heavily than the other, the field extends further into the less heavily
doped semiconductor. This is so, because the less heavily doped (higher
resistivity) semiconductor has fewer impurity atoms per unit volume.
In a p-n-p diffused-junction transistor, for example, the resistivity of
the p-type collector and emitter may be as low as 0.001 ohm-em while
the n-type base has a resistivity of 1.5 ohm-cm. In such a case the
collector-junction field will extend almost entirely into the base as in
Fig. 18-7. With increasing collector voltage the field extends further
and further into the base until finally it reaches the emitter junction.
Beyond this point the collector-emitter impedance is low and normal
transistor action is not possible. Commercial transistors usually carry a
maximum collector-voltage rating in the range 15 to 30 volts. This
maximum collector voltage is determined by Zener, avalanche, or punchthrough breakdown, whichever occurs first.
18-11. A Linear Equivalent Circuit for a Transistor. So far, we have
been concerned only with the static characteristics of a transistor. In
the active region the transistor operates with reasonable linearity, and
we shall now inquire into a small-signal equivalent circuit which represents the operation of the transistor in this active region. Such an
equivalent circuit is useful not only generally in studying transistors
used as amplifiers, etc., but will also be of value in determining the
transient response of the transistor as it moves through the active region.
Let us start by considering the simple equivalent transistor circuit of
Fig. 18-15a. We set up this circuit on more or less intuitive grounds
so that it represents the more obvious transistor characteristics. Small
(lower-case) letters are used to represent variations of currents or voltages
from their quiescent values. Here r~ represents the dynamic resistance
obtained from the volt-ampere characteristic of the emitter junction,
and the generator provides an output current aie as required. This
equivalent circuit gives the result that the impedance seen looking back
into the output terminals is infinite in the case where the emitter-to-base
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input terminals are open-circuited. Actually, under these conditions
we would see the back-biased resistance of the collector junction and
hence as in Fig. 18-15b we should shunt the current generator aie with a
resistance r~ which represents this back-biased dynamic resistance
obtained from the collector-junction volt-ampere characteristic. The
circuit of Fig. 18-15a also indicates a lack of dependence of emitter
current on collector voltage. Actually, there is some small dependence
and a physical reason for this dependence is not hard to find. As was
noted earlier, an increase in collector voltage effectively narrows the
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FIG. 18-15. (a) A rudimentary equivalent circuit for the transistor in the activ..
region. (b) An improved equivalent circuit that takes into account the finite bac~,
resistance of the collector junction and the influence of collector voltage on th"
emitter junction.

base width. The diffusion of minority carriers across the base is consequently more rapid, fewer carriers pile up near the emitter junction, an~!
the emitter current increases even for a fixed emitter-junction voltagE,.
This effect of collector voltage on emitter current may be taken intr
account as in Fig. 18-15b by including a voltage source ue~ in series witt~
r~, e~ being the voltage across the collector junction.
There are some additional effects which need to be taken into account
in connection with the equivalent circuit. However, before we do this,
we shall make a transformation of the circuit of Fig. 18-15b into another
circuit in which the generator ue~ does not appear explicitly. This new
circuit is shown in Fig. 18-16 and should be considered in conjunction
with Table 18-1. This table gives the transformation equations and in
addition specifies typical values of the parameters in each of the circuits.
The derivation of the equations of transformation is an entirely straight-
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TABLE

18-1.

TYPICAL PARAMETER VALUES AND THE EQUATION OF

TRANSFORMATION BETWEEN THE CIRCUITS OF
AND

Parameter in
Fig. 18-15b

r; = 40 ohms
u = 5 X 10r; = 2 X 10 ohms
4

6

ex = 0.98

FIGs. 18-15a

18-16

Transformation equations

re, = r; ,- (1 - ex)ur;
rb = urc
rc = (1 - u)r:
ex-U

a=l_u

Parameter in
Fig. 18-16

re = 20 ohms
r~ = 1000 ohms
rc = 2 X 106 ohms
a = 0.98

forward matter and is left as an exercise for the student. The transformed circuit, we observe, accounts for the effect of the collector circuit
on the emitter circuit essentially through the resistor r~ ra~her than
through the generator ue~. We observe also that rc,-.v r~, a,-.v (x, and
that while re is appreciably different from r~, re is nevertheless still small.

c:
ie

Emitter

aie

Ttl

$.

rl1e~r

Base
FIG. 18-16. A circuit that is equivalent to the circuit of Fig. 18-15b.
ue'c has been eliminated in the transformation.

The generator

A theoretical result 9 which has been verified experimentally is that the
emitter resistance r~ is related to the emitter current by the formula
(18-11)
where Ie is the d-c component of emitter current and ET = T /11,600.
At room temperature (25°C) and with Ie expressed in milliamperes,
Eq. (18-11) reduces to
,
26
ohms
re = IIel
We return now to the completion of the equivalent circuit. There is,
among many minor effects, one more important effect which must be
included. This effect is a result of the finite resistivity of the base region.
As a result of this finite resistivity there will be an ohmic voltage drop
in the base region which is proportional to the base current i b • This
effect may be taken into account therefore by including a resistor r~'
in series with the base lead. If this resistor is included in the circuits of
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Fig. 18-15b and Fig. 18-16, the two equivalent circuits which result are
shown in Fig. 18-17. The circuit of Fig. 18-17a has the relative disadvantage that it involves one more element than the circuit in Fig.
18-17b; on the other hand, the former circuit has the advantage that it
puts explicitly in evidence the two sides of the emitter and collector
junctions, a feature not shared by the latter circuit. We shall find
the availability of the junctions an important asset, when, at a later
point, we seek to modify the equivalent circuit to take into account

r=--e~--~E---eJ ~
I
Emitter

+

I

cxi,

1

1
1--.--..:.--0 Collector

0 - - --J\)vv\,---f

+

(a)

t

Base side of
emitter junction

aie

ie

~

Emitter

Collector

r,

+

(b)

Base side of
collector junction

External base
connection

e,

r,= {
rl+rg

+

r'b

7C

ec

r"b
Base

FIG. 18-17. (a) The equivalent circuit of Fig. 18-15b with the base spreading resistance
r~' added. (b) The base spreading resistance is added to the circuit of Fig. 18-16.

high-frequency effects. In the low-frequency range of operation, however, the circuit of Fig. 18-17b is simpler to use. Note that in this
circuit the resistance of the base is taken into account entirely through
r~', and not through r~ which replaces essentially the generator ue~. The
resistor r~' is called the base spreading resistance and is usually of the
order of several hundred ohms. The resistor rb = r~
r~' is called the
base resistance. No special designation is attached to r~.
We may now reasonably ask how it happens that account need be
taken of the base resistivity while no mention has been made of the
resistivities of the emitter and collector. The reason for this discrimination rests on the geometry of the transistor. The typical geometry of a

+
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diffused-junction p-n-p transistor is shown in Fig. 18-8a. Recalling
particularly that the base region is very thin (often of the order of 1 mil),
we see that the base current must flow through a very long, narrow path.
The cross-sectional area for current flow in emitter and collector is very
much larger. Hence, usually. the ohmic drop in the base alone is of
importance.
One other effect in a transistor, which we may note for the sake of
completeness, is the modification 10 of the base spreading resistance with
current. As the collector voltage varies, the effective base width changes
and hence the base spreading resistance is actually not constant. This
effect may be taken into account by including still another generator in
series with r~'. Ordinarily, however, this effect is small, and we shall
not deal with it further. There are also further effects in a transistor
which result from leakage over the surface of the transistor. These
effects are presently not very well understood, are second-order effects,
and shall be neglected here.
In low-frequency applications we shall use the equivalent circuit of
Fig. 18-17b. In connection with this circuit the point must be made
that the circuit is the most general
linear, lumped, active, resistive, fourterminal network. Hence, if the parameters are determined by measurements made on the transistor, the
FIG. 18-18. An arbitrary transmission equivalent circuit will be a correct
circuit.
representation. That such is actually
the case may be seen in the following way. In Fig. 18-18 the box represents an arbitrary four-terminal
network, active or not. If linearity applies, then the characteristics
of the box may be specified in an entirely general way by specifying
the parameters ru, rl2, r21, and r22 in the equations
ee = ruie
ec = r21ie

+ rl2i c

(18-12)

+ r22ic

If the circuit is passive, rn = T21; otherwise not. We may verify that
the circuit of Fig. 18-18 together with Eqs. (18-12) correctly represents
the transistor in the grounded-base configuration if we select the resisir
ance parameters in accordance with the formulas

= Te
T21 = rb

TU

+ rb

+ arc

rl2 = rb

r22 = Tc

+ rb

Lastly, it must be pointed out that the form shown in Fig. 18-17b is not
the only form which is capable of representing a general four-terminal
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active network. In principle, an infinite variety of forms are possible
and indeed other forms are often used. (See Probe 18-5.)
18-12. Transistors as Small-signal Amplifiers. l1 In Chap. 1 we dealt
with the small-signal equivalent circuit of vacuum-tube amplifier stages.
In that chapter we noted that an amplifier stage could be completely
specified by stating a Thevenin-theorem equivalent circuit with respect
to the amplifier-stage output terminals. We shall follow the same procedure now for the transistor circuit.

Emitter --y;-

COllecJtr
RL

~______~______-+____________
Ba~se

(a)

Ro

AIIEg

C

COllecjor RL
Base

(b)

IT

Ailg

t

olleCJor RL

Ro

Base

(c)

FIG. 18-19. (a) A generator Eo of impedance Ro drives a transistor in the groundedbase configuration. (b) The Thcvenin-theorem equivalent circuit with respect to
the output terminals. (c) The Norton-theorem equivalent circuit. I., 10 , and Eo
represent sinor (phasor) quantities.

Consider the circuit of Fig. 18-19a. Here a generator Eo of internal
impedance Ro is shown connected to the input of a grounded-base transistor amplifier stage. We desire the equivalent circuit looking back
into the collector-base output terminals of the amplifier. The load
resistor RL is to be considered external to and therefore not part of the
amplifier. The equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 18-19b. The opencircuit voltage gain Av and output impedance Ro are computed to be
(18-14)

(18-15)
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These expressions may be simplified if we take account of the relative
order of magnitude of the values of the parameters normally encountered
in a transistor. We note from Table 18-1 that r c » rb »re and that
a ::: 1. Hence
(18-16)
(18-17)
We observe that Al.I and Ro depend on Ro. This feature results, of course,
from the fact that the input impedance of the transistor is not infinite.
In this respect the transistor is a somewhat more complicated device
than the vacuum tube, at least when the tube is used in the groundedcathode and grounded-plate (cathode-follower) configurations. On the
other hand a vacuum tube in the grounded-grid configuration would give
rise to the same complication that Al.I and Ro depend on the drivingsource impedance.
The open-circuit gain is a maximum (Al.I)max when Ro = O. In this
case Eqs. (18-16) and (18-17) reduce to
(A,)mox

=~

and

(R,)npo

= r,[ (1

- a)

+~]

(18-18)

The gain in the presence of a load is, of course, directly determinable
from Al.I and Ro with the result
RL
A = Al.I RL + Ro
(18-19)
If Ro is small enough, then (Al.I)max and (RO)Ro=O may be substituted in
Eq. (18-19) in place of Al.I and Ro.
The dual of Thevenin's theorem is Norton's theorem which states
that a voltage source E in series with a resistor R is equivalent to a current source E/R in parallel with a resistor R. Hence the Nortontheorem equivalent circuit for the transistor consists of a current generator Al.IEo/Ro shunted by a resistor Ro.
We have
(18-20)
where

A . = RoAl.I
Ro
t

-

and

I

=
0-

Eo
Ro

(18-21)

Hence, the Norton equivalent circuit with respect to the output terminals
of the transistor is as shown in Fig. 18-19c. The physical meaning of the
symbols Ai and 10 will appear in the following considerations.
We note that the Thevenin-theorem circuit becomes particularly simple
[Eq. (18-18)] in the case where Ro is very small. We shall now see that
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the Norton-theorem circuit becomes particularly simple when RIl is very
large.
If the input source which is represented in Fig. 18-UJa by Ell and RIl
were itself replaced by a Norton equivalent, then Eo/Ro would be the
current furnished by the equivalent current generator source. This current may be considered the input current to the transistor, lo, in the same
way that Ell is the input voltage to the transistor. If RL « Ro then AJo
is the load current and hence Ai represents the current gain. The current
gain Ai goes to a maximum as RIl becomes infinite and is given by

+ rb _~ a
(A ~.) max = arc +
re
rb

(18-22)

while for Ro we have
(18-23)

When RIl is small in comparison with the transistor input impedance,
the equivalent circuit of Fig. 18-19b will be more convenient to use. If
Ro is large in comparison with the input resistance, the equivalent circuit of
Fig. 18-19c will be more convenient. If neither condition applies, then,
of course, the exact expressions must be used.
The input resistance Ri to the transistor depends on the value of RL
and is given by
+ rb re(l +- a)++RRL
._
(18-24)
R, - re
rb
re
L
The range of Ri may be seen by computing Ri for RL = 0 and RL =
Assuming again that re » rb » re , we have approximately
Ri = re
Ri = rb

+

rb(l - a)

for RL = 0
for RL = 00

00.

(18-25)
(18-26)

18-13. Comparison of Transistor Amplifier Configurations. The
grounded-emitter and grounded-collector configurations may be discussed in exactly the manner in which the grounded-base configuration
was handled in the previous section. We shall not repeat the analysis
for these cases, but shall instead summarize the results in tabular form.
Table 18-2 gives exact expressions for A'll' Ai, R o, and Ri for the various
configurations. The maximum voltage gain (Av)max may be obtained
from the table simply by letting Ro = 0 in the expressions for A'll'
Similarly the expressions for (Ai)max may be obtained from Ai by letting
Ro ~ 00. Note that the quantities A'll, Ai, and Ro in Table 18-2 are
the parameters in the equivalent circuits of Fig. 18-19b and c. To compute the voltage or current gain in a particular case, it is still necessary
to take account of the loading effect of R L • The formulas of Table 18-2

TABLE

18-2.

Grounded base

Equivalent-circuit parameters

Open-circuit voltage gain A •. .....
Short-circuit current gain Ai . .....
Output resistance
Input resistance

Ro •.• . . . . . . . • • •

Ri • ••••••••.....•

EXACT FORMULAS FOR THE VARIOUS TRANSISTOR CONFIGURATIONS

+ Tb
+ Tb + Ts
Rg(aTc + Tb)
Tc(Ro + Tb + Te) - Tb(aTc
aTe - Ro - T.
Te - Tb Rg + Tb + T.
+ Te - aTe + RL
T.
Tb Tb + Tc + RL

Grounded emitter

aTc

-

Ro

-

Ro -

T.)

aTc -

T.

+ Tb + T.
- Ro(aTc - T.)
Tc(1 - a)(Ro + Tb + T.) + T.(R o + Tb + aTe)
(1
)+
Ro + Tb + aTe
Te
- a
T. Ro + Tb + T.
+
Tc + RL
Tb
T'Te(1 _ a) + T. + RL
Ro

-----

TABLE
C1
'-l
0)

Parameters

Ro

=

(Ai)max

Ro

=

18-3. ApPROXIMATE FORMULAS (rc» rb» re) FOR THE VARIOUS TRANSISTOR CONFIGURATIONS
Numerical values calculated for rc = 2 Meg, rb = 1 K, re = 20 ohms, a (~a) = 0.98

0
00

~ = -2000
rb
'
_ _a_ = -49
1 - a

~ = 2000
rb
'

-

a = 0.98

+~)

Ro = 0

ro (1 - a

Ro

Ro

ro = 2 Meg

Ri

RL = 0

R,

RL

=

00

00
-

Grounded emitter

Grounded base

Ro

=

To

+ Tb + T.
RoTc
Te(Ro + Tb + Tc) + Te(1 - a)(Ro + rb)
Rg + Tb
Te + Te(1 - a) Ro + Tb + Te
Te + RL
Tb + Te
Te(1 - a) + T. + RL
Ro

--

Conditions

(Av)max

Grounded collector

r,

+ rb(1

rb

=1K

- a)

=

80 K

= 40 ohms

ro( 1 - a

+ ~e) ~ 80 K

Grounded collector
1

_1_ = 50
I-a

r.

+ rb(1

- a)

= 40 ohms

= 40 K

ro(1 - a) = 40 K

r0 (1 - a)

rb +_r_e_ = 2 K
1 - a
rb = 1 K

rb

+ _r_6
1 - a

ro

= 2 Meg

=

2K
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are useful for general reference purposes but are too complicated to yield
any easy insight into transistor performance.
An easier comparison may be made from Table 18-3. Here we have
computed for the various configurations the voltage gain (Av)max when
the input is a zero-impedance voltage source, the current gain (Ai)max
when the input is a perfect current source, and the output impedance for
both cases. In addition the total range over which the input impedance may vary has also been tabulated. In this table we have taken
account of the approximations which may be allowed due to the fact that
rc » rb» reo In computing numerical values parameters, we have used
rc = 2 Meg, rb = 1 K, re = 20 ohms, and a ("-' a) = 0.98.
The table brings out the relative versatility of the grounded-emitter
configuration. This configuration is capable of both a voltage gain and a
current gain, features not shared by the other configurations. To realize
a gain nominally equal to (Av)max would require not only that a zeroimpedance voltage source be used but also that RL be many times larger
than the output impedance. Normally, however, so large a value of RL
is not feasible. Suppose, for example, that a manufacturer specifies a
maximum collector voltage of, say, 30 volts. Then we should not be
inclined to use a collector supply voltage in excess of this maximum
voltage since, in such a case, the collector voltage would be exceeded if
the transistor were driven to cutoff. Suppose further that the transistor
is designed to carry a collector current of, say, 5 ma when biased in_the
middle of its active region. Then the load resistor should be selected
to have a resistance of about 15 volts/5 ma = 3 K. Using the values
in Table 18-3, we compute for the grounded emitter a voltage gain

Av

=

-2,000 X ~$3 = -72

(18-27)

Of course the load resistor may be smaller than 3 K, as when, for example, a transistor is used to drive another transistor. Or in some applications a much higher load resistor may be acceptable. When used as a
voltage amplifier, the grounded-base configuration is capable roughly
of the same gain as the grounded emitter. The grounded base has, however, the relative disadvantage of a lower input resistance if the load
resistance is small.
The grounded-collector'circuit, like the cathode follower, has a maximum
voltage gain (Av)max which is, at most, unity. To achieve this gain, the
load resistor must be very large in comparison with the output impedance. Since Ro is only about 40 ohms, a load resistor of the order of
400 or 500 ohms is adequate. The grounded emitter also exhibits the
greatest variation of input impedance with load resistance.
The grounded emitter and grounded collector are both capable of providing current gain which is nominally the same in both cases. It is to
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be noted, however, that in both cases the current gain is not a very stable
characteristic. We can compute, for the grounded-emitter case that
d(Ai)max
1 da
(Ai)max = 1 - a

a

(18-28)

If a = 0.98, then 1/(1 - a) = 50 and Eq. (18-28) indicates that a
1 per cent change in a will result in a 50 per cent change in (Ai)max. An
approximately similar relationship applies in the grounded-collector
case. For this reason, too, we may expect that transistor characteristic
curves of collector current vs. collector voltage for various values of
base current (Fig. 18-12) will be subject to a great deal of variation.
The results given in Table 18-3 also serve to give added support to the
analogies made in Fig. 18-14 between the various transistor and tube
configura tions.
18-14. Equivalent Circuit of a Transistor at High Frequencies.12 So
far we have assumed that the transistor responds instantly to changes of
input voltage or current. Actually, of course, such is not the case. To
begin with, the mechanism of the transport of current carriers from
emitter to collector junction is essentially one of diffusion. Hence, to
find out how the transistor behaves at high frequencies, it is necessary
to examine this diffusion mechanism in more detail. For this purpose
we must return to the equivalent circuit of Fig. 18-17a which, unlike the
circuit of Fig. 18-17b, has the advantage that the various nodes in the
circuit can actually be identified with physical junctions in the transistor.
The analysis of the diffusion mechanism at high frequencies is unfortunately too complicated for our purposes to warrant a detailed discussion. It is sufficient to note here simply that the diffusion mechanism
can be taken into account by modifying the circuit of Fig. 18-17a so
that a and u become frequency-dependent, while the resistance r~ and
must be replaced by frequency-dependent impedances. The equations
which specify this frequency dependence are suggestive of the equations
which are encountered in connection with a lossy transmission line.
Some such result is to have been anticipated in view of the fact that some
time delay must be involved in the transport of carriers across the base
region by the process of diffusion. Even having these transmission-line
equations available does not put us in a much improved position because
the equations are quite complicated. Hence, if we used them, we would
have an equivalent circuit which is quite accurate but, unfortunately, not
manageable. It is therefore necessary to make approximations in using
the equations. Of course, as the approximations become more rough,
the equivalent circuit becomes simpler. It is therefore a matter of
engineering judgment to decide at what point we have a reasonable
compromise between accuracy and manageability of equivalent circuit.

r;
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Experience shows that as a first reasonable approximation the diffusion
phenomenon can be taken into account by assuming a relatively simple
frequency dependence for a and by shunting the transistor junctions by
diffusion capacitances C de and Cdc, as shown in Fig. 18-20 and as discussed
below.
The Frequency Dependence of a. The frequency dependence of a is
given approximately by
ao

(18-29)

a = ---:---:---

1

+JW/Wa

In this equation, a o is the low-frequency value of a. The form of the
equation indicates a frequency response which is identical with that of a
simple resistance-capacitance network. The angular frequency Wa
(= 27rfa) is the angular frequency at which the magnitude of a is 0.707 ao.

Emitter o--..--."."""-~

}---.---..Q

Collector

r"b
Base
FIG. 18-20. Equivalent circuit, including frequency dependence of

capacitances across the junctions.
of frequency.

a and diffusion
Ie and E~ are sinor quantities and are functions

The frequency fa is termed the transistor cutoff frequency. At frequencies
which are appreciably less than fa Eq. (18-29) is reasonably accurate.
The approximation is progressively poorer as f approaches and exceeds
fa. The parameter u in Fig. 18-17a has much the same frequency
dependence as a. General-purpose transistors have frequencies fa in
the range of hundreds of kilocycles. Special-purpose high-frequency
transistors may have fa's in the range of tens of megacycles.
The Diffusion Capacitances. The diffusion capacitances which are
required to be shunted across the junctions are of the order of magnitude
of

Cde

1
= ---,

and

1.5wa r"

(18-30)

We may note in passing that
r2D

Wa

= W o2

(18-31)

where Wo is the zero-signal thickness of the base region and D is the
diffusion constant in the base region which measures the ratio of the
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diffusion current to the gradient of carriers which produces the diffusion.
Equations (18-30) and (18-31) indicate the importance of making Wo as
small as possible to improve the response at high frequency.
If we compute the diffusion capacitances for the case r~ = 40 ohms,
r~ = 2 Meg, and fa = 10 Mc, we find Cde = 400 J.LJ.Lf and Cdc = 0.05 J.LJ.Lf.
Observe that, in spite of the fact that Cdc « Cde , the time constants
associated with emitter and collector circuits are identical and are given
by Eq. (18-30) to be 1/1.5w a •
The Barrier Capacitances. In addition to the diffusion capacitances
there are also barrier capacitances 'which must be included in the equivalent circuit. It will be recalled (see Fig. 18-7) that the transistor is
largely free of electric field except in the neighborhood of the junctions.
These regions of electric field are regions in which energy is stored electrostatically and this energy storage may be taken into account by including
capacitors across the junctions which store equivalent amounts of energy.
These barrier capacitances are not constant, but vary inversely with the
cube root or with the square root of the junction voltage, depending on
whether the junction is gradual (as in grown-junction transistors) or
abrupt (as in fused-junction transistors). This capacitance variation
results from the fact, noted earlier, that the width of the junction region
increases with junction voltage. Hence, with increase in collector voltage, the effective separation of the capacitor "plates" increases with a
consequent reduction in capacitance. Since the emitter-junction voltage
is normally smaller than the collector-junction voltage, the emitterjunction barrier capacitance Ce should be larger than the collectorjunction barrier capacitance Cc• On the other hand, the collector crosssectional area may be larger than the emitter cross-sectional area (Fig.
18-8) so that the two capacitances may well be comparable. In typical
transistors these capacitances will lie in the range 5 to 25 J.LJ.Lf. When
these barrier capacitances are added to the equivalent circuit of Fig.
18-20, it is clear that the barrier capacitance may be neglected across the
emitter junction and the diffusion capacitance may be neglected across
the collector junction.
We shall make two further simplifying assumptions in our high':'frequency equivalent circuit. First, we shall neglect the generator uE~ in
Fig. 18-20. We may do this principally because at high frequencies the
generator uE~, which is small to start with, is shunted through the small
r~ by the large capacitor Cde . Second, we shall assume that Cde = 1/war~;
that is, we shall neglect the factor 1.5 which appears in the denominator
of Eq. (18-30). This last assumption will effect an appreciable simplification in the mathematical analysis since (as we shall see later) it makes the
time constant of the emitter circuit the same as the time constant associated with a. We may Justify this modification of Eq. (18-30) on the
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basis that the response of a transistor turns out to be much more sensitively dependent on the frequency response of a than on the time constant
of the emitter circuit. Finally, then, the high-frequency equivalent circuit
in the active region is as shown in Fig. 18-21. Note that in this figure
Cd represents the diffusion capacitance, whereas Ce represents the barrier
capacitance. For simplicity, we have dropped the primes on r;, r~', and r~.
We must remember, then, that the emitter and base resistances used
in the high-frequency equivalent circuit are not the same as those used
in the low-frequency equivalent circuit. On the other hand, r~ and re
are so nearly equal that no error is involved in using the low-frequency
value for the collector resistance.
18-15. Transient Response of Transistors.13 When transistors are
used as switches, the times required to turn the transistor from the off
condition to the on condition, and vice versa, are of great interest. In
7'e

Emitter o---,...-'VV\fV---..---,...--..---{ -+- Jo-t-----O Collector

Base
FIG. 18-21. High-frequency equivalent circuit.

The base spreading resistance is

Tb.

this section we shall accordingly inquire into the response of a transistol"
to a step of current or to a pulse of current applied at the input.
We shall assume initially for simplicity that the load resistance RL
is small enough so that the transistor is operating with its output terminals essentially short-circuited. Under these circumstances the elements
rc and Ce appear in shunt with rb. Since rb «re, we may neglect re.
Let us assume further that over the frequency range of interest, whieh
is of the order of Wa , the reactance of Ce is large in comparison with rb so
that we may neglect Ce as well. Our equivalent circuit, in the groundedbase configuration, then becomes as shown in Fig. 18-22. In writing
the expression for the emitter impedance, we have made use of the fact
that Cd = l/w a r e•
Let us compute now the output current io in response to a current step
II at the input. Some small complication is involved here since we are
seeking the time response of the circuit and a is given in terms of its
frequency response. We might therefore compute initially the frequency
response of the circuit and then evaluate the time response from this
frequency response. This method involves Fourier transformations. A
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much simpler approach is to follow the procedure indicated in the equivalent circuit of Fig. 18-23. Here we have included a subsidiary circuit
(R and C) in Fig. 18-23a which takes into account the frequency dependence of a. It is easily verified that
ao I R

= 1

aole

(18-32)

+ JW. / Wa

provided that we set RC = l/w a • (IR and Ie are the sinor currents corresponding to the time function iR and ie, respectively.) Of course, in
this latter equivalent circuit we shall find that the result depends only
on the Wa and not on R or C individually.
<tole

j'Z,l= l+jw/woc
1e r - L - - - ,
~
Til

l+jw/wot
~J------.

FIG. 18-22. Approximate equivalent circuit under short-circuited output conditions.

i.

~

I

JjliB

-=RC
(Oat

(a)

ie

~

-

Te

Cd

i6

t

Tb

OCoiR

ic

t

io

(b)

FIG. 18-23. Equivalent circuit in which an RC circuit is used to simulate the frequency
dependence of a. The current iR in (b) is calculated from the circuit in (a).

For the grounded-base configuration of Fig. 18-23, the output current
io (= - ic) is given by
(18-33)
This result is almost evident from Fig. 18-23a because at t = 0, iR = 0;
at t = 00, iR = ie = II; the time constant is 1/w a and io = aoi R. The
rise time is 2.2/w a and is the time required for the output current to rise
from 0.1 to 0.9 of its final value if the transistor operation remains in the
active region.
Suppose the transistor has a load resistor R L • The saturation current
Is will then be very nearly equal to Ecc/ R L • The input current step
required to drive the transistor just to the point of saturation is, from
Eq. (18-5), (I 1 )8at = Is/ ao. Suppose, however, that the input current

TABLE

18-4.

RESPONSE OF THE VARIOUS CONFIGURATIONS TO AN INPUT CURRENT WAVEFORM
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=
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step I 1 is larger than (I l)sat. Then the collector current will go from zero
to 18 in a finite time To. If we assume that the load resistance is small
enough so that it has no appreciable effect on the response of the transistor
then the time To may be computed from Eq. (18-33) to be
CioIl
T o -- - 1 1n -----:=----=Wa

CioI 1 -

Is

(18-34)

Equation (18-34) applies whenever I 1 is large enough to drive the transistor to saturation.
Table 18-4 summarizes the situation for the three transistor configurations. The row giving times Tl has to do with the return of the output
current to zero and will be discussed later. Observe that in each case the
response is a simple exponential except that in the grounded-collector
case the exponential is preceded by a step. To make the tabulation
more useful, the last column has been included which specifies the exact
approximations which are required to apply in order for the results to
hold. The tabulation indicates that the rise time of the grounded-base
configuration is 1 - Cio times the rise time in the other configurations.
On the other hand (Table 18-3), this factor is very nearly the factor by
which the common-collector and common-emitter current gains are
multiplied to obtain the gain of the common base.
18-16. Effect of Collector Capacitance. 14 We shall now consider the
effect on transient response of the collector capacitance C e which has
heretofore been neglected. The collector capacitance becomes important
when the load resistor is no longer small enough to satisfy the conditions
specified in Table 18-4.
Let us consider the grounded-base configuration of Fig. 18-24a. We
may recognize that the emitter impedance can have no effect on the
transient response since we have assumed a current-source driver so that
the emitter impedance is in series with an infinite impedance. Hence,
the circuit response may be determined from the circuit of Fig. 18-24b.
There are two time constants associated with this circuit. One of these
is the time constant 1/Wa associated with Ci as given in Fig. 18-24c. The
other is the time constant R'Ce, where R' is the resistance shunting Ce.
As we have already noted, re » rb and in most cases of practical interest
re » RL» rb. Hence, R'Ce RLCe. If l/w a » RLCe, then the time constant associated with the transient response will be 1/Wa. Alternatively
if RLC e » l/w a , the response will be determined by RLCe. The response
for the case l/w a = RLC e may be written down without great difficulty,
but the result is not particularly illuminating and lends itself to no
generally useful result.
For the grounded-emitter and grounded-collector circuits the results
also hold that the effect of the time constant RLCe or the effect of the
r-.J
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frequency dependence of a predominates, depending on whether RLCc
is much larger or much smaller than l/w a • For these configurations,
however, there is a useful rule which applies when RLC c
l/w a • The
rule, which we state without proof, is that, provided the conditions
I"J

RL« 1
rc

and

(18-35)

are satisfied, the effect of collector capacitance is to increase the time
constant in the responses given in Table 18-4 by the factor waRLCc + 1.
Emitter

a ill

re

Collector

~

~

le

JI

rc

Cd

RL

rb
Base

(a)

(b)

..L=RC
w"

(c)
FIG. 18-24. (a) Equivalent circuit taking into account collector capacitance.

(b)

Simplified circuit which results owing to fact that the input drive is provided by a
current source. (c) The equivalent circuit from which to calculate in.

Hence, the rise times and turn-on times To are increased by the same
factor.
18-17. Delay Time in a Transistor.Is The approximations made in
connection with the diffusion equations which lead to the equivalent
circuit of Fig. 18-20 have caused us to lose one important effect. This
effect is the existence of a delay in the transistor. Such a delay is to be
anticipated from the fact that a finite time is required for the carriers to
diffuse across the base region. Hence if a current step is applied to the
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emitter, a response at the collector will appear only after some delay
time.
One way in which this delay may be represented in an equivalent
circuit is indicated in Fig. 18-25. Here a resistance-capaCitance delay
line is used. The line attenuation increases with frequency, and this
accounts for the falling off with frequency of the effective value of a.
It appears then that we have not completely lost sight of this delay, since
we have used a resistance-capacitance delay line, except that we have
reduced the line to a single section as in Fig. 18-23a. The important
practical difference between the equivalent circuits of Figs. 18-23 and
18-25 is that the former indicates a slow rise in output current in response
to an abrupt input current, while the latter circuit indicates a time interval
before there is any response at the output.

Emitter

Collector

(b)
FIG. 18-25. A modification of the equivalent circuit to take into account the delay
through the transistor. The current in in (b) is obtained from (a).

18-18. Storage Time in a Transistor.13 When an input current step
has turned a transistor switch to the on condition, an input step of
reverse polarity may, of course, be used to turn the transistor off. If, in
the on condition, the transistor is in the active region, then the turnoff
transient may be computed from the active region equivalent circuit of
Fig. 18-22. In particular, the time constant associated with the turn-off
transient is the same as that for the turn-on transient. If, however, the
transistor in the on condition is in the saturation region, an additional
complication arises which results in an abnormally large delay before
the transistor can respond to the turn-off signal.
The origin of this delay which is referred to as storage-time delay may
be seen in Fig. 18-26 which shows the minority carrier density in the
base region for various situations. In the cutoff condition where both
emitter and collector junctions are back-biased the minority carrier
density is zero at the junctions and quite small throughout the base
region. What few minority carriers are present are the result of thermal
generation of electron-hole pairs. In the active region of operation the
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minority carrier density is high at the emitter and nominally zero at the
collector where the carriers are being rapidly swept across the collector junction. The gradient in density across the base region is precisely what gives
rise to the diffusion process which accounts for current flow across the
base. Of course, when an input signal is applied to drive the emitter
junction to the back-biased condition, this process will not be complete
until the minority carriers in the base region have been removed. The
equivalent circuit of Fig. 18-25, or more simply of Fig. 18-23, is adequate
to compute the time involved.
In the saturation region (to which our equivalent circuits do not apply)
both the emitter and the collector are emitting carriers into the base
region. Also, since both junctions
Density of
are forward-biased, the voltages across
minority
the junctions will be small and the
carriers
process of collection at the junctions
will be relatively slow. As a result
the density of minority carriers in the
base region builds up to an abnormally
large level. Since the turn-off process
cannot really begin until this abnorCollector
mal carrier density has been removed, Emitter
J-oocl''--Base~
a relatively long delay may elapse be)
Distance
fore the transistor responds to a turnoff signal at the input. In an extreme FIG. 18-26. Minority-carrier density in
case this storage-time delay may be base in the cutoff, active, and saturation regions of operation.
two or three times the rise or fall time
through the active region. In any event, it is clear that when transistor
switches are to be used in an application where speed is at a premium,
it is advantageous to restrain the transistor from entering the saturation
region.
18-19. Over-all Transistor Response. The complete response of a
transistor which is driven from cutoff to saturation and back again to
cutoff is shown in Fig. 18-27. A grounded-emitter switch is shown, since
this configuration is the most useful. The general results, however,
apply also to the other configurations. In the response shown in Fig.
18-27 d, the delay time is T d, and To is the rise time (defined as the time
required for the output current to reach the saturation level Is). The
storage time is Ts (also called the hold time), and Tl is the decay time (also
called the fall time). As a matter of practice it often turns out that the
delay time Td is relatively small enough to be neglected.
We consider that the driving current is furnished as a result of a
voltage pulse, of the form shown in Fig. 18-27b, applied through a large
resistor Ro. At the moment the transistor is driven out of the cutoff

t
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region, the impedance seen looking into the transistor input terminals is
small. Hence, if Rg is adequately large, the transistor input current at
this time is II = EdR g , as indicated in Fig. 18-27c.
The rise time To is a function of the driving current II' The dependence
of To on II is given in Table 18-4. The storage time is a function both of
II and of the input-pulse duration.
As the input-pulse duration be1.2 K
comes larger, the number of minority carriers stored in the base region
12 volts
becomes larger and the storage time
increases. As the input pulse increases further in duration, an
(a)
equilibrium distribution of stored
carriers is finally attained and
t - - - - - , - - - E1
thereafter Ts no longer increases.
-tp~
The storage time also increases with
increasing
II.
(b)
It is found that even when the
-E2 - - - ' - - - - - - - - - emitter current of a transistor is in
the reverse direction, the parameter
a remains nearly constant and equal
approximately to the normal transistor a. This means that if the
input current to the transistor in
(e)
Fig. 18-27 were reversed rather
than simply reduced to zero, the
12=E~6--1
output current would start to fall
:
I I
toward a negative value rather than
I
I Tl I
toward zero. Accordingly the fall
r-T.-+--+j
time of the transistor may be re_ _--'--....:..1 I
duced appreciably by causing the
I
input current signal to reverse at the
I (d)
end of the pulse. It is for this
reason that an input waveform has
been indicated in Fig. 18-27b which
attains at its termination a negative
voltage
level -E 2 • Because of the
FIG. 18-27. (a) Grounded-emitter switch
circuit; (b) driving-voltage waveform; (c)
storage of minority carriers in the
input current waveform; (d) output
base region, the impedance precurrent response for small RL.
sented at the transistor input terminals in response to the voltage -E2 does not immediately attain
the large value corresponding to cutoff. Instead, the input impedance
persists at a low value, and if Rg is large enough, a reverse current

=

-
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flows which is given by 1121 = EdRo. The input impedance continues
to be small, and the reverse current continues at the value 12 until
the minority carriers in the immediate neighborhood of the transistor
junctions have been swept away. At this point the impedances of the
junctions begin to increase sharply, and the input current starts to fall,
eventually becoming zero after the minority carriers throughout the base
region have had time to drift over to the junctions.
The over-all result of driving the transistor well back into the cutoff
region at the termination of the pulse is that the fall time is appreciably
reduced. The collector current does not approach the zero current axis
asymptotically but rather falls to zero in a finite time T I • The fall time
is given in Table 18-4.
It is found frequently, as indicated in Fig. 18-27c and d, that the reverse
current remains constant at the value 12 until just about the time ic
becomes zero. In so~e circumstances, however, depending on the
geometry of construction of the transistor and on the value of R o, the
reverse current may start to fall to zero before the collector current has
become zero. In such cases the formulas given for the fall time TI are
somewhat in error.
The times typically encountered in switching a representative switching transistor may be seen in Fig. 18-28. Here an 8-J,Lsec switching pulse
is applied to a Sylvania 2N35 n-p-n transistor. The collector supply
voltage is 12 volts and RL = 1.2 K, so that Is = 12/1.2 = 10 rna. The
driving-pulse duration is long enough to ensure no further increase of
T8 with pulse duration.
18-20. Analytic Expressions for Transistor Characteristics. 16 So far
our attention has been focused on the active region and we have investigated the speed with which a transistor switch may be moved through
the active region from the off condition to the on condition, and vice versa.
We must now consider the d-c conditions with respect to currents and
voltages which apply at these on and off end points of the switching operation. Certain information concerning d-c conditions is available from
the transistor characteristic curves as in Figs. 18-10 and 18-12. But the
information is not complete. For example, consider the groundedemitter switch of Fig. 18-29 in which Ro is the resistance of the driving
generator. If we know the base current Ib which is being used to drive
the transistor to saturation, then we may determine from the commonemitter characteristics of Fig. 18-12 the collector current and the collector-to-emitter voltage. But suppose we desire to know under these
conditions the base-to-emitter voltage, E be • We are required to know
Ebe in order to permit a determination of lb.
To find E be , we require a
set of transistor characteristics which give Ebe vs. h for, say, various
values of I c. Furthermore, we note that the collector-to-emitter voltage
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FIG. 18-28. Response times of a transistor switch.

FIG. 18-29. A grounded-emitter switch.

in the saturation region cannot be read with precision from the curves
of Fig. 18-12. This situation often turns out to be highly inconvenient
since there are circuits (involving two or more transistors) in which
the operation may be affected by a change of several tenths of a volt in
collector-to-emitter voltage. Hence more detailed transistor characteristics may be required. Similar remarks may be made in connection
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with the other transistor configurations. The over-all intention of the
above remarks is to point out that a complete specification of transistor
characteristics would require a large number of quite detailed families of
curves.
Fortunately, there is an alternative solution to the problem which
results from the fact that it is possible to write analytic expressions which
relate the collector and emitter currents to the voltages across the collector
and emitter junctions. These expressions, which YV'e state without proof,
are the following:

Ie =
Ie =

allco

(eE~/ET

aNleo

1 - aNal

leo

1)

_

1 - aNal
(eE~/ET -

(e EUET _

1)

(18-36)

(eE~/ET

1)

(18-37)

1 - aNal
lco

1)

1 - aNal

_

The quantities which appear in these equations have the following meaning: lco is the collector reverse saturation current, ET = T /11,600, while

~
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\
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+
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p

Emitter
junction

Collector
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t
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<

E.,,,---- ~E"
Base

E;

FIG. 18-30. Definition of the quantities
and
(18-37). The polarities assigned to the voltages

E: which appear in Eqs. (18-36) and
E; and E: apply to an n-p-n transistor.

is the "normal" alpha of the transistor. These three parameters
were introduced earlier except that aN was previously designated simply
by the symbol a. The symbols leo and al refer to the reverse saturation current and the transistor alpha when the transistor functions in
"inverted" fashion. That is to say, leo is the emitter reverse saturation
current. This is the current which flows across the emitter junction
when the emitter junction is reverse-biased and the collector current is
zero. Similarly al is the transistor a under the condition that the
collector junction is forward-biased and therefore acting as the emitter
while the emitter is reverse-biased and acting as the collector. The
symbol E~ stands for the voltage drop from the p-type material to the
n-type material across the emitter junction as indicated in Fig. 18-30.
The symbol E~ stands for the drop across the collector junction with the
aN
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same polarity convention. Observe that a junction is forward-biased
when E' is positive and back-biased when E' is negative. Provided that
this polarity convention is observed, Eqs. (18-36) and (18-37) apply equally
to either a p-n-p or an n-p-n transistor. The convention with respect
to the currents is the same as given previously; that is, the positive
direction of current is into the transistor. Our interest is in the cutoff
and saturation regions, but it should be noted that these equations apply
to all three regions.
We may note, in passing, that the form of Eqs. (18-36) and (18-37)
is not unreasonable in view of Eq. (18-2), which applies to a simple junction diode. In the present case the currents are given by the sum of two
terms, because in a transistor the current across a junction depends not
only on that junction voltage but also to a smaller extent on the voltage
across the other junction.
The parameters aN, aI, leo, and leo are not independent but are related
by the equation
(18-38)
aNleo = alleo
Hence if aN and I co are known, both aI and I eo may be determined from a
measurement of the emitter reverse saturation current. For many commercial transistors leo lies in the range from 0.5Ieo to leo. For the 2N35
transistor leo I".J 0.8I eo I".J 1.6 p'a, and hence aI I".J 0.8aN I".J 0.78.
Equations (18-36) and (18-37) may be applied to determine d-c
voltages and currents in connection with the circuit of Fig. 18-30. We
have neglected, as before, the resistivity of the emitter and collector
material and have included the base spreading resistance rb. The polarities assigned to the junction voltages E~ and E~ are correct for an n-p-n
transistor.
If Eq. (18-36) is multiplied by aN and is added to Eq. (18-37), the result is
Ie

=

Ico(l - EE~/ET)

-

aNle

(18-39)

Similarly, if Eq. (18-37) is multiplied by aI and is added to Eq. (18-36),
the result is
Ie

=

Ieo(1 -

EE~/ET)

-

aIle

(18-40)

Equation (18-39) IS the analytic expression for the collector-current
curves of Fig. 18-10. In the active region, for E~ more negative than about
0.1 volt, the exponential term is negligible compared with unity and
Eq. (18-39) reduces to Eq. (18-4).
Equations (18-39) and (18-40) may be solved for the junction voltages
with the result
(18-41)
and

(18-42)
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We now see that given any two currents, say Ie and Ie, then the third
current may be found from
(18-43)
and the junction voltages may be obtained from Eqs. (18-41) and (18-42).
Or conversely, if E; and E~ are given, the currents may be found from
Eqs. (18-36), (18-37), and (18-43).
18-21. D-C Conditions in Cutoff and Saturation Regions. Let us now
apply the results of Sec. 18-20 to find the d-c currents and voltages in the
grounded-emitter switch of Fig. 18-29.
The Cutoff Region. We noted earlier that in order to drive the transistor to cutoff it was not sufficient to reduce the base current to zero, since
under these circumstances the collector current will flow across the emitter
junction and the emitter junction will not be back-biased. We found
instead that if the base current is set to be equal to the collector reverse
saturation current I co, the emitter current will be zero. Let us now compute
the back-biasing voltage which must be applied between base and ground
(emitter) in order to achieve this cutoff condition. We assume an n-p-n
transistor as in Fig. 18-29.
At cutoff Ie = 0 and Ie = leo and Eq. (18-41) becomes

E~ =

ET In (1 _ all co)
leo

= ET In (1 -

aN)

(18-44)

At room temperature (T = 300 K), ET = 0.026 and for aN = 0.98,
E~ = -0.1 volt. However, in the neighborhood of cutoff we may expect
that the value of a may be smaller than the nominal value a = 0.98.
If, for example, we take a = 0.9, we then find that E~ = - 0.06 volt.
For a n-p-n transistor, E~ is the voltage drop from the base side to the
emitter side of the emitter junction. To find the voltage drop from the
base to emitter terminal, we must add the voltage drop across the base
spreading resistance. This drop is I corbo For I co = 2 j.La and rb = 250
ohms, this drop is only 0.5 mv and may be neglected. In Fig. 18-29
the drop across Ro will also ordinarily be negligible. We conclude that
the transistor is cut off by a back-biasing emitter-to-base voltage of less
than 100 mv.
When the transistor is in cutoff, the collector and base currents are
very small and hence, unless Ro and RL are very large, we may consider
that the base-to-emitter voltage and the collector-to-emitter voltage
are the same as the applied voltages Eo and Ecc. Under these circum··
stances we shall be interested principally in the small residual currents
which flow. We may find these currents by recognizing that, if the
back bias on each junction is of the order of 0.1 volt (or larger), then the
0
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exponential terms in Eqs. (18-36) and (18-37) may be neglected.
these circumstances the currents are given by

Under

Ie = Ieo(l - aN)
1 - aNal

(18-45)

Ie = Ico(1 - al)
1 - aNal

(18-46)

Observe that these currents are constant and not functions of the junction voltages. As an example, assume leo = 2.0 }La, leo = 1.6 }La, aN = 0.98,
and al = 0.78. Then Ie = 0.14 fJa, Ie = 1.9 fJa, and Ib = -2.0 fJa.
The Saturation Region. In this region both junctions are forwardbiased and the currents which flow will be largely determined by the
circuit external to the transistor. Therefore the points of principal
interest are the voltages which exist across the transistor terminals. The
junction voltages may be computed as a function of the currents from
Eqs. (18-41) and (18-42). Consider a common-emitter switch using a
supply voltage Ece = 22.5 volts and 5.6-K load resistor. The load line
for this case is shown in Fig. 18-12. Here we find that at saturation
Ie = 4.0 ma and Ib = 0.1 ma so that Ie = -4.1 mao In addition, for
the 2N35 transistor leo
2.0 fJa, aN
0.98, al
0.78, and leo
1.6 fJa.
Substituting in Eqs. (18-41) and (18-42), we find E~ = 0.17 volt and
E~ = 0.06 volt. Hence we find that to drive the transistor into saturation requires a base-to-emitter voltage E~ of only about 0.17 volt. The
voltage drop between the base terminal and the emitter terminal will be
a little larger than this value. This feature results from the ohmic drop
across the base spreading resistance and the ohmic drop across the small
but finite resistance of the emitter material. It is therefore most frequently found in practice that when the transistor is driven well into
saturation, the base-to-emitter terminal voltage is more nearly 0.2 or
0.25 volt. Observe further that the collector-to-emitter voltage is
E~e = E~ - E~ = 0.17 - 0.06 == 0.11 volt. Note that the collector-toemitter voltage is smaller than the base-to-emitter voltage. Suppose
that to drive the transistor further into saturation we use a base current
of, say, 200 fJa rather than 100 fJa. Then, as may be seen in Eqs. (18-41)
and (18-42), E~ will not change appreciably but E~ will become 0.11 volt
I'"'V

TABLE

18-5.

I'"'V

I'"'V

I'"'V

CUTOFF AND SATURATION CONDITIONS IN AN n-p-n
GROUNDED-EMITTER TRANSISTOR

Cutoff .........
Saturation .....

Ie

h, p'a

2 p'a
4ma
4ma

-2
100
200

EbB, volts E ce , volts
-0.1
0.2
0.2

Ece
0.11
0.06

(2N35)
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so that the collector-to-emitter voltage will drop to 0.06 volt. Observe
that the nominal cancellation of junction voltages leads to a collector-toemitter voltage in the on condition which is measured in millivolts.
Cutoff and saturation conditions in the grounded-emitter configuration
for the 2N35 n-p-n transistor are summarized in Table 18-5.
In the next several sections we shall discuss some illustrations of
transistors in switching applications.
18-22. A Transistor Binary Circuit. A transistor binary circuit is
shown in Fig. 18-31. We recall the rough identification noted earlier
between the base, collector, and emitter with the grid, plate, and cathode,
~.espectively, of a vacuum tube. With this identification in mind, the
+22.5 volts

FIG. 18-31. A binary circuit.

-1.5 volts
Commutating capacitors

~

150

J.'J.'f.

analogy between the present transistor binary and the vacuum-tube
binary of Fig. 5-5 is too obvious to require elaboration.
Let us compute the stable states of the binary of Fig. 18-31. In order
that a stable state be established, it is enough that either a transistor be
cut off or that a transistor be in saturation so that the loop gain be less
than unity. But for the sake of stability (see Sec. 5-1), it is common
practice to arrange that, in a stable state, one transistor be in cutoff and
the other transistor in saturation. Assume then that transistor T2
is in saturation and Tl in cutoff. Since the resistances of the coupling
network (Rl and R 2) are large in comparison with the load resistor R L ,
we may determine the collector voltage of T2 by drawing a load line
corresponding to 5.6 K on the common-emitter characteristics of Fig.
18-12. We note from this load line that the collector current is 4 rna
and that the transistor will be in saturation if the base current is larger
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than 100 p,a. The corresponding collector-to-ground voltage Ece2 for
transistor T2 has already been computed in Table 18-5 to be 0.11 volt
for lb = 100 p,a and only 0.06 volt for h = 200 p.a. This voltage is of
interest at the present time only in so far as it affects the base voltage of
transistor T 1 • We shall make little error if we assume Ece2 = O. This
is, as a matter of fact, the value we would be inclined to estimate if we
tried to read the voltage from the curves of Fig. 18-12.
Since we have assumed Tl cut off we may neglect the very small base
current (2 p.a) of T 1• We therefore have for the
+22.5 volts
base-to-emitter voltage of T 1
E be1 = -1.5 68

68

+ 20 =

-1.16 volts (18-47)

Since, from Table 18-5, a voltage of the -order of
-0.1 volt is adequate to keep the transistor cut
off, we see from Eq. (18-47) that transistor Tl is
0.2 volts
Ib2
certainly cutoff.
20 K ~I2
We must now verify that the transistor T2 is
in saturation. In Table 18-5 we find that in the
saturation region Ebe
0.2 volt. Hence, the
-1.5 volts
FIG. 18-32. Equivalent equivalent circuit from which to calculate the
circuit from which to
base current of T2 is given in Fig. 18-32. In
calculate h2 of Fig. 18-31.
drawing this circuit, we have neglected the small
cutoff collector current of Tl which flows in the 5.6-K resistor. From
Fig. 18-32 we have
68 K

/Base of T2

f"J

I

1

=

22.5 - 0.2
302
68 + 5.6 rna =,
p,a

I b2

and

=

II - 12

=

I
2

=

0.2

+ 1.5 ma =

20

85

p,a

302 - 85 = 217 p,a

It has therefore been verified that T2 is indeed in saturation since only
100 p,a of base current is required to drive T2 into saturation. And the
corresponding collector-to-emitter voltage will be less than the 60 mv
which results when lb = 200 p.a. The collector-to-emitter voltage of Tl
is evidently, from Fig. 18-31, Ecel = 22.5 - 5.6 X 0.302 = 20.8 volts.
In summary, a stable state of the binary is characterized by the following voltages and currents:
leI

f"J

0

E be1 = -1.16

Ic2

E be2

= 4 ma
f"J

0.2

lbl

Ecel

0
= 20.8

f"J

h2 = 217 p.a
= 0.06 volt

Ece2

The second stable state is one in which T 2 is cut off and T 1 is in saturation and the currents and voltages above are interchanged between Tl
and T 2•
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By and large, all the considerations of Chap. 5 with respect to triggering
of the binary apply equally well to the transistor binary. In the transistor binary, however, unlike the vacuum-tube binary, the resolution
time is increased because of the minority-carrier-storage effect. Therefore, where resolution time is at a premium, steps must be taken to
prevent the transistor from entering the saturation region in the stable
state. One way to achieve this goal is to use junction diodes which
restrain the collector junction from developing a forward bias. For
example, suppose in Fig. 18-31 that the collectors of the transistor were
connected through diodes to a reference voltage of say 1 volt. Then
the transistor which is on in the stable state would have a collector
voltage of + 1 volt and the transistor would not be in saturation. Of
course, as discllssed in Sec. 4-1, junction diodes suffer from storage
effects also, but the storage times in diodes are quite appreciably smaller
than in transistors.
One difficulty with the scheme outlined above is that low-impedance
voltage-reference sources must be supplied. Hence, the breakdown
diodes described in Sec. 18-4 are particularly appropriate for use in the
present application since they provide
their own reference voltage. An in1+!
I~E--J
genious scheme 17 for using breakdown RL
I D2 I
I
1
diodes to avoid saturation in a binary
is shown in the self-biased binary circuit of Fig. 18-33. Diodes Dl and D2
are nominally identical as are diodes
D3 and D 4. The operation of the circuit depends on the fact that the Tl
breakdown voltage E' of diodes D3
and D 4 is larger than the breakdown
Rk
voltage E of diodes Dl and D 2. Both
diodes D3 and D4 are always in the
breakdown region. Depending, however, on which stable state the binary
happens to find itself, diode Dl will be FIG. 18-33. A transistor circuit using
breakdown diodes to prevent the
either in the breakdown region or in transistors from entering the saturathe forward-biased condition. If Dl tion region.
is in the breakdown region, diode D2
will be forward-biased, and vice versa. In either of the stable states the
voltage difference between the collectors will be equal to the reference
voltage of diode Dl or D 2.
Assume the binary is in a state in which transistor T 1 is conducting and
T 2 is nonconducting. Then the collector voltage of T 2 is higher than the

+
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collector voltage of T 1• Therefore diode DI is forward-biased and the
voltage across DI is nominally zero. Diode D2 is in the breakdown
region and maintains across itself a voltage E with the polarity indicated.
The voltage drop from collector to base of T 2 is E
E' and the corresponding voltage drop for TI is E' - E. Since E' > E, the conducting
transistor as well as the nonconducting transistor has a positive voltage
drop from collector to base. For the n-p-n transistors indicated, this
result means that the collector junctions are back-biased, as is required
to avoid saturation.
A simpler method l8 of avoiding saturation is to design the binary circuit
so that in a stable state one transistor is at cutoff while the other is with.in its normal range of operation (the active region). It will be recalled
(see Sec. 5-1) that under these circumstances the d-c stability of the
binary will suffer. A common-emitter resistor may be used to advantage
to restore some measure of stability.
18-23. A Direct-connected Binary Circuit. 19 The binary circuit of Fig.
18-34 is especially interesting because of its extreme simplicity. If, in a
vacuum-tube binary, similar direct
connection were made from plate to
E cc =+1.5 volts
grid, the binary would have only one
stable state in which both tubes
would be conducting heavily. To
see, however, that the transistor
binary has two distinct stable states,
let us consider an example for which
Eee = 1.5 volts and RL = 2 K.
Initially, let us neglect entirely
the presence of transistor T I. Then
the circuit of Fig. 18-34 consists simply of transistor T2 whose emitter is
FIG. 18-34. A direct-connected binary. grounded and whose collector and
base are connected through resistors
RL to the supply voltage. The base-to-emitter junction is then certainly
forward-biased. A first guess at the base current is that the base current
is Eee/ RL = 1.5/2 rna = 750 J.La. From Fig. 18-12 we see that this current
is certainly large enough to drive the transistor into saturation. Hence,
we may expect that actually the base-to-emitter voltage Eb2 of T2 will
be of the order of several tenths of a volt and the collector voltage Ee2
will be quite low. The calculation which follows will justify these
t·entative assumptions.
As a first approximation let us assume Ie = 750 J.La and lb = 750 J.La
so that Ie = -1,500 J.La. Then, from Eq. (18-41) using (XI = 0.78 and
leo = 1.6 J.La, we compute E~ = 0.165 volt. To find the voltage drop

+
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between the base and emitter terminals, we must add the drop hrb due
to the flow of base current through the base spreading resistance. Note
that rb here is the base spreading resistance and not the base resistance
used in the equivalent circuit of Fig. 18-17b. The reason for this feature
is that the base resistance in Fig. 18-17b takes into account the generator
ue~ which appears in Fig. 18-17a and which does not occur explicitly in
Fig. 18-17b. However, the effect of the generator ue~ is already included
in Eqs. (18-36) and (18-37).
For a base spreading resistance rb = 250 ohms, the corresponding I brb
drop is 0.188 volt so that Ebe = 0.165 + 0.188 = 0.35 volt. As a second
approximation, we take h = (1.5 - 0.35)/2 ma = 575 p.a. We consider
still that Ie = 750 p.a so that Ie = -750 - 575 = -1,325 p.a. Recalculating E~ from Eq. (18-41), we find that E~ = 0.160 volt. Since E~ has
changed only very slightly, no additional corrections of the approximation are required. We now calculate

Ebe = Eb2 = 0.160

+ hrb =

0.160

+ 0.144 =

0.3 volt

Next, using Ie = 750 p.a, Ie = -1,325 p.a, OlN = 0.98, and leo = 2.0 p.a,
we compute from Eq. (18-42) that E~ = 0.146 so that

Ece

=
=

Ec2 = - E~ + E~
-0.146 + 0.160 = 0.01 volt

N ow let us restore the transistor T I to the circuit. We may easily
verify that the currents which flow in transistor TI are small enough to
have no appreciable effect on the above computations. From the circuit
of Fig. 18-34 we have that
and

E~l
E~l

= E bel = Ee2 = 0.01 volt
= E bel = Eeb2 = Ee2 - Eb2 = -0.3 volt

For these numerical values of E~l and E~l and for leo = 2.0 p.a, OlN = 0.98,
and OlI = 0.78, we find, from Eqs. (18-36) and (18-37), that leI = 13 p.a
and I al = - 11 p.a. The exact values of these currents are not so important
as is the result that the currents in TI are small enough so that the currents
and voltages computed for transistor T2 remain unaltered.
The binary of Fig. 18-34 has therefore two stable states in which one
transistor is in saturation and the second transistor is very nearly at
cutoff. The voltage swing at a collector is only of the order of 0.3 volt
but this voltage is sufficient for turning transistor switches on and off.
18-24. Monostable and Astable Transistor Multivibrators. Consider
the monostable transistor multi of Fig. 18-35. The analogy between this
circuit and the monostable vacuum-tube multi of Fig. 6-1 is too obvious
to require elaboration. We shall now explain the waveforms indicated in
Fig. 18-36. Our discussion will be brief becaw;;;e the monostable multi has
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already been considered in detail in Chap. 6. In the stable state T2 is on
and Tl is off. The base current of T2 is 22.5/120 rna = 188 p'a approximately. From a 10-K load line in Fig. 18-12 we find that saturation
occurs for a base current of 60 p.a and that Ie = 2.25 rna. Hence, T2 is
indeed in saturation. From Eqs. (18-41) and (18-42) the base voltage
+22.5 volts

-1.5 volts
FIG. 18-35. A monostable multivibrator.
eb2 ~ 0.2 volt and the collector voltage
small value of ee2, we find

120

ebl

= - (1.5) 120

~

ee2

0.1 volt.

Neglecting the

-1.25 volts

+ 22

which is certainly enough to cut off T 1• Therefore, the collector of Tl
is at the supply voltage, eel = 22.5 volts.
If a negative trigger is applied at the collector of Tl or a positive
trigger at the base, the multi will make a transistion to its quasi-stable
state. The transistor Tl will go on and T2 will go off. At saturation,
ebl ~ 0.2 volt and the equivalent circuit from which to calculate the base
current i b1 is given in Fig. 18-37. We have
I

and

1

=

22.5 - 0.2
170
10 + 120 rna =
p.a

I
2

=

0.2

+

22

1.5

rna

=

77

p'a

i b1 = II - 12 = 170 - 77 = 93 p.a

Hence, we have confirmed that Tl is in saturation. From Eqs. (18-41)
and (18-42), ebl ~ 0.2 volt and eel ~ 0.1 volt. The voltage e c2 = 22.5
- 101 1 = 20.8 volts. Since, at the transition, eel drops practically by an
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amount equal to the full supply voltage, Cb2 will drop by the same amount,
22.4 volts. Since initially Cb2 was at 0.2 volt, the voltage Cb2 will drop to
- 22.4

+ 0.2

= - 22.2 volts

These values are indicated on the waveforms of Fig. 18-36.
The multi remains in the stable
state so long as transistor T2 remains
cut off and eel, ee2, and Cbl maintain
the values computed above. The
voltage Cb2, however, rises exponentially toward 22.5 volts as C charges
through R. The transistor T 2 comes
out of cutoff when Cb2 is of the order
of -0.1 volt. At this point T2 goes
-22.2 ------on and T 1 goes off. The collector
voltage ee2 drops abruptly to nearly
zero. An overshoot develops in Cb2,
which decays as the capacitor C re(b)
charges through the flow of base current. The abrupt but small voltage
rise in eb2 appears also at eel since
collector and base are connected
through C. The base current of T2
which recharges C flows also through
20.8 -----22.5 volts

(c)
~0.1 volt

10K

tIl

t
~-~ ~ Base

-1.25 ---

22 K

(d)
FIG. 18-36. Waveforms of the monostable multivibrator.

of Tl

~I2
-1.5 volts

FIG. 18-37. Equivalent circuit from which to calculate i b1 •

the load resistor of T l • The time constant associated with the decay of
the overshoot in eb2 and with the exponential rise of eel is RLC.
We propose to calculate the overshoot in Cb2 in the same manner that
was used in Chap. 5 in connection with the vacuum-tube multi. For this
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purpose we require to know the value of a resistance to be considered
connected from the base to emitter of T2 to account for the base current
which flows when eb2 goes positive. This resistor r will correspond to
the grid resistor rc in Fig. 6-6. 'Vhen the input to the base is an abrupt
positive step which brings the transistor into the active region, we may
neglect the voltage drop that appears across the emitter junction because
of the effect of the large diffusion capacitance across this junction. We
may therefore estimate that the resistor r is of the order of the base
spreading resistor which we have taken to be 250 ohms. Recognizing
that immediately before the reverse transition the voltage across C is
nominally zero, we estimate that the overshoot in eb2 is
eb2

(overshoot) = 22.5

r

r

+

RL

=

22.5 X 0.25
10.25
= 0.55 volt

It is interesting to make a comparison of the waveforms of Fig. 18-36
with the waveforms of Fig. 6-5. Observe the extent to which a transistor
is more nearly an ideal switch than is a vacuum tube. In a transistor
multi the collector voltage swings are very nearly equal to the supply
voltage. Note, in comparing the waveform eb2 with the grid waveform
at G 2, the absence of a grid base region, i.e., in the transistor there is no
region of linear operation where the control terminal draws no current.
Note also in the transistor waveforms the absence of any perceptible
undershoot. Of course, there must be some small undershoot, but this
undershoot can be only of the order of tens of millivolts and therefore
not perceptible.
The circuit diagram of a transistor astable multi is shown in Fig. 18-38a.
The waveforms at a collector and a base of one of the transistors is
shown in Fig. 18-38b. The waveforms for the other transistor are, of
course, identical except that when one transistor is on the other is off.
These waveforms should be compared with the waveforms of Fig. 6-17
for the vacuum-tube astable multi. Note again in the case of the transistor multi waveforms the absence of a jump through a grid base region
and the absence of undershoots in either the collector or base waveforms.
Breakdown diodes may be used 17 in both the monostable and astable
multi to prevent the transistors from going into the saturation region.
18-25. The Blocking Oscillator. 20 The circuit diagram of a transistor
blocking oscillator is shown in Fig. 18-39a and the collector waveform is
shown in Fig. 18-39b. Qualitatively, the operation of the transistor
oscillator is so nearly identical to the operation of the vacuum-tube
blocking oscillator (Sec. 9-9) that the description need not be repeated.
Since the transistor is almost a perfect switch, then the pulse amplitude
in the transistor oscillator is very nearly equal to the collector supply
voltage.
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(a)
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22.5r--

(
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-

-
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, -,

t\~ 0.5 volt

... (b)
FIG. 18-38. (a) An astable multivibrator; (b) waveforms (compare with Fig. 18-36).

~O

(a)

(b)

FIG. 18-39. (a) Blocking oscillator; (b) collector waveform.
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As we saw in Sec. 9-13, the backs wing may be of the order of two or
three times the amplitude of the pulse. In a vacuum-tube oscillator
this large backswing need not be a matter of any particular concern.
In a transistor, however, the maximum allowable reverse collector voltage
before breakdown occurs is severely limited. Hence, in a transistor
oscillator it may be important to shunt the collector winding of the pulse
transformer with a diode to suppress the backswing.
An alternative form of the blocking oscillator is shown in Fig. 18-40.
Here the transistor is used in the common-base configuration. The pulse
transformer is therefore required to be noninverting. The diode D2 is
used to suppress the backswing, while diode DI is used to keep the collector voltage from going negative and hence keeps the transistor out
of the saturation region.

c

FIG. 18-40. An alternative form of the blocking oscillator.
saturation and to suppress backswing.

Diodes are used to prevent

An analysis of the operation of the transistor blocking-oscillator circuit
has been given by Linvill 16 with the following results. If account is
taken only of the a cutoff frequency of the transistor, then, for unity
transformer turns ratio, the rise time tr is given by
tf' =2.20
Wa

(18-48)

For Wa = 107 sec-I, tr = 0.22 /.Lsec. If the base spreading resistance Tb
and the collector capacitance Cc are taken into account, then it turns out
that there is an optimum value of turns ratio n which gives minimum rise
time. For a typical transistor, the optimum step-down ratio n from
collector winding to emitter winding is found to be 5.5 and results in a
rise-time improvement by a factor of approximately 2, so that tr = 0.1 /.Lsec.
This value is optimistic because the effect of transformer leakage inductance and stray capacitance have not been taken into consideration.
18-26. Logical Circuits. The excellent switch properties of transistors
make them particularly useful for the logical circuits of computers.19 A
further advantage results from the ability of transistors to operate from
very low supply voltages (1.5 volts) as in the direct-connected binary of
Fig. 18-34. A three-input OR circuit is shown in Fig. 18-41. Initially
the base voltages are held at a value which places the transistors in the
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cutoff region. A positive signal of the order of 0.1 volt at the base of
any of the transistors will cause a drop in the output voltage. The
output voltage change will be, ideally, only 1.5 volts but the important
point is that such an output signal is, in turn, more than enough to operate another transistor switch. Furthermore, the d-c levels of the output
signal are such that this output signal may again be direct-connected to
a succeeding grounded-emitter transistor switch. The number of transistors which can be used in the circuit of Fig. 18-41 is limited principally
by the leakage current through the transistors in the off condition. If the
total leakage current is too large, the difference between the two output
levels will not be large enough to operate a succeeding switch.

+-----0"0
1.5 volts
~----~------~----o~

el

ez
e3
FIG. 18-41. A transistor OR gate.

FIG. 18-42. A transistor AND gate.

The circuit of Fig. 18-41 may also be used as an AND circuit. To
have the circuit operate as an AND gate, it is only necessary that in the
initial state all the transistors be in the on condition. The transistor
AN D circuit is then analogous to the vacuum-tube AND circuit of Fig.
13-11 with the exception again that the transistor circuit operates from
a much smaller supply voltage and the output of the transistor circuit
may be direct-connected to other transistor gates. The transistor lends
itself, however, to another type of AND configuration to which vacuum
tubes are not adaptable. Such a transistor AND circuit is shown in
Fig. 18-42. In the AND circuit of Fig. 13-11 or Fig. 18-41 the current
drawn from the supply when none of the inputs is excited is the sum
of the currents drawn by all the tubes or all the transistors. This
current may be uncomfortably large for a many-input circuit. The AND
circuit of Fig. 18-42, on the other hand, draws no quiescent current.
At a complete coincidence of all input signals, the current taken from the
supply voltage is equal to the current draw.n by a single transistor. A
most important feature of the circuit of Fig. 18-42 is that, in spite of the
fact that the transistors are stacked one upon another, signals which
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make excursions between common levels may be used for all inputs.
For example, the signal voltages to all the input terminals of the gate
may be derived by direct connection to binaries .of the type shown in
Fig. 18-34.
Let us, as a matter of fact, assume that the three inputs of the AND
circuit are connected to the collectors (or bases) of three binaries of the
type in Fig. 18-34. Suppose also that the voltages consequently being
applied to the input are in each case at the higher of the two voltage levels
of which the binary is capable. Then we may easily show that in spite
of the stacking of transistors in Fig. 18-42 the tentative assumption that
all transistors are on is consistent with the transistor characteristics.
For if we assume that all the transistors are on, we may consider that
the drop from collector to emitter is in each case only of the order of
tens of millivolts. Then if all the base electrodes are maintained positive
by several tenths of a volt with respect to ground, the drop from base to
emitter for the top transistor T3 will be only slightly less than the corresponding drop for the bottom transistor. For example, assume that the
common base-to-ground voltage is, say, 0.3 volt and that the drop
across the transistors is 35 mv, then the drop from base to emitter of T3
is 0.23 volt, which is still enough to keep T3 on. It is found, as a matter
of practice, that as many as five transistors may be stacked to constitute
a five-input gate. We may note that the current through the bottom
transistor is somewhat larger than through the top transistor. The
collector current of T3 is I L, while the collector current of Tds I L + Ib2
+ I b3 • On the other hand, the base-to-emitter voltage of Tl will be
larger than the corresponding voltage of T 3 , which is in the right direction
to permit Tl to carry the larger current.
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PROBLEMS
CHAPTER 1
1-1. Given an amplifier with a midband gain of 1,000 (real and negative). It is
made into a feedback amplifier with (3 = Ho (real and positive).
a. As the frequency is varied, to what value can the gain of the amplifier without
feedback fall before the gain of the amplifier with feedback falls 3 db?
b. What is the ratio of the half power frequencies with feedback to those without
feedback?
c. If It = 20 cps and /2 = 50,000 cps for the amplifier without feedback, what are
the corresponding values after feedback has been added?
1-2. An amplifier without feedback gives an output of 36 volts with 7 per cent
second-harmonic distortion when the input is 0.028 volts.
a. If 1.2 per cent of the output is fed back into the input in a degenerative circuit,
what is the output voltage?
b. For an output of 36 volts, if only 1 per cent second-harmonic distortion is
tolerable, what is the input voltage?
1-3. Assume that the parameters of each tube are rp = 10 K, Ru = 1 Meg, RL = 50
K, and J.L = 60. Neglect the reactances of all capacitors. Find the gain and output
impedance of the circuit at the terminals (a) AN, (b) BN.

900 K

100 K

PROB 1-3

PROB.1-4

1-4. EI and E2 are sinor input voltages. Draw the equivalent circuit from which
to calculate the signal current I.
1-6. A feedback amplifier has two sets of input terminals. The external signal is
applied to input 1 and the gain for this signal is AI. The feedback signal is applied to
input 2 and the gain for this signal is A 2•.
609
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a. Show that for voltage feedback
and

Z,

=1-

z

{3A 2

b. Show that for current feedback

and
1-6. a. If the positive supply voltage changes by tlEbb, how much does the plate
voltage change?
b. How much does the cathode voltage change, under the conditions in part (a)?
c. Repeat parts (a) and (b) if 'Ebb is constant but Ecc changes by tlEcc .
d. If RL = 0 so that the circuit is a cathode follower, show that if (IJ. + l)Rk » r p,
tlEbb

the cathode voltage changes by IJ.

+ 1 or

rp/Rk
-tlEcc IJ.
1"

+

What is the physical sig-

nificance of these results?

+300v

+

10 K eo

-Ecc
PROB.1-7

PROB.1-6

1-7. What is (a) e when the output is zero, (b) eo if e = -100 volts, and (c) the
grid-to-cathode voltage when eo = +50 volts?
1-8. (a) If e = 0, find eo. (b) If e = 100, find eo. (c) If the grid-to-cathode
voltage is zero, find eo. (d) If eo = 0, find e.
+200 v

+200 v

e

1

~(l2AX7)
t----o+
eo

-4--

-IOOv
PROBe 1-8

PROB. 1-9

1-9. The reactance of C and the impedance of the generator are both negligible.
Rl + R2 = 10 K. The input signal e is symmetrical with respect to ground. Find
Rl and R2 if the tube is to handle, without distortion and without drawing grid current, the largest possible amplitude of signal. What is the maximum signal the tube
will handle in this case?
.
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1-10. (a) Find the quiescent current. Find the effective impedance seen between
terminals (b) A and N and (c) Band N.
+250v

+300 v
1M

~-----oA

t-----oB

1M

~---+--4---oN

PROB.I-IO

PROB.l-11

1-11. Find the quiescent tube currents in the cascode circuit shown.
1-12. Each triode section is operated at a quiescent grid-to-cathode voltage of -2
volts and a quiescent plate-to-cathode voltage of 250 volts. Find the value of (a)
the resistance R, (b) the grid-to-ground voltage of each section, and (c) the effective
cathode impedance Rki of T I • (d) If T2 were replaced by a resistor of value Rki
[found in (c)], calculate the negative supply voltage required to maintain the same
quiescent current as above.
+300v

.r-----o+

-300

V

PRoB.I-12

PROB.I-13

1-13. Each tube shown has a plate resistance Tp = 10 K and an amplification factor
eo/el and (b) eo /e2.
1-14. a. Prove that in a para phase amplifier (Fig. 1-15) the signal current i l is
always larger than i2 in magnitude.
b. Prove that if i l is to exceed i2 by less than 10 per cent that
I-'

= 20. Find the gain (a)

> 10 Tp

R
k

I-'

+ RL
+1

1-16. a. In the paraphase amplifier circuit of Fig. 1-15 show that the voltage across
Rk is

1

p'e

1

f'J

e

2 I-' + 11 + (Tp + RL) /2(1-' + I)Rk = 2
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b. Assume that the amplification factors of the two sections are identical and constant but that the plate resistances rpi and rp2 are functions of plate current. Show
that the single-ended gain at the plate of T I , assuming that Rk is large compared with
(R L2
rp2)/(p.
1), is
'

+

+

A ~
-

P.RLI

RLl

+ rpl + r p2 + RL2

Explain why this circuit tends to keep amplitude distortion low.
1-16. a. A signal voltage e3 is applied
in series with the plate of T l • Assuming
that Rk is very large, prove that the output voltage eo is given by

b. Prove that the output impedance Zo
at the plate of T2 is given by
Zo

= RL(RL
2(RL

+ 2rp)

+ rp)

-Ecc

1-17. Prove (a) Eq. (1-21) and (b) Eq.
(1-22).
1-18. a. Given a cathode follower with the grid resistor Rg connected from grid
to cathode. Prove that the input impedance Zi is greater than Rg and is given by
PROB.

1-16

b. For a 12AU7 with Rk = 20 K and Rg = 1 Meg, find the value of Zi.
1-19. Design an operational amplifier whose output (for a sinusoidal signal) is equal
in magnitude to its input and leads the input by 45°.
1-20. Consider a single-stage operational amplifier with a gain of 100. If ZI = R
and Z' = -jXc with R = Xc, calculate the gain as a complex number.
1-21. Given an operational amplifier consisting of Rand L in series for Zl and C
for Z'. If the input is a constant E, find the output eo as a function of time. Assume
an infinite open-loop gain.
L
1-22. Sketch an operational amplifier
circuit having an input e and an output
which is approximately -5e - 3de/dt.
1-23. For the circuit shown, prove that
0+---+--0+
the output voltage is given by
PROB.

1-23

1-24. Given an operational amplifier with ZI consisting of a resistor R in parallel
with a capacitor C and Z' consisting of a resistor R'. The input is a sweep voltage
e = cd. Prove that the output is a sweep voltage that starts with an initial step.
Thus, show that

eo

=

Assume an infinite open-loop gain.

R'

-aR'C - a R t
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1-25. An operational amplifier has a base amplifier whose unloaded open-loop gain
and impedance are Au and Zu, respectively. These are the values of gain and output
impedance with the impedance Z' omitted.
a. Draw the equivalent circuit of the operational amplifier. Include an external
impedance ZL across the output terminals.
b. Find the expression for the ratio EoIE; which gives the gain without feedback
but with the amplifier loaded with Z'.
c. From part (b) deduce that the open-loop loaded gain A and output impedance Z
(with the base amplifier loaded by Z') are given by

A = A Z' + Zul Au
u
Zu + Z'
HINT:

ZuZ'
Z = Zu + z'

and

·Write

d. Find the expression for

EoIE~

which gives the gain with feedback.

Eo
Ee

=

·Write

AIZ L
ZL + ZI

and prove that AI is given by Eq. (1-24) and that the output impedance with feedback
Z l is given by

Z
ZI = 1 - AZt!(Zl

+ Z')

Z
= 1 - AJ3

CHAPTER 2
2-1. Prove by direct integration that the area under the curve of Fig. 2-3d is zero.
2-2. A symmetrical square wave of peak-to-peak amplitude E and frequency f is
applied to a high-pass RC circuit. Show that the percentage tilt is given by
P

1 - E-l/ 2IRC
=

1

+ E-l/2IRC

X 200

%

If the tilt is small, show that this reduces to Eq. (2-6).
2-3. A lO-cps symmetrical square wave whose peak-to-peak amplitude is 2 volts is
impressed upon a high-pass circuit whose lower 3-db irequency is 5 cps. Calculate
and sketch the output waveform. In particular, what is the peak-to-peak output
amplitude?
2-4. A lO-cps square wave is fed to an amplifier. Calculate and plot the output
waveform under the following conditions. The lower 3-db frequency is (a) 0.3 cps,
(b) 3.0 cps, (c) 30 cps.
2-6. a. A square wave whose peak-to-peak value is 1 volt extends ±0.5 volt with
respect to ground. The duration of the positive section is 0.1 sec and of the negative
section is 0.2 sec. If this waveform is impressed upon an RC differentiating circuit
whose time constant is 0.2 sec, what are the steady-state maximum and minimum
values of the output waveform?
b. Prove that the area under the positive section equals that under the negative
section of the output waveform. What is the physical significance of this result?
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2-6. A square wave whose peak-to-peak value is 1 volt extends ±0.5 volt with
respect to ground. The half period is 0.1 sec. This voltage is impressed upon an RO
differentiating circuit whose time constant is 0.2 sec. What are the steady-state
maximum and minimum values of the output voltage?
2-7. The pulse from a high-voltage generator (a magnetron) rises linearly for
0.05 /-Lsec and then remains constant for 1 /-Lsec. The rate of rise of the pulse is measured with an RC differentiating circuit whose time constant is 250 /-L/-Lsec. If the
positive output voltage from the differentiator has a maximum value of 50 volts, what
is the peak voltage of the generator?
2-8. Prove that for the same input, the output from the two differentiating circuits
will be the same if RC = L/R'. Assume that the initial conditions are those of rest
(no voltage on C and no current in L).

r
l1
! f \1
Tl

rl~!
(a)

1 rnJ
ej

L

eo

(b)

.

PROB.2-8

T2

1

/

PROB.2-9

2-9. The input to a high-pass RC circuit is periodic and trapezoidal as indicated.
Assume that the time constant RC is large compared with either TI or T 2• Find and
sketch the steady-state output if, say, RC = lOTI = lOT 2 •
2-10. a. Derive Eqs. (2-14) and (2-15).
b. Prove that the peak of the output pulse occurs at

x

=

n
2.30 n _ 1 log n

2-11. A symmetrical square wave whose peak-to-peak amplitude is 2 volts and
whose average value is zero is applied to an RC integrating circuit. The time constant equals the half period of the square wave. Find the peak-to-peak value of the
output amplitude.
2-12. The periodic waveform shown is applied to an RC integrating network
whose time constant is 10 /-Lsec. Sketch the output. Calculate the maximum and
minimum values of output voltage with respect to ground.
2-13. A symmetrical square wave whose average value is zero has a peak-to-peak
amplitude of 20 volts and a period of
100 volts
2 /-Lsec. This waveform is applied to a
low-pass circuit whose upper 3-db frequency is 1/271" Mc. Calculate and
sketch the steady-state output waveform.
PROB.2-12
In particular what is the peak-to-peak
output amplitude?
2-14. An ideal l-/-Lsec pulse is fed to an amplifier. Calculate and plot the output
waveform under the following conditions. The upper 3-db frequency is (a) 10 Mc,
(b) 1.0 Mc, (c) 0.1 Mc.
2-16. A square wave whose peak-to-peak amplitude is 2 volts extends ± 1 volt
with respect to ground. The duration of the positive section is 0.1 sec and that of the
negative section 0.2 sec. If this waveform is impressed upon an RC integrating
circuit whose time constant is 0.2 sec, what are the steady-state maximum and minimum values of the output waveform?
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2-16. The square wave shown is fed to
I
I=::T-+=T~
an RC coupling network. What is the
-r--'
200
v
300
v
voltage waveform across R and also across
--Lot_ _ _t"-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 0 v
C if (a) RC is very large, say, RC = lOT,
Puon.2-16
and (b) RC is very small, say, RC = 7' /10.
2-17. a. Prove that an RC circuit behaves as a reasonably good integrator if
RC» 15T, where T is the period of an input sinusoid Em sin wt.
b. Show that the output is approximately - (Em/wRC) cos wt.
2-18. a. Three low-pass RC circuits are in cascade and isolated from one another
by ideal buffer amplifiers. Find the expression for the output voltage as a function
of time if the input is a step voltage.
b. Find the rise time of the output in terms of the product RC.
c. What is the ratio of the rise time of the three sections in cascade to the rise time
of a single section?
2-19. a. The periodic ramp voltage shown is applied to a low-pass RC circuit.
Find the equations from which to determine the
steady-state output waveform.
b. If Tl = T2 = RC, find the maximum and
minimum values of the output voltage and plot this
waveform. NOTE: The minimum value does not
PROB.2-19
occur at the beginning of interval T 1 •
2-20. Derive (a) Eq. (2-37), (b) Eq. (2-39), and (c) Eq. (2-41).
2-21. Derive (a) Eq. (2-47), (b) Eq. (2-48), and (c) Eq. (2-49).
2-22. Find and plot the response to a step voltage of a single-stage amplifier with a
lO-mh choke in the plate circuit. The plate resistance is 10 K and the total capacitance from plate to ground is 50 J.LJ.Lf.
2-23. a. A transformer has its primary winding in the plate circuit of a pentode stage.
The primary inductance is L, and the voltage step-up ratio is n. The load on the
secondary winding may be considered to be purely capacitive. This capacitance Cis
much larger than the interwinding or interturn capacitances of the transformer. If
the tube furnishes a current step 1 0, prove that the amplitude of the output at the
secondary is 10 VL/C. Note that the output is independent of the step-up ratio n.
Explain this result physically.
b. Prove that the period of the output oscillation is 2nll' VLC.
2-24. a. For a ringing circuit show that the percentage P decrease in amplitude in n
cycles is given by

b. For small P show that
P ~ 100nll'

-

Q

2-26. For a critically damped ringing circuit Eq. (2-47), prove that the maximum
occurs at
11+A
Xm =;;: 1
2A

+

and that the maximum value is

- - (2A + 1)C
(!.2..)
Eo
max -

2(1+A)/(1+2A)
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2-26. The steady state is reached with e = o. A
negative step is now applied to the grid. What is the
minimum size of this step needed in order that the tube
remain cut off while the resonant circuit oscillates?
2-27. A 10-mh choke whose resonant frequency is
100 kc is in the plate circuit of a 12AU7 tube whose
plate supply voltage is 100 volts. A steady state is
reached with zero grid voltage. A negative step is
applied so as to cut the tube off.
a. What is the minimum size of this step needed in order
that the tube remain cut off while the circuit oscillates?
b. Plot the plate voltage (with respect to ground), and
plot the coil current vs. time.

+200v

PROB.2-26

CHAPTER 3

3-1. The input to an amplifier consists of a voltage made up of a fundamental signal
and a second-harmonic signal of half the magnitude and in phase with the fundamental. Plot the resultant.
The output consists of the same magnitude of each component but with the second
harmonic shifted 90 0 (on the fundamental scale). This corresponds to perfect frequency response but bad phase-shift response. Plot the output and compare it with
the input waveshape.
3-2. An ideal 1-J,tsec pulse is fed into an amplifier. Plot the output, if the band
pass is (a) 10 Mc, (b) 1.0 Mc, and (c) 0.1 Mc.
3-3. A pentode amplifier stage has an unbypassed cathode resistor' Rk and a load
resistor RL which is shunted by a capacitance C. If the
input is a negative unit step, prove that the output voltage
as a function of time is
t--__1--o+

Eo

-4-3-4. For the circuit shown, calculate the nominal gain

Eo/Ei, and calculate the frequency at which the output Eo
will fall to the 3-db point. J,t = 20 and rp = 10 K.
3-6. a. Prove that the parameter m introduced in Sec.
3-6 in connection with shunt compensation equals Q2, the
PROB.3-4
Q of the circuit at the upper 3-db uncompensated frequency.
b. Prove that Q2 = Qo2, where Qo is the Q at the resonant frequency.
3-6. Show that in a shunt compensated amplifier adjusted for critical damping
the rise time is improved by the factor 1.43 over the uncompensated case.
3-7. Consider the frequency response of the shunt-compensated stage, Eq. (3-16).
Prove that, at /1/2 = 0,

(A2)
Ao

a.

~

b.

:;2 (~:) = 0

df

3-8. Prove Eq. (3-18).

=

0

for all values of K
for K

=

1.54
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3-9. a. Show that the response of a two-stage (identical) amplifier to a unit input
step is

where x = tIRC.
b. For small times show the output varies quadratically with time.
c. If the upper 3-db frequency of a single stage is /2 and the rise time of the twostage amplifier is tr (2), show that /2tP) = 0.55.
d. Show that the rise time of a two-stage amplifier is 1.55 times that of a single
stage.
3-10. If two cascaded stages have very unequal band passes, show that the combined bandwidth is essentially that of the smaller.
3-11. An amplifier consists of two identical uncompensated stages. The total
effective shunt capacitance across each stage is the same and is equal to 20 p,p,f. The
3-db bandwidth of the complete amplifier is 10 Me. If the tubes used have Om'S
of 10 millimhos, find the gain of the complete amplifier.
3-12. The Du Mont type 2607 test probe
is indicated. Assume that the cable capacitance is 100 p,p,f. The input imped- Input,o--~Yv.~,rE=~:;a To scope
input
ance to the scope is 2 Meg in parallel with signal
4.7 Meg
10 p,p,f. ·What is (a) the attenuation of
the probe, (b) C for best response, and
(c) the input impedance of the compensated
PROB.3-12
probe?
3-13. Consider a waveform consisting of a sine wave and a d-c voltage equal to the
peak Em of the sine wave so that the resultant waveform extends from zero to 2Em.
a. This waveform is applied to a 3: 1 compensated attenuator. Plot the output
waveform and indicate the zero-voltage level.
b. If the attenuator is improperly compensated (R 1 = 2R 2 , but 2C 1 ~ C 2 ), plot
the output waveform and indicate the zero level. Consider the two cases, 2C 1 > C 2
and 2C 1 < C 2•
3-14. Compute and draw to scale the output waveform for C = 50 p,p,f, C = 75 p,p,f,
and C = 25 p,p,f. The input is a 20-volt step.

PROB.3-14

PROB.3-15

3-16. The input ei is a 20-volt step. Calculate and plot to scale the output voltage.
3-16. Show that the minimum bandpass of a potentiometer is obtained when the
slider is at the center. Plot the bandpass as a function of the distance of the slider
from one end. If the slider is on the first or last 10 per cent of the potentiometer, how
many times the minimum value will the bandpass be?
3-17. Design a cathode-compensated video amplifier stage using a 6AU6 pentode.
Ebb = 300 volts, E •• = 150 volts, the quiescent plate current is to be taken as 4 rna
and the corresponding screen current as 1.5 rna. It is desired to have a gain of 5.5.
A negative power supply is not available. Find (a) R k , (b) R L , and (c) C k to give a
good transient response if the plate shunting capacitance is 30 p,p,f total. (d) What is
the bandpass under condition (c)? The rise time? (e) Find the gain-bandwidth
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product. (f) If the cathode resistor were bypassed with a very large capacitor, what
would the gain-bandwidth product be?
3-18. A tube in an amplifier is to be operated at a quiescent plate current of 20 rna,
a quiescent screen current of 5 rna, and a quiescent plate voltage of 200 volts. An
output swing (peak-to-peak) of 20Q volts is required when the plate current varies
from 5 to 35 rna. The output capacitance is 20 J.LJ.Lf and an upper 3-db frequency of
J Mc is required. The gm of the tube is 10 millimhos. The grid-to-cathode voltage
required for the quiescent operating point above is -10 volts. Draw a complete
circuit diagram of the stage, and label each component and supply voltage (screen
voltage need not be specified). What is the gain of the stage?
3-19. a. Given an amplifier stage with a load RL, a plate shunting capacitor C, a
cathode resistor Rk shunted by a capacitor Ck and operating at a transconductance
gm. Let a == 1 + gmRk, T == RLC, and p == RkCk/RLC. Assume that the plate
resistance is much larger than the load resistance. Prove that the output voltage
response to a negative step input E is
eo = gmRLE
a

[1 _ ~
a/p

e-atlpT _

1 -

a(l - l/p) e-tIT]
1 - a/p

provided that a ~ p.
b. If a = p, prove that the response is
eo =

Ym~LE { 1

- [1

+ ; (1

c. If p = 1, what is eo? Interpret.
d. Plot eoa/ymRLE as a function of t/T for a

- p) ] e- tIT }

= 2 and for p = o. Repeat for p = 1
and p = 2.
e. Calculate the rise-time improvement for p = 2 over that for p = 1. Also
calculate the percentage overshoot.
3-20. Given an amplifier stage with a load resistor RL and no cathode resistor.
The effective capacitance across RL is C and the transconductance is gm. The load is
changed to R~ and a cathode resistor Rk is added and bypassed so that RkCk = R~C.
The transconductance at the new operating current is y:". Prove that:
a. If Rk is chosen so that the gain remains unchanged, the rise time is multiplied
by gm/g:.
b. If Rk is chosen so that the rise time remains constant, the gain is multiplied by
g:/gm.
3-21. Derive Eq. (3-33).
3-22. A cathode follower uses a tube operating at a quiescent current of 1.1 rna.
The tube parameters are: J.L = 70, rp = 50 K, Rk = 50 K, gm = 1.4 millimhos,
CUP = 2.0 J.LJ.Lf, Cuk = 2.4 J.LJ.Lf, and Cpk = 3.6 J.LJ.Lf. Assume an external loading capacitance of 10 J.LJ.Lf.
a. Find the gain at zero frequency and at 5 Me. Use the exact formula.
b. Find the peak input voltage at the above frequencies which will just reduce
the total plate current to zero. HINT: Draw the equivalent circuit, and calculate the
current in r p , making use of the results in (a).
3-23. a. Given a cathode follower using a self-biasing resistor Rk bypassed with
Ck. The output is taken across a load R as indicated on page 619. If J.L » 1, show
that the response to a unit step is
eo =
YmR
+ gmRk e-tIT)
1 + Ym(R +Rk)
1 + gmR
1 +gmR
where
R
k 1 + (Jm(R + R )
T = Ck
k

(1
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b. For small values of

tiT,
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show that

c. Consider a 6L6 triode connected and operating at
a point where gm = 2 millimhos. Rk = 2 K and
R = 70 ohms. If Ck = 50 p.f, what is the percentage
PROD. 3-23
tilt in 1.5 msec.
3-24. A video amplifier for which RL = 2 K is coupled to a succeeding stage
through 0.1 p.f and ~ Meg. The quiescent tube current is 20 rna. The maximum
supply voltage available is 300 volts. The quiescent plate voltage required is 200
volts. The amplifier is to be compensated for minimum tilt on a square wave with
initial slope equal to zero. Draw the complete circuit diagram, specify components,
and calculate the percentage tilt after compensation for a 200-cps square wave.
3-25. In the circuit of Fig. 3-24a prove that perfect low-frequency compensation
may be obtained if Ce is shunted with a resistor R e, provided that
and
Note that if it is necessary to isolate the grid of the succeeding stage from the d-c
plate voltage of the previous stage, a large blocking capacitor may be added in series
with Re. HINT: Use steady-state analysis and show that the transfer function is
independent of frequency.
3-26. Prove Eqs. (3-47) and (3-48).
3-27. An amplifier stage has the following parameters: gm = 5 millimhos, RL = 2 K,
Rk = 100 ohms, Ck = 500 p.f, Ce = 0.25 p.f, and Rg = 0.5 Meg. If a 200-cps square
wave is applied to the input, find the percentage tilt in the output waveform.
3-28. Derive Eqs. (3-54) and (3-55).
3-29. An amplifier stage has a load resistor RL and cathode resistor Rk bypassed
by a capacitor Ck. The output is taken at the plate. A negative input step of
amplitude E is applied.
a. Prove that, if p. » 1 and Tp »R L , then

where
b. If tiT « 1, show that the above equation reduces to Eq. (3-51).
3-30. A negative unit step is applied to a pentode having a cathode resistor Rk
bypassed with a capacitor Ck. The total shunt capacitance at the plate is C. For
each of the following cases draw the output waveform on a time scale which displays
both the high- and low-frequency transient characteristics of the amplifier:
a. Rk = Ck = o.
b. Ck = 0; gmRk = 1.
c. gmRk = 1; RkCk = RLC.
d. gmRk = 1; Ck very large.
Draw the waveforms so that relative to one another they are to scale. Indicate time
constants and percentage tilts.
3-31. Verify (a) Eq. (3-57) and (b) Eq. (3-58).
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3-32. a. An alternative form of the totem-pole amplifier is shown. Prove that
for this circuit the value of T required to make the signal currents in the two tubes
the same continues to be given by Eq.
(3-57).
b. If the value of T is selected as in
Eq. (3-57), prove that the gain A, with
the load connected, is given by
A =

2p.2RL

2RL(p.2

+ p. + 1) + Tp(P. + 1)

c. This alternative amplifier employing
a 6BX7 tube is to be used to drive a
75-ohm cable which is to be matched at
both ends. Compute the value of T and
-E cc
the value of the resistor which must be inPROB.3-32
eluded in series with the amplifier output
in order to increase the effective output impedance to 75 ohms. What is the gain of
the amplifier in the presence of the cable load?

CHAPTER 4
4-1. For a 12AU7 tube evaluate Te as a function of Ee with Eb as a parameter.
Choose values of Eb = 150, 100, and 50 volts.
4-2. a. If a 2.5-K resistor is connected from· the grid of a 5965 tube to ground,
how much bias voltage is developed across this resistor?
b. 'Vhat plate current flows under the conditions in (a) if the supply voltage is
200 volts and the load resistance is 10 K?
4-3. a. Consider a triode with the grid in clamp as a result of the grid being tied
to the plate-supply voltage through a resistor R g , as shown in Fig. 4-6. If the input
is a negative-going ramp voltage, e = -at for t > 0, prove that the grid voltage ee will
be negative if Ca > Ebb/ Ro. What is the physical interpretation of this inequality?
b. Prove that

provided that ee is negative.
c. What is the voltage ee if the inequality in (a) is not valid?
4-4. For the diode clipping circuit of Fig. 4-7a, assume that

ER = 10 volts

eo

= 20 sin wt

and that the diode forward resistance is 500 ohms. Neglect all capacitances. Draw
to scale the input and output waveforms and label the maximum and minimum values,
if (a) R = 1 K, (b) R = 10 K, and (c) R = 100 K.
4-6. In the diode clipping circuit of Fig. 4-7a and d, e. = 20 sin wt, R = 10 K, and
ER = 10 volts. The reference voltage is obtained from a tap on a 100-K bleeder
connected to a 100-volt source. Neglect all capacitances. The diode forward
resistance is 500 ohms. In both cases draw the input and output waveforms to scale.
Which circuit is the better clipper? HINT: Apply Th6venin's theorem to the reference-voltage bleeder network.
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4-6. The input voltage e, to the clipper shown
is a 10-J.Lsec pulse whose voltage varies between
+
zero and 100 volts. The diode forward resistance
is 1 K. Sketch the output waveform eo and
indicate the time constants of the exponential
o
portions
PROB.4-6
4-7. The diode forward resistance is 500 ohms
and the capacitance across the diode is 5 J.LJ.Lf. For the periodic waveform shown,
sketch the steady-state output voltage, indicating all important voltages values and
time constants.

+
20~pf

eo

Or----;+----;+-------

(a)

(b)
PROB.4-7

4-8. A symmetrical 5-kc square wave whose output varies between + 100 and -100
volts is impressed upon the clipping circuit shown. The diode forward resistance
may be taken as zero and the backward resistance as
infinite. Sketch the steady-state output waveform,
indicating numerical values of the maximum, minimum, and constant portions and the time constants
of the exponential portions, if (a) all capacitances
are neglected, (b) the diode capacitance of 10 J.LJ.Lf is
PROB.4-8
taken into account, but the load capacitance is
neglected (an unrealistic situation), and (c) both the diode and load capacitances
(each equal to 10 J.LJ.Lf) are taken into consideration.
ej

O~==~*="--t
~I------__--o

Output

10 K

-lOOv

-200v

(a)

(b)
PROB.4-9

4-9. a. What is the magnitude of e, when the output is zero?
b. Draw the output waveform if the input is as shown. Plot the output directly
below the input and to the same time scale.
c. What is the grid-to-cathode voltage when the output is +50 volts?
4-10. The input e, to the circuit shown is a sinusoidal voltage whose peak value is
80 volts. Sketch the output voltage eo to the same time scale as the input, and calculate the maximum and minimum values of the output.
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1I-

200 K

+ 100 v

300 v

!

eo

r

(a)

F~
r

([)

I-I 00 v

(b)
PROB.4-10

PROB.4-11

4-11. a. The input voltage e, to the double-ended limiter shown in (a) varies
linearly from zero to 150 volts. Sketch the output voltage eo to the same time scale
as the input voltage. Assume ideal diodes.
b. Repeat (a) for the circuit shown in (b).
4-12. The circuit of Fig. 4-10 is used to "square" a lO-kc input sine wave whose
peak value is 50 volts. It is desired that the output voltage waveform be flat for
90 per cent of the time. Crystal diodes are used having a forward resistance of
100 ohms and a backward resistance of 100 K.
a. Find the values of El and E 2 •
b. What is a reasonable value to use for R?
4-13. a. For the circuit of Fig. 4-12, Eeel = Eee2 = -5 volts, Rk = 3 K, RL = 10
K, and Ebb = 200 volts. The tube is a 12AU7. Make a plot of the variation of
eo with e,. Show where the clipping levels occur.
b. Calculate the ratio eo/e. for the region between clipping levels by using the linear
equivalent circuit. Compare with the average gain calculated from the plot obtained
in (a).
4-14. For the circuit of Fig. 4-12, Rk = 100 K, RL = 20 K, Ebb = 300 volts, and
the tube is a 12AX7. The input is sinusoidal. It is desired that the peak-to-peak
output be limited to 20 volts and that the output be symmetrical with respect to its
quiescent value.
a. Find Eocel and E ee2•
b. At what input signal amplitude will the output start being clipped?
c. For what peak input signal will the input tube start drawing grid current?
d. What is the gain of the circuit in the region of linear operation?
e. Draw an input sinusoid of peak value 50 volts, and directly below it and to the
same time scale draw the output voltage waveform.
4-16. The triangular waveform shown is to be converted into a sine wave by using
clipping diodes. Consider the dashed waveform sketched as a first approximation

PROB.4-15
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to the sinusoid. This dashed waveform is coincident with the sinusoid at 0°,30°,60°,
etc. Devise a circuit whose output is this broken-line waveform when the input is
the triangular waveform. Assume ideal diodes and calculate the values of all supply
voltages and resistances used.
4-16. In the diode restorer circuit of Fig. 4-16a and b, E = 20 volts, Tl = 1 msec,
T2 = 10 msec, R = 10 K, C = 0.01 J-tf, and R, = 500 ohms.
a. Compute exactly the output waveform co.
b. Repeat (a) if the diode terminals are reversed.
c. Repeat (a) and (b) if C = 0.1 J-tf and'R = 1 Meg.
4-17. A symmetrical 10-kc square wave whose peak excursions are ± 10 volts
with respect to ground is impressed upon the diode clamping circuit of Fig. 4-16b.
If R = 10 K, C = 1 J-tf, the diode is assumed perfect, and the source impedance is
zero,
a. Sketch the output waveform.
b. If the diode forward resistance is 1 K, sketch the output waveform. Calculate
the maximum and minimum voltages with respect to ground.
c. Repeat (b) if the source impedance is 1 K.
4-18. An attempt is to be made to restore the maximum value of the periodic waveform indicated to a value of + 10 volts. The diode used has a volt-ampere characteristic which passes through the origin, with a forward resistance of 1 K and infinite
~10}lsec

~loo,.usec==:n........._ _ _ __
50v

--~t------------------------------Ov
PROB.4-18
backward resistance. Assume zero source impedance. The coupling capacitor has a
value of 0.001 J-tf. Because of the load the effective resistance across the diode when
it is not conducting is 1 Meg.
a. Indicate the circuit to be used.
b. Make a careful sketch of the output waveform. Label all d-c voltages and all
time constants.
c. Indicate two important areas on your sketch and state the ratio of these two
areas.
4-19. An attempt is made to restore the minimum value of the waveform of Prob.
4-18 to ground. The same diode, coupling capacitance, and load resistance are used
as in Prob. 4-18. Make a careful sketch of the output waveform, and label all important voltages with respect to ground. Also indicate the time constants of all exponential portions of the waveform.
4-20. The signal shown is to have its negative excursion restored to ground voltage.
Use R = 100 K, C = 0.001 J-tf, and a diode
15
with R, = 1 K.
,("'"'"lpsec
~ 10
a. Sketch the circuit.
>
'I+-_ __ Vl volt
b. Draw the output waveform and label all
~ 5
Ipsec +l ~
important voltage values.
O.........----~~-----------c. How could you improve the operation
PROB.4-20
of the circuit?
4-21. A sinusoidal voltage of peak value 10 volts is impressed upon the clamping
circuit of Fig. 4-16b. The capacitance C is extremely large and R = 100 K.
II)
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a. If R, = 0, what is the voltage across C?
b. If R, = 1 K, what is the voltage across C and what are the peak positive and
negative values of the output voltage?
c. Repeat (a) and (b) for the circuit of Fig. 4-16c.
4-22. The waveform of Fig. 4-23a is applied to the circuit of Fig. 4-16b. The linear
voltage swing is 100 volts in 1 msec. The duration of the flat portion is 1 msec.
The capacitance C is arbitrarily large, R = 10 K, and R, = 500 ohms. Compute
the output waveform, if the generator impedance is (a) zero and (b) 500 ohms. (c)
Repeat (a) and (b) if the diode is reversed.
,.....t=O
4-23. The square wave shown is applied to the circuit of
Fig. 4-16c. Assume that T 1 « RC, T 2 » RIC, and
T}
T2
R »RI •
-E
a. Prove that the percentage tilt P of the output wave
PROB. 4-23
form in the interval Tl is given by

01:=FL

p

~ (1 + ~b) %~

X100

%

b. Assume that Tl = T2 = 0.1 msec, RC = 1 msec, and E = 10 volts. Sketch
the output waveform for values of Ebb = 0, 40, 90, and 190 volts. Prove that the

positive peak value of the output is E if T

~E

.: Ebb RC.

4-24. Modify the circuit of Fig. 4-24a, so that the resistor R is connected to ground
instead of to the cathode. Will the modified circuit function properly as a clamping
circuit? Consider signal amplitudes which are (a) small and then (b) large compared
with E R •
4-26. The input to the circuits of Fig. 4-25 is a 20-volt rms sine wave of frequency
1 kc. The tube is a 12AU7 with Ebb = 200 volts, RL = 10 K, Ro = 1 Meg, and
C = 0.1 J1.f. Sketch, to the same time scale, the input voltage, the grid voltage, and
the plate voltage. Find the maximum and minimum values of these voltages.
4-26. a. Explain the operation of the synchronized clamping circuit shown. What
determines the amplitude of the control voltage ec ?
b. If the tube is a 12AU7 operated at a supply voltage of 250 volts, to what voltage
will the output be clamped?
250 v

--- -}( 12AT7)

PROB.4-26

PROB.4-27

4-27. a. A pulse generator whose output impedance is 10 K, delivers 100-volt
2-msec negative pulses to the amplifier shown. Sketch the grid voltage and the plat(;\
voltage. Calculate the maximum and minimum values of these voltages. Neglect.
shunt capacitances.
b. Repeat (a) for a 10-volt pulse.
4-28. A symmetrical square wave of period T = 1,000 JLsec whose voltage varies
between 100 and -100 volts is applied through a very large resistor to the grid of no
12AU7 tube. The tube plate-supply voltage is 200 volts and the plate load resistor is

+
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10 K. Neglect the input capacitance of the tube. The signal at the plate of the
tube is transmitted through a high-pass RC circuit. Draw the output waveform
across R, and label all voltages with respect to ground if (a) RC » '1' and R » 10 K,
(b) RC» '1' and R = 10 K, and (c) C = 0.1 J.'f and R = 10 K. Assume that when
the tube conducts it is equivalent to a 7-K resistor.
4-29. In the peaking circuit of Fig. 4-32, the tube is a 12AT7, Ebb = 100 volts,
R = 10 K, Ru = 1 Meg, C = 0.1 J.'f, and L = 10 mho The input square wave has 11
peak-to-peak value of 10 volts and a frequency of 10 kc.
a. If the capacitance shunting L is neglected, sketch the output waveform. Calculate the maximum and minimum voltage values and the time constants of the exponential portions of the output waveform.
b. If the capacitance shunting Lis 25 J.'J.'f, calculate and sketch the output waveshape.
c. If the capacitance shunting L is 400 J.'J.'f, calculate and sketch the output waveshape.
4-30. Consider a parallel RLC combination ringing in the plate circuit of a pentode.
At t = 0, the inductor current is 1 and the capacitor voltage is Eo. At this instant
the grid is clamped to the cathode. If the zero-grid volt-ampere characteristic of the
pentode is represented by a constant current la, prove that Eqs. (2-47) to (2-49) are
valid for this circuit, provided that d is interpreted to be d = (I - lo)R/Eo.
4-31. Consider a parallel combination of L, C, and R' in the plate circuit of a triode.
At t = 0, the inductor current is 1 and the capacitor voltage is Eo. At this instant
the grid is clamped to the cathode. Approximate the zero-grid volt-ampere characteristic by a straight line corresponding to a resistance rp with the zero-current
intercept at E'. Prove that Eqs. (2-47) to (2-49) are valid for this circuit, provided
that Rand d are interpreted to be

R=~
R'

+ rp

and

d = IR _ E/,b - E'

Eo

Eo

R'
R'

+ rp

4-32. In the circuit of Fig. 4-35 the tube is a 5965, Ebb = 200 volts, RL = 20 K,
C = 50 J.'J.'f, Ru = 1 Meg, and Cu = 0.001 J.'f. The input is a 100-kc square wave
whose peak-to-peak amplitude is 10 volts. Calculate and sketch the output voltage.
4-33. In the circuit of Fig. 4-39 the tube is a 12AT7, Ebb = 300 volts, RL1 =
RL2 = 15 K, Ru1 = Ru2 = 1 Meg, C1 = 0.1 J.'f, and C2 = 250 J.'J.'f. The input is a
20-volt peak-to-peak 10-kc square wave. Neglect all shunt capacitances. Calculate and plot the waveforms at G1, P 1, G2, and P2.
4-34. In the discussion in connection with the two-stage overdriven amplifier of
Fig. 4-39, it is assumed that R u1 C1 » T2 so that the second tube remains cut off during the interval T1 < t < T1 + T 2. If this restriction is removed, redraw all the
waveforms in Fig. 4-40. Assume that 7 2 » T1 + T2 but that R u1 C1 « T 2.
4-36. In the discussion in connection with the two-stage overdriven amplifier of
Fig. 4-39, it is assumed that 72 » '1\ so that the first tube remains cut off during the
interval 0 < t < T 1• If this restriction is removed, redraw all the waveforms in
Fig. 4-40.
4-36. a. For the cathode-follower circuit of Fig. 4-43 find the maximum and minimum values of the input voltage (between cutoff and zero grid-cathode voltage).
Neglect C.
b. Plot the output waveform if the input is a 100-kc square wave whose peak-topeak value is 100 volts. First neglect C and then repeat for C = 100 J.'J.'f. Assume
IJ m = 4 millimhos.
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c. Repeat (b) if the peak-to-peak input voltage is 10 volts.
4-37. a. Draw a block diagram of a system which can be used to obtain a single
pulse (of positive polarity) per cycle of an input sine wave.
b. Draw the circuit of each block in (a), and indicate the input and output waveshapes of each block.

CHAPTER 6
6-1. A fixed-bias binary using a 12AU7 tube has the following parameters: RL = 20
K, Rl = 1 Meg, R2 = 0.25 Meg, E/,b = 200 volts, and Ecc = 50 volts. Find the two
tube currents, plate voltages, and grid voltages.
6-2. A fixed-bias binary using a 6SN7 tube has the following parameters: RL = 20
K, Rl = R2 » R L , Ebb = 250 volts, and Ecc is adjustable. Calculate the range of
voltages over which Ecc may be varied so that (a) both tubes are in clamp, (b) one
tube is in clamp and the other is part on (operating within its grid base), (c) one tube
is in clamp and the other is cut off, (d) one tube is part on and the other is cut off,
and (e) both tubes are cut off.
6-3. A fixed-bias binary is to be designed using a 12AT7 tube operating from a
300-volt power supply so as to give an output plate swing of 200 volts. Choose
Rl = 2R2 »R L • (a) Find R L • (b) Over what range of values of Ecc will one tube
operate in clamp and the second tube be beyond cutoff?
6-4. A fixed-bias binary using a 6SN7 tube has the following parameters: RL = 25
K, Rl = R2 = 1 Meg, Ebb = 300 volts, and Ecc = 100 volts. Calculate the two tube
currents. Is this a well-designed multi?
6-6. A self-biased binary using a 12AU7 tube has the following parameters:

Ebb

=

250 volts

Calculate the plate, grid, and cathode voltages with respect to ground.
6-6. a. Verify the voltage values on Fig. 5-8a. The 5963 tube characteristics are
the same as those of the 12AU7.
b. Verify the voltage values in Fig. 5-8b.
6-7. Given a 6SN7 operating as a self-biased binary with one tube on and drawing
2 rna and the other tube cut off with its grid-to-cathode voltage 3 volts below cutoff.
The circuit parameters are as follows: Ebb = 300 volts, Rl = 1 Meg, and R2 = 0.5
Meg. Find Rk and RL. HINT: Use a
method of successive approximations
+300v
and start by neglecting the grid base of
the tube.
6-8. A 6SN7 tube operates as a selfbiased binary with RL = 20 K, and with
'["rigger -----J C
Rl = R 2 » R L •
input ~I-----"---+-----'
a. If Rk = 30 K, over what range of
Ebb will the circuit operate with one tube
in clamp and the other below cutoff?
b. If Ebb = 250 volts, over what range
of Rk will the circuit operate with one
tube in clamp and the other below
cutoff?
6-9. Find the tube currents and the
voltages at each plate, grid, and cathode.
PROB.5-9
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+250 V
6-10. Find the tube currents and the
voltages at each plate and grid for the symmetrical binary indicated.
6-11. A cathode-coupled binary using
it 6SN7 has the following parameters:
RL = 20 K,
a = >~,
Rk = 30 K,
awl
Ebb = 240 volts.
a. Find E+ first approximately and then
more exactly.
12AU7
b. Find E-.
c. For an input sine wave e = 100 sin wt,
plot e, ebnl, ekn, and ebn2 as a function of
a = wt. Put numerical values of voltage
-150v
and angle on your graph.
PROll.5-1O
6-12. The input to a cathode-coupled
binary is the set of pulses shown. Plot ebn2 vs. time. Assume that E+ = 80 volts,
E- = 60 volts, Ebb = 200 volts, the plate swing is 150 volts, and T2 is on at t = O.

!
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6-1S. Verify Eqs. (5-9) and (5-10).
6-14. a. The cathode binary of Fig. 5-17 is modified by adding a resistor Rk2 in
series with the cathode of T 2 , as indicated in Fig. 5-21. Calculate the approximate
value of Rk2 which must be used in order to eliminate hysteresis.
b. A resistor Rkl in series with the cathode of Tl is used in place of R k2 . Calculate
the approximate value of Rkl which must be used in order to eliminate hysteresis.

CHAPTER 6
6-1. A plate-coupled monostable multi using a 5965 tube has the following parameters: Ebb = 250 volts, RL = 25 K, R = 1 Meg, Rl = 0.5 Meg, and R2 = 1 Meg.
The input trigger source frequency is 100 cps. Find (a) Eee so that the voltage at
G 1 is -15 volts in the stable state, (b) C so that the width of the output waveform is
2 msec, and (c) the overshoot at G 2 • (d) Plot the waveforms at G 2 , P 1 , P 2 , and G 1
to scale.
6-2. A plate-coupled monostable multi using a 6SN7 tube is operated from a
1,000-cps trigger source and a 300-volt supply voltage. It is desired to have a gate
width of 800 JLsec and a gate amplitude of 200 volts. The overshoot in 12 is to be
kept small, say, 5 per cent. Choose the voltage at G1 in the stable state to be about
25 per cent beyond cutoff. (a) Find RL, C, R, a, and Eee. (b) Plot the waveforms
at each p1ate and grid to scale.
6-S. A plate-coupled monostable multi using a 12AT7 tube is operated f1'um a
500-cps trigger source and a 250-volt supply voltage. It is desired to have a gate
width of 1,500 JLsec and a swing at each plate of 150 volts. Choose the voltage at G1
in the stable state to be about 50 per cent beyond cutoff. Find (a) R L , C, R, a, and
Eee and (b) the overshoot at G2 • (c) Plot the waveforms at each grid and plate to
scale.
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6-4. a. A plate-coupled monostable multi has been adjusted so as to have a small
overshoot. Prove that the gate width is given approximately by

T "-' IIR!,I + Eeo
RC = Ebb - Eeo

In (1 + x) ~ x for Ixl « 1.
b. Let the plate load resistor RL2 of T2 be held constant while the plate load resistor
R Ll of Tl is varied. Under these circumstances the output swing at P 2 is constant,
the grid current Ie is decreased as the plate swing IIRLI at PI is decreased, but the
recovery time constant T is increased. Prove that for small overshoots
HINT:

What is the physical significance of this result?
6-6. A plate-coupled monostable multi has
+4v
0----,
1''-----0 the waveform shown at grid G2 • The supply
voltage is 250 volts and re = 1 K. (a) Draw
the waveform at PI and (b) evaluate RL.
6-6. A plate-coupled monostable multi using
a 12AU7 tube has the following parameters:
Ebb = 300 volts, RL = 15 K, R = 1 Meg,
~ -150v
C = 0.001 J.Lf, Rl = 900 K, and R2 = 100 K.
PROB.6-5
For the minimum gate width, calculate (a) Eee,
(b) T, (c) Ie, and (d) the swing at P 2 • (e) Repeat the above calculations for the
maximum gate width.
6-7. a. If a positive pulse is applied through a capacitor to the first grid G1 of a
plate-coupled monostable multi, prove that the minimum value E~ of this pulse is
E~ = Eeo - EF.
b. If a negative pulse is applied through a capacitor to the second grid G 2 of a
plate-coupled monostable multi, prove that the minimum value E;p of this pulse is
E;p = (Eeo - EF)laA, where A is the gain of T2 and a = Rd(R I
R 2).
6-8. A monostable cathode-coupled multi uses a 6SN7 tube with RL = Rk = 10 K
and Ebb = 250 volts.
a. Find the maximum Ema.x and minimum Emin voltage which may be applied to
the first grid.
b. Find the voltage swings at each plate, both for maximum and minimum gate
widths.
c. To a first approximation TIRC = aCE - Emin). Find a.
d. Calculate Ie for the maximum gate width.
e. Plot the plate, grid, and cathode waveforms for the maximum gate width.
6-9. A monostable cathode-coupled multi using a 5965 tube with RL = Rk and
Ebb =- 250 volts is triggered at the rate of 500 pulses per second. It is desired that
the voltage swing at P 2 be 75 volts. The waveforms are to have very little overshoot
and are to be symmetrical (the off time to equal the on time). Find (a) R L , (b) E,
(c) C, and (d) R.
6-10. In a cathode-coupled monostable multi, Ebb = 250 volts, RL = Rk = 10 K,
re = 1 K, Ie = 1 rna, 12 = 10 rna, E is adjusted so that II = 7 rna and Eeo = -10
volts. Draw the waveforms at PI, G2, and P 2 • Indicate all voltage values with
respect to ground, including all overshoots.
6-11. a. It is possible to eliminate the undershoot in the voltage at P 2 of a cathodecoupled monostable multi by choosing Rk = J.Lre• Explain this result physically.
Plot (b) the waveform at PI if Rk = J.Lre and (c) the waveform at P 2 if Rk > J.Lre.
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6-12. a. If I~ = 12 + fl.I2 is the peak plate current in T2 of a cathode-coupled
monostable multi when its grid current is I e2 , prove that

Equate the voltage across Cat t = T- to that at t = T+.
b. The above equation gives one relationship between I~ and Ee2 = I e2 re • A second
relationship between I~ and Ec2 is given by a load line. Devise a graphic method,
using positive-grid tube characteristics for finding I~ and E e2 •
6-13. a. In a cathode-coupled monostable multi prove that it is possible for the
value of Emin to be negative.
b. If a 6SN7 tube is used with Ebb = 300 volts, RL = 30 K, find Rk so that E min = O.
6-14. With respect to the linearity of the delay of the cathode-coupled monostable
multi consider the following problem.
a. The relationship between an independent variable x and a dependent variable y
is quadratic and of the form y = A1x + A2X2 with x variable from 0 to x m • A straight
line is drawn between the end points of this curve. The fractional error E is defined
as the difference between the curve and the straight line divided by the maximum
value of the dependent variable. Show that the maximum error occurs at x = x m /2
and is given by E = -A 2x m /4A 1, provided that the error is small enough so that
HINT:

Ym ~

A 1x m

b. Apply the result of (a) to Eq. (6-20) and show that the error in linearity of T
with respect to 1 10 = II - 10 is E = I 10 (RL - R k)/8E'.
c. In terms of the slope dy/dx == S, show that E = (So - Sm)/8S o, where Sm is
the slope at x = Xm and So is the slope at x = O.
6-16. a. The definition of the error between a curve and a straight line is given in
Prob. 6-14. If the curve is defined by y = A 1x + Aaxa, prove that the maximum
Xm
2 Aa 2
error occurs at x = _;- and that E = _/- -A x m •
v3
3v3 1
b. Consider a cathode-coupled monostable multi with RL = R k. Applying the
result of (a), show that
E

=

__
2_

9

V3

(I10RL)2

E'

6-16. a. Using the linear equivalent circuit for the vacuum tubes of the cathodecoupled monostable multi show that
I

_
10 -

p.(E - Emin)

rp

+ (p. + I)Rk + RL

b. Apply the results of Prob. 6-14c to find the error in linearity of 1 10 with respect
to E. What is the interpretation of Sm and So?
c. What is the total error in linearity of T with respect to E?
6-17. Consider a cathode-coupled monostable multi with RL1 ~ R L2 . Prove that
the expressions in the text for E max , E min , T, and Ie remain valid, provided that RL
is taken to be RL1. Also, prove that Eq. (6-14) for 'Y remains valid, provided that
RL is replaced by R L2 .
6-18. A cathode-coupled monostable multi using a 12AU7 has the following parameters: Ebb = 200 volts, RL1 = 150 K, RL2 = 25 K, Rk = 5 K, R = 2 Meg, and
C = 0.001 p.f. (a) Find E min . For E = 0, find (b) the output voltage swing at P2
and (c) the gate width.
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6-19. Consider the effect of B supply variations on the delay time T of the monostable cathode-coupled multi. First, find tlI land tlI2 for a given change tlEbb .
Assume that the second tube has its grid clamped to its cathode. Finally, find tlT
as a function of tlEbb .
6-20. If the resistor in the cathode-coupled monostable multi is connected to an
auxiliary voltage U instead of to Ebb, but if T2 is in clamp, show that (a) the gate
width is given by Eq. (6-16) with Ebb replaced by U, (b) the maximum and minimum
values of E are unaltered, and (c) the trigger size required is the same as with U = Ebb.
6-21. For the multi of Prob. 6-20, show that the delay varies linearly with changes
in U, provided that U is large and the changes in U are small.
6-22. a. The resistor R in a cathode-coupled monostable multi is coupled to an
auxiliary voltage U instead of to Ebb. The voltage U is small enough so that T2 is
not in clamp but Tl is beyond cutoff. Prove that the delay is given by

b. For what values of the d-c voltage E (with respect to
}fill this circuit become astable?
6-23. Consider a cathode-coupled monostable multi with
between G2 and cathode.
250 v
greater than RL or Rk.

[

T, (b) E min , (c) E max ,
(e) Ie, and (f) E T •

ground) on the grid of T

the resistor R connected
Assume that R is much
Find expressions for (a)
(d) the swing at each plate,

6-24. A 12AU7 astable multivibrator has the
waveform shown at one of its plates. The voltages given are the voltages with respect to ground.
I
100 v
Find the value of the plate circuit resistors of the
tubes. Draw the waveform at the grid, and
mark the voltage with respect to ground at every
~60v
important point on the waveform, for example,
PROB.6-24
fiat portions, sudden jumps, etc.
6-26. A symmetrical astable plate-coupled multi using a 6SN7 has the following
parameters: Ebb = 150 volts, RL = 10 K, R = 1 Meg, and C = 0.001 p.f. Calculate
the period and the overshoots, and plot the plate and grid waveforms.
6-26. Calculate the frequency of the multi of Prob. 6-25 as Ebb is adjusted from
50 to 250 volts in 50-volt steps.
6-27. An astable plate-coupled multi using a 12AT7 has the following parameters:
Ebb = 240 volts, RLl = RL2 = 12 K, Rl = 1 Meg, R2 = 2 Meg, Cl = C2 = 0.001 p.f.
Calculate the gate widths Tl and T2 and the overshoots. Plot the plate and grid
waveforms.
6-28. Consider a symmetrical astable plate-coupled multi with each resistor R
connected between grid and cathode (instead of between grid and the B supply).
a. Find an expression for the overshoot in voltage at the grid and for the period '1'.
b. Plot the plate and grid waveforms, and indicate all important voltage values.
6-29. Consider the plate-coupled astable multi of Fig. 6-16 to which has been added
a common cathode resistor R k • Prove that

where

l'

is defined by Eq. (6-14).
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CHAPTER 7

7-1. In Fig. 7-3 draw a line 0' A' parallel to OA and displaced from it by a distance
equal to 7~ (c. - C;)mnx. If the displacement error E~ is defined as the distance from
the sweep voltage c. to the line 0' A' divided by E., show that E~ = 72Ed. Note that,
whereas Ed is always positive, E~ may be positive or negative.
7 -2. a. An exponential sweep is obtained when a capacitor C is charged from a
supply voltage E through a resistor B. If the peak sweep voltage is E., prove that
the slope error E. is given exactly by E. = E./E.
b. Prove that the displacement error Ed is given by
Ed

=

E
RC
RC E.RC
E. - T -I- T In Err

where T is the sweep duration.
c. If T/RC« 1, prove that
I"'J

Ed

1 E.
E

="8

1

="8 E.

7-3. To the circuit of Prob. 7-2 a resistor Rl is added across C. Prove that the
slope error is given by E. = E./aE, where a = Rd(Rl + R).
7 -4. The deviation from linearity of a sweep voltage is small so that this voltage
may be approximated by the sum of a linear and a quadratic term. Prove that under
these circumstances Eq. (7-1) is valid.
7 -6. The characteristics of an 884 thyratron tube are described in Sec. 7-2. This
tube is used in the sweep circuit of Fig. 7-5 with the following parameters: Ebb = 400
volts, Ecc = 10 volts, C = 0.0025 J.Lf, and R = 1 Meg. Calculate (a) the sweep
frequency, (b) the sweep amplitude, (c) the slope and displacement errors, and (d) a
suitable value for r.
7-6. The characteristics of an 884 thyratron tube are described in Sec. 7-2. Design
a 50-cps sweep using this tube. The sweep amplitude is to be 25 volts and the slope
error is not to exceed 5 per cent. Specify reasonable values for Ebb, E cc , R, and C, and
give reasons for your choice.
7-7. Design a thyratron-driven sweep (Fig. 7-7) whose duration is 100 J.Lsec and
whose amplitude is 50 volts. The triggering waveform is a 1,000-cps train of pulses
which are 1 J.Lsec wide and 4 volts in amplitude. The tube used has a grid-control
ratio of 10 and a maintaining voltage of 20 volts. The power supply voltage is
250 volts. Specify reasonable values for E cc , R l , R 2 , R, and C, and give reasons for
your choice.
7-8. Consider the sweep circuit of Fig. 7-9. The thyratron grid-control ratio is 8
and the maintaining voltage is 15 volts.
a. If the circuit is adjusted for recurrent operation (8 closed), find the maximum
and minimum values of the output signal (at the cathode of To).
b. Calculate the slope and displacement errors.
c. If the circuit is adjusted so that a driven sweep is obtained (8 open), calculate
a reasonable value for the resistor R.
7-9. In the vacuum-tube sweep circuit of Fig. 7-10, the tube is a 12AU7, Ebb = 300
volts, R = 100 K, Rg = 1 Meg, and Cg = 0.001 J.Lf. The input gate is a negative
lO-J.Lsec pulse whose amplitude is 30 volts.
a. What is the sweep duration?
b. What is the minimum output voltage, with respect to ground?
c. If a lO-volt sweep is desired, what is the value of C?
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d. What is the approximate value of the recovery time constant?
e. How would you modify the circuit in order to reduce the recovery time? Suppose, for example, that the input gate is to be a sYIYlmetrical 50-kc square wave whose
peak-to-peak amplitude is 30 volts.
7 -10. A given waveform is observed on a eRO. It is desired to view a selected
portion of this waveform in more detail by spreading it out in time by some factor,
say 5. Devise a circuit which will function as such a sweep magnifier.
7-11. The Miller sweep circuit of Fig. 7-18 uses a 6AU6 pentode with a screen
voltage of 150 volts. The parameters in the circuit have the following values:
Ebb = 300 volts, RL = 10 K, R = 1 Meg, C = 0.003 Jlf, and Eee = 2 volts. The
switch S is opened for 750 Jlsec. (a) Plot the output waveform. Neglect the small
jump in voltage at t = o. Calculate (b) the output voltage with respect to ground at
the beginning and at the end of the sweep, (c) the displacement error, and (d) the
recovery time constant, assuming a switch
impedance of 1 K.
7-12. For the circuit shown, prove that a
truly linear sweep is obtained if

The gain A is that of the amplifier with R2
removed. Discuss this circuit.
7-13. a. V@rify that the circuit indicated is the operational amplifier equivalent
of the Miller sweep circuit of Fig. 7-18. The output impedance Ro and the gain A
refer to the amplifier with input terminals X, Z, with output terminals Y, Z, and with
C removed.
PROB.7-12

c
ee

R

~+e,

X

Ro

y

+
eo

Z

Ecc " t=Ot_
PROB.7-13
b. Prove that the jump .:leo in output voltage at t = 0 is given by
.:leo = (1 - A)R + Ro
where E = Ebb + Eee
c. For a single-stage pentode amplifier with A » 1, show that .:leo = E/gmR.
d. Evaluate .:leo if E = 300 volts, RL = 30 K, gm = 3 millimhos, and R = 1 Meg.
c. Assume that the circuit of Fig. 7-20 is used. The pentode parameters are as in
(d) and the cathode follower has a transconductance of 3 millimhos. Evaluate .:leo.
7 -14. a. Consider a resistor r added in series with the capacitor C of the Miller
sweep of Fig. 7-18. Using the equivalent circuit given in Prob. 7-13 (but with the
addition of r), prove that the jump .:leo in output voltage at t = 0 is given by

+

Aco

=

(Ro
Ar)E
(1 - A)R
Ro

+

+r
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b. Under what conditions will the jump be positive? Negative? Zero?
c. Show that the jump is eliminated if r is chosen equal to l/Ym (for a single-stage
pentode amplifier).
7-16. The screen-gated phantastron circuit of Fig. 7-24 uses a 6AU6 tube having
the following parameters: Ebb = 300 volts, RL = 100 K, R = 1 Meg, and C = 0.001
J-If. The bleeder resistors are so adjusted that the suppressor is at zero volts and the
screen at 150 volts during the sweep time. Calculate (a) El and E3 (Fig. 7-25),
approximately, (b) the sweep amplitude, (c) the sweep duration T., (d) the per cent
change in '1'. for a 10 per cent change in supply voltage, and (e) the displacement error.
(f) If a plate-catching diode is added, as in Fig. 7-26, then the relationship between
E and the delay time '1' is T = cxE. Find cx.
7 -16. An astable circuit may be obtained by cross-coupling two monostable screencoupled phantastrons. Sketch such a circuit and explain its operation.
7 -17. It is desired to obtain a time delay which will be inversely proportional to a
d-c voltage E. Show that a screen-coupled phantastron will give this relationship
(approximately) if the charging resistor R is connected to E instead of to Ebb.
7-18. The bootstrap sweep circuit of Fig. 7-30 uses a 12AU7 tube with the following parameters: Ebb = 250 volts, C = 500 p.J-If, Cd = 0.01 J-If, Rd = 0.2 Meg, R = 1
Meg, and R,~ = 10 K. The switch S is opened for 100 p.sec. (a) Plot the waveform
at the output of the cathode follower. Calculate (b) the output voltage at the beginning and at the end of the sweep, (c) the displacement error, and (d) the recovery time
constant.
7-19. Repeat Prob. 7-18 if RD is replaced by a diode whose forward resistance is
1 K.
7-20. Repeat Prob. 7-18 if a 20-K resistor is added in series with C. Switch S is
in parallel with the series combination of C and the 20-K
resistor.
7 -21. Show that the effective impedance shunting C in
Fig. 7-31 is a series combination of a resistance R/(l - A)
and a capacitance CD (l - A). In other words, verify
that the circuit shown is equivalent to Fig. 7-31 as far as
the calculation of Cc is concerned. Remembering that the
PROB.7-21
initial current through C is Ebb/R, verify Eq. (7-16).
7-22. The bootstrap circuit of Fig. 7-30 uses a 6SN7 tube with the following
parameters: Ebb = 300 volts, R = 1 Meg, C = 0.1 J-If, and Rk = 15 K. The capacitor
CD is replaced by a H5-watt neon lamp whose voltage is 65 volts over the range 30
to 300 J-Ia. With switch S closed, the lamp current is 200 p.a. Switch S has a resistance of 1,000 ohms. It is opened for a time T., at the end of which time the sweep
has made a 100-volt excursion. Calculate (a) the cathode voltage with S closed,
(b) the value of RD, (c) the lamp current at the end of the sweep, (d) the sweep time
T., (e) the ratio T./T, where T is the restoration time constant, and (f) the displacement error.
7-23. The bootstrap circuit of Fig. 7-30 uses a 12AU7 tube with the following
parameters: Ebb = 250 volts, R = 2 Meg, and Rk = 10 K. The capacitor CD is
replaced by a neon bulb whose voltage is 75 volts over the range 50 to 250 p.a. It is
desired to have as large a sweep voltage as possible and still have the neon lamp current within its normal range. Calculate (a) the cathode voltage with S closed, (b) the
value of R D , (c) the sweep amplitude across C, and (d) the value of C for a 1-sec
sweep.
7 -24. a. For the bootstrap shown prove that the amplifier gain A must be given by
A = 1 + R/ Rl if a truly linear sweep is to be obtained.
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s

s
(a)

(b)
PROB. 7-24

b. A linear push-pull sweep is to be obtained from the circuit shown (el = -e2).
Find the values of R' / Rand R" / R. The forward gains of the operational amplifiers
may be taken as infinite.
7 -26. a. Find the value of R which will
300
cause the bootstrap circuit shown to give
an exactly linear sweep. The tube parameters are J.I. = 13 and rp = 16 K.
b. What is the sweep speed? The
quiescent current in T2 is 5 rna.
7 -26. By considering the initial conditions in the circuit of Fig. 7-33, prove that
d 2e./dt 2 = 0 at t = O. This physical argument explains why the t2 term is missing in
Eq. (7-20).
PROB.7-25
7-27. Verify Eqs. (7-17) to (7-19).
7-28. The circuit of Fig. 7-33 has the following parameters: E = 250 volts,
L = 700 henrys, R = 100 K, and C = 0.005 J.l.f. The switch S is opened for 500 J.l.sec.
Calculate (a) the sweep amplitude and (b) the displacement error. (c) If switch S
were left open, sketch the output waveform across C. What would be the approximate value of the peak output voltage? (d) If the inductor were not in the circuit,
repeat (a) and (b).
7 -29. The sweep circuit of Fig. 7-34 has the following parameters: Ebb = 300 volts,
Eon = 100 volts for T 2 , r = 1 K, and C = 0.01 J.l.f. The pentode is a 6AU6 with
a screen voltage of 150 volts. The screen current is 0.4 of the plate current. The
cathode resistor is adjusted so that the capacitor current is approximately 0.7 rna during the sweep time. The thyratron maintaining voltage is 20 volts and its grid-control
ratio is 10. Calculate (a) the maximum and minimum values of e., (b) the cathode
resistance, (c) the sweep frequency, and (d) the displacement error (approximately).

CHAPTER 8
8-1. Prove that the critical damping resistance for the current sweep coil of Fig.
8-1 is given by the expression

R

Rc

D

= 1

+ RL/4Rc

where Rc = % VL/C.
For the coil specified by the first entry in Table 8-1, calculate what percentage
error is made if RL is neglected in the calculation of RD.
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8-2. Verify Eq. (8-3).
8-3. a. Prove that the maximum deviation between the actual sweep and the ideal
sweep in Fig. 8-3 is k VLC t - 1 = 0.36k VEC and that this occurs at t = VEC.
b. Show that the actual sweep differs from the linear sweep by less than 5 per cent
if t exceeds 3 VLC.
8-4. A deflection coil has an inductance L and is fed from a voltage source c through
a resistance R (which includes the coil resistance). Neglect the capacitance. If the
input is of the form c = A + Bt, show that the current is
A - Lk
i = --R- (1 -

t- Rt/ L )

+ let

where le = B/R.
In order to have a truly linear sweep, 11 must equal Llc. If the pedestal does not
have this proper value, what happens to the sweep? Make a rough plot for A = 1.1Lk
and for A = 0.9Lle.
8-6. a. Consider the effect of omitting both the impulsive current and the step of
current in Eq. (8-2). Assume that the damping resistance has been adjusted so that
the circuit is critically damped. Under these conditions, prove that if y == iL/le VW
and x == t/VW, then
y = (x + 2)c x + x - 2

= 0, y = 0, dy/dx = 0, and d 2 y/dx 2 = O.
c. Plot this response and that given by Eq. (8-6) to the same scale. 'What is the
effect of omitting the step of current?
8-6. a. Consider the effect of omitting both the impulsive current and the linear
current in Eq. (8-2). Assume that the damping is very heavy (R = O.lRc). Under
these conditions prove that
b. Prove that at x

iL ~ R

leL

+ RL

(

1 -

E

(R+RL)t)
L

HINT: Note that [(R + RL)/L]RC « 1, and expand the square root in Eq. (8-7) by
the binomial expansion.
b. Show that for small values of t, iL ~ kt. Plot iL as given in (a) and let on the
same graph.
c. Consider the coil whose parameters are given by the first row in Table 8-1.
What is the maximum sweep length over which the displacement error will be less
than 1 per cent?
8-7. Prove that Eq. (8-10) is valid for
ek' volts
Fig. 8-5b, provided that E is taken to be the
37.8
quiescent voltage across R2 and Co is interpreted as the departure of the output
voltage from its quiescent value.
8-8. Verify that the waveform at the
20.8
cathode of T2 in Fig. 8-6 is as indicated.
At what times does this voltage pass through
6.81-----J - - - - - - - - - zero?
8-9. The switching circuit of Fig. 8-6 has
the following parameters: Ebb = 200 volts,
t, msec
Ecc = 100 volts, Ro = 1 Meg, R2 = 300 K,
PROB.8-8
Rl = 10 K, and C1 = 0.01 p.f. The tube
Tl is a 6SN7. The input square wave is
symmetrical with a half period of 1 msec and peak-to-peak amplitude Ep.
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a. Assuming Cg very large, find the minimum value of Ep which will keep the tube
cut off during the sweep time.
b. Repeat (a) if Cu = 0.01 JLf. Sketch the grid-to-ground voltage.
8-10. It is desired to drive the coil in the writing head of a magnetic storage drum
with the coil current waveform indicated in (a). The coil inductance is 0.4 mh, the
coil resistance is 1.5 ohms, and the self-resonant frequency of the coil is 5 Mc. Assume
that the external stray capacitance across the coil is 25 JLJLf.
a. Calculate the damping resistance. Is the circuit overdamped or underdamped?
b. Calculate and sketch the current waveform of the driver.
c. If the impulsive term is omitted in the driver current, how is the coil current
waveform modified?
d. Calculate and sketch the voltage waveform of the coil.
e. Sketch and label the current waveform required to drive the 'coil if the coil
current has the waveform indicated in (b).

(b)
PRoB.8-1O

8-11. a. Consider a coil with no shunt damping resistor. If this coil is in the plate
circuit of a driver tube, find the grid voltage ei needed to produce a linear coil current
kt.

b. For the typical coils of Table 8-1, prove that
Ci

~ kLC oCt)
gm

+ kL (1 + rpt)
JL

L

Note that, if the impulsive term is neglected, the input may be approximated by a
step voltage if the sweep time Ta «L/rp and by a sweep voltage (without a step) if
Ta »L/rp.
8-12. Modify the current sweep of Fig. 8-6, so that the coil is in the plate circuit of
T 2 • The coil is described by the second entry in Table 8-1. It is required that the
current change by 100 rna in 10- 3 sec. Tl is a 6J5 and T2 is a 6L6. The plate and
screen supply voltages of the 6L6 are to be 350 and 250 volts, respectively. Take the
gm and rp of the 6L6 to be 5 millimhos and 33 K, respectively. To avoid large tube
nonlinearities, an initial current of 25 rna is to flow in the 6L6. The grid-to-cathode
voltage of a 6L6 is -26 volts for a plate current of 25 rna and a plate voltage of
350 volts.
a. Compute the required waveform at the grid of T2 (neglect stray capacitance and
adjust matters so that the coil is critically damped),
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b. Compute (or arbitrarily select) Cg, Ro, R, C I , R I , and Eee to give the required
waveform. Choose R2 = 1 Meg.
c. Draw and label with voltage levels the complete waveform (including decays)
at the grid and plate of '1'2. In calculating the overshoot at the plate, assume that the
grid drops immediately to its quiescent value at the end of the sweep.
8-13. a. For the circuit of Fig. 8-10, assume that p. » 1 and rp »Zr., where ZL is
the coil impedance. Prove that the equivalent circuit for
1
calculating the tube current i is as indicated.
Tm
b. If the .i~p~t voltage ei is a step of magnitude E,
prove that ~ IS glVen by

c5CC~---'f"--+""
ei

i

=

1

(lmE

+ (lmRk

(1

+ (1m R

-tiT)

i

Rk

C
k

PROBe 8-13

kE

where T = R k Ck/(l + (lmRk). Plot this current waveform and show that it contains
a spike.
C. Assume that the coil is critically damped.
The spike time constant is to be
adjusted to 2 v'LC (approximating the delay in the sweep). The step current is
to be properly chosen. Under these circumstances, prove that Rk and Ck are given by

Rk

ER

1

= -kL - gm

and

8-14. If the input ei to the circuit shown is a positive gate, then the output eo will
be a trapezoidal voltage with a spike, as indicated in Fig. 8-11. Explain the operation of the circuit.

PROB.8-14

8-16. The coil described in the third row of Table 8-1 is used in the circuit of Fig.
8-15. The coil current is to change by 100 rna in 10- 4 sec. The damping resistor is
chosen for critical damping. Find RI and CI •
8-16. A television horizontal sweep circuit has the following constants: The sweep
coil has an inductance of 30 mh, the peak-to-peak sweep current is 300 ma, the primary
of the autotransformer has an inductance of 30 mh, and its secondary inductance is
120 mh, the coil and transformer resonant frequencies are alike and each equals 100 kc,
and Ebb = 250 volts. Find (a) the booster voltage and (b) the high-voltage supply.
(c) Plot the voltage at the bottom of the deflection coil with respect to ground. What
is the d-c value of this voltage?
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CHAPTER 9
9-1. Verify that the circuit of Fig. 9-3 is equivalent to that in Fig. 9-2.
9-2. Verify Eq. (9-11).
9-3. In Fig. 9-8, S = mean circumference of the coils, d = distance between the
inside surface of the secondary coil and outside surface of the primary coil, a p = thickness of a primary wire, and a& = thickness of a secondary wire.
a. Prove that the leakage inductance is given by
CT = 1l0~p2S

(d + ap t a&)

b. Assume that the current is distributed uniformly throughout the windings.
Prove that now the expression for CT is the same as in (a) except that the numeral 2
must be replaced by 3.
NOTE: If the flux density H is not constant, then Eq. (9-13) becomes
CTlp2 = llofH2 dV

9-4. Consider a transformer with a one-layer primary and a two-layer secondary
winding. Each layer of the secondary has the same number of turns. In (a) both

(b)

( a)
PROB.9-4

secondaries are wound over the primary. In (b) the primary is interleaved between
secondary windings. Replace the coils by current sheets located at the center of the
coil wires. The mean circumference of the windings is S.
a. Indicate the magnetic field intensity as a function of the distance between
windings (as in Fig. 9-8b).
b. Prove that for the configuration in (a) the leakage inductance is given by

CT

= Ilo:/S ( 4d 1 + d 2 + 2ap + 3a&)

and in (b) by

lloN p2S (d
CT = ~ 1

+ d + a p + a& )
2

This problem illustrates the advantage of interleaving with respect to reducing the
leakage inductance.
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9-6. A two-layer transformer is connected as an autotransformer. Show that
this type of connection reduces the leakage inductance by the ratio (n - 1F/n2,
where n is the step-up ratio of the autotransformer.
9-6. A transformer has the following parameters: primary and secondary each
one layer of 132 turns, wire No. 38 having a diameter = 0.0102 em, diameter including
insulation = 0.0125 em, insulation between windings = 0.031 em,
mean circumference S = 5.4 em, and dielectric constant of insulation between windings f = 3.5. NOTE: Eo = 10- 9 /3671" farad/m.
a. Consider the two windings as constituting a parallel plate
capacitor. Prove that the interwinding capacitance is 89 J.LJ.Lf.
b. Consider two adjacent turns as parallel conductors, as shown
in the sketch. From electrostatics, the capacitance per meter of
PROll.9-6
such a configuration is given by 7I"E/cosh- 1 (D/a). Prove that the
effective capacitance across the winding is only 0.06 J.LJ.Lf, even if it is assumed that all
the space surrounding the wires has a dielectric constant of 3.5.
9-7. Verify Eq. (9-20).
9-8. Consider a transformer with a single-layer primary and a single-layer secondary. A grounded electrostatic shield is inserted between the primary and the secondary midway between windings. Calculate the ratio of the effective primary shunt
capacitance C" with the shield to the capacitance C' without the shield as a function of the step-up ratio n for (a) a noninverting transformer and (b) an inverting
transformer.
9-9. Verify that the primary inductance Lp for the pot core of Fig. 9-10 IS given by
Lp = 1.1Np2 J.Lh.
9-10. The windings on the pot-core transformer of Fig. 9-10 are placed side by side
in slots in a bobbin so that each winding takes the approximate shape of a fiat disk.
The distance between windings is 2 mm. The insulation of the wire has a dielectric
constant of 3.5. Each winding has 100 turns and the transformer is of the inverting
type. Calculate (a) the leakage inductance, (b) the primary inductance, (c) the
coefficient of coupling, and (d) the effective capacitance C'.
9-11. A transformer is used for peaking. The primary winding (of inductance L)
is in the plate circuit of a pentode and a damper diode is across this winding. The
load on the secondary winding may be considered to be purely capacitive. This
load capacitance C L is much larger than the transformer capacitance C'. A step of
voltage is applied to the grid and the amplifier delivers a current step 10 to the plate.
a. Prove that the amplitude of the output pulse at the secondary is 10 VL/C L ,
which is independent of the step-up ratio n. Explain this result physically. Neglect
the leakage inductance.
b. Prove that the pulse duration is n7r VLCL'
c. Compare the outputs obtained from two transformers; one has n = 1, L = 20
mh, and CL = 50 p.p.f, and the second has n = 10, L = 0.5 mh, and CL = 50 p.p.f.
The current step is 5 rna.
9-12. Verify (a) Eq. (9-25), (b) Eq. (9-26), and (c) Eq. (9-28).
9-13. Verify Eq. (9-30).
9-14. A cup-core transformer having the dimensions given in Fig. 9-10 has 70
turns on each winding. A 20-volt step is applied to the primary and the output is
taken from the open-circuited secondary. Because of saturation of the core a pulse
is observed at the output. Find the width of this output pulse.
9-16. A transformer has the following parameters: L = 5.0 mh, (]' = 20 p.h, C = 100
p.p.f, Rl = R2 = 500 ohms, and n = 1. Find the response to a 1-p.sec, 20-volt pulse,
and plot.
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9-16. A transformer has the following parameters: L = 7.5 mh, u = 60 J-th, C = 75
J-tJ-tf, Rl = 250 ohms, R2 = 1 K, and n = 3. Find the response to a lO-volt, 3-J-tsec
pulse, and plot.
9-17. A transformer has the following parameters:
L = 70 mh
= 20 J-tJ-tf

Cf

u

RL

= 200 J-th

=

1K

C L = 500 J-tJ-tf
N p = 150

N.

= 60

the generator resistance = 300 ohms, and the transformer winding resistances are
negligible. Find and plot the response to a lO-J-tsec, I-volt pulse.
9-18. A pulse transformer with a step-up ratio of 2: 1 is to pass a I-J-tsec pulse with
less than 10 per cent tilt and less than 10 per cent overshoot. The generator impedance is 1 K and the load impedance is 1 Meg in parallel with 25 J-tJ-tf. For what values
of primary and leakage inductances must the transformer be designed?
9-19. a. Verify Eq. (9-42).
b. For a turns ratio n: 1, prove that this equation is valid, provided that J-t is divided
by n and A is the new loop gain.
9-20. A free-running blocking oscillator uses one-half of a 6SN7 tube with a 140-volt
power supply. The grid winding of the transformer has twice as many turns as the
plate winding. From the positive grid characteristics of Fig. A-4 calculate the plate
voltage, plate current, grid voltage, and grid current at the peak of the pulse.
9-21. Verify Eq. (9-49).
9-22. For the blocking oscillator considered in Sec. 9-13, the resistor R = 1.5 K
(instead of being adjusted for critical damping). Find the magnitude of the backswing at the plate.
9-23. The inductance L of a transformer is increased by adding N turns to the
primary winding. For each transformer the load is adjusted for critical damping.
a. If the core does not saturate, show that the plate backswing increases approximately as vI.
b. If the core saturates, show that the plate backswing remains constant as N
increases.
9-24. A monostable blocking oscillator uses one-half of a 6SN7 tube with Ebb = 200
volts and Ecc = 100 volts. The grid winding of the transformer has 30 turns and the
E
plate winding 10 turns. The grid resistor is 100 K and the
bb
grid capacitor is 0.1 J-tf. Using the positive-grid characteristics of Fig. A-4, find the plate voltage and current at the peak
of the pulse.
9-26. It is desired to decouple a blocking oscillator from
the power supply line by means of the R'C' circuit shown.
The pulse width is 2 J-tsec, the peak plate current is 0.25 amp,
and the period is 2,500 J-tsec.
a. Calculate the minimum value of C' so that the tilt at
point A does not exceed 5 volts.
b. Calculate a reasonable value for R'. Explain.
PROB.9-25

CHAPTER 10
10-1. A type RG-59/U coaxial cable has a capacitance of 20 J-tJ-tf/ft and a chara()teristic impedance of 73 ohms. Find the length required for a 0.5-J-tsec delay.
10-2. Calculate L, C, Zo, and T for a type RG-65/U cable. The parameters of
this cable are listed below Eq. (10-3).
10-3. Verify Eqs. (10-4), (10-5), and (10-12).
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10-4. A unit step voltage is impressed upon one section of a constant-k prototype
filter which is terminated at both ends in a resistance Ro = VL/G. If T ;= VLC,
prove that the output is given by
Co

=

0.5 - 0.5f- 21 / T

. _r

I

0.578e- I / T sm v 3 T

-

10-6. Design a delay line using constant-k prototype sections. The line is to have
a nominal impedance of 500 ohms, a delay of 1.0 Ilsec, and a rise time of 0.2 Ilsec.
Calculate the number of sections needed, the value of G, the value of L, and the
cutoff frequence fe. Assume that commercial capacitors are available having values
of capacitance which are multiples of 50 Illlf. What will be the impedance of the
line?
10-6. Repeat Prob. 10-5 for a delay line using m-derived sections with m = 1.27.
Find L l , Gl , fe, and the characteristic impedance.
10-7. Prove (a) that for the m-derived filter fe and Zo are given by the same expressions as for the constant-k protype section, and (b) verify Eq. (10-18).
10-8. a. Prove that the Fourier spectrum of a pulse of unit amplitude and width
t p extending from t = 0 to t = t p is given by (1 - e-iW1p) liw.
b. An ideal low-pass filter is one having zero attenuation in the passband and
infinite attenuation outside this region. It also has a phase shift {3 which is proportional to frequency, {3 = wtd, within the passband, IfI < fe. Prove that the output of the ideal low-pass filter to a unit amplitude pulse is given by

eo =

!7r Si(X) +!7r Si(Y)

where x = 27rfe(t - td) and Y = 27rfe(t p

-

t

+ td) and Si(X) is the sine integral,

Si(X) == (x sin x dx

10

x

NOTE: The frequency spectrum of the output of a system equals the product of
the spectrum of the input voltage and the transmission characteristic of the system.
By evaluating the inverse Fourier transform of this product, the output of the system
as a function of time is obtained.
The response to a unit step input voltage is obtained by allowing t p to approach
infinity. Since SiC CIJ) = 7r/2, the response to a unit step is Cl = 0.5 + Si(X).
Using numerical values of Si(X), plot Cl vs. t.
c. Prove that td represents the delay; the time between the 50 per cent amplitude
points on the input and output voltages.
d. Evaluate the rise time tr (for Co to increase from 0.1 to 0.9), and prove that
tr = 0.445/fe.
This result should be compared with the rise time of the output of an
amplifier whose input is a step voltage and whose upper 3-db frequency is f2, namely,
tr = 0.35/h.
(See E. Jahnke and F. Emde, "Tables of Functions," 2d ed., pp. 78-86,
Teubner Verlagsgesellschaft, Leipzig, 1933.)
10-9. Show that C = f(t - x/v) represents a wave traveling to the right with a
velocity v. Choose for f an arbitrary shape (such as a semicircle) and plot e vs. t at
x = 0 and at some arbitrary point x = Xl.
10-10. Show that Eqs. (10-25) and (10-26) satisfy the transmission-line differential
equations for arbitrary functions it and f2. What are the expressions for v and Ro in
terms of the line parameters Land G?
10-11. Explain how to adjust experimentally the terminations at each end of a
line so that the line is properly matched at both ends. Assume that a square-wave
generator (or a pulse generator) and a CRO are available.
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10-12. A unit step voltage is applied from a zero-impedance generator to an ideal
line which is short-circuited at the receiving end. Plot the current at the input end
of the line as a function of time.
10-13. A generator whose output impedance matches the characteristic impedance
Ro of a line is connected to the input of this line. Plot the voltage at the beginning
of the line as a function of time, if the termination is (a) R o, (b) a short circuit, and (c)
an open circuit. First consider a step input, and then repeat the problem for a ramp
input, e = cd for t > 0 and e = 0 for t < O.
10-14. A unit step voltage is applied to an open-circuited line through a zeroimpedance generator. Plot the output voltage as a function of time if (a) the line is
lossless and (b) the attenuation of the line is such that the signal which reaches one
end of the line is 80 per cent of the signal introduced at the other end of the line.
10-15. A unit step voltage is applied to a lossless line through a zero-impedance
generator. The line is terminated in a resistor R equal to 3R o • Plot the voltage at
the receiving end of the line as a function of time. Indicate the values of the voltage
jumps at each discontinuity.
10-16. A unit step voltage is applied to a lossless shorted line from a generator
whose impedance is Ro. Plot the input voltage as a function of time if (a) Ro = R o,
(b) Ro = 9R o, and (c) Ro = R o/9. (d) Plot the input current as a function of time
under conditions (a), (b), and (c).
10-17. A unit step voltage is applied to a lossless open-circuited line from a
generator whose impedance is Ro. Plot the input voltage as a function of time if
(a) Ro = R o, (b) Ro = 9R o, and (c) Ro = R o/9. (d) Plot the input current as a
function of time under conditions (a), (b), and (c).
10-18. a. A unit step voltage is applied to a lossless open-circuited line from a
generator whose impedance Ro is twice the characteristic of the line. Plot the voltage
at the end of the line as a function of time. Indicate the magnitudes of any abrupt
changes in voltage.
b. Repeat (a) if the generator output is a narrow pulse instead of a step. Show
that the results of (a) and (b) are compatible.
c. Repeat (a) and (b) if Ro = R o/2.
10-19. A pulse whose width t p is less than the one-way delay time td is applied to a
line. Plot the input and output voltage waveforms as a function of time, taking
attenuation into account, if (a) Ro > Ro and R < R o, (b) Ro > Ro and R > R o,
and (c) Ro < Ro and R < Ro. Choose Ipl = Ip'l = 0.5 and E-a = 0.8.
10-20. A pulse is applied from a generator whose resistance equals the characteristic impedance of a line to a lossless shorted line. Plot the input voltage as a function
of time, if (a) t p < 2td and (b) t p > 2td. (c) Repeat (b) if the line is now assumed to
have attenuation.
10-21. Verify the waveforms in Fig. 10-22.
10-22. Find the output voltage across R in Fig. 10-21 if R is approximately equal
to Ro. Consider the two cases R = Ro(1 + E) and R = Ro(1 - E), where E « 1.
10-23. A pulse suffers distortion of the types indicated in Figs. (10-6), (10-11), and
(10-12) when passing down a delay line. Assuming that the oscillations in the output pulse die down within a pulse width, prove that the width t p between 50 per cent
points is the same for input and output pulses. HINT: Consider a pulse as the difference of two step voltages, as indicated in Fig. 2-3.
10-24. A thyratron pulse-shaping circuit has an open-circuited delay line connected
from plate to ground, as indicated. The tube is biased below cutoff. A short positive pulse is applied to the grid. The amplitude of this pulse is large enough to cause
conduction. Calculate the waveforms across the 500- and 200-ohm resistors. The
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line has a one-way delay time of 2 lLSec and a characteristic impedance of 1 K.
tube drop in the thyratron is 20 volts.

The

260 v

p~
input

PROD. 10-25

PROB. 10-24
10-26. The circuit shown is a double-pulse decoder.

Assume that the pulse widtt,
The input pulses arfof negative polarity. Explain the operation of the circuit. Show that if the amplitude of the pulses and the biasing voltage Eee are properly chosen an output will bl"
obtained, provided that the spacing between the two input pulses is 2D2 - Dl ± tp •
10-26. a. A distributed amplifier uses one stage of four 6AK5 tubes to obtain l).
gain of 10 2• What is the maximum possible cutoff frequency?
b. If this single-stage amplifier is designed for Ie = 177 Mc, what is the maximum
possible gain?
Compare these results with the two-stage amplifier considered in Sec. 10-8.
10-27. A distributed amplifier using 6AK5 tubes is to be designed with a cutotl
frequency of 50 Mc and a gain of at least 100. The grid and plate lines are each to
have a characteristic impedance of 170 ohms. Calculate (a) the number of stages m.
(b) the number of tubes per stage n, (c) the over-all gain G, (d) the capacitance and
inductance in each section of grid and plate lines Co, L o, Cp , L p , and (e) the gain that
would be obtained if all the tubes used above were put into a single stage.

tp < Dl where Dl is the delay time to the tap on the delay line.

CHAPTER 11
11-1. Write the following decimal numbers in binary notation: (a) 23, (b) 41, (c)
152, and (d) 325.
11-2. Draw a scale-of-4 binary counter with feedback of the type indicated in
Fig. 11-3 which will reduce the circuit to a 3: 1 counter. Explain the operation of
this circuit with the aid of a waveform diagram.
11-3. Draw a scale-of-8 binary counter with feedback of the type indicated in
Fig. 11-3 which will reduce the circuit to a 5: 1 counter. Explain the operation of
this circuit with the aid of a waveform diagram.
11-4. Draw a block diagram of a binary counter chain, including feedback loops,
so that the system becomes (a) a 59: 1 counter, (b) a 83: 1 counter, and (c) a 131: 1
counter.
11-6. Repeat Prob. 11-2 using feedback of the type indicated in Fig. 11-6.
11-6. Repeat Prob. 11-3 using feedback of the type indicated in Fig. 11-6.
11-7. The circuit shown is used in connection with the counter of Fig. 11-6, the
waveform chart for which is given in Fig. 11-7. The numbered circles represent
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neon bulbs. The connections of the neon tube circuit to the counter are as indicated.
The voltages given correspond to the case when the counter is reset to zero. Show
that in each state of the counter only one neon tube will glow, namely, the one which

(50v)
PIa

l1b

PRoB.11-7
gives the correct registration of the count. Keep in mind that the maintaining voltage
of the neon tube is about 55 volts and that the breakdown voltage is about 65 volts.
11-8. The Potter Instrument Company decade counter consists of a scale-of-16
which is modified to a 10: 1 counter by means of the feedback connections shown.

From tap on plate
resistor of T 1b -....,.,.

.--="'--,

Input

C4- 2

PRoB.11-8
The amplitude of the positive pulse fed back from T4 to T2 through C4 - 2 is large
enough to cause a transition. Only negative pulses are effective in causing all other
transitions. Draw a waveform chart for this circuit. Show that the count proceeds
in the normal fashion (without feedback) up to and including the ninth input pulse.
Show that the feedback causes the counter to be reset to zero at the tenth input pulse.
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11-9. Consider a reversible binary counter which is set at the decimal number ten.
Show that if pulses are fed to this counter, the system will read nine after the first
pulse, eight after the second pulse, etc., down to zero after the tenth pulse. What will
the counter read after the eleventh pulse?
11-10. A dekatron tube is used to count the positive pulses from a 2-kc generator.
This generator triggers a monostable multi which delivers 100-JLsec wide pulses. The
output from one plate of the multi is connected through an RC differentiating circuit
(R = 330 K and C = 300 JLJL£) to the guide No.2 electrodes. The output from the
other multi plate is similarly connected to the guide No.1 electrodes (with C = 0.1 JLf).
The remainder of the circuit is as indicated in Fig. 11-12, except that no positive bias is
used. Assume that the maintaining voltage is 190 volts. It is found experimentally
that the quiescent guide voltage is +10 volts (due to the ionization in the neighbor~
hood of the conducting cathode) and that the glow will transfer from a guide to the
nearest cathode when the guide voltage reaches +25 volts.
a. Sketch, to the same time scale, the waveforms at the input at 1G and at 2G.
Assume a swing of 100 volts at each multi plate.
b. Explain carefully the operation of the circuit.
c. Sketch the output waveform. Calculate the peak value of this voltage.
d. Find the minimum allowable value of the coupling capacitor to guide No. 1.
Sketch the voltage waveform at 1G when this minimum value of C is used.
11-11. a. Sketch, to the same time scale, the output voltages from the right-hand
plate of each tube in a scale-of-3 ring counter.
b. Consider one application of such a sequence of waveforms. Draw a block
diagram of your system and explain its operation.
11-12. A present feature is to be added to a binary counter. By means of push
buttons the counter is to be preset so that it delivers an output pulse when the input
count reaches 100. Draw a schematic diagram of the circuit, showing where the
push buttons are located and explain the operation of the circuit.
11-13. a. Both diodes in the storage counter circuit of Fig. 11-23 are reversed.
Explain the operation of the circuit if the input polarity remains negative. Sketch
the output waveform.
b. Prove that Eq. (11-3) is valid for the circuit of (a).
11-14. Consider the bootstrap storage counter of Fig. 11-28, but with both diodes
reversed. The input pulses are negative and have a width equal to approximately
25 per cent of the interval between pulses. Plot, to the same time scale, the waveforms at the input, the grid and the output if (a) Ca = 0, (b) Ca is small, and (c) Ca is
large. Assume that a steady-state condition is reached between pulses even for
case (c). Show the overshoot at the end of the pulse due to the discharge of C1• If
this circuit is to be used as a staircase generator, then the output should be taken from
the grid via another cathode follower. Why?
11-16. Consider the bootstrap storage counter of Fig. 11-28, but with both diodes
reversed. Neglect grid current and assume that the initial grid voltage is zero and the
corresponding output voltage is Eo. The gain of the cathode follower may be taken
as unity. The input is a square wave whose value is E volts for one half cycle and
zero volts for the other half cycle.
a. Prove that the output is constant at Eo, if E < Eo.
b. Prove that, if E > Eo, the nth step is given by Ae n = - [(E - Eo)Cd(C 1 + C2 )].
c. If E = 3.0 volts, Eo = 1.0 volts, and C1 = C2 , draw the waveforms at the input ,
at the junction of the two diodes, at the grid, and at the output.
11-16. Consider the bootstrap storage counter of Fig. 11-28. The cathode follower
has a gain A < 1. Assume that the grid voltage starts at a value Epi and that the
grid base of the triode is zero.
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a. Prove that the voltage after the nth pulse is
en

=

1~ A - (1 ~ A -

E oi ) xn

"lVhere X = 1 - (1 - A)[Cd(C 1 + C2 )].
b. Prove that if the gain A approaches unity, then the above expression for en
reduces to en = Eoi + nECd(C 1 + C2 ). Interpret this equation physically.
c. If E = 100 volts, Eoi = 0, and C 2 = 9C 1, find the size of the first and eleventh
steps in voltage. Compare these values with those obtained if no feedback is used.
11-17. The capacitor C 2 is shunted by a resistor R in a storage counter in order
to convert the circuit into a frequency or capacitance meter. The pulse amplitude
is E. The pulse width is small compared with the interval T = l/f between pulses.
Prove that the average output voltage under steady-state conditions is given by

Edc

ERCd

» C1 and RCd « 1, show that the above relationship reduces to Eq. (11-15).
11-18. The circuit shown is used as a simple capacitance meter. The voltmeter
resistance is R.
a. Prove that the average output voltage is Edc = RCfE(1 - f - T2iRC ), where f is
the frequency of the input waveform.

If C2

CD
ei

n

D~~

voltmeter

PROB.11-18

b. If RC« T 2 , prove that the voltmeter may be calibrated to read directly in
capacitance values.
c. The voltmeter has a 50-tta movement and its resistance is 10 K. The pulsegenerator duty cycle is TdT = YIo. Choose T = lORC. To what value must the
pu~se amplitude E be adjusted?
"
d. Range switching is accomplished by cha"nging the frequency of the pulse generator without changing its duty cycle or amplitude. Find the generator frequency
for a full-scale meter reading of (a) 1,000 ttttf, (b) 0.01 ttf, and (c) 0.1 ttf.
11-19. It is desired to store a voltage on a capacitor C and to "read out" through a
cathode follower.
a. If C = 0.01 ttf and the voltage across the capacitor is 50 volts, how much grid
current can be tolerated if the voltage is to change by no more than 0.1 per cent in
1 sec?
b. What is the effective leakage resistance across C in (a)?

CHAPTER 12
12-1. a. By proceeding as in Fig. 12-2, verify the synchronization results depicted
in Fig. 12-3.
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b. Show that the dividing curve between 'l'./'Pp = nand 'l'./1'p = n + 1, where n
is an integer, is given by n1'p/'1'o = 1 - Ep/ E.. Obtain this result by considering the
geometry of Fig. 12-2.
12-2. A free-running thyratron sweep has an amplitude of 100 volts and a period
of 1,200 ,usec. If G-volt pulses at a frequency of 4,000 cps arc applied to the grid
of the thyratron, what arc the amplitude and frequency of the synchronized waveform? Assume a thyratron grid-control ratio of 8.
12-3. a. A free-running thyratron sweep has an amplitude of 100 volts and a
frequency of 1 kc. If 2-volt pulses arc applied to the grid, over what range may the
pulse frequency be varied to obtain 1: 1 synchronization? Assume that the thyratron
grid-control ratio is lO.
b. If 5: 1 synchronization is to be obtained (fp/f. = 5), over what range of frequency
may the pulse source be varied?
12-4. Show that if pulses from a high-impedance source are applied to one grid
of a symmetrical multi, such that 1.5'1'0 < '1'p < 2'1'0' then the output will consist of
adjacent cycles which are not alike.
12-6. A symmetrical astable multi has a free period of 1,000 ,usec. The grid waveform drops from ground potential to -110 volts abruptly and then increases linearly
to the cutoff voltage of -lO volts in one-half cycle. Positive pulses whose spacing is
150 ,usec are applied from a high-impedance source to one grid. Calculate the minimum amplitude of the pulses such that the multi period after synchronization is (a)
900 ,usec and (b) 600 ,usec.
12-6. A symmetrical astable multi whose free-running frequency is 500 cps has a
plate swing of 110 volts and a cutoff voltage of -lOvolts. Positive pulses of amplitude
4 volts are applied from a high-impedance source to one grid. Assume that the
exponential portion of the grid waveform is linear.
a. If 1: 1 synchronization is to be obtained, over what range may the pulse frequency be varied?
b. If 3: 1 synchronization is to be obtained (fp/f. = 3), over what range may the
pulse frequency be varied?
12-7. A symmetrical astable multi is synchronized with positive pulses from a
high-impedance source. Draw a diagram, analogous to Fig. 12-3, showing the range
of synchronization as a function of pulse amplitude and frequency.
12-8. Positive pulses from a high-impedance source arc applied simultaneously
to both grids of a symmetrical astable multi, with fp/fo large, say 8.3. Show that
as the amplitude of the pulses is increased the synchronized output remains symmetrical and that fp/f. is always an even integer.
12-9. Frequency division of G: 1 is obtained with an astable multi. Negative pulses
are applied simultaneously to both grids. The off time of T1 is twice that of T 2 •
Sketch the waveshapes at G 1 and G 2 showing the superimposed pulses.
12-10. Positive pulses are applied through a small capacitor to grid 1 of a symmetrical astable multi from a low-impedance pulse generator. It is found that the
time interval required for the complete multivibrator waveform is five times the
interval between pulses. An examination of the grid waveforms shows that the
termination of the off period of tube 1 docs not take place at the occurrence of a pulse.
Sketch the waveforms at both grids and show the pulses superimposed on these
waveforms. Explain the action of the circuit.
12-11. A symmetrical multi is synchronized with positive pulses applied to one
grid through a high-impedance source. The free-running period 'Po = 6.8T p, where
T p is the period of the pulse source. Make a rough plot of the ratio T./ 1'p as a function of the pulse amplitude, where T. is the period of the synchronized multi.
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12-12. a. A monostable multi has a width of 1,200 psec. Negative pulses from a
4-kc source are applied to one grid. Sketch the resulting grid and plate waveforms.
b. Positive pulses from a low-impedance 4-kc source are applied to one grid. The
synchronized multi is now found to have a period of 750 psec. Sketch the resulting
grid and plate waveforms.
12-13. a. With respect to Fig. 12-10, assume that Ec and E/ remain constant but
that Ei is variable. Prove that the per cent change in period To is y times the per
cent change in Ec - E i , where

b. The initial level Ei may be taken as zero, with no loss in generality. Why?
If Ei = 0 and if Ec/E/ « 1, prove that y ~ 2EtI(2E/ + Ec). Note that y - 1 as
E/ - 00 and that y decreases as E/ decreases. What is the physical interpretation of
this result?
c. If Ec = 100 volts, calculate y first for E/ = 300 volts and then for E/ = 150 volts.
12-14. The sweep circuit of Fig. 12-1 is used as a 3: 1 divider for pulses which occur
at a 2,iOO-cps rate. The thyratron maintaining voltage is 15 volts, Ebb = 250 volts,
Ecc = 9 volts, and the grid-control ratio is 8. Find reasonable values for the time
constant RC and the pulse amplitude Ep.
12-16. In the resonant stabilization circuit of Fig. 12-11, the waveforms are drawn
for Ts = 1.5Tk • Plot the corresponding waveforms for Ts = 1.25Tk , T. = 1.501\,
T8 = 1.75Tk , and T" = 1.0Tk • Keep Ts constant and vary Tko Discuss these plots.
Which condition would you use to stabilize a free-running blocking oscillator (no
sync pulses)?
12-16. a. Will the circuit of Fig. 12-11 be satisfactory if the counting ratio is
changed from 6? For example, consider counting ratios of 3, 4, 12, and 24.
b. In (a) T. = 1.5Tk • Consider now Ts = 2.5Tk , and discuss the circuit as a
divider. Choose counting ratios of 3, 4, 6, 12, and 24. Compare with (a).
c. Extend the discussion in (b) to the case T. = (n + H)T k , where n is any integer.
12-17. Consider the resonant stabilization circuit of Fig. 12-11. The blockingoscillator pulse width is 1 psec and the peak tube current is 0.5 amp. The grid waveform drops to -100 volts and decreases toward zero with a time constant of 100 psec.
The cutoff voltage is -10 volts. The pulse frequency is 100 kc and the counting
\'atio is 10: 1.
Find (a) Ck if Eo = 20 volts, (b) Lk if T. = 1.5Tk , (c) the minimum pulse amplitude,
and (d) the maximum pulse amplitude.
12-18. Repeat Prob. 12-3 for synchronization with a sine wave of 2-volt peak-topeak amplitude.
12-19. Repeat Prob. 12-6 for synchronization with a sine wave of 8-volt peak-topeak amplitude.
12-20. Verify Eq. (12-5).

CHAPTER 13
13-1. The OR circuit of Fig. 13-6a uses 5965 tubes with Ebb = 250 volts, Ecc = 10
volts, and R = 50 K. The pulse amplitude is 10 volts. Find the output amplitude
if (a) one input is excited and (b) two inputs are excited. (c) Repeat (a) and (b) for
the circuit of Fig. 13-6b and a pulse amplitude of 100 volts.
13-2. a. In the diode AND circuit with Ebb> E, prove that the time T for the
output pulse to rise to its full value E is
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T

Ebb

= RCo
lnE
E bb -

where Co is the output capacitance. See Fig. 13-9b.
b. If the capacitance Cd of each diode is taken into consideration, prove that the
output waveform has an abrupt jump E' in voltage given by
E'

=

nCdE

Co

+ (n + l)Cd

13-3. The two-input AND circuit shown uses diodes whose forward resistance is
500 ohms. The quiescent current in 1'0 is 6 ma, while the currents in 1'1 and 1'2 are
each 4 rna.
a. Calculate the quiescent output voltage eo and the values of Ro and R.
b. Calculate the quiescent output voltage when one input diode is cut off. Calculate this result approximately by assuming that the currents through Ro and the
remaining input diode do not change. Also calculate the result exactly.
c. Assume that diode To is omitted, that the currents in 1'1 and 1'2 remain 4 ma
each, and that the output eo is the same as that found in (a). Find Ro and R.
d. If the conditions are as indicated in (c) but one of the diodes is cut off, find the
output voltage eo. Compare with the result (b) when To acts as a clamp.
+20v

o

O~------~r----~~~~--~---o

-.JI
-150v
PROB.13-3

I

I

PROB.13-4

13-4. a. The input signals shown are applied to the circuit of Prob. 13-3. Each
signal has a peak-to-peak value of 30 volts. Neglect capacitances and assume zero
diode forward resistance. Draw the output waveform and label each voltage level.
b. Repeat (a) for the case where e1 is 10 volts peak to peak and e2 remains at 30 volts
peak to peak.
13-6. Consider two signals: a 1-kc sine wave and a 10-kc square wave. The peak
sine wave voltage exceeds the peak-to-peak square-wave voltage. Sketch the output
if the inputs are applied to an (a) OR circuit and (b) AND circuit.
13-6. Solve Prob. 13-5, if the peak sine-wave voltage is less than the peak pulse
voltage.
13-7. Consider the diode AND circuit of Fig. 13-10, and assume ideal diodes.
During the pulse duration the input capacitor will charge and this will result in a tilt
in the pulse waveform at the input to the diode.
a. Prove that the effective resistance through which C is charged is ERk/(E + E cc ),
where E is the pulse amplitude. Note that if Rk = 16 K, E = 10 volts, and Ecc = 150
volts, this effective resistance is only 1 K.
b. If no more than a 10 per cent tilt is to result, what is the minimum allowable
value of C for a 20-,usec wide pulse?
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13-8. Find Eo and EI if (a) there are no pulses at either A or B, (b) there is a 30-volt
positive pulse at A or B, and (c) there are positive pulses at both A and B. (d) What
is the minimum pulse amplitude which must be applied in order that the circuit operate properly? Assume zero diode forward resistance.
20v

(a)

71

A
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o

(b)
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PRoB.13-8
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(e)
PROB. 13-10

13-9. A, B, and C represent the presence of pulses. The logical statementA or Band C-can have two interpretations. What are these?
In block diagram form draw the circuit to perform each of the two logical operations.
13-10. A regular sequence of triggering pulses is available as in (a). It is required
that these pulses be used to generate the gating waveforms of (b), (c), (d), and (e).
Each of these four gating waveforms is to be separate, that is, available from a separate
set of terminals. The time duration of the gate waveform is to be the same as the
interval between pulses. The gates are to occur in sequence as shown.
One possible circuit for generating these waveforms may be arrived at as follows:
Let the pulses drive a scale-of-4 circuit consisting of two binaries. Draw the waveforms at the four plates of the multis, and show that these waveforms may be combined in four coincidence circuits to give the required result.
13-11. Given three inputs to a circuit. A pulse is to be obtained from the output
if any two of the three inputs are excited with a pulse. No output is to be obtained
for any other combination of inputs. Draw a block diagram of the circuit to perform
this logical operation.
13-12. In block diagram form draw a circuit to perform the following logical operation: If pulses AI, A 2, and Aa occur simultaneously or if pulses BI and B2 occur
simultaneously, an output pulse should be delivered, provided that pulse C does not
occur at the same time. No output is to be obtained if AI, A 2, A a, B I , and B2 occur
simultaneously.
13-13. A single-pole double-throw switch is to be simulated with AND, OR, and
INH I BITOR circuits. Call the two sigao-o-----_~
nal inputs a and b. A third input c rec=1
ceives the switching instructions in the
_
form of a code: 1 (a pulse is present) or 0
/ / : > - - - - - - 0 0 Output
(no pulse exists). It is desired that c = 1
/~=O
sets the switch to a and c = 0 sets the
bo---_~
switch to b, as indicated schematically.
PROB. 13-13
In block diagram form show the circuit
for this switch.
13-14. In block diagram form draw a circuit which satisfies simultaneously the
conditions (a), (b), and (c) as follows:
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a. An output pulse' is delivered if any pair of input pulses AI, A 2 , and A3 is present,
provided that pulse B is also present.
b. An output pulse is delivered if B is absent, provided that anyone of the pulses
AI, A 2 , or A3 are present.
c. No output pulse is delivered if AI, A 2 , and A3 are all present.
13-16. In block diagram form sketch a 2:1 divider circuit for a train of regularly
spaced pulses. As basic building blocks use AND, OR, INIIIBI'l'OR circuits
and/or delay lines.
13-16. In the SEAC package of Fig. 13-17, there is a complete coincidence at one
of the AND circuits. Calculate the voltage to which the grid of the 6AN5 tube
would be driven if the grid were not clamped to +2 volts.
13-17. A continuous train of regularly spaced pulses is applied to the input of the
dynamic binary counter of Fig. 13-29. Draw the pulse trains at the output (B) of each
stage of the counter. Compare these waveforms with the corresponding waveforms
of the static binary counter of Fig. 11-2. Consider 16 input pulses.
13-18. Construct a dynamic binary counter, using the circulating storage circuit
of Fig. 13-28b as a basic building block.
13-19. For the one-bit storage circuit of Fig. 13-32 draw the waveforms at (a)
the input, (b) the erase terminal, (c) the junction of the OR and p. unit, and (d) the
junction of the OR and INHIBITOR block.
13-20. Two stages of a NORC binary counter are indicated. Explain the operation of the circuit. Assume a continuous train of 1 Mc pulses, and sketch the output
waveforms of each stage.

L--_ _ _--I..,....~--o

Input

PROB.13-20
13-21. a. The NORC AND circuit is indicated. Assuming zero diode forward
resistance R" explain the operation of the circuit.
b. Assume R, = 1 K for the remainder of this problem. Find the grid voltage
and the output voltage if all inputs are low (-25 volts).
c. Repeat (b) if all inputs are high (+10 volts).
d. Find the grid voltage if el is high, but e2 and e3 are low.
e. Find the grid voltage if el and e2 are high but ea is low.

+ 150v

+lOn
-?5 v

~(5965)'

el

-82v

PROB.13-21
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13-22. a. The NORC OR circuit is indicated. Assuming zero diode forward
resistance R" explain the operation of the circuit.
b. Assume Rf = 1 K for the remainder of this problem. Find the grid and output
voltages if all inputs are low (-25 volts).
c. Repeat (b) if one input el is high (+10 volts) and the others are low.
d. Find the grid voltage if el and e2 are high but ea is low.
e. Find the grid voltage if all three inputs are high.

- 82v

PROB.13-22

13-23. Construct in block diagram form a half adder-subtractor based upon the
EXCLUSIVELY-OR circuit of Fig. 13-25a.
13-24. In the adder circuit of Fig. 13-36 consider A and B as pulse trains representing (in binary notation) the decimal numbers 7 and 3, respectively. Trace the pulses
through the circuit, and observe where each carry pulse originates. Demonstrate
that the output is the sum A + B.
13-25. Construct a full subtractor from two half subtractors. Consider two input
pulse trains A and B representing (in binary notation) the decimal numbers 8 and 3,
respectively. Trace the pulses through the circuit, and observe where each borrow
pulse originates. Demonstrate that the output is A-B.
13-26. The circuit shown is a complete adder which is not composed of half adders.
The delay line D has a delay equal to the time between pulses. Prove that C is the
carry line and that S = A + B.
A
B

t-~--oS

A
B

A
B

B

A

~------------------~--~-oc

PROB.13-26
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13-27. The circuit shown is the SEAC adder and is not composed of half adders.
The delay D is equal to the time between pulses. Prove that C is the carry line and
that S = A + B.

c
PROB.

13-27

13-28. The equality comparator of the SEAC computer is indicated. The pulse
trains A and B represent the numbers to be compared. The delay D is equal to the
time between pulses. A priming pulse T occurs before the first pulses of A and B.
Verify that after the last pulses of A and B have appeared, a pulse is emitted at C if
and only if A and B are identical.

c

PROB.

13-28

13-29. a. The two-stage cyclic counter of the SEAC computer is indicated. The
input pulse train is applied at the points marked A. The delay D is equal to the
time between pulses. Verify that the circuit functions as follows: With dynamic
binaries Bl and B2 in state 0, the next pulse at A puts Bl into state 1. With Bl
in state 1 and B2 in state 0, the next pulse at A puts B2 into state 1. With both
Bl and B2 in state 1, the next pulse at A puts Bl in state O. With Bl in state 0 and
B2 in state 1, the next pulse at A puts B2 in state 0, etc.
b. If the pulse train at A is 110101001, what are the pulse trains at P 1 and at the
output of B2? (See Fig. 13-2.)
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PROB.13-29
13-30. Prove that an N -position code-operated switch requires N logz N diodes.
13-31. Draw a schematic diagram of an eightposition code-operated switch. Use single-pole
double-throw switches as in Fig. 13-38.
13-32. A digital-to-analogue converter is indicated. The resistance values Rn are proportional
to the binary numbers 2n. Switches S~ and Sn are
E-=controlled from the relay representing the number 2n
and are in position 1 if this relay is excited. The
+
input E is a d-c voltage.
E~
a. Prove that Eo is a voltage proportional
to the binary number to which the relays are
excited.
PROB. 13-32
b. What does E~ represent?
CHAPTER 14
14-1. Explain how to modify the gate of Fig. 14-2 if the input pulses are negative.
14-2. The gates in Fig. 14-5 are of the type indicated in Fig. 14-2. The input
pulses are extremely narrow, are 20 volts in amplitude, and occur at a 2-Mc rate.
The control voltage makes a transition from -35 volts to zero volts in negligible time,
and the output impedance of this control input is 500 ohms. The total capacitance
shunting the output of the gate is 10 /-L/-Lf and RL = 10 K.
a. If no more than 2 volts of the signal input is to be fed back into the control
circuit, what is Rl?
b. What is a reasonable value for C 1 ?
c. What is the amplitude of the output pulse?
d. Should the time constant R 1Cl be the same for each of the gates Go, Gl , Gz of
Fig. 14-5?
14-3. Consider a gate having the same specifications as in Prob. 14-2, and calculate
the amplitude of the output pulses, if Rl and C l have the following values, respectively:
(a) 2.5 K, 50 /-L/-Lf; (b) 2.5 K, 100 /-L/-Lf; (c) 10 K, 10 /-L/-Lf; (d) 10 K, 100/-L/-Lf.
14-4. a. A threshhold gate which is
enabled by anyone of a number of control
inputs is indicated. The control signal
levels are zero and -50 volts. Explain es
the operation of this gate.
b. Each control-source impedance is 1 K
and the load impedance is 10 K. The
maximum allowable current which may be
PROB.14-4
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drawn from a control source is 1 rna. The gate is to be closed within 1 JLsec after a.
control voltage changes from zero to -50 volts. The signal input is a lO-volt pulse.
The capaeitunce across the output is 15 JLJLf. Find R I •
c. Find the maximum value of CI .
d. How soon after a control voltage changes from - 50 volts to zero will the gate
be open, if CI = 25 JLJLf?
c. Only one control input is enabled. Find the peak output voltage, if G\ = 25 JLJLf.
f. Repeat (c) if all four control inputs are at zcro volts.
14-5. The circuit shown represents the essential elements of a reversible counter
(sec Sec. 11-6). The binaries B o, B I , etc., constitute the counter and Be is a control
binary which determines whether the counter adds or subtracts. The combination

(--;tinput
of next
binary Bl

To section a
of all counter
binaries

~-------if-'"

t-t---~

To section b
of all counter
binaries

Add

Subtract
pulse

pulse

PRon.14-5
R I , C I , R2 and the diode constitute a threshold gate which is repeated in each binary
circuit. The two output levels of each binary are zero and +70 volts, respectively.
The combination CIRI differentiates the square-wave output from the counter
binaries.
a. Explain the operation of this reversible counter.
b. If the pulses to be counted occur at a 2-Mc rate, what is the order of magnitude
of the time constant RlC I ?
c. The output impedance of the control binary is 500 ohms. If no more than
10 per cent of the voltage step at a counter binary is to be fed back to the control
binary, what is Ill?
d. If C 2 is the shunt capacitance across R 2, explain why R 2C 2 should be of the order
of magnitude of 0.5 JLsec.
14-6. In Fig. 14-8, C = 200 JLJLf, RL = 100 K, Ebb = 30 volts, and the control
voltages come from binaries whose two stable levels are +30 and -20 volts, respectively. The signal input is a 20-volt pulse and the output is to be an 18-volt pulse.
The gate is to be energized within 60 JLsec after all binaries reach the 30-volt state.
Neglect all stray capacitances. The resistor ilL is connected to a bias voltage E'
instead of to ground. Find (a) E ' , (b) Il, and (c) the maximum allowable value of R'.
(d) Calculate the voltage at A if 0, 1, 2, or 3 of the binaries are in the 30-volt state.
14-7. In the transmission gate shown the signal c. is a I-Mc pulse train whose
pulses are 0.1 JLsec wide. The control voltage Cc is a pulse train occurring at a slower
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rate whose pulses are 0.2 ,""sec wide and are timed as indicated. The diode T2 is
necessary to reduce the fall time at point A when a pulse is present in ee. Diode
+50 v
T3 and 50-volt supply are used for clamping so as to provide the proper d-c levels.
The capacitance of C2 is much larger than
that of Ct.
a. Sketch the waveform at A i: a pulse
eo is present in e3 but not in ee. Indicate
voltage levels and explain.
b. Sketch the waveform at A if a pulse
is present in ee but not in e3 • Explain.
+30v
c. Sketch the waveform at A if there is a
coincidence of pulses at e3 and ee. Sketch
the output waveform.
d. If there is to be no more than a 20
per cent capacitive attenuation through the
gate, what is the minimum value of C I ?
e. After a control pulse occurs the voltage
PROD. 14-7
at A must return to its quiescent value
before the next pulse of e•. Find the maximum value of R for which the above
condition is satisfied.
f. If the voltage across C 2 is not to change by more than 1 volt, find C 2 •
g. Find the tilt in the output pulse.
h. If the amplitude of the pulses of ea varies between 40 and 60 volts, indicate how
to modify the circuit so that it will continue to operate properly.
14-8. In Fig. 14-10b, Eee = 0, Ebb = 300, RL = 5 K, Rk = 15 K, and the tube is a
6SN7. The signal e3 is a sinusoid whose peak value is 10 volts.
a. For proper operation of the circuit, what are the minimum values of E2 and EI?
b. What is the pedestal voltage?
c. What are the maximum and minimum output voltages?
d. Plot the output waveform, assuming that the width of the control voltage pulse
equals 2 cycles of the signal voltage.
14-9. Consider the two-diode gate of Fig. 14-14. A diode back resistance Rb is
very much larger than any other resistance in the circuit. The leakage L is defined
as the change in output voltage per unit change in signal input during the interval
when the bridge is nonconducting. If capacitances are neglected, prove that
L~2RL~

-

Rb Rc

+ R2

14-10. Consider the two-diode bridge of Fig. 14-14 in which there is an unbalance
in control voltages so that eel ~ ee2.
a. If the average control voltage is ea == (eel + ee2) /2 and the unbalanced control
voltage is eu == eel - ee2, prove that eel = ea + eu /2 and ee2 = ea - eu /2.
b. The unbalance U is defined as the change in output voltage per unit change in
unbalance voltage. If R. and R/ are neglected, prove that
U

=

(2 + RL
Re + 2Re)-1
R2

HINT: Note that in Fig. 14-17 points A and B are at the same potential as far as the
unbalanced voltage is concerned.
c. What percentage of the unbalanced voltage appears across the output of tho
bridge whose parameters are given in Sec. 14-10.
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14-11. Verify Eq. (14-10) as follows: Assume that Tl and T2 are back-biased
and that 'P3 and 'P4 are conducting. Then calculate the currents in T3 and '1'4 due
to E, E., and En separately. The minimum value of En is then found from the condition that the resultant current must flow in the forward direction in '1'3 and '1'4.
14-12. Prove Eq. (14-12). HINT: If Rand R, are much less than RL and Rc,
then points PI, P2, P 3 , and P 4 in Fig. 14-22a are all approximately at ground potential.
14-13. a. Prove that the exact expression for the gain A of a six-diode gate is
A

=

[1 + R, + R.RL+ R/4 + 2R. + R,Re + R/2 (1 + ~)J-l
2RL

HINT: To Fig. 14-22b add R" R, and R., and note that points l\ and P z are at the
same potential.
b. Find the numerical value of A if RL = Re = 100 K, R = R. = 1 K, and
R, = 0.25 K.
14-14. There will be some leakage through the diode gates of Figs. 14-14, 14-20, and
14-21 because of the shunt capacitances. Assume Cd = C. = 5 ILJ.tf and Co = 10 ILJ.tf.
The other circuit parameters are given in the text. Find, approximately, for f = 1 Me
the percentage of the signal voltage which leaks through the capacitances to the output
for (a) the six-diode gate, (b) the four-diode gate, and (c) the two-diode gate.
14-16. a. Prove that the signal source input impedance to the four-diode gate of
Fig. 14-20 is approximately Rd2 + ReRL/(Re + 2R L) if the bridge conducts and is
R. + Rd2 + R,/2 if the bridge is nonconducting. The resistance R. is that of the
signal source.
b. Prove that the signal source input impedance to the six-diode gate of Fig. 14-21
is approximately ReRL/ (Re + 2RL) if the bridge conducts and is Rb/2 if the bridge
is nonconducting.
Note that the nonconducting impedance may be quite small for the four-diode
gate, but is very large for the six-diode gate.
14-16. a. Prove that the control source input impedance to the four-diode gate
of Fig. 14-20 is approximately Rb and R, + R 2, respectively, for the conducting and
nonconducting states of the bridge.
b. Prove that for the six-diode gate of Fig. 14-21 the impedances in (a) are Rb and
R e, respectively.
14-17. Verify Eq. (14-21).
14-18. Verify Eq. (14-22).
14-19. In Fig. 14-33, Ebb = 250 volts and the tube is a 12AU7. Find the voltage
to which the output is clamped during the positive excursion of the control voltage.

CHAPTER 16
. 16-1. Verify Eqs. (15-2) and (15-3).
16-2. The input to the comparator of Fig. 15-2 is a 400-cps sinusoid whose peak
value is 40 volts. The reference level En = O. The amplifier gain is 10 and
Tl

= T2 = 100 ILsee

What is (a) the initial slope of the output pulse and (b) the peak value of the output':
(;) If Tl = 100 J.tsec and T2 = 10 J.tsec, what is the peak value of the output?
16 -3. a. If, iii Fig. 15-2, the time constant T2 = R 2C2 is much smaller than

prove that the maximum value of the output eIIlAX is approximately given by AaT?
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b. If the second differentiation is obtained from a peaking coil L in the plate circuit
(instead of using R 2 C2 ), prove that emax ~ gmLa.
c. The circuit uses a 12AU7 tube and has the following parameters: RI = 100 K,
C 1 = 500 JLJLf, a = 105 volts/sec, and L = 10 mho Verify that 72 «71. Evaluate
emax •
d. In order to increase the output pulse a second stage of amplification is added
and L is replaced by a transformer. Sketch the circuit. Indicate the transformer
winding polarities.
15-4. Tha negative sweep voltage from a phantastron is used as the input to a
comparator consisting of a. pick-off diode followed by an amplifier. It is desired that
the output be a step (rather than a pulse). Sketch (a) the circuit and (b) the input
and output waveforms. (c) What is the initial slope of the output step? (d) What
determines the total time duration of the front edge of the step?
15-5. A single triode used as a comparator is operated at cutoff. The heater
voltage changes so that there is equiva.lently a voltage change !lEll in series with the
cathode. Show that the output voltage will change by an amount which is equivalent
to a change !lei in the signal input to the grid, where

This result shows that filament voltage changes may be troublesome.
15-6. In the difference amplifier of Fig. 15-9 the heater voltage changes so that
there is equivalently a voltage change !lEu in series with each cathode. Show that
the output voltage will change by an amount which is equivalent to a change !lei
in the signal input to the grid, where
!lei

~

!lEJl

gmRk

provided that (JL + l)Rk » rp.
15-7. How are the waveforms of Fig. 15-11 modified if the critically damped transformer has a decay time which is large compared with CRRg/(R + Rg)?
15-8. a. If instead of R e, a damper diode is used in the multiar circuit of Fig. 15-10
across the transformer winding in the cathode of the amplifier, should the plate
or cathode of the diode be placed at the cathode of the amplifier?
b. Explain the operation of the circuit with the damper diode.
C. What is the advantage of using a damper diode over a damping resistor?
15-9. In the multiar circuit of Fig. 15-10, Ebb = 400 volts, Rg = 2 Meg, and
Cg = 50 JLJLf. The amplifier grid base is 10 volts. The transformer turns ratio is
2: 1. The output pulse at the cathode has a peak value of 40 volts. The input is a
negative-going sweep whose amplitude is 100 volts and whose slope is 1 volt/JLsec.
What is (a) the minimum value of C, (b) the minimum value of R, and (c) the highest
repetition rate at which the circuit will operate properly?
15-10. In the multiar circuit of Fig. 15-10 the input is zero and ER = O.
a. Show that continuous oscillations result. Sketch the waveforms at the grid,
plate, and cathode of the amplifier. Assume that the diode is ideal with its break
at a voltage of -0.5 volts.
b. Repeat (a) with a sinusoidal input voltage which has an amplitude which is
much greater than the grid base of the amplifier.
C. Repeat (b) with an input sinusoidal voltage whose amplitude is less than the
grid base.
15-11. If the transformer in the multiar circuit of Fig. 15-10 is allowed to ring, show
that multiple pulses of the type indicated in Fig. 15-13 may be obtained. Explain.
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16-12. An attempt is made to use the multiar circuit for positive-going input waveforms. The polarity of the diode T1 and of En is reversed. The resistor Rg is connected to a negative voltage within the grid base of the amplifier instead of to the
voltage Ebb. Explain the operation of the circuit and show that multiple pulses of
the type indicated in Fig. 15-13 will take place. Assume C so large that the voltage
across it may be considered constant.
16-13. Show that a multiar circuit may be compensated for changes in filament
temperature by shunting R in Fig. 15-10 by a diode.
16-14. a. For the a-c coupled multivibrator comparator of Fig. 15-15, show that a
change in heater voltage is equivalent to a change in input signal D.c. given by

where !:J.E II is the effective change in voltage in series with the cathode due to the
change in filament temperature.
b. Assume a 10 per cent change in filament voltage, RL = Rk = 100 K, and that
the tube is a 12AX7. Find D.c,:.
16-16. a. For the a-c coupled multivibrator comparator of Fig. 15-15, show that a
slowly varying change D.Ecc in the negative supply is equivalent to a change in input
signal D.c,: given by

b. For a slowly varying change D.Ebb in the positive supply, show that

c. Evaluate D.c,: in (a) and (b) if the tube is a 12AX7 with RL = Rk = 100 K for a
O.l-volt ehange in either supply voltage.
16-16: Find the expressions for D.c,: in (a) and (b) of Prob. 15-15 if the frequency of
the power supply variations is high enough so that these changes pass through the
capacitor C.
16-17. a. In the storage counter circuit of Fig. 15-17 the grid-control ratio = 8,
Ebb = 250 volts, tube drop = 15 volts, input pulse height = 50 volts, C 2 = lOC 1,
R = 1 Meg, and C = 1,000 p,p,f. If the circuit is to function as a 5: 1 counter, what
is the value of E?
b. ·What is the peak value of the output pulse?
16-18. Explain how d-c restoration is suppressed by the circuits shown. In (a)
the resistance R is much larger than the diode forward resistance or the grid-tocathode conducting resistance. In (b), R« Rg.

(a)

(b)
PROB.15-18
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16-19. The cathode-coupled clipper of Fig. 15-20 uses a 12AX7 with Ebb = 300 volts,
= 50 K, Rkl = 100 K, and Ecc2 = 56 volts.
a. Find the value of Eccl which will cause the circuit to clip symmetrically.
b. At what input signal amplitude will the output start being clipped?
c. What is the peak-to-peak value of the output?
d. What is the gain in the region of linear operation?
e. For what input signal amplitude will Tl start drawing grid current?
16-20. Verify Eq. (15-10).
16-21. In the circuit of Fig. 15-22 the 12AX7 and the associated elements in the
cathode of 1\ are replaced by a 2-Meg resistor.
a. By what factor is the common-mode rejection ratio divided over that of the original circuit?
b. The dynamic cathode impedance of Tl in Fig. 15-22 is 47 Meg. Is it possible
to use a 47-Meg resistor in place of the 12AX7 tube in the cathode of Tl?
16-22. In Fig. 15-22 the filament voltage of the 12AX7 changes by 10 per cent.
This is equivalent to a O.l-volt battery in series with the cathode of the 12AX7.
a. Calculate the change in output voltage due to this change in filament voltage.
b. This filament voltage change is equivalent to an input signal change of Aei.
Calculate Aei.
c. If the 5651 maintaining voltage drifts by 0.1 volt, calculate the equivalent
change Aei in input signal.
d. The filament voltage of the 5755 changes by 10 per cent. Calculate the equivalent change Aei in input signal.
RL

CHAPTER 16
16-1. Verify Eq. (16-2).
16-2. Verify (a) Eq. (16-3) and (b) Eq. (16-4).
16-3. Verify Eq. (16-8) for (a) p = 3 and (b) p = 4.
16-4. In the induction resolver circuit indicated, the rotor current is i = 10 sin wt,
wRC = 1, and the impedance of Rand C in
series is large enough not to load down the
stator windings appreciably. If the mutual
/
inductances between rotors and stator windc
ings are M cos () and M sin (J, respectively,
prove that the output is given by

L

•
E 0 = wMl
V2 o sm

(

wt+O+'4?r)

16-6. a. The load on a sine potentiometer
is RL. If R is half the total potentiometer
resistance (the resistance to ground), prove
that output voltage will differ from E sin (J by P per cent where
PRoB.16-4

p = 100x
l+x

and

x

=~

(sin 0)(1 - sin 0)

b. Prove that the maximum error P max occurs at
25R/RL

Pmax

= 1 + R/4RL

(J

= 30° and is given by
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c. If an error of no more than 1 per cent is to be obtained, prove that RL must be
at least 12.4 times the total potentiometer resistance.
16-6. Prove that the phase-shifting circuit of Fig.
16-14 will give four-phase voltages, provided that
wCIR I = wC 2 R 2 = 1.
16-7. Prove that E l , E 2 , and E4 of Fig. 16-14 arc
R
three-phase voltages, provided that wCIR l = 1/0
and wC 2 R 2 = 0.
16-8. Prove that EI and E2 arc two-phase voltages,
provided that wL = Ilk and wRC = 1.

CHAPTER 17
17 -1. A sine-cosine potentiometer is excited unc
symmetrically by grounding one input and applying
a d-c voltage E to the other input terminal.
a. Show that two of the outputs are HE(l
sin 0)
and ~~E(1 - sin 0). Note that these voltages are
PROD. 16-8
always positive.
b. Show how a push-pull sweep, kt sin 0, can be obtained from the above outputs
by using a difference amplifier.
17 -2. The equivalent circuit of an inducR1
R2
tion resolver is indicated. The symbols
have the usual meaning in connection
+ with a transformer. If the output of
R
i
L1
L2
the resolver is to be a linear sweep voltage,
c
Y
M L -_ _ _ _ _ _
eo = Mkt, show that the input voltage ei
must have the form
PROB. 17-2

+

O

~--~~

where

where L = L2 - (M2/L l ) and oCt) is the unit impulse defined in Sec. 8-1.
17 -3. In the preresolution sweep circuit of Fig. 17-27 the resistor RD may be
replaced by a diode if two bootstrap generators are used. One of these generators
gives ,\ positive X sweep and the other a negative X sweep. Draw the complete
circuit for the X channel, indicating how the positive and negative sweeps are added
together, and show any synchronized clamps or d-c restorers needed.
17 -4. Given a PPI indicator with a resolved voltage sweep. It is desired to simulate a radar echo at a fixed position XA and VA. This means that as the sweep passes
through the point XA, lJA, a pulse is generated and it is used to brighten the trace.
The coordinates XA and YA arc available as d-c voltages. Design a system (in blockdiagram form only) for this radar simulator.
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CHAPTER 18

18-1. a. Prove that the dynamic forward resistance of a semiconductor junction
diode varies inversely with the current.
b. Evaluate the dynamic resistance at a current of 1 ma and at room temperature
(25°C).
18-2. Verify the transformation equations in Table 18-1.
18-3. a. Show that Eq. (18-12) correctly represent a transistor in the groundedbase configuration, provided that the resistance parameters ru, etc., are given by
Eq. (18-13). (Since these resistance parameters refer to the grounded-base configuration they are often written rUb, etc.)
b. Compute the resistance parameters, rUe, etc., for the common-emitter configuration and the parameters rUe, etc., for the common-collector configuration.
18-4. When a transistor is used in the
grounded-emitter configuration, the equivalent circuit of Fig. 18-17 is sometimes
inconvenient, since the current generator
o--'\i'V\~_~I---'\ir...Af\r-_I--_C:....0-o"ector
in the equivalent circuit is not proportional to the input current which, in this
rc (I-a)
case, is the base current. Show then that
an alternative equivalent circuit may be
drawn in the form shown.
18-6. A set of parameters which is frequently used to characterize a transistor
Emitter
in its linear range of operation are the soPRoB.18-4
called hybrid parameters hu, etc., which
are defined in connection with the circuit of Fig. 18-18 by the formulas
ee
ie

=

huie

= h21ie

+h
+h

e
e

12 c
22 e

a. Compute the values of the hybrid parameters hu, etc., in terms of re, rt), re , and
a for the grounded-base configuration. (Since the parameters so computed refer to
the common-base configuration they are often written hUb, h 12 b, etc.)
b. In terms of re, rb, re , and a compute the hybrid parameters hue, etc., for the
common-emitter configuration and hue, etc., for the common-collector configuration.
18-6. Verify Eqs. (18-14) and (18-15) for Av and R o. Verify Eq. (18-24) for R i •
18-7. For the grounded-emitter configuration, compute A v , Ro, and Ri. Compare
your results with the entries in the second column of Table 18-2.
18-8. For the grounded-collector configuration, compute A v , Ro, and Ri. Compare
your results with the entries in the third column of Table 18-2.
18-9. For each of the three transistor configurations compute the voltage gain
Av in terms of the transistor parameters and the generator impedance Ro. Compare
your results with the entries in the first
row of Table 18-2.
Col/ector
18-10. Consider a transistor in the com- Emitter
. mon-base configuration. Show that, if
the load resistor RL «re (collector resistance), an approximate equivalent circuit
may be drawn in the form shown. Remember that rb « re.
Base
18-11. A transistor has parameters
PRoB.18-1O
r. = 25 ohms, rb = 800 ohms, rc = 2 Meg,

6G3
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and a = 0.g8. It is driven from a generator whose output resistance is Ro = 1,000
ohms and has n. load RL = 2 K. Compute for the common-emitter and for the common-base configurations (a) the voltage gain, (b) the current gain, (c) the power
gain, i.e., the ratio of the power delivered to the load to the power delivered to the
input terminals of the transistor.
18-12. Referring to Fig. 18-23, show that the frequency dependence of a can be
taken into account by considering that ill and i. are related by the equation

.=. +

t.

tIl

1 diR
Wa

dt

(The use of this equation avoids the necessity for making explicit reference to the
auxiliary RC circuit.)
18-13. A current step of amplitude II is applied to the base terminal of a transistor
in the common-emitter connection. Assume that the load resistor is small enough
to have no effect on the transistor transient response. Compute (a) the output
current as a function of the time, (b) the rise time of the output current, and (c) the
time required for the transistor to reach saturation if II is large enough to drive the
transistor beyond the active region. Compare the results with the entries in Table
18-4.
18-14. For the grounded-collector configuration, verify the entries in the third
column of Table 18-4.
18-15. Find the response to an input current step 11 under the condition that
RLC e » l/wa for (a) the common-emitter configuration, (b) the common-collector
configuration, and (c) the common-base configuration.
18-16. The a-c resistance between collector and emitter for a grounded-emitter
transistor switch in the on condition may be computed as
R

E;

ae

=

I dIe I = I
dEc.

d(E; - E;)
dIe

I

E;

where
and
are, respectively, the voltage drops across the collector and emitter
junctions. Using Eqs. (18-41) and (18-42), show that
Rae

=

ET

[
aN

1 - aN
Ib - Ie (1 - aN)

-

leo

+

h

1 -

+ Ie(l

ar
ar)

+ leo

]

Compute Rae for aN = 0.g8, ar = 0.78, Io = 200 pa, leo = 2.0 p,a, and Ie = 4 mao
18-17. Show that Ie is given approximately by

Assume that the collector junction is reverse-biased and that
the emitter junction is slightly forward-biased. Take advantage
of the approximations which are allowed because the forward bias
R
is small.
18-18. Find the voltages and currents in the direct-connected
binary of Fig. 18-34 if Ee e = 20 volts and RL = 50 K.
18-19. Show that the time duration of the quasi-stable state of
PUOB.18-17
a transistor monostable multi is T ~ RC In 2.
18-20. Show that the frequency of a transistor astable multivibrator is
HINT:

f

rv
1
=2RCln2

APPENDIX: TUBE CHARACTERISTICS
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Amplifiers, ringing in, 73
Acceptor, 550--551
screen bypass for, 95-96
Acoustical delay line, 414-415, 501-502
series-peaked, 72-74
Active clement, 410
series-shunt-peaked, 72-74
Adder-subtractor, 419-422
shunt-peaked, 67-74
Alpha of transistor, 561, 579, 591-592
smear in, 73
Amplifiers, bandwidth of, 66, 73, 316
square-wave testing of, 64-65
biasing arrangements, 84-126
cascaded, 74-77, 96-99
transistor, 573-578
video (see RC coupled, above)
cathode follower (see Cathode follower)
compensation of, high-frequency,
wideband (see RC coupled, above)
Amplitude comparators (see Com67-74, 81-85
low-frequency, 89-96
parators)
Amplitude-distribution analyzer, 459
Dietzold compensated, 72-74
Amplitude response in amplifiers, 59-63
difference, 20-21, 467, 481-483
Analogue-to-digital converter, 491-494
distributed, 315-321, 502-503
AND circuit, 397-400, 404-409
equivalent circuit of, 1, 60-61
AND-NOT circuit, 411
feedback, 4-26
Angle marks, 543
characteristics of, 8-11
current, 5-8, 21-22, 245-246
Aspect ratio, 515, 534
Astable multivibrator (see Multivibrator)
voltage, 4-8
figure of merit of, 12, 65-66
Attenuators, 77-81
Avalanche breakdown, 555
flat-top response of, 62-63, 89-90
input capacitance of, 86
Backlash, 166-172
linearity of, 9-10, 245-246
multistage, 74-77, 96-99
Bandwidth, 66, 73, 316, 533-534
Beam switching tube, 339-343
operational (see Operational amplifier)
Berkeley counter, 153-154, 334
overdriven, 116, 129-139
overshoot in response of, 67-74, 76-77, Biasing arrangements, amplifier, 84-126
cathode follower, 16
98
paraphase, 18-20
oscillator, 126
Binary, 140-173, 425-427, 595-500
pulse (see RC coupled, below)
capacitor for (see Capacitor)
push-pull, 99-101
rate-of-rise, 39-40
cathode-coupled, 164-172
cathode interface resistance in, 172-173
RC coupled, 58-77, 81-85, 89-90
commutating capacitors for, 146-147,
delay in, 59-62
151-156, 163-164
response of, amplitude, 59-63
frequency, 59-63, 65
dynamic, 415-416
fixed-bias, 140-144
rise-time, 63-77, 81-85
magnetic, 425-427
step voltage, 63-77, 81-85, 89-93,
96-99
recovery time of, 152
transient, 65-77, 81-85, 8U-U3, 96regeneration in, 147-149
resolving time of, 150-156
99
self-bias, 144-146
tilt in, 63
settling time of, 152
resistance-coupled (see RC coupled,
above)
stable states of, 140-146
679
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Binary, transistor, 595-599
transition time of, 152
triggering of, 156-164
symmetrical, 156, 161-164
unsymmetrical, 156-161
Binary adder-subtractor, 419-422
Binary bit, 394
Binary chain, 323-327, 432-433, 530
Binary character, 394
Binary counter, 323-327, 432-433
Binary numbers, 325-326
Binary subtractor, 419-422
Bistable multivibrator (see Binary)
Bit, 394
Blanking, 519, 526-527, 532-533
(See also Intensifier)
Blocking oscillator, 272-284, 305-307
amplitude of pulse, 276-278
applications of, 284
backswing of, 274, 280-281
circuits, 272, 281-284
comparator, 473-474
damping of, 274
delay-line control of, 305-307
equivalent circuits, 275, 278, 280
monostable, 283-284
output impedance of, 278, 282
output terminals of, 282-283
period of, 281-282, 306-307
pulse, width of, 278-280, 305-306
response of, 275-281
rise time of, 275-276
switch, 348
synchronization of, 360, 369-372, 380
triggered, 283-284
waveforms, 272-275
Bootstrap circuit, 215-216, 228-232, 246,
248, 351, 487-491
Bottoming, 115, 220-221, 561, 564
Breakdown in semiconductor, 554-555,
567-568
Breakdown diode, 555, 597
Buffer circuit, 394-397, 404-407
Cable, circuits to drive, 88-89, 99-101
Capacitance, barrier, 580-581
collector, 584-585
diffusion, 579-580
input, 65
meter, 352
output, 66
Capacitor for binary, commutating, 146147, 151-156, 163-164
speed-up, 146-147, 151-156, 163-164
transpose, 146-147, 151-156, 163-164

Carry time, 416, 432-433
Cathode-coupled amplifiers, 18-22, 111
Cathode-coupled binary, 164-172
Cathode-coupled clipper, 117, 479-480
Cathode follower, biasing arrangements,
16
with cable load, 88-89
with capacitive load, 138-139
characteristics of, 17
circuits, 15-22
equivalent, 11, 85, 87
figure of merit of, 12
frequency response of, high-, 85-89
low-, 11-17
gain of, 11, 87
graphical analysis of, 13-15
input admittance of, 85
input capacitance of, 86
output impedance of, 11, 86
overdriven, 138-139
Cathode interface resistance, 101-102,
172-173
Character, binary, 394
Characteristics of tubes (see Tube characteristics)
Clamp, 110, 114, 119, 153-154, 186-187,
416-419
(See also Clamping circuits)
Clamping circuits, 119-129
diode, 119-125, 127-128, 453-456
equivalent circuits of, 121, 124-125, 127
keyed, 126-129, 447-457
one-way, 120
pentode, 125-126
source impedance in, effect of, 124-125
synchronized, 126-129, 447-457
triode, 125-126, 128
two-way, 128
Clipping circuits, 111-119,479-480
base, 111
bottoming, 115
capacitance, effect of, 112-113
cathode-coupled, 117,479-480
cathode-follower, 115
cutoff, 113-115
diode, 111-113, 116-119
double-ended, 116-117
grid-current, 113-115
peak, 111
pentode, 115-116
saturation, 115
temperature compensation of, 117-119
triode, 113-115
Clock, 345, 408-409, 416, 510-512
Coders, 307-308
multiposition switch, 422-424
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Coincidence circuit, 397-400, 404-409,
512
Common-mode effect, 21, 4GG, 467, 483484
Common-mode rejection ratio, 21, 482
Commutating capacitor for binary, 14G147, 151-156, lG3-lG'1
Comparators, 458-484
amplifiers for, 4G4, 4G7, 476, 481-484
applications of, 458-459
blocking oscillator, 473-474
classification of, 459
cutoff, 465-4G8, 477-479
diode, 460-465
gas-tube, 476-477
multiar, 468-473, 480
multivibrator, 474-476
regenerative, 468-476
for sinusoidal voltages, 477-480
Compensation, of amplifiers, 67-74, 8185,89-96
of attenuators, 77-81
temperature, in diodes, 117-119
Converter, analogue-to-digital, 491-494
Counters, 323-354
applications of, 344-346, 352-353
beam switching tube, 339-343
binary, 323-330, 335
decade, 330-334
Dekatron, 335-339
duodecade, 338-339
gas-tube, 335-339
multicathode, 335-339
preset, 345
reversible, 335
ring, 343-344, 544-545
storage, 346-353
trochotron, 339-343
vacuum-tube, 339-343
vernier, 509-513
(See also Synchronization)
Counting-rate meter, 352-353
CRO (cathode-ray oscilloscope), 202, 207,
209, 213
CRT (cathode-ray tube), 207, 209, 213
Crystal diodes, 104-106, 552-556
figure of merit of, 112
(See also Diodes)
D-c restorer (see Clamping circuits)
Damper diode, 134-135
Decade counter, 330-334
Decoders, 309-315
Delay, definition of, 44
phase, 364-365
in RC circuits, 44-45
in RC coupled amplifier, 59-62
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Delay circuit, Haven's, 416-419
(See also Delay lines; Multivibrator;
Phantastron; Time modulation)
Delay lines, acoustical, 414-415, 501-502
electromagnetic, 286-322
applications of, 286, 305-322
characteristic impedance of, 287-292
characteristics of, 286
charged, 303-304
coders, 307-308
decoders, 310-315
delay time of, 287-297
distributed-parameter, 28G-291
helical, 288-290
lumped-parameter, 291-298
reflection factor of, 300-301
reflections on, 299-305
rise time of, 293-294, 29G--297
step response of, 290, 293, 297-298
Delay multivibrator (see Multivibrator,
monostable)
Dietzold network, 72, 73
Difference amplifier, 20-21, 467, 481-483
figure of merit of, 21
Differentiator, comparison with
integrator, 47
double, 39-40
operational amplifier, 26, 38-39
RC circuit, 36-39
RL circuit, 47-48
Diffusion current in semiconductors, 551552
Digital computer, 392-394, 491-494
circuits, 394-427
NORC, 401-402, 416-419
SEAC, 404-410, 414
(See also Gates, switching)
Digital converter, 491-494
Diode circuits (see Clamping circuits;
Clipping circuits; Comparators;
Gates; Limiting circuits)
Diode gate (see Gates)
Diodes, break region of, 105-106, 113
breakaway, 463
breakdown, 555, 597
capacitance of, 106, 113
crystal, 104-106, 552-556
damper, 133-134
junction, 106, 552-556
pick-off, 460
plate-catching, 134-135, 186-187, 225
point contact, 106, 556
recovery time of, 106
temperature dependence of, 105-106,
117-119
Displacement error, sweep, 203
Distributed amplifier, 315-321, 502-503
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Distributor, 338, 344
Divider, binary, 323-329, 530
frequency (see Counters; Synchronization)
locked oscillator, 384-386
relaxation (see Synchronization)
sinusoidal, 382-386
storage counter, 347-350
Donor, 550-551
Doping of semiconductors, 551
Drift current in semiconductors, 551
Eccles-Jordan circuit (see Binary)
Electromagnetic delay lines (see Delay
lines)
ENIAC, 344
Equalizing pulses in television, 524-525,
527-532
Error, 203
(See also Sweep linearity)
EXCLUSIVELY-OR circuit, 411
Feedback amplifiers (see Amplifiers)
Ferrite, 262-263, 425
Figure of merit, of amplifier, 12, 65-66
of cathode follower, 12
of crystal diode, 112
of difference amplifier, 21
of tubes, 65-66, 316, 318
Filter section, 291-298
Flip-flip, 140ff.
(See also Binary)
Flip-flop, 140ff.
(See also Binary)
Flyback power supply, 251-252
Flyback time, 202, 249-252
Flying spot scanner, 544
Frequency, lower 3-db, 29, 61-63
upper 3-db, 40-41, 61
Frequency divider (see Synchronization)
Frequency meter, 345, 352-353
Frequency response, of feedback
amplifier, 9
of RC circuit, 28-30, 41-42
of RC coupled amplifier, 59-63, 65
Gas tube (see Thyratron comparator;
Thyratron sweep circuit)
Gates, linear (see transmission, below)
logical (see switching, below)
switching, 394-427
AN D, 397-400, 404-407
AN D-NOT, 411
buffer, 394-397, 404-409

Gates, switching, code-operated, 422-424
coincidence, 397-400, 404-409, 512
EXCLUSIVELY-OR, 411
INHIBITOR, 401-404, 407

inverter, 400-401, 407
magnetic, 425-427
mixing, 394-397, 404-407
multiposition, 422-424
NOT, 400-401, 407
OR, 394-397, 404-407
transmission, 429-457
bidirectional, 435-436, 438-447,
453-457
four-diode, 443-445, 454-455
six-diode, 445-447
threshold, 431
triode, 435-438, 456
two-diode, 438-443, 453-456
unidirectional, 430-435
Generators, pulse, 302-304
(See also Blocking oscillator)
square-wave, 117, 168, 174, 197-201
staircase, 352
television, 527-532
trapezoidal, 240-241, 246-247
triangular (see Sweep circuits)
waveform, 346
Grid base, 116
Guides in Dekatron, 336-337
Hartley oscillator, 505
Havens delay circuit, 416-419
Hewlett-Packard counter, 153-155, 329330
Holes in semiconductor, 550
Hysteresis in cathode-coupled binary,
164-172
Hysteresis loop, magnetic, 425
Impedance (see Input impedance; Output
impedance)
Inhibitor circuit, 401-404, 407, 433-434
Input impedance, of amplifier, 86
of cathode follower, 85-86
of transistor, 575-576
Integrator, comparison with differentiator, 47
operational amplifier, 25
RC circuit, 46-47
Intensifier, 209, 213
(See also Blanking)
Inverter circuit, 400-401, 407
Junction diode, 552-556
Junction transistor, 556-559
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Keyed clamps, 126-129, 447-457
Limiting circuits (see Clipping circuits)
Line (see Delay lines)
Linear gates (see Gates, transmission)
Linearity, of amplifier, 9-10, 245-246
of delay multivibrator, 193-194
of phantastron, 225
of sweep (see Sweep linearity)
Locked oscillator, 384-386
Logical gates (see Gates, switching)
Magnetic binary clements, 425-427
Magnetic counter, 426-427
Magnetic register, 425-426
Majority carriers, 553
Marks, electronic, 543-547
Memory, 392-393, 414-415
(See also Register)
Miller integrator, 214, 216-228, 487-494
Miller sweep, 214, 216-228, 487-494
Minority carriers, 553
Mixing circuit, 394-397, 404-407
Monostable multivibrator (see Multivibrator)
Multiar, 468-473, 480
Multiplier, 382
Multivibrator, astable, 174, 197-201
synchronization of, 360-362, 378380
transistor, 602-603
bistable (see Binary)
comparator, 474-476
gating, 174ff.
monostable, 174, 187-199, 363-364
cathode-coupled, 187-199
delay time of, 193-194
duration of, 193-194
free-running adjustment of, 197199
gate width of, 197-199
overshoots in waveforms of, 190193, 195
triggering of, 195-196
waveforms of, 187-193, 195
plate-coupled, 174-187,363-364
delay time of, 175-178
duration of, 175-178
free-running adjustment of, 197199
gate width of, 175-178
overshoots in waveforms of, 178183
quasi-stable state of, 174-175
recovery time of, 184-187
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Multivibrator, monostable, plate-coupled, stable state of, 174-175
synchronization of, 363-364
triggering of, 175-176, 185-186
waveforms of, 178-187
transistor, 599-602
one-shot, 174ff.
single-cycle, 174ff.
single-step, 174ff.
n-p junction, 552-556
n-p-n transistor, 556-559

National Bureau of Standards Computer (SEAC), 404-410, 414
Naval Ordnance Research Calculation
(NORC), 401, 402, 416-419
NORC, 401, 402, 416-419
Norton's theorem, 2-6, 573-574
NOT circuit, 400-401, 407
Operational amplifier, 22-26, 497
Operational integrator, 26
(See also Sweep circuit, Miller)
Operational phase inverter, 218
Operational trapezoidal generator, 246247
OR circuit, 394-397, 404-407, 433-434
Oscillator, biasing arrangements, 126
blocking (see Blocking oscillator)
locked, 384-386
pulsed, 504-508
(See also Generators)
Oscilloscope, 202
attenuator, 80-81
blanking of, 206, 209, 213
cathode-ray (CRO), 202, 207, 209, 213
probe, 80-81
radar, 536-538, 541-543
Output impedance, of amplifier, 2-3
with feedback, 5-6, 22
of blocking oscillator, 278, 282
of cathode follower, 11, 86
of transistor, 573-576
Overdriven amplifier, 116, 129-139
Overshoot, in amplifier waveforms, 69,
73, 76-77, 98, 135-137
in grid waveforms, 130-131, 137
p-n junction, 552-556
p-n-p transistor, 556-559

Paraphase amplifier, 18-20
Peaking, 31-32, 47-48, 131-134, 501
Pedestal, 431, 434-438
Permalloy, 257, 261
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Phantastron, 221-228
cathode-coupled, 227
delay, 225-226
divider, 364-365
linearity of, 225
screen-coupled, 222-227
Phase-comparison circuit, 386-390
Phase delay, 364-365
Phase inverter, 18-20, 218
Phase jitter, 365-366
Phase-modulation systems, 494-501
Phase-shifting circuits, 498-499
Phase-shifting devices, 495-498
Phasemeter, 459, 479-480
Plate-catching diode, 134-135, 186-187
Potentiometer, sine-cosine, 498, 539-540
PPI, 537-538, 541-542
Probe for oscilloscope, 80-81
Pulse amplifiers, 58-77, 81-85, 89-99
Pulse coders, 307-308
Pulse decoders, 309-315
Pulse generator, 302-304
(See also Blocking oscillator)
Pulse shaping, 29-30, 41-42, 305, 403404, 407-410, 413-414, 416-419
Pulse stretcher, 305, 403-404, 409-410
Pulse transformers, 253-272
application of, 253
capacitances in, 259-262, 271
coefficient of coupling of, 254-256, 262
cup core of, 262-263
design of, 271-272
equivalent circuits of, 253-256, 263271
ferrite core of, 262-263
inverting, 260-261
leakage inductance of, 256-259, 271
pot core of, 262-263
primary inductance of, 253-258, 262,
267, 271
response of, 263-271
decay-time, 267-271
fiat-top, 265-267, 269-270
ringing in, 263-265, 269-270
rise-time, 263-265, 269-270
tilt in, 265-267, 269-270
saturation of, 266
turns ratio of, 254, 256, 271-272
uses of, 253
Pulsed oscillators, 504-508

Q, measurement of, 53
related to damping factor, 49, 67
Radar, 535-547
indicators, 536-538, 541-547

Radar, principles, 535-536
Radial sweeps, 537-542
Ramp voltage, 35-36, 45-46
(See also Sweep circuit)
Range marks, 543
Raytheon magnetic cores, 426
RC circuits, 28-47
high-pass, 28-40
differentia tor, 36-40
exponential input, 33-35
pulse input, 29-30
ramp input, 35-36
sinusoidal input, 28-29, 37-38
square-wave input, 31-33
step-voltage input, 29
low-pass, 40-47
exponential input, 44-45
integrator, 46-47
pulse input, 41-42
ramp input, 45-46
sinusoidal input, 40
square-wave input, 42-44
step input, 40-41
Reactance tube, 386-390
Regenerative broadening, 409-410
Regenerative circuits, 382-384
(See also Blocking oscillator; Comparators; Multiar; Multivibrator)
Register, binary, 346, 411-413, 425-427
dynamic, 413-416
magnetic, 425-427
shift, 412-413, 425-426
Relaxation dividers (see Synchronization)
Resolved sweeps, 538-542
Resolver, 496, 538-539, 541
Resonant stabilization, 368-372
Restorer, d-c (see Clamping circuits)
Retrace time, 202, 249-250
Reverse current in semiconductor, 553555
Ringing in amplifier response, 73
Ringing circuit, 52-57, 505-506
Rise time, definition of, 41
measurement of, 43
RL circuits, 47-48
RLC circuits, 48-57
RTB, 537-538
Sanaphant, 228
Sanatron, 228
Saw-tooth generator (see Sweep circuit)
Scaling circuit (see Counters)
Schmitt circuit (see Binary, cathode- .
coupled)
Scope (see Oscilloscope)
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Screen bypass, 95-96
SEAC, 40·1-410, 414
Selector circuits (see Clipping circuits;
Gates, transmission)
Self-bias (see Biasing arrangements)
Semiconductor, 548-556
breakdown in, 554-555, 567-568
current in, 551-552
diode, 552-556
doping of, 551
holes in, 550
intrinsic, 548, 551
junction, 552-556
n-type,550
p-type, 551-552
Sequencer, 344, 544-545
Series peaking in amplifiers, 72-74
Series-shunt peaking in amplifiers, 72-74
Serrations in television signal, 523-524
Shunt peaking in amplifiers, 72-74
Sine-cosine potentiometer, 498, 539-540
Sleeping sickness, 102
Slope error, 203, 487-491
Slump, 102
Smear in amplifier, 73
Spades in trochotron, 341
Speed-up capacitor for binary, 146-147,
151-156, 163-164
Square-wave response, of amplifiers, 6377, 81-85, 89-93, 96-99
of delay lines, 290, 293, 297, 298
of RC circuits, 31-33, 42-44
Square-wave testing, 64-65
Squaring circuits, 117, 168, 174, 197201, 477-480
Staircase generator, 352
Step-voltage response, of amplifier, 6377, 81-85, 89-93, 96-99
of delay lines, 290, 293, 297, 298
of RC circuits, 29, 40-41
Stepping switch, 338, 344
Storage counters, 346-353
Storage devices, 346-353, 392-393, 415
(See also Register)
Sweep circuit, current, 236-252
bootstrap, 246, 248
deflection-coil parameters of, 237
delay in response of, 238-239
driver for, 240-244
generator waveform for, 236-240,
244-248
impulse term in generator for, 236240, 244-245
linearity of response of, 244-246,
487-494
radial, 537-538
recovery time of, 243-244
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Sweep circuit, current, television, 248252
voltage, 202-235
bootstrap, 215-216, 228-232, 487491
driven, 207
Du Mont, 209
inducto~ 232-233
Miller, 214, 216-228, 487-494
pentode, 234-235
phantastron, 221-228
radar, 538-542
radial, 537-542
recurrent, 206
resolved, 538-542
synchronization of, 206, 355-360,
372-377
Tektronix, 210-213
thyratron, 204-208, 234-235, 355360
triggered, 207
vacuum tube, 208-232
zero error in waveform of, 487-494
Sweep linearity, 203, 206, 212-217, 225,
230-235
of bootstrap circuit, 215-217, 487-491
of current sweep, 244-246
error in, displacement, 203, 210, 225,
233
slope, 203, 487-491
transmission, 36, 45, 203
of Miller circuit, 214, 216-218, 487494
Sweep-voltage waveform, 202-204
Switch tube, 129-139
with capacitive load, 134
cathode-follower, 138-139
with inductive load, 131-134
with resistive load, 129-131
two-stage, 135-137
(See also Gates, switching)'
Switching gates (see Gates)
Sylvania 2N35 transistor characteristics, 560, 563, 590, 592, 594
Synchro, 496, 538-539, 541
Synchronization, 355-390
pulse, 355-372, 386-390
of astable multi, 360-362
of blocking oscillator, 360, 368-372
of monostable multi, 363-364
of phantastron, 364-365
with resonant circuit, 368-372
of sinusoidal oscillator, 386-390
stability considerations in, 364-372
sinusoidal, 372-390
of astable multi, 378-380
of blocking oscillator, 380
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PULSE AND DIGITAL CIRCUITS

Synchronization, sinusoidal, of thyratron
sweep, 372-378
television, 389-390, 519-532
Synchronous clamping, 126-129, 447453, 456-457
Tags, electronic, 544-547
Television, amplifiers (see Amplifiers)
bandwidth requirements for, 533-534
d-c restorers for (see Clamping circuits)
equalizing pulses for, 524-525, 527-532
generator, 527-533
high-voltage power supply, 251-252 .
principles, 515-516
scanning, 516-519
signal, 519-534
sweep circuits, 248-252, 284
Th6venin's theorem, 2-6, 573
Threshold gate, 431
Thyratron comparator, 476-477
Thyratron sweep circuit, 204-208, 355360
synchronization of, 355-360, 372-378
Time base, current, 236-252
voltage, 202-235
(See also Sweep circuits)
Time-base systems, 485-494
Time measurements, 345-346, 458, 508513
(See also Time modulation)
Time modulation, 485-513
delay-line, 501-504, 507-508
phase-modulation systems, 494-501,
506-507
time-base systems, 485-494
Time-selection circuits (see Gates, transmission)
Timing markers, 307, 458
Totem-pole amplifier, 99-101
Transformer (see Pulse transformer)
Transistor, 548-606
active region of, 560
alloy-type, 558
alpha, 561, 579, 591-592
amplifier, 573-578
analogies with vacuum-tube circuits,
564-567
base resistance, 571
base spreading resistance, 571-572
binary, 595-599
breakdown in, 567-568
capacitances of, 579-581, 584-585
characteristics, 559-568, 589-593
configuration, common-base, 559-562
common-collector, 564-567
common-emitter, 562-567

Transistor, configuration, grounded-base,
559-562, 564-567, 575-578
grounded-collector, 564-567, 575578
grounded-emitter, 562-567, 575-578
cutoff frequency, 579
cutoff region of, 561, 593-594
diffused-junction, 558
doping of, 551
equivalent circuits of, 568-573, 578586
grown-junction, 558
junction, 556-559
multivibrators, 599-602
n-p-n, 556
p-n-p, 556
parameters, 570, 576
point-contact, 559, 567
:potential energy barriers in, 557-558
power gain of, 573-578
response of, 581-589
delay time in, 585-586
transient, 581-589
saturation region of, 561, 587, 594-595
storage time in, 586-587
voltage gain of, 573-578
Transmission error, 36, 45, 203
Transmission gates (see Gates)
Transmission line (see Delay line)
Trapezoidal generator, 240-241, 246-247
Triangular generator (see Sweep circuit)
Triode, amplification factor of, 109
break region of, 113
characteristics of, 106-111
transfer, 113-114
(See also Tube characteristics)
grid current of, 108-110
grid resistance of, 109
input capacitance of, 86
parameters of, 109
plate resistance of, 109
transconductance of, 109
(See also Amplifiers ; Transistor)
Trochotron, 339-343
Tube characteristics, 2N35 transistor,
560, 563, 590, 592
6AU6, 665
6J5, 106, 666-667
6SN7, 106, 666-667
12AT7, 106, 668
12AU7, 106, 109, 669-670
12AX7, 106, 671
5814, 106
5963, 106
5965, 106-110, 672-673
Tubes (see Diodes; Switch tube; Transistor)
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Vernier counter, 500-513.
Video amplifier, 58-77, 81-85, 80-00
Video mapping, 543-544
Voltage compamtors (see Comparators)

Wave shaping, linear, RLC circuits, 4857
nonlincar (see Amplifiers, ovcrdrivml;
Clamping circuits; Clippin~ CIrcuits; Switch tubc)
'Waveform gcnerator, 34G
Word, 349

Wave shaping, linear, RC circuits (see
RC circuits)
RL circuits, 47-48

Z-axis modulation, 208
Zener voltage, 555, 5G7

Univibmtor, 174f.

